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NOTE ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL K-MAPS 
PART I 

Andrzej J. Gapinski 
Penn State University-Fayette 

ABSTRACT 
The Kamaugh map method has been used successfully in a digital design to reduce algebraic expressions through 
process of finding a minimum cover of a given Boolean function. While geometric interpretation is quite clear in 
case of dimensionality less than five, the cases that involve more variables add in complexity and visualization 
becomes hard when using n-dimensional Boolean cube. The note offers a simple geometric pattern for n = 7, 8, 
extendable ton-dimensions, which is quite useful in visualizing Kmap adjacencies. 

K-MAP METHOD 
Kamaugh map (K-map) has been used successfully for many years in digital circuit design and analysis. This 
method allows using graphical representation of Boolean functions mirtterms as cells in K-map to find minimal 
representation. The truth table can be represented as a cube in an n-dimensional Boolean space1

, see figure I, 2. In 
this representation each vertex is associated with specific minterm of the initial function. In this representation each 
plane in a cube diagram is used to identify adjacencies, which are used to find minimum cover1 

•· However, while the 
method of cube representation is quite clear for lower dimensions, it is not easily visualized for more than three 
dimensions. 

011 111 

010 

001 101 
000 

Figure I. Three-dimensional case 

1011 1111 

001-0 

0000 
Figure 2. Four-dimension~! case. 

The K-map diagrams1
'
2 allow easier visualization in cases larger than thr~e d,imensions. Most textbooks cover 2-5 

dimensional cases. Here, the K-maps are shown for n (dimension)= 5➔ 8, which can be further extended to any n. 
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.K-MAP FORN = 5, ... , 8 _ 
The literature describes the solution in case n = 5 and 6. 1 After describing these cases, the K-map layout for n = 7 ~ 8 
will be ·shown. The adjacent cells on K-map, which correspond to _specific minterms, can be combined that leads mto 
elimination ·of the variables from an expression. In figure 3, the mmterms m(l0,11,14,1~) on the f1:st plane can ~e 
combined with minterms m(26,27,30,3 l) appearing on second plane to give the octe~ with algebraic representation 
ofBD. Thus, by combining the adjacent cells it is possible to eliminate the three variables A, B, and E. 

DE DE DE DE 

10000 10~001 010 
m17 

A"" 
10101 10111 

1 m23 

1111 1 111 IO 
m31 m30 

D DE DE DE 11001 11011 I lOlO 
m25 m27 m26 

ABC 00000 00001 00011 00010 
mo ml m3 m2 

ABC 00100 00101 00111 00110 
m4 m5 m7 . m6 

ABC 
01100 01101 01111 01110 

ABC m12 ml3 111 15 ml4 

01000 01001 0 1011 01010 
m8 m9 ml.I mlO 

Figure 3. K map for five variables, ABCDE, with cells (minterms) located on two planes. 

Figure 4 shows K-map diagram for six variables, which can be visualized as four arrays, sixteen cells each, located 
on four planes: I, II, III, and IV. The diagram shows the allocati~n of cells corresponding to specific minterms, 
m0,ml,m2, etc .. The binary numbers associated with each cell corresponding to specific minterm clearly show the 
change in one digit only in numbers located in adjacent cells on the same plane or neighboring planes. For example, 
on figures 3 and 4 , cell that correspond to minterm m8 on plane I is adjacent to cell m24 on plane II, ml 6 on plane 
II to m48 on plane III, m54 on plane III to m38 on plane IV, etc. In reduction algorithm cells m(0, 1,4,5) on plane I 
can be combined with cells m(16,l 7,20,21) on plane II, cells m(48,49,52,53) on plane III, and cells m(32,33,36,37) 
on plane IV to give simplified expression: notB*notD, with elimination of variables X, A, C, and E. 
To illustrate the K map diagram for n = 7 dim, we refer to figure 5, which shows eight arrays of cells on eight 
different planes. The corner cells with corresponding minterms are shown with associated binary values. Again, the 
neighboring planes allow identification of the adjacent cells needed for minimization procedure. 

2 
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XABC 

XABC 

-

plane IV 

XABC 

XABC 

XABC 

XABC 

010000 
ml6 

010100 
m20 

XABC 

XABC 

XABC 

XABC 

110000 
m48 

110100 
m52 

111100 
m60 

111000 
m56 

DE 

110001 
m49 

i 10101 
m53 

111101 
m61 

111001 
m57 

DE 

100000 
m32 

100100 
m36 

101100 
m44 

101000 
m40 

110011 
m51 

110111 
m55 

111111 
m63 

111011 
m59 

010001 010011 010010 
m17 ml9 ml8 

010101 010111 010110 
m21 m23 m22 

DE 

100001 
m33 

100101 
m37 

101101 
m45 

101001 
m41 

110010 
m50 

110110 
m54 

111110 
m62 

111010 
m58 

XABC 011100 011101 011111 011110 pl II 

m28 m29 m31 m30 
XABC 0110()() 011001 011011 011010 

rn24 m25 m27 - m26 

DE DE DE DE 

000000 000001 000011 000010 
mo ml m3 m2 

000100 000101 000111 000110 
· m4 m5 m7 
001100 001101 001111 plane I 

m12 mB m15 
00100() 001001 001011 

rn~ m9 roll ml 

DE 

100011 100010 
m35 m34 

100111 100110 
m39 m38 

101111 101110 
m47 m46 

101011 101010 
m43 m42 

pl e III 

Figure 4. K map for six variables, XABCDE, with planes I, II, III, IV. Diagram shows a4jacent cells between 
neighboring planes. · 
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1110000 
mll2 

1010000 1111010 
m80 ml22 

Plane VIII 
1011010 

m90 

1000000 
m64 

1001010 
m74 

1100000 
m96 

1101010 
m 106 

0100000 
m32 

0101010 
m42 

0110000 
m48 

Plane III 

0111010 
m58 

0010000 
m16 

Plane II 
0011010 

m26 

0000000 
mo 

Plane I 
0001010 

ml0 

Figure 5. K map for seven variables, XY ABCDE, with comer minterms shown on planes I, II, ... ,VIII. 

4 
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Next, the K-map layout for cases dim= 8 and 9 is discussed and symbolically shown. 

To construct 3-D diagram of multidimensional K-maps we will use the following pattern, which satisfies the basic 
requirement of change in one bit only between any adjacent cells. The pattern, which allows to list the minterms 
associated with north-west, NW, cells of consecutive planes, as in figure 6: 

2X 

' ~ 
~ 

0 ➔ 16 ➔ 48 ➔ 32 ➔ 96 ➔ 64 ➔ 80 ➔ 112. 
+16 +32 . +16 +32 

Plane II III IV V VI VII VIII 

Figure 6. Pattern for minterms associated with NW cells 

Put it in different light, one can list the 3-bit binary numbers in the following order to satisfy the change in only one 
bit between any two adjacent numbers: 

ABC 000 correspond to 0 decimal 
001 1 
011 3 
010 2 
110 6 
100 4 
101 5 
111 7 

We will use this pattern in case of multi-bit numbers, which will allow satisfying the K-map requirement for 
numeric values of numbers between any two adjacent cells. 

The pattern can be used to create the K map layout for eight variable case. 
To show K"'.map for eight variables, XYZABCDEF, we list consecutive minterms associated with NW and SE cells 
located on listed consecutive parallel planes attached to both sides of the initial plane (with minterm m0)-see figure 
7. . . 

128 ➔ 144 ➔ 176 ➔ 160 ➔ 224 ➔ 192 ➔ 208 ➔ 240 

the added planes: II III IV V VI VII VIII. 

5 
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Plane VIII ~ ·rQ 2 250 

Plane VII ~] ~ . 

8 

Plane VI 

Plane V 

Plane IV 

Plane III 

Plane II 

Plane I 

~ [:g 4 
2 

E;J ~ 6 
4 

~ [:;] 2 
0 

~ [:;] 6 
8 

~ [:;] 6 
4 

Q [:;] 8 

\_ /' 
Figure 7. K-map for eight variables shown symbolically with NW & SE cells. 

The total number of cells (minterms) is: 16 X 16 = 256 as predicted. 

The K-map layouts with basic 16-elelement form for n = 9, 10, and 11 follows in part II of the article. 

REFERENCES 

1. Katz, R.H. (1994) Contemporary Logic Design. The Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Company. Redwood 
City. California. Pp. 67-89. 

2. Mano, M. M. and Kime, Ch. R. (2004) Logic and Computer Design Fundamentals. Pearson/ Prentice Hall. 
Upper Saddle River. NJ. Pp. 51-65. 
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NOTE ON MULTIDIMENSIONAL K-MAPS 
PART II 

Andrzej J. Gapinski 
Penn State University-Fayette 

ABSTRACT 
The Kamaugh map method has been used successfully in a digital design to reduce algebraic expressions through 
process of finding a minimum cover of a given Boolean function. In part I we presented the case ofn = 5, .. ,8. Here 
will consider cases n = 9, 10, 11. We will follow the procedure outlined previously in part one. The note offers a 
simple 3-D geometric pattern for n = 9, .. , 11 extendable ton-dimensions, which can be quite useful in visualizing K 
map adjacencies. 

K-MAP FOR n = 9, 10, 11 
Now, because of the limited space, the K-map layout for nine variables is shown in an abbreviated format with 
corresponding minterms, which are associated with.NW cells of consecutive planes (32 total). To depict the layout 
of the all planes required in the design we list the minterms located in NW cells of the adjacent planes as follows: 

256 ➔272 ➔ 304 ➔ 288 ➔352 ➔ 320 ➔ 336 ➔ 368 ➔ 112 ➔ 80 ➔ 64 ➔ 96 ➔ 32 ➔ 48➔ 16 ➔ 0 ➔ 
128 ➔ 144 ➔ 176 ➔ 160 ➔ 224 ➔ 192 ➔ 208 ➔ 240 ➔ 496 ➔ 464 ➔ 448 ➔ 480 ➔ 416 ➔ 432 ➔ 
400 ➔ 384. 

__ __.__,304 
314 Q 

_Figure 8. K-map layout for n = 9. Total oft~irty two, 32, planes. 

Thus, we have thirty two planes, with sixteen cells each for total of 32 X 16 = 512 cells. 

"13847 
~ 

For the case ofn = 10, using similar approach as above it can be shown that for K-map layout, the additional thirty 
two, 32, planes have to be added, sixteen planes total to figure 8 layout. 
To the plane with ~ell 256_ one has to add thirty two planes in the following order, figure 9, as follows: 

[256] ➔ 768 ➔7:84 ➔ 816 ➔ 800 ➔ 864 ➔ 832 ➔848 ➔ 880 and ➔ 1008 ➔ 976 ➔ 960 -➔ 992 ➔ 928➔ 944 
➔ 912 ➔ 896 and ➔ 640 ➔ 656 ➔ 688 ➔ 672 ➔ 736 ➔ 704 ➔ 720 ➔ 752 and 624 ➔ 592 ➔ 576 ➔ 608 ➔ 544 
➔ 560 ➔ 528 ➔ 512. 

Figure 9. Planes with li~ted numbers for NW cells for n = 10. 

7 
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Graphically, the case for n = 10 where the· ~djacent planes with NW cells as indicated are shown in the following 
figure 10: 

· . ~ • · ·· ···· ·□o . IJg4I 
81---80----~ _._. ---~~ 

..__-z===----

512 

Figure 10. 64 planes 

Thus, the planes contain total of 64 ( 64 planes) times 16 cells = 1024 cells, as expected. 

To illustrate the main pattern let's consider the following table with listed numeric values for n = 10: 

Decimal value 

768 
784 
816 
800 
864 
832 
848 
880 

1008 
976 
960 
992 
928 
944 
912 
896 

Binary number 
ABCDEFGHIJ 

1100000000 
11 0001 0000 
11 0011 0000 
1100100000 
1101100000 
1101000000 
11 0101 0000 
110111 0000 

111111 0000 
11 1101 0000 
11 1100 0000 
11 1110 0000 
11 1010 0000 
11 1011 0000 
11 1001 0000 
11 1000 0000. 

As mentioned in part one of the article, the pattern for adjacent numbers is-clearly visible, i.e., 0,1,3, 2, 6,4,5,7, or 
7,5,4,6,2,3,1,0 considering DEF digits. 

Next, we will list the minterms associated with NW cells of consecutive planes for n = 11 case, which augments the 
list of figure 9. The list is broken into 8-element sections to improve the readability.· 

(384] ➔ 1408 ➔ 1424 ➔ 1456 ➔ 1440 ➔ 1504 ➔ 1472 ➔ 1488 ➔- 1520 and 1392 ➔ 1360 ➔ 1344 ➔ 1376 ➔ 
1312 ➔ 1328 ➔ 1296 ➔ 1280 and ➔ 1024 ➔ 1040 ➔ 1072 ➔ 1056 ➔ 1120 ➔ 1088 ➔ 1104 ➔ 1136 and 1264 
➔ 1232 ➔ 1216 ➔ 1248 ➔ 1184 ➔ 1200 ➔ 1168 ➔ 1152. 

Planes added to plane [384]. 

8 
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[512] ➔ 1536 ➔ 1552 ➔ 1584 ➔ 1568 ➔- 1632 ➔ 1600 ➔ 1616 ➔ 1648 and 1776 ➔ 144 ➔ 1728 ➔ 1760 ➔ 
1696 ➔ 1712 ➔ 1680 ➔ 1664 and 1920 ➔ 1936 ➔ 1968 ➔ 1952 ➔ 2016 ➔ 1984 ➔ 2000 ➔ 2032 and 1904 ➔ 
1872 ➔ 1856 ➔ 1888 ➔ 1826 ➔ 1840 ➔ 1808 ➔ 1792. 

Planes added to plane [512]. 

Figure 11. Sixty four planes total added to plane [384] and [512] 

Thus, we have total of sixty four planes in figure 11, which are added to the 64 planes shown in figure 8 and 9 for 
the total of 128. The number of minterms covered is: 

128 times 16 equals 2048. 

The number confirms the expected number of possible combinations with eleven binary digits available: 

2" 11 = 2048, as expected. 

Again, graphically the layout of planes can be represented by a set of 128 adjacent planes as follows: 

EJ 
) 

The layout depicts the set of 128 adjacent planes for n = 11. 

Naturally, the approach can be extended beyond n = 11 case ~in~ the procedure as outlined above. 

In the discussed above layouts we consider sixteen-element array as a basic form. Naturally one can come up with 
the different layouts as illustrated below for six variables3 (figure 12), ABCDEF, which can be easily extended to 
sev~n, eight, etc., variables. K-map for eight-variables would consists here of four planes, sixty-four cells each for a 
total of two hundred fifty s1x, 256 cells, as in figure 13. 
ABCDEF 
0 4 12 s· 24 28 20 16 
1 5 13 9 25 29 21 17 
3 . 7 15 11 27 .. 31 23 19 
2 6 ' 14 10 26 · 30 22 18 
34 38 46 42 58 62 54 50 
35 39 47 43 59 63 55 51 
33 37 45 41 57 61 

., 
53 49 

32 36 44 40 56 60 52 48 
:3 Figure 12. K-map for six vanables 

In the case of 8-variables, XY ABCDEF, one can visualize four parallel planes with basic form of figure 12, with 
added variables X,Y in the two most significant positions. 
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Figure 13. K-map layout for eight-variables with NW & ~E cells' values shown. 

CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this note was to show graphical representation ofK-map layout, which is widely used in the 
minimization of Boolean functions in the design of combinational circuits. Obviously, drawing of layouts for 
Karnaugh maps can be considered merely as an exercise in listing binary sequences to capture adjacencies among 
cells. But it serves the vital purpose of Boolean functions reduction process. Visualization helps to conceptualize the 
optimization performed during the K-map reduction. Here, the intention was to describe graphical representation of 
K-map for n = 7-11, and beyond. Although, in general the Quine-McCluskey1 method based on tabular form 
provides a systematic procedure to generate a minimal set of prime implicants, the intention here was to show 3D 
graphical layout ofK-maps useful in the reduction process. Obviously, the procedure outlined here can be 
automated with the use of any programming language. In the design process it is relatively easy to miss some of the 
relations among the prime, essential implicants especially in multi-dimensional.cases where number of variables 
exceeds five. 
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DIGITAL CONSTRUCTION: UTILIZING THREE DIMENSIONAL (3D) 
COMPUTER MODELS TO IMPROVE CONSTRUCTABILITY 

James E. Folkestad 
Colorado State University 

David Sandlin 
Mortenson Company (Mortenson) 

ABSTRACT 
This paper will describe the utilization of Three Dimensional. (3D) computer models to design, interpret, coordinate 
and construct the Denver Art Museum Expansion project. Specific examples will be highlighted to demonstrate the 
impact these innovative tools created to save time, improve quality, and lower installation cost of many building 
components. 

INTRODUCTION/ BACKGROUND 
If a young man in his twenties quit the construction business 50 years ago and then returned back to work in the year 
2005, that individual would probably feel comfortable and right at home in the workplace. The process of how we 
construct buildings has c·hanges very little over the past five decades (Kieran & Timberlake, 2004). An absent 
worker could easily step back into };iis old trade as though time had not lapsed. If you compare this to the changes 
that have revolutionized the automotive, shipbuilding and practically all other industries over the past 50 years you 
realize that the construction industry stands alone,_ unchanged. The change in other industries has been nothing but 
extraordinary, however, most extraordinary of all is the fact that somehow the construction industry has managed to 
be resistant to the change. 

The extraordinary nature of these changes in other industries has made products such as cars, boats, cell phones, and 
appliances almost unrecognizable to someone who may have been missing on an island for the past 50 years. 
Product features have grown exponentially, for example refrigerators now have sensors and computer processors 
that track food and maintain freshness. Cars have navigation systems that provide precise drrections to the driver. 
Furthermore, the process of producing these products would be completely alien to that castaway. Products are 
designed, engineered, and manufactured so quickly that compa~es such as Hewlett Packard, introduce new products 
daily. 

Further investigation shows that these changes have created a .fundamental change in consumer demand. Today, 
·consumers expect more value and higher quality. A consumer demand "virus" has taken over where the consumer 
knows what they want and they want it now. In fact; companies are feeding this consumer appetite by mass
customizing products (Rautenstracuch, Seelmann-Eggebert, and Turowski, 2002). Levi Straus, Nike, and Toyota all 
produce products that can be customized by the consumer ·and the consumer can have that product in the same 
amount of time and at the same price (Pine, 1993). No longer do one-size fits all products have a chance to succeed 
(Kieran & Timberlake, 2004). Construction firms have not been inoculated from this consumer demand virus. 
Customers are expressing their frustration·with the building industry, complaining and rejecting the idea that 
buildings must be confined to one size fits all. Consumers are demanding customization (Larson, Intelle, Mcleish, 
Beaudin, and Williams, 2004; Dawson, 2004). 

Evidence to this consumer demand can be found in next generation architecture or blobitecture. Since the Baroque 
era of.the seventeenth century, architects have been trying to cast off design based on the Cartesian grid to include 
irregular shapes ~haracterized by grotesqueness, extravagance, or flamboyance (Rosa, 2003). Blobitecture, off the 
grid organic forms, have been experimented with for years, but only recently been realized. Architects themselves 
as designers of forms are demanding more from construction. They will no longer be satisfied with one size fits all 
Cartesian grid based buildings. They are demanding a break from rectiline~r constraints: ' 

Blobitecture forms have been realized only through digital tectonics. Digital t~ctonics requires a shift of the mind. 
How can something tectonic be digital (Leach, Turnbull & Williams, 2004 )? The paradigm shift that must occur is 
that virtual objects built in 3D CAD are exact replications of what will occur when those objects are fabricated and 
assembled on the construction site. Therefore, blobjects (complex blob shaped architecture) (Waters, 2003) that 
require ~xtremely complex structural frames that follow the shapes of the architectural wall and roof can be solved 
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virtually using ·digital technology. Again, if it fits in the digital build, it will fit in reality (Kolarevic, 2003). 3D 

CAD has enabled blobjects to become reality. 

Again~ in order to construct these blobjects construction compan~es like M?rtenson Company (GM/GC disc~ssed in 
this case study) must use digital tectonics or 3D CAD. The blobJ~~ts are simply to c~mplex to understand via 
traditional means. As illustrated by the Denver Art Museum addition case study, proJect le~d~rs at Mortenson _are 
realizing that the tools allow them to not only visualize complexity but to collaborate !o op!imize t~e c?nstruction 
process. These tools are quickly become an integral construction management tool with this organization. 

The following provides a glimpse of how digital tectonics (3D ?AD) _is enabl~g _the, constru~tion of_complex for:ms 
and some of the learning that is taking place which is transfonmng this orgaruzation s operations. Figure 1 provides 
an architectural rendering of the Denver Art museum addition that is detailed in this case study. In this figure notice 
the contrast of to the rectilinear design of the main art museum building as seen on the right, compared to the non
rectilinear shape of the Art Museum addition on the left. A revolution of digital tectonics is here and it will enable 
customer demand and increase customer defined value. 

CASE STUDY - DENVER ART MUSEUM ADDITION 

Figure 1. Architectural rendering of the addition to the Denver Art Museum <DAM) 

The building project for the examples cited herein is an addition to the Denver Art Museum (DAM), designed by 
intemationaily renowned architect Daniel Libeskind. Studio Daniel Libeskind formed a joint venture with a Denver 
based architectural firm, Davis Partner.ship. The building consists of approximately 146,000 square feet of new 
permanent gallery space, retail area, cafe area, art storage, outdoor sculpture deck, and special exhibition galleries to 
accommodate traveling exhibits. Studio Daniel Libeskind has created a unique, iconic design, which incorporates 
dramatically leaning, and cantilevered wall planes that wrap around and intersect each other on interior and exterior 
surfaces. The design features a four-story cantilever section that protrudes out across a busy downtown Denver 
thoroughfare. The structural steel frame necessary to support this building is extremely complex and created 
numerous challenges to overcome during the design and construction phases. Additionally, the inclusion of 
radically sloping walls as major architectural features also generated the need for special techniques to accomplish 
the subsequent design and construction. In order to successfully convey design intent and provide visualization 
capability, the building was designed and drawn utilizing 3-dimensional drafting software. Studio Daniel Libeskind 
utilized FormZ as the primary design and drafting program. Design modeJs in 3-D were developed for most 
architectural systems, the structural steel wire frame and mechanical ductwork systems. The information initially 
given to the contractor was in the form of traditional 2-dimensional contract drawings. In point of fact, it is 
important to note the contract documents generated to define and govern the scope of work were strictly the 2-
dimensional contract drawings. The use of3-dimensional models was expressly for -convenience only with no 
contractual obligation to accurately represent the design information. The reason for this circumstance was the 
apparent aversion to risk by all parties including the owner, designers, and contractor teams. As it turns out, most if 
not all, project team members are convinced this project will be successful because of the use of 3-dimensional 
design tools. The Studio Daniel Libeskind / Davis Partnership N team members and the Construction Manager / 
General Contractor (CM/GC) team members work with the 3-D tools in an environment of collaboration to 
coordinate design and construction activities. As the project progresses toward completion, 3-D models are still 
being generated, enhanced and manipulated to insure communication of the design requirements is accomplished. 
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The C:M/GC for the project is M.A. Mortenson Company (Mortenson). Their customer, the owner, is the City and 
County of Denver (CCD). The work is being performed under a negotiated guaranteed maximum price contract. 
Mortenson adopted the use ofFormZ software with three computer systems at the project site. Mortenson required 
many of the subcontractors to utilize 3-dimensional tools to coordinate and generate shop drawings for their 
respective scopes of w~rk. In addition to the models provided by the architectural professionals, models have been 
produced in 3-D ~y the structural steel detail subcontractor, mechanical subcontractor, electrical subcontractor, fire 
protection subcontractor, and the CM/GC. Mortenson has managed the coordination of model information for 

· construction related activities. Composite models have been generated in FormZ and Navisworks to facilitate the 
coordination effort. Models have been created in many different software programs by the various entities and 
brought together for coordination in composite format in these software programs. FormZ and Navisworks have the 
capability to interpret files saved in many formats such as .dwg .. dxf, etc. This allows the various companies to 
model and coordinate with the software programs they normally use and not require them to adopt use of one single 

. program. Table I provides a listing qf design elements, firms and 3D software utilized by the Denver Art Museum 
team. 

Table 1. Listing of design elements, firm and 3D software utilized by the Denver Art Museum Team. 
D . El p· . 3D ft tT d es1gn ement rrm so ware u 1 1ze 
Architectural Design (Studio Daniel Libeskind/Davis FormZ I AutoCAD 

Partnership N) 
Structural Steel Detailing (Dowco Consultants) X-Steel (Tekla) 
Architectural Detailing & (Mortenson) FormZ I Navisworks / 
Coordination AutoCAD 
HV AC Ductwork (U.S. Engineering) AutoCAD/ 

Navisworks 
HV AC Piping & Plumbing (U.S. Engineering) CAD Pipe/ 

Navisworks 
Fire Protection Piping (L. Nothhaft & Sons) Auto Sprink 
Electrical Systems (Dynalectric) AutoCAD 
4-D Scheduling (Mortenson) Computer System 

Associates 

STEEL CONNECTION-DESIGN 
The project's structural steel design Engineer of Record (EOR.) was Arup. The unconventional design of the· 
structure presented a complex puzzle for the project team to resolve. To allow a greater interaction of design, 
detailing, fabrication and erection, the owner placed the steel connection design and detailing under the 
responsibility of the project CM/GC. The DAM steel frame geometry is very complex since it closely follows the 
individual tilting architectural wall and roof planes. It cons~sts of nodes (steel connection locations) and framing 
elements. The framing elements ranged from small Wl2 floor beams to steel columns· as large as Wl4x500. The 
total mass of steel used for the project was approximately 2740 tons. Most wall frames, with the exception of the 
elevator cores, are a series of interconnectit~.g slopes, some nearing 45 degrees. Each of these walls framed together 
create a single large braced fr~e system. Apart from simpl~ floor beam to girder connections, the majority of 
connections on the project are complicated three-dimensional conditions that interact beams, girders, braces and 
columns all at different slopes, elevations and orientations. The widely varying geometry of the different elements 
of the steel frame ca.used each "node" or column framing location to be a complex 3-dimensional puzzle. 

Early in the connection design process it was readily apparent that the traditional and linear approach of connection 
design, detailing and fabrication would not work for the complexity associate·d with this project. Most structural 
frames transfer their loads at ninety-degree intersections and, therefore, analysis and calculation of the connection 
related details is less complicated than connections on the DAM project, By working interactjyely and using 3-
dimensional state-of-the-art design and detailing tools (X-Steel), the team was able to successfully address the 
complexity of the connection geometric challenges and create connections that took advantage of shop fabrication • 
efficiencies_ and simplified erection procedures. 

The steel connection design process began with the EOR providing the steel .detailer with a 3-dimensional wire 
frame model of the steel framing that was used in their global frame analysis, This model was based on a shared 3-
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dimensional design file developed by the Architec!111"al te~m. · The EO~ also provided the c?nnection desi~ team 
with a full set of element reactions for the connection design and published conceptual details of what they intended 
for the various connection types used in _the building design. 

The first step undertaken by the project detailer was to convert the wire fame model provided by the EOR into a 
fully extruded 3-dimensional detailing model. · All members of the team acquired "viewer" licenses of the steel 
detailer's software (X-Steel). ·weekly updates of the 3-dimensional model were provided to all team members to 
assist their efforts and allow detailed review of the model while completing design and fabrication. The 3-
dimensional detailed model was used extensively by the engineering team to visualize the complex layout of 
elements at individual connection points. At some locations up to eight separate framing elements came together 
from multiple wall and floor plans intersecting at different angles. Figure 2 provides an example of a framing laym~ 
within the project extruded in 3D. 

It was not possible to visualize these complex layouts using the 2-dimensional documents. The 3-dimensional 
detailing model provided "fly-through" capability to evaluate and design _!be intricate interaction of multiple 
elements all coming together at a coipmon work point. Using the 3-dimensional model, the design engineers were 
able to complete calculations and formula~e preliminary sketches of the connection designs. Often the design 
information was illustrated directly on 3-dimensional illustrations of the model. This information was then fed back 
to the detailer and individual connections were extruded into the model. The 3-dimensional model then became 
accurately detailed down to each bolt or weld associated with the steel connections. Weekly coordination meetings, 
often including interactive net-meetings, which allowed all participants to simultaneously view the 3-dimensional 
detailing file, provided the design team the ability to see the complex geometry and conflicts. Due to the level of 
coordination and work completed during design and fabrication, the level of field support by the connection design 
team was much less than originally estimated. · 

4-D SCHEDULING 
One of the unique collateral benefits of utilizing 3-D models is the opportunity to create 4-dimensional schedules. 
This involves the introduction of the element of time to a 3-D model. The result is a graphic representation of the 
schedule in 3-D format over a given period of time. It is in effect, a movie of the schedule. The process involves the 
creation (?fa relationship between components in the model to activities in the schedule. The DAM project 
schedule is managed by Mortenson utilizing a critical path schedule developed in P3 (Primavera). There are 
approximately 4100 activities in thi~ schedule. Mortenson used Construction Systems Associates (CSA) software to 
integrate schedule activities with 3-D models to develop the 4-D schedule. The relevant parties can sort the 
schedule many ways to generate useful information for evaluation. As the schedule is shown, it notes the timeframe 
of activities as well as the current activities taking place on the screen. It can be viewed in numerous increments 
including day, week and month. Logic changes can be ,made to the schedule and reflected in the revised visual 
representation in 4-D .format. 

Figure~- Framing layout as shown in proj~ct extruded 3-dimensional detailing model showing fully detailed 
connections. 

Mortenso~ used the 4-D schedule in numerous ways to successfully commur~.icate and manage the schedule on the 
DAM project. The 4-D schedule proved to be a useful planning tool as it provided an accurate and clear 
repre~ent~tion of the sc_hedule. The 4-D schedule was utilized in the early planning stages to convey the direction 
and tlmelme of the project to subcontractors as they were preparing bids for the project. This eliminated a great dea: 
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of the uncertainty that typically exists early in a project. This resulted in savings to the owner, as the subcontractors 
were able to fine tune their p~ci~g and eliminate the need to include the cost of many unknown or misunderstood 
items from their proposals. As one example of this, the 4-D schedule helped the project team realize that shared 
scaffold systems would be more efficient than having each trade provide their own. The CM/GC included the cost 
of a single system and had the subcontractors deduct the costs from their proposals. The 4-D schedule was also 
utilized as a primary planning tool to generate the baseline schedule as well as facilitate the updating process. The 

. graphic schedule was reviewed in nuµierous meetings attended by the appropriate contractors and subcontractors to 
analyze the feasibility of the proposed sequence for upcoming activities. Real time feedback allowed the team to 
make logic <;hanges that best facilitated the installation sequences. One of the early opportunities to better 
understand and subsequently change the schedule came when the project team collectively reviewed the 4-D visuals 
and recognized the need to revise predecessor activities to prepare for roof installation. The exterior stud framing of 
parapet walls became a driver for commencement of roof activities. This ongoing scheduling effort, which included 

. the subcontractors performing the work, improved the quality and overall delivery time of.building systems. The 4-
D schedule was also used to communicate the look-ahead schedule to a broad audience of stakeholders. The CSA 
software allows the schedule to be produced as an A VI. Movie clip that can be played and viewed using Windows 
Media Player. The schedule is updated monthly and a look ahead schedule is sent electronically to all affected 
parties. The ease of communicating and interpreting the schedule created an environment of team members that 
clearly understood the direction of the project activities. It was also found that the owner's representatives and their 
team were able to convey the project status and upcoming schedule activities to their constituents in an efficient 
manner: The following summarizes some. of the benefits experienced on the DAM project resulting form the use of 
the 4_-D schedule: 

• Ability to review schedule logic in a format that is quickly and readily understood 
• Elimination of uncertainty leading to more efficient cost estimates 
• Potential to find costly mistakes in schedule sequencing 
• Opportunity to evaluate various schedule scenarios and select the most productive sequence 
• Means to distribute via email for easy access to schedule information through .avi files 
• 3D model can be manipulated--cut, section, zoom, rotate, sort, filter to facilitate understanding 
• Database can be filtered for specific time periods or scopes of work 
• Database can be readily updated with new dates 
• All project team members have detailed knowledge of schedule direction 
• Allows the ability to communicate to a broader, less sophisticated audience 

MEP COORDINATION 
As previously mentioned, the CM/GC required the Mechanical, Electrical and Fire Protection (MEP) subcontractors 
to provide shop drawings coordinated utilizing 3-dimensional models. The mechanical engineer of record, Arup, 
provided a baseline duct system model. This initial 3-D model of ductwork was utilized to define and coordinate 
structural beam penetrations during the steel detailing and fabrication process. It also facilitated the routing of 
ductwork through the complex geometric shape of the DAM project. Each of the subcontractors was given the most 
current version of the architectural model (FormZ) as well as the fully developed 3-D structural steel model (X
Steel) as a baseline to begin the shop drawing process. Additionally, models of concrete foundations, slab-on-metal 
deck, and others as required were incorporated to coordinate in locations where these systems interacted. Models 
were posted to a website to be exchanged between team members to allow each trade to review progress issues by 
the others. 

The Mechanical co~tractor, U.S. E~gineering, introduced the team to Navisw9rks. Among mariy other uses, this 
software program facilitates the 3-D model coordination effort by allowing the creation of composite models from 
numerous programs. Navisworks also has collision checking capability, which was utilized to identify areas of 
conflict. These composite views were used for interactive visualization and coordination ineetrµgs. The composite 
models of all mechanical, electrical, and fire protection systems were displayed onto a projection screen during live 
coordination meetings attended by the respective detailers and appropriate field personnel. Collisions and potential 
conflicts were reviewed and resolved in real time. Mortenson managed the overall process with the assignment of 
responsibilities to correct conflicts communicated in meeting minutes issued to all involved parties. Corrected 
models were posted to the shared website weekly in an ongoing update process to insure the most accurate and 
relevant informat.ion was available to the MEP detailers. , 
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The net result. of this proc~ss is the successful development of fully coordinated, virtually resolved MEP systems. 
Figure 3 provides a 3D illustration of this fully coordinated MEP model. This model enhanced the opportunity to 
fabricate MEP systems offsite and deliver !hem to the project as erector sets. This enhanced the ability to store and 
schedule the installation ofMEP related components. Mortenson also built composite models of the coordinated 
systems in FormZ which allowed th~ ability to identify the location of all components based on survey coordinates 
derived from the models. The locations of all MEP system components are installed according to total station 
survey layouts based on coordin~tes from these models. The mechanical contractor places survey layout lines on th 
floor slabs for plumbing, piping, and ductwork systems in advance of installing these systems. A laser device is set 
up over known control points from this layout and MEP systems are placed with accuracy along these laser 
produced grids. Utilization of this technique has greatly improved the quality, production and timeliness of the 
installation of all MEP systems. 

Figure 3. Fully coordinated MEP model 

STRUCTURAL STEEL ERECTION 
LPR Construction Company (LPR) erected the structural steel for the DAM project under subcontract to the 
fabricator, Zimmerman Metals, Inc. Due to the complex nature of the structural steel frame on the DAM project, 
traditional survey and control methods would not work. The cantilevered and dramatically sloping· walls imparted 
unusually heavy loads on the steel frame. Additionally, the geometry of the building created the need for numerous 
temporary shoring and bracing solutions to hold walls, beams, and columns in place until they were fully connected 
and capable of standing on their own. The exact locations of ali of these elements wen~ critical to the success and 
timeliness of the erection process. LPR erected the structural steel frame and bracing members to exact XYZ survey 
coordinates taken from the virtual 3-D model of the steel frame developed in X-Steel. A single origin point (0.000', 
0.000', 0.000') was established and used as the primary reference for all control on the project. LPR and Mortenson 
utilized total station survey equipment for all layout and control of building components. LPR and Zimmerman 
devised a scheme to install survey prisms and delineators at pre-determined lQcations on beams and columns during 
the fabrication of steel elements to facilitate the accuracy of the installation. LPR developed spreadsheets of all 
required control points, which were used by the installers and surveyors throughout the erection activities. 
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Figure 4. Detail view of co~ections, penetrations, exact fit, and overview of steel erection project. 

LPR adopted the use of the X-Steel software early in the detailing and fabrication process. Their foreman and 
installers used 3-D model information to analyze and plan the work as structural steel erection progressed. They 
utilized as many as four computers onsite for reference. The visualization and flythrough capabilities of the 
software allowed them to communicate their plan to all project team IJlembers. LPR also used the 3-D models to 
generate a type of 4-D schedule that defined the daily steel erection criteria. They developed slides and graphics in 
PowerPoint that outlined all of the installation requirements for each beam, column, and wall plane. This 
information was reviewed daily and given to the steel hanging crews to insure clarity of the game plan. The element 
of time was added to the graphics to produce a 4-D sequence of.each structural frame element on the project. The 
installation of steel went very _smoothly and confidence in the ·accuracy of-the steel fabrication and installation 
increased over time. LPR built approximately twenty percent of the steel framework as modules or b~nts on the 
ground and lifted them into place rather thcµi building them one piece at a time. Figure 4 (see figure above) provides 
pictures of actually steel erection including a detailed view of a_ connection, pre-engineer and fabricated 
penetrations, exact placement and ·fit, and an overview of the steel structure complexity. Ultimately, LPR finished 
the structural steel erection of this complex frame on September 15, 2004, almost three months ahead of schedule. 
As additional testimony to the efficiency realized from the utilization of 3-D and 4-D techniques, a net credit of 
$375,000 from the CM/GC's guaranteed maximum price contract was returned to the owner's budget due to early 
completion of the structural frame installation. 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
The experience of utilizing 3-D and 4-D tools on the Denver Art Museum project has been an in~aluable learning 
opportunity. It has created a working environment of collaboration and trust amongst team members working 
toward mutual goals. Innovation and technology foster -a knowledge base thatallows teams to leverage their 
collective resources more efficiently. It is apparent, the more these tools are used, the more uses teams find to 
optimize their potential. Some of the future challenges to work toward in the future include: 

• 5D modeling-the integration of cost dat~bases to elements in the 3-D model for estimate generation 
• Integrated facility designs that include all systems designed and modeled in 3-D 
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• MEP shop drawings generated dire~tly from 3-D design models - eliminatio1:1 of the redundancy of the 
shop drawing process. 

• Completion·of design details by a 3-D competent General Contractor 
• Implementation of 4-D schedules on all projects 
• Panel / modularization of design 
• Standardizing 3D CAD Platform 
• Application of these technologies to more common form buildings such as rectangular buildings and 

residential housing. 
• Optimize use of CNC machining 
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SERVICE-LEARNING AND SUSTAINABILITY: 
THE FOUNDATION FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT COURSE 

A. A. Guggemos, D. E. Gunderson, M. Khattab, and B. Johnson 
Colorado State University 

ABSTRACT 
In today's global economy we face an increasingly challenging world in which business becomes faster paced, more 
complex, and very competitive. Reforming construction management curriculum to include international business 
skills, cultural awareness, and hands-on learning can result in significant benefits for students and faculty. Faculty 
from Colorado State University in the United States of America and Helwan University in Egypt established a 
partnership to develop and teach an online international construction project management course to students from 
both universities. The course will incorporate key concepts from business administration, engineering, architecture 
education and practice, multicultural perspectives, project management case studies, project management software 
applications, and hands-on learning experience. This project was made possible with support from the Department 
of State's Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI) in cooperation with the Association Liaison Office for 
University Cooperation in Development (ALO), and the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID). . · · 

INTRODUCTION 
Today's global economy demands that people from different cultures are able to work together on projects of all 
types. In Egypt, construction management courses are theoretical in nature and lack a business management focus. 
At Colorado State University (CSU) in the United States of America (US), construction management courses lack an 
international perspective. With the support of the Department of State's Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI) 
in cooperation with the Association Liaison Office for University Cooperation in Development (ALO), and the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), CSU has teamed with Helwan University (HU) of 
Egypt to create an international construction project management course. The unique elements of this course are 
threefold: cultural exchange between Egypt and the US, service-learning as a means of teaching and learning, and 
infusing sustainability concepts throughout the course. 

REASON FOR THE COURSE 
An area of growing concern in Egypt is the availability of affordable housing using sustainable materials and 
methods. Construction in Egypt consists of a dichotomy of a few large multi-national firms practicing modem 
methods and many small companies using traditional construction methods. The majority of the residential 
construction industry uses traditional construction techniques and materials. The continued use of concrete, steel, 
and brick for most housing projects creates several problems. Steel is expensive and in short supply in Egypt, and, 
more significantly, brick is produced from agricultural land. Given that less than 3% of Egypt's land is cultivatable, 
using this land for purposes other than agriculture has serious implications for the country's future stability and 
sustainability (CIA, 2005). 

As an area of study, the construction management discipline is relatively new to Egypt. Existing construction 
management programs are housed in civil engineering departments and have- limited information on the business 
aspects of the construct.ion management field. The absence of a well-developed project management curriculum that 
conforms to international standards has limited the expansion of the construction management industry in Egypt. 
Additionally, the faculty members at Egyptian universities typically follow a teaching model that provides a 
classical, theory-based education, which does not demonstrate to students how they can apply their education in 
practical and economically viable ways in their local communities. This disconnect between education and practice 
limits students' education and translates into passive rather than active learning. 

Internationally, the teaching .of construction management has evolved to include a strong business management 
emphasis and hands-on learning. This multi-disciplinary, experiential learning approach focuses on effectively 
managing people, materials, and resources, which is the foundation for any successful enterprise. Such skills are 
essential to starting and/or sustaining businesses on any scale and can make the critical difference in a company's 
performance and viability. 
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The construction industry.,' which is a significant contriputor to the gross national product in the US and many other 
countries, holds the potential for the creation of many small- and medium-sized businesses in Egypt. Assisting 
Egypt's construction management curriculum to include business skills and hands-on learning can benefit students . 

. Teaching students how to transform ideas, relationships, and collaborations into action plans can result in new 
business ventures that can stimulate Egypt's economic development and quality of life. Exposing CSU students to a 
different social and construction culture will improve their ability to work in the international marketplace and 
expand their understanding of different construction materials and methods. 

In response to-this need, an international construction project management ~ourse was proposed to benefit both 
students and faculty in Egypt and·the US. Egyptians can expect an enhanced business focus in their construction 
management education at HU, aiding the ability to respond to Egypt's social issues as related to housing, through an 
educational approach that has succeeded in the US and other countries. US participants can expect an international 
perspective on residential construction project management. 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
The international construction project management course is a collaborative effort between CSU and HU. The 
faculty from HU include: Mr. Abdel Moneim Ahnied Eltohamy from the Commerce and Business School, and Dr. 
Adel Abo El-Yazid El-Samadony, Dr. Hany M. El-Sawah, and Dr. Ossama Ossama Ahmed Hosny from the 
Engineering School. Faculty from CSU's Department of Construction Management include: Dr. Mostafa Khattab, 
Mr. David Gunderson, and Dr. Angela Guggemos. Other experts will contribute with topic-specific content. 
The course is designed to cover the basic introductory project management concepts from the areas of: business 
administrat1on; engineering; architecture education and practice; multicultural perspectives; project management 
case studies; project management software applications; and hands-on learning experiences. The course is divided 
into three segments: introduction and human factors, planning and design, and construction. Segment topics are 
shown in Table 1. To date, these topics have not been finalized but they have been reviewed by all of the 
instructors. 

Table 1 Proposed Course Content Jot the International Construction Project ManaJ;!ement Course 
Cate2ory Topics 
Introduction and Construction Culture in the US 
Human Factors Construction Culture in Egypt 

Service-Learning and Sustainability 
Planning and Project Development, Sustainable Design, Financing, Bonding, Insurance, 
Design and Risk Management 

Construction Contracts and Delivery including Subcontractor and Supplier 
Evaluation and Selection 
Estimating / Materials and Methods 
Planning and Scheduling 

Construction Resource Management and Cash Flow 
Proiect Controls (Cost, Quality, Schedule) 
Safety 
Proiect Closeout, Commissioning, Post-Proiect Review . 
Sustainable Construction Materials and Methods 

Each course session will be taught from the perspective of both partnering countries by an instructor from each 
university. Each class session starts with a general introduction to the topic followed by an examination of how that 
topic is addressed in both Egyptian and US construction culture. 

Both individual and group assignments are required. A semester group project is a deliverable for the course. It is 
proposed that the course focus on residential construction projects. In particular, the groups could compare the 
con_struction of a typical residential house in both countries. As part of the service-learning component, these 
proJects could focus on non-profit residential projects. The students could look at differences in materials and 
methods between the different projects. The instructors will seek input from the construction industry in Egypt and 
the US. 
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CULTURAL EXCHANGE 
A major component of the course is the cultural aspects of the Egyptian and US construction industries. Each 
country's perspective will be apparent within each lesson. The first step lies in the course development process. 
Efforts are .underway for the Egyptian and US instructors to share in the creation of each lesson with the goal that 
each lesson will be taught by one Egyptian and one US instructor. Each would bring country-specific views to the 
topic being presented. Although the general principles of project management are internationally known, each 
country has _its own approach, particularly with respect to construction management. In addition to the named 
instructors, Dr. Kraig Knutson of Arizona State University has volunteered his expertise in the relationship of 
construction and culture. Reference material will be taken from his book Construction and Culture: A Built 
Environment (Mulligan & Knutson, 2004). 

One goal of the course is for cultural exchange between the Egyptian and US students. The objective is to have 
students with different backgrounds learn about each other and learn to work together. Students would have an 
assignment, early in the course, to learn about and introduce a student from the partnering country. Students will 
also be divided into teams. The members of each team would be from both countries. The teams from Egypt should 
have students from each of the two faculties (departments) that will be involved in the class. Each team would be 
given assignments concerning construction business practices from the perspective of the partnering country. 

SERVICE-LEARNING 
One of the goals of this project is to introduce students to some of the differences in construction project 
management as practiced in the US and in Egypt. The unique cultures of these countries provide an opportunity to 
compare and contrast aspects of construction project management. One of the instructional methods that will be 
used to introduce the students to the different construction cultures in the US and Egypt will be service-learning 
through in~olvement in a construction-related community service project. 

There are two key terms which must be defined prior to discussing service-learning and its application in 
postsecondary programs. "Service-learning is a form of experiential education in which students engage in activities 
that address human and community needs together with structured opportunities intentionally designed to promote 
student learning and development" (Jocoby, 1996, p. 5). As defined by the Association for Experiential Educatioi:i, 
"Experiential education is a process through which a learner constructs knowledge, skill, and value from direct 
experiences" (Luckmann, 1996, p. 7). The pedagogical principles that may be included in an experiential 
educational experience include the following as defined by Carver (1986): 

• Authenticity: activities and consequences are understood by participants as relevant to their lives. 
• Active learning: students are physically and/or mentally engaged in the active process of learning. 
• Drawing on student experience: students are guided in the process of building understandings of 

phenomena, events, human nature, et cetera by thinking about what they have experienced. 
• Providing mechanisms for connecting experience to future _opportunity: students develop habits, 

memories, skills and knowledge that will be useful to them in the future. (p. 10) . 
Service-learning and experiential education may result in deeper learning for the both the student and the instnic~or 
because "the outcomes of experience cannot be totally predicted [ and] the educator and learner may experience 
success, failure, adventure, risk-taking, and tµicertainty" (Luckmann, 1996, p. 7). The well-known educator "John 
Dewey believed that students learn best by doing" (Royce, 2001, p. 135). 

To tie students together in their s~rvice-learning experience, each will be required· to participate in a construction
related community service project. An example of a construction-related service organization that is active in both 
countries is Habitat for Humanity. Habitat for Humanity (in the US) and Habitat for_ Humanity International 
(Habitat) are non-profit organizations dedicated to eliminating homelessness. Habitat hasbuilt more than 175,000 
houses around the world; providing some 900,000 people in more than 3,000 communities with homes through the 
use of donated money, materials, and volunteer labor. (Habitat for Humanity International, 2004) Habitat is 
working in all 50 states in the US and in 99 other counties around the world. Habitat carries out its mission 'at the 
community level through organized groups called affiliates, of which there are 13 in Egypt ~abitat for Humanity 
International, 2005). It is anticipated that students studying business or engineering at HU will be able to do some 
service-learning with one of these affiliates or a similar construction-related service organization. The students 
studying construction·management at CSU in Fort Collins Coiorado in the US should be able to accomplish their 
service-learning with the affiliates in Fort Collins or nearby Loveland. 
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One requirement set forth in the course curriculum will be for students to spend at least 4_ hours o~ a_ construction
related community servic.e project on at least two occasions. Mullins (1997) quoted Le~s and Wil!iains, . 
"Experiential education imme.rses learners .in an experience ~d then enco~ages ~eflecti~n about the ex~enenc~ to 
develop new skills, attitudes and ways of thinking" (p. 227). Students _takmg !he mt~rnational c?nstruction proJect 

,management course will write about therr experiences on the community service proJect, reflectmg on what they 
have learned about constru~tion materials and methpds, construction management, and the culture of the . . 
environment in which they have been working. The students will post their assi~ents on a '":eh-based disc~ssion 
page and all students• will be required to read and comment on other stude~ts' assignments. This type. of service
learning assignment works well with small groups of students; whereas with large groups of students it becomes 

logistically more difficult. · 

The intent of the curriculum being developed is the enhancement of student retention of course content ·by 
combining several learning modes (Senior, 1998). One of those learning modes will be students learning course 
content through these service-learning experiences. It is also possible for the students' character to be influenced. 
Royce states that "another value of experiential education is that it creates a personal challenge. which, when 
mastered; increases self-confidence and a deeper level of awareness of one's strengths and weaknesses" (2001, p 

· 136). Theformation of our students' character by working on a construction-related commµnity service project is 
further emphasized by Boss ( 1995) focusing on community service and how it exposes us to new and different 
situations which in tum help facilitate personal and moral development. In this context, community service can be 
viewed as service-learning. 

SUSTAINABILITY · 
Given the increasing world population and the subsequent industrialization of nations, environmental stewardship 
has become an important global issue. This issue is particularly important to the construction industry because of 
the large amounts ofresources and energy used to construct and maintain projects. Buildings alone are a major 
source of resource consumption. This consumption has been estimated to be 40% of raw materials globally, which 
calculates to three billion tons aruiually (Roodman· & Lenssen, 1995). Energy consumption by buildings in the U.S. 
account for 65.2% of total electricity consumption nationwide, and more than 36% of total U.S. primary energy use 
(U.S. Department of Energy, 2001). In Egypt, the continued use of concrete, steel, and brick materials for most 
housing projects are not sustai~able material choices for the region. 

Several terms are being used that reflect the idea of environmental stewardship in construction. The list includes: 
green building, green development, sustainability, sustainable development, and sustainable building. Each of these 
terms may have a slightly different connotation but the general ideas remain the same. The World Commission on 
Environment and Development gave a broad defmition by stating that sustainability should "meet the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (1987). The Whole 
Building Design Guide has further defined sustainability by listing the "six fundamental principles" of sustainable 
building (2005): 

• Optimize Site Potential 
• _Minimize Energy Consumption 
• Protect and Conserve Water 
• Use Environmentally Preferable Products 
• Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 
• Optimize Operational and Maintenance Practices 

Given the global nature of the problem and its importance to the construction industry, it is important that the 
concepts s':111"ounding sustai~ability be incorporated into the international construction project management course. 
As s~o~ ~n Tabl_e 1, early i? the ~ourse a spe~ific lesson will be taught concerning the ideas surrounding 
su~tamabihty. This lesson ~ill bmld _a foundation for future lessons and activities that include sustainable concepts. 
Wilson, U~caph~~'. Mc~amgal, Lovms, Cureton, and Browning (1_998) assert that when green is the goal, "whole 
~ystems thi~g is cntical. They further define "whole systems thinking" as "a process through which the 
mterconne_ch~?s between systems are ac~i~ely conside~ed and solutions are sought that. address multiple problems at 

. the _same time (p. 37). Because the dec1s10ns concemmg the systems for a project are made primarily during the 
d~s1gn process, a le~~on that ad~esses sustainable design will be taught. As mentioned earlier, there are problems 
with th~ use of ~aditional mater~als and ~ethods. It thus becomes important to have a lesso~ or activity concerning 
alternative sustamable construction matenals and methods. An assignment will be given following the ·second 
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service-learning activity. As part of this assignment, students will be asked to conduct research on and suggest 
alternative materials and methods for the residential community service project on which they have worked. The 
students will be asked to present the results of their research and explain how the use of their selected material or 
method will increase the sustainability of the project. Helping students understand the problems surrounding 
traditional building practices and teaching them how to address these problems will, as the World Commission on 
Environment and Development state~ help them "to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs,, (1987). . 
Service-learning is a vehicle for learning sustainable concepts. Through participation in construction-related 
community service projects, students learn the current state of residential construction materials and methods. With 
that frame of reference, they are able to then ask the questions: 

• Are our current materials and methods sustainable? 
• If not, what are the alternatives? 
• How is sustainability incorporated into the design process? 
• How does the construction manager support sustainability efforts? 

These are only a few of the questions that will be raised in regards to sustainability. The hands-on service-learning 
experiences will help the students to identify their roles and responsibilities in making sustainable choices for 
residential housing. 

DELIVERY METHOD 
WebCT is suggested as the method of delivery for the course. Weber is an online course management system that 
aids in course development, delivery, and management (WebCT, 2005). It can be a source of information and a 
place for interaction between the students and instructors. It has presentation, documentation, file sharing, email, 
and other useful capabilities. For presentations, CSU has the ability to add voice over Microsoft PowerPoint slides. 
The student can view these presentations in WebCT as a complete presentation or they have the ability to go to a 
particular slide and listen to the corresponding audio. There is also a keyword search capability for the slides. 
WebCT allows each student to have their own web page within the course. Each student can provide a photo and 
brief biography in order for the other students to get to know them. For group projects, Weber has the ability to 
provide an isolated section for each group where they can share electronic files (photos, reports, spreadsheets, etc.) 
and have online conversations. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
This project is only in its infancy, with the bulk of the work left to perform. The next step in the process is to 
complete the development of the content for the initial course which will be offered in the Fall of 2005. As part of 
the course development process, the US instructors will visit Egypt in May 2005. The purpose of this visit is to 
strengthen relationships with the Egyptian instructors and establish new relationships with the Egyptian students, 
construction-related community service organizations, and companies that can provide case studies for the class. 
Based on the response from the students and instructors during the Fall 2005 offering, adjµstments will be made to 
improve the course for its second offering in the Spring of 2006. As a result of the experience, a paper will be 
written on the "lessons learned,, from the course. 

CONCLUSION 
This international construction project management course will benefit both the Egyptian and US participants. 
Students and instructors will be exposed to the culture of the other country, particularly in the area of construction 
management. Hands-on service-learning experiences will enhance learning theory and will be a very valuable and 
memorable part of what students remember long after they have completed their coursework at these universities. 
Sustainability concepts are infused throughout the course so that students can incorporate sustainability into their 
future endeavors. · 
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FEEDBACK SUPPORT FOR GAP ANALYSIS OF AVIATION SAFETY PRODUCTS 

Chad Bareither, Nathan Greenhut and James T. Luxlwj 
Rutgers University 

ABSTRACT 
Evaluation, through Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs), of NASA's Aviation Safety Program product portfolio has 
been accomplished with the creation of the Aviation System Risk Model (ASRM) [1,3]. An analytic decision 
framework, quantified by experts, allows numerical evaluation of individual or multiple products and computer 
assisted tools to be developed or examined. 

The ASRM Gap Analysis presented at last year's IEMS is a tool of the Executive Information System (EIS) [15]. 
The Gap Analysis creates a matrix extracted from all of the models, exposing information encapsulated by the 
models and areas where there may be an information gap for more investigation [13-14]. This paper expands the 
Gap Analysis tool to explore a methodology to attain feedback. 

INTRODUCTION 
As presented in Greenhut and Luxlwj [15], risk assessment of the ASRM model portfolio was performed with the 
introduction of NASA Aviation Safety Program (AvSP) technologies. The AvSP Technology Suite was also 
outlined and detailed in Greenhut and Luxlwj [15]. These technologies were inserted into the ASRM Bayesian 
B~liefNetworks (BBNs) to create Influence Diagrams, which describe the implementation on technologies in 
combating accident precursor propagation. The ASRM Influence Diagrams were developed using a documented 
analytical framework [1] resulting in models as illustrated below in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Influence Diagram for the ASRM (Sour<1e: Greenhut and Luxhej [15]) 

The BBNmodel mainly utilizes human factor nodes, or precursors, as outlined in the Human Factors Analysis and 
Classification System (HFACS) [10]. Since HFACS is used in the military, commercial, and general aviation 
sectors, this systematic approach of uncovering the hidde_n human causal factors offers up a method for evaluating 
future safety and security product integration [10-11]. Gap Analysis was applied after the risk assessment phase to 
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determine what safety goals are met and where potential safety needs are required. A feedback sect~on·ofth_e Gap 
Analysis provides the necessary tool for assessing how robust the models are compared to precon~e1_v~d notions of 
the managers at NASA. An opportunity for feedback communication to the developers must be positioned so that 
any misunderstanding in scoring or terminology may be communicated. Here the development of the feedback tool 

, and initial ·results are reported as well as on-going research initiatives to extract sensitivity and importance measures 
froni the BBN models which will lead to the identification of additional research needs and concept generation. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The risk models developed for the AvSP. product insertion into the ASRM facilitate a top-level evaluation of the 
interactions that occur across all niodels. Overall these products must be evaluated in numerous ways to determine 
the impact of a certain product enhancement in the National Airspace System (NAS). These steps are important in 
discovering the robustness of the case architecture in accomplishing overall modeling of the NAS [13:.14]. Figure 2 
displays the multi-case de·sign of the ASRM, currently comprised of 20 accident models. The use of multiple 
evaluation techniques will also facilitate the validation of the case-study approach and provide for development of 
new concepts and research interests. The initial GAP Analysis as presented in last year's IEMS paper [15] was a 
frequency count of the product effect on precursor nodes·. Feedback from the product managers at NASA will 
provide the second evaluation technique. The results from the GAP Analysis and NASA manager evaluations can 
be compared to correlate overlaps in product effect and identify inconsistencies in the case portfolio and manger 
evaluations. Other advanced evaluation and investigation techniques are currently being developed and are 
referenced in the _Future Work section of this paper. 
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Figure 2: Categories and Cases as of 12/31/2004 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
'Yit~ the completion of the ASRM model library, a new GAP analysis was created that displays the reduction in 
~ikehho?d of each node occurrence based upon the output of the ASRM tool. To solicit the NASA mangers' 
impression of !~e p~oduct/p~ecursor in~uence, an Excel workbook was drafted that compares effect of individual 
products on mitlgatmg the nsk of certa~ precursors from occurring. These Excel GRIDS were developed so that 
the prod~ct manager onl_y ~valuates the mfl~ence of products in their research suite (i.e., System Wide Accident 
Preve~tzon, SW AP detail m [15]) on the entire precursor population of all cases in the ASRM portfolio. By 
allowmg !he managers to evaluate_ product influence across all precursors, gaps could be identified that would not be 
a~p~rent m the case mo_del collections. Additionally, it is hoped that end-points for the product effects will be 
ehc1ted through the :ev1ew of the completed workbooks. The GRID was q.rafted as an acti've workbook in Microsoft 
Excel that would guide the user through entering values that correspond to the impact of a product in ~educing the 
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risk of a given precursor from occurring. The feedback form created for the 20 models in the Controlled Flight Into 
Terrain (CFIT), Loss of Control (LOC), and Maintenance (MAIN), General Aviation (GA), Engine Failure (EF) and 
Runway Incursion (RI) related accidents is shown below in Figure 3. 

The workbook opens to an entry page which displays the product suite name, the research institution, and the 
research contract group who created the workbook, and a hyperlink to enter the GRID. The worksheet contains 
directions for completing the GRID as well as intra-workbook hyp~rlinks to all column and row titles for 
clarification of definitions. The directions on the sheet read as follows: 

"Enter a number between 0-1 in the cell intersection of AvSP Product and Causal Factor to 
represent the projected impact on safety risk reduction. Both Direct and Indirect Effects can be 
considered, but they will be scored separately. The rank for a product's effect on each causal 
factor and accident type is based upon your estimate of a relative risk reduction. (i.e., if a product 
will reduce likelihood of a causal factor occurring by 25%, rating = 0.25) ••• Feel free to use 
intermediate values•••. If you have questions about completing this chart, please contact Nathan 
Greenhut at hut@eden.rutgers.edu. Nathan will contact you and walk you through the chart. 
Thank you for your efforts." 

In order to determine an end-point to modeling the products for given accident types, the matrix in Figure 3 is issued 
blank and then completed by experts. Each node, or precursor, is scored on the corresponding product's potential to 
reduce the risk of it occurring. The scores rank from O (no risk reduction) to I (very high risk reduction) and are 
determined by a manager at NASA. As scores are entered into the GRID, the entry cells change color due to 
conditional formatting of the worksheet. This provides for incremental completion such that managers can easily 
remember what sections of the GRID have already been completed. Two types of cataloguing are presented in the 
GRID, direct and indirect effects. Direct Effects are described as ''Parent" cataloguing and Indirect Effects as 
"Grandparent" cataloguing in Greenhut and Luxh0j [15]. Technology/Precursor interactions are quantified and 
compared to the self-audit achieved through the GAP Analysis of the ASRM portfolio. The total points are also 
summed up for each individual product and type of effect. After each GRID is complete, the total points provide an 
additional general number for the GAP Analysis comparison. 

The fine points of the GRID layout and function are referred to by the numbers in the black boxes shown in Figure 
3. Each part of the worksheet is described so that it is understood in greater detail. 

I - AM-1 is Accident Mitigation 1; this acronym refers to one of the 48 products in the AvSP portfolio. This 
hyperlink in. the spreadsheet provides details about the product as well as a visual representation, should the product 
manager require more specific reference to the product Dr. Luxhej's team analyzed during construction of the 
ASRM models. Similar links exist for the remaining products in that suite, but separate GRIDS are. used for the 
independent product suites. 

2 - Causal Factor Grouping is used to organize the individual causal factors to be evaluated into similar categories. 
The four categories for causal factors were defined as individual factors, technical environment factors, 
organizational factors, and accident results. Individual Factors are generically defined as human errors, that is, due 
to the limitations and imperfection of human operation, errors do precipitate. Technical-Environment Factors are 
typically outside of the operator (i.e.1 the airline) control and encompass weather changes, mechanical failures, and 
support personnel. Organizational Factors refer to training, regulations, and standards that are enforced and the 
operator's and operating company's compliance with those regulations and standards, Accident Results are also 
known as the consequence of the accident or incident. The consequences are named after the' FAA classification of 
the accident types. 

3 - Causal Factors are the nodes from the influence diagrams as explained in Section l. A causal factor i's an 
identifiable element in the influence of the accident occurrence, also referred to as precursors of the accident. Every 
causal factor, or precursor, listed has been used in one of the 20 ASRM models and makes up this comprehensive 
li~t. The causal factor name is hyperlinked to a definition page where its meaning is detailed, sometimes with the 
aid of a PowerPoint slide graphic. · 
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Figure 3: Feedback Excel Worksheet for Gap Analysis 
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4 _ Direct Effects are clarified as causal factors to which the product may have a direct link in order to reduce the 
risk of that factor occurring. In this case the Product is seen as a direct "parent" of the node of interest. (i.e., 
Synthetic Vision System (SVS) products may have a direct effect on the Weather precursor in the event of fog during 
taxi.) Conditional Formatting ~a~e~ the cell backgro~d color to change as the NASA manager enters input to 
indicate a completed entry and aid m mcremental completion. 

5 _ Indirect Effects are clarified as causal factors to which the product may be a grandparent. Figure 4 depicts this 
relation. Valid indirect effects are described as "grandchildren" ·or "great-grandchildren" to the product insertion. 
(i.e., SVS products_ may prevent Decision Error if the pilot do~s not have to_ assume wing cl~arance in the d~e~t 
effect of fog.) Initial and post-entry background color of the Indrrect Effects differs from the Drrect Effects to aid m 
visual organization and separation. 

6 _ The Total · row at the base of every column dynamically computes the sum of direct and indirect effects 
presumed upon the individual products. A more influential product will score higher in the total column. This 
metric provides another means for comparison to the GAP analysis audited on the existing ASRM models. 
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As presented in Greenhut and Luxlwj (15], the GAP analysis displayed a frequency count ofp_roduct interactions in 
terms of direct and indirect effects. · The updated GAP analysis in· this paper provides a range of likelihood reduction 
probabilities for each causal factor. The goal is to compare a range of values from both the GAP and GRID to 
present a percentage wise overlap of the values; we will call this the certainty of our technology influence { as · · 
compared to the NASA manager feedback.) This also helps to verify the model structure of our influence diagr~ms. 
However, the GRID feedback scores are given in terms of both a direct and indirect effect for each technology/ 
causal factor relation. To create a range from these discrete values an exponential smoothing technique is used in 
which the Direct and Indirect Effects are assigned a weight of contribution to the overall effect of that product on the 
causal factor. If the weighting factor is called alpha (a), then the upper and lower bounds of the GRID range are 
derived by the equation: a*DE+(-1- a)*IE while varying a from 0.5 to 0.8 (where DE=direct effect likelihood 
reduction and IE=indirect effect likelihood reduction.) It is also noted here that the GRID feedback valu"es were 
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scaled based upon the largest likeli~ood reduction observed in the ASRM output for the parti~ular causal fa~tor 
group/product relations. The lower boundary is taken at zero and the upper bound at the max~~um when a 18 equal 
to either 0.5 or 0.8. In effect this is stating that the influencing product can reduce_ the proba~ihty oft~~ causa~ 
factor from occurring up to the upper range value. With the two likelihood reduction ranges m place it is possible to 
compare the NASA manager feedback to the ASRM output. 

Aviation System Monitoring and Modeling, ASMM, ·is the product suite that was .an~l~zed give~ th~t not all 
completed GRID.feedbacks have been received from the NASA managers. For additio~al b~evity m the _results 
section we only illustrate the ASMM_) product. The chart shown above compares the hkehhood reductions as 
calculated by the ASRM and the GRID feedback provided from the NASA managers of the ASM~_l produc~ on 
organizational causal factors. ASMM _ 1 products are Incident Reporting Enhancement Tools. This product aims to 
develop a database and hardware/software interface for collecting electronic reports and test res~lts. Targeted users 
of this product include almost all personnel in the aviation industry, from flight cn~w to mech~cs to ~e~earchers_. 
No performance goal or target has been established, but it is hoped that more efficient collection of this mformat10n 
and ~aking it readiiy available for analysis and decision support will move towards a real-time updated system. 
· Some of the ASRM models utilize ASMM 1 as a clustered product that represents the joint implementation of it 
with other products. ASMM _ 1 _ 2 for exa~ple, is a collective product representing the implementation of ASMM _ 1 
and ASMM 2. These clusters are used for two unique reasons. The first is to simplify the knowledge elicitation 
process in q~estioning the SMEs. The second is that the SMEs believed that the products would only be . 
implemented successfully or provide benefit as a package. For the time being these product clusters are not included 
in the GRIDs. 

In these charts all of the causal factors are listed across the bottom and both series are on the same vertical scale to 
illustrate the alignment properties of the likelihood reduction ranges. As can be inferred, there are some large 
discrepancies in the alignment of the likelihood reductions due to ASMM _ 1. Specifically, the team should target the 
ATC, Organizational Climate, and Other Government Authorities causal factors. This highlights a major benefit of 
the analysis, to identify areas of misalignment into which efforts should be allocated and utilized. The high 
frequency of.misalignment, however, indicates t~at investigation into the actual technology insertions must begin 
and a line of communication started between the two groups of experts. The research team now aims to re-engineer 
the feedback comparison in terms of both the tool used to elicit these beliefs and how the values are compared in the 
context of one another. Several important issues have come to light through this GRID feedback analysis and 
development of improved feedback tools are discussed in the subsequent section. It should be noted that the GRID 
feedback is the opinion of the technology manager at NASA so some bias may account for an elevated vertical 
scaling of the product effects. This also highlights an interesting divergence. from our method. The subject matter 
experts (SMEs), conversely, submit their expert knowledge on the effectiveness of ASMM products by providing 
causal probabilities were done so in the context of an analytic generalization scheme for the set of circumstances 
under which the accident took place. The SMEs take a very operationally focused viewpoint to the product's benefit 
while the NASA managers' opinions are more of a systematic approach, based upon theoretical design applications 
and technical readiness of a product. In the case of ASMM _ 1, as presented above, it is not surprising that the SMEs 
do not view better documentation and reporting tools as drastically lowering the likelihoo,d of incident causal 
factors. However, from the systems approach, managers may view the improvement in the accuracy and reliability 
ofreporting methods as surely to improve operations. Additionally, as noted above, clustered or bundled products 
were omitted in the analysis until a fair decomposition of the likelihood reduction can be attributed to each of the 
products in the bundle. 

FUTURE WORK 
Uncertainty in the modeling techniques is the ultimate question to be resolved through these research 
methodologies. The GAP/GRID alignment comparison is the first step in the resolution of uncertainty in the ASRM 
~odeling s~ategy. E~orts will now b~ ai~ed a~ r~visin~ ~ 7 GRID feedback tool and investigating the model 
mfluence diagrams. Lmes of commumcatton will be re-m1tiated to decompose the expert judgments supplied to us 
from bo~h sources. The second s~ge of ~certainty resolution in the ASRM models will entail the development of 
an lntelhgent Feedback tool. This IF tool is proposed to analyze the model structure in terms of each node's 
impor_ra~ce and th_e model conseq~ence's sensitivity to those nodes. The IF tool outputs will.provide a starting point 
for dr1lh~g down mto the product i~fluence misalignment analysis presented in this paper and step towards the 
exploration of new concept to provide even better consequence likelihQod reduction. The IF tool's value will also 
be examined as a project planning and resource allocation tool. 
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GA-BASED MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Hamidreza Eskandari and Luis Rabelo 
University of Central Florida 

ABSTRACT 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a popular technique which is widely used to solve multiobjective optimization problems. 
New GA-based multiobjective techniques search for Pareto optimal points to provide more information for the 
decision makers. In many real-world situations, there might be some uncertainty involved in objective fitness 
functions which make the optimization process more complicated. In this study; Nondomination Sorting Genetic 
Algorithm (NSGA), proposed by Srinivas and Deb (1994), is introduced and its robustness and practicality against 
some degree of uncertainty is examined and proved using a numerical example. Further, an improvement to the 
NSGA technique based on a new ranking strategy is suggested which makes it more effective as well as more robust 

against noise. 

INTRODUCTION 
Optimization problems often have multiple_ objectives conflicting with each other. Many heuristic search methods 
have been developed to solve multiobjective problems in a variety of applications including Simulated Annealing, 
Tahu search, and Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Traditional methods try to scalarize the multiple objectives (usually 
conflicting with each other) into a single objective and change the problem formulation to a regular single objective 
optimization problem in which only a global optimal point is desired. There are some drawbacks of traditional 
methods which encourage us to use nondomination-based techniques to find a set of Pareto optimal points rather 
thanjust single global optimal point (Deb 2001; Srinivas and Deb 1994; Silva and Biscaia 2003). The major 
drawbacks of traditional methods and motivations for using GA-based nondomination techniques include: 

• Since the priority vector used in the scalarization process highly influence the obtained solutions, decision 
makers must have a thorough knowledge of the problem to assess the appropriate relative importance of each 
objective before forming a single objective from a set of objectives. 

• Decision makers are usually not sure of an exact tradeoff relationship among objectives. 
• Decision maker might be interested in a set of optimal points, if available, rather than single optimal point. 

Global optimal point might not be feasible due to some economic, environmental, or political reason in future 
analysis. 

• The aggregation of all targets into a single objective function implies the homogenization of different quantities, 
such as cost, quality of products, and cycle times, to a common unit of measure. 

• GA is a population-based search method. 
• A set of Pareto optimal points provide some insight for decision makers .. 
• Traditional methods do not work well when some noise, randomness, or discontinuity is present at .objective 

functions. 
• The possibility of missing some optimal solutions if the non-convexity of the objective function originates a 

duality gap (real-life problems are seldom convex). 

These drawbacks motivate the researchers and practitioners to use the nondomination based techniques in which a 
set of Pareto optimal points is desired. The basic idea in these methods is to move a population of feasible points to 
the Pareto frontier which has better dummy fitness assignments. One of the most commonly used nondomination
based techniques is Nondomination. Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA), suggested by Srinivas and Deb in 1994, 
which have recently been used in a variety of applications. This method uses nondomination sorting for ranking 
strategy together with niching operator to diversify a population of individuals along the optimal regions. 

Ideally, there is no noise and randomness involved in fitness functions of individuals which might deviate from 'their 
real fitness values. But, in real applications there are many situations in which noise and/or randomness is 
unavoidable part of the problem and it will most likely affect the effectiveness of the technique used and 
consequently might give misleading results led to an improper decision. One of the promising applications of the 
GA-based multiobjective optimization under uncertainty is simulation optimization in which random numbers are 
used to generate different attributes, -processing times and many other random variables in discrete-event system 
simulation. This application is explained in more detail later in this paper. 
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In this study, the robustness ofNSGA against different degrees of noise involved in the fitness functions is 
examined. The main GA performance measure considered in this analysis is convergence speed ~owards the Pareto 
optimal region in order to investigate how robust NSGA_ is .against noisy fitness functions. 

NONDOMINATION SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The main idea in nondomination sorting in NSGA is to classify the individuals into some layers of subpopulation. 
The frontier layer of the individuals of the whole population is determined as the first category with the highest 
dummy fitness values. Then, the individuals in this category are eliminated from the main population and the next 
front layer of the remaining individuals is determined as the next category with the second highest dummy fitness 
values. This procedure continues·until all individuals are assigned to one of the front-based categories. For better 
understanding figure 1 illustrates the nondomination-based sorting procedure used in NSGA. This mechanism 
moves the population of individuals to the Pareto optimal points in the frontier curve with highest assigned dummy 
fitness values within new generations. Niching operator is then used to share the dummy fitness values of 
individuals of the same category in order to maintain diversity in the population. The niching operator support the 
evolution that it does not has any bias towards some region. Using nondomination sorting idea, multiple objectives 
evaluations is reduced to a single dummy fitness evaluation without missing the considerable tradeoff among 
different objectives. Great. aspect ofNSGA method is its capability of handling any number of objectives as well as 
both minimization and maximization problems and even combination of them (Deb 2001; Srinivas and Deb 1994). 
Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart of the NSGA method in which all procedure is similar to simple GA except the 
classification of individuals to different front layers as well as niching operation of the same front individuals. 

f2 

~3~~t:~ 'fl--~·1=tjj~J 1 

f1 

Figure 2: Illustration of the nondomination-based sorting procedure 
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the NSGA method 

MULTIOBJECTIVE 0.PTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Simulation Optimization 
Discrete event system simulation is widely used to model large real-world problems in a variety of applications 
including traffic, communications, and inventory and manufacturing systems (Kita and Sano 2003 }. Simulation 
optimization is defined as "orchestration of the simulation of the sequence of system configurations ( each 
configuration corresponds to particular settings of decision variables) so that a system configuration is eventually 
obtained that provides an optimal or near .optimal solutions", by Law and McComas in 2000. In other words, 
simulation optimization is the process of finding the best model specifications including input parameters and 
structural assumptions, where the objective value is the output performance of simulation model for th~ underlying 
system. The distinct feature of simulation optimization problems from conventional optimization problems is that i.n 
the former case the fitness functions are unknown and their values will be computed through the simulation 
experimental runs using commercial simulation software ·packages. Furthermore, in discrete event system simulation 
modeling, random numbers is used to generate different attributes, events, interarrival times, processing times, 
demands and many other which build up the model. The random numbers used in the simulation process cause some 
randomness effects for the desired performance measures which might deviate from their real values. Therefore, we 
should utilize reliable methods which are robust against some acceptable degree of randomness and noise involved 
in the fitness functions. Figure 3 presents the practice perspective of the typical simulation modeling problem 
favored by an optimization algorithm. In this view, the optimization module employs the performance measures 
estimated by simulation model to make decisions regarding the next candidate solution(s) and.thereafter generates 
new model specifications to feedback to the simulation model if stopping criterion is not met. 
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Figure 3: practice perspective of the typical simulation optimization problem 

Formulation of the Problem . 

No 

In most of the optimization problems, the noise and uncertainty is modeled by the normal distribution. '.fhis is a very 
strong assumption, particularly in simulation modeling, since the central limit theorem guarantees that the error 
caused in performance measure by randomness effect is approximately follow normal distribution. Thus, 
multiobjective optimization problems under uncertainty could easily be formulated as follows 

Min F(x) = {f1(x), ... , fn(X)) (1) 

~(x) = cPi(x) + cri N(O,l) (2) 

where x is the decision variables vector, F(x) is the vector objective, ~(x) is the observation vaJue of fitness function, 
cPi(x) is the real value of fitness function, and cri is the standard deviation of normal distribution of noise or 
randomness effect with the mean zero. This standard deviation might be composed of two components: variable 
error Ai and constant error Ei, over all possible values for fitness function.s as follows 

(3) 

where Ai is coefficient which makes the standard deviation able to change corresponding to its fitness value and Ei is 
the constant .error along all fitness values. The higher fitness values are usually expected to .have more errors than 
lower fitness values. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
In this section, the NSGA method is applied to the test problem used both by Schaffer (1984) to suggest the VEGA 
and by Srinivas and Deb (1994) to propose the NSGA and to compare it with the VEGA. This test problem has two 
objective functions with one decision variable as follows · · 

Min~=~ ~ 

Min f2 = (x-1)2 (5) 

Figure 4 sho~s two objective ~~tions f1 and f2 in term of decision variable x in the interval of [-2, 3]. It is obvious · · 
that the function f1 and f2 are mimm~ when ~=0 and x_=l, respectively. Any value ofx between these two optimum 
values (0 :S x :S 1) form the Pareto optrrnal region for this test problem as represented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Tradeoff graph for the given test function 

The range of decision variable x is limited to -10 and 10 in this experimental design in order to restrict the fitness 
values of objective functions. 

The GA parameter settings used in this study are as follows 

Maximum generation 
Number of runs 
Population size 
Chromosome length 
Crossover probability 
Mutation probability 
Selection scheme 
Crossover Type 

30 
3 
100 
20 
0.95 
0.005 
Tournament size two 
One-point 

The same seed value was used across all experimental runs to generate the same initial population for all different 
scenarios in order to make a fair comparative analysis. Each experimental run was replicated five times to have an 
acceptable expected fitness values for each scenario. Figure 6 depicts the average fitness values of pe>pulation for 
both objective functions in equation (4) and (5) over 30 generations. It is easily seen that after th or 8th generation 
the average fitness values of both objective functions dramatically reduced to less than two. Regarding that both 
objective functions have the same order and are very similar to each other, it is seen that the average fitness values 
of both of them almost overlap. 

Figure 7 depicts the convergence of population of individuals towards the Pareto optimal region over generations. It 
is easily seen that after 7th or 8th generation almost all individuals in the population converged and located' at the . 
Pareto optimal region. Such a little fluctuation seen in the number of Pareto optimal curve after 8th generation is 

, most likely _due to mutation operation. 
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Figure 7: Convergence of population towards-the Pareto optimal region 

At first set of experimentations to investigate the performance of the NSGA against noise we implemented three 
scenarios with different low degrees of uncertainty and compare them with the base scenario in which there was no 
uncertainty involved in the fitness functions. These three scenarios are as follows 

• scenario 1: Ai= 0.02, Ei = 0.1 
• scenario 2: Ai= 0.02, Ei = 0.5 
• scenario 3: Ai= 0.05, Ei = 0.8 

Recall that the standard deviation of normal random variable of noise function is modeled as cri::: Ai ~i(x) + &j. For 
example, if the real fitness value of specific individual is 10, its standard deviation for the first scenario is 0.3. 
Figure 8 depicts the comparison of convergence performance of three different low noise scenarios described above 
with the base scenario. It is seen that although some degrees of noise involved in the objective functions, the 
population still converged towards Pareto optimal region. However, the convergence speeds of population in low 
noise scenarios have been considerably decreased. After the 23rd generation more than 95% of individuals are 
located at the Pareto optimal region. 

Considering the promising results of the first set of experimentations, another set of experimentations were 
implemented in which the NSGA were. put under large amount of uncertainty to investigate how robust it is under 
the new conditions. For this set of experimentations the three high noise scenarios are as follows 

• scenario 4: Ai= 0, Ei = 2 
• scenario 5: Ai= 0.5, Ei = 0 
• scenario 6: Ai= 0.2, &j = 1 
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F X
ample in the fifth scenario, 50% of the real fitness value of specific individual is assigned as its standard 

or e ' · F · d · h · f f thr d · tion which is actually high degree ofn01se. 1gure 9 ep1cts t e companson o convergence property o ee 
d~;

1
:ent high noise scenarios described above with the base scenario. Unbelievably, we found that the NSGA 

i ;onned well and converged towards the Pareto optimal region even at the presence of very high degrees of noise. r it is seen, both scenarios 5 and 6 ( except scenario 4) almost converged after 23rd generation. Scenario 4 has the 

1 ~t convergence speed most likely because of the very high constant error of 2. As expected, scenario 6 has lower 
c:nvergence speed than sce~ario. 5 -i>r early gener~tio?8, and higher co~vergence speed ~an scenario 5 f~r late 
generations. This difference m convergence behavior is because scenano 6 has lower vanable error and higher 
constant error than those of scenario 5. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of convergence of three low noise scenarios with the base scenario 
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Figure 9: Comparison of convergence of three high noise scenarios with the base scenario 

It is important to note that one point that dominates another point based on its real fitness values might be dominated 
by it based on the observed fitness values because of uncertainty and noise involved in the fitness values. Therefore, 
it is suggested that small margin of errors considered when a pair of points is compared for domination test. In other 
words, in the stochastic environment, point A dominates point B when fi(A) + oi < ~(B) - oi for all i. this suggestion 
was tested to check whether any improvement in the convergence speed of population is observed or not. Figure 10 
depicts the convergence of population for the low noise scenario with Ai= 0 and Ei = 1 as the base and a new . 
situation when the suggested approach with oi=O. l is taken into consideration. It is seen that the new approach has a 
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Figure 10: Improvement in convergence using the new approach 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, Nondomination Sorting Genetic Algorithm is introduced and its great features and advantages are 
discussed. The normal distribution noise is formulated to model the uncertainty involved in the fitness functions. 
Then, the robustness and practicality of the NSGA against some degrees of uncertainty is examined using a test 
function with the specific Pareto optimal region. Results of the-early experimental runs implemented on the test 
function show that NSGA is very robust against low noise normally distributed. Further investigation with high 
degree of noise was also implemented and promised that the NSGA is surprisingly reliable and robust in the 
presence of large amounts of uncertainty, albeit some reduction in convergence speed is expected. Overall, this 
study recommends that NSGA method may be used for multiobjective optimization problems under uncertainty and 
it is very robust and reliable even if noise and uncertainty is not little. Finally, an improvement to the NSGA 
technique based on a new ranking strategy is suggested which makes it more effective, robust against noise. This 
improvement makes more reasonable discriminations among individuals with a little difference in their fitness 
values and balances the tradeoff to assign unfair dummy fitness values for the multiple objective fitness functions. 

In this study, only one simple test function is used for the analysis. It is strongly recommended that more test 
functions with different attributes and properties of more decision variables, wider decision variables domains, 
discontinuity, and multimodality be examined to provide sufficient evidence that the claim is true. 
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DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS ON OPERATORS' 
DECISION MAKING PERFORMANCE ON CUSTOMERS' CREDIT 

Younho Seong and Kyujin Choi 
North Carolina A&T State University 

ABSTRACT 
Human operator's judgment and decision making is a challenging task because of uncertainty and further time 
pressure involved. Operators need to develop judgment and decision making strategies so that they can maintain 
consistently appropriate level of performance even under given time restriction. Among many models of decision 
making, a lens model can be useful to capture judgment policies by concentrating on the relationships between the 
environment, task, and human operators. In this study, operators' judgment performances at a major financial 
company were assessed using a lens model approach. Based on a preliminary analysis on operators' judgment 
records, results showed extremely low level of judgment performance and high level of judgment policy 
implementation. Providing cognitive feedback is considered as a way to increase operators' judgment performance. 

INTRODUCTION 
Judgment and Decision Making Task 
Judgment and decision making research has been the central topic of concern in understanding the performance and 
the process of laypersons' judgment strategies during a few decades. The importance of understanding judgment and 
decision making performance has been recognized in a variety of contexts. From the military settings to commercial 
environments, judgment tasks are mundane examples in our everyday daily life. Of interest in these systems is the 
extent to which human operators are faced with judgment tasks under uncertainty. Specifically, when an operator is 
required to make a judgment about the environment that is extremely difficult to know, if ever known, the judgment 
task is a challenging task because of uncertainty in the environment. Additionally, the situation becomes worse 
when they are required to make judgments within a short time frame. An example of this situation is the operators at 
a major financial company. When customers are required to call the service center to receive acquisitions when they 
attempt to purchase products over their credit limits, the operators must make judgments wl)ether to extend or 
restrict their credit limit increase. In this situation, the environment to be judged is whether the card members have 
intention or ability to pay back what they owe to the company when allowed. Therefore, it constitutes an extremely 
difficult task because of the. uncertainty in the environment. · , 

Judgments are made based on many types of information about the customers, such as number of days that the 
account has not been paid, their credit bureau rating score, and other measures that a company may develop to 
evaluate their customers. For example, there exists a dozen of probabilities, each of which indicates different aspect 
of a customer's credit history, or probability that the customer may "hurt;, the company. However, as noted earlier, it 
is a time pressured task because the customer calling the center wai~s at the other end for a judgment. Therefore, the 
operators may not have sufficient time to investigate every piece of information available to make presumably better 
judgments with more information scanned. Edland (1989) showed that operators under the high level of stress 
appeared to fixate their attention on one indicator supporting their belief, while filtering out their attention from 
other indicators supporting other hypothesis. Further, he suggested that if the task involves processing of fewer 
information than it requires, cognitive tunneling induced by the stress may have less impact on performance. In 
general, research on time pressure has shown that it has a detrimental impact on judgment performance (Broadbent, 
1971). 

Modeling Judgment and Decision Making Performance 
Many models and frameworks are there to represent and capture human operators' judgment performance. Many 
decision making models consider uncertainty related with consequences or outcomes. That is, uncertainty j~ treated 
as the degree of impacts, e.g., financially, that the decision maker receives depending on the consequences. This is 
different from uncertainty existed in the environment. In a typical judgment task, a human judge makes a judgment 
based on information representing the state of the environment to be judged: Here, uncertainty resides in the place 
between the environment to be judged and the information provided. In our example of the operators m~ng 
judgments, uncertainty whether the customers would pay off the money is represented by the pieces of information 
presented. 
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Among many models of judgment and decision m~king, a lens model with ~ts ext~~sion (Bruns~i~ 1952; . : 
Hammond, 1996;-Cooksey, 1996) provides a framework to capture humanJud~es Judgment poh~1es by statistically 
correlated the judgments with the environments, the estimates of judgments wit~ those of the envi~onment, and 

. residual of the environment with those of judgments. This modehng .framework is use~ because it not only 
considers the three components, environment, cues, and human_judge, but also_the relatio~ships between_them. The 
lens model has·been utilized to analyze m~ny different tasks (Bisantz, 1997; B1santz & Pnchett, 2003; B1santz & 

· Seong, 2001; Seong, 2002). 

How~ver, judgment policy captured can be co~pared only when the environment is known. When the environment 
( or ecology in the lens model term) is unknown, comparisons can be made only between the levels of performance · 
from human judges, such as differences in judgment strategies, or how well each can implement own judgment 
strategy into a specific domain of interest. Similarly in the study here, it cannot be known whether the card members 
would ( or have intention to) pay back the amount they owe after the approval. On the other hand, it can be !giown 
whether the customei::s pay back or not after a certain delay ( within 60 . days). Therefore, in our problem, the 
environment to· be judged was replaced with the final outcomes. 

Cues That Judgments are Based 
Much information exists showing different aspects of customers' credit history. It includes 12 different types of 
probabilities, including the probability that a customer "hurt" the company, number of days that the account has 
been in delinquent state, or whether the customer establishes the electronic remittance payment or not. Despite this 
situation, the operators may not be able to examine all of these fields because there is limited time available for the 
operator to make judgment. Therefore, after consulting with domain experts, the most frequently used information 
are 1) number of days that since the last payment, 2) probability that a customer may damage the company, and 3) 
the credit bureau rating (CBR) score. CBR score is the only cue that higher values indicate better credits. Table 1 
summarized these cues. · 

Table 1. Three cues for operators' · d JU .gment an dd .. ec1sion m aki k n~ tas . 
Cues Better credit Ranges 

Number of days Low 0-60 
Probability Low 0-1 
CBRscore High 0-800 

Lens Model Parameters 
Cooksey (1996) provides an extensive discussion on the lens model framework and asso'ciated parameters. Briefly, 
these parameters represent the relationships between the environment to be judged, the cues representing the 
environment, and the human judge's judgment policy. Specifically, the environmental predictability (Re) measures 
how we~l the set o~ cue inform_ation corr_esponds to the environmental states. Mathematically, it is calculated by 
correlatmg the environment with the estimates of the environment based on the set of information cues. On the same 
token, C_ognitive control (R.) repre~ents th~ ~egree to which human judges' ability to implement their knowledge to 
the specific task at hand. Mathematically, it is calculated by correlating the judgments with the estimates of the 
judgments based on the set of information cues using multiple regression analysis. · 

Additionally, linear kn~w~edge (G) represents the degree to which the prediction of the model of human judge 
corresponds to the prediction of the model of the environment. On the other hand, unmodeled knowledge (C) 
captures correspondence between systematic variations in both models which are embedded within the residual 
terms for each model. Therefore, this index captures the degree of non-linearity to the extent that both models share 
the same non-linear components. . 

Finally, achie~ement (r.~ indicates th~ l~~el ofp~rformance to ~e extent which the participant's judgments are in 
accordance w~th the envrroi:un~ntal cntena. Thi~ is calculated either by correlating the two fundamental components, 
the actual environmental cntena and the actual Judgments or b the followin equation. 

ra = GReRs +c (1 - R;)(l - R:) 
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METHODS 
Data Collection and Analysis · _ 
s· ce the company possessed the necessary data, no effort was given to collect additional data. The set of data 
mresented a month long from 200 operators, making about 180,000 judgment records. After initial screening, data 

;!m 16 operators were removed because there were not sufficient data for each operator. In this paper, only 
eliminary results from 10 operators and their partial judgment records are reporte_d. Within the lens model 

~amework, the lens model parameters were calculated based on the multiple regression and correlation analyses. 
However, due to the differences in sca~e between the three cues, standardization by z-transformation was performed 
to all the cues values before the analysis. 

RESULTS 
Lens Model Parameters 
Figure 2 shows the five lens model parameters in total, each of which with minimum, maximum, the best and the 
worst operators. As shown, the environmental predictability (Re) ranges between 0.25 and 0.59, while the cognitive 
control (R.) ranges from 0.20 to 0.57. The linear knowledge (G) shows the greatest variation, ranging between 0.33 
and 0.97, while the unmodeled knowledge (C) shows_small variation, ranging between 0.32 and 0.56. These 
variations of the four lens model parameters resulted in variation of achievement ( r .), ranging between O .40 and 

0.59. 
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Figure 2. Lens Model Parameter Values for the customers' credit judgment task. Values for the maximum and 
minimum of all operators are shown. Values for the best and worst operators of all operators ( connected), are shown. 

Cue Weights Analysis 
Figure 3 shows relative cue weights on the three cues of the judgment. As discussed in the previous section, these 
values were calculated based on the raw weights, taking into account the non-zero constant. As can be seen in Figure 
3, the highest level of performance was achieved when the cue weights were distributed equally across the three 
cues. Note that this depends on the two conditions; one that corresponding relative cue weights (cue validities) must 
be examined to identify any similarity between the weight distributions, and the other that the leve_l of achievement 
(r.) was relatively low (0.59). The corresponding relative cue validities are shown in Figure 4. Examining this graph 
reveals that the probability cue was the best predictor of the environment. 

Figure 5 shows comparisons between the relative cue validity and the relative cue utilization for the best and the 
worst (dotted lines) performed operators. As seen for the best performance operator, the relative validities (e-best) 
seem to be concentrated on the first two cues, daysage and probability, while the judgment seemed to distribute the 
cue weights equally across the three cues. Note that the level of achievement (r .) for the best performance operator 
was still relatively low. On the other hand, consider two dotted lines, representing the relative cue validity 
distribution (e-worst) and the relative cue weight utilization distribution (j-worst). While the cue validity was 
concentrated on the probability, the judgments were made emphasizing the other two cues. 
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Figure 3. Relative cue weights of the judgment task. Maximum and minimum relative cue weights are shown. Also, 
. relative cue weights from the best and worst performance ( connected lines) are shown. 
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Figure 4. Relative cue validities of the environment. Maximum and minimum relative cue validities are shown. Also, 
relative cue validities from the highest (Re= 0.59) and the lowest (Re= 0.28) environmental predictability 
( connected lines) are shown. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the relative cue validity and the relative cue utilization of the best and the worst · 
performance operators. 
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DISCUSSIONS AND CONLCUSIONS 
J dgment and decision making under uncertainty has been the major concern of research for many decades. Its 
. u ortance cannot be underestimated because of its mundane characteristic across a variety of contexts. Of interest 
~~ose system is operators' judgment task in customers' credit history to make judgment whether to extend or 
m trict customers' requests on additional purchases over the limits. The task becomes more difficult because of time 
r::ssured involved. Previous studies showed that operators under the high level of stress appeared to fixate their 
~ttention on one indicator supporting their belief, while filtering out their attention from other indicators supporting 
other hypothesis. · 

Data analysis on the operators' judgment on customers' creditworthiness at a major financial company showed that 
the levels ofperfonnance using the lens model parameters were relatively low. Results showed that the best 
performance was achieved by equally en:iphasizing the cues. This may seem to contradict with the previous research 
on the effect of time pressure on human Judgment perfonnance. Note that however these three cues were selected 
out of a couple of dozen of information. 

One way to support human judgment performance is providing feedback. Unlike outcome feedback which simply 
provides whether judgment is correct or not, cognitive feedback within the lens model framework provides not only 
the three components in the judgment system, but also the relationships among them. Balzer, Sulsky, Hammer, & 
Sumner (1992) showed those with cognitive feedback outperformed with those with outcome feedback or no 
feedback at all. Therefore as a natural extension of this analysis, an experiment has been developed to support the 
operators' judgment performance using the cognitive feedback. 
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A DELPHI STUDY TO IDENTIFY COMPETENCY AREAS AND 
CURRICULUM FOR AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT MASTER'S PROGRAM 

. Hirai A. Shah and Tracy Tillman 
Eastern Michigan University 

. ABSTRACT 
This paper and presentation will describe the res~lts of a national ?elp~i s~ey o~ about 200 experts in Engineering 
Management, who responded to three iterations of a mailed questlonnarre to 1dent1fy the most needed competency 
areas and ideal curriculum for an Engineering Management masters program. 

INTRODUCTION . 
Engineers are usually at the peak of their engineering creativity when ~ey are ~romoted into management, and they 
leave a career iri which they are competent for one in which they have_ no exp~nence (M~d~,.1997). Today, . 
industry has recognized that it needs more than just technically proficient ertgmeers and md1v1duals t? recogmze that 
engineering management education is a primary means of providing those additional management skills an~ 
understanding of business that is required of well-rounded engineers (Lannes, 2001). To be successful reqmres that 
engineering management graduates be effective problem solvers, function well on the multi:discipli_n~ teams, . 
communicate effectively in writing and verbally, recognize ethical issues and make-appropnate dec1s~ons, recogmze 
the importance of environmental factors in engineering decisions, and have an understanding of the economics and 
business aspects of engineering. 

The development of the necessary management skills in graduates to make them well-prepared to work effectively 
as engineering managers ·can be achieved through a well-defined program in engineering management. Hence, the 
purpose of this research was to identify the most needed competency areas and ideal curriculum for an Engineering 
Management masters' program through a national Delphi survey of about 200 experts in Engineering Management. 
Though the study was conducted to validate and update the Engineering Management master's curriculum at Eastern 
Michigan University, the results of this study may be applicable to other universities in the United States which are 
developing or currently teaching Engineering Management master's program. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 
A modified Delphi survey technique was used to collect data for this study. The Delphi technique is a procedure to 
obtain consensus on a particular topic through a set of carefully designed sequential survey questionnaires 
interspersed with feedback from the participants (Delbecq, Van de Van, & Gustafson, 197.5). A group or panel 
opinion is sought concerning what likely will happen when all factors-social, technological, economic, and political 
are taken into account. The Delphi technique, therefore, is an organized way of arriving at a qualitative forecast 
which may vary considerably from past trends. It is designed to take advantage of participants' creativity as well as 
the facilitating effects of group involvement and interaction. It is structured to capitalize on the merits of group 
problem-solving and minimize the liabilities of group problem-solving (Dunham, 1996). 

The Delphi pro9ess usually consists of, but is not limited to, a series of three rounds of questionnaires. The frrst 
round is characterized by exploration of the subject under discussion, wherein each individual contributes 
information he/she believes is pertinent. The second round involves the process of reaching an understanding of how 
the group v~ews the issue (i.e., what group members mean by relative terms such as importance, desirability, or 
feasibility). The Delphi roun~s of questionnaires should continue until a predetermined level of consensus is reached 
orno new information is gained (Ludwig, 1997; Linstone & Turoff, 1795; Delbec, Van de Ven and Gustafson, 
1975). In most instances it is found that three iterations are sufficient, as not enough new information would be 
gained to warrant the ad~itional cost and effort that would be spent on conducting additional rounds. (Ludwig, 
1997). . . 

Methodology 
This study consisted of three rounds of Delphi questionnaires, including a pilot study that was conducted to help 
de~elop. an~ refine ~ prot?type Delphi ~tudy questionnaire, using students near to graduation in Eastern Michigan 
Umvers~ty s (EMU s) Wmter 20?3 onlme capstone course, EM 694 Seminar in Ethics and Leadership. The purpose 
of the pilot study was to test the mstrument as well as well as to look at possible results before using the instrument 
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fi th actual Delphi study. The pilot study also provided helpful feedback to faculty about the current EMU 
;;gin:ering Management program's body of knowledge and curriculum from students who were near to graduation 

from the program. 

F m the review of literature, an initial list of competency areas was developed and pres~nted to the pilot study 
:icipants. That list was refined and presented to the Delphi panel during the first questionnaire round. The Delphi 

panel members were asked to provide both quantitative and qualitative feedback on the relative importance of the 
~ompetency areas for an Engineering Management program. During the_ second questionnaire round, ~ anal~sis . 
was made of the quantitative data collected from Round 1, and was provided for reference to the Delphi panelists m 
the Round 2 questionnaire. Also, verbatim qualitative feedback comments provided by the panelists in Round I was 
included as reference for the Delphi panelists in the Round 2 questionnaire .. Similarly, quantitative data analysis 
and qualitative feedback comments from Round 2 were provided to the Delphi panelists in the Round 3 
questionnaire. 

Population and Sample . . . . 
Since the quality of the results of the Delphi process depends upon the expertise of the respondents, cntena are 
established to define who will participate as expert panel members in the study. Linstone and Turoff (1975) stated 
that the researcher can determine which experts may participate in the Delphi process, as long as expertise is 
considered, i.e., "expert knowledge upon which professional authority can be founded" (p. 295). The following 
characteristics were used as qualifications for individuals to be considered as being experts in the field of 
Engineering Management: (a) passed the Society of Manufacturing Engineers' Engineering Manager certification 
examination, (b) authors of books or articles related to Engineering Management, (c) university professors who 
teach Engineering Management, or ( d) professional members of the American Society for Engineering Management 
(ASEM). 

Seven hundred and seven potential expert subjects were identified from the target population. The Round I 
questionnaire was sent to them, along with an Informed Consent Form asking their consent to participate in this 
study. One hundred and ninety-four-responses (28%) were obtained, which was more than the normal response rate 
of 10%-20% that is typically obtained in the first round of a Delphi study (this exploratory round is sometimes also 
called the pre-Delphi round). The 194 respondents to the exploratory Round I questionnaire were used to form the 
finalized Delphi panel of experts, from whom additional and more refmed data was gathered via the second and 
third rounds of the Delphi study. ' 

The Delphi Questionnaire 
A preliminary list of fifty-three potentially-important competency areas for Engineering Management was 
developed, via content analysis of a review ofrelevant literature. The sources of infonrtation includ~d: (a) the body 
of knowledge for the Certified Engineering Manager examination, (b) topics covered by schools offering 
Engineering Management programs within the United States, and (c) topics covered by published literature and 
research on Engineering Management. These competency areas were grouped into four major categories: (a) 
Technical, (b) R&D/Design, (c) System/ Organization/Project Management, and (d) Human Issues. 

On the Delphi questionnaire, the rating of relative importance of a particular competency area to be included in an 
Engineering Management curriculum was prioritized using a 5-point Likert scale. The following criterion of 
importance for responses to the competency areas listed on the questionnaires were provided to the Delphi panel of 
experts, along with an example of how to resp~md: 5= of very high importance, 4 = of high importance, 3 = of 
medium importance, 2 = of low importance, I = of very low importance. The questionnaire also included several 
open-ended items that allowed the respondents to suggest additional competency areas, under each of the four major 
categories, that could be included in addition to the 53 competency areas already listed in the questionnaire. An 
example item was provided at the beginning of the questionnaire, to show them bow and where to record their 
responses and feedback comments. Space for offering general or additional comments was provided at th~, end of 
Round I questionnaire, and those comments were also presented verbatim to the Delphi panelists in the Round 2 
questionnaire. 

Based on the information obtained fr~m Round I, the final list of Delphi panel member experts were selected and 
the Round 2 Delphi questionnaire was developed. In the second round, an analysis of the group's modal response 
and percentage of concurrence on the 5-point Likert scale for each degree of importance froin the first round was 
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· provided to the Delphi panelists for reference. Specific qualitative fee~b~ck co~e~ts from the Round ~ 
questionnaire were also reported verbatim to the panelists in the Round 2 quest1onnarre. Spa~e was provided after 
every competency area so that the respondents could provide qualitative feed~a~k comment~ m response to the 
·ratings and comments that other panelists may have previously provided relative to that particular competency area. 
Additional competency areas that were suggested for inclusion by the Round 1 respondents were added to the 
existing list of c~mpetency areas; Panel members were asked to consider respondent comments and the _perc~nts of 

· concurrence obtained from Round One, and re-rate the importance of each competency area on· the 5-pomt L1kert 
scale. They were also asked to explain .their choice if it was two or more categories away from the Round 1 modal 
rating. An example item was provided at the beginning of the questionnaire, to show them how and where to record 
their responses and feedback comments. Space for offering general or additional comments was provided at the end · 
of Round 2 questionnaire, and those comments were also presented verbatim to the Delphi panelists in the Round 3 
questionnaire. 

The Round 3 Delphi questionnaire was developed using the Round 2 results and was administered in the same 
manner as Round 2. Based on the professional category in which the Delphi panel members categorized themselves, 
a six-digit alpha numeric code (rCodexxx) was assigned to each panelist. The first digit "r" represented the Delphi 
round (2 or 3) to which they responded; "Code" represented the category to which they belonged to in the form of 
letters A-for authors, C-for Certified Engineering Manager/Certified Enterprise Integrator, I-Industry professionals, 
and P-Professors teaching Engineering Management; and "xxx" represented the panel member's assigned number. 
The Round 3 questionnaire was sent all 194 Delphi panelists, including a few who did not participate· in Round 2. 
As the codes could not be assigned to the panelist's who did not participate in Round 2, an additional sheet was send 
to these panelists asking them to participate in the final round and to checkmark the professional category to which 
they belong. 

In addition to being labeled with the identification codes described above, The Round 3 questionnaire included 
additional questions on the front page that asked the Delphi panel members to: (a) rate the overall importance of the 
results of the study to ~e discipline of Engineering Management as a guide for others for curriculum development, 
(b) rate the overall quahty of the study, and. ( c) rate their own level of expertise in the field of Engineering 
Management. Additional _space was provided to allow them to provide written comments on the importance/quality 
of the study and suggestions for possible improvements. Table l depicts the level of participation in the study and 

_ the response rates for each round. · 

Table 1. Delphi Participation and Response Rate 

Delphi Sent Received Response Rate 
Rounds Responses In Percentage 

Round One 707 194 27.4% 
Round-Two 194 148 76.3 
Round Three 194 136 70.1 

DATA ANALYSIS 
After reviewing the literature and e~~mining numerous Delphi data analysis methods that have been used in various 
field~ o~ study, the m~th?dology utilized by Tillman (1989) seemed to be most applicable for this study. Both · 
quahtative and quantitative methods were employed to analyze the data collected for this study .. 

To obtatin dcondvedrg~n~e of opl inion, the ~ean of the standard deviation for each round was calculated. · A decrease in 
means an ar e~1at1on va ue was considered as a greater convergence of opinion among the panelists. For the 
purpo_se of analysis, these compet~ncy areas were categorized into four major categories. Categories. I and II 
contamed the competency areas with Round Three mean ratings higher than 3 o · d" t· hi h th d ' · ·Th • , m 1ca mg g er an me 1um 
importance. ese top rated competency areas were then separated into tw th t c I 
areas were ones rated with lower standard deviations and Category II had toh grhi~uphs, sota da dadteg?~ competency 
I t 

• d" . ' e g er s n ar ev1at10ns. Category 
compe ency areas m 1cate relatively more agreement among the panelists than th c t II · · e a egory competency areas. 

Categories ill and IV contained the remaining competency areas with Round Thr f f 1 h 
indicating less than medium importance. These lower rated comp.et . ee mhean ra mgs_ o ~ss t an 3.0, 

ency areas were t en categonzed mto two 
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oups, so that Category ~II competency areas were on~s r~ted with higher standard deviations, and Category ~ had 
te lower standard deviations. It can be seen that relative unportance of Category IV competency areas was higher 
than the importance of Category ill competency areas. Hence, competency areas from Category IV may be 
somewhat more confidently excluded from the curriculum or less emphasized, than those from Category III. 

In summary, the competency areas were grouped as follows: 

1. Category I: High Mean Low Standard Deviation - Higher importance, higher agreement among panelists. 
2. Category II: High Mean High Standard Deviation - Higher importance, less agreement among panelists. 
3. Category III: Low Mean High Standard Deviation - Less importance, less agreement among panelists. 
4. Category IV: Low Mean Low Standard Deviation - Less importance, more agreement among panelists. 

It was observed from the data that the mean standard deviation of responses decreased from Round 1, to Round 2, to 
Round 3-indicating a trend toward general agreement on issues, and thus providing additional support for validity 
of the results (Tillman, 1989). 

RESULTS 
The data presented and analyzed from the three rounds of the Delphi study consisted of: (a) response rates and mean 
standard deviation of questionnaire rounds, (b) general comments about the study, ( c) specific comments regarding 
competency areas, (d) modal and percentage concurrence scores, and (5) means and standard deviations of responses 
to competency areas in Delphi Round 3. 

From this data obtaineq and analyzed, a prioritized list of competency areas in different categories was developed. 
The comments provided by the Delphi panelists were useful to develop the course list and course titles. Also, it 
helped in categorizing the competency areas under a particular course topic. 

Table 2 contains the prioritized competency areas categorized by low and high standard deviations. The competency 
areas in italics represent low standard deviation (higher degree of consensus among panel members), and those not 
in italics represent higher standard deviation (lower degree of agreement among panel members).· 

Table 2. Prioritized List of Competency Areas Categorized by Low and High Standard Deviations 

Std. 
Competency Area Mean Dev. Prioritv Competency Area Mean 
I. Technical II. R&D/Design 
Quality Assurance 4.57 0.7266 1. Management of Technology, 4.61 

Research & Development 
Systems Engineering 4.24 0.6803 2. Decision-making Models 4.04 

Statistical Methods 4.18 0.6873 3. Process Management 3.90 
Life Cycle Engineering 4.02 0.6165 4. Performance Measurement 3.89 

System Design 
Business Process Re- 3.69 0.7174 5. Concurrent Engineering 3.85 
enJ!ineerinJ! 
Statistical Quality 3.68 0.6981 6. Value Analysis & Product 3.75 
Control Development 
Information Systems 3.48 0.7548 7. Innovation and 3.74 

Entrepreneurship 
Systems Simulation 3.38 0.7704 8. Research Methods 3.63 

Mfg. Process Planning 3.23 0.7885 9. Technology Transfer 3.57 
Engineering Design 3.19 0.7406 10. Design of Experiments 3.56 
Methods and Tools 
Optimization in 3.14 0.8148 11. Technology Forecasting 3.21 
Engineering Design 
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0.6191 

0.6727 
0.7498 

0.7291 

0.6058 

0.7819 

0.7527 

0.7765 
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12. Just in Time 3.01 0.7453 12. Design for Manufacturing 3.09 0.696/ 
Manufacturing 

13. E-business 2.99 0.8210 
14. Applied Regression 2.98 0.8164 

. 13. Field Development Project 3.00 OJffl 
14. Patents & Intellectual 2.93 ~ 

Analysis Property 
15. Manufacturing Processes . 2.88 0.7607 III. System/Organization/Project Management 
16. Computer Aided 2.60 0.7441 I. Engineering Management 4.96 o]J 

Manufacturing 
17. Six Sigma Black Belt 2.22 0.8751 2. Project Management 4.90 OJ6ii 

Certification 
18. Linear Programming 2.15 0.7877 3. Engineering Economics 4.76 oJij 
19: Materials Engineering 2.05 0.7563 4. Strategic Planning .. -- 4. 73 OJioo 
20. Network Engineering 1.96 0.7669 5. Organizational Behavior 4.61 o]sji 
21. Artificial Intelligence 1.88 0.5636 6. Business Strategy 4.24 o.6ij 
22. Quality Manager 1.87 0.7680 7. Engineering Risk 4.16 0.69n 

Certification ( ASQ) Management 
23 . SAP Training 1.54 0.6217 8. Cost Management Systems 4.07 0.62i 

24. Metro logy-Measurement 1.53 0.8085 9. Financial Management 4.07 0.6181 
Science 

JO. Management of 3.99 o.m1 
Technological Innovation 

11. Organizational Structure 3.96 0.7641 
12. Engineering and Enterprise 3.85 0.74~1 

Integration 
13. Total Quality Management 3.82 0.7610 

Std. Std. 
Priority Competency Area Mean Dev. Priority Competency Area Mean Dev. 
III. System/Organization/Project Management IV. Human Issues 

14. Operations Management 3.80 0.6817 Communications 4.93 0.2181 
I. 

15. Cost Schedule and 3.57 0.8407 
Reporting Systems 

2. f!rofessional Ethics 4. 89 0.461~ 

16. Marketing Management 3.22 0.7496 3. Conflict Resolution/ People 4.88 0.3411 
Skills 

17. Supply Chain 3.13 0.8327 4. Leadership 4.83 0.541~ 
Management , , 

18. Reliability Engineering 2.96 0.7934 5. People & Teamwork 4.81 0.61 
19. Lean Manufacturing 2.91 0.8732 6. Customer Issues 4.59 0.7110 

Systems 
20. . Facilities Planning 2.72 0.7984 7. Continuous Improvement 4.49 O.7!1! 
21. Database Management 2.60 0.8122 8. The Art of Delegation 3;98 0.8~ll 
22. . Mgmt of Information 2.18 0.8154 9. Negotiation Skills 3. 97 0.7551 

System Security 
10. Employee Empowerment 3.73 O~ 
11. Human Resource Mgmt 3.54 ~ 
12. Industrial/Organizational 3.30 . O.76ll 

Psychology 
oT!fl 13. Engineering Law 3.27 

(Contracts, Product 
Liability, etc.) · L---' 

14. Industrial Relations 3.01 23Ji 
15. Ergonomics/Human Factors 2.76 ~ ' 
16. Public Affairs 2.73 ~ 

I 
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Results on the Ratings of Importance and Quality of the Study, and Level of Expertis.e of Panel Members 
The results on the additional questions that were asked in the Round 3 questionnaire regarding the importance and 
quality of the study, and expertise of the panel members are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Results on the Ratings of the Study-and Level of Expertise from Round Three 

Level of Importance 
Parameters Very High Medium Low Very Total 

High Low Responses 
5 4 3 2 1 

Importance of Results of this study 
as a model for curriculum 
development across other schools 33 73 18 0 0 124 

in US 

Quality of study 40 71 11 0 0 122 

Level of Expertise in the EM field 25 72 25 1 1 124 

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM FOR AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT MASTERS' PROGRAM 
Engineering Management course topics were developed from the final list of 76 competency areas rated by the 
Delphi panelists, using additional information gleaned from their qualitative comments. The qualitative comments 
provided by the Delphi panelists under each competency area, across all three rounds of Delphi study, were very 
helpful for determining course titles for the Engineering Management curriculum, in addition to information 
available from the review of literature. For the purpose of analysis, the competency areas were prioritized into four 
categories determined primarily by the mean scores and secondarily by standard deviations. The percent 
concurrence scores on each competency area were calculated for each level of importance. The standard deviation 
and mean were the main criteria for deciding on the level of importance of eac~ of the competency areas and hence 
the courses for inclusion in the Engineering Management master's curriculum. 

The resulting suggested EM curriculum has 36 credit hours of course work as 'shown in Table 4, which includes 10 
core course·s (3 credit hours each) and 2 electives (3 credit hours each). · 

Table 4. Suggested Curriculum for an Engineering Ma~agement Master's Program 

List of Core Courses (30 Credit Hrs) Suggested Course Name Credit Hrs 

1 Engineering Economics 

- Financial Management Engineering Economics 3 
(Accounting Management, Life Cycle Cost Analysis and 
Costing Methods) 

. . 
2 Leadership 

- The Art of Delegation 

- People and Teamwork 
.. 

- Negotiation Skills 
Leadership and Professional 3 
Ethics 

- Conflict Resolution/People Skills 

- Communications . , 
- Professional Ethics 

3 Systems Engineering 

- Concurrent Engineering 

- Life Cycle Engineering Systems Engineeririg 3 

- Performance Measurement System Design 

- Design for Manufacturing 
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4 Project Management 

- Cost Management Systems Proj~ct Management 3 

- Cost Schedule and Reporting Systems (Earned Value) 

5 Quality Assurance 

- Statistical Quality Control 
Quality Management 

- Value Engineering 3 
- Statistical Methods 

- Total Quality Management 
- Continuous Improvement 

6 Decision-making Models " 

- Strategic Planning/Management 

- Business Strategy ·strategic Business Management 
3 

- Engineering Risk Management 

- Marketing Management 
- Customer Issues 

List of Core Courses (30 Credit Hrs) Suggested Course Name· Credit Hrs 

7 Engineering Management 

- Engineering and Enterprise Integration Introduction to Engineering 3 

(Department structure, Project Estimation, Work Break- Management 

down structures, Predictive man-power planning, 
metrics, performance.reviews, skill set proportions) 

8 Management of Technology, Research & Development 

- Technology Forecasting 

- Technology Transfer Management of Technology 
3 

- Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

- Management of Technological Innovation 

9 Process Management 
3 

- Business Process Re-engineering 
Operations and Supply Chain 

- Operations Management 

- Linear Programming 
Management 

- Supply Chain Management 

10 Organizational Behavior 

- Organizational Structure 
Organizational Behavior and 

3 
- Industrial/Organizational Psychology 

- Employee Empowerment 
Management 

- Industrial Relations 
- Human Resource Management 

Elective Courses ( 6 Credit Hours) Suggested Name Credit Hrs 

1 E-business 

- Information Systems (ERP, E-Procurement) Information Systems and 
3 

- Management of Information System Security E-business 

- Database Management 

2 Engineering Law (Contracts, Product Liability, etc.) Patents and· Engineering Law 3 
- Patents and Intellectual Property 
(International Implications) 
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3 Engineering Design Methods and Tools 

- Design of Experiments 
3 

- Optimization in Engineering Design 
Engineering Design Methods 

- Reliability Engineering and Tools 
- Systems Simulation 
-Applied Regression Analysis 

4 Field Development Project Field Research/ 3 
Development Project 

5 Research Methods Research Methods 3 

6 Lean Manufacturing Systems 

-Manufacturing Process Planning 

- Manufacturing Processes 

- Just in Time Manufacturing 
Lean Manufacturing Systems 3 

- Design for Manufacturing 

CONCLUSION 
Based on the results of this study, an ideal Engineering Management master's program curriculum is suggested, with 
a prioritization of suggested course titles and course content. The suggested curriculum can effectively integrate the 
fundamentals of science and engineering with practices of management, finance, and marketing. ·The results of this 
study are: (a) valuable to Eastern Michigan University for validating and updating the curriculum of its Engineering 
Management master's program, (b) serve as a model for developing and updating EM curriculum at other 
universities across the United States, and ( c) are also useful to SME/IIE for reviewing and validating the body of 
knowledge for the Certified Engineering Manager examination. 
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SYSTEM FOR POLICY ENFORCEMENT-AND EVENT DETECTION 

Paulus W ahjudi, Matthew Gambrell, Dia L. Ali, Maria Cobb, and Adel Ali 
University of Southern Mississippi 

ABSTRACT 
We propose a system which facilitates the distribution and enforcement of administrative policy decisions to a 
network. Policies are entered into a centralized terminal by a human operator and automatically distributed to each 
node of the network based upon the system's knowledge of the network's schema. Policies are enforced by a 
consistent, dynamically upgradeable platform at each node. Upgrades to the policy enforcement machinery are 
distributed through the same mechanism as the policies themselves. 

INTRODUCTION_ 

System for Policy Enforcement and Event Detection (Speed) is a system which facilitates the deployment 
(distribution and enforcement) of administrative policy decisions to a network. Policies may include such things as 
network security rules, network and host attack detection, routing rules, and host resource allocation policies. 
Policies are entered into a centralized terminal by a human operator and automatically distributed to each node of 
the network based upon the system's knowledge of the network's schema. Policies are enforced by a consistent, 
dynamically upgradeable platform at each node. Upgrades to the policy enforcement machinery are distributed 
through the same mechanism as the policies themselves. 

By defining the scope and the structure of a network in advance, a computer program may direct the distribution 
operations, resulting in updating of policies throughout the network more quickly and efficiently than human 
operators could manage. By defining a consistent platform for the policy enforcement mechanisms, upgrades need 
be defined only once, improving the deployment velocity for a heterogeneous network. Such rapid deployment of 
policy' will enable an alert network administration team to make effective responses to new and developing threats. 

Policies may include logging or reporting requirements: Framework is provided for returning this data to a 
correlation facility. Stop-gap policies provide a quick response to new security vulnerability exploits, while the 
difficult task of software patching is undertaken. 

EVENT DETECTION 
The policy enforcement component is a Java application residing on each node in the network. This application 
centers around an expert system whose inputs are: a policy set, a set of senses, and an arena. Its output, after 
deliberation, is a set of commands in the form of actions. · 

The policy set represents the collection of policies in effect at the current time. New policies are delivered by the 
distribution component. 

The arena is a collection of arena objects. An arena object represents any entity that the expert system may be 
interested in. For example, the current policy set might require that all FTP connections from the user 'Joe" be 
terminated. For the expert system to enforce this policy, it must have awareness of all existing FTP connections. 
Whenever an FTP connection is established, an arena object representing the connection will be created and added 
to the arena. As the FTP login progresses, the pertinent properties of the arena object will become defined. As soon 
as the user logs in, the "whichuser" property of the FTP connection arena object will become defined. The expert 
system now has the information it needs to enforce the policy. 

The arena itself is merely a big bag oflive objects, with a twist: the expert system (as well as the senses, as we shall 
see) is aware of additions to and removals from it. This enables the application to respond directly tffchanges in the 
arena--which correspond to changes in the real world. 

Sensors are components that monitor the arena and draw aggregate conclusions. These conclusions are statements 
about the condition of the arena. The conditions are reported to the expert system. For example, the current policy 
set might require that an alert be sent to the network administratio~ team when the local host's processor utilization 
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level exceeds 95% for more than a minute. · A sensor would be created that polls the system utilization levels and 
creates reports on the current condition as having exceeded various thresholds. The expert system would recognize 
this condition as relevant to the policy it was enforcing. 

POLICY ENFORCEMENT 
The policy examples we have considered require that some action be taken in response to a change in the arena or in 
a sense. In practice, most policies will share this requirement. An action is a structured representation of this 
necessity. The expert system will use this as its hands and fingers in enforcing policy. 

Actions may refer to arena objects. For example: "kill the offending connection" (refers to a connection arena 
object.) 

One exotic class of action will be to open up a telnet session and issue a set of commands to a router or firewall. 
This is necessary for any legacy device that is not running our security platform. With this, we open up a broad new 
field of possibilities in terms of smart and automatic router and firewall control. 

Sensors, arena object classes, and actions are all dynamically upgradeable through the -distribution component. The 
distribution component will be kept informed of the structure of the network by human operators so that these 
upgrades can be spread across the network. In order for the distribution component to play its role, its awareness of 
the network structure need only be a list of nodes. Most of the difficulties in an automatic update distribution 
mechanism are resolved by the embracing of a common platform for updates. More efficient mechanisms may be 
devised, once this platform--the enforcement platform--is in place. 

Stop-gap _policies are one example of an application that exercises this system well. Suppose a new application 
security vulnerability is detected that would be exploitable through a network attack. It takes time to apply a patch 
to every affected machine-and the delay is even more severe if the vulnerability is a surprise and patches have not 
yet been crafted. Our system would make it easy to rapidly deploy modqles to scan all network connections for this 
attack and abort any connections engaging in it. One would not need to make a patch, or install it on any computers 
(and deal with the associated downtime issues), in order to have temporary, ,stop-gap protection from the attack. 

CONCLUSlON 
The chief virtues of this system are its flexibility and rapid adaptability. The modularity of the senses, arena object 
classes, and actions promotes creation of modules ahead of time, before an emergency proves them necessary. Each 
of these modules is relatively easy to code, and the possibilities for re-use come almost automatically. If the 
preparation has been adequate, then in an emergency, the pre-existing modules can be cobbled together into ·heavily 
customized policies. If the preparation was deficient in some respect, then the new ad-hoc modules required for the 
response will be deployed to every node in the network that needs them. Most of these modules will be platform
independent, which will aid in resolving the emergency even faster. 

The primary issues to be dealt with in the development of this system are: the design of the arena and expert system 
so that changes -in the arena are detected and dealt with; the design of the sense and action framework; the creation 
of a core suite of small but useful arena object classes; and a suitable distribution component. Particular attention 
must be paid to the first two, or else the whole system will become difficult to use. The arena object classes may be 
extended later to provide more functionality. Actions and senses, once the framework is complete, need to be 
created in numbers sufficient to demonstrate the operation of the system. 
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FLEXIBLE AGENT ARCHITECTURE SOLUTION USING .EXPERT SYSTEM 

Greg Coburn, Paulus Wahjudi. John Heath, Dia L. Ali~ Maria Cobb and Ad.el Ali 
University of Southern Mississippi 

ABSTRACT 
We propose an implementation of expert system in an agent architecture that wilJ provide flexibility in both 
implementing a theoretical model into existing infrastructure and improving existing infrastructure. The expert 
system shell will facilitate different decision making in extracting the information retrieval. We will propose ways of 
using Java Expert Sy~tem Shell (JESS) in a mobile agent information retrieval system. JESS could be used to 
determine the best match of information stored locally to neighboring system's information located remotely. 
Throughout this paper we will show how to develop a JESS mobile agent retrieval system and incorporating unique 
features of rnss such as backward chaining and conditional elements . 

. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
CLIPS was developed by the Software Technology Branch (STB) at the NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in 
1986 and has become refined over the years. CLIPS has gained much popularity over the internet and newsgroups. 
Since JESS is a highly specialized version of CLIPS, all code in JESS including control structures, assignments, and 
procedure calls take the form of a function call. Although JESS is an expert system shell, the syntax of JESS is much 
like CLIPS. JESS was written by Ernest Friedman-Hill as part of an internal research project in 1995. Expert 
Systems are a type of intelligent software used in many of today's applications; in fact, it is hard to go through the 
day without using some rule based system. 

All programmers must understand the concepts of repetition, sequential and decision-making control structures in 
programs, and how to utilize these three fundamental computer techniques in order to solve a variety of computer 
problems. However there are many situations that would be better suited to a different and more flexible technique 
known as rule based systems or expert systems. The reasoning behind the use of rule based systems is to emulate the 
expertise and knowledge of a person in a specific field. The main problem with trying to write an expert system 
using conventional programming practices is that in conventional programming you have a range of valid answers 
and anything else is considered an error by the system. Now consider a doctor trying to diagnose a patient's disease 
by matching an infinite list of possible illnesses using the patient's sympto·ms as input. Writing such a program 
would be a daunting task for any programmer using traditional methods. · Rule based systems, having no limit to the 
range of inputs, are much more appropriate for situations such as this one. JESS is not only a rule based engine but it 
is also a scripting environment written in java, originally inspired by the CLIPS expert system shell. Over time JESS 
has grown into a completely distinct programming environment of its own. JESS adds many new features to the 
CLIPS language including, but not limited to, backwards chaining, working memory queries, and the ability. to 
manipulate and communicate with Java class obJects. There are many extensions that have been added to JESS over 
the years. For example, blackboards, fuzzy logic, database access, and language understanding are just a few of 
these extensions. These extensions provide many useful functionalities to mobile agents that are not currently seen 
in today's mobile agents. 

Should you implement JESS in your agent .architecture? Expert systems are designed to allow for intelligent 
decision making capabilities. If your agent requires being compute-intensive without much conditional branching or 
decision-making logic then expert systems are not appropriate for your environment: Once its been decided that your 
system is decision making intensive you should determine if these decision are relatively simple or complex? Rule 
based systems are best used when you have multiple conditions in each decision-. Determining if your rules will be 
changed often is the next phase. If your rules will be static then you probably do not ·need the overhead and 
flexibility of a rule based system. Maintaining code is another significant part in detemiining whether you should 
use an expert system in your system. If there is no need to maintain the code then there will not be any significant 
advantage in using an expert system. Rule based systems-are not optimized for memory and speed so if this is an 
absolute must, you should consider a different type of method then a rules engine. These are some of the 
considerations you have to take into account before integrating an expert system into' your exist~ng agent 
architecture. · 
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. THE JESS AGENCY SYSTEM 
We propose the creation of an agency inside the JESS environment. Current agency technology _is develo~ed using 
Java for platform independence. However, an approach to create an agency inside the JESS envrronment is not 
vastly used. · The necessary components for this construction would be: 

• Execution engine for the mobile agent 
• Method to distribute the facts in working memory 
• Provide two way comm~nication between JESS and Java . . 

JESS and Java have a very nice system for two way communication known as shadow facts. JESS p~ov1des an 
execute engine for the CLIPS language which means that all agents will be rules inside the JES~ ~nvrronment. 
Getting the information out of JESS and sending it to another computer could be done by combmmg shadow facts 
and Javabeans then using Java's networking api's to distribute the facts. 

w 
M 

orking 
emory 

ti 
Javabean 

publics tatic void main(String args) 
{ ... 

Rete.defRule( .. . ) 
.. . 
Rete.executeCommand( . . . 

.... 

i 

I I Agent 
(Clip Script) I 

JESS Agency 

Execution 
Engine 

t 
.__., Pattern Matcher 

Figure 1 

The illustration above shows the communications required by the JESS agency and the Javabean. Using a JESS 
agency provides a Mobile Agent the portability that is inherent to Java along with being able to use backward 
chaining and pattern matching to make a more intelligent agent. · 

JESS MOBILE AGENTS FEATURES 
JESS ' s rule-based engine classes can easily be integrated inside of already existing mobile agents. JESS will work 
in a stand alone Java application and also on web based applets, allowing you to use rule-based techniques on the 
web. JESS is the frrstsystem that allowed for the creation of web based expert systems, opening up the world to 
new possibilities 

Since JESS is simply a compressed group of class files, it is possible to use the JESS expert system functionality in 
any environment that runs inside a Java Virtual Machine. This is perfect for Mobile Agents since they are 
technically just classes that move from computer to computer gathering information. Here are some steps needed to 
develop an expert system agent: · 

• Create Rete object inside of Mobile Agent 
• Define rules, facts, and shadow facts needed 
• Process information in Mobile agent 
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The Rete object is essentially the expert system engine we will use to store all facts and rules needed to implement 
an expert system agent. Using this Rete object we will create all the .rules, facts, and shadow facts for the intelligent 
mobile agent. We wHl use shadow facts for the communication back and forth between JESS and the mobile agent 
which will allow for the mobile agent to carry all its information to another computer. Here is an illustration 
showing· an expert system agent. 

JESS 

.,__~_:_:_:_r_,~, ~-M_:_:_!~-~1· 

Execution 
Emrine 

public class Agent extends MobileAgent 
{ 

public void live( ) 
{ 

Rete rRete = new Rete( ); 
. . . define rules .. . 
. . . define facts .. . 

Figure 2.Mobile Agent 

This illustration shows the communications needed by the mobile agent and the JESS expert system. By usin~ the 
JESS expert system shell you can incorporate more sophisticated decision making in your mobile agent. 

JESS MOBILE AGENTS FEATURES 
There are many useful commands and tools in the JESS rule-based environment that you can use to your advantage. 
Here are a few subject matters covered in this chapter: 

• Salience - Setting rules priorities 
• Backward chaining - Make an if statement ask to be answe~ed 
• Conditional Elements- Relate patterns to each other to fire rules 
When an expert systems searches for rules to be fired, it stands to reason that there will possibly be multiple 

rules that fire at any given execution cycle. Once. th~se rules have been determined that they need to fire through the 
pattern matching portion of the inference engine then it's time to place them into the agenda. The agenda is the part 
of the inference engine that orders the rules based on their importance or priority. Each rule has a priority associated 
with it known as a salience, the programmer can modify this value with a more appropriate one if they wish. The 
highest salience will fire first and it will fire the next highest and so on and so forth. The default salience that is 
given to a rule is zero. While anything higher will fire before the default rules, anything lower will fire before. Here 
is an example of setting the salience to fire •after all default rules: 

( defrule example-6 
(declare (salience -100)) 
( command exit-when-idle => 
(printout t "exiting ... " crlf)) 

Also here is an illustration of the agenda: 
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Agenda Patt ern Matching 

(defrule exarnple-1 
(declare (salience 100 r+--

(def rule exarnple-2 
(declar e {sal ience 0 

(defrul e . exarnple -3 
(dec l a r e {s a lience - 100 

Execut ion Engine 

Figure 3.Salience 

Rules and how they interact with the expert system is an essential part of any rule based system. They provide an 
action that is to be taken when a specific condition is met in working memory. Rules also provide a unique ability to 
be able to try and figure out if they should be fired or not known as backward chaining. Backward Chaining allows 
this rule to assert a fact to ask for an answer to the pattern's question. This rule would assert a need fact into 
working memory. There also exists another rule that checks for requests and answers .them appropriately. 

There are many times when you not only want to see if a condition exists in memory, but you also want to see how 
that condition is related to other conditions in memory. For ex3:mple, let us say we have a database of books for a 
local bookstore we would like to search for books that are by the same author. This requires relating the author slot 
of the book fact with every other author slot in all of working memory. These types of comparisons are done with 
conditional elements and predicates. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
As with any expert system, JESS is designed to make complex decision making where each decision has multiple 
conditions. Expert systems should never be used when you have a clear and defined algorithm for a problem. JESS 
is a powerful and useful clone of the popular CLIPS language. Although in JESS's environmental shell it is 
required for you to use the CLIPS language to be able to operate, JESS allows you to use its classes inside of new or 
already existingjava applications. Along the same lines all of the JESS commands are simply java_classes which 
means that an enthusiastic user could add, modify, or update commands to the JESS language by creating a java 
class, implementing the correct interface, and overloading the appropriate methods. JESS in .the future will no doubt 
become more and more popular due to it's interoperability with other operating platforms and it's compatibility with 
the popular Java language. Rules inside of JESS are independent of any other rule, this gives JESS the ability to be 
very scalable and allows you to easily add new rules and discard useless or outdated rules from your system with 
little debugging and overhead associated with procedural methods. 

JESS's future looks very bright in many people's eyes, with a new release code-named Charlemagne. 
Major updates will be added to the rule engine along with enhancements to their Integrated Development 
Environment. These improvements include: 

• Customizable syntax coloring 
• Content assistant for templates, slots·and function names 
• Real-time error checking and highlighting 
• Automatic indention of code 
• More convenient navigation through outline view 
• Online help for JESS function and constructs via "hovers" 
• GUI debugger 
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During our research, we have found JESS to work very well on a limited amount of facts inside of working memory. 
However, as the amount of facts increase the speed increasingly starts to get bogged down~ The Rete Algorithm that 
JESS uses to match patterns is an impressively efficient algorithm. Unfortunately, the Rete Algorithm sacrifices 
memory for speed making JESS a memory hog. I believe this speed deficiency could be reduced by implementing a 
just in time (TIT) compiler inside the JESS environment. The fact that JESS is a collection of classes makes it 
possible to implement a rule based system inside of mobile agents, allowing for more intelligent decision making 
capabilities inside of the agents. This technique has many possibilities such as intelligent collection of data and 
smarter movements of agents. By collecting pertinent information of the surrounding agencies, the individual agent 
can make decisions that will optimize its path depending on the user's request. Taking into consideration that an 
agent p~th could be very dynamic and indefinite, JESS would have the ability to either terminate the agent 
movement and return to the home agency or rather broaden its search pattern to get more matching and retrieve 
related information. The proposed JESS agency will also facilitate the ability to process information using 
computational intelligence techniques to handle complex data that needs integration and pre-processing to be useful 
for the user. Mobile agents ability to move from computer to computer collecting data and updating itself would be 
a perfect compliment to an ever changing expert system written in JESS. The Agents could dynamically add or 
remove new facts that will affect its ability to process the information retrieved and/or to get more accurate results in 
its search pattern. Performance wise, the agents will subsequently have a large payload because it is carrying a 
considerable amount of knowledge as it traverses the network. However, the JESS agency system would have the 
ability to make decision to divide an agent into several smaller agents depending on its task and availability. This in 
turn will reduce the payload while maintaining the performance and the acquired result. In comparison to existing 
agent system, the system that we propose is designed to better facilitate complex distributed computing that requires 
a coip.putational method to acquire, distribute, process and collect the results. 

Since its creation, JESS has become a valuable way of implementing expert systems for its users. By implementing 
JESS in a agent architecture you are given much flexibility in not only the way you organize your code, but since 
Java is platform independent along with its object orient design, it allows for a flexible and portable platform 
independent way to write code for applets and applications. For writing rule-based systems designed for the web, 
JESS is really the only logical choice at this point. As more and more features get added to the JESS environment, 
~ore companies will start to see the benefit in implementing this rule based system into their architecture. 
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USER INDUCED VULNERABILITY PREVENTION THROUGH PC PROFILING 

Paulus Wahjudi, Dia L. Ali, Maria Cobb and Adel Ali 
University of Southern Mississippi 

ABSTRACT 
PC profiling consists of studying the computer~s regular activities, identifying any abnormalities, and taking action 
according to the .severity of the situation.The action taken should eliminate the security problem with minimal 
impact on other users. The ability to monitor and identify the regular and irregular activities of the computer is a 
unique trait of PC profiling that will help prevent user-induced vulnerability. 

INTRODUCTION 
User-induced vuh1erabilities exist in multiple forms and have a profound impact on security. User-induced · 
vulnerabilities can be categorized into two major groups: (1) those due to physical access; and (2) those due to 
remote access. We will focus primarily on the physical access security measures. A benefit of this approach is a 
consequential improvement in remote access security, as illicit users will be unable to place backdoors for future 
remote access. 

PC profiling consists of studying the computer's regular activities, identifying any abnormaliti~s, and taking action 
according to the severity of the situation. Historically, different applications, including the operating system itself, 
have collected such information in some form or manner,-whether it is for performance or security reasons. What is 
needed now is the ability to collect all that information locally, within the computer, and bring it together and 
analyze it so that immediate action can be taken if a threat is detected. The action taken should eliminate the security 
problem with minimal impact on other users. The ability to monitor and identify the regular and irregular activities 
of the computer is a unique trait of PC profiling that will help prevent user-induced vu~nerability. 

'USER INDUCED VULNERABILITY 
All PC is vulnerable to attacks, one of the most often and dangerous ones are user induced. Users may or may not 
realize that he or she is introducing vulnerability to the system. Software installation can install additional unwanted 
programs without the user knowledge. According to the user, they are just installed a program for personal use on 
the PC. However, the PC could be connected to the office network or the user will do work in the PC and bring it to 
work where it will affect the work PC. In a worst case scenario, the user installed a ''free" program into the PCat 
work and unknowingly installed one or more malicious program. The programs wiil then start to propagate through 
the network infecting other PCs and gain access to the servers and cause unwanted damage. A simple key logger 
program will be undetectable to common PC users. However, the program is very dangerous as it records all 
information entered into the PC, including usernames and passwords. Other program acts as a backdoor program 
that creates a connection that overrides all the security mechanism and allows unauthorized user to control the PC 
remotely. Undoubtedly, the severity of vulnerability varies from the type of application installed and its purpose. 
One thing for sure is that the program can cause severe problems to the PC user but also an ·entire network. Once 
the damage is done, repairing it is harder and more time consuming than preventing it. Prevention is still the best 
mechanism to prevent user induced vulnerability. 

PC PROFILING 
Records of machine activities within a network are often collected and/or monitored to provide reports of resource 
usage, system performance, and security logs. This information gives a detailed view of the activities within the 
network at specific times. This information can also be used to determine daily activities of specific computers 
within a network. Each individual that uses a computer within a network has unique computer usage habits and 
specific tasks to be completed by using the computer. Combining this knowledge of expected ·user behaviors with 
actual user and computer usage patterns produces a profile that enables the performance of an accurate analysis of a 
computer's activities. The system administrator can set the thresholds determining whether an activity is acceptably 
normal. This threshold will act as a general rule while the profile itself will vary from one computer. to another: 

This process can be divided into three main parts. The first part is the collection of data and aggregating it into . 
useful information. The challenge is to analyze enough data to provide a snapshot of what the computer is doing · 
without delaying response time. As mentioned before, most of the pertinent information is monitored by the 
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operating system to ensure performance and smooth operation. For our use, we will monitored, CPU usage, network 
usage (traffic, ports, etc) and running software that are invoked by the user explicitly and other programs running in 
the background that are not crucial for the operating system. By monitoring the information above, we will be able 
to determine whether or not the computer is being utilized to transmit information or attempt to communicate with 
other machine and pinpoint which program is invoking the communication protocols. On a regular use, a user will 
invoke Internet Browsers, check Emails and most probably uses a chat/ instant messenger program. However, he or 
she might have also installed peer to peer programs to download songs, movies, etc. By monitoring the network 
activities, we .can determine that the computer is invoking a peer to peer connection and using its bandwidth to 
download files that may have dire consequences for the-company (lawsuits, copyright protection, etc). In addition, 
if the pr~gram invoked a spyware that sends out information to a collecting site, this will information will also 

- become available from the ones we are collecting. All the information collected in this stage are small but offers a 
comprehensive views on the PC status which in tum will give us more time and processing power to analyze the 
information and determined whether malicious acts has been done using the PC. 

The second and third parts are closely tied together-the information must be analyzed and incorporated into the 
histQrical database, and a comprehensive analysis must be performed and a judgment made as to whether the usage 
pattern indicat~s potential security vulnerability. This must be done in real time to ensure that any actions taken will 
be effective immediately and thus prevent any exploitation of the detected vulnerabilities. All activities are 
compared to a general activities predefined by the system administrator and can be configured depending on the 
rules and regulations. A general profile will be the use of Internet browsers, email programs, with a possible 
addition of some chat/instant message program and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) program. A higher profile might 
include the ability to setup SSH and Telnet connection, opening ports for web server and even FTP server. If a PC 
is found to violate any of the profile developed on the specific user or the general profile that governs general 
activities, the system administrator will be notified while the network will shutdown any communications that are 
deemed improper to and fr0.m the PC. Further actions will need to be invoked by the system administrators 
manually, after further investigations of the situation. 

CONCLUSION 
The use of PC profiling allows for immediate reaction to be done once irregularity is detected. The ability of early 
detection, gave the edge to system and network administrator to prevent the infected PC to· infect other PC and also 
to prevent the infected PC to exploit valuable information. Even if some valuable information is gained, it is useless 
if it never leaves the system into the unauthorized user's hand.- That is why PC profiling will be an effective tool to 
prevent user induced vulnerability. By actively monitoring the PC activities, not only to prevent but we can have 
better understanding on the system an which area are being -exploited including the ability to backtrack the _ 
perpetrator. · 
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EXTERNALLY VALIDATED TRUST ENGINE FOR WEB SERVICES 

Paulus Wahjudi, Isaac Johnston, Dia L. Ali, Maria Cobb and Adel Ali 
University of Southern Mississippi 

ABSTRACT 
We propose the creation of an Externally Validated Trust Engine (EVE) which is a local trust engine that will 
monitor the activities of the user and will activate security measures when the user is about to transmit crucial 
information that could lead to identity theft. EVE will first validate the website. look-and-feel using a web presence 
characterization and comparing it with valid websites that are authorized to collect such information. 

INTRODUCTION 
The primary victims of Identity Theft are novice users. Expert users are rarely victimized, as they employ several 
different techniques to ensure their security while on the Internet. There are many different COTS and freeware 
solutions for security. However, the main reason for identity theft relies on the fact that these solutions primarily 
prevent unauthorized activities to and from the computer but do not check the validity of a site that the user visits; 
nor do they prevent the user from entering crucial information in the site. It takes only one spam email in the user 
inbox to lead the user into an identity theft setup. 

Externally Validated Trust Engine (EVE) is a local trust engine that will monitor the activities of the user and will 
activate security measures when the user is about to transmit crucial information that could lead to identity theft. 
EVE will first validate the website look-and-feel using a web presence characterization and comparing it with valid 
websites that are authorized to collect such information. When a match is found, EVE will employ different 
validation schemes that all official websites support, such as digital signatures, DNS names, secure transmission 
protocols, etc. EVE is designed to run transparently to the user while checking, but will notify both the user and the 
authorities (ISP, etc) when an identity theft attempt is made. 

TRUST ENGINE 
EVE's web presence characterization allows it to view web pages according to how the user would perceive them 
visually. This ability enables EVE to identify web pages that have the general visual characteristics of sensitive 
personal information entry forms. A web page with these characteristics ·might be a legitimate, official site-or it 
might be an identity theft setup, mimicking the visual appearance of official websites in order to fool users. EVE 
will, therefore, be attracted to the same web page elements that draw a user's eye. These web pages can then be 
flagged as potential identity threats, and EVE will undertake the additional security measures. This unique ability to 
identify the elusive fraudulent websites will give EVE the advantage as a primary tool to prevent identity theft. 

EVE processes several webpage elements: text, images, and hyperlinks to determine whether it requires validation 
or not. Text plays the crucial role because most webpage contents are textual and by searching a selective keyword 
such as Social Security Number and its variation such as SSN, Social Security, in both lower and upper case, we will 
be able to determine whether this webpage would potentially deceive the user in divulging personal information. 
EVE will search for specific keywords contained in the HTML body. The keywords found on the body will be 
tabulated and calculated for severity. Image~ are loaded using HTML tags that in turn will be processed by the 
browser as a request to do~load additional material in the given link. EVE will do~load all the images under the 
<IMG> tag and will process it based on its size, format and dimensions. Images that resemble a logo wiU then be 
matched with the original logo using external validation. An additional validation is needed for images due to the 
fact that the logo can be loaded externally from the original/ official site. In this case, EVE will validat(? the 
original link for the HTML with the link of the images. If an image is loaded externally from the main site, EVE 
will consider that the logo is invalid. The third element to be processed by the trust engirie is hyperlinks. Links 
should refer to webpage that are in a valid location. For example, a Citibank website located at www.citibank.com 
should not link to a webpage or utilize materials from external site outside its domains. EVE will differentiate 
whether the link is to be loaded or a submission link. Once all webpage elements are processed, EVE will then 
decide whether the_ webpage poses a threat to the user. , 

EVE will decide initiate external validation if a webpage is deemed to pose a threat to the user. External validation 
is done by matching the webpage loaded with a database of different institutions that are likely to request personal 
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information such as financial institutions, online stores, government. o·rganizations, etc. EVE will then match the 
web characteristics of the webpage with the stored webpage on the database. The database will be updated every 
time a new webpage is available or. a new institution is added. To avoid co_nfusion, the database will only keep the 
latest version published on the Internet, while any other version will be deemed invalid and false. With all its 
advantages,. EVE weakness lies in its external validation. If the stored website is not up to date or even fraudulent, 
the official site will be considered fa}se. Although EVE does employ several measures ~o check site validity before 
doing an external validation, a false external vali4ation will undoubtedly considered as a fraudulent website. To 
avoid such problem, EVE will need to be deployed by organization that will benefit most from its ability. Online 
banks, E-commerce stores, and any organizations that use online transactions from its website will definitely benefit 
from EVE. They will also be in charge of task in updating the master site database whenever any change has been 
made to its website. By doing so, there will no longer be any doubts that the l~test website will be the one stored in 
the master database. 

VALIDATION PROCESS 
The EVE trust engine processes information in the application layer. This helps by restricting analysis to 
information relating to web pages. Not all network traffic needs to be monitored. Some web pages are not viewed 
over the network. It is at the application layer that a user will be tricked into divulging personal details, and so it is 
at this layer that EVE does its work. 

EVE will intercept the information and assess whether the page requests critical personal information such as name, 
address, Social Security Number, credit card number, etc., in any form or format. EVE processing of the web page 
will match characteristics within the webpage that are similar to institutions that may legitimately collect such 
information. Once a similarity is found, the website will then need to be confirmed to be the one that it claims to be. 

The initial step in EVE is to intercept the incoming information in the application used, such as an internet browser 
or email application. Wh_en information is received, EVE will intercept the information and start processing. EVE 
will process each page loaded and additional elements attached to it such as images, email address, URL, etc. The 
elements· will need to be analyzed in relation to its context within the webpage itself, because most of the elements 
can be imitated and/or obtained from the official site; for example, the logo of financial institutions can be easily 
obtained and the color scheme from the original website can be iµritated. 
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CONCLUSION 
Externally Validated Trust·Engine is an effective method to prevent identity theft. EVE's ability to process different 
web elements increases the ability to detect possible identity theft setup. Currently, identity theft setups are shut 
down once a report is claimed. EVE will not only protect users from disclosing personal information but also 
increase the ability to identify and shut down fraudulent websites. It is transparent to the user, yet very effective and 
utilizes minimum processing power for maximum result. 
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AN EXPERT SYSTEM OF LAWRENCE ELLISON'S KNOWLEDGE: 
CEO OF ORACLE . 

Robert L. Mullen 
Southern Connecticut State University 

ABSRACT 
This paper describ~s the building of an expert system to advise managers in the computer industry from an expert -
Lawrence Ellison. Mr. Ellison is less well-known than Bill Gates for his company that builds database software and 
enterprise-wide business application software. This study demonstrates how public information on Mr. Ellison can 
be used to build such art expert system. 

INTRODUCTION 
Expert Systems exploded in last decade of the 20th century to provide advice and assistance in various areas of 
managerial support. One area where these systems are applied is to capture the knowledge of a recognized expert so 
that managers can access that knowledge easily. This paper describes the development of an expert system collecting 
the knowledge of Lawrence Ellison, Founder and CEO of Oracle, a major software firm in the computer industry 
known primarily for its database product, as an example of how such systems could be built. 

Since the early 1980s expert systems have been developed for the purpose of passing expertise from those with the 
knowledge to those who need the knowledge in a convenient and easily accessed manner. The idea is to tap the mind 
of the expert such that a less expertise person can solve problems normally handled by the expert without the expert 
having to be present. In the 1990s with the focus on downsizing and need to cut costs in all area, managers of large 
corporations have turned to expert systems to provide advise when the cost of hiring an expert (consultant) or access 
to a previous expert employee who has been downsized is gone. The recent interest in kriowledge management has 
caused a renewed interest in expert systems as a means to manage knowledge for easier and wider distribution. 

This paper addresses the highly competitive computer software industry. Mr. Ellison is not well-known for his 
managerial skills in building a successful computer software company. He is used as an example of the application 
of expert system technology to spread knowledge from an expert into other areas outside the experts normal area of 
expertise. It might be appropriate information for the Web. In recent years, Mr. Ellison made major moves in the 
computer software industry by acquiring PeopleSoft in a hostile takeover for its enterprise-wide human resource 
software which uses Oracle database software. The industry believes the acquisition was necessary to remain 
competitive in this major segment of the software industry- enterprise-wide application based on their database 
software. 

NATURE OF THE STUDY 
This study involves the literature search for public information on Mr. Ellison in order to build an expert system 
based on the recognized expertise of an individual in a narrow field of expertise. The model used for this system 
requires that sufficient publication of the expert's philosophy or knowledge exists such that the system can be 
developed without need to talk to the expert in person. This is used as a means of teaching capability of expert. 
systems. It provides a case example of how expert systems are developed. Second, it serves as a practice for 
integrating knowledge from the public domain into a form acceptable for expert system development. 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The first step in the study is to define the elements of an expert system needed for development. Figure 1 describes 
the components of an expert systems. Every successful expert system spends equal time in developing each of these 
components 
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FIGURE 1 
Components of an Expert Systems 

Dialog Screen . 
Knowledge Base 
Inference Engine 

Presentation 

Figure 2 provides a summary of knowledge from Lawrence Ellison found in public statements regarding decisions he 
has made in managing his company, Oracle. These premises have been organized into categories of knowledge for 
ease of including them in an expert system. · 

FIGURE 2 
Outline of Knowledge Categories of Lawrence Ellison's Work 

I LEADERSHIP 

• Leadership must be continuously demonstrated. 
• A software company must have a product which leads the industry. 

I MANAGEMENT BELIEFS 

• . Software must maintain a competitive advantage by technology advancement. 
• Software firms can only grow in size by acquisition of other companies. 

I STRATEGIC VISION 

• To remain competitive in the software industry; product line must ·be diversified. 
• Must be sensitive to the impact of decisions on the b~siness. · 

The next step is to organize the knowledge summarized in Figure 2 into statements of the form "if ... then .... " in 
order to build the knowledge base. The third step will be to design the appropriate dialog with an executive user of 
the. system to question the executives action in such a way as to determine the advice that Lawrence Ellison would 
give as a recommended change most appropriate for the situation. 

FIGURE3 
Step Two - Developing the Expert System Knowledge Base 

If .......... · ................. Then .................... . 

If you are not leading, then you are losing ground to competition. 

If you believe there is a need to grow the business, then you must acquire another firm:, 

If you believe there is a need to diversify your software products, then you must diversify. 
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FIGURE4 
Step Three ~ Dialog of the Expert System 

Are you continuing to lead the industry? 
Is the timing right for growth? 
Is there a need to diversify your product line? 

Y_ N_x_ 
y _x_N_ 

Y X N 

The last step is to describe the process of transforming the knowledge collected from the expert system into a 
meaningful presentation to the executive seeking advise. Figure 5 represents the initial design of that presentation. 

FIGURES 
Step Four - The Presentation from the Expert System 

Based upon what you provided on your current status, Lawrence Ellison would have given you with the 
following advice: 

If you are no longer a leader in the industry, you must take action to return to that role. 
If you need to grow, you must acquire a firm in your industry. 
If you need to diversify quickly, you must acquire a firm in your industry with a different product. 

Verify your current situation before taking this advice: · 
You are no longer a leader in your industry. 
You believe it is time to grow the business. 
You believe there is a need to diversify your product line. 

CONCLUSIO~ 
This paper described the development of an expert system applied to capture the knowledge of a well-known expert 
in the field of computer manufacturing. It is intended as a guide for students in an undergraduate expert systems 
course so they may select some other individual that they believe to be an expert and following this paper to develop 
a new·expert system on their own. 
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AN EXPERT SYSTEM OF SCOTT MCNEAL Y'S KNOWLEDGE: 
CEO OF SUN MICROSYSTEMS 

Robert L. Mullen 
Southern Connecticut State University 

ABSRACT 
This paper describes the building of an expert system to advise managers in the computer industry from an expert -
Scott McNealy. Mr. McNealy is well-known in the computer industry for his company, SUN Microsystems, that 
builds operating systems and application development software for microcomputers (personal computers) . . SUN 
developed the JAVA language for the Web. This study demonstrates how public information on Mr. McNealy can be 
used to build such an expert system. 

INTRODUCTION 
Expert Systems exploded in last decade of the 20th century to provide advice and assistance in various areas of . 
managerial support. One area where these systems are applied is to capture the knowledge of a recognized expert so 
that managers can access that knowledge easily. This paper describes the development of an expert system collecting 
the knowledge of Scott McNealy, CEO of Sun Microsystems Computers, as an example of how such systems could 
be built. It was selected as a topic to make students aware of other computer software guru's other than Bill Gates. 

Since the early 1980s expert systems have been developed for the purpose of passing expertise from those with the 
knowledge to those who need the knowledge in a convenient and easily accessed manner. The idea is to tap the mind 
of the expert such that a less expertise person can solve problems normally handled by the expert without the expert 
having to be present. In the 1990s with the focus on downsizing and need to cut costs in all area, managers of large 
corporations have turned to expert systems to provide advise when the cost of hiring an expert (consultant) or ac~ess 
to a previous expert employee who has been downsized is gone. The recent interest in knowledge management has 
caused a renewed interest in expert systems as a means to manage knowledge for easier and wider distribution. 

This paper addresses the area of microcomputer software. Mr. McNealy is not as well-known for his managerial 
skills in building a successful computer systems software company as his company's main competitor, Bill Gates and 
his company, Microsoft. This is another example of expert system technology in use. It might be appropriate 
information for the Web. In recent years, Mr. McNealy introduction of the JAVA language for use in Web 
applications has returned an interest to a company once known only for an alternative microcomp1:1ter operating 
system to Windows. SUN has lead Microsoft into the Internet software market of systems software products .. . 

NATURE-OF THE STUDY 
This study involves the literature search for public information on Mr. McNealy to build an expert system based on 
the recognized expertise . of an individual in a narrow field of expertise. The model used for this system requires that 
sufficient publication of the expert's philosophy or knowledge exists such that the system can be developed without 
need to talk to the expert in person. This is used as a means of teaching capability of expert syste~. It provides a 
case example of how expert systems are developed. Second, it serves as a practice for integrating knowledge from 
the public domain into a foflll acceptable for expert system development. 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The first step in the study is to define the elements of an expert system needed for development. Figure I· describes 
the components of an expert systems. Every successful expert system spends equal time· i~ ~eveloping ea~h of these 
components 
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FIGURE 1 
Components of an Expert Systems 

Dialog Screen 
Knowledge Base 
Inference Engine 

Presentation 

Figure 2 provides a summary of knowledge from Scott McNealy found in public statements regarding decisions he 
has made in managing his company, Sun Microsystems. These premises have been organized into categories of 
knowledge for ease of including them in an expert system. 

FIGURE 2 · 
Outline of Knowledge Categories of Scott McNealy's Work 

I LEADERSHIP 

• Leadership must be continuously demonstrated. 
• Must be able to forecast the future direction of your industry to lead it. 

I MANAGEMENT BELIEFS 

• Must focus on your core competencies. 
• ·Must remain competitive to survive. 

STRATEGIC VISION 

• Must maintain technological competitive edge. 
• Must continuously be alert to future change in the industry. 

The next step is to organize the knowledge summarized in Figure 2 into statements of the form "if ... then .... '' in 
order to build the knowledge base. The third step will be to design the appropriate dialog with an executive user of 
the system to question the executives action in such a way as to determine the advice that Scott McN~aly would give 
as a recommended change most appropriate for the situation. 

FIGURE3 
Step Two - Developing the Expert System Knowledge Base 

If .......................... Then .................... . 

If you are not forecasting the future, then your firm will not be ready for it. 

If your firm is not remaining competitive, then your firm will not survive. 

If you are not focused on your core technology, then your firm will not survive. 
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FIGURE4 
Step Three - Dialog of the Expert System 

Are you forecasting the future? 
Is your firm remaining to be competitive? 
Are you focused on your core technologies? 

Y_ N_x_ 
y _x_N_ 
Y_x_N_ 

The last step is to describe the process of transforming the knowledge collected from the expert system into a 
meaningful presentation to the executive seeking advise. Figure 5 represents the initial design of that presentation. 

FIGURES 
Step Four - The Presentation from the Expert System 

Based upon what you provided on your current status, Scott McNealy would have given you with the 
following advice: 

You must begin to forecast the future to prevent a surprise your firm is not prepared to deal with. 
Your firm will survive since you are competitive and focused on core technologies. 

Verify your current situation before taking this advice: 
You are not forecasting the future. 
You believe you have remained competitive in your industry. 
You believe you are focused on your core technologies. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper described the development of an expert system applied to cap~e the knowledge of a well-known expert 
in the field of computer system software development. It is intended as a guide for students in an undergraduate 
expert systems course so they may select some other individual that they believe to be an expert and following this 
paper to develop a new expert system on their own. 
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EXPLORING THE USE OF INTELLIGENT AGENTS FOR MANUFACTURING TEAM TRAINING 

Daniel N. Mountjoy, Janeria D. Ru·ssell; Bala Ram, and Xuefeng Yu 
North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

ABSTRACT 
Teams are becoming more widely distributed in terms of their geographical location. This disbursement poses an 
inconvenience for organizations that have team members isolated from each other, which results in expensive 
training sessions that are difficult to schedule with respect to time and travel. Therefore, the method and tools used 
to train the distributed team members have to be designed so that the knowledge, skills, and/or behaviqr can be 
learned through tl,le assistance of a remote training module. The use of intelligent agents is becoming more popular 
because of J.ts ability to simulate work related situations autonomously and flexibly. The work described here was 
performed to determine if an intelligent agent-based software tool can be used as an effective training method for 
geographically distributed teams. Five types of training were administered and compared to examine team 
performance, as well as individual knowledge and skills acquired during a simple manufacturing supply chain 
scenario. Results indicate the agent-based training has a positive training effect and can be used as an effective 
method of team training. 

INTRODUCTION 
Brannick, Salas, & Prince ( 1997) define a team as two or more people with different tasks who work together 
adaptively to achieve specified and shared goals. Team members may have the same or different skills and/or 
responsibilities . . Specific behaviors of the individuals, when conducted in concert, contribute toward meeting the 
team's desired objective. One typically considers a team to act iri relative close spatial proximity. That is, team 
members are not generally very far from one another, and can witness first-hand the effect of other members' 
actions O!l meeting the desired end-state. Based on the outcomes of such actions, other team members may alter 
their subsequent actions/behaviors to ensure continued progress toward the goal. 

In recent years, however, the previously described concept of"team," has become more obscure. Particularly within 
the U.S. military, with an increased emphasis on joint service operations, smaller force sizes and rapid deployment, 
the team paradigm is moving more and more toward distributed members. Team members are, in effect, often 
isolated from one another due to geographic or vehicular constraints. An undesirabl~ outcome of this teaming 
arrangement is a possible reduction of team members' abilities to know and understand what others are doing 
around them; what decisions they are making, and what information they are using. Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & 
Converse (1993) contend that the creation of a shared mental model is an important aspect of effective team decision 
making. The formation of a shared mental model may be made more difficult when team members are not 
physically located together. · · 

Beyond team performance, issues involved with training are made more complicated since members are 
geographically distributed, and bringing everyone together under the same roof at the same time is expensive in 
terms of time and travel, and is particularly difficult to schedule. At issue, then, is how to effectively train teams 
when certain team members are either absent, or perhaps dealing with incomplete information. In a non-distributed 
team situation, even if individual team members have different information sources available to them, the relative 
close proximity allows other members the ability to observe their behavior and possibly even the information source 
itself .. One of the major difficulties in distributed teams is the ability of members to form a common mental model 
of the environment when expertise differs from member to member, and each member and their respective 
information sources are physically isolated from one another. In this type of situation, the use of intelligent agents 
may help bridge the information gap. 

When referring to team training, an abundance of literature revolves around Crew Resource Management ·(CRM) 
methodologies. CRM was developed to study and improve human performance in cockpit environments (Weiner, 
Kanki, & Helmreich, 1993) with the intent that all information/resources available to cockpit crews were being · 
properly utilized (Salas, Rhodenizer, & Bowers, 2000). While developed for cockpit teaming arrangements, data 
gathered and lessons learned can be ap_plied to teams operating in other operational environments. 
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While much has been learned through CRM research over the last several years, Salas et al (2000) point out that not 
enough is known about the benefits of advanced technology such as various display types and computer simulations 
for team training. Furthermore, CRM focuses on teams where members are co-located. The evolving situation of 
interest is one where team members are either absent altogether, or are geographically separated from each other. 
This study was conducted to address some of these issues, .in particular, the effectiveness of agent-based training 
versus traditional instruction-based approaches. 

METHOD 
The goal of this study was to assess the effectiveness of agent-based team ·training versus a more traditional training 
app.roach . . To address this issue, a simplistic manufacturing supply chain scenario was formulated that required 
teams to "produce" a personal computer through the correct identification of components to meet a production 
manager's performance and delivery date specifications. Team performance was evaluated prior to and following 
training. 

Participants 
Thirty individuals volunteered to participate in this study. Participants were a mixture of undergraduate and 
graduate industrial engineering students at North Carolina A&T State University, ranging from 20 to 41 years of age 
(average age= 24 years). 

Experimental Design 
The experiment was conducted as a between-group, pre-training-post-training design. Each participant was 
randomly assigned to one three-member team, and each team received only one type of training. The independent 
variable in the study was Training Type, which had five levels: Control (C), Traditional (T), Traditional with Cross
Training (TX), Agent-Based (A), and Agent-Based with Cross Training (AX). Dependent variables were task 
completion time, number of correct selections made during the task, number of interactions amongst team members, 
proportion of correct interaction amongst team members, and the average score on the knowledge assessment prior
to and after training. 

Training Materials 

Agent-based training platform. A multi-agent training system was developed using AgentBuilder™. Five 
collaborative agents were developed using Java, with each agent assigned· to ·perform a specific task. The 
Facilitator Agent initializes the training software and registers the trainees into the system. The Manager Agent 
creates the specifications and distributes any selection made to the remaining three agents. The Design Agent plans 
a list of components based on the specifications given by the Manager Agent. The Manufacturing Agent evaluates 
the list of components from the Design Agent and the list of vendors from Purchasing Agent. The Purchasing Agent 
plans a list of vendors for the components. This training software has the capabilities of running with or without 
user intervention. The Design Agent, Manufacturing Agent and Purchasing Agent were designed such that they can 
be replaced by human users if desired. A summary of each agents' functions is provided in Table 1. 

.. T bl 1 S a e ummaryo fA .gent F unctions 
A2entNam~ A2ent Function 

~anager Agent Creates a pc specification for 
the rtew product request 
Plans a list ofpc components 

Design Agent based on the new product 
request 
Evaluates the part list from 

Manufacturing Agent 
Design; 
Evaluates the vendor list from 
Purchasing 

Purchasing Agent 
Plans a list of vendors for the 
new product components 

Facilitator Agent 
Registers trainees into the 
system 
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Instruction manuals. The instructional manual included an overview.'to provide an introduction and background of 
the decision-making process. A job description was included to give each participant a description of what his/her 
responsibilities are. The manual also consisted of a section for the terminology and defil}itions that the participant 
needed to be aware of. There was also a copy of the criteria- and .constraints that assisted fa the decision-making 
process. A conscious effort was made to provide the same type of information that can be received through the 
agent-based system to reduce ·the possibilities that any training effects would be due to the training technique itself, 
not the quality of information presented in either method. 

Procedure 
The experiment was conducted in three different phases: pre-training, training and post-training. These phases took 
place over the course of three days for all participants. During the pre-training phase participants signed a consent 
form, then completed demographics and pre-training knowledge assessment questionnaires. The pre-training 
knowledge assessment was designed to determine the subject's knowledge of each department's roles represented on 
the team prior to training. The team completed a task that required them to make decisions based on given criteria 
and constraints initially provided by the production manager (the experimenter). Each personal computer consisted 
of four major components: a motherboard, RAM, hard drive and CPU. The team's goal was to produce a PC for the 
lowest price that would meet the production manager's specified performance requirements and delivery date. An 
overview of the required information flow and decisions made by each team member is portrayed in Figure 1. The 
task was videotaped to assist in data collection. The post-training phase was identical to the pre-~aining phase, with 
the exception of the consent form and demographics questionnaire. 

Production 
Manager 

Figure. 1. Flow of information required for the PC production task. 

The training phase consisted of the team participating in the training method that corresponded to their assigned 
training type. The training simulated the process of the task that was completed i:n the pre-training phase. The 
process in each training type was .similar in sequence, the only difference being the training approach. The control 
groups were the only teams that did not receive any training. The traditional trained groups and the traditional 
cross-trained groups received the traditional instruction-based training. These teams were provided training manuals 
and used role-playing as a simulation method. The agent and agent cross-trained groups received the intelligent 
agent-based training, in which they used the intelligent agent software as a basis of their training. In both training 
techniques, team members participated as their assigned role - the difference being, the traditional trainees 
participated with other people, the agent-based trainees participated along with intelligent agent counterparts. 

RESULTS 
Due to a small sample size and the likelihood of dealing with non-normally distributed data, all data was analyzed 
using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. The analysis was run to determine if there was a statistically significant effect 
of training on subject matter knowledge (Figure 2), task completion time (Figure 3), and the number of correct , 
interactions between team members (Figure 4). Statistically significant results were obtained for subject matter 
knowledge, T(lO) = O,p < .05, and task completion time, T{l0) = 8, p < .05. Implications of these results are 
discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 2. Results of the knowledge assessment questionnaire. 
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Figure 3. Task completion times recorded prior to- and after training. 
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Figure 4. Number of correct interactions between team members during the 
PC production task recorded prior to- and after training. 

DISCUSSION 
It should be noted that the main point of interest in all results is the difference between the pre-training and post
training data. Participants were randomly assigned to training groups in an attempt to evenly distribute knowledge 
and experience level between groups. 

Subiect Matter Knowledge Assessment 
It is readily apparent from Figure 2 that all training types resulted in a positive effect on the participants' knowledge 
of supply chain management subject matter. The control group also shows a slight increase in knowledge level, 
although to a lesser degree than the experimental groups as would be expected. It is interesting to note that the 
results of the cross-trained teams (AX and TX) paralleled each other, as did those of the non-cross-trained teams (A 
and 1), regardless if they participated in the traditional or agent-based training. Overall, the cross-trained teams 
showed a greater increase in their knowledge level than their non-cross-trained counterparts. · 

Task Completion Time 
While it was expected that task completion time would decrease following training, Figure 3 reveals mixed re~ults, 
with training shown to benefit only some of the groups. The A and T training groups and the control group were 
able to decrease their respective task performance times; the TX group was virtually unchanged, while the AX group 
saw a slight increase in completion time. The AX group data was a bit skewed due to poor performance by one of 
the two AX groups in the post-training task. It is suggested that the cross-trained groups would have also seen a 
decrease in times (on average) had there been a larger subject pool. 

Number of Correct Team Member Interactions 
Since in the pre-training phase, team members were not provided any sort of guidance on which other team 
members they should communicate with in order to complete the task, it was expected that the number of correc_t 
interactions would increase following the training phase. Indeed, as shown in Figure'4, the A, AX, and TX groups · 
each increased the number of meaningful interactions following training, while the T group held steady. Curiously, 
the number of correct interactions in th~ control group decreased markedly during their second task performance. It · 
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is noteworthy that the AX and TX groups exhibit the largest increase in correct interactions since cross training is 
often viewed as being particularly beneficial to team performance. 

CONCLUSION 
Since teams are increasingly more likely to include members from various geographic regions, it is wise to 
investigate team training methods that can help reduce travel costs and associated logistics problems. The research 
summarized here helps to support the idea that intelligent agents can be a beneficial piece of that solution. While no 
evidence was found to show that agent-based training is better than more traditional approaches such as instruction 
and role p~aying, this was not entirely the goal of this work. The intent was to determine if intelligent agent based 
software can be used to effectively train teams. In that sense, the overall results seem to indicate that agent-based 
training does result in a positive training effect (often paralleling results from the traditional methods), and indeed 
can be used effectively as a tool for team training. It is recommended that similar studies with larger sample sizes 
be conducted in order to draw more rigid conclusions. 
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AN EFFICIENT ROUTING SCHEME FOR CLUSTERED MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORKS 

R. Chen, B. Gupta, and S. Rahimi 
Southern Illinois University 

·ABSTRACT 
The Dynamic Source Routing DSR scheme is inefficient for large mobile ad hoc networks, because in such large 
networks representation of a routing path in terms of nodes (mobile hosts) between a source and a destination may 
consume large amount of mobile host's memory. As a result it increases the size of each data packet as well since 
each data packet contains a complete routing information between the source and the destination of the data 
contained in the packet. So DSR scheme does not appear to be memory and bandwidth efficient for larg~. mobile ad 
hoc networks. In this paper, we have assumed large mobile ad hoc ~etworks which are clustered following the 
clustering protocol reported in [4]. Our objective is to achieve better memory and bandwidth utilization. We have 
modified the DSR scheme to make it suitable for clustered mobile ad hoc networks. We have shown that our scheme 
offers better memory and bandwidth utilization than DSR scheme while retaining all its advantages. 

INTRODUCTION 
Mobile ad hoc networks pose several new challenges in the design of wireless network protocols .such as outing. 
Routing is one of the most contentious and important issues in mobile ad-hoc network environments. Some 
import~t works related to routing in mobile ad-hoc networks have been proposed. Those routing algorithms simply 
treat each mobile host as a router and run a conventional routing protocol between them. For example, there are 
Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [I] and Highly Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector 
Routing Protocol (DSDV) [2]. Conventional routing protocols are based on either distance vector or link state 
algorithms [7], [8]. Although using either type of conventional routing protocols in an ad-hoc network, treating each 
mobile host as a router, may often work, there are a number of problems with this appro_ach. First, periodic sending 
of 'routing updates' wastes network ba1,1dwidth. Second, it also wastes battery power. Third, conventional routing 
protocols are not efficient because of the changes of network topology due to node movements in ad-hoc networks. 
The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) scheme is another important. routing strategy for mobile ad-hoc networks [3]. 
Since our work is based on this scheme, we explain below Its working principle and discuss its advantages and short 
comings. In this paper, we have proposed a modification of the DSR scheme that is free from these short comings 
while it enjoys all its advantages [3]. 

The key feature of DSR is the use of source routing. That is, nodes search for or maintain a route only when one is 
needed. When a node in the ad-hoc network attempts to send data packet to a destination for which it does not 
already know the route, it uses a route discovery process to dynamically determine such a route. Route discovery 
works by flooding the network with route request (RREQ) packets. Each node receiving a RREQ packet 
rebroadcasts it unless it is the destination or it has a route to the destination. Such a node replies to the ,RREQ with a 
route reply (RREP) packet that is routed back to the original source. The RREQ builds up the path traveled so far. 
The RREP routes itself back to the source by traversing this path backwards. The route carried back by the RREP 
packet is cached at the source for future use. The sender (source) adds this routing information to every data packet. 
Each intermediate node reads this routing information and forwards the data packet. If the route is broken, a new 
route discovery process must be initiated by the source, if the source needs to transmit data to the same destination 
again. The use of dynamic source routing can provide many advantages. For example, since all routing decisions for 
a packet are made by the sender of the packet, intermediate nodes that forward it need not maintain up to date, 
consistent routing tables for the destination. The sequence of hops over which any packet is forwarded can easily be 
guaranteed to be loop-free by not allowing duplicates in the list of hops. By indicating the source route in the 
packet's header, additional routing information is also partially spread around the networking without requiring 
additional packets to be transmitted. However, the DSR algorithm has a number of short comings. It is not suitable 
for large scale mobile ad-hoc networks. A route between two nodes may consist of a large number of intermediate 
hops. Therefore, the representation of a routing path may consume large memory space and hence it is possible to 
have large routing table to be stored in each node. Consequently DSR increases the size of data packets as each 
packet must have the complete routing information from source to destination. This definitely wastes the bandwidth. 
Besides, since RREQ packet is forwarded to every node in the entire network, the route discovery consumes much 
bandwidth as well. · 
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In this paper we have proposed a modified DSR routing scheme for mobile ad hoc networks that solves the above 
problems by employing the idea of clustering. In this work we have assumed that the mobile ad-hoc network has 
been clustered following the cluster formation protocol as reported in [4]. We have chosen this particular protocol 
for cluster formation because of the following reasons: it offers (a) higher cluster stability compared to some 
recently reported cluster formation protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks [5], [6] from the viewpoint of the number 
of new clusters formed out of an existing cluster due to node mobility, and (b) lower number of 'control message 
exchanges' needed than those in [5], [6] when a new node wants to join an existing cluster. We have modified the 
DSR algorithm [3] to make it suitable for routing in clustered networks and we route packets cluster by cluster. As a 
result, the route between two nodes in different clusters consists of a number of clusters rather than the mobile nodes. 
Using this proposed modified DSR, we have decreased the routing table size of each node, the data packet size, and 
hence the consumption of memory use as well. As a consequence it offers better bandwidth utilization than DSR 
scheme [3].The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have described briefly the architecture of the cluster 
mobile ad hoc networks [4] considered in this work. In Section 3 we have presented the data structures necessary for 
routing. In Section 4 we state the intra cluster routing scheme. In Section 5 we state the inter cluster routing scheme 
together with illustrations. In Section 6 a comparison of our scheme with the DSR scheme has been presented. 
Section 7 draws the conclusion. 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE CLUSTERED NETWORK 
We now give a brief description of the architecture of the clustered mobile ad-hoc network [4] considered in this 
paper. A detailed description of the architecture is out of the scope here. According to the clustered network [4] each 
cluster consists of at least two nodes. Each cluster has a unique node (i.e. a mobile host) known as cluster head and 
this cluster head is responsible for the formation of this cluster. Each node in the ad-hoc network is identified by two 
parameters: 1) Node-Id: this is a unique address for each node in the entire ad-hoc network and this address can be 
the hardware address, and 2) Cluster-Id: each cluster in the network is assigned a unique address called Cluster-Id. A 
node in a cluster is called a gateway node if it is in the transmission range of another node of a different cluster. A 
cluster may have a number of gateway nodes. Communication between two neighboring clusters occurs via these 
gateway nodes. A gateway node cim in a cluster Ci may be used to communicate to one or more foreign clusters. The 
cluster head of each cluster keeps track of all nodes currently present in this cluster. It also keeps track of all its 
gateway nodes and other clusters that these gateway nodes are in the transmission range with [ 4]. A cluster is 
constructed, maintained, deformed, etc by the movement of the mobile hosts. The cluster restructuring is governed 
by a data structure, called Cluster Connection (CCT) Packet [4] that is periodic.ally exchanged among the mobile 
hosts. When two nodes belonging to two different clusters receive CCT packets from each other, these two nodes 
then learn that they are now in the transmission range of each other, and they now can act as the gateway nodes of 
their respective clusters. Therefore, communication can go on between these two clusters via these two new gateway 
nodes. 

RELEVANT DATA STRUCTURES 
We present below the necessary data structures used in the proposed inter cluster routing scheme. 

Route Request (RREO) Packet 
The RREQ packet is used by a node (source node) to explore the routing path to another node (destination node) 
outside its cluster. This packet is generated by the source node and is broadcasted in ~e entire network until it 
reaches the destination node. F.or example, let us assume two different clusters Ck and Cj and we also assume that 
node ck1 (ck1 € Ck) is the source node and node Cjt (cj 1 € Cj) is the destination node. If ck1 wants to find out a routing 
path to Cjt, ck1 generates RREQk1 packet. The format ofRREQk1 packet is stated b~low: 

Source Node ID Destination Node ID Sequence Number Path 

Ckt Cjt 2 ckcl 

In RREQ packet, the "Sequence Number" indicates the number of RREQ packets this source node has generated so 
far for the same destination. When the routing path to a destination node becomes invalid, the source node will 
increase the corresponding sequence number by one in its new RREQ packet, if any. The "Path" indicates the 
intermediate clusters that have forwarded this RREQ packet. Note that the value of path is null when this RREQ 
packet is generated by the source node. When this R.REQ packet has been forwarded to 'the destination finally, the 
updated path contains the list of the cluster ids from the source cluster to the destination cluster. For example, the 
above RREQk1 packet represents that it is generated by Ckt and ck1 wants to ·explore a routing path to Cjt· The 
RREQk1 packet also implies that ck1 had obtained earlier a routing path to Cjt once and that path is no longer valid. 
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This is the second RREQ packet ck1 has. created to find a routing path to Cjt• By now, this RREQ packet has been 
forwar~ed by clusters Ck and C1 only. · · · 

Route Reply fRREP) Packet · . · · 
The RREP. packet is used to reply to a corresponding RREQ packet. When the routing path from a source node to a 
destination node has been explored, a RREP packet will be generated and sent back to the source node, containing 
the complete routing path between them. For example, let us assume that ck1 (ck1 € Ck) sends a RREQk1 packet to 
find a routing path to Cjt (cj1 € Cj). The RREQk1 packet has _a sequence number of"2" and it has been forwarded by 
clusters Ck and C1 before reaching the destination cluster CJ. Now a RREPj1 packet is generated by the cluster head 
Cjh of cj and sent back to Ckl• The format ofRREPjl packet is stated below: 

Source Node ID Destination Node ID Sequence Number Path 

Ckt Cjt 2 CJCICk 

In RREP packet, the Source Node, Destination Node, and the Sequence Number are the same as those in the 
corresponding RREQ. The 'Path' indicates the complete path from the destination node to the sourc.e node. For 
example, the above RREPj1 packet represents that the ck1 's second RREQki packet has found a path between ck1 and 
Cjt • Note that the 'Path' in.RREPj1 packet contains the cluster ids in the reverse order. 

Source Routing (SR) Table 
Each node maintains a SR table to record the routing path to destination nodes. Note that initially SR table is empty. 
For example, let us consider the S~1 table of node Ckt• The format of SRk1 table is stated below: 

Destination Node ID Sequence Number Path 

Cjt 2 C'c1CJ 

Ch3 3 ckclch 

Each row represents a path to a different destination node in a foreign cluster. The number of rows is the same as the 
number of different destinations. The "Sequence Number" is the same as defined in RREQ packet. The "Path" 
consists of cluster ids and it tells the routing path between the source node and the destination node. For example, in 
the above SRic1 table, the first row represents that the path between ck1 and Cjt consists of clusters ck, C1, and CJ. The 
first row also tells that it is the second time ck1 has obtained a routing path to Cjt· The second row represents that the 
path between ck1 and ch3 consists of clusters ck, C1

, and Ch. The second row also telfs that it is the third time ck1 has 
obtained a routing path to ch3. 

Route Request Forwarding History (RRFH} Table 
The cluster head node in each cluster maintains its own RRFH table. It is used to maintain the history of all different 
route request packets this cluster has ever forwarded. For example, let us consider cih as the cluster head of cluster Ci. 
The format of RRFHih table is stated below: 

Source Node ID Destination Node ID Sequence Number 

Chi Cj2 3 

Cj3 Ch4 1 

Ck3 Crs 4 

In RRFH table, there is a row for each unique pair of source and destination nodes. Note that the sequence number is 
the highest among all the sequence numbers present in RREQ packets that this cluster has received for a particular 
pair of source and destination nodes. Using this highest sequence number, a cluster will be able to avoid processing 
of any duplicate or obsolete RREQ packets. For example, in the above RRFHih table, the first row represents that cih 
has forwarded RREQ packets from chi to cj2. Among those RREQ packets, the highest sequence number is 3. The 
second row represents that cih has forwarded a RREQ packet from Cj3 to ch4 with a sequence number of 1. The third 
row represents that cih has forwarded RREQ packets from c1c3 to CfS. Among those RREQ packets, the highest 
sequence number is 4. 
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Gateway Nodes (GATE} Table 
Each cluster head maintains a GATE table to record the gateway nodes .of its cluster. Note that initially GATE table 
is empty. For example, let us consider cih as the cluster head of cluster Ci. The format of GATEih table is stated 
below: In GATE table, each row represents a different foreign cluster that can be reached through the corresponding 
gateway nodes. The number of rows is the same as the number ofreachable foreign clusters. The "Foreign Cluster 

Foreign Cluster ID Gateway Node ID 

Cl Ci2, Ci5 

Ck Cil 

Ch CiJ 

ID" corresponds to a reachable foreign cluster. The Gateway Node ID corresponds to those gateway nodes that are 
used to reach the corresponding foreign cluster. If multiple gateway nodes are present, they are sorted based on their 
hops to this cluster head. The gateway with the least hops is placed at the beginning. For example, in the above 
GATEih table, the first row represents a foreign cluster ct which can be reached by gateway nodes ci2 and cis• Among 
these two gateway nodes, ci2 is more close to cih than cis• The second row represents a foreign cluster ck, which can 
be reached by gateway node Cit· The third row represents a foreign cluster C\ which can be reached by gateway 
node ciJ· 

Gateway Node Update (GUPD} Packet 
In case a node becomes a new gateway node to a foreign cluster or it is no longer a gateway node to an existing 
foreign cluster, it will inform the cluster head of this fact by a GUPD packet. For example, let us consider the node 
ci2 (ci2 € c\ We assume that ci2 is initially not a gateway node for foreign cluster ct. When ci2 becomes a new 
gateway node for foreign cluster ct, it will create and send GUPDi2 packet to its cluster head. The format of GUPDi2 

packet is stated below: 

Foreign Cluster ID Gateway Node ID Type 

cl Ci2 add 

If the "Type" is "add", it represents the fact that this node becomes a new gateway node for that foreign cluster. If 
the "Type" is "del", it represents the fact that this gateway node is no longer a gateway node for that foreign cluster. 
For example, the above GUPDi2 packet represents the fact that ci2 beco.mes a new gateway node for foreign cluster 

. ct. The following algorithm is necessary for updating the gateway node table (GATE) in a cluster and this is 
necessary because without a proper knowledge of this table correct routing is not possible. This algorithm is invoked 
when two nodes belonging to two different clusters· come in the transmission range of each other. Note that each 
cluster head maintains its own such table. . 

Gateway Nodes Update Algorithm: GNUAlg 
Assumption: Cim resides in clus_ter C1 and Cjn resides in cluster cj and Cjjb is the head of cluster Ci. 

Step 1: If cim is not a gateway node initially for reaching cluster Cj, go to Step 2. 
Else go to Step 3. · 

Step 2: ~f Cim receives a CCT packet from Cjn, Cim becomes a new gateway node o_f Ci for communicating to foreign 
cluster CJ. Cim creates and sends GUPDim packet to its cluster head cih of cluster C1. The type of this GUPDim packet 
is "add". Execute Step 4 and stop. . 

· Step 3: If later on, Cim loses connection to Cjn (i.e. ~hen cim does not receive a CCT packet from Cjn) Cim rro longer 
remains ~ gateway node to reach foreign cluster CJ. cim creates and sends GUPDim packet to its cluster head cih of 
cluster C1. The type of this GUPDim packet is "del". Execute Step 5 and stop. 
Step4: cih checks its GATEih table. If its GATEih table contains no entry for foreign cluster C\ cih creates a new 
entry for Cj. Otherwise cih up_dates the existing entry for Cj to reflect that the new gateway node Cim can also be used 
to reach the foreign cluster CJ. 
Step 5: cih rem<?ves cim from the entry for _Cj in its GATEih table. If, after the removal, there is no gateway node left 
connecting to CJ, cih deletes the entry for CJ altogether from GA_TEih table . . 
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Example 1: Let us consider · an example network with _two clusters Ci and Cj 3:8 shown in Fig. 1. Let us assume that 
cit becomes a new gateway node for foreign cluster C1• Assume that cluster C1 did not have any gateway for cluster 
cj before. As a result, there is no entry for cluster cj in Cib's GATEih table -fill:d GATEih is empty. When cil receives a 
CCT packet from Cj1, cit becomes a new gateway node for foreign cluster C1

• cil initiates GNUAlg. Node cil creates 
GUPDi1 packet and sends th_e GUPDil packet to cluster head cih· The GUPDi1 packet is shown below: 

. I C1 I cil I add I 
After receiving the GUPDil packet, cih checks its GATEih table and it finds no existing entry for foreign cluster Cj. 
Therefore, cih creates a new entry in its GATEih table. The updated GATEih table is shown below: 

I CJ I Cit I 
Now the GNUAlg terminates and the cluster head cih learns that ci1 is a new gateway for foreign clust~r Cj. 

INTRA CLUSTER ROUTING A~GORITHM 
We now describe briefly the workirig principle of a simple scheme for routing inside a cluster based on the distance 
vector routing scheme (DVR) [7]. We call it INTRAlg. This algorithm will be used by the inter cluster algorithm 
proposed in this paper. We assume that within a cluster, each node maintains its distance vector routing table for 
routing to the other nodes in this cluster. Using this routing table unicasting of information between any two nodes 
in the same cluster takes place according to the DVR scheme [7], [8]. 
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This algorithm is executed by each gateway node when . it receives a packet p ( a data packet, a RREQ, or a RREP 
packet). We assume that a gateway node cir of cluster C1 has received a packet p from anther cluster Cj and nodes 
and node dare source and destination nodes respectively. 
Step 1: Cir determines the type of p. 
Step 2: Ifp is a data packet 

If Ci is the destination cluster ( i.e. d € Ci), cir forwards p to d 
Else cir forwards p _to the cluster bead cih of Ci , and cih then forwards p to the appropriate 
gateway node of C' ( according to the routing path list stored in p) 

Else if p is a RREQ packet 
If d € Ci , Cir forwards p to the cluster bead cih 
Else Cir forwards p to cih, which then forwards to all gateway nodes of Ci except cir 

Else If p is a RREP packet 
If s € Ci , cir sends p to cih, which then forwards p to s 
Else cir forwards p to cih and cih then forwards p to the appropriate gateway node of Ci 
( according to the routing path list stored in p ). 

INTER CLUSTER ROUTING SCHEME 
Routi~g. of information in~ clustered mobile ad-hoc network consists of three stage_s as in the DSR scheme [3]. ~n 
the ongmal DSR scheme, m the first stage route request packet is broadcasted ·by the sender. In the second stage a 
route is discovered and the sender is informed about the new rout. In the third stage data packet .is sent by the sender 
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to the destination. Observe that in all these stages we differ from the original DSR scheme in that we have 
incorporated ( 1) the idea of clusters and (2) we have used unicasting instead of broadcasting in the original DSR 
scheme in order to improve the bandwidth utilization of the network and the individual memory utilization of each 
mobile host compared to the DSR scheme. The three algorithms corresponding to the three stages are respectively 
the route request algorithm (RREQAlg), the route discovery algorithm (RREPAlg.), and the inter cluster algorithm 
(INTERAlg). These algorithms are stated below. 

RREOAig 
Step 1: Cim (€ Ci) creates RREQim packet. If it is the first time for Cim to find a path to Cjn (€ Cj), the sequence number 
in the RREQim is 1. Otherwise, cim finds the sequence number corresponding to Cjn from S~m and increases it by one 
and uses this value as the sequence number in this new RREQim packet. Node Cim then sends RREQim packet to the · 
cluster head cih of cluster Ci using INTRAlg. 
Step 2: cih appends its cluster id Ci to the "Path" ofRREQim packet and sends RREQim packet to its every 

gateway node cir of cluster Ci using INTRAlg. 
Step 3: Cir forwards RREQim packet to its corresponding foreign cluster gateway node Cts that belongs to cluster ct. 
Step 4: Cts forwards RREQim packet to the cluster head c1h of cluster ct using INTRAlg. 

If ct = Cj , Cth records the sequence number from the RREQim packet in its RRFHth table; appenqs its 
cluster id ct to the 'Path' ofRREQim packet, and then it starts the execution of the RREPAlg (i.e. 
route reply algorithm starts) and RREQAlg terminates. 

Else Step 5 is executed. 

Step 5: If cluster id ct is already present in the ''Path" ofRREQim packet, Cth discards the RREQim packet. 

Else if, ct has no gateway node other than Cts, the cluster head c1h discards the RREQim packet. 

Else if, in RRFHih table, there exists an entry for Cim and Cjn with a sequence number higher or equal to 
the one in RREQim packet, Cth discards the RREQim packet (i.e. it is an obsolete or a duplicate packet). 

Else, c1h records the sequence number from the RREQim packet in its RRFHth table; appends its cluster 
id ct to the "Path" of RREQim packet and sends updated RREQim packet to its every gateway node 
except c15 using INTRAlg. Repeat Steps 3 to 5. · 

Example 2: The RREQAlg defines the way a node (source node) explores t~e routing path to another node outside 
its cluster (destination node). Following this algorithm, the source node bro11dcasts its route request packet. Let us 
consider the example network of Fig. 2. It consists of the clusters Ci, Cj, ch, and Ck. The filled nodes are gateway 
nodes that connect the neighboring clusters. Assume that ci2 requests a routing path to ck2. 

Assume that ci2 has never sent before any RREQ packet for finding-a routing path to ck2. As .a result, there is no 
entry about such RREQ packet in the RRFH table of each of cih, Cjh, chh, and ckh. The respective GATE tabl~s of the 
cluster heads of clusters Ci, Ci, Ch, and Ck are shown below: . 

GATEih I CJ I Cjt I 
GATEhh I CJ I Ch4 I 
GATEkh I CJ I Ckt I 
GATEjh C' C·t 

C C·2 
C C·3 

. , , 
Since ck2 is not in the same cluster of ci2, ci2 initializes RREQAlg. ci2 creates RREQi2 packet and sends to its cluster 
head Cm using INTRAlg. The RREQi2 packet is shown belo~: 

I ci2 I ck2 I 1 I Null I 
Cm appends cluster id Ci to the 'Path' ofRREQi2 and sends updated RREQi2 to its gateway node -Cit using INTRAlg. 
The updated RREQi2 packet is shown below: 

I Ci2 I ck2 I 1 I C1 I 
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cil forwards RREQi2 to its corresponding foreign gateway node Cj1 (~jl € Ci); Cj1 forwards RREqi2 ~o its cluster head 
Cjh of _cluster ci using INTRAlg; cjh records the sequence number from the ~Qi2 packet m its RRFHjh ta~le, 
appends cluster id C1 to the 'Path' of RREQi2, and sends updated RREQi2 to its gateway nodes Cj2 and Cj3 usmg 
INTRA!g .. The new entry added to RRFHih table and the uf dated RREQ;i packet are shown below: 
New entry in RRFHjh table:. . I Ci2 c1c2 I 1 I 
RREQi2 packet: · I ci2 I c1c2 I I I C1CJ I 

/ c::::::::: ·:::- ····· .. _ ·-... ) (/·~· ··:··:: . . 

(::: . .... _ / __ .. - .~>>~i.-:: .. . -·· ~:.. . i::::rer c• 
Cluster d .... ······ Cjt Cj2 ,, ··\1 

Cjh Cj) J.l:·:·:·::· Ckt·,. . • . 

=?r Cluster ci 

Cj4 
Ckh 

'·,·--., ........ -........... -•········-
C1c3 

. Cluster ck '······-., ......... _···································-···········'·····'··/ 

Fig. 2 An example network of four clusters Ci, ci, Ch, and Ck 

Cj2 forwards RREQi2 to its corresponding foreign gateway node ch4 ( ch4 € Ch). Also, Cj3 forwards RREQi2 to its 
corresponding foreign gateway node ck1 ( ck1 € Ck). ch4 forwards RREQi2 to its cluster head ebb of cluster Ch using 
INTRAlg. Since there is no ·gateway node other than ch4 in Ch and Ch is also not the destination cluster, therefore ebb 
discards the RREQi2 packet. Meanwhile, ck1 forwards the RREQi2 packet to its cluster head ckh of cluster Ck using 
INTRAlg. The new entry added to the RRFHkh table of ckh and the updated RREQi2 packet by ckh are shown below: 

New entry in RRFHkh table: I ci2 I c1c2 I I I 
Updated RREQi2 packet: I ci2 I c1c2 I I I C1CJCk I 
Now ckh finds the destination node c1c2 in its cluster. It executes the RREPAlg (route reply algorithm starts). Now, the 
RREQAlg tex:minates and the routing path between ci2 and c1c2 has been explored. This routing path consists of the 
clusters C1, C1, and ck. 

RREPAlg 
Assumption: Cluster head node Cjh (€ Cj) receives RREQim packet from source node cim (€Ci). Node Cjh fmds that 
the destination node Cjn resides in its cluster. 
Step I: Cjh creates the RREPjn packet on behalf of Cjn and finds the next forwarding cluster, say C1 toward the 

source in the 'Path' of the RREPjn packet and forwards the RREPjn packet to its gateway node Cjr (w~ich 
is used to reach that next forwarding cluster C1

) using INTRAlg. · · . 
Step 2: Cjr forwards the RREPjn packet to the corresponding foreign cluster gateway node c11c ( € C1

). 

Step 3: c1k forwards the RREPjn pac~et to the cluster head c1h of cluster C1 using INTRAlg. 
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· If cluster C1 is the last cluster in the 'Path' ofRREPjn packet (i.e., C1 =Ci= Source cluster), c1h forwards 
the RREPjn packet to cim using INTRAlg. 

if its SRm table already contains an entry for the destination node Cjn, Cim updates the Sequence 
Number and the 'Path' of that entry using the RREPjn packet . 

Else Cim creates a new entry for Cjn in its SRm table using the RREPjn packet. 
The algorithm terminates. · 

Else if cluster C1 is not the last cluster in the 'Path' ofRREPjn packet, clh finds the next forwarding cluster 
toward the source in the 'Path' of the RREPjn packet and forwards the RREPjn packet to its gateway node C1t 
(which is used to reach that next forwarding cluster) using INTRAlg. Repeat Steps 2 to 4. 

Example 3: The cluster head of the cluster containing the destination node executes this algorithm to send to the 
source node the complete routing path information. Let us consider the example network of Fig. 2. Assum~ that ci2 
sends a RREQi2 packet for finding routing path to c1c2 for the first time. Note that the source node ci2 € C' and the 
destination node c1c2 € C1c. When the RREQi2 packet arrives at clch, the cluster head of cluster C\ clch finds that the 
destination node c1c2 is in its cluster. Now clch starts executing the RREP Alg by creating RREP1c2 packet. Since the 
next forward cluster is Cj, clch sends RREP1c2 packet to its gateway node c1c1 using INTRAlg. The RREP1c2 packet is as 

shown below: -~-----~ · 

I ci2 I c1c2 I 1 I ckcJc' I 
c1c1 forwards RREPiq to its associated foreign cluster gateway node Cj3 ( cj~ € Cj); cj3 forwards RREP1c2 to its cluster 
head Cjh of cluster CJ using INTRAlg; Since the next forward cluster is C', Cjh forwards RREP1c2 to its gateway node 
cj 1 using INTRAlg; cj1 for~ards RREP1c2 to its corresponding foreign cluster node ci1; cil forwards RREP1c2 to its 
cluster head cih of cluster C' using INTRAlg; cih forwards RREP1c2 to ci2. Since ci2 has never obtained a routing path 
to c1c2 before, therefore there is no entry for c1c2 in its SRi table. ci2 creates a new entry in its SR2 table for destination 
c1c2. The new entry in SR2 table is shown below: ___ ~--~ 

I C1c2 I 1 I C'CJCk I 
Now, the RREP Alg terminates and source node ci2 receives the routing path. information between ci2 and c1c2. 

INTERAlg 
Assumption: Node Cim (€ cluster Ci) has a data packet Pi to be delivered to _node Cjn (€ cluste~ Cj). _In addition to data, 
packet Pi contains source node id Cim, destination node id Cjn,- and the routing path list from C' to CJ. 

Step 1: Cim creates packet Pi and sends Pi to its cluster head cih using INTRAlg. 
Step 2: From the routing path list of packet Pi, cih finds the next forwarding cluster and forwards packet Pi to its 

gateway node cir correspond to· that cluster using INTRAlg. · · 
Step 3: Cir forwards packet Pi to its associated foreign cluster gateway node c11c ( c11c € c1). 
Step 4: If C1 = Cj = the destination cluster, c11c forwards packet Pi to Cjn using INTRAlg. The algorithm 

terminates. 

Else c11c forwards packet Pi to cluster head clh of cluster C1 using INTRAlg. Repeat Steps 2 to 4. 

Example 4: The INTERAlg defines the way a data packet from a source node · is delivered to the destination node. 
Following this algorithm the packet is forwarded in the network by different intermediate clusters until it reaches the 
destination. Let us consider the example network of Fig. 2. When ci2 wants to ~end a packet to c1c2, ci2 initializes 
INTERAlg. The routing path to c1c2 is already present in SRi2 table. ci2 creates and sends packet Pi to its cluster head 
cih using INTRAlg. Packet Pi contains the source id, the destination id, routing path, and data. Packet Pi is shown 
below: 

cih forwards packet Pi to gateway node cil using INTRAlg; ci1 forwards packet Pi to its corresponding foreign cluster 
node cj1 (cj 1 € Cj); Since destination c1c2 is not present in this cluster, cj 1 forwards packet Pi to its cluster head Cjh 
using INTRAlg; Since the next forward cluster is_ C\ cjh forwards packet Pi to its gatew~y node Cj3 using INTRAlg; 
cj3 forwards the packet Pi to its corresponding foreign cluster gateway node c1c1; Now that the destination c1c2 is 
present in this cluster, c1c1 forwards packet Pi to c1c2 using INTRAlg. Now the packet Pi arrives at c1c2 and the 
INTERAlg terminates. · · 
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COMPARISON WITH DSR SCHEME 
(1) · Our Approach offers less flooding traffic during routing path exploration phase compared to the DSR scheme: 
In DSR, RREQ packet is broadcasted throughout the network. As a result, in DSR scheme, RREQ packet travels 
along all the links (logical) of the network. According to our approach, we unicast any RREQ packet inside a cluster 
instead of broadcasting it {INTRAlg), and for inter cluster communication (NTERAlg) we unicast a RREQ packet 
from one gateway node to another gateway node which are in the transmission range of each other and belong to 
different clusters. Therefore, it becomes clear that the amount of the traffic in our approach is smaller than that in the 
DSR scheme. Hence our approach ·is more bandwidth efficient than the DSR scheme. 

(2) Our approach has smaller data packet size than DSR: 
In DSR, the routing path between a source node and a destination node consists of a number of intermediate nodes. 
In our approach the routing path between a source node and a destination node consists of a number ofjntermediate 
clusters. Since the number of intermediate clusters is usually much less than the number of intermediate nodes, 
therefore representation of a complete path using only cluster ids in a data packet takes much less space in our 
approach compared to that in the DSR scheme. Therefore, it uses less bandwidth than the DSR scheme. Besides, it 
also saves the space needed by a mobile host to store the routing path information. Thus our approach is more 
memory efficient as well. 

Let us discuss further the impact of clustering on the data packet size. Let us consider a network as shown in Fig. 3, 
in which a source node and a destination node are connected by p number of intermediate nodes inclusive. In DSR, 
the length of the path between the source node and the destination node is (p+ 1 ). 

node 

source 
node -------

destination 
node 

p 

Fig. 3 p nodes between source and destination nodes 

In INTERAlg, the length of the path in the best and the worst cases are as follows: In the best case, source node and 
destination node reside in two different clusters (we don't consider the trivial case when they both belong to the 
same cluster). So, the routing path consists of two clusters only and its length is 2, instead of (p+ 1) of the DSR 
scheme. It is clear that our scheme offers a large reduction in the data packet size compared to the DSR scheme. 

In the worst case (Fig. 4), the ·source and the destination nodes are separated by multiple intermediate clusters. Since 
the minimal number of nodes in a cluster is two [4], the maximum number of intermediate clusters is.p/2 when each 
intermediate cluster contains two nodes only. As a result, the routing path consists ofp/2 intermediate clusters plus 
the source and the destination clusters, and its length is (p/2 + 2). Observe that it reduces the data packet size 
approximately to half compared to the DSR scheme. 

,-----~ ----~ ,-----, 
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Fig. 4 p/2 clusters · from source node to destination node 
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CONCLUSION · 
In this paper we have presented a routing _scheme for large mobile ad-hoc networks. We have assumed that the 
networks are clustered following the clustering protocol of [ 4].We have chosen this clustering protocol because it 
offers.higher cluster stability compared to some earlier works [5], [6]. We have modified the DSR scheme to make it 
suita~le for the clustered mobile ad-hoc networks. The proposed routing scheme has been shown to offer better 
bandwidth and memory utilization compared to the DSR scheme. Future work may be directed at making the 
routing algorithm fault tolerant. 
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AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR FINDING STRONGLY CONSISTENT GLOBAL CHECKPOINTS IN A 
DISTRIBUTED COMPU'.flNG ENVIRONMENT 

L. Gandy, S. Rahimi, G. B. Nagaraja, B. Gupta 
Southern Illinois University 

ABSTRACT 
A good deal of research and work has been done in recent years regarding global checkpoints. Global checkpoints 
are composed of local checkpoints, one per process. In order for a set of local checkpoints to be combined together 
to form a global checkpoint they must meet certain consistency criteria such as consistency, transitlessness or strong 
consistency. This paper will review the consistency, transitlessn~ss and strong consistency criteria. It will then 
propose an integrated Java and JESS application that displays a directed graph representing process interactions and 
local checkpoints. The application then computes and displays global checkpoints that fulfill the consistency 
criterion, the transitless criterion and the strong consistency criterion. 

INTRODUCTION 
A global state is a snapshot of the individual states of the participating processes in a distributed system at a 
particular instant of time. When global states are recorded at regular intervals, they are called global checkpoints. A 
consistent global checkpoint is a snapshot of the states of the processes that took place at the same time or had the 
ability of doing so [I]. 

In this paper a distributed computation is modeled as having N number of processes. An individual process can send 
and receive a message as well as take a local checkpoint. Lamport's happened before relationship is used to define 

these ~et of events. If a ~ b then we say that a caused b, or a causal path exis~ between a in b [2]. An 
example of a happened before relationship is shown in Figure 1 where Process 1 is sending a message to Process 2. 

Since .the send a happens before and is a cause of the receive b then it is defined that a ~ b. If two events a 
and b do not have a happened before relationship between them then we say that they are unordered. 

a 
Pl 

P2 

Figure 1: The happened before relationship. 

Global states can be recorded by co~bining loc~l _checkpoints into a global checkpoint. A global checkpoint must 
?e composed of one local __ ch~ckpo_mt per part1c1pating process. A local checkpoint' could be taken in several 
mstances, the ~ocal checkpomtmg ffilght be done to facilitate rollback recovery or to prevent deadlocks. In Figure I 
local checkpomts·are labeled as LC11, LC12 and LC22 and LC22 and LC31 . If LC11 , LC21 and LC are combined 
together then they define a global checkpoint [2]. 

31 

LC11 LC12 
Pl~~--~~--....,.,...-----

LC31 
P3---__.;;:a-:~--------

Figure 2: Local checkpoints. 

This paper will always assume that a local checkpoint · tak · · . 
sent and after a message is received. is ~n at an arbitrary amount of time before a message is 
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In order for a global checkpoint to be consistent the combination of its local checkpoints must be consistent. There 
are several consistency criteria such as consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency. In Section 2 definitions 
of consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency will be given as well as methods of finding these criteria in a 
general graph. In Section 3 a Java implementation will be defined and in Section 4 a discussion of future work and a 
short conclusion will be given. 

CONSISTENCY CRITERIA 
Consistency 
In order for a set of local checkpoints to be globally consistent, it is important that no causal path exists between 
them. Observe Figure 2. A casual path does not exist between LC12 and LC22 therefore these local checkpoints 
would be consistent. On the other hand LC 11 and LC23 do contain a casual path and so there are not consistent [2]. 
Notice that consistency is basically a criteria that states that a checkpoint may not record that a message has been 
received if it has not recorded the sending of the same message. This prevents the occurrence of orphan messages. 
A message is defined to be an orphaned message if it its delivery has been recorded by a local checkpoint on the 
receiver's side but its send has not been recorded by a corresponding local checkpoint on the sender's side [l]. 
Causality between two local checkpoints is not the only criterion that causes a set of local checkpoints. to be 
inconsistent. Netzer and Xu [3] give a generalization of causal paths called zig-zag paths or Z-paths. Z-paths give 
the exact conditions for consistency. Informally a Z-path exists between two checkpoints ½J,i to Cqj iff [I] 
1) One checkpoint precedes another in the same process. 
2) There exist messages called m1, m2, .... Illn (n >= 1) so that 

a) m1 is sent by process PP after ½j 
b) if Irlii; (1 <= k < n) is received by Pr then m1c+1 is sent by Pr in the same or a later checkpoint interval 
c) 111n is received by P q before Cqj 

An example of the definition 2b is shown between LC 11 and LC31 . There is not direct causal path between LC11 and 
LC31 but there is a chain of sends and receives where the send occurs after LC 11 and the last receive occurs before 
LC31 . According to the above definition of a Z-Path, a Z-Path does occur between LC 11 and LC33. Therefore every 
causal path will be a Z-Path but a Z-Path might not be a causal path. · 

Pl~.--.----~-----------

P3----""""----1,.__ ________ _ 

Figure 3: Z-Path between LC 11 and LC31 

No checkpoint that has Z-path to or from any other checkpoint can be used as a consistent checkpoint. AZ-cone is 
defined as the set of all the checkpoints that do not have a Z-path to or from any other checkpoint. Similarly S-cone 
is defined as the set of checkpoints that do not have any causal path to or from any other checkpoint. Z-cone is a 
subset of S-cone. Further information and proofs regarding Z-Paths and Z-Cones is given by Manivannan et al [2]. 
A consistent global checkpoint consists of a set of local checkpoints from all participating processes where a Z-Path 
does not occur. In Figure 2 we see a consistent global checkpoint existing between LC12• LC22 and LC31. 

Transitlessness 
A transitless global checkpoint does not include messages in transit. A message is said to 'be in transit if it has been 
recorded as sent but not yet as received by a local checkpoint. However, the checkpoint may include messages that 
are received but not yet sent, which would cause the checkpoint to be not consistent. An ordered pair of checkpoints 
is said to be transitless if it has no message that is in transit. In Figure 2 checkpoints LC12 and LC22 are transitless; 
however checkpo~ts LC12 and LC21 do not display transitlessness. A global checkpoint is transitless if all its pairs 
of local checkpoints are transitless [I]. In Figure 1 we see a transitless global checkpoint existing between LC11, 
LC22 and LC31. 
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·If all global checkpoints are transitless then niessage recording would not have to be done. Therefore finding 
transitless global checkpoints might be useful when a distributed system is used for replay or recording of events. 

Strong Consistency · 
A strongly consistent global checkpoint is made up of local checkpoints that are both consistent and transitless [l]. 
For example in Figure 2 local checkpoints LC12, LC22 and Lc;1 make up a global checkpoint that is both consistent 
and transitless. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Input and Display of Events 
In this paper we propose an application that will read in an ordering of events, display them in a directed graph 
format and then display consistency, transitlessness and strong consistency criteria. This application will be written 
_in Java and in JESS and will use the Java abstract windowing toolkit to render the directed graph. " 
The user will give the ·proposed application a text file that will be formatted in such a way that it can be read and 
then displayed. The proposed format is displayed in Figures 4 and 5. 

pl:send,p2,ml,5:recv,p2,m2,9:send,p2,m5,9:recv,p3,m7,20 

p2:.recv,pl,ml,7:send,pl,m2,5:recv,p3,m3,3:send,p3,m4,6:recv,pl,m5,7:send,p3,m6,5 

p3:send,p2,m3,10:recv,p2,m4,14:recv,p2,m6,11:send,pl,m7,5 

Figure 4: Example ofF~le Input 

ProcessN ame:<send/recv>, <Other Process>, <MessageN ame>, <TimeElapsed> 

Figure 5: Example ofFile Input 

Each process will list its events on one line. The process name will first be listed followed by a colon. The only 
events that will be allowed are sends and receives and each send/receive event will be separated by a colon. A send 
will be denoted by the word "send" and a receive will be denoted by the word "recv". When an event occurs it is 
denoted by 4 elements with each element being separated by a comma. The first element is either the text "send" or 
"recv". The second element is the name of the process that is being sent a message or who a message is being 
received from. The third element is the message name. The fourth element is the estimated time that it will take for 
the message to be received. This time begins not from the beginning of execution but from the execution of the last 
event. The time is represented by generic units, it is up to the user to decide the representation that is most useful. 
Keep in mind that the proposed application is able to handle n distributed processes, but for the purposes of brevity 
we have limited the number of processes to three in the running example that will be given. 

The java implementation consists of several classes but the two most important classes are AllProcesses and 
Process. The AllProcesses class has ajava defined Vector of Process objects. When the program begins the file the 
class Checkpoints main method is called. The main method instantiates a CheckpointFrame object which then 
instantiates a DrawingPanel object. The DrawingPanel object has overrides the paintComponent method of the 
JPanel class. The paintComponent class is where all drawing can be done to the JPanel that will be displayed. 
Inside the paintComponent method the parseFile method of the All_Processes class is called. This method is very 
important, it parses through the given file and builds Nnumber of Process objects, where N is the number of user 
defined.Processes. Each Process class ha_s an events Vector, an eventCoords Vector, and a name. The name is taken 
from the file (the names of the processes would be Pl, P2 and P3 in text file given in Figure 4). The· events are also 
taken from the given text file, and each event is added to the Process class's vector. Once the events are read in.then 
the coordinates of each event are defined. Currently 10 pixels are drawn for every time unit that the user defines. 
So if the user puts in a 7 then 70 pixels are drawn from the last event to the current event. Also as the text file is 
parsed, local checkpoints are added to the events and eventCoords vector. A local checkpoint is always added 
before a send and after a receive. 
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Once the All_Process's parseFile method is complete there should be NProcess classes, where Nis the number of 
processes that the user defines in the input file. Control is then returned from the parseFile method of the 
All_Processes class to the paintComponent method of the DrawingPanel class. The DrawingPanel method then uses 
the methods of All_Processes to examine each Process object and its events an:d eventsCoords Vector. The directed 
graph is drawn from the information given in the events and eventsCoords methods of each Process object. The 
display drawn from the input shown in Figure 4 is exhibited in Figure 6 below. 

Converting File Input to JESS Facts 
The above input file in the text format is further interpreted by Java and is converted to vector points consisting of 
(X, Y, Z) coohiinates, one for every message transaction among the processors in the distributed computing 
environment. 

In our application we use the concept of vector clocks to form the vector points. Vector clocks add additional 
concepts to Lamport's logical clocks, for example with Vector clocks it is much e_asier to track concurrent events 
among processes. Each vector clock is formed of an array of N integers, for example in our system we track three 
processes, and so each clock will consist of three numbers. The first number represents process 1, the second 
number represents process 2 and the third number represents process 3. The following rules are given to update each 
process's clock. 
VCJ: Initially, all clocks are 0 on all components 
VC2: i sets Vi[i] := Vi[i] + 1 just before timestamping an event 
VC3: i includes t= Vi in every message (piggybacking) 
VC4: i receives a timestamp t, then 

Vi[j] := max(Vi[j], t[j]), y'j=l, .. ,N ("merge") 

Figure 7 displays the vector points for the file that shown in Figure 4 and displayed in Figure 6. 

100 220 320 424 

Figure 7: Vector Clocks for each process 
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Asserting Facts Using JESS . · . . .· . . . 
The vectors are then asserted as facts to Jess. These facts will be then be executed agamst our JESS consistency and 
transitlessness rules that will be explained in sections ·3.4 arid 3.5. The format of the facts asserted is as shown 
below. These f~cts are direct translations of the vector points dispJayed in Figure · 7. The assertion is done fact by 
fact setting the value of every slot in ·a fact. An example of a fact for vector point < 100> in process 1 would be 
(point (process !)(points 1 0 0)(index 0)). The code to assert the vector points as facts is shown in Figure 8. 

Consistency 

Rete r = new Rete{); 
r.clear(}; · 
String command= "(batch\""+ myPath3 + /prjrules/consistent.CLP\")"; 
r.executeCommand(command); 
Deftemplate template = r.findDeftemplate("point"); 

int I; 

for (i=O;i<this.getNumProcesses(};i++ ){ 
Process p = this.getProcessAt(i); 
Vector eventVector = p.getVectorEvents(); 

for (int j=O;j<eventVector.size();j++) 
{ Fact myFact = new Fact(template); 

} 

int name = lnteger.parselnt(p.getName().subString(1 )); . 
myFact.setSlotValue("process",new Value(name,RU.INTEGER)); 
String eventString = (String}eventVector.elementAt(j); 
String□ eventStringArr = eventString.split(":"); 
Integer triallnt = lnteger.valueOf(eventStringArr[1]); 
myFact.setSlotValue("x",new Vaue(trialtnt.intValue(},RU.INTEGER)); 
VatueVector w = new ValueVector(};//set multislot points value 

for (int k=1; k<eventStringArr.length; k++) { 
w.add(new Value(lnteger.parselnt(eventStringArr[k]), RU.INTEGER)); 
} 

myFact.setSlotValue("points", new Value(w, RU.LIST)); 
myFact.setSlotValue("index",new Value0,RU.INTEGER)); 
r.assertF act(myF act. r.getGlobalContext() ): 

}//end of for loop to assert facts 

Figure 8: Code to assert vector points as facts. 

Once the vector points as asserted as facts we can check those facts against JESS rules and form sets of consistent 
checkpoints. If dealing with processes p 1 and p2 our rule would state that if the 1st coordinate for p 1 is greate~ than 
that of p2 and the 2nd coordinate for p2 is greater than that of p 1 then the vector points are consistent. Likewise for 
processes p2 and p3 we test to see if the 2nd coordinate for process 2 is greater than the 2nd coordina~e for process 3 
and the 3rd coordinate for process 3 is greater than the 3rd coordinate for process 2 then the two points are 
consistent. The pattern for processes n and m is that if the nth coordinate for process n is greater than that of 
process m and the mth coordin~te of process m is greater than that of process n then the nth and mth processes share 
a consistent checkpoint. The consistent vector points are asserted as a new fact in the form of 
( deftemplate consistent 

( slot process 1) ( slot index 1) 
(slot process2) . (slot index2)) 

The JESS rule for the interactions between n_ number of processes (in the running example n=3) is given in Figure 9. 
A picture of the Java application displaying the resulting consistent checkpoints is given in Figure 10. · 
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( defrule consistent-rule 
(point (process ?pl) (points $?points!) (index ?.idxl)) 
(point (process ?p2) (points $?points2) (index ?idx2)) 

=> 
(if(< ?pl ?p2) 

then 
(bind ?tempPtlA (nth$ ?pl $?points!)) 
(bind ?tempPt2A (nth$ ?pl $?points2)) 
(bind ?tempPtlB (nth$ ?p2 $?points!)) 
(bind ?tempPt2B (nth$ ?p2 $?points2)) 

(if (and(> ?tempPtlA ?tempPt2A)(< ?tempPtlB 
tempPt2B)) 

))) 

then 
(assert (consistent (process! ?pl) (index! 

?idxl) 
(process2 ?p2) (index2 ?idx2))) 

Figure 9: JESS rule for finding consistent local checkpoints 

Figure 10: The application displays consistent local and global checkpoints. 

Transitlessness 
Once the vector points as asserted as facts we can check those facts against JESS rules and form sets of transitless 
checkpoints. If dealing with processes p I and p2 our rule would state that if the · 1st coordinate for p I is greater than 
that of p2 then the vector points are transitless. Likewise for processes -p2 and p3 we test to see if the 2nd coordinate 
for process 2 is greater than the 2nd coordinate for process 3 and if so then the two points are ·transitless. The 
pattern for any process n and process m ·is that ff the nth coordinate of process n is greater than the mth coordinate 
for process m then process n and m share a transitless checkpoint. The transitless vector points are asserted as a n~w 
fact in the form of 
( deftemplate transitless 

(slot process!) (slot indexl) 
(slot process2) (slot index2)) 

The JESS rule for the interactions between n number of processes is given in Figure 11. A picture ~f the Java 
application displaying the resulting transitless checkpoints is given in Figure 12. 
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( defrule transitless-rule . . : 
(point (process ?pl) (points .$?pointsl) (index 

?idxl)) 
(point (process ?p2) (points $?points2) (index 

?idx2)) 
=> 
(if(< ?pl ?p2) 

then 
(bind ?tempPtlA (nth$ ?pl $?points I)) 
(bind ?tempPt2A (nth$ ?pl $?points2)) 

(if(>= ?tempPtlA ?tempPt2A) 
then 
(assert (transitless (process! ?pl) (indexl 
?idxl) 

?idx2))) 
) )) 

(process2 ?p2) (index2 
Figure 11: JESS rules for 
finding transitless local 
checkpoints 

Figure 12: Application Finds Transitless Local and Global Checkpoints 

Strong Consistency occurs when global checkpoints that satisfy the transitless and strong consistency criteria. The 
algorithms to find transitless and consistent global checkpoints are executed and then matching global checkpoints 
are searched for. If the algorithms for transitlessness and consistent global checkpoints have the same global . 
checkpoints then those checkpoints will be strongly consistent. Therefore all global checkpoints that are found to be 
consistent and transitless will be displaye9 as strongly consistent. An example of the application finding strongly 
consistent global and local checkpoints is shown in Figure 13. 
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~igure 13: Application Finds Strongly Consistent Local and Global Checkpoints 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION 
It would be very interesting to benchmark this application when using JESS rules to calculate consistent and 
transitless local checkpoints and when using an application that uses an iterative method to calculate the same 
checkpoints. It would also be useful to further enhance the application so that users could draw in local checkpoints 
onto the graph instead of entering the points using an input file. 

Currently, there are well defined theories and methods to combine local checkpoints into consistent global 
checkpoints. This paper seeks to take these theories and methods and implement them using Java and JESS. This 
application could then be used to read in process events and interactions and find global checkpoints that meet 
consistency, transitless, or strong consistency criteria thus aiding the user in finding consistent global checkpoints in 
their distributed application. · 
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A NOVEL APPROACH TO COOPERATIVE CAC~ING IN CLUSTERS 

R. A. Rias, S. Rahimi and B. Gupta 
Southern Illinois U~iversity 

ABSTRACT 
The recent advancements in the high-speed, high-bandwidth and low-latency networks are making clusters more and more 
cost-effective and efficient platforms for parallel computing. Clusters, whose provenance was originally universities and top 
research institutions, has found its place as a cheaper and, general-purpose system consisting of single and/or multi-processor 
systems. If past computing history is any indicator of future trends, widespread use of clusters in the mainstream IT world 
cannot be far behind [9]. Despite its advancements, most of the operating systems running on clusters manage memory 
locally. In other words, each workstation acts as an independent autonomous node and therefore the theoretical performance 
advantages of clusters, such as cluster-wide memory usage are not exploited to their full potential. In addition, during typical 
long run the problem of memory being underutilized may result-in where, clusters may have nodes which are short of 
memory and some nodes whose memory is underutilized. This means that the memory-constrained nodes will not be able to 
perform to their full capacity. The unutilized memory can be tapped to enhance the memory usage of the memory-constrained 
nodes_ resulting in an overall improvement of the performance. In this paper, we propose a cooperative caching scheme which 
allows the operating systems to avoid many disk accesses by making use of the prevalent cluster-wide memory for file 
caching. Our scheme expects to improve the overall throughput of a cluster file system. A remote page replacement 
algorithm, which efficiently keeps the most valuable pages in the cluster-wide remote memory without degrading the local 
performance, is also proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 
A cluster is a closely coupled, ~calable collection of interconnected computer systems, sharing common hardware and 
software infrastructure, providing set of resources to services or application, for improved performance, throughput, or 
availability that cooperate as a single system [1, 9]. For any computer system, the operating system plays a vital part in its 
working and its performance. The operating syst~m installed on each workstation in an ordinary cluster acts as an 
autonomous agent, providing/requesting services to/from other nodes under the control of a middleware without a cluster
wide resource coordination. The autonomy of the individual workstat_ions' operation systems without cluster-wide resource 
coordination results · in underutilization of memory that could be used to improve the overall performance of the system. 

In this paper, we analyzed the two-day memory usage trace of the head-node of the OSCAR cluster·, a nine node Linux-based 
cluster at the Computer Science department at Southern Illinois University. The head-node has 1GB of main memory. The 
traces were taken every 5 minutes for 2 hour duration, twice during two days, while on average about 6 users concurrently 
were using the system. Our findings are illustrated in Figure 1 and 2 which indicate that on average 76% of the memory in 
the head-node is underutilized. These results are reinforced by findings in [2], where experiments showed 60 - 68% of the 
memory of a similar system stayed unused. This underutilized memory can be exploited to improve the overall p~rformance 
of the cluster. 

This improvement in the performance can be doubled when the number of disk-accesses, which may arise as a result of the 
cluster-wide resource coordination, are reduced. The growing speed-gap between processors and disks makes it increasingly 
important to reduce the number of disk-accesses made by programs. This can be achieved when the memory is managed 
globally, especially because of the recent technology trends in high-bandwidth and low-latency networks which allow data to 
be transferred efficiently between nodes. As shown in Table 1, using modem networks (such as Myrinet and Gigabit 
Ethernet), remote memory can be accessed ten to twenty times faster than disk, increasing the payoff for cooperative caching 
[3]. . 
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Figure 1. Memory usage on Day 1 

percentage of used memory= 23.77 
percentage of free memory = 76.23 

IVlemory utilization in head-node of the OSCAR cluster (Day 2) 
[users: 4 (avg), duration: 120 minute~ 
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percentage of used memory = 23.49 
percentage of free memory = 76-.51 . . 

Figure 2. Memory usage on Day 2 ' 

Data Transfer Rate (Mb/s) Latency (µs) 
Fast Ethernet (100-Base T) 100 60-100 

Gigabit Ethernet 1,250 3o-so -

Myrinet 1,000 8-38 
SCSI Disk 400-600 3000- 8000 

Table 1. Latency in network access [4] 
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Cooperative caching occurs only when workstation~ are able to read data blocks (file) from the caches of the peers. _ · 
Traditional file systems with their three level memory hierarchies do not exhibit true cooperative caching. In traditional file 
systems, the files can be located either on the client (cluster node) memory, the server (head-node) memory or in the server's 
disk. Although this helps efficiency, up to a certain extent, it still requires frequent di.sk accesses by the head-node which 
usually is the file server of the cluster as well. In addition, head-node?s main memory is often limited and is an expensive 
commodity. Our cooperative caching scheme, introduces a fourth _level in the memory hierarchy whereby a cluster node can 
use the remote memory of the other nodes to store files. In this way, the head-node's memory is used to cache data blocks to 
reduce disk related delay and contention. In this paper, words "cache" and "memory" are used interchangeably. 

Our approach greatly reduces the expensive server disk accesses, as fetching remote memory over high-speed networks is 
much faster than fetching it from a local or a remote disk. In addition, a remote page replacement algorithm, which efficiently 
keeps the most valuable pages in the cluster-wide distributed memory, without degrading the local performance, is also 

· · proposed in this paper. In our scheme, we assume that a cluster includes a head-node which is the contact point of the cluster 
and.its file server. Our context is suited to any of the cluster organizations - linear array, mesh, star-connected and 
hypercube to name a few . · . · 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works in the area of cooperative caching. Section 
3 is an overview of the general client/server technology. Section 4 describes the proposed cooperative caching scheme for 
performance improvement of clusters. The steps involved in the page replacement algorithm-are explained in section 5 and 
finally section 6 notes the conclusion of this paper. 

RELATED WORKS 
Many related researches have been performed in the area of cluster-cashing. In this section, we discuss some of them which 
have attracted more attention. Dahlin has introduced a cooperative caching scheme whic_h uses N-Chance forwarding 
algorithm [2]. The N-Chance Forwarding is a relatively simple algorithm which makes use of singlets - data blocks that are 
present only in a single node's cache, in other words, they are the last copy cached by any node in the cluster- and appear to 
provide good performance over a wide range of conditions. In this algorithm, when a singlet has ~o be replaced from local 
memory, it gets forwarded to a random peer. For each such forwarding, a counter called re-circulation counter is 
decremented. When it reaches zero, the block gets discarded. Thus, a singlet may be forwarded multiple times to nodes 
without idle memory. This causes unnecessary overhead on the nodes, as they in turn have to forward it to other nodes. 

The Centrally Coordinated Caching [7] and the Omitted Hash Distributed Caching [6] are other examples that may provide 
acceptable -caching performance, while downgrading the performance of individual nodes. These methods depend heavily on 
fast networks to make up for the reduced local hit rates they impose. Furthermore, they fail to ~ke full advantage of idle 
memory of the cluster nodes [6]. 

The Weighted LRU algorithm [8] is another example that works similar to N-Chance algorithm by giving preference to 
singlets and making sure they do not get _discarded unless acute shortage of local memory occurs. It requires considerable 
communication and computation to make its replacement decisions. Each time a node replaces a block, for instance, it must 
contact the head-node to determine if any of the blocks it considers for replacement is singlet. Moreover, to evaluate the cost 
of forwarding a block, it contacts all other nodes to determine the cheapest block to replace. In spite of its closeness to N
Chance, it is more complex and may overload the head-node with requests for information about the global state as it makes 
use of global knowledge to attempt to make a globally optimal replacement decision [8]. 

Another related work is called Implementing Global Memory Management in clusters [5]. In this approach, all nodes run the 
same algorithm and attempt to make choices that are good in a global cluster sense as well as locally. Here, a data blocks on a 
node Pis classified as being either a local block, which has been recently accessed, or a global block, which is stored in P's 
memory on behalf of another node [5]. Blocks are also classified as private or shared. A shared page may be found in active 
local memories of multiple nodes; however, a page in global memory is always private. The system uses idle or "older" data 
blocks in the network to house replaced blocks for highly active nodes. Thus, on a page fault, a replaced block may be sent to 
the global memory rather than to a disk. When a page is read from a disk and should replace another page, this approach 
attempts to replace the "globally least valuable" page in the network. The main disadvantage of this method is that 'it' does not 
scale well. 

Oracle's Cache Fusion [1] is another impressive work which is designed for shared-disk clusters. It enables multiple sites in 
the cluster to share a global block device cache .. Gache fusion allows data blocks to be read directly from caches of other 
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sites, which eliminate the need for extra disk I/Os. The cache consistency of Cache Fusion is maintained by a resource 
control mechanism, namely the Global Cache Service. Both read-sharing and write-sharing are supported in Cache Fusion, 
managed by the resource controller. The major drawback of Cache Fusion is that it does not balance the memory usage across 
multiple sites and its performance degrades when the number of nodes in the cluster increases. 

The drawbacks mentioned in this section could be overcome with the usage of the cooperative caching technique proposed in 
this paper, which tries to avoid replacing singlets - as replacing them would require an expensive disk access by the head
node - thus improving the overall throughput of the cluster system. Furthermore, the proposed page replacement algorithm 
helps to maintain the singlet list in our cooperative caching scheme. 

GENERAL FILE CACHING SCHEME 
The general file caching scheme is widely used in clusters. In this scheme, when a client ( a regular cluster node) want~ to 
access particular data, it first checks its local cache for the data. If the data is not present in the local cache, it sends a request
message to the server (cluster's head-node) to request for the data it needs to access. The head-node on receiving the request, 
checks its local cache for the data. If it is not present in its local cache then a disk access occurs and the data from the disk is 
transferred to the local cache at the server end. Next, this data is sent to the requesting client which places it in its local cache. 

This entire process introduces a great delay since each time a client requests data, the server has to check its local cache or a 
has to perform an expensive disk access in order to retrieve the desired data. The time taken for a disk access is greater when 
compared to the travel time of the data in the network. This general file caching scheme in a client-server model, reduces the 
performance of the entire system. Frequent disk access at the server side for handling requests from multiple clients, results 
in performance-degradation. It also increases the load on the server side. This problem can be overcome by using the 
cooperative caching scheme, presented in the next section. · 

COOPERATIVE CACHING SCHEME 
In our cooperative caching scheme, similar to the general caching scheme, when a client wants to access a particular data 
block, it first checks its local cache and if it misses then it sends a request to the server (head-node) for the data. The head
node, on receiving the request, checks its local cache and sends the data to the client if the data is present in its local cache. If 
the data is not present in the local cache of the head-node, unlike the generalized caching scheme, the head-node forwards the 
request to-another client in the network which holds the requested data in its local cache. In tum, the client that holds the data 
sends it to the requesting client (figure 3). 

All the information regarding the contents of the caches of the clients in the network is maintained by a distributed-cache log 
table at the server side. Each time a cache-miss occurs at the server side, the server queries its log table to find out if another 
client in the network holds the requested data and what version of the data is held ~y that client If there is a n~de that holds 
the data in its cache then the server sends it a request which include the address of the originating client. The node in tum 
responds to the server-request and sends the data to the desired client. Along with the data, it also sends the list of the pages it 
holds in its local cache. 

Next time, when the requesting client needs a data block which it does not hold, it checks to see if that particular data block is 
available in the node from which it recently got blocks. If so, the client directly requests the data,from the other node that 
holds this d~ta, without laying any burden qn the server. This can reduce the load on the server and also minimize the number 
of communications made with the server in the network. The data block thus obtained can be either valid or outdated. To 
verify this, the client after receiving the desired data, sends a message to the server giving the yersion number of the data it 
has received. The server responds by checking its log table and sends a positive acknowledgement if the data is valid, 
otherwise sends a negative acknowledgement. If negative acknowledgement is received, the client discards the block, while 
the server forwards the request to another client in the network which holds a valid version of the data. Thus, cache- . , 
coherence problem is also taken care of. In addition, server would be capable of handling multiple data requests with little 
negative performance effect by forwarding them to the nodes that hold the data. 

This mechanism reduces the overall load of the server (the head-node) to a large extent. The cluster's head-node just has to 
receive the requests from the cluster nodes, provide the data if it is available in the head-node's cache or forward the request 
to other nodes in the cluster, based on its distributed-cache log .table. In this scheme, the server also needs to maintain the 
distributed-cache log table. After. the initial stage of the execution of a distributed program, when no node in the cluster holds 
any possibly requested data, and as time passes fewer number of disk acce~ses takes place since nodes cache more and more 
data to fulfill their memory capacity. This mechanism improves overall performance of th~ cluster. 
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Figure 3. Cooperative Caching Scheme block diagram 

REMOTE PAGE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM 
To support our cooperative caching scheme, an efficient remote page replacement algorithm is introduced. This algorithm 
tends to keep the most valuable pages in the cluster-wide distributed ~emory without decreasing the local performance. 

The main objective of the remote page replacement algorithm is to avoid replacing singlets. As was mentioned before, 
singlets are data blocks that are present in only one node's cache, that is, ·a singlet is the last copy of a block left in the 
cluster-wise cache system. Singlets are the most valuable blocks. If a singlet is discarded, the next time any node needs to 
access it, it has to make an expensive read from the head-node's disk as that data block no longer exists in any of the nodes' 
caches. 

. . 

In our algorithm, each page (block) has a counter called age which is incremented by one every time .it is accessed. In 
addition, each page is assigned three flags, namely "C", "RPL" and "CV", where for a clean page C is 1 and for a dirty one C 
is O; a remote page of a peer node has RPL equal to 1 and RPL is O if it is a local page; finally, the outdated pages have CV 
equal to O and 1 otherwise. Each page in a node P is classified as local or remote based on whether it is a local page of P or 
belongs to another node in the cluster which is cached by P. Finally, the variable singlet is used to identify if a page is singlet 
or not, with singlet= 1 indicating the page as a singlet. · 

Our algorithm works in the context of Linux kernel 2.4 memory management as figure 4 illustrates. The Linux kernel 2.4 
sustains three lists to maintain the pages or blocks, namely 

• Active list: Pages on the active list have age > 0. They may be clean or dirty. 

• Inactive dirty list: Pages on the inactive dirty list have age= 0. They may be clean or dirty; because, as soon as· the 
age of a page in the Active list becomes O they are moved to Inactive dirty list, regardless of whether they are clean 
or dirty. 
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Figure 4. Transition Diagram of Page Replacement Algorithm 

• · Inactive clean list: Pages on the inactive clean list have age = 0 and are clean .. Pages on this list are the first choice 
for replacement. -

In order to support our cooperative caching scheme, two additional lists are added: • 

• Remote page list: Pages on the remote page list have age = 0 and are clean pages of the peers. 

• Singlet list: Pages on this list have age = 0 and are singlets. 

The remote page replacement algorithm proposed in this paper is comparable to the N-Chance forwarding algorithm 
proposed by M. Dahlin et al [2]. In N-Chance Forwarding algorithm, when a singlet has to be replaced from local memory, it 
gets forwarded to a random peer. For each such forwarding, a counter called re-circulation counter (N) is decremented. When 
it reaches zero, the block gets discarded. This increases the chance of a singlet to be in a remote memory for a longer time. 
The following are the steps of the proposed algorithm. Since all the nodes in the cluster run the same algorithm, these steps 
are executed on each of the nodes in the cluster. 

Step 1: The active list is scanned periodically. The age of the pages. in the active list which are not referenced will be 
gradually reduced. Whenever the age of a page reaches 0, it is moved to the inactive dirty list. 

Step 2: Whenever the available local memory gets low, and there are not enough pages in the inactive clean list, the inactive 
dirty list is scanned. The pages in this list, which are actually clean (pages in this list have not be.en changed or 
modified in other nodes' caches which host the same block; in other words, their version of the block is not 
outdated) and are not remote pages (C=l & RPL=O), will be moved to the inactive clean list. Also, the pages that are 
clean but are remote pages (C=l & RPL=l) would be moved to _remote page list. The dirty pages are first written out 
to disk or the file server ·and then moved to the inactive clean list or the remote page list. 

Step 3: When the memory requirement is still not satisfied, the remote page list and the singlet list are scanned vigorously. 
While scanning the remote page list, the node sends a message to the head-node, informing the head-node of the 
pages in its remote page list. The server responds to this, by remming the information regarding the pages in the 
remote page list which are singlets. The client then sends the singlet pages (Singlet=!) to the singlet list and 
remaining pages (Singlet=O) to the inactive clean list. · 
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Step 4: The singlet list is scanned in a similar way. A node informs the head-node about the pages in its singlet .list. The 
head-node responds by updating the clitmt regarding the pages which were once singlets but not anymore. The client 
then moves the pages that are not singlets to the inactive clean list. . 

Step 5: Whenever a page in the inactive dirty list, the remote page list or the singlet ~ist is referenced, it will be moved to the 
active list, as its age would be changed to a non-zero entity. 

Step 6: When a page _in the inactive clean list is referenced, if it is not a remote page (RPL=0), it is moved to the active list. 
But, if the reference page is a remote page then the node sends a message to the head-node to check whether the 
remote page is the current version or not. If it is a current version (CV=l & RPL=l), it will be moved to the active 
list and if not, the node would discard the page and ·request the current version. 

When the memory is under intense activity, the algorithm has no other option but to reclaim the page from the singlet list. In 
this case, the node sends a message to the head-node, informing it about how many singlet pages it wants to discard. In turn, 

. · the head-node sends the information about the size of the idle memory available at other nodes. If the amount of the idle 
memory is more than the total size of the singlet pages the algorithm wants to discard, then the singlet pages would be moved 
to the idle memory of the remote sites. If the amount of the idle memory is lower, the node would simply discard the singlets 
and the head-node would respond by deleting the client from its distributed-cache-log table, which tells which client caches 
what data. 

Our Algorithm tries to keep singlets in the memory as long as possible. The active cluster nocles tend to move their files to 
the idle memory of the remote nodes and the remote nodes tend to accumulate files of peers and hold them in memory for 
long periods of time. Thus, our design criterion is satisfied. · 

CONCLUSION 
Briefly, in this paper we have proposed a cooperative caching scheme in the context of cluster systems. Clusters, in spite of 
their tremendous capability to support parallel computing, manage memory locally resulting in very inefficient use of the 
cluster-wide memory. Our experiments indicate that on average 76% of the memory of a cluster node is underutilized. These 
results are further reinforced by findings in [2], where experiments showed 60-68% of the memory of a similar system stayed 
unused. The scheme introduced in this paper efficiently uses this unused remote memory of peer-riodes for caching data 
blocks (pages), thus -improving the overall throughput of the cluster system. The proposed cooperative caching algorithm by 
itself is not sufficient to give an overall performance improvement. Therefore, a remote page replacement algorithm is also 
introduced. It tries to avoid replacing singlets as replacing those causes an increase in expensive disk access. Our scheme has 
a propensity to avoid expensive disk accesses and reduces the load at the server side (cluster's head-node). We are currently 
implementing a prototype system based on these algorithms and planning to perform extensive bench marking on them. 
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MICRO PAYMENTS KEEP GROWING, GROWING AND GROWING 

LuAnn Bean and David D. Hott 
Florida Institute of Technology 

ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the phenomenal growth of micro payments in e-commerce and the potential impact on credit 
card use. 

INTRODUCTION 
Credit card and debit card spending exceeded cash for the first time in 2003 1

• While this veritable race toward the 
cashless society has been well underway for years, more ventures with high-volume, low-value transactions 
(generally less than five U.S. dollars) are entering the scene through micro payments. 

What are micro payments? Micro payments are a way for consumers to pay for small purchases through a 
technological platform. Originally spurred by Internet commerce as a convenient payment alternative for online 
purchases, micro payments are now branching out into traditional retail and service markets. In the following paper, 
we present information on this growing financial market in terms of benefits and costs. 

SUPPORT FOR THE CURRENT STATE OF ELECTRONIC MONEY 
Most financial institutions and the Federal Reserve have been in favor of virtual or electronic money for some time. 
Evidence of restructuring toward this concept is seen in bank promotions for direct deposit of payroll checks, 
electronic bill payment, and changes in check processing operations nationwide. Falling check volume has caused 
the Federal Reserve to reduce its check staff by six percent in the last year and propose nearly a 50% decrease in the 
number of processing locations it uses over the two year period from 2004-2006 (Evans, 2004). This restructuring is 
coupled with legislation such as the 2004 enactment of the federal Check 21 law. Under this law, banks will move 
toward delivery of electronic pictures of checks rather than return of cancelled checks to· consumers and provide 
paper bank statements only upon request or at an additional fee. All of this is meant to streamline costly check 
processing systems. 

At the same time, merchants are trimming time and shipping costs off transaction processing. A majority of these 
transactions go through NACHA - The Electronic Payments Association. · NACHA is the leading organization that 
develops operating rules/business practices for the Automated Clearing House (ACH) Network. Under this 
network, the central clearing facilities of the Federal Reserve transmit or receive ACH entries from institutions, 
including electronic payments in the areas of Internet commerce, electronic bill and invoice presentment and 
payment (EBPP, EIPP), like mortgages, loans, utility bills a1_1d insurance premiums, e-checks, financial electronic 
data interchange (EDI), international payments, and electronic benefits transfer (EBT), including direct deposit of 
Social Security, other government benefits, federal,' state and local tax payments and tax refunds (Evans, 2004; 
NACHA, 2005). 

Seen as a powerful engine for growth, the macro-economic effects of current system of electronic payment is 
promoted by banks, merchants and governments for its ability to provide convenience in commerce, facilitate instant 
transactions, and provide secure systems of credit. · 

MOVEMENT TO MICRO PAYMENTS 
The current electronic money system, for the most part, is analogous to conventional paper transactions where a 
single transaction represents values of several dollars. In other words, profits and costs of money transfer ( or the 
economies of scale) have driven the reason that people rarely: 

• write checks for a pennies (because banks typically have ch~ged a fee for number of checks), 
• charge a 75 cent can of soda (because retailers limit or do not facilitate the exchange due to percentages or 

fees charged on transactions by credit card companies); or 
• ask for money orders for under a dollar (because the fees for issuance are typically greater than the tender). 

1 According to the American Bankers Association, consumers made 52% ·of their point of sale transactions with 
credit and debit cards last year and 4 7% by cash and checks (Lee, 2004 ). · 
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· While it is difficult to get transaction costs low enough .to make low value_·purchases worthwhile, some critics note 
that there is also decision-making time related to completing such an immaterial transactiqn that is a barrier for 
micro payment transactions (Anonymous, 2005). More simply, money decisions cause stress for most people and if 
buyers or se'ilers s~e these small transactions as a waste of their iime, they will shop or sell elsewhere. However, 
more credit card companies, financial institutions, online companies~ governments, and traditional retailers are 
recognizing that if their "economies of scale" issue is overcome, then ease in facilitating micro payment markets 
may change our current banking paradigm and provide unique opportunities for competjtive advantage as well as 
more efficient and effective operations. 

Estimates indicate that the potential market for'micro payments is in excess of $200 billion (e-Pocket, 2005). 
Included in this estimate is a projected forty percent of all current U.S. online retailers that say that they would like 
to offer products priced under $10, but cannot economically accommodate this due to credit card fees or have not 
been able to eliminate non"".revealing information about buyers (i.e., it should not be necessary to reveal one's 

· identity in order.to buy inexpensive items). 

Currently, many micro payment solutions ·exist and are trying to gain market share. However, few are offering the 
convenience element that would make the exchange workable for both the customer and the vendor. 
Some of the most effective technologies are know as m-commerce solutions, which are mobile enabled technologies 
that utilize devices such as hand-held Palms or cell phones. These solutions, already big in parts of Europe and the 
Far East, have gained momentum. This makes sense since the telephone systems have always had the ability to 
track and charge for small transactions. Examples of companies using m-commerce technology in the U.S. include 
Mount Sinai Hospital, Boeing, DaimlerChrysler, and Walt Disney who allow employees to charge their purchases 
using smart card wireless devices and McDonald Hamburger chain that has been testing Mobil Speedpass 
transponders for special cash registers in Chicago and California to allow customers to pay for their meals 
(Mobileinfo.com, 2005). · 

Although some companies and· organizations are not currently using "true" micro payment systems, a number are 
investigating $e potential of electronic money for low value, high volume market. Examples include: 

• Fast food companies -Burger King and McDonald's-who have found that the average transaction jumped 
from $4.50 to $7.00 when customers were offered the option of using credit cards versus cash (Sapsford, 
2004); . 

• Citibank- Its new launch of Teen Cards to target young customers between 13 and 19 years old is being 
offered as a supplementary card to all existing cardholding parents and has predefined credit limits 
(Seifeddine, 2005); 

• U.S. Navy-MasterCards were issued to all 5,000 sailors on the USS Harry S. Truman aircraft carrier. On 
payday, their money is loaded onto the card for all onboard purchases, including the movie theater and the 
church service collection plate (Sapsford, 2004); · 

• U-Haul and Stanley Steemer - These companies have converted employee paychecks into electronic cards 
since many of these employees do not have bank accounts and the cards can be used for purchases (Dang, 
2004); 

• Government agencies in Maryland and Iowa have begun to used reloadable electronic cards for child 
support payments (Dang, 2004); · 

• Nokia and Motorola - These companies have introduced sophisticated features for downloading ring tones. 
and charging it to wireless accounts, as well as features for playing video and audio files. Last year alone, 
cell phone users internationally spent between $2.5 and$ 3.5 billion on custom ring tones (Tedeschi, 2004). 

Finally, Creditel Corporation has used the best of both the inexpensive mobile device and credit card.to develop a 
cell phone that has turned into a card swiper. It will allow the user to fax a receipt to the cardholder's home or 
office. Introduced before last year's Super Bowl game, fans used them to charge beer and hot dogs without missing 
the game (Sapsford, 2004). 

BENEFITS AND COSTS OF MICRO PAYMENTS 
The following section presents the benefits and c.osts for micro payment solutions. Interestingly enough, some . 
issues can be construed to be both costs and benefits. These include security (i.e., these can enhance credit issues or 
lurk as potential targets for hackers) and a rethinking in pricing structures that lead to reduction in price rounding to 
the nearest monetary unit (i.e., nearest dime, quarter, or dollar) for ease of collection. 
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Beyond these benefits of mi~ro payments include expansion of markets for small value goods and services, greater 
number of contactless transactions (such as at vending machines, kiosks, public transportation, parking lots), more 
financial convenience and speedier ~ansactioQs for customers, cost effective financial solutions for sellers, no 
minimum transaction value, all-inclusive billing, wireless shopping from anywhere at any time using cell phone 
technology, ala carte product offerings for customers that do not want to pay for a membership related to some 
products and services, and brand capture for early adopters of the technology. 
Likewise, costs related to establishment of micro payments on a large scale include privacy issues, painless payment 
which leads to growing debt and bankruptcies, no practical way at this time to make payments to individuals (peer
to-peer ), and currency illiteracy. There is also the issue of a lack of infrastructure and standards form-commerce 
between different financial institutions. 

CONCLUSION 
Global explosion of e-commerce demands a new paradigm for low-value, high volume transactions. While the 
shake-out for the optimal micro payment solution will continue, many tout the importance of this market for the 
macro-economy of the world. Some indicate that convenience may be the driver for traditional purchases, but others 
suggest that a resurgence of instant rewards -such as those offered by American Express may be the lure for . 
consumers and a major utilization of micro payments (Der Hovanesian, 2003). As far back as 1888, the cashless 
society was envisioned by novelist Edward Bellamy (Warwick, 2004). It hasn't happened yet but as the U.S. passes 
a watershed ye~ in plastic financing, micro payments are destine to become an important part of the future. 
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LOCATION, AVOCATION·, EVOCATION: CONSUME.R PARTICIPATION 
IN THE PROMOTIONAL EFFORTS OFT.HE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY 

Al Petrosky and Edward H. Hernandez 
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Robert Page 
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ABSTRACT 
This study provides a content analysis of consumer participation in travel websites, collecting consumer-sourced 
reviews and ratings from twq of the most successful hotel websites, hotels.com and/odors.com. A sample of 350 
reviews/ratings for hotels located in 22 different cities across the world was collected. These consumer reviews .. and 
ratings are compared to those provided by the websites themselves, across ·categories including the style and 
complexity of the written passage, the number of positive and negative statements, and the focus of the statements in 
categories such as hotel amenities, proximity to other landmarks, price and value, and decor. The paper provides 
analysis by content, as well as prescriptions for better message design for consumer participants, better facilitation 
by website hosts, and suggestions for future research. · 

INTRODUCTION 
The online booking of travel has become arguably the most successful e-commerce venture in the history of the 
WWW, accounting for an estimated $55 billion in annual sales (Mohl 2204). Online shoppers spend more money 
booking travel than anything else (Anonymous 2004b ); and sales by travel websites have outstripped those of 
traditional agents, attracting more leisure and business travelers than any other channel, according to a 2004 study 
(Anonymous 2004). In addition to bookings achieved by dedicated travel websites such as Travelocity and Orbitz, 
web travel sales volume has grown through general and travel-specific search engine referrals, as well as through 
direct sales via the increasingly-sophisticated web presence of providers like airlines and hotel chains. Travel 
websites, no matter their affiliation or form, also share the difficulties faced by many web retailers, namely the 
engenderment of trust and loyalty, and the transcendence of the ephemeral nature of the online marketplace. Many 
travel websites have tried to address these difficulties by enlisting the participation of consumers in building the 
content of their websites, through incorporation of active ratings and reviews, and passive contributions through the 
use of collaborative filtering agents. 

This study provides a content analysis of such consumer participation, collecting consumer-sourced reviews and 
ratings from two of the most successful hotel websites, hotels.com and/odors.com. A sample of 350 reviews/ratings 
for hotels located in 22 9ifferent cities across the world was collected. These consumer reviews and ratings are 
compared to those provided by the websites themselves, assessed qualitatively in a holistic manner, as well as 
quantitatively through the collection ofoumerical codes in categories including the style and complexity of the · 
written passage, the number of positive and negative statements, and the focus of the statements in categories such 
as hotel amenities, proximity to other landmarks, price and value, and decor. The results of this content analysis will 
follow, along with prescriptions for better message design for consumer participants, better facilitation by website 
hosts, and suggestions for future research. · 

ONLINE COMMUNICATION AND THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY 
Other studies have investigated the way that consumers participate in the promotional communication efforts of 
commercial host websites, the so-called "third-party" broker-retail websites, and online auction websites (see 
Petrosky, Hernandez, and Li 2000, Petrosky and Hernandez 2002 and 2003, and Petrosky, Hernandez and Page 
2004). These have focused on state-of-the-art websites as pertains to customer involvement, in both facilitator and 
seller roles, namely amazon.com and eBay. The present study looks at the growing presence of consumer 
participation in the online marketing of travel and hospitality, an interesting venue for such research for several 
reasons. 

First is the current size and pace of growth of online purchases in the travel and hospitality industry. One expert 
recently noted that online travel is a $55 billion market and is growing at an incredible rate: whereas only 6 percent 
of travelers booked online five years ago, today that number approaches 30 pe~cerit (Mohl 2004). According to 
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travel industry rese~ch.consul~ts at PhoCus\Yright, online shoppers by the end of 2003 spent more money 
booking travel than for any other purchases on the web: in that year, 35 million Americans bought travel over the 
web, which represented a 17% increase over similar purchases in 2002. Though U.S. consumers in that same 2003 
study bought only about 20% of their total travel online, some researchers project that the figure could reach 60% 
within the next ten years. (Anonymous 2004b ). 

Second, the price differential enjoyed in t~e early years by int~met retailers is quickly disappearing. This is 
especially the case in the travel and hospitality online arena, as the number of travel brokerage websites grows and 
the airlines and hotel chains increase the sophistication and proprietary nature of their own websites. The old 
marketing adage says that products can command higher prices if the service provided justifies it, and now the travel 
and hospitality industry is experiencing increasing difficulty in offering such a price advantage. Thus, the .industry 
must try to find another· principle ar~und which to organize, including such innovative services that may be dreamt 
ofby consumers, and perhaps even delivered by consumers who participate in the design and development of the 
web presence (Maillet 2004) 

Third, participation by consumers providing independent critical content and reviews may help an industry whose 
consumers are ready to listen. While travelers have been reluctant to believe what they have perceived as arbi!fary 
ratings from the commercial vendors themselves, they are starved for reviews submitted by their more trustworthy 
peers. The 2004 National Leisure Travel Monitor study showed that "54 percent of active leisure travelers in 
America consider trusted, independent hotel ratings very important when selecting accommodations -- a number that 
has jumped 20 percent compared to last year (Anonymous 2004a)." 

Finally, the field is _currently in competitive flux. Hotel owners have been battling third-party brokerage sites like 
Travelocity and Expedia, as the latter have been increasing their share and leaving the industry feeling like the sites 
were taking control of their pricing a~d inventories (Chittum 2004)." But now the industry is shoring up its own web 
presence, taking control of popular selling points such as best-price guarantees, and breaking off relationships with 
some of the third-party sites that manipulated the perceived price ofrooms by obscuring tax and fee structure. The 
time is right to give the travel website industry a closer look. But what drives the basic differences between the 
internet and older, established marketing venues? · 

Online communication is new communication. In the last decade a new medium, the internet - and particularly its 
graphically-enhanced manifestation the World Wide Web (WWW) - has become a formidable communications 
tool. Marketers have embraced the new medium in short order: small and large, neighborhood store and 
multinational conglomerate alike share the web side-by-side. Likewise, advertising expenditures on the internet have 
recently outstripped those for many of the more-traditional media, including all outdoor media, national newspapers, 
national spot radio, and network radio (CMR 2002). 

· But this medium is unlike those that preceded it, allowing -- if not directly facilitating -- greater participation and 
access across parties. Consumers are not limited to the feeble feedback loop, a reality ably demonstrated early in the 
WWW's history by consumer-sportsored protest websites like Jeremy Dorosin's starbucked.com, which solicits and 
disseminates negative information about Starbuck's Coffee, and which predated Starbuck's own corporate website 
by almost three years (Flinn 1995) .. Given the nascent nature of the internet in 1995, this action may seem trivial in 
retrospect. But Dorosin's website, as a communications tool devised by a consumer, upset the 'natural' order of the 
traditional communications model. As a ·medium of democratized access, the World Wide Web allows for 
contributions of nominally equal stature from consumers and marketers alike. The structural and monetary barriers 
of entry common to traditional promotional media are not evident on ·the web: millions of individuals maintain · 
personal websites alongside those of corporations and institutions. The trad_itional "one-to-many" mo~el - . 
dominated by companies with the necessary resources to enter into mass communication -- had thus been supplanted 
with what has been called the "many-to-many" model (Hoffman and Novak 1997), which recognizes the egalitarian 
nature of participation in the new medium. 

This egalitarian ideal is echoed in the public relations literature, which has long argued for a greater role to be taken 
by consumers in the creation of communications materials in the specific, and for a greater dialogue between 
consumers and producers in the general. The term dialogicity was coined·to refer to a company's ability to foster a 
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di~log with its public~, most importantly with it ·consumers. The five basic.principles of dialogicity, and the capacity 
of the WWW to deliver on its promise, were first elaborated by Kent and Taylor (1998): -

. • The Dialogic Loop: "One benefit of the new technologies is that they allQw feedback from audiences to be 
embedded in the public relation tactic itself. Thus a feedback lqop is an appropriate starting point for 
dialogic communication between an organization and its publics (ibid p. 326)." This is the .core principle of 
dialogicity, not only to make the visitor feel like part of the process, but to give them a voice and 
discourage the evolution of protest websites. Above and beyond all that, it also helps the organization in 
deciding the direction of new content from the public's perspective, the culmination of the marketing 

. concept, which states that the marketing organization should strive to assess and satisfy consumer needs 
and wants. This tactically includes the creation of feedback loops, discussion boards and chat rooms, 
contact numbers for various members of the organization, and various modes of consumer-driven contents 
like reviews. 

• · The Usefulness of Information: "Sites should make an effort to include information of general value"to all 
publics, have so.mething of value to all visitors (ibid. p327)." on·a travel website, this can manifest itself in 
many ways, including attracting customers ~ith immediate travel booking needs as well as those who just 
wish to browse for an ideal or dream vacation, or just see some of the locations for the seeing's sake. 

• The Generation of Return Visits: "Sites should contain features that make them attractive for return 
visits (ibid. p. 329)." This obviously includes the regular updating of information, to present a dynamic 
rather than static face to its publics. 

• Intuitiveness/Ease of Interface: "Visitors who come to websites for informational purposes, or even for 
curiosity, should find the sites easy tofigure out and navigate (ibid. p. 329)" 

• The Rule of Conservation of Visitors: "Designers should be careful about links that lead visitors astray 
(ibid. p. 330)." A cursory look at some travel websites reveals that many have partitioned their descriptive 
and retail functions, relegating the selling aspect to another vendor. Most adhere to this principle in limiting 
the direct access of hotel website addresses from the description pages. The idea of one-stop-shopping, with 
not only hotel rooms for sale but tickets for local attractions and performance venues,_ adheres to this 
princip~e. 

In short, commercial websites have the potential to become more 1han just retail portals, and a key for this 
transformation into becoming a regular fixture in the lives of consumers. But the key to the transformation is the 
involvement and participation of those consumers in its content and construction. 

Modes of consumer participation on the web. Consumer participation in internet commercial communication cari 
be partitioned into three main categories: 

1) consumer-maintained sites, which range from personal sites that "market" the individual (a.k.a. 
"vanity" websites), to protest websites that disparage companies and their products, to fully-developed websites for 
novice marketers to promote their own small businesses. This mode of participation includes content that roughly 
emulates that of typical corporate websites: novice websites and professional commercial websites often share 
common technical and aesthetic features, since website construction expertise is readily available to the public 
through HTML training, and in the form of sophisticated, inexpensive editing software. 

2) consumer cooperative selling via internet auction sites, like EBay, where novice sellers are invited to 
vend their unwanted items, craft items, collectibles, and the like. Online auctions are similar to the first category in 
that novice sellers are creating a virtual C2C market, but also share similarities with the final category in that these 
sellers are "contained" within the environment created by eBay, subject to their governance and constrained by their 
elected structure. 

3) consumer contributions to corporate websites, most of which revolves around consumers' ratings and 
reviews of products on sale through a retail website, and other personal material embedded within the context of the 
commercial host. Among the different modes of consumer participation available in this third category, where 
consumers are encouraged to provide evaluative reactions to retailers' products and services, are: Collaborative 
filtration, wherein the customer provides simple ratings for items or even trace browsing patterns which are ·recorded 
and combined with the ratings and browsing patterns of others to create affinity or "taste" clusters; Customer 
reviews, which are short critical essays about available product; and Customer lists, which are short "best of' lists 
that report a consumer's philosophy or suggest possibilities for cumulative· consumption. 
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This research looks exclusively at the latter category of consumer participation and compares it with the information 

provided by the host websites. 

METHOD 
Websites like hotels.com and fodors.com, with dense layers of readily-accessible host-developed and consumer
created content, provide ample opportunity for investigating the type of communication contents used by the 
different parties and comparisons between these contents. This pilot study measures surface-level communications 
contents in the product descriptions provided by the host third-party commercial sites and in the reviews provided by 
participating consumers. 

Undergraduate market research students were trained in content-analytic techniques. For the following study, they 
were assigned to collect host description-consumer review pairs for hotels in designated _cities and measure each of 
the descriptions for specific contents. 

Along with identifier codes that allowed later identification of the individual coder, each reviewed hotel's city, and 
the website from which the reviews came, the following content codes were collected [note: a labeling convention of 
denoting codes taken from the website description with "A" and those codes taken from consumer reviews as "B'' 
has been followed]: 
• WORDA and WORDB: asked the coder to highlight the description of the hotel provided by the website 

(WORDA) and by the specific consumer reviewer (WORDB) and run a spelling and grammar check of the 
selection only. The final tally from the spelling and grammar check yielded two numbers of interest to us. The 
first was wordcount, taken herein as a measure of offered detail from the website (WORDA), as well as a proxy 
of effort expended and involvement of the consumer rater in the product and in the process of reviewing 
(WORDB). 
FKA and FKB: asked each coder to enter the second of these interesting numbers, the Flesch Kincaid grade 
level of the selection. The Flesch-Kincaid is a common readability scores denoting the complexity of the 
message as well as the degree of sophistication of the writer, or at least the presumeq sophistication of the 
intended reader · 

The next set of codes_required coders to read the description provided by the websit~ or 'the review provided by the 
consumer. 

Stars: denotes the number of stars Travelocity has assigned the hotel (fodors did not give its _own rating to the 
hotel, so for the examination of information from Fodor's, no code was enter~d) 
Overall: give the average rating by consumers for that hotel, designated by·an average !}umber of smiley faces 
in Travelocity and a decimal score in fodors. 
Conscor: provides the rating given to the hotel by the individual consumer rater. 
RoomP: gives the lowest average price for a room in that hotel if you were reserving it for the period 
November 18-22, 2004. The period chosen was ·approximately six weeks in advance, early enough for rooms to 
be readily available and not too far in advance such that speculative higher prices were displayed. It was also 
chosen because there were no holidays or other special accommodation considerations for those dates. 

The remainder of the codes illustrates specific types of contents in each of the website descriptions and consumer 
reviews, such as mentions of price, or mentions of decor. Each is an account of incidence of occurrence for each 
content type [note again, "A" represents a count of the given code in the website description, while "b" denotes tlie 
count of that code in the consumer review]: 

PriceA and PriceB count the number of times the price of the room is mentioned in the· description provided b,y 
the website/review. · 
ValueA and ValueB count the number of times the value ("it's a real deal," etc.) of the room is'mentioned in 
the description provided by the website/review. 
AmenA and AmenB count the number of times amenities of the ·room or hotel is mentioned in the description 
provided by the website/review. 

• ProxA and ProxB count the number of times the proximity of the hotel to other locations or activities is 
mentioned in the descript1on provided by the website/review. 
Decor A and DecorB count the number of times the decor of the room or hotel is mentioned in the description 
provided by the website/review. · 
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PosA and PosB count the number of times something positive about ~e room or hotel is mentioned in the 
description provided by the website/review. . . . . 
NegA and NegB count the number of times something negative about the room or hote.1 is mentioned in the 
description provided by the website/review. · 

A number of postcodes were also derived from the above codes, including a three-tier categorical version of the 
room price code, a categorical variable that split the items by domestic and foreign city, a categorical variable that 
split the items by large vs. small city, an4 a categorical variable that split the items by leisure 
destination/ combination leisure-business destination. 

Student coders saved their work in spreadsheet files which were later compiled as an SPSS file for analysis. Given 
the concrete nature of the codes involved, no formal coder reliability procedures were utilized; however, a sample of 
each of the resultant data sets was validated by the authors. The final sample excluded a small amount of data due to 
duplication errors and irresolvable measurement errors, resulting in a fmal set of description/review pairs for 336 
hotels in 22 cities (List is provided as Table One). 

TABLE ONE. Cities in the Sample. 
1. London/London Metro area 
2. Paris/Paris Metro area 
3. Rome/Rome Metro area 
4. Berlin/Berlin Metro Area 
5. Tokyo/Tokyo Metro area 
6. Toronto/Southern Ontario Canada 
7. New York City+ Metro Area 
8. Philadelphia, PA+ Metro Area 
9. Atlanta, GA+ Metro Area 
10. Washington, DC+ Metro Area 
11. Chicago, IL + Metro Area 

12. Orlando, FL+ Metro Area 
13. Salt Lake City, ut + Metro Area . 
14. Omaha, NE/Council Bluffs IA + Metro Area 
15. San Francisco, CA + Metro Area 
16. Los Angeles, CA+ Metro Area 
17. Las Vegas, NV + Metro Area 
18. New Orleans, LA + Metro Area 
19. Aspen/Vail CO + Metro Area 
20. Honolulµ, m + Metro Area 
21 . .Tucson, AZ + Metro Area 
22. Reno/Tahoe NV+ Metro Area 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The remarkable thing about the consumer-based reviews and the website-based descriptions was not their 
differences, but rather in their similarities. Across the categories collected, differences between what the third-party 
website said about the hotels and what consumers said were negligible. The length of the consumer reviews was 
consistent w'ith the length of the descriptions provided by the website. The number of mentfons of decor: consistent. 
The number of mentions of amenities: consistent. The number of nice things said about the hotel: consistent. 

The only category that significantly differentiated the website descriptions from those written by consumers was the 
raw number of negative comments (website mean=0.22, customer mean=2.37, p<0.001). This result should hearten 
those who wish for true defmable independence for those who write reviews included on the page, they aren't 
necessarily shills for the hotels listed, nor are all naysayers doomed to censorship by the host website. But it is an 
otherwise intuitive result, given that the website has a monetary incentive to obscure the negative. One could, 
however, question whether the result reflects the true continuum or some version truncated by the host; for example, 
compare the ratio of good comments to bad with a similar study undertaken by American Demographics magazine. 

They: 
sifted through a generous sampling of the nearly 2,000 letters submitted by consumers last year to 
hotels and resorts through Planetfeedback. com, a division of Cincinnati-based market research firm 
Intelliseek. Of all the letters submitted in 2002 through Planetfeedback's online forum, 78 percent 
were complaints and 16 percent were compliments. The remaining 6 percent were questions or 
suggestions (Anonymous 2003). 

Why are the ratios of good to bad so different? Is it host website censorship? Or is there some degree of implicit 
cooptation when consumers accept the invitation to become part of the corporate whole? If either is true, and either 
becomes obvious to visitors to the website, gains made in terms of trustworthiness will be lost. Lost, too, would be 
the consumer's perspective on what individual hotels could do to make themselves more competitive: after negative 
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information is deleted, no longer would the hoteliers be able to discern whether cleanliness and hygiene was the 
deficiency, or the room color scheme, etc. 

A second element investigated was the complexity of the consumer raters' reviews, measured by a readability score 
commonly available on word processors, the Flesch-Kincaid. The Flesch Kincaid score takes into account the 
average length of words and average length of sentences and other structural and grammatical concerns for a 
selected passage and derives a score. The score is in effect a grade equivalency, i.e. a score of 6 on the Flesch
Kincaid means that the passage would be .fully comprehendible to a sixth grader (with the dual implication that the 
writer himself was of sixth-grade level competency in writing, or that the passage was written with the sixth grade
level reader in mind). This complexity proxy was paired with a categorical version of projected room price, the 
results of which are reported in Table Two. 

Low (to $89.99) 6.9 

Medium ($90 - $149.99) 7.6 

High ($150 and above) 7.9 

Again, a not-altogether-counterintuitive (though significant, with F=3.44, p<0.05) result, predictable if one believes 
that the reviewer of the higher-priced property is either better educated, feels the need to be more ornate in his 
description of a classier property, or feels that the reader of the review expects more ornate language. The latter, in 
marketing terms, would be evidence of the practice of targeting, something that was not apparent among the 
descriptions provided by the host website: no such significant pattern by room ptjce was found. 

· Another test attempted to find the review-content types most associated with better-than-average reviews. The 
researchers conducted a stepwise discriminant analysis using a truncated categorical version of individual consumer 

· rating as the dependent ( 4 stars or more vs. less than four stars) and the remaining variables as potential predictors 
(the results of which are shown as Table Four). · 

TABLE FOUR. Discriminant analysis, Factors influencin2 overall individual consumer rating 

Categorical dependent: Overall individual consumer rating, split: 
1: >=4 stars, 2: less than 4 stars 

Eigenvalue=l.151, Wilk's A.=0.465, X2=253. l (p<0.001) 

Surviving predictor variables, stepwise (Standardized Canonical 
Coefficient Functions) : 

• COMPOSITE CUSTOMER RATING (0.204) 
• ROOM PRICE (0.250) 
• CUSTOMER PROXIMITY MENTION (0.166) 
• ALL POSITIVE COMMENTS (0.506) 
• ALL NEGATIVE COMMENTS (-0.790) 
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A highly.significant function resulted with five factors predicting more than 54~ of the :ariatio~ in overall rating_. 
The most influential were the raw number of positive and negative comments, with predictable signs (more negative 
comments led to a lower overall rating). The least influential variables remaining in solution were room price and 
proximity mentions; room price influence probably demonstrates residual price-quality associat~ons, _while 
pr9ximity references are addressable by the hotels through persuasive language. The other predi~to~ is th~ most . 
interesting, however. The composite customer rating (what all raters gave t?e hotel on ave~age)_is ~ighly mflue_ntial 
on the individual rater's score. Is this a result of mimicry? To get a better picture of potential mimicry, correlations 
of the three ratings (individual consumer, composite consumer, and website host rating) were performed. The results 
are submitted as Table Five. 

Broker website rating by composite 
customer rating 

Broker website rating by individual 
review customer rating 

Composite customer rating by individual 
review customer rating 

*p<0.10 

0.411 * 

0.333* 

0.726* 

All three level of correlations are significant, especially those between individual reviewers and their composite. Are 
reviewers giving their honest opinion, or are they simply echoing what they perceive is expected of them by the 
host, or are they engaging in some elaborate distal groupthink? 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Following the manipulation of the numeric data, the student researchers were encouraged to engage in a discussion 
of more holistic, qualitative assessments of the web pages they studied. And the main concern raised conforms to the 
latter finding in the previous section. There seems to be a great deal of conformity among the reviews, as well as · 
consistency between the website-based descriptions. Surely, under the prescriptions of dialogicity, the inc,lusion of 
the consumers' thoughts and opinions and other general input are supposed to engage the consumers further and 

. make them trusts the website more, because there are less-interested parties involved in the process. But, if these 
consumer inputs simply mirror those of the website host, their effectiveness will wane once their novelty passes. 
This does not bode well for the travel website developer. How might the problem be handled? 

Perhaps one way to encourage independence is to provide a variety of examples in the area devoted to the 
solicitation of the reviews, or to provide adequate templating to assure that each reviewer at least considers a wide 
variety of contents and not just those that have already been explored by the reviewers immediately preceding. Or 
perhaps a simple promotion of personalization: instead of asking the reviewers to rate the experience 
particularistically, to. tell a story about their stay. Perhaps they'll also need to incentivize greater and more complex 
participation, maybe through the creation of tiered memberships and tiered rewards based on degree of participation. 

Another suggestion from the quantitative assessment above was that the reviews were more targeted than were the 
description elements sourced to the host. This issue of targeting was also brought up in the discussions among the 
student researchers. While their marketing classes drilled them ad nauseam that the successful marketer was the one 
who made sure that all tactics considered their target, here were a host of websites that did not tailor their message. 
Every visitor saw the same information, no matter their demographic, geographic, .psychographic or behavioral 
category. One way to deal with that problem is something that is already commonly available in websites in other 
retail fields: data mining techniques like collaborative filtration that recognize affinity groups or taste constellations 
among the mass of travel website visitors, and provide feedback and ever-changing recommendations that encourage 
repeat visitation (another dialogic principle!}: Further combination with the aforementioned tiering tactic may also 
result in a pool of information that could be sold to the host website's commercial partners. 
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A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION INTO PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN THE 
UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CURRICULUM 

Stephen Allen 
Truman State University 

ABSTRACT 
Business curriculums are living dynamic entities which respond to changes and needs in the marketplace. No one 
set curriculum can fulfill all needs. However, as competition that businesses face increases and low product or 
service cost further becomes a necessity, more companies are turning to the use of project management tools to more 
effectively manage resources. How effectively are business schools preparing new graduates to step into the realm 
of resource management? Are undergraduate programs meeting the needs of businesses in the area of project 
management? One answer to these questions is to investigate how prepared new graduates are in the use of project 
management tools. The research presented examines business school curriculums for the level of a project 
management component. The research also investigates the level of commitment in the curriculum with respect to 
project management tools and techniques in a business program. 

INTRODUCTION 
Over time, a company's ability to effectively and efficiently manage the deployment ofresources is of the utmost 
importance to a company both financially and toward meeting the company's long term goals. Various measures, 
tools and techniques are available to companies. One such tool, project management, is an effective methodology 
for managing those endeavors exhibiting a unique, typically complex, and specific purpose. While project 
management tools are extremely capable of managing the biggest of projects and challenges, the tools also work for 
small, even mundane events. Nonetheless, the management of resources is a key to the long term success of the 
company. 

Curriculum Perspective · 
The creation of a business curriculum is both arduous and complex. There is no set, course specific business 
curriculum; rather there is a goal of specific management education experiences that are common to curriculums. 
The delivery of which is decided by the faculty of the program. In general a management education experience 
would include specific knowledge and skills but not limited to the following areas: ethical and legal responsibilities 
in organizations and society; financial theories, analysis, reporting and markets; creation of value through the · 
integrated production and distribution of goods, service and information; group and individual dynamics.in 
organizations; statistical data analysis and management science as they support decision making processes 

-. throughout an organization; information technologies as they influence the structure and processes of organizations 
and economies, and as they influence the roles and techniques of management; domestic and global economic 
environments of organizations. [2] Typically, business programs add to the general set of curriculum knowledge 
and skills to meet the needs of graduating students and the business marketplace. While effective and efficient 
deployment of resources specifically tied to the introduction of a project is not listed as a specific knowledge area or 
skill, it is imbedded across the major topic areas listed. Project management is an effective tool to meet a business's 
need to manage projects effectively and efficiently. [4] 

Historical Perspective 
With growing demand in the workplace [3] for project management skills, are business management programs 
responding to this need to have graduates at a level beyond that of an introduction to the basic topic of project 
management? Business schools build their curriculum· over time through a series of continuous ~mprovement cycles 
and revisions. The topic of project management may be introduced via mention in an introduction to business, 
management or equivalent course should a curriculum use that course venue. More typically, the first introduction 
to the project management topic would take place in an operations management, production and operations 
management, or similarly titled course. The level of content would be low possibly contained within one to three 
class periods of coverage. The content would typically be limited to scheduling, critical path determination and 
CPM analysis. Some of these introductory courses would begin the use of project oriented software. This 
introductory level of coverage is not intended to adequately prepare a business management student to effectively 
step into a project management situation in the workplace. Additional, typically optional courses may be offered· 
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within a business school in project management. There is also the possibility of a project management course being 
offered by an engineering program. 

Project Management 
In the most fundamental .way, organizations perform work . . Regardless if the organization is a large, multinational 
or transnational entity or to the opposite of a sole proprietor employing only a few people, work gets done. To a 
great extent, the return or profit is dependent on the efficient and effective deployment of resources. What prevents 
companies from efficiently and effectively deploying their resources? Typically the answer involves poor planning, 
control and management. [ 1] Companies learn and improve their processes in on-going operations; however special 
purpose events or projects often overlap with functional duties potentially causing conflict within the organization. 

A project may be defined as a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service. [5] The 
overarching goal of project management then is to meet the demands of the project itself, the budget of the project, 
the cost of the project, the needs of the customer, and the internal needs of project employees which becomes a 
daunting task in the best of environments. To be an effective project manger, one needs advanced knowledge and 
skills beyond the entry level management expectation. The main curriculum.content areas of project management 
include but are not limited to are: project definition and-selection; the project manager and organization; conflict and 
negotiation within the project management context; budgeting, costing, scheduling and resource allocation; project 
control; and termination. 

METHODOLOGY 
There are approximately 1100 business programs offered within the United States. Approximately ten percent of 
these business programs were rap.domly selected and surveyed via an online examination pf their curriculum or 
tlµ'ough a phone interview with the particular school's program. Being able to conduct the data gathering in this 
case provided an essential one hundred percent response rate of intended data targets. · 

For base information, data was gathered with regard to overall student enrollment, public or private institution, 
bachelor of arts or bachelor of science degree type, and AACSB accredited or riot. In addition, each program was 
surveyed gathering information about their possible coverage of project management within the business 
curriculum. Specific course titles included were production and process management; operations management; · 
production and operations management; management science; operations research; management and operations and 
quantitative management. Also, additional course coverage at th~ entry level was assessed with the following 
course titles: principles of management, management, introduction to management, foundations of management and 
similarly labeled courses. · · 

_RESULTS 
The results of the survey begin to benchmark the present level of project management course content within the 
context of an undergraduate business curriculum. One hundred twenty schools were surveyed successfully. Of the 
these schools 67% had a student enrollment of less than 4000 students, 21 % had a student enrollment of 4000 to 
10,000 students, while 12% had an enrollment exceeding 10,000 students: Of the total schools surveyed, 25% had 
achieved AACSB accreditation. With regard to degrees offered, 63% of the schools offered a bachelor of arts while 
80% of the schools offered a bachelor of science degree in business management. There was an overlap of 50 · 
schools or 42% that offered both a bachelor of arts and a bachelor of science degree in business manageµ,ient. Brief 
entry level course content was offered in the curriculum of all program offerings. With regard to a higher level of 
study of project management through coursework such as operations management or production and operations 
management, management science, etc. there were 74% of schools including these courses in their degree programs. 
Only 19 or 16% of the schools offered an undergraduate an opportunity to opt for the inclusion of project 
management within their program~ Unfortunately at the undergraduate level, only three schools required project 
management as part of the business management degree program. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It would seem that at the undergraduate business curriculum level, project management has yet to take a firm 
foothold as a required class. There is clearly some very limited coverage through introductory survey courses. 
There is at least an introductory level of project management skills and tools offered at nearly 3 out 4.business 
programs. Business management students may opt to take a project management course as an elective at many 
institutions through an academic advising situation. At present, }?usiness management students wanting to have 
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project management skills at the undergraouate level must carefully plan their program and curriculum choices. 
Other curriculum choices for students to pursue-advanced work in the area of project management is (1) to pursue 
advanced study at the graduate level; (2) to pursue project management certification or(3) to earn a project 
management certificate offered at select schools. 
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DEVELOPING A GENERALIZED ACADEMIC PLANNING MODEL 

Colin O Benjamin, Jennelle Parent and Curtis Manns 
Florida A & M University 

ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we review the quantitative tools and techniques and Mathematical Programming software used to 
facilitate operational planning in academia. We develop a generalized academic planning model using mathematical 
programming to determine the optimum mix of lower division, upper division and graduate-level courses to be 
offered during the academic year by a large profess10nal School of Architecture. We compare the optimum 
solutions obtained when the model is solved using the LINGO software in a range of planning scenarios and discuss 
possible extensions of this model to provide a robust planning framework. 

INTRODUCTION 
Professional schools in academia, in their operational planning processes, are constantly striving to attain the 
optimum balance between the goal of revenue maximization and that of providing superior levels of customer 
service to its stakeholders - faculty, students, staff, and alumni. Several management science models have been 
used to arrive at the optimal resource allocation required to achieve the ideal trade-off between these often 
competing objectives. Software programs have also been developed to provide assistance to analysts seeking to 
address these planning problems in academia. 

In this paper, we will review the quantitative tools and techniques and software used to facilitate operational 
planning in academia. We develop a generalized academic planning model and illustrate its application using data 
from the professional school of Architecture at Florida A & M University. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Quantitative Tools and Techniques 
Several quantitative tools and techniques have been used to address planning proble~ in academia such as 
timetabling, course scheduling, and space allocation . . Others have attempted to find optimal school scheduling 
solutions using heuristic and mathematical programming. Research has shown heuristic programming to be 
promising but requiring a large amount of time [l]. Heuristic search~s have had reasonable success, but it is hard to 
form a-heuristic that performs as well as an experienced human. Simulated Annealing with Sequential and Parallel 
Algorithms has also been used to attempt to solve the timetabling problem [2]. Mathematical programming methods 
suffer from excessive combinatorial complexity. They present numerous solutions and involve many constraints [l]. 

As explained in "A Typology of Planning Problems" (3], insufficient resources readily become apparent during the 
implementation phase and reallocation of resources is a conimon outcome of planning. By using academic planning 
models, decision makers are able to assess the resource required to pursue. an optimal solution arid make informed 
decisions about re-allocation of resources. 

Linear Programming Software 
Software programs have been developed to provide assistance to analysts seeking to address these planning 
problems in academia. A survey of the linear programming software conducted by OR/MS today 
(www.lionhrtpub.com) provides profiles of 44 LP related software distribQted by 30 vendors. The products surveyed 
incorporate two complementary but fundamentally different types of software (4). Solver software takes an instance 
of an LP model as input, applies one or more solution methods, and returns the results. Modeling software, typically 
designed around a computer modeling language for expressing LP models, offers features for reporting, model 
management and application development, in addition to a translator for the _language. These software programs 
range in price from a low of $20 to a high of $30,000 with many vendors offering discounts for educational use. 
Ninety-Seven percent of the software products can be used with the Windows operating system with products also 
being developed for the Linux, Solaris and Unix operating systems. As shown in Figure 2, most of the products 
(55%) are designed to run on one or two operating systems with a few products (16%) designed for use on seven or 
more platforms. Nonlinear and linear solvers are among the many features and functions offered by the software. 
One of the widely available products is LINGO produced by LINGO Systems, Inc. This was used in our model 
solution. 
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Model Formulation · 
• Let Xu be the number of lower/upper/graduate classes to be offered in Fall and Spring semesters 

0 i denotes Lower (1), Upper (2), and Graduate classes (3) 

0 j denotes Fall (1) and Spring (2) semesters 
• Let Yi be the revenue. obtained ($/ FTE) for lower/upper/graduate classes · 

Objective Function . . . . 
Maximize Revenues per Acadetn1c Year (Fall and Spnng Semesters: 

· MAX= (( 3 * (X 11 + X!2) I 15) * 110 * Y1) + 
((3 * (X21 + X22) / 15) * 70 * Y2) + 
(( 3 * (X3r+ X32) / 15) * 70 * Y3) 

Specify Constraints . . 
Course Availability: offer at least a number of courses at each level 

X 11 ~ 11; X 12 ~ 7; X2r ~ 10; X22 ~ 11; 31 ~ X31 ~ 16; 28 ~.X32 ~ 14 

Classroom Availability; Rj - Number of classrooms available in semester j 
µ 1 - Classroom utilization in semester j 

Fall: ((3 * (X11 + X21)) / 8 + (2*X31) / 6) I 5) :s; µ1 * R1 
Spring: ((3* (X12 + X22)) / 8 + (2*X32) I 6) I 5) :s; µ2* R2 

Faculty Availability: Fj - Number of available faculty in semester j 
Fall: (0.5 * (X11 + X21 + X31)) :s; F1 
Spring: .(0.5 * (X12 + X22 + X32)) :s; F2 

Seating Constraint: Sj - Maximum seating capacity in semester j 
Fall: (3 * (X11 + X21 + X31)) I 5) * 14 :s; S1 
Spring: (3* (X12 + X22 + X32)) I 5) * 14 :s; S2 

Non-negativity Constraint 
All Xu~ 0 

All Integer Variables (Xii) 

A CASE STUDY 
Assignment 
A professional school whose total enrollment is 250, consisting of 110 lower division students (freshman and 
sophomores), 70 upper division students, and 70 graduate professional students is trying to build a revenue · 
optimization model to aid its operational planning process. The school receives revenues as follows : Lower division 
students - $5000 per FTE (15 hours per semester); Upperclassmen - $10,000 per FTE; and graduate students -
$15,000 per FTE. There are approximately 30 teaching faculty and 300 desks in the school. Classes are scheduled 
such that all rooms are used by the faculty at the rate of 60% of capacity. Other assumptions are: 
• Average Class Size: Freshman & Sophomores - 2 5; Upper Division - 15; Graduate - 10 
• Faculty Teaching Load (Courses per semester)- 2 . • Average Class Size - 14 
• Total Seats - 300 • Number of Classrooms - 20 
• Hours per day : Freshman & Sophomores - 8; Upper Division - 8; Graduate - 6 

Model Development and Solution 
The Linear Programming model developed to solve this problem is outlined in Appendix 1. and the solution obtained 
using the LINGO mathematical programming software in them most likely scenario is described in Appendix 2. The 
results obtained in the most likely, optimistic, and pessimistic scenarios are summarized in Table 1 and 2 below. 
Table 3 shows the increase in Annual Revenues with decreases in FTE (credit hours per semester). 
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Decision 
Description 

Pessimistic Most Likely Optimistic 
Variable Scenario Scenario Scenario 

X11 
No. of lower division classes to be 
nfTPrPn ;n F~ 11 ~-

10 11 11 

X12 
No. ·of lower division classes to be 

6 7 7 
offered in Spring semester 

X21 
Number of upper division classes 

9 10 ·10 
to be offered in Fall semester 

X22 
Number of upper division classes 

10 11 13 
to be offered in Spring semester 

X31 
Number of graduate classes to be 

19 22 27 
offered in Fall semester 

X3i 
Number of graduate classes to be 

24 26 28 
offered in Spring semester 

Revenues per Academic Year $Mn 13.45 $Mn 15.00 $Mn 16.75 

Table 1: Summary of Results obtained in alternative Planning Scenarios 

Xu 
Number of lower division classes to be 

10 11 11 
offered in Fall semester 

X12 
Number of lower division classes to be 6 7 7 
offered in Spring semester 

= X21 
Number of upper division classes to be 

9 10 10 Q offered in Fall semester 
~ 

= Number of upper division classes to be = X22 10 11 13 
rJ:J offered in Spring semester 
e 

X31 
Number of graduate classes to be 

19 22 -27 = offered in Fall semester .§ 
~ 

X32 
Number of graduate classes to be 24 26 28 c.. 

. 0 offered in Spring semester 

Revenue per Academic Year $Mn 13.45 $Mn 15.00 $Mn 16.75 

~ Faculty Utilization - Fall 63.33% 71.67% 80.00% 
CJ = Faculty Utilization - Spring 66.67% 73.33% 80.00% ~ e flj ... ~ Classroom Utilization - Fall 13.46% 15.21% 16.&8% .s -~ ... "C 
l !: Classroom Utilization - Spring 15.50% 16.92% 18.33% 

Table 2: Performance Indices under various Planning Scenarios 
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Annual Reveunes vs FTE 

19 c 
:E 
U) 18 -
~ ::, 17 
C 
Cl) 

~ 16 Q: 

ci 
::, 15 C 
C 
<( 

14 
12 13 14 15 

FTE (Credit Hours per Semester) 

Table 3: Variation of Annual Revenues with FTE (Credit Hours per Semester) 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The results of this planning model were examined under pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic scenarios. The 
optimal solution associated with each scenario was found by taking into account changes in course availability, 
classroom availability, faculty availability, and seating constraints. The results summarized in Table 1. show that 
annual revenues ranged from a low ofMn$13.45 to a high of$Mn16.75. As shown in Table 2, the best performance 
indices were obtained in the optimistic scenario which assumes greater availability of resources. 

The planning model developed can serve as a useful starting point in planning in academia and can be developed 
into a flexible tool for rapidly exploring the outcomes of alternative planning scenarios associated with policy 
alternatives. To enable effective implementation of the optimal solution developed, this model needs to be 
complemented by other planning tools for course scheduling [5] - [7], timetabling [l], [2], [8] - [11], space· 
allocation [12], and classroom scheduling software [10]. 

The Mixed Integer Programming model developed in this paper can be extended in several directions. One avenue 
would be to examine the impact of prioritizing the planning objectives and developing a goal programming 
formulation that would minimize the deviations from specific planning targets. Another area of development is on 
constructing a planning framework that will facilitate the participation of decision-makers in academia in 
establishing and prioritizing planning objectives and in developing the scenarios to be used in the planning process. 
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Appendix 1: Academic Planning Model for Case Study 

MODEL FORMULATION 

Let Xij be the number of lower/upper/graduate classes to be offered in Fall and Spring semesters 
i denotes Lower (1), Upper (2), and Graduate classes (3) 
j denotes Fall (1) and Spring (2) semesters 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

Maximize Revenues per Academic Year (Fall and Spring Semesters: 
MAX= (( 3 * (X11 +X12) / 15) * 110 * 5000) + . 

(( 3 * (X21 + X22) / 15) * 70 * 10000) + 
(( 3 * (X31 + X32) I 15) * 70 • · 15000) 

SPECIJ?Y CONSTRAINTS 

Course Availability: offer at least a number of courses at each level 
Xu ~ 11; X12 ~ 7; X21 ~ 10; X22 ~ 11; 31 ~ X31 ~ 16; 28 ~ X32 ~ 14 

Classroom Availability 
Fall: ((3 *(Xu+ X21)) / 8 + (2*X31) I 6) I 5) ~ 0.60 * 20 
Spring: ((3* (X12 + X22)) / 8 + (2*X32) / 6) I 5) ~ 0.60 * 20 

Faculty Availability 
Fall: (0.5 *(Xu+ X21 + X31)) ~ 30 

Spring: (0.5 * (X12 + X22 +X32)) ~ 30 

Seating Constraint 
Fall: (3 *(Xu+ X21 + X31)) / 5) * 14 ~ 300 
Spring: (3* (X12 +X22 + X32)) / 5) * 14 ~ 300 

Non-negativity Constraint 
AllXij ~O 

All Integer Variables (Xij ) 
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Appendix 2: LINGO Solution: Model #1 - Most Likely Scenario 

!]MODEL: 
2]MAX = ((3*Xl 1)/15)*110*5000 + ((3*Xl2)/15)*110*5000 + 
3] ((3*X21)/15)*70*10000 + ((3*X22)/15)*70*10000 + 
4] ((3*X3 l)/15)*70*15000 + ((3*X32)/15)*70*15000; 
5]Xll >= 11; 
6]Xl2 >= 7; 
7]X21 >=10; 
8]X22 >= 11; 
9]X31 >::;; 16; 
10]X31 <= 31; 
l l]X32 >= 14; 
12]X32 <= 28; 
13]((.375 * Xl 1 + .375 * X21) + (l/3)*X31)/5 <=12; 
14]((.375* Xl2 + .375 * X22) + (l/3)*X32)/5 <=12; 
15]0.5 * (Xl 1 + X21 + X31) <=30; 
16]0.5 * (Xl2 + X22 + X32) <=30; 
17]((3* (Xll + X21) +(2* X3 l))/5)*14 <=300; 
18]((3* (Xl2 + X22)+ (2*X32))/5)*14 <=300; 
19]@GIN(Xl l); 
20]@GIN(Xl2); 
2l]@GIN(X21); 
22]@GIN(X22); 
23]@GIN(X3 l); 
24 ]@GIN(X32); 
25]END 

Global optimal solution found at step: 2 
Objective value: 0.1500000E+08 
Branch count: 0 

Variable Value Reduced Cost 
Xll 11.00000 -110000.0 
Xl2 7.000000 -110000.0 
X21 10.00000 -140000.0 
X22 11.00000 -140000.0 
X31 22.00000 -210000.0 
X32 26.00000 -210000.0 

Row Slack or Surplus 'Dual Price 
1 O. l 500000E+08 0.0000000 
2 0.0000000 0.0000000 
3 0.0000000 0.0000000 
4 0.0000000 0.0000000 
5 0.0000000 0.0000000 
6 6.000000 0.0000000 
7 9.000000 0.0000000 
8 12.00000 0.0000000 
9 2.000000 0.0000000 
10 8.958333 0.0000000 
11 8.916667 0.0000000 
12 8.500000 0.0000000 
13 8.000000 0.0000000 
14 0.4000000 ·. 0 .0000000 
15 3.200000 0.0000000 
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INDUSTRY COLLABORATION AS A BASIS FOR FLORIDA'S FIRST COAST 
MANUFACTURING INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP 

Daniel Cox and Alexandra Schonning 
University of North Florida 

ABSTRACT 
Joint industry-academia projects with regional industry have influenced creation of Florida's First Coast 
M~ufacturing Innovation Partnership (MIP). The development of the MIP has the primary goals of project-centered 
innovations for technology transfer, training the reg1onal workforce with relevance to industry, and sustainability of 
technology transfer through creation of high-technology jobs. 

BACKGROUND 
Joint industry-academia projects with regional industry have influenced creation of Florida's First Coast 
Manufacturing Innovation Partnership (MIP). Several joint industry-academia projects between the newly 
established Mechanical Engineering Program at the University of North Florida (UNF) and regional industry have 
established a foundation for the MIP. The Mechanical Engineering Program offered initial courses in 2001 and 
graduated the inaugural class of students in 2003. In this nescient timeframe, industrial projects were organized 
between the UNF and local companies to provide students with experiential learning to supplement their degree 
curriculum requirements. The students teamed as Undergraduate Research Assistants (URAs) on several engineering 
project-centered tasks to accomplish machine and system design for regional industry. Several of the initial projects 
are outlined below. 

Pool Cue Test and Demonstration Machinery 
This project scope is research and development to design systems and machines [ 1-7] between UNF and Predator 
Products, a leading design and manufacturing company of pool cues [8]. The University ofNorth Florida 
Mechanical Engineering Program and Predator Products, Inc. (Predator) have jointly developed ongoing robotics 
and automation projects in collaboration. The first of these is a Break Device machin~ to measure break shots [1,2]. 
The inaugural senior design class also designed a pool-playing robot [2-5]. Among other R&D interests at Predator 
in the area of robotics and automation is a Jump Cue Testing Device [6,7]. The hardening the Break Device is also 
in t)ie scope of a current undergraduate research project. The basic design of the Break Device is well established 
[1,2]. The two main tasks associated with additional scope for the Break Device are mechanical hardening and 
enhancements to system sensing and software functions. The mechanical hardening involves further design for 
strength and durability of the components. The enhancements to system sensing and software make use of the built
in software functions to measure and quantify. a break shot in an absolute sense. In absolute sense, a calibrated Break 
Device can be used with a repeatable shooting device such as a robot [2-5] to compare Break Cues, one of the 
company's products. 

Design for Manufacture and Manufacturing Automation for Drug Kits 
The scope of this project is research and development in a cooperative design and automation project [9] between 
UNF and Armor Holdings, Inc. [ 1 O], a leading design and manufacturing company of security and law enforcement 
related equipment supplies. The initial scope of the project has been to address an automated approach to the 
assembly of ampules inserted into tubes which are contained in the Narcotics Identification Kit (NIK) Drug Testing 
Kit, a product line of Armor Holdings, Inc. Initially the various design for automation solutions to the current design 
were proposed. One of these has been adopted by the company and a system has been designed to automate this 
portion of the assembly process. A variety of ampules are assembled into tubes consisting of one to three slot, or 
sleeve openings to form the primary component of the NIK. Each of the variety of ampules contains a specific 
chemical agent that when released and reacting with a substance may determj.ne the substance matter. There is a 
high volume of NIK and multiple tube/ampule assemblies required in the NIK products, leading this application to 
high-volume production automation. 

Manufacturing Process and Machine Design for Paper Processing Machinery 
An engineering research automation project is in-process [11] between UNF and The Ronco Group [12], an 
engineering firm headquartered in St. Augustine that primarily serves the international paper processing industry. 
The scope of the project is to address a? automated approach to the adaptation of an existing core winder machine to 
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an upgraded gift wrap feature that requires higher volumes of production with greater precision. An existing core 
wfoding machine design exists in the Ronco product line. The existing core winder produces 2-ply, 3-ply, and 4-ply 
paper cores that are 1.5 in. to i. 7 5 in. in diameter up. to 100 in. in length. The basic mechanical design accomplishes 
core winding at a sufficient rate and precision to produce products to satisfy a wide variety of industry needs. This is 
currently accomplished with a single cutting head within the machine. The cutting bead is servo controlled while the 
overall sequencing of the machine in controlled with PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) computers. The goal of 
this project is to 'increase the production rate and allow flexibility to produce cores for a wider industry segment; gift 
wrap, aluminum foil, plastic wrap, wax paper, etc. These will be limited to 2-ply .cores up to 30" long. It is assumed 
that multiple cutting heads are required to meet the increased production rate. Also, due to the target application, 
greater precision is required. UNF's primary role is to provide engineering R&D services that work with Ronco to 
accomplish the project in collaboration. UNF Undergraduate Research Assistants are involved with Ronco in the 
design, implementation, and testing of the machine. 

Productivity Analysis· and Improvements to Die Cut Machinery 
The die cutting system is a tool residing at the Dura Automotive [13] manufacturing site in Jacksonville. A set of 
components (20+ unique part numbers) have been analyzed for production on this machine. The geometry of the 
parts are known from part drawings. Not all materials are known, thus the project has involved identifying the 
materials and vendors for the base material to make the parts. Some of the parts use common material. The desired 
production rates for the parts are known and the desired frequency of production for each part number is also 
known. Labor and tooling costs are known, and material cost is either known or to be determined. The layout of the 
parts for processing in the tool is determined within the scope of the project. The raw material is received in a 
possible variety of widths, thus this is another production variable to define through contact with vendors. With the 
data available, a make vs. buy cost analysis has been within the scope of this work. The students have also designed 
and implemented the dies with the tool. 

MIP OVERVIEW 
The Manufacturing Innovation Partnership (MIP) Program exists with two primary objectives. One of these is to 
develop a shared design and manufacturing center providing resources for the local manufacturing and design 
companies to aid in the economic and technical development of the Northeast Florida Region, also referred to as 
Florida's First Coast. The other objective is to improve the technical education and preparation of the future 
workforce in the region. Project-centered innovations for technology transfer, training the regional workforce with 
relevance to industry, and sustainability of technology transfer through creation of high-technology jobs serve to 
satisfy this objective. 

The focus of the MIP Program with the shared design and manufacturing resource center is to create an environment 
tbat fosters innovations in current and new products, processes, and/or systems through project-centered 
manufacturing and design activities o( mutual benefit to regional industry and academia. The outcomes of the 
project-centered activities are in the areas of design and manufacturing that increase the competitiveness of the 
partner company through innovation. The companies gain access to knowledge from faculty and ·from knowledge 
created at the shared design and manufacturing resource center in an intellectual capacity not otherwise readily 
available. This broader impact is a more competitive, prosperous company in the region in a stronger position to 
create high-technology jobs. In tum, the experiences gained by the student participants in the MIP Program create 
another broader impact of a more scientifically and technologically literate workforce trained with relevance to 
industry. A mentorship facet of the program is another broader impact to attract and retain engineering studen:ts for 
the future. 

The fundamental idea is that technology tools for innovation in advanced design, for example, computer aided 
engineering including finite element modeling, analysis, and rapid prototyping; and manufacturing, for example, 
modular robotics, advanced manufacturing process development, automation, manufacturing systems modeling, and 
simulation be used in support of projects in partnership with regional industrial companies. The rationale of the joint 
industry and academic projects accomplished in the MIP Program require the integration of research and education 
and the technical need by the partnering company. The vision is that a critical level of innov~tion for the region is 
achieved as the ultimate outcome for the projects while also accomplishing a distinguishing educational background 
for the engineering graduates. · 
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Florida's First Coast is centered around Jacksonville, which has as a population of close to 1.2 million and a growth 
rate of over 21 % between 1990 and 2000. The Jacksonville metropolitan area is the 46th largest in the US with very 
proactive economic development organizations. This geographic region has the potential to grow into a major 
industrial region with access to global markets through its deep-water port. The MIP Program serves as a catalyst for 
innovation fueling th~ growth, job creation, and overall improvement to the quality of life in the region. 

MIP INITIALIZATION 
The region known as Florida's First Coast is one of the fast~st growing in the nation and has received recent acclaim 
as a top location for new and emerging businesses and industries to relocate or expand. The development of a shared 
manufacturing and advanced design facility is particularly important to this region of the nation that needs an 
expanded supporting infrastructure for technology and innovation. The iµiportance to manufacturing in the economy 
is crucial. Every individual and industry depends on manufactured goods. This sector continues to account for 14% 
ofUS GDP and 11% of total US employment [14].With the rapid development of new manufacturing industry, it is 
necessary to also create resource facilities for these burgeoning industries. To help the local industry grow, shared 
resources among the local industry and the University.of North Florida (UNF) are envisioned through the Florida's 
First Coast Manufacturing Innovation Partnership Program. Many of these companies emerging are small and may 
not currently have resources for fully staffed engineering departments. Smaller companies also may not be able to 
afford the equipment and tools necessary to successfully survive and thrive in a quickly changing market. In some 
cases larger companies outsource engineering services to smaller companies to reduce their overhead expenditures. 
There is a lack of advanced manufacturing and design infrastructure in the region and as a whole the local region is 
in need of design and manufacturing support. One way to help the local growing industry is to develop a shared 
resource support facility in the area of engineering design and manufacturing. The Florida's First Coast 
Manufacturing Innovation Partne~ship Program serves as a. catalyst for the high technology growth sector of the 
region while also enhancing the development of scientifically and technologically literate engineering workforce. A 
$600K, three-year proposal [15] has been successfully submitted and a grant has been awarded by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) to the College of Computing, Engineering, and Construction at UN'F to facilitate high-
technology development in the region. · · 

MIPGOALS 
Among the recent report recommendations from the Department of Commerce is to "Strengthen Partnerships to 
Promote Technology Transfer" [1]. The objectives of the proposed solution- Florida's First Coast Manufacturing 
Innovation Partnership - enables new science and engineering resources to further expand linkages to local industry 
beyond those currently established. The MIP Program is a catalyst for ·advanced technology development and high
technology job creation in a rapidly growing area of the nation. The goals are: 

1. To stimulate transformation of knowledge in design and manufacturing occurring in the academic" domain to the 
applied research and development in the industrial fieid through project-centered innovations developed using a 
shared design and manufacturing resource for technology transfer, 

2. To develop partnerships with the local public academic institutions with the common goal of producing students 
whose education satisfies the needs of the regional workforce with a more scientifically and technologically literate 
workforce trained with relevance to industry including mentorship to attract and retain engineering students for the 
future, and · 

3; To implement Florida's First Coast Manufacturing Innovation Partnership Program for long-term sustainability of 
technology transfer and creation ofhigh-technology jobs in the engineering-manufacturing and design professions. 

MIP PARTNERSHIP RATIONAL 
The fundamental idea is that technology tools for innovation in advanced design and manufacturing be used in 
support of projects in partnership with regional industrial companies. The rationale of the joint industry and 
academic projects accomplished in the MIP Program requires the integration of research and education and the 
technical need by the partnering company. The innovations for the partnering companies of the region are achieved 
as the ultimate outcome of the projects whil~ also providing students the educational background creating a more 
scientifically and technologically literate workforce trained with relevance to industry. 
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The industrial companies are key partners for innovation. Industry provides the requirements and the needs for the 
4tnovation. The projects are the common theme .and scope connecting the partners ofMIP Program. Several projects 
are currently underway between UNF and local industry. These are going well and provide a base of reference for 
the MIP Program. This creates a stimulus for more activity between academia and industry. Industry clearly has 
needs. Smaller companies lack resources to meet those needs, while larger companies are continuing to try to do 
niore with less, also creating a resource imbalance to match their needs. 

The partnership will consist of me.mbers that include academic institutions, local government, and regional industry, 
with the resource facility located at the University of North Florida. The facility can be considered a shared 
manufacturing and advanced design facility. The fundamental idea is that technology tools for innovation in 
advanced design (for example, computer aided engineering including finite element modeling and analysis and rapid 
prototyping) and shared manufacturing (for example, modular robotics and automation) equip such a resource 
facility for the purpose of supporting projects in partnership with regional industrial companies~ 

There are several facets of the local industrial community involvement at UNF. The engineering programs at UNF 
receive guidance from the Engineering Advisory Council (EAC), which is comprised of local industry leaders. The 
First Coast Manufacturing Association (FCMA) is an organization of industry within the region that works together 
on common issues, including academic interests. There are also individ,ual partnerships between industrial concerns 
and faculty members. Of primary significance, is that the majority of the company sites that participate in areas of 
common interest are small (less than 50 employees). Small companies often lack the staff and resources to develop 

· advanced design and manufacturing solutions. 

UNF has a newly expanded engineering curriculum and physical plant laboratories to help meet the needs of a 
rapidly emerging area of the state and nation. Within the newly formed. undergraduate Mechanical Engineering 
program at UNF, an emphasis is placed on design and manufacturing. Outreach to local industry is one of the 
cornerstones of these areas to enable students to engage with local industry on mutually beneficial projects for 
industrial partners in the areas of shared manufacturing and advanced design. UNF, with its new Science and 
Engineering buildmg, is well positioned to provide such a resource and serve as a focal point for the regional 
industry as well as community colleges and high schools. 

Academia provides an open learning environment for students as well as industrial partners. Advanced·techniques in 
design and manufacturing are made available by the MIP Program for industry use on project-centered activities. 
Human resources (students) are trained by experience on the projects. The synergy created between academia and · 
industry leads to innovations not otherwise attainable. Engaging two-year community college and high schools 
supports training future workforce needed by the nation in the field of engineering. 

Government entities and other non-profit entities create awareness and opportunities for the MIP Program. Non
profit entities create awareness for inner-city industries to become partners in the MIP Program. Such agencies can 
also help identify bright young minds residing in inner-city schools to participate in the mentorship facet of MIP. 
New companies coming to the region become aware ofMIP Program through government entities, thus creating 
additional opportunities for projects. 

A wide variety of manufacturing and design companies exist in the regional industrial base. Local companies have 
already participated.in projects in the newly formed engineering program at UNF. FCMA, a non-profit consortium, 
has over 300 member companies many of whom have expressed interest in participating in the MIP Program. Many . 
more innovative projects become possible with the MIP Program providing a catalyst for these companies and 
additional companies to collaborate with academia. 

Other non-profit organizations such as the Regional Chamber of Commerce, know as Cornerstone, have indicated a 
willingness to help support active participation and identification of partnering companies, including companies 
being actively and vigorously recruited to the region. Fresh Ministries provides inner-city economic development 
including a technology incubator for minority owned businesses and industries. Fresh MiJJ,istries will also help 
identify and facilitate partnerships for the MIP Program of companies with diverse background. 

Fresh Ministries also works with the inner-city educational system and will also help identify participants at the 
high-school level for a mentorship program. The philosophy behind the mentorship component of the MIP Program 
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is to attract and retain future engineers. Additionally, the two-year community college and other local high schools 
expand the academic umbrella to the younger generations with the aim of enticing more young people into the 
engineering disciplines. 

MIP REALIZATION PLAN TO ACHIEVE GOALS 
A plan describing how each of the above goals will be realized is outlined in the following sub-sections. 

Realization to Achieve Goal 1 - Proiect-Centered Irinovations for Technology Transfer 
Product development cycles in all industry sectors are more rapid than ever before. When developing a new product 
and its production process, it is necessary to coordinate the development stages concurrently such that the product 
development time can be reduced (17]. Once the life-cycle of the product enters production, principles such as the 
Toyota Production System have led to lean manufacturing in which product and assembly cells consist of product
focused resources that are closely linked in terms of their throughput times and inventory control (18,19]. Agile 
manufacturing allows rapid changeover and production to accommodate new products through reconfiguration of 
the production processes. Robotics is one enabling technology to achieve reconfigurable manufacturing systems. 
World market for industrial robots is estimated to increase from 68,000 units in 2002 to just over 91,000 units in 
2006 for a yearly average increase of7.4% (20] indicating the trend to agile manufacturing. 

Several component technologies and resources are needed by many regional industries. Manufacturing resources at 
UNF include manufacturing machine sciences, automation systems design, production modeling analysis and 
simulation, robotics and mechatronics, instrumentation, sensing, data acquisition, and specialized manufacturing 
resources for the community. 

Manufacturing Machine Sciences UNF has a laboratory dedicated to the science of machinery. The laboratory 
supports curriculum and research in dynamic systems modeling and analysis, control systems ~ngineering, 
instrumentation, advanced sensing and transducers, metrology, modal analysis, and mechanism and machine theory. 
Contained in the laboratory are several Educational Control P.roducts (ECP) Syst_ems to teach arid perform 
experiments in the fundamentals of machine theory. Additional component technologies and software are available 
in the laboratory to support this area of research and development. 

Automation Systems Design Several projects are already underway with local industry primarily in the area of 
automation systems design. The current mode of operation is to perfor:m and implement the automation projects on 
an individual, contractual basis. Although lessons learned from these experiences are invaluable, an environment 
much more conducive to facilitating the relationships between academia and industry is proposed. 

. . . 
Production Analysis and Simulation Standard engineering analysis software such as Matlab contain a rich suite of 
toolboxes to perform complex analyses on a variety of engineering problems including manufacturing production 
analysis. A simulation tool for production to complement the ·analysis tools is needed. A tool such as ProModel is 
well suited for discrete-event simulation as found in manufacturing production. Many smaller companies lack the 
skills and resources to answer the "what-if' scenarios that may be accomplished in collaborative projects between 
industry and academia. 

Robotics and Mechatronics UNF's Robotics Laboratory has several industrial robots and many automation 
components donated by local industry. The robots are two Staubli RX60 CR robots, an Adept robot, and Smart 
Technologies semiconductor wafer-handling robots. Many components haye been donated by local industry and 
include motors, bearings, gears, pneumatics, drives, actuators, etc. that serve as building blocks for projects in 
robotics and automation applications and mechatronics. Further resources are needed to expand these facilities, 
particularly a suite of modular robotics components enables rapid development of robotics applications for industry. 

Instrumentation, Sensing, and Data Acquisition Integrated within the laboratory resources are National 
Instruments hardware and Lab View software as well as variety of donated sensors. These cdmponents provide 
additional building blocks for ~pplications in manufacturing, process monitoring, and control. Additional sensing 
and instrumentation resources are available~to complement these components. 
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Machine Vision As mentioned, laboratory resources include National Instruments hardware and Lab View software 
that also contains machine vision capabilities. Machine-vision is not only useful for manufacturing automation 
· applications, but also for inspection and testing operations. 

Specialized Manufacturing Resources Some of the primary harqware resources are discussed above. Various 
. ·software packages are used for educational purposes and are applicable to the learning environment of the MIP 
Program. These include· NI Lab View, Math Works Matlab and Simulink, Robo Works, Visual C++, Dymola, 
ProModei, and CAD packages described earlier. Acquisition of PLC hardware and software to support development 
of manufacturing automation applications is also available. 

To help the local industry grow, a plan has been established which builds on shared resources among the local 
industry and the UNF. This plan proposes the development of a manufacturing and design resource facility located 
at and managed by UNF with a workforce consisting of students and faculty. Local industry will have access to the 

· facility and will be able to utilize the shared resources. The National Coalition for Advanced Manufacturing 
contends that there are a number of technologies that can substantially change the way products are made. Some of 
these include reconfigurable systems, solid free-form fabrication, modeling, simulation, and visualization [16]. 
Design resources available to realize this goal include product design, analysis, optimization, reverse engineering, 
product prototyping, and specialized resources for the community. 

Product Design The product design resources include knowledge in product design, material and component 
selection, and computer aided design: (CAD). In developing the designs students and faculty will be working with 
the industry partner to learn its design specifications. Initial design suggestions will be developed by the design team 
and detailed designs will follow upon approval from the local industry sponsoring the project. In developing detailed 
designs the team would utilize software available at the resource center. This includes three-dimensional CAD 
software in which solid models can be created. Currently~ UNF has I-DEAS, Pro-Engineer and AutoCAD. 

Design Analysis In developing designs, analysis must be performed at times to verify that the product can withstand 
the loads it is subjected to without failure. For simple projects, these analyses can be performed-using hand 
calculations, however; for more advanced analysis, finite element modeling and analysis is preferred. UNF offers a 
course in finite element modeling and analysis to its undergraduate students. With the supervision of the faculty, the 
students will be able to perform analysis that will help determine the mechanical safety of designs. The I-DEAS 
software available at UNF can be used for most of these analyses; however other software may be needed for more 
advanced analysis. Potential advanced finite element software are Abaqus and LS-Dyna. ' 

Design Optimization For companies to stay competitive, their products must be continuously improved. One way 
to do this is by utilizing optimization software and resources. Simple optimization analysis can be performed in 
Excel while more advanced analysis may need optimization algorithms looping around the analysis function (i.e., 
finite element program or other). Depending on the problem analyzed, optimization functionality will include linear 
and nonlinear optimization algorithms, design of experiment, and response surface analysis functionality. 

Reverse Engineering Many local smaller companies can be considered "mom and pop" type of industries. They 
often have parts without drawings making it difficult to create new parts that need to mate with the old ones or to 
make modifications to the current design or manufacturing process used. It is therefore often necessary to reverse 
engineer the old designs before modifications can be made. A FARO Arm and other reverse engineering tools will 
be considered in developing this portion of the design resources. Other metro logy tools will be necessary throughout . 
the design process. 

Product Prototyping To test the form, fit and function of products, prototypes are often desired before going to 
production. Currently, UNF has prototyping resources including a rapid prototyping machine, a 4-axis CNC bench 
top milling machine and software that can generate tool paths. Plans to bring a·machine shop to the first floor of the 
new science and engineering building are underway. 

Specialized Design Resources In addition to conventional design resources the region has some needs that are 
specialized to the region specifically in the design, analysis and testing of biomedical products. Numerous 
biomechanics companies and research facilities have emerged in the Jacksonville area. To support this blooming 
industry, specialized software and testing equipment are needed. This includes visualization and modeling software 
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that can generate 3-D CAD models from 2-D scanned data, data smoothing and advanced finite element modeling 
software. UNF has some of the necessary software such as Mimics, Geomagics and True Grid. Additional software 
may include Abacus and LS Dyna. For material testing, a fatigue tester is need to suppor,t the testing of tissue and 
some implants. 

Realization to Achieve Goal 2 - Scientifically and Technologically Literate Workforce , 
The undergraduate students will benefit the most under th~ auspices of the MIP. Florida.' s First Coast MIP will 
provide additional opportunities for students to participate.on projects in the curriculum and as undergraduate 
research as·sistants to gain further experience on topics of significance to the local industry. The students will 
increase their experience in applying theoretical knowledge and also learn more about the regional employment 
opportunities. Furthermore, this will result in a stronger technical workforce for the region. As this technical · 
workforce grows, it is important for the region to capitalize on it and ensure opportunities exist for the workforce to 
remain and be productive in the region. It is important to note, however, that graduate students may also participate 
in the MIP Program. 

The regional academic institutions consist of a four-year university (UNF) with an engineering college; a 
community college, Florida Community College at Jacksonville (FCCJ); and local high schools. In addition, an 
Advisory Board is proposed for the academic component of the resource facility. The academic institutions interact 
with each other through a mentoring component of the MIP Program. The mentoring component focuses on 
educating students and faculty from the community college and high school institutions in engineering design and 
manufacturing, and serves to stimulate interest in engineering and related technical fields. It also serves as an 
outreach program to inner-city high schools through outreach organizations such as Fresh Ministries. Through the 
mentoring program, UNF faculty will teach the UNF students some of the technical skills needed, help them learn 
how to obtain additional skills and resources, and help them prepare to be effective mentors for high school and/or 
community college students. A likely benefit of this mentoring approach is increased retention rates in engineering 
programs. The UNF faculty members will also hold workshops with the local high school and community college 
faculty during which project-centered scope and activity will determine the involvement of the students. The UNF 
students may also ~old technical workshops to mentor high school students and ·freshmen and sophomores from the 
community college as well as UNF. In addition to participating in the mentoring program, each institution 
contributes to the development of innovations and the management of the resource facility through project-centered 
engineering activity. 

UNF Students and Faculty UNF holds the leadership role in the proposed resource regional facility. The resources 
consist of students, faculty, technical knowledge, software and equipment. Organizing the structure of the facility 
occurs at UNF and highly technical aspects of projects are handled by UNF faculty and students in coordination 
with local industry. -
Lower Division Students and Faculty Students and faculty members from the community college participate in 
technical aspects of the center with limited requirements for in-depth understanding of engineering. This scope of 
activity also includes underclassmen from UNF. For example, this may include some design aspects, sGme basic 
calculations, and physical realization of project outcomes. 

High School Students and Faculty Local high school students participate in the shared manufacturing and design · 
resource facility by being assigned a particular portion of a project under mentorship. The high schools iJ,1.plude, but 
are not limited to inner-city schools to create opportunities for students with diverse backgrounds. The high school 
faculty is involved with deciding appropriate projects for the high school students. This may include participating in 
brainstorming activities, creating drawings, and designing and analyzing those aspects of the project requiring a 
limited amount of engineering understanding. Through this type o.f participation, the students learn mQre about what 
engineering is and hopefully increase their interest in science and engineering. The students will participate in class 
projects created by their high school teachers. These projects may be part of their regular course work or they may 
be components of college credit generating courses. The teachers from the high schools will also participate in the 
resource facility by attending workshops on how to incorporate industry-related engineering projects into the class 
room. They will also learn how to use the resources of the center to expand their skills. 

Outreach organizations also assist in identifying candidates for the mentorship component of the MIP Program. 
Fresh Ministries is anticipated to help identify advanced science students from diverse backgrounds to create new 
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opportunities. Other affiliations such as Jacksonville Early College High School Program can be instrumental in the 

mentorship activity. 

Realization to Achieve Goal 3 - Long-Term Sustainability . . . 
Existing partnerships with industry will be strengthened while new ones will ~e dev~lope? to b~lld a strong regional 
economy and infrastructure for Florida's First Coast. Technology_~ansfer of mnovatlons m des1~ and_ 
manufacturing between industry aria academia will be greatly fac1htated by_ the pro~m. The en_gmeenng w~rkfo_rce 
will be better trained through this program and by participating in the assoc1~ted proJects, and with the establishment 
of this program, the fong-term growth of the region will be sustained. . 

The long-term goal of ~e third objective is to stimulate and foster economic well be~g i~ a sustainable ~anner. By 
implementing the MIP Program, the program will train a highly-capable workforce with mvaluable practical 
experience coupled with sound engineering fundamentals. The outcome in the short term is a student resource for 
local industry focusing on project-centered activities, and a potential employee pool in the long-term. Upon entering 
the workforce, the student is familiar with industry practices and becomes a conduit to help sustain the vitality and 
innovation of the MIP Program. 

The MIP Program provides manufacturing and design expertise to local industry to stimulate and foster economic 
and societal well being by stre.ngthening the competitive posture of local companies. In turn the companies help 
train the workforce and create job-market growth for high-wage jobs in the region. Florida's First Coast MIP 
Program creates an enabling infrastructure to foster long-term innovation through applied R&D iI) project-centered 
activities with the high potential for innovation. Thus the MIP is the seed and/or catalyst for partner collaboration to 
evolve into a self-sustaining driving force for innovation in the region in the longer term. Further elaboration for 
implementation and self-sustainability is discussed below. 

MIP IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
In order to establish a self-sustaining program in the long term, a plan has been created to determine how the 
involved compa,nies gradually become fully committed to supporting the program. Companies ~enefit initially by 
getting involved with the program from the first year as some costs are partially offset by the grant from NSF [15] to 
help fund students and faculty. These offsets are primarily undergraduate research assistant time under the guidance 
of faculty. The tangible benefits the companies receive consist of technical resources in design and manufacturing to 
produce innovations for their industries. The companies experience the benefits of participating in the program 
during the first three years with these cost offsets gradually reduced. At the fourth year, the program will be 
mutually beneficial to industry and the involved academic institutions and will be fully funded by the base of 
industrial partners. From the fourth year onward, the industrial partners, established and new, fully support the 
resource center by paying for salaries and \ease of equipment time when carrying out a project at the resource center. 
It is likely that additional opportunities for industry-academia joint research grants will also contribute to long-term 
sustainability. 

Since one of the goals of the reso~ce center is to transfer knowledge resulting in innovation that leads to new 
wealth in the community, an assessment is made to determine is made how likely an idea/concept/project is to lead 
to an innovation that will stimulate the economic development of the local region. An assessment process is 
established for this purpose. The assessment process begins with a discussion between the company/person 
interested in using the resources facility. If there is an interest in establishing collaboration, the industrial party 
describes and documents the cope of its ideas. An assessment takes place to determine the likelihood that the 
idea/project will result in an innovation. The assessment process consists of evaluation criteria. If it is decided that 
innovation is likely, the partnership is initiated. However, if innovation is not likely to result, the potential · 
collaborators will discuss possible modifications to the original idea so that it will better fit within the scope of the 
shared resource center. 

Some of the criteria that will help in determining if the idea/project is likely to result in an innovation are: 
1. Does a similar product/idea exist? · 
2. Are there research aspects to the project? 
3. Is the technical idea sound? 
4. ls there a need for the proposed innovation? 
5. Is the potential collaborator committed to the project? 
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6. Does the center hold the knowledge and resources to successfully complete the project? 
7. Are there enough financial resources? 
8. Is the timeframe reasonable? 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Several collaborative industry-academia projects have been described. The initialization of the mechanical 
engineering program at UNF and the engagement with regional industry on project-centered, experiential education 
has let to the development of Florida's First Coast Manufacturing Innovation Partnership. The MIP serves to expand 
the scope of project-centered partnerships. Once additional project-centered partnerships are established, each 
project is monitored on a project basis and on a partner basis. Monitoring is to be ongoing while the project is being 
carried out. Projects are monitored after implementation for metrics of success. Each project is to have specific goals 
developed and a time table established. The involved students and faculty members discuss the progress of the 
projects on a periodic basis. The industrial partner has opportunities to interact directly with the students and the 
faculty to discuss technical aspects of the project. It is important that the goals and the methods of achieving them 
are flexible ·as new technology and results are likely to be achieved as the project progresses. After completion of 
each project, an evaluation is performed regarding how well the goals were met and if indeed an innovation is 
achieved. Furthermore, an evaluation is performed as to the effectiveness of the method for achieving the results. 
The evaluation of the method is important in determining how future projects can be carried out in a more effective 
manner during the first three years of the MIP Program and beyond. 

The teaming of academia with the industrial partners generates outcomes aligned with the goals in the near term and 
in the long term. The results of the project-centered activities create innovations to current and new products, 
processes, and/or systems of benefit for the engineering design and manufacturing companies of the region. The 
innovations increase the competitiveness of the companies. As new opportunities are identified; the management 
pl1µ1 accommodates incorporating ongoing research into the MIP program with additional projects. Also, in many 
cases it is likely that collaborative research between industry and academia can attract additional funding for which 
proposals will be prepared and submitted thus contributing to the long-term sustainability: 
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A NOTE ON TEACHING CISCO ROUTERS 

Andrzej J. Gapinski 
Penn State University-Fayette 

ABSTRACT . 
Cisco1 routers are covered in Penn State University's Information Sciences & Technology (1ST) program: Author 
shares some· experiences in teitching the subject for an 1ST program that focuses on computer networking. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Pennsylvania State University's 1ST program offers IST228 class (Advanced Network Administration) as a 
required class for the Computer Networking Option in the Associate degree in Information Sciences and Technology 
(1ST). The course culminates the series of classes which cover computer networking technologies, network 
operating systems, etc. Due to time constraints of the whole curriculum, the class is offered in the fourth semester 
for seven weeks (second half of the semester) with double amount of typical lecture/laboratory periods to 
compensate for the abbreviated time length. 

CLASS FORMAT/ TOPICAL COVERAGE 
The course is taught using a variety of learning modalities, including traditional lectures, demonstration, hands-on 
collaborative and individual learning activities. Some activities, like laboratory assignments, are assigned for the 
completion outside of regular class hours. · 

Topical areas covered2
•
3
•
4

: 

1. Networking Essentials-Review 
• OSI model 
• Topologies 
• Architectures 
• Ethernet frames 
• Cabling 
• . Data transmission 
• Cisco model 

2. Layer-2 Switching 
• Historic view 
• Bridge versus Switch 
• Switch functions 
• Switch types 

3. Internet Protocols 
• TCP/IP & DoD model 
• Review of various protocols 
• IP-addressing and subnetting 

4. Cisco Operating System IOS 
• Command line interface 
• Modes 
• Configuration 

5. IP Routing 
• Routing protocols 
• Routed protocols 

6. Virtual LANs 
7. Managing a Cisco Inter-network 
8. Novell IPX 
9. Access Lists 

• Filtering 
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10. WAN Technologies/Protocols 
• HDLC 
• PPP 
• Frame Relay 
• ISDN 

11. Troubleshooting 

The students attend lectures where topics as listed above are presented with illustrative examples. After initial three 
chapters (topics 1,2,3) are covered, the students start to perform lab activity, in which they begin to configure 
routers. The lighter version of the lab exercises (see figure 3&4) students perform in the laboratory followed by 
homework assignments in which they have to configure more complex network (see figure 5) using CCNA Virtual 
Lab network simulator software by Sybex Corp4.The simulator software by Sybex offers one of the most realistic 
and sophisticated router simulation-training tool available today. The advantage of using simulator is to interact with 
network in a safe environment where a user/ learner does not need to worry about bringing down a network and/or 
affecting other users. After learning "the ropes" of configuring the routers with simulator the students performs 
some of the selected tasks on actual network as final projects. Students take usually two middle semester exams 
followed by a final comprehensive exam with additional pop-quizzes and ad-hoc assignments on current 
technologies in the course. · 

HARDWARE 
The course was conducted in the laboratory set-up with a LAN connected to a switch 1900 series, routers 2600 
series, and three servers running Windows 2000 Server, Netware, and Linux OSs (see figure 1). 

LAN Servers 
Switch 

Router WAN 
connection 

Figure 1. Network Configuration 

IP SUBNETTING 

Router Server 

Students, especially new to the subject of IP addressing and sub-netting, can be easily confused ·to say the least when 
dealing with the topic. The problem is aggravated by the fact that classroom coverage is limited because of time 
constraints and students essentially are required to perform a lot of exercises on their own to become proficient. The 
IP address necessary for layer three switching/filtering consists of four numbers; byte size each, separated by period. 
The format allows for hierarchical addressing. The sub-netting involves "borrowing" so:rne of the bits available for 
host addressing and creating a subnet out of them. In figure 2, there is an example of a IP class B address (host): 
121.10.10.30 with net address 121.10.0.0. 
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121 10 10 

network network host 

Figure 2. IP class B address 

Let's suppose that we want to create 5 subnets. How many digits are needed? 

2"2=4 

30 

host 

2"3 = 8, thus with three bits "borrowed" from host byte we can create 8-2 = 6 (all zeroes and all ones are 
eliminated as legitimate addresses) subnets. The subnet mask is equal to the sum of the weights of three most 
significant digits in a byte: 128 + 64 + 32 = 224. Then subnet mask becomes 255.255 .224.0. The address of the first 
sub-net becomes then 256 .... 224 = 32. 
The address of the sub-net: 32 
The first host of the subnet: 121.10.32.1 

The addresses of the next and consecutive sub-nets are: 32 + 32 = 64, 64 + 32 = 96, 96 + 32 = 128, 128 + 32 = 160, 
160 + 32 = 192. 

The broadcast address of the first subnet is 121 .10.32.255 and the address of the last host in first subnet: 
121.10.32.254. The number of hosts per subnet is 2" (8 :-- 3 + 8) = 2" 13 = 3K, where lK = 2" 10 = 1024. The 
scheme is wasteful in a sense that number of available addresses for hosts per sub-net is fixed. The scenario can be 
ill-suited for an organization which wants to accommodate different number of hosts per subn~t. Henry5 described 
the procedure for defining subnets of varying sizes, Variable-Length Subnet Masking, VLSM. The procedure makes 
use of a varying size of subnets, which allows accommodating different number of hosts per subnet. Naturally, some 
of the addresses will be lost due to subnets and broadcast addresses. In addition, calculations ' can be tedious and thus 
prone to errors due to nonstandard approach used. 

Actually, all questions pertaining to regular sub-netting can be answered by answering _the following three basic 
questions: 

How many bits are needed for sub-netting? Let's say x. Then one has 2"x - 2 sub-nets. 
How many bits are left for hosts? 8 - x or 16- x or 24- x depending·on the net class address: C, B, A respectively. 
What is the address of the first subnet? 256 - subnet mask (considering a proper byte). 

The remaining issues such as the first and the last host address, broadcast address for each of the subnets are implied 
by the above answers. Thus, it would improve comprehension of the material by students if an instructor could focus 
on the outlined above questions. _ 

FUTURE ADDITION 
In the light of an increased awareness of network security issues it is planned to expand the material related to 
security fundamentals, which will include topics such as PIX firewalls, intrusion detection and protection, etc. The 
suggested topics would expand security issues already covered in the course such as routers' filtering via access 
lists, VLANs, etc. The inclusion of the topics would necessitate the shortening the coverage of some material, a 
compromise, which is not that uncommon in any course delivery practice. 
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Suggested Labs 

The following labs correspond to information from Todd Lammle's CCNA 
Study Guide. Choose a lab from the following list. 

Step 1 - Double-click on a folder to see an expanded view of labs. 
Step 2 - Click once on the desired lab. 

Labs you've visited appear in blue. 
This window will close when a choice is made. 

~ Sybex Virtual Lab, Gold Edition · , ';1 ~,:/if~' ,, . - _ 
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COMMUNITY PRACTICE AND ACADEMIA: 
LESSONS LEARNED FROM AN IT COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 

Timothy Kotnour and Alper Camci 
University of Central Florida 

. ABSTRACT 
In o~ganizational learning, there is a limit for learning within organizations. In order to extend their level of 
knowledge, organizations need to look outside their organizational borders. Inter..:organizational community of 
practice or learning community is one way such organizations come together and learn from each other. In inter-
organizational communities of practice, academicians can play important roles, both as a moderator and an · 
additional knowledge source. In this paper, lessons learned from a community of practice comprising IT managers 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Management guru Peter Drucker (1993) prophesized that productivity gains from the knowledge would become the 
determining factor for competitiveness, for a company, an industry, or a country. Despite the market fluctuations in 
high-tech industries, the share of the knowledge intensive industries in the economies of the developed countries 
represented in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has been increasing (OECD, 
2003). This is a very strong indication for the transition to knowledge-based economies. In knowl~dge-based 
economies, knowledge contributes to the economy by supporting productivity improvements, the formation and 
growth of new industries and the organizational c·hanges that are needed to utilize new knowledge (Steinmueller, 
2002). In such an environment, organizations are faced with continuously improving their performance to compete. 
The competitive environment includes the shift to a knowledge based society (Toffier, 1990) and the need to 
improve knowledge faster than the competition (Stata, 1989). 

According to Lang (2001 ), increased globalization and proliferation of "digitization with conne~tivity" are the two 
main drivers of today's knowledge based competition. By eliminating the market boundaries, globalization enabled 
companies from all around the globe compete for previously exclusive markets. During 1990s the Internet and the 
wireless communications shattered the location and time barriers. This communications revolution gave way to 
virtualization of the work environment, where workers of an organization can be located anywhere on the globe and 
still contribute as locals. One result of this phenomenon is the proliferation of offshore outsourcing, which enables 
organizations to tap into human resources across the globe for a fraction that they pay locally. 

'(HE NEED FOR LEARNING 
Organizational performance is doing the right things the right way. Taking the right actions the right way requires 
knowledge about the goals and conditions of the environment and the actions to accomplish the desired results 
(Duncan and Weiss, 1979). Bohn (1994) describes a framework for defining and measuring the stages of 
technological knowledge. In his framework, he defines knowledge as the item that "allows the making of 
predictions, causal associations, or prescriptive decisions about what to do" (p. 62). Knowledge can be viewed as 
more than one piece of information in a pattern from which explicit inferences and predictions can be made to 
support decision making and action taking. Therefore, organizational performance is increased though knowledge 
improvement (Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Huber, 1991). Organizations must continuously improve their knowledge by 
increasing the certainty of the prediction, association, or decision. An organization increases the certainty of the 
knowledge through the organizational learning process. 

Given that a technical organization survives in part on its technical knowledge and the development of this 
knowledge from successes and failures is a central piece of the technical profession (Kharbanda and Pinto, 1996; 
Petroski, 1992), technology organizations must continuously build their knowledge from experience and share 
knowledge througho·ut the organization. · 

Inter-Organizational Learning 
A learning organization is ''an organization continually expanding its capacity to create its future" (Senge, 1990, p. 
14). According to Garvin (1993, p. 80) a learning organization is "an organization skille~ at creating, acquiring, and 
transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and insights". Dodgson (1993) 
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provides a comprehensive definition of organizational learning: organizational learning involves the ways finns 
build, supplement and organize knowledge and routines around their activities and within their cultures, and adapt 
and develop organizational efficiency by improving the use of the broad skills of their workforces. 

Huysman (2000) outline~ some of the differences between the learning organization and organizational learning 

Outcome 
Motive 
Writings 
Objective of writings 
Stimulus 
Targeting audience 
Scientific background 

Organizational learning 
Potential organizational change 
Organizational evolution 
Descriptive 
Theory building 
Emergent 
Academic 
Decision theories, organization 
studies 

Learning organization 
Organizational improvement 
Competitive advantage 
Prescriptive 
Intervention 
Planned 
Practice 
Organizational development, 
strategic management 

According to Ortenblad (2002) o~ganizational learning literature has been dominated by two paradigms: 
functionalistic and interpretive. According to the functionalistic paradigm, the learning entities are single individuals 
and the organization provides a facifitating climate for the individuals to learn as agents for the organization. This 
paradigm assumes that organizations learn as well through their organizational memory, which consists of shared 
understandings, routines, procedures, rules and documents. Ortenblad (2002) concludes that there is a shift to 
interpretive paradigm, according to which, the reality is no longer objective, but seen as a subjective phenomenon 
and knowledge is context dependent. The learning entities are not individuals as cognitive· individuals, instead, 
learning is a social practice, where it starts and takes place in relationships between individuals or between the 
individual and her/his work task, not in individuals. The concepts of inter-organizational learning and community of 
practice are good examples for this paradigm shift. 

Hjalager (1999) identifies four different inter-organizational learning styles: 
o Inter-organizational learning in professional systems: Professionals (physicians, .lawyers, etc,) and craftsm~n 

deal with learning and knowledge throughout their careers starting from vocational schools or universities, 
before entering the profession or craft. After entering the profession or craft, experience is usually gained over a 
life span, and knowledge is maintained and accumulated through employment in a series of similar 
organizations. Individuals do not often shift to other professions, trades or industries. Leaming among within 
these individuals from different organizations generally occurs with in the context of a professional/trade 
organizations and the main vehicles for knowledge sharing are usually the trade journals. 

o Technology based inter-organizational learning: This type of learning takes place between organizations that 
heavily depends on the use of technology such as manufacturers and their suppliers when n~w technology 
knowledge shared between the parties. During this type of inter-organizational learning, knowledge flows form 
the technology supplier to technoiogy user. 

o Dualistic inter-organizational learning: Learning in this style takes place when the work force is the only and 
most important unrestricted means of organizational action. Retailing, entertainment and tourism are sectors 
that readily practice the dualistic learning models. Dualistic learning suggests that outcomes of learning and 
accumulated skills can rapidly be transferred from one organization to-another. Thus the exploitation of the 
volatility of the labor markets could be regarded as comprising the whole idea of organizational learning. 

o Inter-organizational learning attitudes in a social community: In this learning model, organizations are forced 
by the environment to be able to undertake rapid changes in products and processes and they must continuously 
innovate. Inter-organizational learning takes place in a community of organization with mutual economic and 
social relations. The coordination of this learning style depends on continuous and frequent interaction, mutual 
trust and shared values a closed community of organizations. The ac.quisition of knowledge is through 
knowledge sharing where the organizations complement each other. 
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Communities of Practice 
According to Brown and Duguid (1998)know-how is critical in making knowledge actionable and operational and 
is the product of experience and the tacit insights experience at work provides. In order to capture the knowledge 
created during the duration of a profession and learn from the experiences of professionals and their organizations, 
individuals within or acros·s organizational boundaries need o share knowledge. 

A group across which know how and sense making are shared is called community of practice (Brown and Duguid, 
1998). A community of practice is a combination of three fundamental elements Wenger (1998): · 

• The Domain: Creates common ground and sense of common identity. Topic that community focuses on. 
• The community: Creates social fabric _of learning. 
• The practice: Set of frameworks, ideas, tools, information, style, language that community members share. 

Specific knowledge the community develops, shares and maintains. 

Wenger (1998) has listed the success factors of communities of practice that can be affected by technology: 
• Presence and visibility: A community needs to have a presence in the lives of its members and make itself 

visible to them. 
• Rhythm: Communities live in time and they have rhythms of events and rituals that reaffirm their bonds 

and value. 
• Variety of interactions: Members of a community of practice need to interact in order to build their shared 

practice. 
• Efficiency of involvement: Communities of practice compete with other priorities in the _lives of their 

members. Participation must be easy. 
• Short-term value: Communities of practice thrive on the value their deliver to their members and to their 

organizational context. Each interaction needs to create some valu~. 
• Long-tenri value: Because members identify with the domain of the community, they have a long-term 

commitment to its development. 
• Connection to the world: A community of practice can create value by providing a connection to a broader 

field or community that its members care to keep abreast of. 
• Personal identity: Belonging to a community of practice is part of one's identity as a competent 

practitioner. 
• Communal identity: Successful communities have a strong identity that members inherit in their own lives. 
• Belonging and relationships: The value of belonging is not merely instrumental, but personal as well: 

interacting with colleagues, developing friendships, building trust. 
• Complex boundaries: Communities of practice have multiple levels and types of participation. It is 

important for people on the periphery to be able to participate in some way. And inside communities too, 
people form sub-communities around areas of interest. 

• Evolution: maturation and integration. Communities of practice evolve as they go through stages of 
development and find new connections to the world. 

• Active community-building: Successful communities of practice usually have a person or core group who 
take some active responsibility for moving the community along. 

Case Study: A Regional Community of Practice 
A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 
especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 1994). In this study 
in order to understand how organizations learn from each other, a five-organization community of practice (COP) 
was studied two years after being organized. Each of the five organizations taking part in the COP is an important 
player in their industries with over $1B revenues. A wide range of industries from aerospace to .entertainment are 
represented in this COP: 

The other arm of the COP is made up of two groups within the university. The· first group mainly facilitates the COP 
and establishes the communication and information exchange within the COP. The responsibility of the second 
group from university is to moderate organize the ideas shared during the meetings, and provide knowledge based 
on academic publications to the COP members. 
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The COP was established to accomplish these outcomes: 
• Enhance organizational performance of the participants. 

· • Enhance the overall performance of the regional IT community. 
- • · Enhance curriculum of the colleges and universities providing graduates to the IT community. 

• Enhance the region's reputation as a leader in.the IT industry. · 

these outcomes ar~ achieved by the'participating organizations executing the learning community. These outc~mes 
were defined in an initial planning ineeting. The_ focus of We group is on enhancing the value IT makes to the 9verall 
organization and business ·performance. · · 

The Community of Practice needs to accomplish at least two objectives: 
1. Produce knowledge that enhances business performance. 
2. Produce a product to share the created knowledge. 

Developing and implementing·of the community of practice followed a four step process as shown in figure 1. 

Need for a COP 
Initialization arises 

------------I 
Identify the I 

Moderator(s) I 
I 
I 

Identify Member I 
Deployment Orgs. I 

I 
I 

COP Charter 
·1 

I 
I ~------------

Execution 
Conduct Leaming 

Sessions 

Output Lessons Learned 

Figure 1. COP Development process 

Initialization: 
· Getting organizations to share knowledge requires a radical change in the thought process, a paradigm shift. Kuhn 

(1962) describes the paradigm shift as a change in mental processes when the old patterns are no longer able to solve · · 
the problems arising in the environment. When the organizations realize that the intra-organizational leanung and 
knowledge sharing is not sufficient to address some issues of the complex environment, they look for knowledge 
outside of their organizational boundaries. Forming communities of practice or learning communities is one such 
solution for organizations. · 

The Community of Practice (COP) in this paper is focused on Information Management outcomes and operations. 
The driving force behind such an endeavor is a regional economic development initiative designed to attract, retain 
and grow high tech industries in the primary service region of the university: One of the strategic objectives of this 
"initiative is the cultivations of Technology Communities as well as broader interest organizations dedicated to the 
interests and networking needs of high tech industry. 

Deployment: 
The deployment phase includes three steps: 
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Identifying th~ Moderator(s): After the rteed for the community of practice arose, the higher .organization 
delegates the moderator(s). The role of the moderator is ambiguous in the literature on Communities of 
-Practice or Learning Communities. Very few researchers mentioned the role of the moderator in intra
organizational community practice (Petrone, Ortquist-Ahrens, 2004). In the community of practice, two 
departments from the academic institution collaborated for the role of the moderator: 
• 1st department acts as host and organizer for the meetings, facilitate communication through various 

channels including internet within the community of practice and provide documentation for the 
participants. · 

• 2 nd department performs the role of the facilitator during the meetings. As a facilitator, the moderator 
collects, classify and returns meaningful knowledge back to the group as the lessons learned during the 
meetings. MSPL also provides the information on the academic research and literature for the subject 
matters to the group. 

Identifying member organiz~tions: The member organizations were chosen among the leading technical 
organizations in the region. All these organizations represent the leading edge in their respective industries. 
In the case of more than one organization from the same industry (competitors), only one is chosen in order 
to enable the flow of knowledge without fear of exploitation by a competitor. 

COP Charter: The final step of the deployment phase is to layout the COP charter. COP charter outlines the 
legal scope of the COP initiative. All of the members signed a third party nondisclosure agreement, thus 
legally binding them to keep the knowledge shared within the boundaries of the participating organizations. 

Execution: 
After the framework for the COP at the deployment phase is laid, the group can execute the main objective of its 
foundation; inter-organizational learning through series of meetings. The execution is a three step process: 

• Pre-meeting: The participants of the community of practice identified key trends in the business 
environment and the challenges these trends create for the business. Prior to the meetings, the participants 
develop .presentations outlining how they tackle the issues related to the topic of the ni~eting in their 
organizations. Participants also determine who should attend the meetings; executives, technical managers 
or subject matter experts. Also as a pre-meeting preparation, moderators prepare the outline of the meeting 
and templates for the knowledge sharing. 

• Meeting: Meetings take place in one of the participant organizations. During meetings, moderators act only 
as facilitators and note takers. Mainly participants control the flow of the meetings. After the moderator · 
opens the meeting and the agenda is told, participants perform presentations outlining the practices that 
their organizations use for a given topic. During and after a presentation, other participants are ~ncouraged 
to ask questions and comment on the practice. Most useful knowledge is created during these dialogues. 
One of the moderators simultaneously takes notes consistent with the template given to the participants 
prior to the meeting. At the end of the meeting, these structured notes are shown to participants to prevent 
any dispute on what was said during the meeting. Finally, before the meeting is adjourned, the agenda and 
the possible dates for the subsequent meetings are discussed. 

• Post-meeting: The flow of knowledge continues between the participants through mutual relationships. 

Output 

Moderators on the other hand prepare the report for the meeting, comprising the structured notes taken 
during the meeting and the summaries of pertinent articles from scholarly and prominent management 
journals. · · 

The main output for this COP endeavor is the knowledge shared and created. Each session focused on a specific · 
theme, knowledge bucket, and associated questions. The presentations and discussions during the sessions were 
integrated into a product. Each learning session's results were integrated to produce an overall product for the 
community. 

LESSONS LEARNED 
During the first two years of the COP, the group has identified three main challenges in order to create useful 
knowledge within a community setting: 
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• Building Knowledge Products: The first and foremost challenge for the community is to come up with 
knowledge prod4cts that would justify the effort spent by the participating organizations. Even though the 
participants were aware that the learning and knowledge accumulation is a long· term process, nonetheless 
there is a continuous desire for "quick wins" which can be _translated as knowledge that adds value to an 
organization immediately. Nonetheless, participants reported that some of the knowledge shared actually 
affected their p~ocesses. The contribution of academic participants in knowledge products is to supply the 
community of practice members with the latest research and literature on any given subject, thus the 
participants' ability to make sense on the subject would be fortified. 

• Building Teamwork & Reliance: Fostering the relationships within the COP constitutes another challenge. 
Due to the fact !}lat none of the participating organizations are competitors, the trust and reliance have 
never been surfaced as an issue. Having the similar backgro~ds, the participants were able to 
communicate and form teams easily, with the lead of the more experienced or eager participant. One of the 
goals of the coqununity of practice was to bring the experts of a particular topic together, form teams and 
share knowledge, thus several meetings for these subject matter experts were arranged. These meetings 
were even less formal than the main group meetings and enabled the participants to share their knowledge 
freely. 

• Building Learning Capabilities: Hrebiniak and Joyce (1984) ~dentified two types of organizational learning 
capabilities: utilitarian and psychological. Utilitarian capabilities are the knowledge based skills and 
organizational learning mechanisms, like communication channels, learning processes and practices, and 
psychological capabilities are the cognitive benefits that arise from organizational learning capabilities, 
such as commitment and willingness to learn and share knowledge (Morgan et al., 1998). The utilitarian 
and cognitive learning capabilities of the community practice increased going through stages during the 
course of the meetings: 
1) Informal sharing ofpain·points: The main driver at this initial stage is the psychological capabilities 

like attitude or willingness to get involved. During this initial level, participants disclose what they are 
experiencing in their organizations and what kind of IT issues that they face about the given topic of 
the meeting. At this stage, most important objective is to increase psychological learning capabilities, 
like commitment and willingness to participate. 

2) Focused information sharing: After the organizations share the problems and issues that they face, 
during the second stage of learning process, the information sharing process becomes more structured 
and the learning capabilities includes utilitarian capabilities. Participants explain in a relatively detailed 
manner how they deal or plan to deal the problems ~at they disclosed at the first level. Information 
sharing both involves the attitude and action. Action in this stage involves the disclosure of the 
problem solving methodologies by the participants. At this second stage, utilitarian capabilities like 
processes, techniques and .tools are shared. Psychological capabilities continue to develop into trust 
and sharing. · 

3) Question driven knowledge sharing: During the first two stages, the flow of knowledge is one sided, 
from one participant sharing experience to the listeners. But the third level for an inter-organizational 
COP signals the start of interaciions between the participants. During this stage the participants 
respond to other participants' questions and share knowledge: Utilitarian capabilities start to develop. 
In this stage, all three variables are existent to a certain level. Most important psychological capability 
in this stage is willingness to get involved and take action. · 

4) Solution focused knowledge creation: During the final stage, the participants not only share. , 
knowledge, but engage in constructive dialog and provide their unsolicited opinions for creating 
knowledge. That means participants develop utilitarian capabilities like processes, procedures and 
techniques in this level. And at this level participants should develop the psychological capabilities of 
willingness and attitude to take part in the knowled~~ creation process. · 
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AN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING EDUCATIONAL STEEL PARTNERSHIP 
IN SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 

Aiman S. Kuzmar 
Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus 

ABSTRACT 
Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus is on its way to establish a partnership with several steel firms and 
organizations in the southwestern tip of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This partnership benefits both Penn 
State Fayette and the steel industry. On one hand, such collaboration is very important to enhance the engineering 
technology education process. It helps students during and after their education at Penn State Fayette. Penn State 
Fayette's graduates on the other hand, will be motivated to seek employment in the local steel industry. The intent 
of this paper is to outline this partnership and its expected benefits. 

INDUSTRY-UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIPS 
Collaboration and partnerships between the industry and the institutes of higher education is a well-established 
phenomenon worldwide, from Asia1·.2 through the Middle East3, to the two American continents.4

-6 The alliance 
between the private sector and universities spans across many disciplines including film making,7 science,8 

pharmaceuticals,9 and engineering. 10 This interaction takes various shapes and forms. It can be between a 
university and seve.ral industrial p¥filers like the Industry-Uni~ersity Collaboration at the University of 
Melboume,11 or between a corporation and several universities like the activities of the industry-university program 
at Sun Microsystems' Centers for Excellence, 12 while several universities and multiple industrial firms form a 
single collaboration program in other cases, like the alliance between the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks 
Corporation (HKSTP) and six Hong Kong universities. 13 Such collaboration is local in some cases, 14 but global in 
others. 14 Industrial-university collaboration and partnerships involve numerous products, from coffee15 to steel. 16 

Project budgets range froni a few thousand dollars17 to hundreds of thousands of dollars. 18 

The interaction between the industry and universities can be classified into two broad classifications. In the first 
c~tegory, the two sides are engaged in research collaboration, 19 while a partnership to promote leaming20 is formed 
between the two sides in the second category. -

Research collaboration between the industry and academia is based on mutual interests for both sides.21 On one 
hand, the industry supports university research projects in order to utilize its valuable and up to date findings to 
P.romote the commercial distribution of products to the public. On the other hand, universities use this much-needed 
financial support to advance their research activities. 

Educational partnerships between the institutes of higher education and the industry benefit all of the involved 
parties as well. 22 The industry participates pro-actively in the education of the students who will .be looking for 
industrial jobs upon graduation in a few years. The educators incorporate· the latest industry trends in· their 
curricula, and syllabi. The students become well prepared to enter the work force as a result of such partnerships. 

Policy makers in various countries have understood the importance of the indus~-university collaboration. 3
' 
23

' 
24 

Consequently, government agencies in many countries are strongly encouraging2 this type of interaction' through 
various programs. An example for such programs is the University-Industry Collaboration Programme (UICP) 
within the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administration Region.2

~ Within the US government, the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) has promoted university-industry collaboration in enfineering and science 
through its Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOAL!) initiative.2 As another ·example f<;>r 
such activities, the Civil Engineering Research Foundation (CERF) teamed up with the NSF and held up a forum to 
"increase collaboration between university researchers and the design and construction industry."26 

The industry-university collaboration has also been extended to include various partners from different countries. 
For instance, the University of California, Berkley, has recently established a $500,000 collaboration program with 
Taiwan industry. 27 As another _example, a ·consortium of several major academic, research, and industrial European 
partners from France, Ireland, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom, collaborated successfully to produce a pre-
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industrial prototype of a plasma reactor operating in a Distributed Electron Cyclotron Resonance (DECR) 
configuration. 28 

· 

The above introduction clearly demonstrate~ the general importance of the industry-university collaboration. Many 
educators have illustrated this importance in the engineering and engineering technology education in particular. 29

•
31 

THE STEEL INDUSTRY IN SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 
The steel industry has been a thriving industry in the US since the 1820's.32 The city of Pittsburgh and its 
surroundings dominated the steel industry for a long time. 32 In 1901, the United States Steel Corporation was 
founded with a capital of $1.4 billion.33 This capital was the largest enterprise at that time,34 and it accounted for 7% 
of the 1901 US GNP.33 In that year, more than two thirds of the steel in the US was produced by this Pittsburgh 
corporation.33 It also accounted for more than one quarter of the worldwide steel production in that year.33 

· 

The city of Pittsburgh was an industrial powerhouse as it attracted many workers in the nin~teenth century.35 The 
city gained several names because of its steel's history and contribution to its industry. It is appropriately called the 
Steel City and the City of Steel. The steel factories produced enough smoke to reduce visibility dramatically, and 
Pittsburgh was known as the Smoky City.32 The city's NFL team reflects this history by its neck-name: Pittsburgh 
Steelers. Allegheny County where Pittsburgh is located has more bridges than any other county in the US. The city 
of Pittsburgh has close to four thousand bridges 

There has been a recent slowdown in the steel industry in Pittsburgh, and its vicinity.36 This slow down in the 
domestic steel industry resulted from what many call steel dumping by non US steel manufactures.37 Nonetheless, 
the steel industry in Southwestern Pennsylvania is still important to its economy. The United Steel Corporation still 
dominates the steel production in the US nowadays. 33 There are numerous companies in the steel industry in this 
area as well. 

THE AET PROGRAM AT PENN STATE FAYETTE, THE EBERLY CAMPUS 
The Pennsylvania State University has more than twenty campuses across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The 
University Park in the town of State College is the main campus. Other campuses include the College of Medicine 
at the Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center in the town of Hershey, and the Dickinson School of Law in the 
town of Carlisle. These campuses offer their degrees through various undergraduate and graduate programs. 

Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus is located in Uniontown in the southwestern tip of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. Uniontown is forty-five miles south of the Steel City of Pittsburgh. This campus of Penn State offers 
its students numerous degrees in various programs, from administration of justice to nursing. It offers ·its students an 
associate degree in its Architectural Engineering Technology (AET) Program. One of the courses in this program is 
Steel Construction: AET 214. This course is offered in the fall semester of every year at Penn State Fayette. 

THE PENN STATE FAYETTE STEEL INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP 
Realizing the importance of the collaboratio~ with the industry to its educational mission, and given the rich history 
of steel in its neighborhood, the ABT Program at Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus has started a plan to 
establish an industry-education partnership with several steel companies in the area of Pittsburgh. All participants in 
this partnership will have major roles to fulfill. In return, every participant will benefit from this partnership. 

The Participants: 
There are four participants in this partnership. These are: · 

1. Southwestern Pennsylvania steel companies, 
2. Faculty in the AET Program at Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus, 
3. Architectural Engineering Technology students, and 
4. Prospective college students from local high schools. 

The Components: 
There are twelve specific components for this partnership. These are: 

1. Incorporating the industry's demands in the steel course in the Penn State Fayette AET Program, 
2. Steel Industry Speaker's series at Penn State Fayette, 
3. Keeping AET faculty informed on recent steel technology trends, 
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4. AET students office visits to participating steel industry organizations; 
5. AET students field trips to steel projects sites, 
6. Participation by AET students and faculty members in national conferences on steel. 
7. Joint steel industry-AET students projects for the Steel Construction: AET 214 course 
8. Organizing an annual steel competition to AET students, 
9. Organizing an annual steel exhibition to high school students, 
10. Conducting undergraduate research projects, 
11. AET students summer internships and full time job placement with participating steel organizations, and 
12. Acquiring steel equipmen~ and materials. 

Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between the four participants within the above twelve components. More details 
on these components for the partnership are given next. 

The engineering industry demanded, and still demands, graduates who have hands on experience and who are ready 
to work in practical applications. The education system responded by creating the field of engineering technology. 
The field of engineering technology is new relative to the field of engineering although Texas A&M created one of 
the first engineering technology programs in 1952.38 A major objective of this partnership between the steel 
industry and Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus is to create a communication channel between the two sides. 
Through this channel, the steel industry will outline the exact and specific skills, which an AET student needs before 
graduation to work as a technician in the steel industry. The AET faculty members will make necessary adjustments 
in their teaching to incorporate su~h demands. This component of the program requires some effort from the AET 
faculty in coordination with participating partners from the industry. The faculty members and representatives from 
the steel industry can meet individually or in groups to carry out this component of the p¥tnership. This component 
takes place on a continuous basis. The cost of this component is very minimal, but its impact is critical. 

A representative from the steel industry will be invited to give a seminar to the AET 214 Steel Construction class 
once every semester. The· topic will be arranged between this representative and the AET faculty member to fit the 
objective of this component of the program. The objective is to familiarize the students with the steel industry in 
their area. 

Faculty members need to be aware of recent trends iil the steel industry. One component of this alliance aims at this 
objective. By interacting with each other, the steel industry will keep the ABT faculty members at Penn State 
Fayette up to date wit4 their latest practices. · 

To make the AET students aware of the steel industry and its potential for employment in their area, an office visit 
to one of the participating industrial partners is going to be arranged once every semester. This wiil allow free 
communication between the students and the -employees in the steel company. 

Field trips have a positive impact on the learning process in general. A field trip will be specifically all'anged to one 
of the steel construction sites once every semester. This field trip will augment what the students learn in their steel 
construction course. The students will ob.serve the actual construction of a steel building. 

Numerous national and international conferences are convened annually across the nation on steel constfHction. 
Some of these conferences are highly research oriented, but many deal with practical applications. In one of the 
components of this partnership, an arrangement will be made for the AET 214 Steel Construction class to attend one 
of these national conferences. The International Bridge Conference, which is held annually in Pittsburgh, will be the 
best choice because of its location. · 

The Steel Construction course AET 214 requires a project. This project requires conducting a presentation, and 
writing a technical report. For this project, the students are asked to explore a suitable steel topic. To engage the 
industry in this process, the students will be asked to consult local steel firms on their projects. For instance, a 
student with a project on the manufacturing process of steel will have to make a trip to one of the steel 
manufacturing plants to complete his or her project. This student will share his or her experience with the class 
through his or her presentation . . 
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One_ of the interesting components in this _program will be the steel competition for AET students. The faculty 
member in coordination with the participating companies will conduct this competition on an annual basis. Topics 
will vary from one year to another. The industry will be asked to donate cash and other prizes for the winners of this 

competition. 

Like the above component, a steel exhibition will be conducted annually at Penn State Fayette, but the audience will 
be high school students. The industry will be asked to participate in this annual event by providing steel items and 
colllpany brochures. The AET students themselves will be the ones who will organize the exhibition. The purphse 
of this component will have two folds. First, the AET students will gain leadership skills as a result of their role. 
Second, it will inform prospective college students about the AET program and get them interested in joining the 
steel industry. This exhibition can take place during one of several university open houses to minimize its cost. 

Undergraduate research has been heavily promoted recently due to its importance in the education process.
39

-4
2 

The 
AET program has already started an undergraduate research program with short projects in the area of co~crete. 
Similar small-scale undergraduate research projects will be conducted in the area of steel within the steel industry
university partnership at hand. The industry will be asked to contribute materials and testing equipment to conduct 
such research projects. Students will be invited to participate in these activities to augment their education. 
Additional funds will be sought from federal and state agencies like the famous Research Experience for 
Undergraduate (REU) program within the NationalScience Foundation (NSF). 

An important component in this partnership will deal with part and full time job placement. Students will have 
better chances of employment through this partnership. Participating companies will have better chances to find 
employees to match their needs through this alliance as well. 

Laboratory equipment and supplies are important in steel classes. Resourc·es to acquire such equipment and supplies 
are getting scarce at small universities like Penn State Fayette, The Eberly Campus. Steel companies will be asked 
to donate equipment and supplies to the steel laboratory at this campus through this industry-university partnership. 

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Unlike many other collaboration programs, this particular industry-university steel partnership will not require a 
huge budget to support it. As can be seen, most of the activities will be designed within the steel course itself. 
Small monetary donations will be sought from the industry participants to support a few items like the prizes for the 
AET competition and high school steel exhibition. These will not require more than a few thousand dollars. 
University costs will also be minimized, as these activities will take place during class activities and other university 
events. Field and office trips will require financial support, but this will be mainly in the form of transportation 
costs. 

EXPECTED BENIFITS 1 

Participating steel companies will have a chance to influence the education of the engineering technology students. 
In the steel industry, it is hard sometimes to find steel technicians with certain skills. Participating companies, as a 
result of their involvement in this partnership, will have the opportunity to hire well educated AET students during 
their studies and upon graduation. Steel companies will be able to ask faculty members and students in the AET 
program to conduct small-scale research projects, and benefit from their results. 

Most of the students in the AET program are from the local area. Many of them prefer to find jobs locally. Their 
involvement in the activities of this partnership with the industry will facilitate their efforts for employment in the· 
Pittsburgh area. They will also benefit from it in a differentway. Participating in such activities will increase.their 
education as they gain more knowledge on steel, and as they improve their communication and leadership skills. 

The AET program and its faculty members will also benefit from this partnership. The faculty member will have a 
chance to interact actively with the steel industry on their latest trends. This will allow him or her professional 
growth. The program will increase its educational expectations through the research and teaching activities of this 
steel industry-university partnership. The AET program will use the activities to fulfill ·the requirements of the 
Criteria for Accreditinf Engineering Technology Programs by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and 
Technology (ABET).4 
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High school students will have an opportunity to learn about steel and the field of engineering technology during the 
annual steel exhibition. These students may be motivated to join the AET program at Penn State Fayette, The 
Eberly Campus. This will lead to possible employment with the local steel industry. 

SUMMARY 
Southwestern Pennsylvania has been traditionally a steel industry area. Many steel fabricators have been established 
in this area for a long time. They manufacture steel products for the local, US, and international markets. Penn 
State Fayette, The Eberly Campus is located at the southwestern tip of Pennsylvania. It offers an associate degree in 
the Architectural Engineering Technology (AET) program. Steel construction is an integral part ofthis program. 
Almost all of its students are from the local area. They usually seek employment in Southwestern Pennsylvania. 
Accordingly, jobs in the steel industry suit them very well. 

Penn State Fayette is establishing a partnership with several steel firms and organizations in the southwestern tip of 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This partnership benefits both Penn State Fayette University and the steel 
industry. On one hand, such collaboration is very important to enhance the engineering technology education 
process. It helps students during and after their education at Penn State Fayette. Penn State Fayette's graduates on 
the other hand, will be motivated to seek employment in the local steel industry. 

In this partnership, engineering technology students will have the chance to interact and communicate with 
representatives from the steel industry. Field visits to actual construction sites and design offices augment class 
education. As part of this partnership, high school students will be systematically contacted to promote joining the 
engineering technology program at Penn State Fayette. A steel competition conducted by Penn State Fayette and 
funded by the steel industry will be organized to attract prospective students to the AET program. Engineering 
t~cbnology students will be asked to be part of these recruiting actions. The steel industry has been bit hard in the 
past decade, and as a result there has been a decline in the number of engineering technology, students with steel 
construction background. One of the objectives of the partnership is to boost the number of graduates with such 
background. 
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INCORPORATING USABILITY LABORATORY EXPERIENCES INTO A 
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION COURSE 

Jonathan Lazar 
Towson University 

ABSTRACT 
While many courses cover the theory of usability engineering methods, hands-on exercises in a usability laboratory 
can sometimes be hard to do. Traditionally, usability laboratories are not designed for groups of 10 or larger, which 
make them inappropriate for doing demos. At the same time, without practical experience with usability engineering 
in a laboratory, students typically cannot understand why users have problems using interfaces that, to the students, 
seem easy to use. This paper describes the process of incorporating hands-on laboratory experiences in usability 
engineering into a human-computer interaction course. 

INTRODUCTION 
A major goal of a course in human-computer interaction is to get students to understand the concepts of usability 
engineering. Students should understand that when they design interfaces, they are usually designing for people 
other than themselves. There are structured processes that can be followed to involve users in systems development, 
and ensure that the end system (especially the interface) will meet the needs of the users. However, the major 
challenge is to teach in a classroom setting what are, essentially, applied topics. For a student to memorize the steps 
in the usability engineering process is not equivalent to actually performing these activities. How do you get 
students to understand how to perform these activities? How do you structure these activities_within the course 
period? This paper describes how user-based testing, in a fixed usability laboratory, was 'incorporated into a human
computer interaction class. 

USABILITY ENGINEERING 
Usability engineering describes a whole series of activities that involve and focus on the user within the 
development of a new information system (Nielsen, 1994); (Mayhew, 1999). These activities can take place in 
various stages of development. For instance, requirements gathering and user profile-development can take place 
during early stages of development. Once prototype interfaces are available, testing can take place, to ensure that 
there is a match between the design of the interface and the needs of the user. There are traditionally three different 
approaches for testing the usability of an interface: expert-based reviews, automated reviews, and user-based tests. 

One type of test, known as an expert-based review or usability inspection, involves having a series of interface 
experts examine the interface using a structured method (Nielsen & Mack, 1994). One structured method is the 
guidelines review, where experts compare the interface to an established set of interface guidelines (20-200 design 
rules), such as those for the Windows or Mac operating system. Another structured method for an expert review is 
the consistency inspection, where the experts check all screens within the interface for consistency o( !ayout, color, 
and terminology. A third method for an expert review is the heuristic review, which is when experts compare the 
interface to a short set of design rules (heuristics). A second type of usability test is the automated review (Ivory, 
Mankoff, & Le, 2003). In an automated review, a software package checks a series of screens against a set of design · · 
guidelines that are human-developed. Software packages such as A-Prompt, InFocus and Ramp can check interfaces 
against a set of design guidelines. One major weakness of the automated review is that many manual checks are 
required (where the human must examine the interface because the software flagged a potential problem). Another 
weakness of the automated review is that software in some cases cannot actually determine whether a design 
guideline has been followed. For instance, from the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), there is a 
design rule that all graphics must have textual equivalents on a web page. This is to ensure that users with 
disabilities such as visual impairment can effectively use the web page. The automated software can check to see if 
an "ALT" tag exists, however, the software cannot determine if the alt tag provides a USEFUL label. "Picture here" 
would not be a useful label, despite the fact that the software would find that the design guideline was NOT violated 
(Lazar, Beere, Greenidge, & Nagappa, 2003). 

The most frequently used method for testing the usability of an interface is the user-based test (Shneiderman & 
Plaisant, 2005). In a user-based test, a small number of representative users attempt to perform a series of 
representative tasks. Evaluators monitor the user's progress, noting where users are having problems with the 
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interface. These lead to suggestions on how to improve the interface. User-based testing can take place in different 
locations. The ideal location for a user-based test is a fixed usability laboratory. In a fixed usability laboratory, there 

· are two rooms. In one room, the user sits and attempts their tasks on the computer, while the entire process is 
· monitored by audio and video in a room next door. The idea behind the fixed usability laboratory is the same as an 

observation room in psychology or education: the user does not feel as though they are being watched, so their 
behavior and actions will be more naturalistic. Other ways to do a user-based test are in a user's workplace (using 

. • portable cameras and/or video equipment), in a user's home, or over the Internet. 

THE CLASS 
The class in question is an undergraduate Human-Computer Interaction class, within the Computer Information 
Systems curriculum at Towson University. While it is not a required course, students must choose 1 of 3 "project,, 
courses to graduate, and Human-Computer Interaction is the most popular project course. In previous years, 
usability engineering was a topic discussed within the course. 

There were a number of previous attempts to incorporate usability engineering into other courses at Towson 
University. In an undergraduate web design class, students were provided with the opportunity to follow a user
centered design process from beginning to end, by building a web site for a local non-profit organization (Lazar, 
2000). In a graduate class on usability engineering, students were provided the opportunity to perform expert 
reviews on an intranet site under development at the U.S. Census Bureau (Lazar, Murphy, & O'Connell, 2004). 
Towson University courses take an applied approach to learning, and therefore, it is ail appropriate place to test out 
new methods of hands-on experience with applied topics. 

The Department of Computer and Information Sciences (the department that offers the course) moved to a new 
building in June 2003. In the new building, a formal usability laboratory was installed. The formal usability 
laboratory consists of two rooms, which are next to each other. In one-room,·there is a computer, a small video 
camera, and a microphone. This is the room where the user sits, and attempts to perform a series of tasks. The other 
room is where the evaluators monitor how the user is doing. In the evaluator's room, there are multiple monitors, 
showing the user's face and the user's computer screen, as well as a digital video recorder, and a projector that can 
show a picture-in-picture of the user's screen and their face on the wall. · 

During the 2003-2004 academic year, the entire class visited the usability laboratory, as the professor performed a 
short demo. For numerous reasons, this was not ideal. The evaluator's room in the usability laboratory is designed to 
hold 6-8 people, at most. This is standard for industry usability laboratories. A class of 30 students could barely fit 
into the room. Furthermore, this demo did not prove to be what was needed, as students could not get hands-on 
experience with the equipment. Studenf comments after the fact, revealed that they were not really sure how the· 
equipment was used, although they would like to know more. The question was how to incorporate hands-on 
experience, while still fitting the students into the lab, as well as fitting the experience into the class time. 

THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
During the 2004-2005 year, a new approach was attempted for incorporating these user-based testing experiences. 
Thos approach was developed during the summer by the author of this paper, and was first implemented in the Fall 
2004 semester. Students were split into groups of 4-6 students. Each group chose a web site that they felt needed 
improvement. Web sites were used because no software needed to be purchased or installed in the usability 
laboratory. User-based tests took place over a period of two weeks during the class period (since students may not 
be required to attend any sessions outside of the scheduled _class period). Student groups had to develop a task list, 
noting which tasks the users should attempt to perform during the test. The idea was that there were four class 
periods available for this exercise (over two weeks). During each class period, one group would serve as the 
evaluators"(those administrating the user-based test), and another group would serve as the users-(also known as 
subjects or participants). During the next class session, those two groups would switch roles. During the actual 
testing, each student in the evaluator group took a different role (speaking with ~e subject, taking notes, tracking 
task/time performance, monitoring the equipment); and then when the subject changed, the students rotated roles 
within the group. Each group used the video equipment to record their users, and 'that recording could be analyzed at 
a later time, for the final report write-up (which was due at the end of the semester). The project exercise was 
completed over two weeks, and was successful. The experience is being repeated during the Spring 2005 semester. 
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There were many benefits to this approach. First of all, the students reported high-levels of satisfaction and 
understanding of the topic. Second, each student-received hands-on experience with usability laboratory equipment. 
Considering the high number of usability laboratories in the Baltimoi-e-Washitigton area (most affiliated with 
government agencies), having this hands-on experience is a useful skill for the job market. Third, students were able 
to experience the time p:r:essures of running a usability test. In real user-based tests, users are paid for their time, are . 
scheduled into time slots, and so there are no "second chances" to get the users to take part. In reality, the limitations 
of the class period were actually good in making sure that students completed their user tests in a short amount of 
time. Fourth, students had the experience of working with "difficult" users. Within a user-based test, a difficult user 
is a user that provides.no feedback, and does not speak aloud ANY of their thoughts, which can hinder the 
effectiveness of the test. Students saw that sometimes, a user provides no verbal feedback, and it was up to the 
students to coax the user into speaking more. 

Based on feedback from students, the project was a success. Student made comments that indicated that they 
enjoyed the project, and also that they were surprised by the results of the project. For instance, one student noted 
that when they read about it, running a user-based test seemed easy, and they realized now how wrong they were. 
Another student noted that if their task list had been more clearly written, the user testing would have provided more 
useful feedback. A student noted that they had never really watched users interact with interfaces before, and they 
never realized how bad interfaces really are! 

SUMMARY 
This project, where students get hands-on experience moderating a user-based test in a fixed usability laboratory, 
was an excellent learning experience. Even though not all universities have usability laboratories, in reality, these 
hands-on experiences can be provided in other ways. For instance, students can watch other sttJ,dents (not CS/IS 
majors) attempting to perform a task, and report on the results. Students can examine bad interface design in the real 
world (such as road signs or campus signs), and ask others how they would improve these interfaces. Any of these 
experiences will open up the eyes and minds of the students, so that they can get "outsid~ of themselves," and see 
how difficult most interfaces really are. These types of experiences will make the students better analysts, better 
designers, and better software engineers. 
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ABSTRACT 
Kettering University blends EXCEL, Factory Physics, and ARENA into one course. The concepts of Penny Fab, 
variability, and CONWIP are much more effectively demonstrated using this combination of tools. This paper 
describes how an EXCEL template was developed using VBA (i.e., recorded macros) and named ranges to 
implement an EXCEL-ARENA 8 interface to animate the output to materially improve the effectiveness of learning 
the Factory Physics concepts. The ARENA output is then copied into the EXCEL spreadsheet for comparison, 
again using named ranges. 

INTRODUCTION 
There is no question that the Factory Physics textbook (1) has an excellent coverage of the concepts of Production 
and Operations Management, and Kettering University has been using this text for years. 

The learning process starts with the students using EXCEL for the simplest Factory Physics concepts, namely those 
illustrated with the Penny Fab models in Chapter 7. The students use EXCEL to simulate the Best Case Scenario 
(i.e., batch size 1, unlimited WIP). The simulations are individually done by the students. For ~xample, Figure 1 
shows a student EXCEL solution for the simplest case, namely the Best Case Scenario where all the processing 
times are equal to 2 hours (i.e., the Penny Fab problem). Please notice that the rows for customers 7 through 46 
were hidden for simplicity. 

· ···· I BtSt Cue I ; Operation Time, ho~s 2 l 
···· ····· ·1 Scenario !----

1
- ~.;;.:...:;.=..:..;;:.;.:.==-=--='-+----:+---------------

Custom Custome . Mac~~. A Machine B Mac~N C Mac~ine, D 
tr r ArriYal Start StrYic End StrYic Start SerYic End SerYic Start StrYic End StrYic Start StrYic End SerYic Time in Susterr Throuohout · · 
1 0 0 2 . 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 0.125 . 
2 2 . 2 4 4 . 6 6 8 8 10 2 0.5 
3 . 4 4 . 6 6 8 8 10 10 12 2 0.5 
4 6 6 . 8 8 10 10 12 12 14 2 0.5 
5 8 8 . 10 . . 10 12 12. 14 14 16 2 0.5 
6 10 10 12 12 14 14 16 16 18 2 0.5 
4 7 . 92 92 94 94 96 . 96 98 98 100 2 0.5 
48 94 S4 S6 96 S8 98 100 1-00- 102 2 0.5 
49 96 96 . . 98 98 100 100 102 102 104 2 0.5 
50 98 98 100 100- 102 102 104 W-4 106 2 0.5 

, > 

Figure l. Student EXCEL Simulation Solution to Best Case Scenario 

It is also very useful to use EXCEL to demonstrate the Worst Case Scenario. For this, the students model the case 
ofWIP=2, all _4 operation Times= 2, using EXCEL as shown in Figure 2. 

:~: :!_,:r= ......... -: ~~·.:~~~~~;~:.='!111=.:,'-'-"11= ... ="--i----:-:-~ :~:-- -t----+----+------i----l-------..-----4 
! 

c...-,■111•• c...-,■111•• M ... 11;,..A Mulli"• B Mul>i"• C M.,.11;,.. D 
N11111 .. •r Arriv~I $\4rt$•rYiU EMIS•rvi,c. 

1 0 0 2: 
2: 2 2 4 ' t 10 12: 14 1, 14 0.12:5 
) 4 1' 1$ 20 22 24 2' 2:t )0 
4 ' 1* 20 
5 • )2 )4 )4 3' 40 42: 44 4, 

' 10 )2 )4 )t 40 42 44 4, 4* 1, 0.125 
4? n )'* :no 31'0 )U )7' 37* )tO )*2 
4* .4 30 )?O 31'4 · )7' 37* 380 )*2 3$4 1' 0.12:5 ... " 3$4 )t, )U )U >•2 >•4 >n ),t 
50 '* 3*4 )U ,,o >•2 >•4 >n >'* 400 1, 0.125 

Figure 2. Student EXCEL Simulation Solution of Worst Case Scenario 

When the textbook discussion reaches the concept of variability for the Practical Worst Case, experience shows that 
continued use of models built in EXCEL have less value. There are two alternatives at this point. First, continued 
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use of student simulations using EXCEL requires that the professor must give instruction on using the formula for 
creating a random operation with mean OpTime, which is 
Random operation time= - (OpTime) • LN (Rand()). 
This is a distraction from the topic. Second, other software packages, notably ARENA, handle variability more 
neatly. When the Industrial Engineering faculty reviewed this course for effectiveness, it was decided that an 
EXCEL template be developed for future teaching of this course. The package should: 

a. Have the touch and feel of the EXCEL spreadsheets 
b. Bridge from this package into ARENA for animation of the same problem 
c. Require no learning curve, and 
d. Be a vehicle for sliding into the discussion of modeling variability. 

To satisfy these needs for future classes, the following EXCEL model template was developed. The remainder of 
this paper will describe this tool that will be used henceforth for teaching the Factory Physics concepts to Industrial 
Engineering students. Figure 3 shows the welcome (and only) screen. 

1···· . .. , ... 

···+· 
I o •• ,.,;.n r;,..H 0. ... ,1 l WII' 1111.,.1,~;.J 
I 1 I 2 I ) I 4 I 2 I 2 I 
I 2.•to I :t.tOO I 2.000 I 2.HO I I I 

! 
H .. l,iaoll HHMn•• Hecl.in•Cl H••i.i..oo .,,_ .i.~;.. tMor s,.,, b4 s, .. , En4 s,.,, .. ~~ • M .. s, .. , 

En4S.,.,;c• TIS 

0.000 o.o•o 2 .... 2,000 4.000 4.000 ,.ooo uoo uoo ,._ ... 0.125 2.0.. 2.000 2 . .00 2.000 2.000 
2.000 2.000 uoo uoo '-000 , .ooo t.000 t.000 10.000 10.••· uoe 2.000 2.0oe 2.000 2.000 2.000 
4.000 4.000 , .• 00 , .... t .000 t .000 10.000 10.ooo 12.000 1•.ooo USO UOO 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 

4 , .... , .ooo ..... ,.oo• 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.0•0 M.000 10.000 o.u, 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.... 2.000 
s , .ooo ,.ooo 10.000 10.000 12.000 12.000 14.000 14.000 1'.000 10.000 Ut) 2,000 1:.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 

' 10000 10 000 12.000 12.000 14.000 14.000 1'.•oo 1' .... tt.000 ,._ ... O.>n 2.000 2.000 2,000 2.000 2.000 _ 
41 92.000 ,2.000 .4.000 .4.000 ,uoo '6.000 ..... o ... o•o 100.000 10.ooo 0.410 2.000 2,000 2.... 2.... 2.000 
4t ,uoo ,4.000 .,.ooo '6.000 ... 000 .,.ooo 100.000 , ...... 102.000 10.000 0.411 2,000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 
4' '6 .000 '6,000 .,.ooo 9$ ,000 100.000 100.000 102.000 102.000 M4.000 10.00• 0.411 2.000 uoo 2.... 2.•00 2.000 
so .,.ooo .,.ooo 100.00• 100.000 102 too 102.000 104.0to 104.000 106.000 •.OM • ~?> 2.000 2.000 2.,.. 2.000 

··"o 1.<111 ____ :t.oo• ..... _____ 2.000 2.000 . ...... uoo 1. 2.000 ____ __ , 

-·-··i 

Figure 3. EXCEL General Template for 4-station Penny Fab Solutions . 

The EXCEL Template and Action Buttons 
There are 5 features on the EXCEL general template, namely: 

1. Operation Times for Machines A, B, C, and D 
2. Choice of cases: Best, Worst, or Practical Worst Case 
3. A capacity for CONWIP,·if it is used 
4. Work in Process and Batchsize values 
5. Buttons for Best Case, Batchsizes (2, 3, or 4), and CONWIP 

For example, the buttons called "Batchsize 2", ''Batchsize 3", and "Batchsize 4" cause the cell calculations for the 
batching logic to automatically be inserted into the EXCEL spreadsheet so that calculations can be make easier. If 
you use IF( ... ) statements to handle the choices ofbatchsize, then the EXCEL cell logic gets pretty complex. When 
the buttons are used on the EXCEL spreadsheet to focus on the batch size, then calculations are easier, faster, and 
more accurate. This feature was not commonly used or known as recently as J years ago. Figure 4 show~ the Best 
Case, Batch size, and CONWIP buttons. The button logic is developed using recorded macros that are assigned to 
the buttons. 
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Figure 4. The Best Case, Batch Size. and CONWIP Action Buttons 

Now consider what happens when the student simulates the Worst Case.Scenario with a WIP of 2, using the EXCEL 
spreadsheet he/she developed as shown in Figure 3. The textbook notes that if the 4 machine processing times are 
each 2 hours, as shown in Figure 3, then the throughput will logically be 0.5 jobs/hour. 

The students are willing to believe this in concept, but are curious why the throughput rates for the first 6 jobs are 
0.125, 0.200, 0.250, 0.286, 0.313, and 0.333, as shown in the right-most column in Figure 2. Jobs 47 to 50 have 
values of 0.470-plus, but that may not be satisfying enough. If the students use the EXCEL Chart Wizard to plot the 
throughput by job for the first 50 jobs as shown in Figure 5, then they can see that the Throughput approaches 0.5 as 
a limit, but the point is that these conclusions are not all obvious without investigation. · 

0.500 

~ 0.400 
~ -. ', 

i : 0 :3□o ··· 

E•·· o.200 ·• _ . I +. Seriestl 
.· . .c 

. I- _0;100 ; 

.: Jobs ::· 

Figure 5. Plotting Throughput for the first 50 Penny
1

Fab 1 Jobs 

Until this year, the department had no real interface from EXCEL to ARENA. · When the EXCEL general template 
for the Factory Physics was developed, following the ARENA textbook (3), ARENA animation of the Factory 
Physics problems became a reality. After the various problem parameters are used, the pertinent data to interface 
with ARENA found to consist only of 3 forms, namely: · 

• Case Type - Best, Worst, or Practical Worst Case 
• Operation times for the 4 machines 
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• Work in Process and Batch Size. 
Figure 6 shows the positions of these data on the EXCEL spreadsheet. 

~- · Kettering University 
Industrial Engineering 

er ation Times hours 
2 3 

MachineB · 
Dataset 3 

Mac~IIIIC'w I 
,., • .,,111\eO 

Figure 6. The 3 Data Sets required for the EXCEL/ARENA Interface 

The 3 data sets (called Recordsets in ARENA) were identified as Named Ranges, using the names ofCaseType, 
OpTimes, and WIPBatch, respectively. Then 3 Read/Write statements were added to the ARENA model to define 
the key variables pror to execution. After that, EXCEL is run using the same parameters. The advantage of this 
approach is that the students are familiar with EXCEL, and more freely experiment whenever the answers are not 
intuitive. Very often the student or professor sees a variance between his/her expectation and the EXCEL results, 
and then he/she runs the ARENA model for verification. This game-playing is a very useful way to learn the 
concepts. 
Figure 7 shows the Define name window which is used to define the Recordsets. 

, CaseType 

· OpTimes 
WIPbatch 

~.Refers to:. .- ::(:., ,;··: 

Close 

__ &d_d_] 

.. j =Sheetl 1$I$4:$K$4 ~ . 
~' · ·>:- ~. . _.., . . · .. · .· '( .... .. ;f" .,.· • • --~- • : ~· :,,.;.,> ~ ,._ ... ~ .. ·- . . . ., .• ~-

Figure 7. The Define Name Window Used to Define Named Ranges 

The students are encouraged to develop their own ARENA models for the Factory Physics solutions .. Figµre 8 
shows a picture of an ARENA model that was modified from a student's submitted homework assignment. The top 
row of blocks contain the Read/Write blocks that read the EXCEL data. 
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Figure 8 ARENA model for Penny Fab Solutions 
Figure 9 shows the ARENA output from a simple Best Case problem. The cycle time average is inflated from the 
8.00 hour expected value because 3 transportation moves of 0.05 hours were used to show the machine transfers 
graphically when animated. In truth, the animatfons are not very interesting for the Best Case and the Worst Case, 
because there are no queues when there is no variability in the processing times. 

\l\ork In ·Process 
Inventory . Bottleneck Time 

cydeTime:: 

. Plot . . . 
~pfe~~ions/ 
CT : 

· .. Batch s·,ze · 

Cycle Time Avg 

Figure 9. ARENA Output From a Best Case Problem 

THE IMP ACT OF VARIABILITY 
Figure IO shows the EXCEL output from a Practical Worst Case scenario. The output is a shock to many students. · · 
By simply adding variability to the operation times, the time in system seems to go crazy. The Time in System · 
value seems to be increasing within a limit. 
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! i 
----····· Kettering University ~ l 4-station • m T-apeofCase ·- -·-
.~ .,;,,..__,,.;_~-- Industrial . Engineering --- Penny Fab Solution = Best 'w'orst Pr ac. 'w'orstCas.e 

0 0 1 " .. ., -- .,. 

! ! ' .. :. 
Operation Times (hours} \./IP Batch Size ' ; 

1 2 3 4 30 1 : 
2 2 2 2 ' ' 

l · i i ' 
Machine A Machines MachineC MachineD 

Job Jobin Enter Start End Start End Start .End Start 
EndSerYice TIS 

~ umber Batch system serYice Service servict :service service Service servict 

1 1 0.000 0.000 0.153 0.153 0.358 0.358 . 1.812 1.812 2.960 2.960 
2 1 0.108 0.153 0.446 0.446 1.788 1.812 4.942 . 4.942 4.949 4.840 
3 1 0.256 0.446 3.807 3.807 3.861 4.942 5.767 5.767 5.993 5.737 
4 1 0.648 3.807 5.377 5.377 9.338 9.338 . 14.745 14.745 18.117 17.470 
5 1 2.699 5.377 , 6.769 9.338 9.629 14.745 . 14.785 · 18.117 19.365 16.666 
48 1 114.678 119.129 119.513 122.817 123.521 123.521 124.642 124.642 . 127.447 12.770 
.49 1 120.821 120.821 126.244 126.244 129.137 129.137 143.436 143.436 144.551 23.730 
50 1 121.558 126.244 . 135.883 135.883 136.090 143.436 . 145.308 145.308 149.596 28.038 · 

~ l i 
I ! i ' ! I 

' l ! ' l averaae 21.689 j ,. 

Figure 10. Output from EXCEL Template Solution of Practical Worst Case Solution 

So maybe we can gain insight into the situation by looking at the ARENA animation of the problem. The problem 
inputs are passed automatically t-0 ARENA, and the ARENA output is shown in Figure 1 l'. · 

Inventory 

.Cyde Time 

Cycle Time 

Queue QJeue ·· 

Cycle TimeA,vg_ 

cycle Time Avg 

Queue.: QuEUe Jobs out 
~ 
~ 

Figure 11. ARENA Animation of Practical Worst Case Problem 

The output shown in Figure 11 indicates the same instability in some respects. That is, the cycle time peaked, arid 
then declined, and then increased again. The WIP ended at 15. Machine utilizations varied from 63% to 76%. 
These concerns led to a program modification for the ARENA model to write the observed Cycle Time (i.e., CT, or 
Time in System) values to be individually written back into the EXCEL spreadsheet. An ARENA Read/Write 
module was used, writing the output into Recordset 4. The spreadsheet riow looks like Figure 12, with an additional 
column called "Cycle Time from ARENA'! recorded next to the Time in System times. 
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Ooeration Times (hoursl 'w'IP . . Batch Size 
. 2 3 4 30 1 . 

2 . 2 ·. 2. ················ .• . ......... ... 
l . 

Machin.A MachineB Machin.C Machin•D 
Cycle 

Job Jobin 
fl umber Batch 

· Enter ·· .. :Start End Sta,t End Start . End Stait 
End S•rvic• · 

systtm · .·serYic• Service sffiic~ · Service'. strYice Service service 
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Time hrOl• 
from re 
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0.000 0.000 , 0.153 0.153 0.358 . 0.358 . 1.812 1.812 2.960 2.960 11.9057365 o.: 
0.108 0.153 0.446 0.446 1.788 1.812 4.942 · 4.942 4.949 4.840 15.4660133 0.l 

3 1 . · .0.256 . 0.446 · .· 3.807 · 3.807. 3.861 , 4.942 · 5.767. · 5.767 · 5.993 5.737 15.2524071 O.! 
0.648 3.807 5.377 · 5.377 · 9.338 9.338 .14.745 14.745 . 18.117 17:470 11.9322183 o~:. 

5 2.699 · 5.377 6.769 . 9.338 9.629 14.745 14.785 , 18.117 19.365 16.666 14.626709! o.: 
48 . 114.678 119.129 119.513 122.817 .123.521 123.521 · 124.642 124.642 127.447 12.770 33.545041! o.: 
49 120.821 · 120.821 .. 126.244 . 126.244 129.137 129.137 143.436 143.436 144.551 23.730 36.206472 o.: 
50 . 1 · 121.558 · 126.244 135.883 · 135.883 · 136.090 143.436 · .145.308 145.308 149.596 . 28.038 ~7.440327 o.: 

, l averaae 21.689 30.090 o.~ 
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Figure 12. ModifiedO~tp~t·r;~~ EXCEL Template Solution ·or Practical Worst Case Solution, Showing 
ARENA Cycle Times 

This is a work-in-progress. There are many more lessons to be learned from these Factory Physics concepts. Future 
papers will present"lessons learned from the appiication of the revised EXCEL templates for Factory Physics 
concepts. One item not discussed in this paper was the CONWIP concepts,. which will require experience using the 
EXCEL template in teaching future classes. · 

SUMMARY 
This paper has discussed the teaching of Factory Physics concepts, which led to development of a general EXCEL 
template to highlight the concepts. The biggest lessons learned were 

• Defining the problem using simple tableaus simplifies the formulations 
• Using buttons to invoke macro processes also simplifies formulations 
• Passing problem information directly to ARENA using named ranges enhances understanding 

without tedium of data input, and · 
• Writing ARENA output back into the original EXCEL spreadsheet provides closure ,for the 

learning process. 
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. EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, 
MEASUREMENT, AND REVERSE ENGINEERING 

R. Radharamanan 
Mercer University 

ABSTRACT 
Design and manufacturing courses are integral parts of Industrial Engineering curriculum at Mercer School of 
Engineering. In this paper, an overview of the design and manufacturing curriculum starting from freshman design 
through senior design, and introduction_ to manufacturing processes through automation and systems integration are 
presented and discussed. The manufacturing laboratory facilities, and design/automation hardware and software 
available are effectively used to teach Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), 
CAD/CAM integration, dimensioning and tolerancing, measurement and inspection, and reverse engineering 
concepts with appropriate hands-on experiences. A design, fabrication, and measurement experiment, a sample 
laboratory experiment in robotics, an example of measurements using coordinate measuring machine, and a typical 
senior design project are presented and discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The advancement in technology, computers, and automation demands continuous improvement in the quality of 
education both in theory in the classroom as well as hands-on practice in design, computer simulation, and 
manufacturing laboratories. There is a growing need for preparing the students both in theory and practice so that 
they are well prepared to meet the challenges in the job market especially in the manufacturing industries of the 21 st 

century. A strong multi-disciplinary background is required from engineers due to increased automation in the shop 
floor and the globalization of industries. Assessment of student achievement in engineering design is an important 
part of engineering education and vital to engineering program accreditation. Systematic assessment of design is 
challenging yet necessary for program improvement. · 

Several educators, design researchers, and designers from industry have studied and addressed the importance of 
goals for design engineering education [3], engineering design process [ 4, 7, 8], design consider~tions and 
constraints in the design course sequence [10], visualization skills [13], freshmen engineering design [1, 2], senior 
capstone design [11, 12, 14], and multi-university design project [9]. 

The objectives of manufacturing engineering education and possible ways of introducing the subject into an 
undergraduate curriculum [15] and the urgency for improving it in the educational system that supply industry with 
engineers [16] have been discussed. A reverse engineering model and team projects for the freshmen design 
[l, 2, 17], and computer-based teaching [6] in engineering education have also been studied. 

At Mercer University School or"Engineering (MUSE), the ~ngineering students are prepared for. care~rs in 
manufacturing industries. The students are· trained from freshman through senior year in design, materials, 
manufacturing, and measurement related areas as listed in Table 1. 

The design and manufacturing facilities at MUSE include: CAD lab with AutoCAD, CA TIA, Pro/Engineer, and 
Pro/Mechanica (funded by W. M. Keck Foundation), conventional machine shop with lathes, milling, dri'lling, and 
grinding machines, welding shop, as well as robotics and automation lab with a 3-axis CNC machining center 
capable for 4th axis machining,two five-axis robot arms, CNC machines and equipment, vision system, and a 
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) with PC-DMIS v 3.2 software. 

In the engineering graphics course the students are exposed to hands-on construction activities, paper and pencil 
activities, and computer activities. The topics and activities are arranged in a logical order for the development of 

· 3-D spatial skills. The course outline includes: visualization skills in engineering and science; isometric and 
orthographic sketching; pattern development; two and three dimensional drawing; translation and scaling; rotation of 
objects; and computer exercises in visualization. The software packages used in this course include I-DEAS and 
AutoCAD. 



Year 

Freshman 

Sophomore 

Junior 

Seniors 
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Table 1: Preparing engineering students in desigri/manufacturing: Mercer experience 

Curriculum 

Mathematics 
Science 
Introduction to problem solving 
Introduction to design 
Professional practices 

Mathematics 
Science 
Statics and dynamics 
Visualization and graphics 
Introduction to manufacturing 
Humanities 
Junior level exhibit 

Manufacturing practices lab 
Manufacturing processes 
Machine design/CAD 
Computer assisted manufacturing 
Ergonomics/Work study 
Quality, Management, Business 

Human factors 
Facilities planning/Material handling 
Robotics, automation, and controls 
Senior design project 
Graduation exhibits · 

Hands-on experience/other related activities 

Problem identification 
Information gathering 
Engineering ethics 
Teamwork, creativity 
Open-ended design projects 
Freshman summer intern in industry 

Professional society activities (SME, IIE) 
Industry visits 
Computer aided design 
ASME/ISO standards, AutoCAD 
Computer labs/teamwork 
W eh-based training 
Industry co-op experience/summer intern 

Open-e_nded design/mfg. projects 
Programming CNC machines 
CAD/CAM integration 
Fabrication of parts - jigs/fixtures 
Measurement using CMM 
Design/simulation competitions 
Industry co-op experience/summer .intern 

Team solutions and communications 
Design/build/test engineering systems 
Robot programming and cell manufacturing 
Reverse engineering · 
Safety/environmental/ethical awareness 
Participation in conferences 

In the manufacturing processes course, students design 2-D and 3-D parts and use the CNC machining center to 
make these parts. Typical design and fabrication of parts made by the students include: ashtray, star, heart, waffle, 
spider web, smiley/sad face, yin-yang, Star of David, Mickey Mouse, and Christmas Tree etc. The students learn to 
program, using G-code, linear, circular, elliptical, and parabolic motions of tool path on the CNC machining center. 
They also use rectangular/circular pocket commands for machining 3-D parts. 

In the computer assisted manufacturing course, the students learn to program the robot using programming 
languages and interface the robot with numerically controlled devices and conveyor systems. They are trained in 
CNC 4th axis machining (programming and fabrication of parts such as triangular, square, hexagonal, and octagonal 
bars, splines, and crank shafts), as well as robot vision system. The coordinate measuring machine is used to 
demonstrate the measurement aspects of manufactured parts as well as reverse engineering concepts. Students.are 
also allowed to use the manufacturing lab facilities for designing and fabricating parts for their senior design 
projects. 

A DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT 
The objective of this experiment is to design, fabricate, and measure a simple part using the knowledge gained in the 
manufacturing processes course. The design of the part should contain linear and circular paths for the cutter to 
machine the part. One such design is the Mickey Mouse shown in Fig. 1. The part is designed using AutoCAD 
2000. The material chosen for the fabrication of the part is particle board. For machining the part in the Fadafs 
VMCl 5 CNC machining center a program is written using G-codes. The cutting tools· used are: 1 ", 0.25", and 
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0.125" diameter end mills. The spindle speed of 1,200 RPM, a feed rate· of 12.ipm, and a depth of cut of 0.25" are 
used. Then the part dimensions are measured u'sing a coorciinate' measuring machine (CMM). The CMM machine 
is capable of measuring the dimensipn~ to an accuracy of 0.0001". 

3.750 . 

1.945 1.945 

6.5 

0.750 
0.250 I-

,Morg0'1, Parish, ond 
Hightower, Inc. 

~ I ISE 370 
~ ~;;::-:----t-,:M::::l,::CK~,EY:;:..:__:M'..:::O~US~E:.J..:'='.':...J ~-C::3- ~, __ ... _,.,,__,., 

Figure 1: Design of Mickey Mouse 

The measurements made using the CMM machine· for the three diameters left, center, and riglit circles in inches are 
compared with the nominal diameters and found to be within the tolerance range of± 0.05". The results are shown 
in Table 2. 

Diameter 

Left, D 1 

Center, D2 
Right, D3 

Measurement 

2.2485" 
3.9967" 
2.2489" 

Table 2: Measurements using C:MM 

Nominal 

2.2500" 
4.0000" 
2.2500" 

Tolerance 

± 0.0500" 
± 0.0500" 
± 0.0500" 

Deviation 

- 0.0015" 
- 0.0033" 
-0.0011" 

A SAMPLE LABORATORY EXPERIMENT IN ROBOTICS 

Out of Control 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

A sample laboratory experiment is to write a program using the Robcornm3 software for the CRS-A255 robot arm 
and the teach pendant. The robot has to pick up 22 dice of two·different colors (red and green) and'arrange th~m on 
a square board with 9 bins/circles. The dice are placed on a marked board as shown in Figure 2. 
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~Sta.rt 

Figure 2: The board with initial locations marked. 

A typical sequence in which the robot arm will pickup the dice from the marked board is indicated by arrows from 
the start location. The robot arm will actually move each die once into a specified circle/bin in the square board 
with 9 bins/circles (Figure 3 ), located in front of the robot. 

RIZSI . 

Figure 3: The square board with nine circles/bins. · 

This laboratory experiment is carried out using the following steps: 1. Determine the initial and the final layout for 
each individual die. 2. Determine the number each die will display initially. 3. Setup points into the Robcomm3 
software. 4. Write the program. 5. Run the program. 

MEASUREMENTS USING COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE 
Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs) have a wide variety of applications and benefits. Mechanical components 
and manufactured parts are frequently inspected using CMMs. One common application is to check the first part 
machined on a numerically controlled machine tool. If the first part passes the inspection, then the remaining parts 
produced in the batch are assumed to be identical to the first. Gears, threads, and automobile body checking are 
other examples where CMMs are widely used. CMM is used for: measuring part dimension to an accuracy of 
1/10000"; 2-D and 3-D modeling of parts; and reverse engineering of the existing parts. Typical measurements 
made by the students include: diameter of the tennis balls, and dimensions of the parts made u~ing CNC machining 
center (length, width, depth, diameter, radius, and surface contours). 

An Experiment Using CMM . 
New tennis balls are ideal to play tennis. However, after hours of play, they start deteriorating. As they lose the felt 
they fly faster and bounce faster which makes it harder to control them. The purpose of.this study was to determine 
the change in diameter of new tennis balls after 1-hour playing intervals. A total of six Wilson practice tennis balls 
were used in this study. Two NCAA Division I college players volunteered to practice with these selected balls 
during three 1-hour sessions. The tennis practice consisted of rallying back and forth trying to keep the ball in play 
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as long as they could and trying to balance the use of the six balls evenly. Measurements were taken at least five 
hours after they had been used to ensure that the elevated temperatures would not affect the true diameter of the 
balls. The room where the measurements took place was kept at 22 degrees Celsius to ensure that the measuring 
probe tip did not expand and affect the measurements. · 

The PC-DMIS v 3.2 software used is equipped with data processing to accomplish the geometric computations 
required to determine the diameter of the_ tennis balls. By measuring four points on the surface of the tennis balls, 
the best fit center coordinates ( a, b, c) and the radius R (Diameter D = 2R) of the tennis balls can be calculated. The 
coordinate values of the four point locations ~e used to solve the_ four equations with four unknowns: 

(x-a)2 + (y-b)2 + (z-c)2 = R2 (1) 

Each tennis ball was placed in a 6 cm diameter cylindrical plastic can and secured at the bottom with K-Mart Dough 
.to prevent the ball from moving. The probe was calibrated using a sphere with known diameter prior to begin the 
measurements. Three measurements were performed on each tennis ball after I-hour playing intervals. The results 
are summarized in Table 3. The practicing time versus diameter of the ball are shown in Figure 4. 

Table 3: Tennis ball diameter in mm after practice time 

New 

Average Diameter (mm) 65.0870 
Standard Deviation (mm) 0.1080 

I-hour 

65.5260 
0.4800 

After 

2-hour 

64.8940 
0.2702 

Figure 4: Practice time versus tennis ball diameter 

3-hour 

64.5870 
- 0.3145 

It is interesting to note that the ball diameter actually increases slightly after one hour of play and then starts 
decreasing. This is due to the felt that expands initially and then starts to wear off. The measurements helped to 
determine the reduction in diameter after hours of play . 

. The available reverse engineering software is used to take an existing physical part and construct a computer model 
of the part geometry based on a large number of measurements of its surface by a CMM. Non-contacting probes 
such as lasers have a significant advantage over contacting probes in reverse engineering. 
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Using CMM students are trained in making measurements of the parts made in the CNC machining center. They 
also take an existing part and construct a computer model and then the CAD design. The part is then made using 
CAM software on the CNC machining cent(?r thereby learning the reverse engineering concepts. 

A TYPICAL SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT 
At Mercer University School of Engineering, senior design projects are multidisciplinary in nature with duration of 
two semesters. During the first semester, a team consisting of three students is expected to work on a project 
proposed by the client and come up with a preliminary design acceptable to the client. They work closely with the 
client and the techni(:;al advisors to accomplish this task. Once the preliminary design is approved, during the second 
semester, the students' team will build, test, and install the design to the satisfaction of the client and the technical 
advisors. It is very common that three students from three engineering disciplines sign up for a design project 
involving knowledge and skills from different engineering disciplines. One such project is given to a design team 
consisting of three students. The task is to integrate a CRS-A255 robot arm with a Fadal VMC 15 CNC machining 
center [ 5]. The team should design an automatic clamping device to hold the part that is being machined. They also 
should design a control system to operate the automatic clamping device. They are expected to consider the safety 
issues while operating the system, as well as learn to program the robot arm and the CNC machining center. The 
summary of the work accomplished by the tea1!1 is presented and discussed below. 

The Clamping Device 
Three different alternatives proposed for the clamping device are: 1: Use a pneumatic vise. 2. Use two air cylinders 
and a permanently mounted piece ofL-shaped metal. 3. Use one air cylinder and a permanently mounted piece of 
V-shaped metal. The feasibility criteria considered for the clamping device are: to produce a clamping force from 10 
to 150 psi; to fit OIJ.tO a 16"x 29" CNC machining center table; capable of opening and closing automatically; and to 
hold a 3"x 3" part. The merit criteria considered for the clamping device are: cost, centering ability, and safety. 

Based on the feasibility criteria, merit criteria, cycle time analysis, force analysis, robot work envelop, robot control 
program capability, and sensitivity analysis, the third design alternative has been chosen. This includes an air 
cylinder with a V-block attached to the end of the shaft, and a V-block that will be mounted on the CNC machining 
center table. · 

Control System Design 
Three different alternatives proposed for the control system design are: 1. Write a computer program for the 
CRS-A255 robot arm to control the air solenoid. This will be accomplished through an integrated relay switch in the 
robot's general-purpose input/output port on the back of the C500C robot control unit. The relay switch will be 
normally open and supply the 120-volt AC to the solenoid so that it will stay closed thereby keeping the clamping 
device open. When the computer. activates the relay switch, the switch will open removing the 120-volt AC from 
the solenoid so that the solenoid will open. This will allow the air pressure through to close the clampirig device. 
2. Use the manual approach, in which the human user will flip a switch and the clamping device will either open or 
close. Similar to the design alternative 1, when the switch is flipped, the current will flow through the solenoid and 
close it thereby opening the clamping device. When the current is cut off, the solenoid will open and allow the air 
pressure to close the clamping device. 3. Use the combination of alternatives 1 and 2. In this, the user will select 
whether the clamping device should operate in automatic or manual control mode. · 

The feasibility criteria considered for the control system design are that it should fit on or around the table to which 
the robot arm is attached to, the table should fit securely inside the CNC machining center opening, and the robot 
arm should not make contact with the CNC machining center while loading or unloading a part. The merit criteria · 
considered for the control system are: cost, easy use, safety, constructability, and client preference. 

The third alternative with a dual control system in which the user may select either automatic ( computer control) or 
manual (user control) mode has been selected. The overall project cost is estiµiated to be $150 considering only the 
material cost for building the clamping device and the control system. 

During the second semester, the students designed and built the selected clamping device with one air cylinder and a 
permanently mounted piece ofV-shaped metal using the facilities available in the manufacturing laboratory. The 
design of V-block is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the design of cylinder top. 
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Figure 5: The design ofV-block 
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Figure 6: The design of cylinder top 

The design of cylinder attachment is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows the design of the final a~sembly of the 
clamping device. The clamping device when tested met all the feasibility and merit criteria that were chosen by the 
students. 
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Figure 7: The design of cylinder attachment 
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O 0 

O 0 

Figur~ 8: The design of the clamping device (final assembly) 

Figure 9 shows the control system design to operate the clamping device automatically for opening and closing 
when the part is placed on the clamping device by the robot arm. A switch box is made based on the control system 
design. When tested, the switch box also met the feasibility and merit criteria chosen by the students. 

The clamping device and the control system were installed and tested together with the CRS-A255 robot and the 
CNC machining center for automatic loading and unloading of parts, as well as automatic op~ning and closing of the 
clamping device when the part is loaded/unloaded. At present, this set up forms an integral part of the CNC 
machining cell with robot interface for loading, unloading, and automatic actuation of the clamping device in the 
manufacturing laboratory. 
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Figure 9: The design of control system 

CONCLUSIONS 

jl\lr 
Solenoid 

The industrial engineering curriculum based on ABET curricular guidelines provides the following learning 
opportunities to the students at MUSE: 

• Theory on design, manufacturing and automation, dimensioning and tolerancing, measurement and 
inspection, and reverse engineering through design and manufacturing courses; 

• Hands-on experience in design and manufacturing laboratories, and open-ended design projects from · 
freshmen through senior years; 
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• Real world experience through industry co-op, summer internship, and participation in professional society 
activities; · 

Typical examples of lab work (CNC machining center, robot, and CMM) and senior design project (robot and CNC 
machining center) presented and discussed in this paper clearly indicate the learning opportunities provided to the 
students at MUSE. The effective use of theory classes, design and manufacturing lab facilities, and co-op 
opportunities provide the students the needed expertise and prepare them well to meet the challenges in_ the 
industrial workplace. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MENTORING PROGRAM TO IMPROVE ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING AMONG COLLEGE AND PRE-COLLEGE STUDENTS 

Alexandra Schonning and Daniel Cox 
University of North Florida 

ABSTRACT · 

Florida's First Coast Manufacturing Innovations Partnership is partially established to improve engineering 
education among college and pre-college students. To meet this goal a mentoring program is established including 
the local industry, institutions of higher education, and high schools. This paper addresses the structure of this 
mentoring program, workshops, and assessment tools. · 

INTRODUTION 

The University of North Florida (UNF) was established in 1972 and has today a population of amore than 14,000 
students. The Engineering Division of the College of Computing, Engineering and Construction is a recently 
developed entity ofUNF. The electrical engineering program was established in 1987 in collaboration with the 
University of Florida and became a stand alone program in 1991. The civil engineering program was initiated in 
2000 and the mechanical engineering program in 2001. All of the three programs are ABET accredited and reside in 
the new Science and Engineering building completed in the spring of 2004. As the engineering programs have 
become more established funding has been sought to aid in the development of the programs. One proposal [ 1] was 
submitted to the Partnerhip for Innovation, a National Science Foundation (NSF) [2] cross cutting program in April, 
2004. The proposed project was funded by the directorate of engineering under the engineering education and 
·_centers organization of NSF in October 2004 and is referred to as Florida's First Coast Manufacturing Innovation 
Partnership, or MIP [3]. The three primary objectives ofMIP are: 

1. To stimulate transformation of knowledge in design and manufacturing. occurring in the academic domain to the 
applied research and development in the industrial field through project-centered innovations developed using a shared 
design and manufacturing resource for technology transfer, . 
2. To develop partnerships with the local public .academic institutions with the common goal of producing students . 
whose education satisfies the needs of the regional workforce with a more scientifically and technologically literate 
workforce trained with relevance to industry including mentorship to attract and retain engineering students for the 
future, and · 
3. To implement Florida's First Coast Manufacturing Innovation Partnership Program for long-term sustainability of 

technology transfer and creation of high-technology jobs in the engineering manufacturing and design professions. 

In achieving the three objectives a plan was developed which includes a mentoring program. The mentoring 
program consists of organizational and planning activities, ·workshops, and outreach activities . . The paper will 
discuss these as well as assessment tools on how to determine if the MIP-program is successful in meeting its 
objectives. 

MENTORING PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Advisory Board 

The mentoring program includes. faculty and student representatives from UNF, faculty and student representatives 
from other institutions of higher learning, faculty and students from the local high schools, members ·from the local 
industrial community and other local organizations. The mentoring program is lead by an advisory board consisting 
of faculty members from UNF, other institutions of higher learning, and the high schools as well as representatives 
from the local industry. · 

The activities of the mentoring· advisory board include organizing and holding workshops, discussing and suggesting 
modifications to the curriculum, and determining which components of the project-centered activities are best suited 
for UNF, the high schools, ancl the community college. 
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Mentoring Structure 
The mentoring structure is organized such that the UNF fijculty and industry partners mentor the faculty from 
community college(s) and high schools as well as the UNF engineering students. The UNF engineering students in 
turn mentors the high school students and the community college students in conjunction with the high school and 
community college faculty. The UNF team also mentors some of the local organizations that specialize in technical 
and community development. Figure 1 shows the proposed mentoring structure. 

High School 
Students 

HS 
Faculty 

Local Industry 

Community 
College 
Faculty 

. Community 
Development 
Organizations 

Figure 1: Proposed mentoring structure 

Community 
College 
Students 

The inner ellipse represents the advisory board and it can be seen that it interacts with the students from the local 
high schools and institutions of higher learning. 

MENTORING PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

Faculty and Students 

The activities of the mentoring program include workshops for faculty and students that will be described in detail in 
a later section. Faculty is also involved with one-on-one mentoring between faculty and student. For example, the 
faculty member will sit with the student to explain how a particular machine works, how a software can be used and 
how to prepare a resume. · 

Student and Student 

One-on-one activities also include UNF students mentoring each other. The MIP projects are typically organized 
such that one student is the project leader. That leader is then responsible for mentoring his/her team members. 
Any team member and team leader is encouraged to discuss technical aspects of their project with members of other 
MIPteams. 

Weekly. Meetings 

The MIP group holds weekly meetings during which the teams will discuss their progress on a particular project. 
They will bring up any difficulties that they encountered during the week and the MIP team will discuss potential 
solutions to these problems. The weekly meetings generally only includes the UNF members of the MIP team but 
the UNF students are also required to stay in close contact with the sponsoring.industry partner. 

UNF Students and Pre-college Students 

The UNF students will mentor the pre-college students during workshops as well as on project-centered activities. 
Some high school students will be hired to complete technical tasks on the MIP project. These high school students 
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will then work with one of the teams on a particular engineering project. The high school student wiH be asked to 
participate in tasks that r~quire n:iinimal technical knowledge and that will help the high school student gain 
technical expertise. For example, the student may learn how to utilize a ~oniputer aided design software and then be 
asked to model components that ·are to be used in one of the assemblies. 

In-class and Out-of-Class Activities 

Most of the activities that the students get involved with are not part of their regular course work. Rather the 
students are paid to work on the projects as -if it was a regular job. Many of the students in the region are not able to 
obtain part time positions with flexible hours that also increase their technical competence. The MIP program, 
however, provides just that for the students. While the students need to specify the hours they work there is some 
flexibility to modify those hours pendin~ academic workload. 

While most of the MIP activities· are disconnected from the in-class activities the projects are integrated into some of 
the engineering courses. For example, in some cases students may use their projects as part of their senior design 
project, and certain aspects of their projects 11}-ay be appropriate as design and/or analysis components in other 
courses. 

Outreach Activities 

The mentoring team also participates in outreach activities. Some of these include working on projects for 
developing companies, participating in workshops, and recruitment. Recruitment activities are mostly focused on 
increasing the interest in science and engineering among pre-college students. Students participating in the MIP 
program are encouraged to participate as mentors to For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology 
(FIRST) teams [ 4]. FIRST is an organization promoting science and technology among high· school students by 
c:,rganizing a robotics competition. FIRST students build a robot that is to perform a particular task and then 
compete with the robot against other FIRST teams. The competition is made into a fun event and aims to show 
students how fun technology can be. Figure 2 shows a picture of one of the robots competing in Florida's regional 
competition in March 2005. 

Figure 2: A FIRST robot by team 845. 

Division of Mentoring Activities 

The mentoring activities are slightly different for different members of the MIP team. The following 'paragraph~ 
outline the involvement of the groups . 

.UNF holds the leadership role in the resource regional facility. The resources consist pf students, faculty, technical 
knowledge, software and equipment. . Organizing the structure of the fa~ility occurs at UNF and highly technical aspects 
of projects are handled by UNF faculty and students in coordination with local industry. 

Students and faculty members from the community college participate in technical aspects of the center with limited · 
requirements for in-depth understanding of engineering. This scope of activity also includes underclassmen from UNF. 
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For _ example, this ~ay include some design aspects, some basic calculations, and physical realization of project j 

outcomes. 

Local high school students participate _ in the shared manufacturing and design · resource facility by being assigned a 
particular portion of a project under mentorship. The high schools include, but are not limited to inner-city schools to 
create opportunities for students with diverse backgrounds. The high school faculty is involved with deciding appropriate 
projects for the high school students. This may include participating in brainstorming activities, creating drawings, and 
designing and analyzing those aspects of the project requiring a limited amount of engineering understanding. ·Through 
this type of participation; the students learn more about what engineering is and hopefully increase their interest in 
science and engineering. The students will participate in class projects created by their high school teachers. These 
projects may be part of their regular course work or they may be components of college credit generating courses. The 
teachers from the high schools will also participate in the resource facility by attending workshops on how to incorporate 
industry-related engineering projects into the class room. They will also learn how to use _ the resources of the center to 
expand their skills. · 

WORKSHOPS 

Faculty Workshops 
The faculty workshops are organized by the mentoring advisory committee and invited members include the UNF 
faculty, faculty from local community colleges and local high schools, members from the local industry, and 
administrators from the academic institutions. There are two primary .goals of these workshops;_one is to increase 
the technical competence among the participants and the other goal is to determine a plan that will modify the 
curriculum to better prepare the future workforce for their careers. 

During the workshops the members participate in discussions on how the academic curriculum can be improved to 
better prepare the future workforce for a technical career. Some potential discussion topics are listed below: 

• What technical knowledge and skills are needed among college graduates? 
• What technical knowledge and skills do current graduates have? 
• Are any curriculum changes needed and if so what types of changes? 
• How can these changes be implemented? 
• What technical knowledge and skills are needed among students entering the engineering curriculum? 
• What skills and knowledge· do the students entering the engineering classes currently have? · 
• What changes in the high school curriculum would be desired? 
• How can these changes be implemented? 
• How can we increase the interest in engineering and science among pre-college students and among 

underrepresented students in particular? ' 
• What role does project-centered activities play in improving the technical competence among students? 
• How can the project-centered activities best be implemented? 
• How can the suggestions made be implemented and how can its success be assessed? 

In addition to discussing improvements in the curriculum, the workshops will also include a technical component 
where faculty will learn new technical skillsthat they can bring back to the class room. These skills include how 
they can utilize the resources available through the MIP resource facility. For example they may learn how to 
operate machines and software. 

Student Workshops 
The student workshops are primarily organized by the UNF students and are aimed at increasing the interest in 
science and engineering among pre-engineering students and improving the technical and professional knowledge 
among all participants. Students invited to these workshops include students (Tom inner city high schools, high 
schools with technical programs, other local high schools, community colleges, and UNF students, providing a 
diverse group of students. These activities will include technical and professional activities. The professional 
activities are primarily to benefit the college students and include resume building, job searching and interviewing, 
and discussions related to professionalism in the workplace. 
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During the workshop UNF students will discuss their college experience and describe the projects they have been 
involved with. The workshop participants will be taken on a tour of the engineering building and will 
view/participate in demos organized by the mechanical, civil and electrical engineering programs. The high school 
students will be informed of different projects available for them to work on. Also, for those workshops that extend 
more than one day, the 'students will have an opportunity to develop technical skills. This may include learning the 
basics of a software program, learning how to operate a machine such as a rapid prototyping machine. Another type 
of project may include calculating bending of a beam, measuring it experimentally, and looking at a demo of 
calculating the bending using finite element analysis. 

ASSESSMENT TOOLS 

To assess the success of the MIP program several assessment tools will be used. The tools will focus on assessing 
ho·w well the MIP students perform in relation to non-MIP students. It should be noted that the MIP students are a 
select group of students hired through a resume submittal and interview process. This means that any difference 
among the MIP students and the non-MIP students may be due to the fact that the MIP group is different from the 
start and not necessarily different due to their involvement in the MIP program. While these assessment tools are 
hoped to be used on the majority of the mechanical engineering students at UNF, it may not be possible to obtain the 
information for some students due to confidentiality restrictions. 

• · Grade Point Average (GPA): The GPA of the MIP and non-MIP students will be recorded before 
involvement in the MIP program and during each semester until graduation. Trends in the GP A will be 
observed for both of the groups and the trends will be compared. 

• Retention: The retention rate of the MIP-students will be compared to that of non-MIP-students. _ 

• Engineering-in-Training (EIT): The EIT score of the MIP and non-MIP students will be recorded and 
compared. The EIT score will also be compared to the GP A of the students to see if there is a correlation 
between the GP A and EIT scores that relates to the correlation betwe·en EIT scores and MIP involvement. 

• Job placement: It will be determined how_many percent of the MIP and non-MIP students obtain · · 
engineering positions and how long after graduation these positions are obtained. 

• Graduate school: There will be a comparison between the .number ofMIP and non MIP-students that are 
accepted to graduate school. · 

• Student surveys: Students will be a,sked to .fill out a survey at the beginning of their junior year and then 
again shortly before graduation. The survey will try to determine the students technical knowledge and 
confidenc~. It will be ·studied how the results change among the MIP students in comparison to the non-
MIP students. · 

• Employer surveys: The employer surveys will aim to determine how employers feel MIP students perform 
in relation to the non-MIP students. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In summary, Florida's Manufacturing Innovation Partnership (MIP) aims to increase the technical competence 
among the future workforce, increase the technical and economic development of the local region and develop a 
plan for sustainability. In achieving these objectives MIP will involve its students in project-oriented activities in 
collaboration with the local industry. In addition to the technical activities, MIP also consists of a mentoring · 
program including faculty and students from the local region as well as representatives from the local industry. The 
mentoring program includes both workshops and outreach activities. The success of the program is to be measured 
using a large number of assessment tools such as GP A, EIT scores, retention, job placement, graduate school 
attendance, and surveys. · 
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ABSTRACT 
A virtual manufacturing learning environment for Web-based.training is presented. It integrates virtual reality, 
accurate .physics-based machining simulation, and intelligent agents acting as virtual tutors to provide: (a) 
interaction with fully-functional virtual machine tools, including real-time machining of parts, (b) training on key 
operating procedures, and ( c) virtual tutors that collaborate to guide, supervise, and certify the user in machining 
operations. This enables colleges to easily and inexpensively provide students with effective, safe, and highly 
accessible training on advanced machine tools. · 

INTRODUCTION 
Economic and social factors have contributed to increased demand for advanced manufacturing training. 
Manufacturing remains the most powerful engine of economic growth and drives innovation. The industry 
accounted for 14% of the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2001 [l]. Manufacturing spawns more 
additional activity and jobs than any other economic sector. Every $1 of final demand for manufactured goods 
generates an additional $0.76 in products and services from non-manufacturing sectors [2l Faced with mounting 
global competitive pressure, US manufacturers have to make significant productivity gains. Those gains require a 
highly skilled workforce that is trained in advanced manufacturing technology. Most potential manufacturing 
workers do not have access to state-of-the-art manufacturing labs that can provide such ~aini_ng. 

According to a recent report from the Center for Workforce Success, with the retirement of the baby-boorri 
generation, American manufacturers face a severe shortage of men and women to run tomorrow's factories. One of 
the most protracted problems that employers face is the lack of new skilled workers to operate their high-tech 
manufacturing plants [3]. The aging population and the resulting shortage in skilled manufacturing workers is a 
major socio-economic driver that will result in increased demand for advanced manufacturing training. 

In response to the above social and economic drivers, the number of manufacturing education programs offered by 
institutions of higher learning in the US is growing. The number of Industrial/Manufacturing Engineering Bachelor 
degrees grew by 12.84% between 2002 and 2003 and overall enrollment grew by 4.2% [4]. In a survey conducted by 
the Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) a vast majority of respondents (94.1 % ) indicated that there is a strong 
need for more manufacturing engineering programs in the US [5]. 

Modem state-of-the-art CNC machines are expensive to buy and maintain. Universities and community/technical 
colleges who would like to have a state-of-the-art manufac~g lab have to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars 
on setting it up and tens of thousands of dollars on maintaining it. Moreover, to remain current,-renoy_ation must 
occur every few years. For example, recently the University of Washington, which already had a manufacturing lab, · 
budgeted $600,000 for the renovation of its lab [6]. 

Despite making significant investments, access remains limited at universities and community/technical colleges 
who have advanced manufacturing labs. Currently, students are introduced to-CNC machines in small groups and 
can only operate the machine for a short time due to limited lab hours. It is very difficult (if not impossible) to bring 
a student, in a semester or two, to_ a level where he/she would feel comfortable operating CNC machines without 
supervision. Typically, academic institutions will never take the risk of unsupervised operation of machines by 
students. , 

There is a need for a solution that enables universities and community/technical colleges 'to provide or complement 
-education and training on state-of-the-art advanced CNC machines while optimizing the resources spent on building, 
maintenance, and renovation of advanced manufacturing labs every few, years. The solution must provide better 
access to advanced manufacturing training and increase its safety, effectiveness and completeness. 

Virtual environments (VEs) can provide a safe, cost-effective, and flexible environment for training. Fueled by 
recent strides in computer CPU and grap~cs cards speeds, VEs are increasingly becoming more realistic. 
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Accordingly, VEs a:re being increasingly used in training applications. Recent applications of VE based training 
inciude: training for operation of: engineering facilities [7], maintenance simulators [8], medical procedures training 
[9, 10], and military operations training [11]. Motivated by the advantages of VE based training, several research 
groups and commercial companies developed virtual CNC machines that attempted to meet some of the above 
objectives. · 

Suh et al. [12] developed a web-based virtual CNC machine that includes geometric and kinematic models of the 
machine and that uses the VRML COSMO player along with JAVA-applets. The user interacts with the machine 
through a separate 2D panel not through the machine controller in the VE as they would in the actual machine. 

Ong et al. [13,14] developed a web-based interactive manufacturing teaching module that uses VRML and JAVA 
applets. AG-code interpreter is implemented using a JAVA-applet that controls VRML scene to produce the tool 
motion corresponding to the G-code program. The VRML ElevationGrid object was used to model the work-piece. 
The heights of the Elevation Grid are changed based on the intersection of the surface with the tool. A simple 
average cutting force model based on the power required to remove a unit volume of material was used. The system 
does not have a machine controller simulator capability and thus does not allow the user to interact with, program, 
and operate the virtual machine in the same way as the actual machine. Luo et al. [ 15] developed a web-based 
virtual milling machine that combines a geometric model for the machine with stitched images for the rest of the 
workshop and that uses the aforementioned ElevationGrid VRML technique. Kong et al. 2002 [16] also developed a 
web-based virtual milling machine that uses the aforementioned ElevationGrid VRML technique. Both systems 
have more or less the same limitations as the previous Ong et al. system. 

Lin et al. [17] developed a virtual-reality CNC ·training prototype system driven by the WorldToolKit from Sense8 
and consisting of five modules: training task-planning, machine simulator, performance evaluation, instruction, and 
interface. The system focuses on basic manual operations and doesn't have a G-Code interpreter and the machining 
ofparts is not accounted for. 

Chang et al. [18] developed haptic and aural rendering for a 5-axis virtual milling machine. Haptic rendering was 
used so that tlie user can feel the cutting forces and surface roughness. The analytic cutting force model developed 
by Abrari and Elbestawi [ 19] was used. Aural rendering was done using Microsoft DirectSound functions. The 
cutting force was used to determine the amplitude of the cutting sound and the spindle speed was used to determine 
the frequency. The system focuses on the haptic and aural rendering of the machining process and doesn't model the 
controls or other aspects of the machine. 

Ustarroz et al. [20] developed VIRTOOL- a virtual learning environment for milling machines. Virtool does not 
have a machine controller simulator capability and thus does not allow the user to interact with, program, and 
operate the virtual machine in the same way as the actual machine. 

Denford Ltd. [21] developed a virtual training environment for micro milling machines, not full production models. 
The 3D real-time work-piece solid model is not accounted for. The fidelity of interactivity is low and the student 
interacts with the machine and its controls through separate windows in the program and not directly in the virtual 
environment as they would in the actual environment. The machine dynamics and the 3D real-time part· solid model 
are not accounted for. Another company, Delmia [22] offers CNC machining verification modules that include fast 
solid modeling for predicting the work-piece geometry during the cutting process. It doesn't offer training 
capabilities and is mainly targeted towards validation of NC code. 

None of the existing systems includes capabilities for virtual tutors and only the system from Lin et al. had some 
knowledge capture capability for a few basic operations. The visual quality generally ranges from medium to low 
while interactivity is limited and the user can't interact with, program, and operate the virtual machine in the same 
way as the actual machine. While few of the systems account for some of th~ physical aspects of the cutting process, 
the accuracy is low and none accounts for aspects that add realism such as chip formation and flying. 

In this paper, the Advanced Virtual Manufacturing Lab (A VML) will be presented. The A VMLis a virtual 
manufacturing learning environment that surpasses the previously reported virtual CNC milling machines in the 
following five aspects: visual and audio fidelity of the virtual machine, naturalness of interactivity, accuracy o_f 
modeling the cutting process, use of virtual tutors, and knowledge capture and dissemination. The software currently 
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includes a 3-axis CNC milling machine and will eventually include other types of manufacturing machines such as 
production-grade 5-axes milling machines and CNC lathes. 

A VML CHARACTERISTICS 
We believe that the following are the most important characteristics of an advanced manufacturing training VE 
solution in terms of what end-users want: visual quality; fidelity of interactivity; accuracy of physical modeling of 
the machining process; effective use of virtual tutors; ease of access; and low cost. 

Visual Quality 
Visual quality is an important characteristic because for the training to be effective, a virtual manufacturing learning 
environment must accurately emulate a physical manufacturing lab. The high fidelity of the virtual environment 
should give the student a visualeffect almost as realistic as being in the actual lab. A visually realistic virtual 
machine should look and sound almost the same as the physical machine. All existing virtual CNC machines fall far 
short from that goal. In the A VML, the virtual CNC machine is near-photorealistic and produces near-real sounds 
including machinit)g sounds. · 

The A VML is driven by IVRESS [23], an object-oriented scene-graph based virtual-reality display engine. The 
machine model (Figure 1) is a hierarchical scene-graph that includes the machine geometry and the machine control 
widgets. The machine geometry consists of textured surfaces of the various machine parts. The machine parts were 
modeled in Pro-Engineer Wildfire® as solid models and then exported in VRML format as tessellated surfaces. The 
surfaces were textured using photographs of the actual machine to produce a near-photorealistic model of the 
machine. In addition, to the machine a work-piece preparation area (Figure 2) and the lab room (Figure 3) were 
modeled. The work-piece preparation area allows the user to select the cutting tools, place t4e parallels in the work
piece fixtures, use the mallet to secure the work-piece on the fixture and define the dimensions of the raw work-
. piece block. The lab room will eventually contain other CNC machines such as a CNC lathe. In addition, the user 
can make parts of the machine such as the sheet-metal enclosure semi-transparent or hide parts of the machine in 
order to more clearly see the motions of the other machine parts (Figure 4). · 

Fig 1. CNC machine virtual model Fig 2. Work-piece preparation area 
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Fig 3. Virtual manufacturing lab and two intelligent 
tutors (screen tutor and environment tutor) 

Fidelity of Interactivity 
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Fig 4. The virtual tutor makes the machi,ne semi
transparent to show the base during a lecture 

Most virtual CNC machines use separate 2D windows to model the machirie controller. Some have a 3D immersed 
controller that is not photorealistic and does not have the same shape of knobs, buttons, and switches as the actual 
machine. Using the A VML, students are able to interact with the virtual CNC machine similarly to how they would 
interact with it in the real manufacturing lab. In the A VML, the machine controller (Figure 5) and machine software 
screens (Figure 6) are almost identical to the actual CNC machine. A software emulator models the software 
screens, which are displayed on the screen of the machine controller. An NC code interpreter allows users to 
program the virtual machine in the same way they would program the actual machine. Also, the control knobs, 
buttons, and switches are near-photorealistic. All the buttons and knobs in the machine controller are fully functional 
and users can interact with the virtual machine in the same way they would interact with the actual machine. 

Fig 5. Machine controller 
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Fig 6. A typical machine software screen 
(program start screen) 

The A VML provides better than "computer-game" quality navigation in the VE that uses a physics-based dynamic· 
motion model along with a penalty-based frictional contact model. Most previous CNC machines use COSMO 
player which provides VRML type navigation that is purely kinematic and that does not include effects such forces, 
acceleration, and friction. 

Previous virtual CNC machines did not include ·the machine sounds including the cutting sounds. Chang et al. 2001 
[18] only included a rough model of the cutting sounds. The A VML produces ·near-realistic machine sounds such as 
cutting, spindle rotation, switching on/off the machine, toggling the various controls (buttons, switches, and knobs), 
opening/closing the machine door, tool change, etc. 
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Accuracy· of Physical Modeling of the Machining Process 
The machining process is inherently a physical process that involves cutting speeds, feed rates, material removal, 
etc. The machining physical effects should be accurately modeled so the student gets the same results in the virtual 
lab that they would get in the physical lab. Previous virtual machines only included the geometric aspect of the 
cutting process. The accuracy of the geometric modeling varies from the very accurate system ofDelmia Inc. to the 
less accurate VRML'ElevationGrid-based geometric modeling technique. The A VML geometric modeling uses the 
ACIS™ solid modeling engine [24] which is similar to the Delmia's system in terms of accuracy and speed. Among 
the systems that include the physical aspects of the cutting process, Chang et al. [18] and.Ong et al. [14] include a 
rough average cutting force model. Other physical aspects such as instantaneous cutting forces, tool deflection, 
sur_face errors, and surface roughness are generally not modeled accurately or-not modeled at all. The A VML 
includes an accurate artificial neural network (ANN) instantaneous cutting force model. The force model is used to 
predict tool deflection, surface ·errors, and surface roughness. Also, the maximum stress at the root of the tool is 
compared to the yield stress to predict the onset of tool breakage. 

The A VML also models other physical aspects of the cutting process that enhance the realism of the learning 
· environment such as chip formation and flying (Figure 7). The spindle-speed and cutting force are used to calculate 
the size, flying speed, and frequency of chips. 

Fig 7. Snapshot of machining of a work-piece showing 
the flying chips 

Effective Use of Virtual Tutors 
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Fig 8. A VML Web-based interface 

In order to quickly begin using the system and to make the training more effective, intelligent virtual tutors that act 
as lab assistants to guide and supervise the user are integrated seamlessly with the learning environment (Figure 3). 
An "always on top of the screen" virtual tutor (screen tutor) is always visible and provides guidance' and answers to · 
the user's questions as well as structured multi-media lectures. In addition, an intelligent virtual assistant in the 
environment directly assists the user by demonstrating the correct procedure to perform the required process steps. · • 

The two virtual tutors collaborate to help the user. For example, when the user needs help, he asks·the ~creen tutor 
by speaking or typing a natural language question. The screen tutor will say the answer and display any multi-media, 
which support the answer. The screen agent will also command the assistant in the environment to actually do a 
demonstration if necessary. Visual cues such as 3D flashing arrows are used in addition to the agent in the 
environment pointing to the correct objects in the environment The virtual tutors are fully animated and interact in a 
natural way, including arm motions, walking, gestures, emotional facial expressions, and lip-synched speech. · 

The intelligent virtual tutors use a Natural Language Interface (NLI) to communicate wit~ the user. The NLI enables 
two-way communication with the user in natural-language speech (and/or written text). Thus the user doesn't have to 
memorize commands and can communicate naturally with the tutors m the environment. The NLI accomplishes 
natural-language understanding by using LEA's hierarchical rule-based expert system engine [25] to convert the 
user's natural-language commands to script that can be sent to the A VML. The NLI communicates with the user by 
sending output speech to a speech synthesis engine, as well as by changing the visual state of objects in the A VML. 
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The traditional knowledge capture ~ethod ofrelying on operating manuals fails to capture the dynamic and time
dependent aspects of operating CNC machines. The A VML allows the instructor of a manufacturing class to easily 
and quickly integrate lecture content into the virtual manufacturing learning environment and synchronize it with 
training activities. One of the capabilities of LEA is the unstructured knowledge base engine. The unstructured 
knowledge consists of "knowledge items" that can be arranged by the instructor in any order to form a lecture. A 
knowledge item is a tagged short HTML segment with embedded multimedia content. A knowledge-base file is 
simply a collection of knowledge items. LEA allows multiple knowledge-base files to be loaded. A file is loaded 
using its URL. Thus the ~ow ledge base can be anywhere on the Web. The Web-based interface consists of six 
resizable and moveable windows (Figure 8): a VE window, a multimedia instruction window, a speech window, a 
hierarchical lecture outline window, a hierarchical list of voice commands window and an agent-options window. 
LEA also includes a search capability in order to be able to answer the user's natural language questions from the 
unstructured knowledge-base. 

LEA also includes a structured hierarchical process knowledge capability that allows training users on operating 
procedures such as machine start-up; machine shut-down, G-code loading from disk, and running an existing G
eode. Each process can consist of a set of steps as well as other sub-processes. Each process and step can have pre
and post- constraints. Pre-constraints have to be satisfied before the step/process can be started. Post-constraints 
have to be satisfied before the step/process is completed. The virtual tutor can disseminate process knowledge using 
one of the following training modes. The desired mode is triggered using a natural-language user's command 
interpreted using the LEA rule-based expert system. The training modes are: 
1. Process Tutor. The screen tutor instructs the environment tutor to perform the process steps while the user is 

watching. T4e user can pause/resume, rep~at (go back) a step, or skip a step. 
2. Process Info. This tutor mode will only recite the process steps to the user. 
3. Process Guide. The tutor guides the user step by step through the process. The tutorwill not go to the next step 

until the user says a command such as "continue''or "proceed." The user has to perform each step. The tutor 
checks the process constraints to determine if the user performed the step correctly. If a cons_traint is violated, 
then it instructs the user to repeat the step. If the user does not perform the step correctly three times in a row, 
then the screen tutor instructs the environment tutor to intervene and demonstrate the correct procedure by 
performing the step for the user. 

4. Process Supervisor. The tutor instructs the user to perform the process. At the end of each sub-process the user 
lets the tutor know that s/he is done. At that point the tutor checks the sub-process constraints. If no mistakes 
were detected, then the tutor instructs the user to perform the next sub-process. If mistakes are detected, then it 
lists the mistakes and instructs the user to repeat the sub-process. 

5. Process Certification. This mode is similar to the process supervisor mode except that the user performs-all the 
process steps and the tutor keeps track of any mistakes the user made. Finally, the user indicates that he 
completed the process and the tutor informs the user of the mistakes made in the process. If no mistakes are 
detected then the tutor certifies the user in this process, otherwise additional training is suggested. 

6. Intelligent Virtual Assistant~ The user asks the tutor to perform a process. The tutor performs the process while 
the user can either watch the agent or do something else. This facility can be used, for example, to simulate 
interaction with a virtual team in a virtual manufacturing cell. 

Ease of Access 
The A VML can be used anywhere there is access to a high-speed internet connection or it can be easily distributed 
on a CD when a high-speed internet connection is not available and can run on existing PC hardware, including 
notebook computers. Unlike manufacturing labs with limited lab hours and required supervision, any number of . 
students and educators from various geographic locations can access the A VML at ariy time. The A VML can ~e 
used to provide hands-on training on the operation of CNC machines. The students can safely_ experiment with the 
virtual machines and test operating procedures and CNC programs without risk of damaging expensive equipment 
and facilities or injury. Hands-on training and experimentation enhance students learning and retention and increase 
students creativity and problem-solving capabilities. The A VML provides a safe virtual environment enabling 
accelerated learning of advanced manufacturing technology and allowing unsupervised usage of virtual CNC 
machines. 

The A VML framework is modular and object-oriented in order to allow for component reuse and ease of inte~ation 
of new capabilities and sub-components into the environment. The A VML framework allows various groups to 
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almost independently develop the various components of the virtual machine. In addition, the A VML runs on any 
platform equipped with an OpenGL graphics capability including Windows™ 2000/XP, LINUX and UNIX PCs and 
Notebook computers. It also readily runs on multi-screen stereoscopic immersive virtual reality facilities, which 
include head-tracking, such as the CA VE™ as well as the single screen workstations: 

Cost 
The cost of a VE solution must be a smali fraction of the current cost for building and maintaining a state-of..:the-art 
manufacturing lab. We estimate that in order to be successful, the cost per student should be less than that of an 
average manufacturing textbook. A search on Amazon.com showed a price of $124.95 for a typical undergraduate 
manufacturing textbook [26]. We estimate that the cost of the A VML per student will be less than half that amount. 

The A VML runs on existing computer hardware. Thus even small colleges can provide CNC machining training 
without investing a lot of money to setup a CNC machine lab. Even for large colleges, there could be budget 
limitations that prevent the initial investment (especially, for sophisticated machines) or the subsequent upgrading to 
keep up with the changing technology. In addition, the A VML saves money on consumables such as tools and work
pieces. In addition, the A VML object-oriented collaborative framework allows for component reuse and ease of 
integration of new machine tools into the environment. This minimizes the effort and cost of expanding the virtual 
advanced manufacturing lab with new machine tools and maximizes the opportunity of collaboration between 
research institutions as well as between academia and industry. 

CONCLUSION 
The A VML, a prototype virtual manufacturing learning environment for Web-based training was presented. For 
universities and colleges that already have a manufacturing lab, the A VML can complemen~ and enhance their 
existing manufacturing labs. For example, it can shorten the time it takes for students to become familiar with CNC 

. machine tools. Students and instructors can test NC-Code on the virtual machine before running it on the actual 
machine. The A VML can protect the investment in expensive machines by making sure there are no errors that 
would result in a badly machined part or damage to the machine. Using the A VML's unstructured and structured 
knowledge management capabilities, manufacturing instructors can easily customize and update the training. 

The A VML enables access to a virtual advanced manufacturing lab by universities·and four year colleges that do not 
have a full-blown manufacturing program but have a related program such as Mechanical Engineering and would 
like to provide their students with sufficient knowledge and skills in manufacturing, including CNC machining. For 
example, Mechanical Engineering departments in engineering schools with no program in manufacturing are usually 
unable to provide the manufacturing background needed to create "intelligent" designers and highly marketable 
engineers in the manufacturing/machining industry. Many mechanical engineers end up working in jobs that directly 
or indirectly involve manufacturing. 

Community and technical colleges offer manufacturing an.d industrial technology programs but often cannot afford 
to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on building a state-of-the-art manufacturing lab and-tens pJ thousands 
every year on maintaining it. As a result, many students only get to see a CNC machine in textbooks and do not get · 

· an opportunity to interact with or program one. The A VML will enable access to a virtual manufacturing lab that 
would provide such an opportunity. - · 

The A VML object-oriented collaborative framework minimizes the effort arid cost of adding new Iilacliines. The 
collaborative framework also enables A VML objects to reside on different local or remote networked machines so 
that different universities, companies, and institutions can easily build the A VML machines models yet they can all 
be accessed from anywhere on the Internet. This will foster more collaboration between academia and industry so 
that, for example, a university can provide custom virtual training on specific advanced machine tools that are used 
by local industry. 

Manufacturing companies (especially, those in mass production) tend to use CNC machines with large beds, pallet 
changers, and other special features. Students do not normally have access to training on such machines. Thus, the 
next research and development activities include expanding the A VML prototype with additional types of machines 
such as a production-grade 5-axes milling machine with automatic pallet changer (APC) and a CNC lathe. 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR SELECTING BUSINESS PLANNING SOFTWARE 

Colin Benjamin, Tayson Gaines and Booker Warren 
Florida A & M University · 

ABSTRACT 
We review commercially available business planning software and provide a systematic approach to assist 
companies in determining the business planning software which represent the best fit with the organization's needs. 
We use scenario analysis to illustrate .the robustness of this approach. 

INTRODUCTION 
Business Planning software has been used by progressive business analysts to facilitate the development of business 
plans which provide a written summary of what an organization hopes to accomplish an4 how it intends to organize 
its resources. . A business plan encourages realism in planning and can provide a road map for the organization to 
sell the company and its mission to its stakeholders and investors [l]. 

The business planning literature periodically reports case studies that illustrate best industry practices in business 
planning and provides profiles of commercially available software for business planning. However, few guidelines 
are available to permit a systematic evaluation of the many software options available and enable a logical 
determination of the alternative that represents the best fit with a company's needs 

In· this paper, we review commercially available business planning software and provide a systematic approach to 
assist companies in determining the business planning software which represent the best fit with the organization's 

·. needs. We use scenario analysis to illustrate .the robustness of this approach. 

BUSINESS PLANNING SOFTWARE 
A wealth of information exists on creating successful business plans [2], and·on developing business plans for 
product businesses [3], service businesses [4], and E-Commerce companies [5] . Although books and content 
guidelines can be very helpful in developing business plans [6] - [8], business planning software can go a step 
further by providing "wizards" and "templates" that prompt users through a detailed list of potential topics. The 
software can provide users with sample business plans for use as a reference and canned text for use as a starting 
point in developing some sections of the plan. These can be useful aids in identifying the topics that are important 
given the focus of a particular plan. Appendix 1 provides a listing of several websites which provide useful 
background information on many aspects of business planning. 

Business Planning software can alleviate the problem of developing a business plan starting from scratch by 
providing a structure for the plan. The software packages. will generally ask questions to extract the most important, 
underlying concepts within a particular business idea. Profiles of several business plan software ar~, available on · 
websites such as www.entrepreneur.com •. [9], www.blackEntemrise.com, [10], www.homeofficereports.com) (11], · 
and www'business-plan-software-reviews.com [12]. These software packages typically interface with Microsoft 
Word, Excel and usually with PowerPoint and QuickBooks. Some of them need a web browser to connect with their• ·, 
sample business plans and with links to a rich variety of information sources. An Acrobat reader is ·also needed for 
some more sophisticated software. Table 2 provides a listing of26 vendors of business planning software and the 
56 products they sell. 

Among the more popular business plan software are: 
• Business Plan Pro Premier Edition distributed by Palo Alto Software [13]. This product, developed by Tun 

Berry, a business planner/consultant since 1974, has secured benefits from many years of use and improvement. 

Plan Write Expert Edition developed by Business Resource Software, Inc: (BRS) [14] has received favorable 
reviews. BRS, founded in 1989, stresses the utilization of its expertise in artificial intelligence as well as 
competitive strategy and industry analysis. They cite Michael Porter and Boston Consulting as two of the many 
"gurus" whose work/priticiples are incorporated into their software/analytical tools. 
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• Automate Your Business Plan .11.0, [15] sold by Out of four Mind and Into the Marketplace™, is another 
promising business planning software. It is produced by an entrepreneur with 17 years experience as a business 
planner, consultant, and software developer. Reviews indicate this software is very user friendly and that it has 
the elements needed to produce a complete and professional looking business plan. 

• COMFAR III software suite [ 16] is developed and sold by the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO). The software is used to facilitate the development of opportunity, pre-feasibility and 
feasibility studies using the well-proven UNIDO project evaluation methodology. 

SOFTWARE SELECTION FRAMEWORK 
Figure 1 details in graphical form the methodology proposed for selecting the most appropriate business planning 
software program. This proposed framework utilizes the following five phases: 

• Phase #1: Compile a "Long List" of Alternatives - The software selection team should compile a listing of 
available business planning software programs, detailing various vendor and product specifications. · Information 
collected may include the product name, price range, supported operating systems, and any other attributes deemed 
appropriate by the selection team. 

• Phase #2: Develop a Shortlist of Feasible Software Candidates - This can be accomplished by screening the 
software products assembled to identify the top 3-5 candidates which offer the full range of characteristics needed 
by the organization. 

• Phase #3: Compare Alternatives Using A Multi-Criteria Decision Model (MCDM) - During this phase, the 
selection team should use a multi-criteria decision model incorporating the specific goals and needs of the 
organization to rank the "short list" of products. Evaluation criteria may 'include price, ease of use, (Collins, 1999), 
or level of security (Rushinek et al, 1995). 

• Phase #4: Analyze Results of the Decision Model - After obtaining a ranking for the software candidates on the 
shortlist, the selection team should analyze the results further, incorporating any variables that could not be captured 
by the decision model. Based on this analysis, the optimum software product should be identified for 
implementation. 

• Phase #5: Implement Optimal Program - Once the most preferred business planning software program has 
been selected, the implementation phase can begin. While the specifics of this phase are outside the scope of this 
article, it is important to ensure throughout the process that the original goals of the project are met. · · 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Database Design and Development 
In this study, a database was developed to record profiles of 26 vendors and attributes of the 54 business planning 
software products they offered .for business planning. As a starting point, we used two primary websites, 
www.entrepreneur.com [9] and www.homeofficereports.com [11] which provided profiles and critiques of the 
majority of these software products. Additional information was obtained by visiting the websites of the vendors. 
Table 1 below summarizes the fields used in developing the Vendor and Product Tables that were included in the 
database. 

Software Vendors 
The 26 vendors in our database are located primarily in the United States, with a small number in international 
locations, namely Ireland and Austria. The domestic vendors were geographically dispersed across the entire USA 
with a majority (nearly 40%) being located in the state of California. The majority of vendors maintained physical 
locations with a headquarters. However, some were only internet business operations without a physical presence. 
The majority of vendors offered one product directly related to business plan development, with a select few 
offering multiple versions of the same product. Some vendors offered business specific software ( e.g. Restaurant). 
Table 2 provides a listing of the 26 vendors and the 54 products offered. 
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Table 1: Vendor and Product Tables in Database Development 

Field Product Vendor 
Wizardff eniplate X 

Operating System X 

Sample Plans X 

Primary User X 

Price X 

Compatibility . X 

Tech Support X 

User Manual X 

Special Features X 

Research Links X 

Product Name X X 

URL X 

City X 

State X 

Telephone X 

Fax X 

· Software Products , 
The operating system(s).for the program, the compatibility of the program with other computer program, and price 
were the primary characteristics recorded in our software product database. Other areas . of interest were the 
availability of technical support for users, the access to a user manual and template/wizard function, ·as well as 
information about the primary users of the program and the availability of research links. The price range for 
business plan software included in our database ranged from $20 to $4500. The wide range in price is a result 'ofthe 
significant variations in level of detail and capability of the software. The majority of the programs are designed to 
run on the Windows operating system although a limited number of software programs offered MAC and a web 
browser as possible operating system capability. Most programs were compatible with Microsoft Excel and Word, 
with some programs being compatible with Adobe Acrobat and PDF files. 

Scenario Analysis 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this selection framework, queries were designed using the fields entitled 
Entity Size, Price, Platform, and Special Features to facilitate the rapid development of a shortlist of software for 
any business environment. The three scenarios created to assess the mo~el's ability to identify a shortlist of viable 
business plan software which met specific criteria are as follows: 
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Table 2: List of Business Planning So!tware and Vendors 

Vendor City State Country Product URL 
Restaurant, Specialty Coffee, Express 
Drive Thru Coffee, Pizza Restaurant, 
Wine Bar, Ice Cream, Salon and Day Spa, 

Quick Plan Internet Nail Salon, Health Club, Day Care, 
USA ----- Site Apparel, Internet, Motel, Bed & Breakfast www .auickolan.com ~--
Bplan Internet 
Central ----- Site Bplan Central v.1ww.bnlancentnil.com 

Internet 
Starta Center ----- Site Make Money 2.0 www .startacenter.orn: 

BP Vision Omaha NE us BP Vision www.bnvision.com 

Business San 
Plan Maker Francisco CA us Business Plan Maker www .business-nlan-maker.com 

My Business 
Analyst Carmel CA us Business Plan Manual htto://mvbusinessanalvst.com 

Plan Write- Business Planner, Plan Write 
Plan Ware Dublin Ireland Expert www.olanware.om 

Socrates Chicago IL us Winning Business Plan www.socrates.com 

StartUPBiz Sammamish WA us Business Plan Pro htto://store. vahoo.com 

Planium International Business Planner www.nlanium.com 
Strategic 
Services 
Group Blue Bell PA us Fundable Plans www.fundableolans.com 
Nova Business Plan Writer, Business Plan 
Development Calabasaes CA us Writer· Deluxe www.novadevelonment.com 

Business Plan Builder, Business Plan 
Jian USA Mill Valley CA us BuilderFinancial, BizPlan Write www.iianusa.com 

Adarus Chapel Hill NC us Adarus www.adarus.com 
PlanMagic, Business 6.0, PlanMagic 
Restaurant, PlanMagic Bed and Breakfast, 

Jefferson PlanMagic Bar, PlanMagic Resort, Plan 
PlanMagic Valley NY us Magic Hotel www.nlanmaeic.com 
Out ofYour 
Mind Tustin CA us Automate Your Business Plan www.business-nlan.com 
Business 
Resource 
Software Austin TX us PlanWrite www.brs-inc.coin 

Business Plan Pro, Business Plan Pro 
PaloALto Eugene OR us Premier Edition www.naloalto.com 

VillageSoft Boston MA us Business Plan Fast Plan httn://www.villal!esoft.com/ 
Internet 

VPSPro ----- Site VPS Pro htto://www.vosoro.com/ 
My Business Internet Business Plan Software, Complete 
Kit ----- Site Business Kit httn://www.mvbusinesskit.com/ 
Individual Professional Business flanMaker Pro, 
Software Pleasenton CA us Professional Business Plan Maker Deluxe httn://www.individualsoftware.com/ 
Business- httn://v.,ww.business-nlan-
Plan-Success Provo UT us Business Plan Template 3.0 success.com/ 

httn://www.budget2l .com/finsim 
Budget 21 Budget 21 /biz5/default.asn 
Atlas 
Business 
Solutions Fargo ND us Ultimate Business Planner 2.0 httn:/ /www .abs-usa.corn/ 

Comfar III Mini Expert, Comfar III 
UNIDO. Vienna Austria Business Planner, Comfar III Expert www. unido.ore 
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Scenario #1: A local recreational services company with 350 employees is looking to expand operations into a party 
services sector of the industry, and is in need of a Business Plan Software that will operate on a Windows operating 
sy~tem. The company requires that the technical support be available and templates/wizards also exist to assist 
inexperienced personnel with limited computer skills in developing a business plan. As a result of financial hardship 
and this only being a preliminary business analysis, the financial manager has only been approved to spend $200 on 
a program. The owner of the company would like the financial manager to identify the ''best" software product. 

Scenario #2: A recent graduate from the University is looking to open a retail location in -the local mall. As a result 
he would like to purchase ~usiness Plan Software program which serves his purpose. The graduate's degree is in 
computer science field however, he has never come into contact with a business plan. He requires that there be at 

· least one sample plan at his disposal and templates/wizard functions 9ue to his inexperience are necessary. The 
graduate would like to purchase the "best" program he can however, college has limited his financial capability and 
can only manage to come up with $50 for this primary research and development. 

Scenario #3: A state wide consulting firm is looking to upgrade their business plan software, due to the purchase of 
new technological resources which primarily operate from a MAC operating system, however, the firm would like 
to maintain the current Windows operating structure as well. The firm has been approved for unlimited funds to 
purchase this program. Which software would best serve the purpose of this firm? 

Screening Criteria Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Entity Size Small Business Personal State Wide Firm 

~ Program Bud2et $200 $50 Unlimited 
; ~ Organization Type For Profit Entrepreneurial For Profit .,Q ~ 
oi = Platform Windows Windows Windows and MAC -; O' 
~ Template/Wizard Yes Yes No 

Tech Support Yes No Yes 

Business Plan Pro Winning Business Plan Auto Business Plan 
Short List of Automate Your Business BPVision Business Plan Manual 

fl.I Software Products .... 
Plan Magic BP Central ComfarIII = fl.I 

BizPlan Write Business Plan Software ~ 

~ 
Business Plan Manual 

QuickPlan 

Table 3: Results of Scenario Analysis 

As shown in Table 3, the development of a database of software vendors and products facilitates the implementation 
of the first two phases of the selection process. In all of the scenarios examined, it enabled rapid identification of a · 
shortlist of viable software alternatives. These finalists can then be more closely scrutinized and compared to 
determine the software which represents the best fit with the organization's needs. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The methodology described and applied in this study provides a structured, replicable process for business planning 
software selection. The process is generalizeable and can be readily applied in other areas of applications software 
in business. For example, Logistics managers can apply this approach when selecting Vehicle Routing Software to 
achieve efficiencies in the supply chain. Accounting managers· can use this approach when selecting Accounting 
Information Systems software. Our focus in this paper was on the first two phases of the framework. In our case, it 
provided good answers in a timely manner in several different business scenarios. However, in the subsequent 
phases, a multi-criteria model. needs to be developed to enable the in-depth examination and comparison of the 
software finalists. Then, an implementation plan needs to be put in place ensure the timely and cost-effective 
deployment of the software. Finally, a post-implementation audit must be done to ensure that all of the objectives of 
the software acquisition are achieved. 
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Appendix 1: Informational Web Sites for Business Planning 

• Babson College: Hom Library; www.fusion.babson.edu/htm1/library/pg.cfm?ID=248 
Excellent site provides several excellent lists of resources recommended by the faculty to aid students writing a 
business plan. ..--

• Bplans.com Information on business plans for smaller businesses. www.bplans.com · 

• Business Plan Preparation, excellent tools for writing business plans. 
www.leeds-faculty.colorado.edu/lawrencs/bplan 

• CELCEE, The Kauffman Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership Clearinghouse on Entrepreneurship Education, 
www.celcee.edu 
This site has DIGESTS on entrepreneurial education and houses an excellent collection of LINKS to organizations 
dealing with entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship education. 

• Ernst & Young Outline for a ·Business Plan www.ey.com 
In the search window, enter "Outline for a Bu~iness Plan." Additionally, they offer ERNIE, an Online Business 
Consultant. ERNIE provides in depth, cost effective advice on virtually any tax, audit, or business consulting topic. 

• . Harvard Business Review www.harvardbusinessonline.hsb.harvard.edu 
Articles and how-to publications for entrepreneurs. One business products that can be bought and downloaded 
online are: Harvard ManageMentor Module: Preparing a Business Plan (Product# 8415). 

• Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship www.ccsbe.org/jsbe 
Promotes entrepreneurship through research, education, networking and dissemination of scholarly information. 

• ·Minority Business Entrepreneur Magazine http://www.entrepreneur.com 
Information on marketing, management, money, starting and running a new business 

• MOOT Corp. Competition, University of Texas at Austin, www.mootcorp.org/index.asp 
This is the pioneer of university business planning competitions. Students from around the world compete. Large 
cash prizes are offered. 

• OFC Venture Challenge, www.ofcvc.org/fac2003.html 
This organization sponsors business plan competitions for students at Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCUs). c ·ash prizes are awarded the winning teams. It also sponsors seminars for college professors who teach 
business planning. 

• SBA: Business Plan Outline www.sbaonline.sba.gov/starting/businessplan.html 
Offers business planning instructions including financial data, marketing data, and excellent LINKS. 

• Writing a Business Plan - The Elements of a Business Plan Document 
www.actionlinks.com/businesspages/businessplan.htm 

• Yale-Goldman Sachs Partnership on Nonprofit Ventures. www.ventures.yale.edu/brieftutorial.asp Brief Tutorial 
on Business Planning for Nonprofit Enterprise; Extensive Library and Bibliography. Winning business plans 
can also be downloaded. 
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ABSTRACT 
We examine the role of data mining in business planning and review the range of data mining software available to 
business analysts. We describe a case study in which data mining is used to analyze market research data to 

· facilitate development of a marketing strategy for a new technology-based venture. 

INTRODUCTION 
Data Mining has been traditionally defined as "the automated extraction of valuable information from large 
databases 11 

[ 1]. Data Mining integrates techniques from Statistics, Artificial Intelligence, Pattern Recognition, 
Visualization, and Database Management Systems and is derived from Mining Engineering in which a large area is 
investigated to find a vein of valuable ore. Interestingly, prior to the now generally accepted definition stated above, 
data mining was used derogatorily by statisticians to refer to the practice of overusing data to draw invalid 
inferences. Clearly, this negative use of the term has changed to a positive one for Data Mining is now seen as an 
exciting new technology with great potential for tackling new problems and enabling valuable commercial and 
scientific discoveries. Indeed, Berry and Linoff [2] provide vignettes of data mining applications in the fields of 
business, medicine, pharmacy, and law enforcement. In this paper, we focus on data mining applications in business 
where the literature reports several applications in retailing and sales, banking, marketing, accounting, airlines, and 

·. broadcasting [3] - [7]. 

When developing business plans, analysts may be required to analyze customer surveys _o~ historical data often in 
data warehouses or data marts in an effort to unearth valuable business intelligence. When effectively deployed, 
Data Mining (DM) software can facilitate data analysis and lead to the design and implementation of efficient 
business processes which can result in cost savings, quality improvement,. and enhanced customer service. The 
development of several EXCEL "add-ins II such as XL Miner and XLStat has enabled the substitution of low:.cost 
DM software for business analysis for more expensive high-end DM software such as IBM's Intelligent Miner, 
SAS's Enterprise Miner, SPSS's Clementine, and Oracle's Darwin. 

In this paper, we review the data mining methodologies adopted by business analysts and examine the range of data 
mining software available to facilitate data analysis. We describe a case study in which data miµing is used in 
business planning to analyze market research data_ to facilitate development of a marketing strategy for a new 
technology-based venture. · 

DATA MINING 
Overview 
Data mining, as defined earlier, is different from OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing). Whereas the OLAP 
analyst generates a series of hypothetical patterns and relationships and uses queries against a database to verify or 
disprove them (i.e. a deductive process), the data mining analyst uses the data itself to uncover such patterns (i.e. an 
inductive process) [2], [8], [9]. These authors agree that, indeed, data mining and OLAP complement each other in 
many situations. 

. . 

This paper incorporates work conducted by the first author during graduate studies at MIT's Sloan School of Management. 

Another term closely related to data mining is KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases). KDD has been defined 
as "The nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" (6), 
(10) - (12). These authors consider KDD as an overall process of discovering useful knowledge from data. In this 
context, data mining is seen as a stage within the KDD process. However, the precise boundaries of the data mining 
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phase of the process are not easy to define. Piatetsky-Shapiro [13] suggests that as data mining, KDD, and OLAP 
continue to evolve in sophistication, they will become seamless, and data mining will become just another function 
provided by a good database management system. · 

Data mining encompasses a number of tasks corresponding to different objectives for the analyst. For convenience, 
Hand et al [8] have grouped the various tasks into the following five categories: 

• Exploratory data analysis (interactive and visual techniques) 
• Descriptive mod~ling ( density estimation, cluster analysis and segmentation, and dependency modeling) 
• Predictive modeling ( classification and regression) · 
• Discovering patterns and rules (pattern detection and association rules) 
• Retrieval by content (matching a pattern of interest with similar patterns in a data set) 

A particular data mining activity may involve some or all of the tasks listed above. Indeed, the different analytical 
techniques available for data mining evolved through the quest of accomplishing these tasks. Berthold and Hand 
[ 14] provide a good_ summary of the theoretical basis of these techniques. 

Instead of categorizing data mining into types of tasks as Hand et al did above, Berry and Linoff used the style of 
data mining to classify data mining tasks into three groups: hypothesis testing, directed knowledge discovery, and 
undirected knowledge discovery. They define hypothesis testing as a top-down approach that attempts to 
substantiate or disprove preconceived ideas. Knowledge discovery, on the other hand, is a bottom-up approach that 
starts with the data and tries to extract hidden, previously unknown, and potentially useful information. Knowledge 
discovery is directed ifwe select a target field ~nd direct the computer model to tell us how to estimate, classify, or 
predict it. In undirected knowledge discovery, there is no target field. We simply direct the computer model to 
identify patterns in the data that may be significant. Berry and Linoff [2]. provide a step-by-step methodology for 
each of the above three styles of data mining,. · 

Data Mining Software 
A wide range of data mining software is available for use by business analysts. Table · t provides a listing of a 
sample of the more popular data mining software and EXCEL "add-ins". 

Vendor URL Data Minin2 Product 
Angoss www.an~oss.com Knowledge SEEKER 

Data 
RightPoint Software www .rightooint.com Data Cruncher 

Mining 
IBM www.ibm.com Intelligent Miner 
Oracle www.oracle.com Darwin Software 
SAS Enterprise Miner www.sas.com 
SPSS www.snss.com Clementine 

EXCEL Resampling Stats, Inc. www.xlminer.com XL Miner 
"add-ins" Addinsoft www.xlstat.com XLStat 

Table 1: Sample of commercially available Data Mining software and EXCEL "add-ins" 

Swain [ 15], in a 2005 survey of statistical software products, provides profiles of 45 products from 3_2 vendors. Of 
these, 16 (50 %) of the vendors reported 22 (49 %) products with data mining capabilities. These are summarized in 
Table 2. 

An important part of a data mining application is choosing the appropriate tool from the large collection of tools and 
techniques available. This is not an easy task because of the rapidly evolving data mining market. When choosing 
between actual software products rather than abstract algorithms, Berry an~ Linoff [2] suggest we carefully consider 
price, availability, scalability, support, vendot relationships, compatibility, and platform-independence. On the other 
hand, Two Crow [9] suggest we examine the three main groups of data mining products. The first group covers tools 
that are analysis aids for OLAP. Leading tools in this category include Business Objects; Business Miner, and 
Cognos Scenario. The second group includes the "pure" data mining products. Leading tools in this category 
include IBM Intelligent Miner, Oracle Darwin, SAS Enterprise, SGI MineSet, and SPSS Clementine. The low-end 
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Vendor URL 
Data Mining 
Product(s) 

Scientific • B34S ProSeries 

1 
Computing www.scausa.com Econometric System; 
Associates • Scientific Computing 
Corp. Associates Corp.; 

2 
Carl hm2.;ll.s92417348.onlinehome.u~~Qftware/dat91oq.mlLndex.html · • Data Loom; 
Manaster http:/ls92417348.onlinehome.~oftwar~tas~_s..L • Data Stripes; 

Vanguard www.vanguardsw.com • DecisionPro; 
3 Software • DecisionScript 

• DTREG - -
Classification and 

4 
Phillip H. www.nlreg .com Regression Tree 
Sherrod Analysis (CART); 

• NLREG -- Nonlinear 
Regression Analysis; 

Automatic 
5 Forecasting www.autobox.com/freef .exe • FreeFore 

Systems 

• IMSL ™ C Numerical 
Library 

Visual • IMSL ™ Fortran 
6 Numerics, www.vni.com .. Numerical Library 

Inc. • JMSL™ Numerical 
Library for Java™ 
Applications 

7 
Sherrod 

www.logrover.com • LogRover -- Website 
Computers Traffic Analysis 

8 
Alphametrics www.modler.com • MODLER Econometric 
Corporation Software 

Numerical 
9 Algorithms www.naq.com • NAG Library 

Group 

10 NCSS www.N_~~.?.com • NCSS 

11 SAS Institute www .sas_. com •SAS 

12 Provalis www .simstat.com • Simstat Software 
Research Suite 

13 
Smart 

www .smartcor12.cQrn 
·• SmartForecasts 

Software Enterprise 

14 StatSoft, Inc. www.statsoft.com •·STATISTICA 

CfMC- • Wet:>Sul')lent/ 

Computers WebCATI/Survent 
15 www.cfme.com with Mentor and for Marketing 

Dynamic Charts and Corporation 
Graphs 

ResampHng 
. . 

16 www.xlminer.com • XLMiner Stats, Inc. 

Source: Swain, James J., "2005 Statistical Software Products Survey: Essential Tools of the Trade", OR/MS Today 
February 2005, www.lionhrtpub.com Accessed February 10th, 2005. 

Table 2: Statistical Software with Data Mining Capabilities 
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in this group includes XLMiner, Query Tool, Tiberius, and Monarch Pro. The last category covers those analytic 
applications which implement specific business processes for which data mining is an integral part. 

Applications in Business Planning • 
Successful technology commercialization efforts typically evolve through constant iterations between a new 
technological capability and a market need and require critical, objective and unbiased assessment of the proposed 
technology as it progresses through the phases of the technology development cycle. Desai and Andrews [16], in 
observing best practices in commercializing new technologies, report that successful companies involve both .... 
technologists and business users and require due diligence to understand business and technology issues and market 
dynamics. 

Business planning to assess the feasibility of developing a commercially viable business venture using a new 
technology typically proceeds in the following phases [17]: 

• Phase #1: Market Analysis to identify and assess the more promising applications of the technology. This 
requires the combination of brainstorming activities to identify potential applications and professional market 
research studies to provide a more focused assessment and in-depth market analysis. 

• Phase #2: Technology Assessment to gauge the competitive advantage offered by the technology. This requires 
comparison with competing technologies and independent evaluation from domain experts. 

• Phase #3: Financial Evaluation to assess the technology's profitability potential based on the expenditure 
associated with getting-the product to market and revenue forecasts. This requires the development of a 
financial model to enable the computation of appropriate financial indices to measure the commercial viability 
of the technology. 

• Phase #4: Risk Analysis to provide an assessment of the risks associated with commercialization efforts. This 
requires the extension of the financial model to incorporate considerations of risk and uncertainty and facilitate 
a final decision on the acceptance of the technology commercialization project. · 

Data mining can be helpful in the Market Analysis phase in unearthing patterns in historical consumer data or in the 
analysis of market research data obtained in primary market research. This will be illustrated in the case study that 
follows. 

A CASE STUDY 
Overview 
A small biomedical engineering start-up company was engaged in the development and marketing of a home and 
self-care health system which incorporated an ultra intelligent, vital signs - real time monitor to operate as a wireless . 
baby monitor. This system would enable the user to interpret readings of vital signs and heart rate when the monitor 
was in use and, as a preventive·measure, track and notify guardians in the event of an emergency. One application of 
the technology was to reduce the incidence of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). 

To assess the market potential of the home. and self-care health system developed, a survey was conducted to gauge 
the level of consumers' knowledge of, concern about, and interest in SIDS. Of particular interest was ascertaining 
the profile of the consumer who would be most interested in purchasing the baby bio-monitor and identifying the . 
factors that would influence their purchasing decision. Using a combination of convenience and judgmental, non
probability sampling, a survey was conducted of 125 adults (potential and actual parents) in .the North Florida area 
using nursery schools and daycares as the primary sites for data collection. A 5 point semantic scale was used to 
elicit responses from the survey participants. 

The survey instrument developed and administered to the panel included three sections. Section One recorded the 
demographic information of the respondent. Section Two used a 5-point semantic sqlle (1 - Low; 3- Moderate; 5 -
High) to ascertain the respondent's knowledge of, concern with SIDS and their interest in receiving related 
information. Section Three centered on identifying factors in the marketing mix that would influence a consumer's 
decision to purchase a unit. 
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The data mining analysis was performed using XLST AT. XLS TAT is a data analysis and statistical solution add-in 
for Microsoft Excel. The XLST AT add-in offers over 40 different functions to enhance the analytical capabilities of 
Excel. XLSTAT runs on all Excel versions from version 5.0 to version 2002, part of the new Office XP package. A 
fully functional 30-day trial version is available for download from www.xlstat.com .. 

A predictive model was generated using logistic regression. Logistic regression extends the ideas of multiple linear 
regression to the situation where the dependent variable, y, is binary (for convenience we often code these values as 
0 and 1). As with multiple linear regression the independent variables xl, x2 ... xk may be categorical or 
continuous variables or a mixture of these two types. 

Data Preparation and Partitioning 
The raw data from the market research survey consisted of 125 responses to a 14-item questionnaire. To facilitate 
this analysis the raw data was reformatted to lend itself to logistic regression. Specifically, the target question 
"Would you be interested in purchasing an electronic device designed to monitor the pulse of infants while they are 
asleep?" allowed for 5 possible re~ponses ranging from ''Not Interested" to •~Extremely Interested". This was 
transformed into a binary response variable whereby responses from "Interested" to "Extremely Interested" were 
categorized as a positive response, while ''Not Interested" or "Somewhat Interested" was categorized as a negative 
response. Additionally, data redundancies in the independent variables were resolved and responses with missing 
data were excluded. 

The reformatted raw data was then partitione~ into Training, Validation and Test datasets. The training dataset 
consisted of roughly 60% of the observations and was used to develop the predictive model. The validation dataset 

·. consisted of approximately 30% of the observations and was used to test the effectiveness of the predictive model 
generated using the training data. The Test dataset consisted of the remaining · 10% , of observations and was 
intended to be used in a final blind evaluation of the predictive model. 

Predictive Model 
Logistic Regression produced the following predictive model. 
Predicted Purchase Intent= Exp(L(x))/[1 + Exp(L(x)], 
Where, L(x) = -1.39-+:- 3.~6*children_ages_Newbom to 1-yr - 1.37*children_ages_two to three years -

l.89*children_ages_four to five years -l.98*children_ages_older than six years -4.03*personal_computer 

+ qualitative variables factor 

The confidence in the model parameters ~hove is summarized in Table 3 below. In this table we can see from 
looking at the probability of the Chi-squares that the variables most influencing purchase interest are: 

children_ ages_ Newborn to 1 ~yr 
• personal_ computer 
• How Many Children (Qualitative) - One 
• Income (Qualitative) - $40k-$60k 
• Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative) - Often 

Therefore, if we are confident in our model, we can say that these are the factors that make up the profile of a 
respondent who is most likely to indicate interest in purchasing an electronic device designed to monitor the pulse of 
infants while they are asleep. 
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Estimates of the parameters of the model (maximum likelihood): 

Parameter Estimates Std. deviation Chi2 Pr.> Chi2 
Intercept -1.393 2.061 0.457 0.499 
children_ages_Newbom to 1-yr 3.656 1.603 5.204 0.023 
chlldren_ages_two to three years -1 .374 1.291 1.132 0.287 
children_ages_four to five years -1.888 1.425 1.754 0.185 
children_ages_older than six years -1 .980 1.422 1.938 0.164 
personal_ computer -4.029 1.413 8.127 0.004 
How Many Children (Qµalitative)-Two toThree 0.000 

. How Many Children (Qualitative) - More Than Six -71.063 61557536.843 0.000 1.000 
How Many Children (Qualitative) - One 1.470 1.060 1.923 0.166 
How Many Children (Qualitative)- None 0.858 . 1.927 0.198 0.656 
How Many Children (Qualitative)- Four to Six -39.075 49173040.576 0.000 1.000 
Income (Qualitative)- $20k-$40k 0.000 
Income (Qualitative)- $40k-$60k 2.574 1.230 4.378 · 0.036 
Income (Qualitative)- less than$20k 1.166 1.133 1.060 0.303 
Income (Qualitative) - More Than $60k 0.963 0.996 0.935 0.334 
Income (Qualitative)- None 39.037 42443372.285 0.0,Q0 1.000 
Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative) - Never 0.000 
Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative) - Sometimes · 3.202 1.739 3.390 0.066 
Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative) - Seldom 3.598 1.837 3.839 0.050 
Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative) - Often 5.965 2.167 7.577 0.006 
Healthcare Websites visitor (Qualitative~ -Alwal:: -30.530 46715615.620 0.000 1.000 

Table 3: Model Parameters 

Model Performance 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the predictive model generated from logistic regression of the training data, we 
applied the model to the validation dataset and evaluated how accurate the predictions were. The predictive model 
generated a response rate of 70% when applied to the validation data. This response rate is equal to the percentage 
of respondents the model predicted would indicate purchase interest that actually did indicate purchase interest. 
This is quite good. The complete results of the predictive model can be summarized using a confusion matrix as 
shown in Table 4 below: 

Not Interested Interested 
17 7 
3 7 

Another way to graphically evaluate the effectiveness of our model is by generating a cumulative lift plot as shown 
in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Cumulative Lift Plot 

In this graph, the x-axis represents all survey responses, sorted by the model's predicted probability that a given 
respondent will indicate purchase interest. The y-axis represents the cumulative number of respondents that actually 
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indicated purchase interest.- The reference line represents pure chance. That is, without a predictive model, the 
reference line represents the response rate we can expect. The higher the lift above the reference line, the more 
effective our predictive model is. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Model Results 
Analysis of data collected from the infant home health device market research survey indicates that the user most 
likely to indicate interest in purchasing an electronic device designed to monitor the pulse of infants while they are 
asleep would: 

· • Have one child less than one year old 
• Earn between $40,000 - $60,000 annually 
• Not own a personal computer 
• Visit healthcare websites often 

These findings when complemented by those obtained from analyzing other consumer survey responses and the 
feedback provided by a focus group provided a solid platform for formulating a marketing strategy for the new 
venture. 

Other Survey Findings 
The overall results for the consumer survey indicated that adults with children dominated our survey. Of the 125 
respondents, 

♦ Most (70%) had children and the vast majority (90.7%) had 1 - 3 children; . 
♦ Adults with 2 or 3 children were the largest category of respondents with children, i.e. 54 % of the 90.7% 
♦ 4 7% of the respondents' children were over the age of six; 
♦ 34% of the adults surveyed had a household income of $20,000 to $40,000 and 28% of the adults surveyed 

had a household income range of $40,000 to $60,000; 

Among the major findings were: 
♦ Over 50% of respondents were knowledgeable of SIDS 
♦ Nearly 75% of them were at least concerned with the infant affliction 
♦ More than 70% of the individuals would like more infor.mation about SIDS, but only 40% of them would 

be interested in purchasing the product 
♦ 70% of the respondents with infant children ( 14 out of 20) were interested in a _device that would monitor 

infant pulse. 
♦ Respondents' doctors would have the most influence on their decision to purchase this product, with their 

pharmacist and friends coming in a close second and third. 
♦ Consumers would be ·more interested in purchasing this product through their doctor, a retail store chain, or · 

a drug store/pharmacy. · · 
♦ There was not a significant statistical correlation between the household income and the interest in 

purchasing the product or the highest price the respondent was willing to pay for the product. 

Consumer Focus Group 
A focus group was conducted to better understand the factors that would influence consumers' purchasing decisions 
and to obtain their preliminary assessment of a prototype developed. Participants for this meeting were also chosen 
at random, with a focus on including parents of infants or potential parents. In the focus group, the participants were 
asked preliminary questions on their general opinion of SIDS and current baby monitoring devices. · Then they_ were 
given a demonstration of the product prototype, after which more specific questions were asked about the product. 
Among the major findings from our focus group were: 

♦ A doctor's recommendation would be a major influence on the purchasing decision; 
♦ Ongoing product development is required to incorporate desired features into the product; 
♦ Innovative market strategies will have to be employed to market the product nationally 
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As the company mo~ed through the technology commercialization process, the business development team planned 
to conduct other complementary market research activities such as additional focus groups to refine the product 
design and ensure that desirable features deemed important by prospective customers were incorporated in the final 
product. 

CONCLUSION 
In today's data-rich business environment with its accelerated process of data accumulation stimulated in part by the 
Internet and e-business applications, there has been a search for new tools of data analysis. Data mining tools .. -
attempt to integrate and analyze data from a variety of sources to look for relations that would not be possible from 
individual data sets. Analysts have access to a wide range of data mining software to facilitate data analysis. These 
can be applied with great effect in business planning studies to enable the analysis of market research data and 
complement other market research activities such as focus groups and customer surveys. 
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ABSTRACT 
We examine the role of Scenario Planning in assessing the risk and uncertainty on business planning projects. We 
provide a case study to illustrate the application of Scenario Planning in assessing the risk and uncertainty associated 
with launching a new venture. 

INTRODUCTION 
Business planning is used by progressive business analysts to provide a written summary of what an organization hopes 
to accomplish and how it intends to organize its resources. A business plan encourages realism in planning and can 
provide a road map for the organization to sell the company and its mission to its stakeholders and investors. When 
effectively used, business planning can facilitate the design and implementation of efficient business processes which 
can result in cost savings, quality improvement, and enhanced customer service. These factors will ultimately have a 
significant impact on a company's survival and long-term growth and profitability. 

Among the more problematic areas encountered when planning new business ventures is the development of market · 
forecasts. This situation is aggravated because there is no history upon which to base estimates. Forecasts are most 
reliable when the future looks like the present or when predictable permutations can be easily accounted for in most 
and least likely projections. Conventional forecasting does not work well when there is no reliable current 

--information or in times of change when markets are growing rapidly or fluctuating because of unsettling events. In 
addition, forecast do not accomplish one other critical function required by new businesses. They do not help in 
exposing overly-optimistic perceptions that most entrepreneurs use as a matter of course. · 

One of the challenges encountered by business analysts is in assessing the risks associated with a particular business 
strategy. Scenario planning has been used as a tool to aid decision-makers to in better understanding and measuring 
the future impact of particular strategies. When complemented by other modeling tools, scenario planning can serve 
as a powerful tool in assessing the risks associated with a new business venture. 

In this paper, we examine the role of scenario planning ·in assessing the risk and uncertainty on business planning 
projects. We provide a case study involving the licensing of a patented NASA technology to illustrate the 
application of scenario planning in assessing the risk and uncertainty associated with launching a·new venture. 

LITERA TUl,lE REVIEW 
Scenario Planning . . 
Scenario planning has been used for many years by multinational organizations to make strategic decisions. It was 
used by Royal Dutch Shell in the seventies to plan North Sea explorations in the face of uncertainties around Middle 
East oil supplies and rapidly developing Russian oil competition in Europe. Because scenario planning identified · ·. 
unlikely combinations of events, Shell was able to improve its market position during the energy ·recession of the 
seventies. Scenario planning was later popularized by a series of articles by some of the principals in'Royal Dutch 
Shell's success [1], [2]. More recently, management consultants have incorporated the visionary appeal of scenarios 
into strategic planning. The power of the scenario planning process-stems from its preparation for alternative 
futures. While it is unlikely that any scenario will come true in totality, the future will undoubtably be made of 
pieces from several. Planning that takes several alternatives into account positions the business better than forecasts 
that bet on one alternative future: 

Michael Porter defined scenarios as "an internally consistent view of what the future might tum out to be - not a 
forecast, but one possible future outcome" [3]. However, it is important to recognize that scenario planning aims not 
to predict, but rather to help shape the future [4]. Most often, scenarios are used by top management to provide 
better understanding of the range of possible business environments that they may contend with in the future [5]. 
Scenario planning can also be utilized to combat decision failures such as: bounded rationality, a tendency to 
consider only external variables, the sti~kiness and friction of information and knowledge, mental models that 
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include decision premises or policies [ 6]. Although, scenario planning is often used to identify possible chance 
events, no formal, computational theory yet exists for scenario planning [7]. Overall, scenario planning is a 
discipline for rediscovering the original entrepreneurial power of creative foresight in contexts of accelerated 
change, greater complexity, and genuine uncertainty [8]. 

Scenarios are being increasingly applied in differing settings by varying groups of people from diverse backgrounds 
· [9]. There are various types of scenarios that are being utilized. Vision-drive scenarios help management teams 

think "outside the box" and question their assumptions about the future . Decision-driven scenarios, are used to .. 
inform a well-specified strategic choice where the "best" option is unclear due to uncertainty over the impact of that 
choice [10] . Another form of scenario analysis is competitor scenarios. This type of analysis produces insight about 
competing firms and their own strategy" alternatives. Competitor scenarios focus on the segment which competitors 
choose to focus, how they compete, and what goal they seek [11]. Utilizing scenarios such as those aforementioned 
have been linked to improved financial performance. Adversely, it has been asserted that these tools have also 
indirectly encouraged firms to concentrate on financial returns at the expense of customer service levels [12]. 

There are several misconceptions or pitfalls associated with scenario planning. It is imperative when utilizing 
scenarios that a distinction is made between the predictable and the indeterminate in a situation [13]. Additional 
errors that can occur in scenario planning are the "hammer's risk" and the "nail's dream". This is forgetting the 
hammer's function while staring at the nail or using a hammer and imagining that every problem is like the nail. 
Methods such as Mactor and MICMAC seek to eliminate such errors [14]. It is also important to conclude that 
scenarios are not an end in themselves. They are simply management tools used to improve the quality of executive 
decision making. Scenario thinking must be transferred to strategic action [15]. 

Evaluating Risks in Business Planning 
Considerable uncertainty accompanies the parameters used in developing business plans. Variations in an analyst's 
forecasts of the project life, initial invest outlay, disbursements for operations and maintenance, receipts generated 
by additional sales or methods improvement, rate of inflation, taxation rate, cost of capital could })ave a significant 
effect on a capital project's acceptance. Three of the more generally applicable techniques to address risk and 
uncertainty are: -

• Sensitivity Analysis to assess the impact of input parameters on the venture's viability 
• Scenario Analysis using optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic forecasts 

· • Simulation Modeling using probabilistic input parameters 

Analysts using these techniques in an attempt to address the uncertainty inevitably associated with any business 
planning project can benefit from a range of commercially available software developed for scenario planning. As 
shown in the software profiles provided in Table 1, these can range from programs like OutlookSoft Everest which 
offers an enterprise-wide planning, budgeting and reporting that integrates with EXCEL, to Flexsys Risk Matrix 
which provides a framework for managing operational risk and conducting "what-if' analyses. Scenario planning 
can provide a mechanism for integrating these techniques into a framework which enables the systematic 
examination of the outcomes associated with alternative futures. This approach is illustrated in the following section 
via a case study in which traditional spreadsheet modeling is complemented by an ''EXCEL "add-in" [16] to assess 
the risks associated with alternative futures developed for a business planning project. 

A CASE STUDY 
Overview 
Over the years, NASA-Langley Research Center (NASA LaRC) has developed over 170 patents and has been 
interested in commercializing the more promising ones. One of the technologies identified for review was an Ice · 
Thickness Gauge Technology (NASA Tech Briefs, 1995) which addresses the hazards posed by ice build-up on 
aircraft, buildings and other structures. This technology offered promise because of its ability to distinguish between 
ice and water and to measure the thickness of ice with a high level of accuracy. Its versatility suggested good 
potential for deployment in a wide range of applications. These factors prompted its selection as a candidate for a 
preliminary technology commercialization study. 
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Table 1: Sample of Commercially Available Software for Scenario Planning 

Vendor Software Product Description . 

ArcGIS Scenario 3 60 >Experiments with.multiple alternative scenarios and 
www.communityviz.com compares them side by side 

>Analyzes the social, environmental, and fiscal impact 
of alternative proposals 

>Utilized with construction projects 

SRC Strategic Planning >Projects the financial and operational impact across 
www.srcsoftware.com different scenarios 

>Enables performance of "what-if' analysis 
>Facilitates the strategic planning process 

ASRAP Simulation >Performs scenario and sensitivity calculations 
www.asrap.com Software 

>Predicts the impact that management decisions will 
have on a company's financial situation 

>Facilitates the strategic contr~lling process 

Account-Ability Corporate Planner > Allows construction of detailed and coherent business 
www.account-ability.co. uk plans 

>Identifies, plans, and reacts to situations more quickly 
and accurately 

>Provides overall assessment of the financial impact_ of 
business plans 

Source Forge Scenario Manager >Enables .organization of information about scenarios 
www.sourceforge.net >Facilitates the step by step process of building 

scenarios 

In the Market Analysis phase of the study, feedback from brainstorming activities of a large novice panel was 
combined with input from an expert panel of engineering professionals to identify the more promising applications 
of the technology. In this case, the aircraft industry was identified as the most promising target for.the ice gauge 
technology. In a concurrent Technology Assessment phase, screening heuristics were used to identify a shortlist of · 
more competitive patents. These finalists were then compared using a scoring model to gauge the competitive 
advantage offered by the technology over competing patents. The NASA technology was found to offer some 
advantage over the major competitors. Next, in the Financial Evaluation phase, a deterministic financial model 
formulated to assess the technology's profitability potential based on cashflow forecasts of revenue arid expenditure 
in the most likely scenario yielded the following encouraging financial indices: 

• Payback Period- J.94 years 
• Discounted Payback Period - 2.17 years 
• Net Present Value @ 10% per annum - Mn$2. 645 
• Internal Rate of Return- 49 % per annum 

Finally, in the Risk Analysis phase, the risk associated with the commercialization effort was assessed using 
sensitivity analysis, scenario analysis and simulation modeling. 

These results suggested that a commercial venture aimed at developing an ice gauge device to provide the airline 
industry with a solution to the problem of de-icing aircraft wings could be quite profitable. However there would 
be a moderate level of risk caused primarily by the venture' s adoption of an unproven technology and the need to 
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develop this new market niche in the airline industry. In this paper, we extend this analysis by using scenario 
planning. 

Scenario Planning 
In this study, scenario planning is used to explore the likely outcome of the proposed venture under different 
situations. In this case, desk-based scenarios can be developed using the STEEPV ~ocial, Iechnological, 
lf:conomic, Environmental, folitical, and _talues) framework which seeks ·to identify and systematically analyze 
the drivers which influence the project. 
In this case, our analysis 'identified the following key drivers: 

• Sales Revenue which would be driven by Economic Factors which would influence parameters such as 
Market Size, Market Share, and Selling Price 

• Technology Costs which would be driven by the Technology LicensingAgreement negotiated . 

• Product Co~ts which would be influenced the company's ability to control its Supply Chain Costs. 

Figure 1 summarizes the combination of these drivers into the following four scenarios which reflect different views 
of the future, viz. · 

Scenario A: Stormy Weather. In this "doom and gloom" Scenario, sluggish national economic growth and high 
fuel prices have caused declining profits in the airline industry. New aircraft purchases are on.hold as global 
competitive pressures force companies to work with smaller capital budgets. Considerable uncertainty exists over 
the ability of suppliers to deliver the right components for the product, in the right amounts, at the right time, and in 
accordance with product specifications. · 

Scenario B: Clear Skies Ahead. In this encouraging scenario, the economic outlook is very favorable. The airline 
industry is prospering and is upgrading and expanding its fleet of aircraft. The demand for the de-icing product is 
strong .. However, inflationary pressures in the economy make it difficult to control supply chain costs of the 
product 

Scenario C: The Sky is the Limit In .this ideal scenario, all drivers are favorable. The airline industry has a 
favorable economic outlook and the company has developed its ability to control the costs of designing, devefoping, 
manufacturing and distributing the product. . 

Scenario D: Limited Visibility. In this optimistic scenario, the unfavorable economic outlook leads to sluggish 
sales revenues. However, careful control of supply chain costs helps maintain profitability. A partialiy exclusive 
license has been negotiated for the use of the technology. 

Results of Scenario Planning 
Table 2 summarizes the outcomes of each scenario. These results were obtained using an EXCEL spreadsheet 
financial model developed in the financial evaluation phase of the study. These results show that the outcomes can 
be very different in the four alternative futures examined. In the "doom and gloom" future presented in Scenario A, 
the Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return are very low and will probably be inadequate to justify the capital 
investment given the risks associated with the new venture. At the other extreme, Scenario C presents a very 
optimistic future with a large Net Present Value and a high Internal Rate of Return. The financial indices obtained 
in this scenario provide strong support for the new venture and enable focus on the parameters that would lead to 
this desirable outcome. 
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SUPPLY CHAIN COSTS 

Difficult Easily 
to Control Controlled 

~ Scenario B Scenario C . .c 
~ 

Partially Exclusive License · Non- Exclusive License ... 
0 

u ~ > 
~ 

i 0 ~ 

0 E---z u ~ 0 < :E Scenario A Scenario D ~~ ~ ... Exclusive License Partially Exclusive License 0 
> 
:! = ~ 

Figure 1: Scenarios developed to explore alternative futures for Technology Commercialization Study 

Parameters Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C · Scenario D 

Sales Revenues 
-10% + 10% + 10% -10% 

~ ... 
Partially Non- Partially = Technology Licensing Exclusive Q., 
Exclusive Exclusive Exclusive = -

Product Costs +5% +5% -5% -5% 

Payback Period (years) 3.29 2.52 1.15 1.56 

~ 

Discounted Payback (yrs) 4.36 2.93 1.26 1.79 ~ e 
0 

Net Present Value($) CJ 

3,767,938 ... 263,389 1,213,948 5,497,286 = (NPV) @ 10% per annum 0 
Internal Rate of Return 

14 28 104 68 (IRR)(%) 

Table 2: Outcomes of Alternative Scenarios - Deterministic Financial Model 

This analysis can be readily extended using simulation modeling to obtain a quantitative measure o.fthe risk 
associated with each scenario. In this case, @Risk, [17] an EXCEL "add-in was used to facilitate mo.qel 
development. Probability distributions were assigned to the input parameters - sales revenues, technology licensing · 
costs, and product costs and the impact on the Net Present Value recorded. These results are summarized in Table 3 
show that Scenario A would incur the highest probability of failure while the other three scenarios would incur very 
little risk. Figure 2 shows the probability distribution of the Net PresentValue associated with Sce~ario B showing 
that there is a very small risk (4_.59 %) associated with this scenario. 
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Parameters Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D 

Sales Revenues -10% + 10% + 10% -10% 

Partially Non- Partially 
Technology Licensing Exclusive 

Exclusive Exclusive Exclusive 
Product Costs +5% +5% -5% -5% 

Net PresentValue ($) 
N(264,653, N(l,212,484, N(5A97,469, N(3,768,364, 

(NPV) @ 10% p.a.) 
N(Mean, Std. Deviation) 

598,944) 707,937) 733,132) 1,160,731) 

Risk = prob. [NPV < 0] 0.3510 0.0459 0.0000 0.0000 

Table 3: Outcomes of Alternative Scenarios - Simulation Model 

6 -

5 -

"':" 4-
< 
0 
~ 

.5 
3 -

2 -

1 -

Distribution for NET PRESENT VALUE @ 10% p.a. 
($) 

X<=O 
4.5994 
Ofc ~ 

0 

,-------___.X.....,<=2395712 
!Mean = 1212484 I 95% -

1 2 

Values in Millions 

Figure 2. Outcome of Simulation Model for Scenario B 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

3 

Scenario Planning can provide strategic benefits to a company by serve as a powerful tool in assessing the risks 
associated with business planning. Considerable synergy can be obtained by integrating it with other risk 
assessment techniques such as sensitivity analysis and simulation modeling. In this case study, scenario planning 
can provide a view of the outcomes associated with alternative views of the future thus prompting consideration of -
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appropriate risk management strategies. In this ·case, a desk-based approach was adopted to develop the scenarios, 
and popular tools for spreadsheet modeling and "add-ins" for simulation analysis were used to obtain quantitative 
measures of the outcomes. Future developments would be to solicit expert advice in scenario formulation and 
analysis and explore the use of special purp~se software developed for scenario planning. 
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VIRTUAL EXPERT PANELS IN-TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION STUDIES 

Tiki Suarez, Breda Platt and Colin Benjamin 
Florida A & M University 

ABSTRACT 
We develop a four-phase~ framework for deploying virtual expert panels in technology commercialization studies. 
We illustrate the usefulness of this structured approach through a case study describing the application of a virtual 
expert panel in a commercialization study ofan aerospace engineering technology. 

INTRODUCTION 
Technology commercialization studies are conducted by professionals in private-sector and public-sector companies 
in both developed and developing countries. International industrial development agencies such as the pnited 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) [1] and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) [2] are excellent repositories of industrial profiles of proven technologies. These can 
facilitate the development of industrial feasibility studies and business plans required to launch commercial ventures 
incorporating the various technologies. Extensive information is available on new technologies from the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) [3] and the equivalent patent information centers in Europe (European 
Patent Office) [4] and Japan (Japanese Patent Office) [5]. Commercialization studies of these technologies often 
require the participation of domain experts. Experts are often affiliated with professional org~zations and 
participate in w~rkshops and symposia at annual meetings and conferences at which they discuss the future of their 
particular field of specialization, forthcoming ·improvements and trends in the industry. 

Several group p~ocesses have been adopted to facilitate the partidpation.of experts in technology commercialization 
studies. These include task forces/special committees, the Delphi process, and expert panels. Virtual Expert Panels 
(VEPs) represent an expansion of the traditional Expert Panel approach to enable the participation of distributed 
experts collaborating in an asynchronous mode. This approach provides access to a larger pool _ of expertise which is 
vitally important in obtaining the different perspectives required in conducting technology commercialization 
·studies. 

In this paper, we review the use of Virtual Expert Panels in evaluating new technologies and propose a four-phase 
methodology for deploying Virtual Expert Panels in technology commercialization studies. We illustrate the· 
usefulness of this approach through a case study describing the application of a Virtual Expert Panel in a technology 
commercialization study of an aerospace engineering technology. · · 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Expert Panels 
Expert Panels can provide a robust, flexible approach to technology evaluation and can be used at various stages of 
the technology commercialization process. Successful deployment of Expert Panels however requires the 
development of a structured decision-making process, the provision of adequate information, and the development 
of appropriate decision-making tools. The impact of Expert Panels can be greatly enhanced through the use of 
Group Decision Support Systems (GOSS). which can facilitate information dissemination, enable timely feedback, 
stimulate intra~group collaboration, and permit the deployment of group decision-making techniques such as 
Scoring Models, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and Quality Function Deployment (QFD). 

Expert Panels have been used to evaluate, validate, and recommend actions on issues of importance in business, 
engineering, healthcare, law, science, education, government, and politics. They are particularly useful when 
historical data are limited, future events are likely to invalidate the results of historical analysis, or ethical and moral 
factors significantly impact the decision. These circumstances are often encountered when new technologies are 
being deployed. Breakthrough technologies can alter the state of many industries, our lives, and the world we live 
in. In the technology commercialization process, Expert Panels can be used to elicit.unbiased evaluations from 
domain experts, develop prototypes or conduct experiments with new technologies. 
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The Department of Education and its predecessors [6], the U.S. Office ·of Education and the Education Division of 
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, have a long history of supporting panel processes for the purpose 
of reviewing replicable programs before investing in their dissemination. Most features of review-panel operations 
have continued to evolve over time in response to federal funding for development, the level of innovation in the 
field, the state of the art of program evaluation, and the federal panel leaders. The responsibilities of an expert panel 
would typically include overseeing the entire review process; revising and fine-tuning the review process, as 
necessary; identifying, selecting, and training reviewers and review panels; making recommendations for 
designating programs; and assuring that the broad and effective dissemination of information occurs [6]. 

Virtual Expert Panels 
A Virtual Expert Panel (VEP) is an alternative group process that can be used to evaluate the commercial potential 
of a new technology. A Virtual Expert Panels enables interaction among a large number of individuals without the 
restriction of all individuals co-locating, thus providing freedom from place and even time. This gives the experts 
time to reflect on various decisions and provides an opportunity to access supplementary information sources to 
better inform their decisions. 

VEPs are created to facilitate effective decision-making. A group of experts can be assembled for the functions of 
evaluating, validating and recommending actions on issues of importance. VEPs expand on the traditional expert 
panel approach by introducing a group process with the following characteristics: 

• Asynchronous timing, 
• autonomous feedback, 
• open discussion 
• elimination of "noise" associated with open discussions 
• disregard for spatial proximity: no need for experts to meet together in the same space 

There are many areas that could benefit from the deployment of VEPs. The United States' Department of Energy [7] 
released to the press that they were interested in new mediums to develop and deploy distributed energy. The 
dilemma is that many need energy, however the unreliable mediums used to keep up with current technologies 

· worldwide have failed. The Canadian Health Department [8] decided to form an expert panel for the purposes of 
updating, disseminating and interpreting information for doctors, hospitals, nurses, and individuals during tlie SARS 
breakout in 2002. In both cases, a VEP would offer an attractive approach to effectively co-ordinate the efforts of 
widely distributed professionals with much-needed expertise to a~dress the problem in a timely manner. 

Enabling Technologies 
The technologies available to enable the work of Virtual Expert Panels include videoconferencing, groupware and 
accessgrid. Video Conferencing allows individuals to conduct conferences between two or more participants at 
different sites by using computer networks to transmit audio and video data [9, 10]. Each participant has a video 
camera, microphone and speakers. As the two participants speak to one another, their voice and data are carried 
over the network and delivered to the ot4er's speakers, and whatever images appear in front of the •video camera 
appear in a window on the other participant's monitor. This tool incorporates features such as automated e-mails to 
invitees with information about the meeting including the meeting phone number and ID in the notification. In . 
addition, ''in-session" features are used to increase the productivity of the conference. These features provide the 
means to record meetings for later reference or greatly increase the security of a meeting. [ 11]. 

Groupware refers to software programs that help people work together collectively while located remotely. 
Groupware services can include the sharing of calendars, collective writing, e-mail handling, shared database access, 
electronic meetings with each person able to see and display information to others, and other relatep activities [9]. 
Groupware is often broken do~ into two categories describing whether or not group members collaborate in· real 
time (synchronous groupware or asynchronous groupware). Programs that enable real time collaboration are called 
synchronous groupware. · 

The Access Grid (AG) is an ensemble ofresources such as multimedia large-format displays, presentation and 
interactive environments [12]. These resources are used to support multi-group interactions across the Grid such as 
large-scale distributed meetings, collaborative work sessions, seminars, lectures, tutorials and training. The Access 
Grid is currently used at over 400 institutions worldwide. Each institution has one or more AG full nodes, or 
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designed spaces that contain the high-end audi_o and visual technology needed to provide a high-quality compelling 
user experience. Personal interface nodes can also be set up on laptop or desktop computers. Individuals or group 
use these nodes to meet online in virtual environments. These nodes are also used as a research environment for the 
development of distributed data and visualization corridors and for the study of issues relating to collaborative work 
in distributed environments · 

A FRAMEWORK FOR DEPLOYING VIRTUAL EXPERT PANELS 
Virtual Expert panels can serve as an effective approach to evaluate new technologies. However, careful attention 
must be paid to procedur1;1l issues and problems as these can critically aff~ct the success of an expert panel (Seskin et 
al, 2002) [13]. Figure 1 displays our proposed framework for deploying Virtual Expert Panels using the following 
four phases: · 

Phase 1. Define Problem Scope 
• Define Problem 
• . Determine Clear Objectives 
• List Tasks (milestones) 

Phase 2. Create Virtual Expert Panel 
• Locate and Contact Potential Experts 

o Professionals, Scientists, and Doctors 
• Determine Experts from Potential Pool 

o . Provide a pool of diversified talent 

Phase 3. Develop Virtual Expert Panel Process 
• Determine Expert Interaction 

o Groupware, Conferences, Video Conferences 
• Establish how Information will be Provided 

o Electronic files, Hard Copies 
• Select Strategy/Model of Analysis 

o Delphi Method 
o Develop Instrument · 
o Develop new model of autonomous feedback, asynchronous timing, with no concern for spatial 

proximity ( distributed participants). 
• Determine Focus of Evaluation 

o Provide an assessment of the technology's capabilities 
• Convergence and Form Consensus of Opinion 

Phase 4. Document Results 
• Rank List of Potential Applications/Competing Technologies 
. • Inform Applicants of Analysis/Evaluation 
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Figure .I: Four Phase Framework for Deploying Virtµal Expert Panels 

START 

Phase 1. Define Problem Scope 

Phase 2. Create Virtual Expert Panel 

Phase 3. Develop VEP Process 

Phase 4. Document Results 

FINISH 

Table 2 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of Virtual Expert Panels. They must utilize a structured approach, 
which can be executed in various ways to assist irt evaluating potential applications of new technology. Two of the 
formats most widely used to elicit the opinions of members of a VEP include questionnaires and surveys. In 
·addition, virtual expert panels are autonomous (no face-to-face interaction), asynchronous and distributed in the way 
exp·erts actually participate in the evaluation process. Experts utilizing any one of the interaction methods (video 
conferencing, groupware, and accessgrid) need not be in the same physical location. This type of environment can 

· assist in providing accuracy of expert views, aid in the reduction of "noise" in consensus and provide a unique 
perspective for diversity. Furthermore, alt opinions of the virtual expert panel can be easily incorporated into the 
group decision-making process and used to provide an e~pert assessment of a technology's potential. The case 
study in the following section illustrates the application of a VEP in a technology commercializatiQp. study of a 
patented process for monitoring ice accumulation on surfaces. 

Table 2: Strengths and Weaknesses of Virtual Expert Panels 

• Less Interactive 
• Allows Flexible Access • Can be Slow and Cumbersome 

• Re uire$ Hi h Motiv.ation to Partici ate 
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A CASE STUDY 
Over the years, NASA-Langley Research Center (NASA LaRC) has developed over 170 patents and has been 
interested in commercializing the more promising ones. · One of the technologies identified for review was an Ice 
Thickness Gauge Technology which addresses the hazards posed by ice build-up on aircraft, buildings and other 
structures. This patented technology offered promise because of its ability to distinguish between ice and water and 
to measure the thickness of ice with a high level of accuracy. Its versatility suggested good potential for deployment 
in a wide range of applications. These factors prompted its selection as a candidate for a preliminary technology 
commercialization study. A Virtual Expert Panel was deployed to assist in evaluating the commercial potential of 
the Ice Gauge.technology. 

In the first phase of the process, the technology commercialization team decided to limit the role of the virtual expert 
panel to: 

• identification of potential applications of the technology 
• comparison of the technology with other competing patented technologies. · 

In the second phase of the process, a Virtual Expert Panel was formed comprising of 12 experienced engineering 
professionals located in the United States and Canada. 

In the third phase, experts were provided with electronic files cop.taining profiles of the technology selected for 
evaluation and four competing technologies and completed an online questionnaire recording the ratings of the 
technologies in four areas, viz. _market potential, ease of manufacture, performance, and serviceability 

In the fourth and final phase, the ratings provided by the experts were aggregated using a scoring model and the 
results incorporated in the final technology commercialization study. 

The twelve application areas suggested by the virtual expert panel were, viz. 

• Automobile Skid Avoidance • Lake Applications 

• Ice Monitoring in Orchards • Underside of Aircraft 

• De-Icing of Roadways • Vehicle/Boat Windshields 

• Low Power De-Icing Systems • Bridges 

• Automobile Window De-Icing • Tractor Trailers 

• Water Pipes • Electric Pylons & High-Tension Wires 

The average ratings provided by the VEP for the proposed technology using a (Staple scale from - 4 to + 4) were: 

Market potential . . . .. + 2. 7 
Serviceability . . . . . . + 1.3 

Ease of Manufacture ... + 2.1 
Performance ........... + 1.9 

Overall ... + 2.4 

The scoring model developed showed that the technology being evaluated did offer an advantage over most of its 
competitors. However, one competing technology did seem to pose a threat. Overall, the work of the VEP indicated 
that the ice gauge device had potential to satisfy customer-driven need across diverse applications and industries. 
This led to the development of a financial model to assess the financial viability of commercializing the technology 
for use in the aircraft industry. In this case, deploying a virtual expert panel enabled the timely acquisition of expert 
advice from a team of professional engineering distributed throughout the United States and Canada. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Studies on technology commercialization in the USA have indicated relatively poor performance levels [ 14] with 
many technology-based inventions never moving beyond the conception stage (15]. By utilizing the modem 
technological advances in telecommunications, experts now have the capability to evaluate, validate and recommend 
actions without regard to time or place. The Virtual Expert Panel method.of evaluation allows for flexible access to 
large groups of individuals with a wide range of expertise. Several industries have realized that the successful 
commercialization of new technologies necessitates collaboration and teamwork during all phases. Additionally, 
when professionals understand the methods used in the development of technology and see the detail provided, they 
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seem to be more understanding of the result(s) even though they may utilize a different set of production processes 
or technology aids [7]. 

The four-phase methodology illustrated in this paper provided a replicable, structured approach to deploying a YEP 
comprised of 12 experienced professional engineers distributed throughout the USA and Canada to evaluate the 
commercial potential of. the ice gauge technology in a timely manner. This approach has since been used with 
similar success in technology commercialization studies deploying YEP panels comprised of Information 
Technology professionals and medical doctors. Our further work will focus on better integrating the enabling 
technologies into the YEP decision-making process. We see an ever expanding role for the Access Grid technology 
in providing a robust platform for decision-making by distributed teams working as Virtual Expert Panels to tackle 
the complex issues associated with technology commercialization. 
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DEPLOYING VIRTUAL EXPERT PANELS IN TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION STUDIES 
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ABSTRACT 
We develop a four-phased framework for deploying virtual expert panels in technology commercialization studies. 
We illustrate the usefulness of this structured approach through a case study describing the application of a virtual 
expert panel in a commercialization study of an aerospace engineering technology. 

INTRODUCTION 
Technology commercialization studies are conducted by professionals in private-sector and public-sector companies 
in both developed and developing countries. International industrial development agencies such as the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) [1] and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) [2] are excellent repositories of industrial profiles of proven technologies. These can 
facilitate the development of industrial feasibility studies and business plans required to launch commercial ventures 
incorporating the various technologies. Extensive information is available on new technologies from the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) [3] and the equivalent patent information centers in Europe (European 
Patent Office) [4] and Japan (Japanese Patent Office) [5]. Commercialization studies of these technologies often 
require the participation of domain experts. Experts are often affiliated with professional organizations and 
participate in workshops and symposia at annual meetings and conferences at which they discuss the future of their 
particular field of specilization, forthcoming improvements and trends in the industry. 

Several group processes have been adopted to facilitate the participation ·of experts in technology commercialization 
studies. These include task forces/special committees, the Delphi process, and expert panels. Virtual Expert Panels 
(VEPs) represent an expansion of the traditional Expert Panel approach to enable the participation of distributed 
experts collaborating in an asynchronous mode. This approach provides access to a larger pool of expertise which is 
vitally important in obtaining the different perspectives required in conducting technology c·ommercialization 
studies. 

In this paper, we review the use of Virtual Expert Panels in evaluating new technologies and propose a four-phase 
methodology for deploying Virtual Expert Panels in technology commercialization studies. We illustrate the . 
usefulness of this approach through a case study describing the application of a Virtual Expert Panel in a technology 
commercialization study of an aerospace engineering technology. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Expert Panels 
Expert Panels can provide a robust, flexible approach to technology evaluation and can be used at various stages of 
the technology commercialization process. Successful deployment of Expert Panels however requires the 
development of a structured dedsion-making process, the provision of adequate information, and the development 
of appropriate decision-making tools. The impact of Expert Panels can be greatly enhanced through the use of 
Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) which can facilitate information dissemination, enable timely feedback, 
stimulate intra-group collaboration, and permit the deployment of group decision-making techniques such as 
Scoring Models, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and Quality Function Deployment (QFD). 

Expert Panels have been used to evaluate, validate, and recommend actions on issues of importance in business, 
engineering, healthcare, law, science, education, government, and politics. They are particularly useful when 
historical data are limited, future events are likely to invalidate the results of historical analysis, or ethical and moral 
factors significantly impact the decision. These circumstances are often en9ountered when new technologies are 
being deployed. Breakthrough technologies can alter the state of many industries, our lives, and the world we live 
in. In the technology commercialization process, Expert Panels can be used to elicit unbiased evaluations from 
domain experts, develop prototypes or conduct experiments with new technologies. 
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The Department of Education and its.predecessors [6], the U.S. Office of Education and the Education Division of 
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, have a long history of supporting panel processes for the purpose 
of reviewing replicable programs before investing in their dissemination. Most features of review-panel operations 
have continued to evolve over time in response to federal funding for development, the level of innovation in the 
field, the state of the art of program evaluation, and the federal panel leaders. The responsibilities of an expert panel 
would typically include overseeing the entire review process; revising and fine-tuning the review process, as 
necessary; identifying, selecting, and training reviewers and review panels; making recommendations for 
designating programs; and assuring that the broad and effective dissemination of information occurs [6]. 

Virtual Expert Panels 
A Virtual Expert Panel (YEP) is an alternative group process that can be used to evaluate the commercial potential 
of a new technology. A Virtual Expert Panels enables interaction among a large number of individuals without the 
restriction of all individuals co-locating, thus providing freedom from place and even time. This gives the experts 
time to reflect on various decisions and provides an opportunity to access supplementary information sources to 
better inform their decisions. 

VEPs are created to facilitate effective decision-making. A group of experts can be assembled for the functions of 
evaluating, validating and recommending actions on issues of importance. VEPs expand on the traditional expert 
panel approach by introducing a group process with the following characteristics: 

• Asynchronous timing, 
• autonomous feedback, 
• open discussion 
• elimination of "noise" associated with open discussions 
• disregard for spatial proximity: no need for experts to meet together in the same space 

There are many areas that could benefit from the deployment ofVEPs. The United States Department of Energy [7] 
released to the press that they wei:e interested in new mediums to develop and deploy distributed energy. The 
dilemma is that many need energy, however the unreliable mediums used to keep up with current technologies 
worldwide have failed. The Canadian Health Department [8] decided to form an expert panel for the purposes of 
updating, disseminating and interpreting information for doctors, hospitals, nurses,. and individuals during the SARS 
breakout in 2002. In both cases, a YEP would offer an attractive approach to effectively co-ordinate the efforts of 
widely distributed professionals with much-needed expertise to address the problem in a timely manner. 

Enabling Technologies 
The technologies available to enable the work of Virtual Expert Panels include videoconferencing, groupware and 
accessgrid. Video Conferencing allows individuals to conduct conferences between two or more participants at 
different sites by using computer networks to transmit audio and video data [9, 10]. Each-participant has a video 
camera, microphone and speakers. As the two participants speak to one another, their voice and data are carried 
over the network and delivered to the other's speakers, and whatever images appear in front of the video camera 
appear in a window on the other participant's monitor. This tool incorporates features such as automated e-mails to· 

· invitees with information about the meeting including the meeting phone number and ID in the notification. In · 
addition, "in-session" features are used to increase the productivity of the conference. These features provide the 
means to record meetings for later reference or greatly increase the security of a meeting. [ l l]. 

Groupware refers to software programs that help people work together collectively while located re~otely. 
Groupware services can include the sharing of calendars, collective writing, e-mail handling, shared database access, 
electronic meetings with each person able to see and display information to others, and other related activities [9]. 
Groupware is often broken down into two categories describing whether or not group members collaborate in real 
time (synchronous groupware.or asynchronous groupware). ·Programs that enable real time collaboration are called 
synchronous groupware. 

The Access Grid (AG) is an ensemble ofresources such as multimedia large-format displays, presentation and 
interactive environments [12]. Tliese resources are used to support multi-group interactions across the Grid such as 
large-scale distributed meetings, collaborative work sessions, seminars, lectures, tutorials and training. The Access 
Grid is currently used at over 400 institutions worldwide. Each institution has one or more AG full nodes, or 
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designed spaces that contain the high-end audio and visual technology needed to provide a high-quality compelling 
user experience. Personal interface nodes can also be set up on laptop or desktop computers. Individuals or group 
use these nodes to meet online in virtual environments. These nodes are also used as a research environment for the 
development of distributed data and visualization corridors and for the study of issues relating to collaborative work 
in distributed environments 

A FRAMEWORK FOR VIRTUAL EXPERT PANEL EVALUATION 
Virtual Expert panels can serve as an effective approach to evaluate new technologies. However, careful attention 
must be paid to procedural issues and problems as these can critically affect the success of an expert panel (Seskin et 
al, 2002) [13]. Figure 1 displays our proposed framework for deploying Virtual Expert Panels using the following 
four phases: · 

Phase 1. Define Problem Scope 
• Define Problem 
• Determine Clear Objectives 
• List Tasks (milestones) 

Phase 2. Create Virtual Expert Panel 
• Locate and Contact Potential Experts 

o Professionals, Scientists, and Doctors 
• Detepnine Experts from Potential Pool 

o Provide a pool of diversified talent 

Phase 3. Develop Virtual Expert Panel Process 
• Determine Expert Interaction 

o Groupware, Conferences, Video Conferences 
• Establish how Information will be Provided 

o Electronic files, Hard Copies 
• Select Strategy/Model of Analysis 

o Delphi Method 
o Develop Instrument 
o Develop new model of autonomous feedback, asynchronous timing, with no concern for spatial 

proximity (distributed participants). 
• Determine Focus of Evaluation 

o Provide an assessment of the technology's capabilities 
• Convergence and Form Consensus of Opinion 

Phase 4. 0-ocument Results 
• Rank List of Potential Applications/Competing Technologies 
• Inform Applicants of Analysis/Evaluation 
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Figure 1: Four Phase Framework for Deploying_ Virtual Expert Panels 

START 

Phase 1. D~fine Problem Scope 

Phase 2. Create Virtual Expert Panel 

Phase 3. Develop VEP Process 

Phase 4. Document Results 

FINISH 

Table 2 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of Virtual Expert Panels. They must utilize a structured approach, 
which can be executed in various ways to assist in evaluating potential applications of new technology. Tw9 of the 
formats most widely used to elicit the opinions of members of a YEP include questionnaires and surveys. In 
addition, virtual expert panels are autonomous (no face-to-face interaction), asynchronous and distributed in the way 
experts actually participate in the evaluation process. Experts.utilizing any one of the interaction methods (video 
conferencing, groupware, and accessgrid) need not be in the same physical location. This type of environment can 
assist in providing accuracy of expert views, aid in the reduction of "noise,, in consensus. and provide a unique 
perspective for diversity. Furthermore, all opinions of the virtual expert panel can be easily incorporated into the 
group decision-making process and used to provide an expert assessment of a technology's potential. The case 
study in the following section illustrates the application pf a YEP in a technology commercialization study of a 
patented process for monitoring ice acc~ulation on surfaces. 

Table 2: Strengths and Weaknesses of Virtual Expert Panels 

• Less ·interactive 
• Allows Flexible Access • Can be Slow and Cumbersome· 

• Re uires Hi h Motivation to Partici ate 
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A CASE STUDY 
Over the years, NASA-Langley Research Center (NASA_LaRC) has developed over 170 patents and has been 
interested in commercializing the more promising ones. One of the technologies identified for review was an Ice 
Thickness Gauge Technology which addresses the hazards posed by ice build-up on aircraft, buildings and other 
structures. This patented technology offered promise because of its ability to distinguish between ice and water and 
to measure the thickness of ice with a high level of accuracy. Its versatility suggested good potential for deployment 
in a wide range of applications. These factors prompted its selection as a candidate for a preliminary technology 
commercialization study. A Virtual Expert Panel was cfeployed to assist in evaluating the commercial potential of 
the Ice Gauge technology'. 

In the first phase of the process, the technology commercialization team decided to limit the role of the virtual expert 
panel to: 

• identification of potential applications of the technology 
• comparison of the technology with other competing patented technologies. 

In the second phase of the process, a Virtual Expert Panel was formed comprising of 12 experienced engineering 
professionals located in the United States and Canada. 

In the third phase, experts were provided with electronic files containing profiles of the technology selected for 
evaluation and four competing technologies and completed an online questionnaire recording the ratings of the 
technologies in four areas, viz. market potential, ease of manufac~e, performance, and serviceability 

In the fou~th and final phase, the ratings provided by the experts were aggregated using a scoring model and the 
results incorporated in the final technology commercialization study. 

The twelve application areas ·suggested by the virtual expert panel were, viz. 

• Automobile Skid Avoidance • Lake Applications 

• Ice Monitoring in Orchards • Up.derside of Aircraft 

• De-Icing of Roadways • Vehicle/Boat Windshields 

• Low Power De-Icing Systems • Bridges 

• Automobile Window De-Icing • Tractor Trailers 

• Water Pipes • Electric Pylons & High-Tension Wires 

The average ratings provided by the VEP for the proposed technology using a (Staple scale from - 4 to+ 4) were: 

Market potential . . ~ .. + 2. 7 
Serviceability . . . . . . + 1.3 

Ease of Manufacture ... + 2.1 
Performance ........... + 1.9 

Overall ... + 2.4 

The scoring mod~l developed showed that the technology being evaluated did offer an advantage over most of its 
competitors. However, one competing technology did seem to pose a threat. Overall, the work of the VEP indicated 
that the ice gauge device had potential to satisfy customer-driven need across diverse applications and industries. 
This led to the development of a financial model to assess the financial viability of commercializing -the technology 
for use in the aircraft industry. In this case, deploying a virtual expert panel enabled the timely acquisition of expert 
advice from a team of professional engineering distributed throughout the United States and Canada. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Studies on technology commercialization in the USA have indicated relatively poor performance levels [14] with 
many technology-based inventions never mpving beyond the conception-stage [15]. By utilizing the modem 
technological ·advances in telecommunications, experts now have the capability to evaluate, validate and recommend 
actions without regard to time or place. The Virtual Expert Panel method ·of evaluation allows for flexible access to 
large groups of individuals with a wide range of expertise. Severat industries have-realized that the successful 
commercialization of new technologies necessitates collaboration and teamwork during all phases. Additionally, 
when professionals understand the methods used in the development of technology and see the detail provided, they . 
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seem to be more understanding of the result(s) even though they may utilize a different set of production processes 
or technology aids [7]. · 

The four-phase methodology illustrated in this paper provided a replicable, structured approach to deploying a VEP 
comprised of 12 experienced professional engineers distributed throughout the USA and Canada to evaluate the 
commercial potential of the ice gauge technology in a timely manner. This approach has since been used with 
similar success in technology commercialization studies deploying VEP panels comprised of Information 
Technology professionals and medical doctors. Our further work will focus on better integrating the enabling 
technologies into the YEP decision-making process. We see an ever expanding role for the Access Grid technology 
in providing a robust platform for decision-making by distributed teams working as Virtual Expert Panels to tackle 
the c~mplex issue~ associated with technology commercialization. 
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A MODEL COMMUNITY FOR ADULTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 

LuAnn Bean arid David D. Hott 
Florida Institute of Technology 

ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a new paradigm of co-housing for aging disabled adults and caregiver family members. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Due to improved medical practices in the twentieth century, there has been a dramatic increase in the average life 
expectancy of people throughout the world. This trend is the same for adults with developmental disabilities. For 
example, the average life expectancy of people with Downs syndrome is 55 years with some living to be 70 year or 
older. The comparable life expectancy for a person with Downs Syndrome in the 1930s was 19 years. 

The social movement and laws originating in the 1960s required schools to mainstream disabled children into 
classrooms rather than institutions. This has produced generations of disabled adults raised at home, with the 
greatest responsibility borne by family caregivers. 

Today, many people with severe developmental disabilities live at home. Statistics presented by Fujiura (1998) 
indicate that over 60% of people with disabilities live with family members as compared to 15% who receive care in 
formal residential service systems. As such, critics such as Parish, et al (2003) point out that despite this 
predominant pattern for in-home care giving and dedication, families receive disproportionate smaller amounts of 
support services from public funds spent nationally for developmental disabilities services (1.5% in 1990 rising to 
only 4% in 2000). 

The commitment by care-taking families is further complicated by the limited options available for developmentally 
disabled adqlts once they reach the age of 21. An additional crisis looms because a majority of these individuals are 
cared for by a family member who is 60 years old or older. While generations of parent care-givers have saved the 
government hundreds of millions of dollars in care, they find that this path is difficult to sustain. As such, over 
218,186 families are on waiting lists for residential, day, or family support services. This estimate includes 65,290 
families waiting specifically for family support services (Davis, 1997), such as in-home help and some have been 
waiting for more than a decade. Many of these families include elderly caregivers and a large concentration of these 
older care-givers is located in Florida--the focus of our currently proposed effort. 

The tandem needs of an aging parent and an aging disabled child are beginning to draw attention from the · 
Administration on Aging of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and other nonprofit organizations 
for the developmentally disabled. Researchers indicate that elderly caregivers have experienced greater levels of 
perceived burden, depressive symptoms, stress, health problems, unemployment, and lower rates of social 
participation than their counterparts who have not had to care for developmentally disabled children (Blancher, 
Lopez, Shapiro, and Fusco, 1997; Seltzer, Greenberg, Floyd, Pettee, and Hong, 2001). Added to this is the anxiety 
of how to cope with the lack of available residential services and options, differing state initiatives, and the need to 
maintain a smooth transition of care for disabled adult children when elderly caregivers are gone or unable to 
provide it. 

PROPOSED PARADIGM 
While difficulties mount for these older, selfless generations of parents and family members (including persoriai 
health and mortality issues), our focus has been on the viability and cost/benefit approach toward a unique co
housing development solution for both elderly caretakers and disabled adult children. In concert with our partners, 
S.E.A. - The Society for Exceptional Adults, Inc.- headquartered in Melbourne, Florida, we have begun preliminary 
business planning work to complement this group's extensive foray into a pilot assisted living community concept. 

This concept embraces a planned community paradigm with a town hall center which can house and efficiently 
integrate existing nonprofit and health care agencies to bridge the gaps of social, financial, and healthcare needs 
experienced by the growing dual populations of older parents and their disabled adult children. As part of this 
vision, this residential concept has a primary goal of providing community, ownership, and permanence for 
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individuals with family and after aging parent(s) can no longer provide care. In addition, this paradigm supports a 
variety of internal and external services such as personal care assistants; skilled nursing care, life skills and 
employment trainers, which will enhance individual growth and foster independence. 

This assisted living paradigm will incorporate a range of living environments, including supervised, supported and 
independent options, as well as community, ownership, and permanence for disabled individuals with family and 
after their family is gone. As previously mentioned, the strength of a central community ceriter offering a range of 
services options includes supported living homes ( owned independently with periodic or on-call assistance), 
personal homes of choice (or small group homes with live-in staff provisions), and a medical group home (for 
individuals with seizure disorders, diabetes, etc.) 

ANALYTICAL GOALS RELATED TO THE PROJECT 
One of our first steps in laying the groundwork for an economies of scale approach and business plan model to 
provide specialized services to each population-disabled adult children and aging family caregivers-- focuses on 
economic consequences and cost implications. Economic issues include: (1) the economic well-being and 
employment of parents of children with disabilities (Parish, Seltzer, Greenberg, and Floyd, 2004), (2) the care shift
cost shift trends that will continue beyond the baby boomer generation, (3) promoting a higher standard of health 
that will allow for productive and meaningful lives (Factor et. al, 1997), and ( 4) economies of scale achieved 
through more effective interagency collaboration. 

Arriving at a good estimate of the potential population that would benefit from these types of com.rp.unities is 
challenging. First, discrepancies in definition of disability and categorization exist. Second, state estimates 
extrapolated from natio~al .data are not always relevant for state to state variation, because of the underreporting of 
under-served family caregivers. Third, the data are often out of date. Fourth, because of the lack of standardized 
collection procedures, data are often inaccurate. Finally, not all needed data has been ,gathered, such as uniform 
collection of waiting lists (McGrew, Groger, and Kunkel, 2003). 

In order to develop the business plan and cost benefit approach for the model community, at a minimum, the 
following issues need to be examined: 

• Development of estimates of cost savings achievable from closer proximity. of service agencies in the 
community ( e.g., less duplication of case management, more flexibility in resource offerings, efficient and 
effective use of personnel and training opportunities with respect to human resources, lower transportation 
costs). 

• Development of standardized methodology for .compiling waiting lists for services and using them in 
combination with closure/consolidation of institutions to forecast residential needs. 

• Development of a means for obtaining forgone opportunity costs experienced by elderly care givers ( e.g., the 
impact that a transitioning community structure would have on these individuals in terms of income, savings, 
investments, home equity, and mortgage amounts). 

• Development of costs related to quality of care ( e.g., higher standards of health care s~rvices and lowering 
risks of secondary conditions). · · · 

CONCLUSION . 
Central to these research goals remain the challenges that McGrew et. al (2003) highlight-the issue of triple 
jeopardy. In other words, what is the best way for state and federal policies to assist the long-term care of double 
jeopardy families, who are at risk with a disabled adult child and aging caregivers who lose the ability to continue 
caring for themselves and their families? 

This planned assisted living community concept with a detailed governance/business plan offers unique benefits of 
vocational, educational, recreational, and health care opportunities and may or may not have implications for a 
national solution not currently available. The proposed paradigm addresses major concerns and tasks for parents 
with disabled adult children who want employment and housing options, as· well as continuity of self-support, 
independence, and care for their children when they are gone. While we believe our review of the current state of 
research in this area leaves the door open for our analytic goals to support such a residential concept, the big 
challenge comes in implementation and navigating the bureaucratic shoals of need in competition for budget shares, 
personnel allocations, and maintaining status quo responsibilities to underrepresented public constituents. 
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INTEGRATED, INTERACTIVE ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION TRAINING 
LEADS TO EFFECTIVE INVESTIG~TIONS 

Meredith Bell, Bill Valentino, Kristine Relvini and Juan Posada 
The Boeing Company, Kennedy Space Center, FL 

ABSTRACT 
An integrated approach to Accident Investigation Training is presented, highlighting the benefits of training a core 
group of investigators taken from diverse working groups. The course, ba:sed on several methodologies, is in an 
interactive setting allowing participants to apply the knowledge learned as if they were actually on a team 
conducting an investigation. 

INTRODUCTION 
As part of The Boeing Company's, Checkout, Assembly and Payload Processing Services (CAPPS) initiative to 
achieve the Occupational Safety and Health Administration's (OSHA) Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) Star 
certification it was decided that a focus area would be continuous improvement of processes. Continuous 
improvement, a quality principle that now encompasses nearly all aspects of work, is one that entails several 
changes in streamlining processes to make a system more efficient (Cork, 2004). The goal is to increase customer 
satisfaction with a decreased amount of resources (Soderholm, 2004 ). In technical systems that are both complex 
and critical, as is the case with the systems with which Boeing CAPPS works, it is important that customer-focused 
continuous improvement is performed in a systematic way, in order to avoid unwanted effects such as hardware 
damage or injury to personnel (Soderholm, 2004 ). Mishap investigation is an integral part of continuous 
improvement because it plays a key role in streamlining other processes through the identification of problems by 
Root Cause Analysis (RCA). By improving the investigation process, other processe·s will benefit through a more 
efficient approach to identifying problems and possible solutions. 

The types of incidents that are investigated vary from personnel injuries or hardware damage resulting from mishaps 
to close calls, which have the potential for harm. The level at which an investigation is performed is based on the 
consequence and likelihood of occurrence which are color coded as red, yellow, or green. The risk matrix is based 
on the Boeing Risk Management Model and is similar to the British Airways risk management matrix useq to 
evaluate the future risk to the company of the re·currence of an event (Reason, 1998). Red denotes a high-risk level 
that the event will likely happen again and therefore requires a formal investigation. Yellow denotes a moderate risk 
level and usually requires some form of an investigation, whether formal or informal is decided by the team lead. 
Green denotes there is low probability that the event will happen again so the manager of group in which the 
incident occurred may perform an internal investigation to identify any issues or systematic problems, and 
implement immediate fixes. Based on the risk matrix the director of Safety color-codes the mishap and 
subsequently a team is formed accordingly. 

Since there are different levels of investigation and team participants, it is vital to train a diverse group of workers to 
ensure all investigation levels can be successfully performed. Therefore, one aim was to train a· pool of employees, 
with diverse backgrounds, to perform these investigations. There are several reasons why this is beneficial. By 
having a group of uniformly trained employees from whom investigation team members can be selected, the process 
is more efficient and more consistent. Also, by having investigation teams compiled of people from diverse ' 
backgrounds, the investigations become more effective because the team members provide an array•of experiences, 
knowledge and viewpoints. As a result, investigation teams are more likely to consider all potential factors. Having 
Subject Matter Experts (SME) on the team ensures the technical considerations will be covered and having those 
less familiar with the process ensures a more basic look at the system. Together, personnel work to combine the 
varied ideas and opinions to form a comprehensive view of the incident. 

In order to improve the mishap investigation process, an interactive training course was developed to train this 
diverse group of personne_l to participate in the process. This course was designed to provide an overview of the 
step-by-step methodology required to complete an investigation, and to demonstrate the role each participant would 
play. The four-hour mishap investigation-training course is broken into two main sections. The first half is the 
theory behind the steps required to perform an investigation and the second half provides an interactive setting 
where students practice the learned knowledge by analyzing an incident case scenario. This interactive approach, 
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also referred to as cooperative training, was chosen to ensure adequate transfer of knowledge. There have been 
claims in the past that cooperative learning will not be a ~uccess in a technical field (Jacobson et al., 1998). This is a 
myth that has been disproved countless times. In this course, cooperative leaning is used to teach the step-by-step 
methodology of performing a mishap investigation to ensure active cognitive processing of information in order to 
provide long-term support and assistance for investigation teams. The intent was to allow the participants to take 
what they learned in the course and actually apply it in their investigations providing quality and consistency across 
The Boeing Company CAPPS contract. 

There were several goals the course aimed to accomplish. They included 1) increase the effectiveness of the mishap 
investigation teams, 2) make the investigation process more standardized, and 3) reduce the time it takes to perform 
an investigation, especially with respect to the recommendation phase where design or administrative changes are 
needed to mitigate the potential for personnel injury or damage to flight hardware. The following sections examine 
the methodology used in this training course to effectively teach mishap investigation. 

THE TRAINING COURSE 
The Boeing Company, CAPPS has a process in place for mishap investigation and this was the basis for the 
development of the course. The procedure outlining this process served as a very basic skeleton for the course. The 
substance of the course was then developed by the SMEs based on techniques used throughout different industries, 
requirements levied on The Boeing Company, CAPPS by NASA NPR 8621 . lA, and personal experience. 

The course is divided into eight primary segments that include: 1) Initial Response, 2) Securing of Evidence, 3) 
Formation ofl~vestigation Team, 4) Development of a Plan of Action, 5) Data Collection, 6) Data Analysis, 7) 
Recommendations and 8) Briefing to Management. In each segment The Boeing Company, CAPPS process is 
reviewed, the reasons and theory behind the process explained and when applicable, an example worked. This 
structure is beneficial because it allows participants to first learn the process, secondly make sense of.the process, 
including why it is implemented a certain way, and lastly experience the process. This interactive approach to 
learning has proven successful over the years. 

INTERACTIVE LEARNING 
"Adults learn best when they do not have to memorize, but they can learn through activity at their own pace. Adult 
learning can be maximized by allowing participants to ask questions, practice tasks, and provide material relevant to 
their everyday life." (Poston, 2001) The incident investigation course was designed to maximize learning by creating 
an interactive environment, which provides both an open forum for questions and a structured forum for the 
participants to perform an investigation step by step. The participants who attend this class vary from senior 
management to the technician level, all with the same objective: prevent mishaps to safeguard th~ workforce and 
hardware. 

"When people read, they retain 20% of the information, when people hear and see they retain 50%, but when people 
interact, through role playing, practical exercises or case studies, they retain 90% of the information." (Poston, 2001) 
It is through the practical exercises that participants learn techniques for each step of the investigation process and 
then apply the techniques to an actual case study of an incident. 

TOOLS 
There were several tools used throughout the course to facilitate the interactive learning approach. The tools were 
chosen based on their ability to inspire contemplation of the theories behind the processes and encourage group 
discussion. The tools were interspersed throughout the course and intertwined with some of the activities disc_ussed 
above. · 

Data Collection 
One of the tools used in the course is the SHELL Model. The SHELL model is used in coaching the class 
participants through the data collection phase of the course. The SHELL model (Hawkins, 1987) is a derivation of 
the SHEL model originally developed by Elwyn Edwards. They are both based on the same principle: a human
machine system is comprised of several components interacting with the human Qperator (Liveware) including: 1) 
Software (procedures, policies, rules, regulations), 2) Hardware (tools, equipment, facilities), 3) Environment 
(physical, economic, political, organizational) and 4) Liveware (interactions such as teamwork and 
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communications), and there are important interfaces between each elem!!nt (Edwards, 1988). The participants are 
presented the SHELL model as seen in Figure 1., including specific examples .that would fall under each category. 

Fi~ure 1. The SHELL Model (Hawkins, 1987) 

The participants are stepped through the theory behind the model and asked to consider the systems they deal with in 
their work. This provides a good opportunity for group participation as the model is picked apart based on the 
participants' backgrounds and the hardware, software, environment and personnel with which they work. This 
model is a useful guide in considering all the different elements of a system and the necessary information to solicit 
from each of these elements to provide a comprehensive picture of the situation at the time of the mishap. 

After the model is presented an "evidence guide" based on the SHELL model is presented. The guide consists of a 
list of typical evidence to be collected that ranges from training and certification of.the operator, to procedures that 
they were working, to date and time of the event. Although the guide is by no means a ·comprehensive guide 
including all evidence that needs to be collected, it points the investigation team in the right direction. To ensure 
adequate understanding of the model, the segment on the presentation of the SHELL model finishes with an activity 
in which the team is presented a diagram of an operation, and the team is asked to identify risk with the inte.rfaces 
using the SHELL model. -

Data Analysis 
There were several tools used in the data analysis section. In order to understand the rationale behind their use, it is 
first key to understand the process taught in the analysis phase. There are many ways to analyze evidence and find 
mishap root causes. There are some methods that are all encompassing and some that include -a succession of 
techniques and tools to complete the process. Regardless, they all have the same goal: to find the root causes of the 
mishap. Different methods are used for different reasons, and the method chosen for this course was a compilation 
of several tools and techniques. The reason this method was chosen was for its straightforwardness, range of 
applications and ease of learning due to the limited time of the course. The process taught consisted of a 
brainstorming phase, a logic and deduction phase, and an organization phase. 

The tool introduced in the brainstorming phase was the Fishbone Diagram, a cause and effect diagram introduced by 
Kaoru Ishikawa in 1943 (Brocka & Brocka, 1992). This diagram is referred to as a "Fishbone" diagram because it 
resembles the skeleton of a fish as seen in Figure 2. below. It is used to explore several causes that in combination 
produce a single effect. The diagram breaks the different causes down into several categories. The categories used 
by Ishikawa included Material, Machine, Measurement, Man and Methods (Ishikawa, 1995). These categories have 
been adapted over the years t~ suit different applications and the ones presented in the course are·seen in the Human 
Factors industry and closely parallel the SHELL model. They include: process, paper, parts, people and 
environment. As with the SHELL model, this tool enables participants to consider all of the different aspects of the 
system and the causes that. could have been associated with each; however, •this provides a more structured approach. 
It is also presented to the students as different from the SHELL model to prompt them.to really think about the 
differences in the categories. The diagram is renowned for its ability to facilitate brainstorming and this is the how it 
is presented in the course (Sarazen, 2001). The categories are presented and the participants are asked to rack their 
brains for all of the possible causes associated with each category. For instance when environment is considered, 
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the participants are asked to list under this category all possible contributors to the event. The participants would 
compile a list ranging from confined. workspace to schedule pressure to extreme temperatures, each of these being a 
hypothesis of a causal factor. The factors iisted would be organized in the manner illustrated below. This would 
represent a comprehensive list of all possible factors to be considered in the analysis and would serve as a pool of 
causes from which to build in the logic and deduction phase. 

Process Environment People 

Event 

Paper (proc~dures) 

Figure 2. Illustration based on Ishikawa's Fishbone Diagram 

In the logic and deduction phase, there are primarily two tools used: 5-Why Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis 
(FTA). The first tool introduced is the 5-Why Analysis (Ohno, 1988). It is also known as the Why-Why Chart and 
as its name implies, it requires asking a succession of questions "Whyr'. It is one of the basic principles, used in 
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) and its inherent nature is to delve past the symptoms, deep into the levels of causes, to 
the actual root causes (Andersen & Fagerhaug, 2000). The idea is to take an event and ask why it happened. Once 
an initial cause is determined, the next step is to ask why to that cause and so on. By asking why five times, the 
intent is to keep from stagnating on a high level cause that is not at the root. Although five is not an obligatory 
number, it is not arbitrary either. Five is a good estimation of the point at which one will be in close proximity to 
the root cause. The participants are presented this method and walked through an example. This is a helpful method 
in teaching the main philosophy behind RCA: that there are several layers of causes, however, one has to weed 
through the upper level causes to get to the root. This tool poses as a helpful building block for the next step in the 
logic and deduction phase. 

FT A is a "deductive failure analysis which focuses on one particular undesired event and which provides a method 
for determining causes of the event" (Vesely et al., 1981). In essence, it is an analytical technique used to study an 
undesired event in the system and environment in which it occurred, and to determine all possible combinations of 
causes and failed barriers that enabled the event to occur (Vesely et al., 1981). This is a technique that can be 
applied in several different contexts but because it is time-consuming to perform completely and correctly, is best 
suited for incidents with a clearly defined loss event. Defining the event, therefore, is the most crucial step. FT A · 
has proven a very accommodating tool ·in the analysis section of mishap investigation. With a pool of potential 
causes from the brainstorming phase, and the 5-Why logic under the participants belts, FT A is presented as a 
platform for organizing the causes into a logical order. From the top, undesired event to all causes identified below 
it, class participants are asked to identify all immediate, necessary and sufficient causes (Vesely et al., 1981) that 
could have potentially worked collectively at each level. The result is a "tree" which has identified all possible 
causes in a logical organization, with a clear path through the layers of causes to the resulting undesired event. FT A 
is illustrated in Figure 3 below. · · · 
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Figure 3. Fault Tree Analysis 

The organization phase is the phase in which all -potential causes are analyzed for validity based on the evidence that 
was collected in the data collection phase. This is presented as a transformation of the fault tree to RCA diagram 
through the evaluation of each item against the evidence. The participants are instructed to remove those items on 
th·e fault tree that can be disproved by solid evidence and the remaining items form the RCA diagram. 

The reasons for using this method were straightforwardness, range of applications and ease o( learning. The "Why" 
theory behind this method was easy to comprehend, the fishbone and fault tree have a wide range of other 
applications, and many people within the target audience were known to have had previous exposure to these tools. 
Therefore with the limited· time allowed for the data analysis phase of the course (2 hours), this seemed the most 
logical selection. There are countless other methods of performing RCA, some of which Boeing CAPPS Human . 
Factors uses in practice and many of which were either evaluated for use or their theories and models were actually 
used within the course. These methods include Apollo Root Cause -Analysis and ABS Group Consultant's 
SOURCE™ RCA methodology. Apollo RC.A (ARCA) is a widely used method and differs from other root cause' ·, 
analyses, in that its process is structured around first defining the problem in terms, of what, when, where, and 
significance of the event. This methodology, in addition to deriving recommendations presented in Gano's Apollo 
RCA book (1999), was incorporated into the training course. ABS Group Consultant's stance on Managements 
Systems' involvement in mishaps was also incorporated into the course (ABS Group Consulting, 1999). Their RCA 
methodology was not included because of concern that the .limited time would not allow ample explication of the 
Causal Factor Charting method used by ABS. The target audience has had limited exposure to this methodology 
compared to the methods chosen; and the two hours allotted to the analysis phase of.the training was not ample to 
introduce a new concept. · 

An additional "tool" used in teaching the course was entertainment Anyone who has ever taken a training course 
knows how cognitively demanding they can be and how several hours ofa serious course can be mind numbing. To 
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counteract this, cartoons, photos and entertaining video clips were distributed throughout the class not only to help 
illustrate certain points, but also to provide comic relief and a break from stark concentration. 

A technique used to underscore the material presented in the course and to elicit a greater appreciation, was the 
presentation of actual situations involving work done by The Boeing Company, CAPPS in which the practices being 
preached would actually have benefited personnel. By participants seeing how the material pertains to the hardware 
and processes with which they work, they are better able to relate to the principles and potential for implementation. 

CONCLUSION 
To date there have been 185 participants trained in accident investigation, of which most were Boeing employees. 
Also in attendance were NASA employees as well as other government contractors from Kennedy Space Center. 

The. three main goals used to measure the success of the incident investigation course were: 
1) Increased effectiveness of the mishap investigation teams 
2) More standardized investigation process 
3) Reduced time to complete an investigation 

The success of the course is evident through the accomplishment of each of these goals. With respect to the first 
goal, the Preventive Action Board (P AB) has recognized the increased effectiveness of the investigation teams. The 
P AB is an internal board to which the final investigations out briefs are presented. . The P AB has indicated that the 
root cause analyses are more robust and final presentations more clear and concise. Many of the current out briefs 
take approximately 15 minutes; whereas previously the presentations could continue for up to an hour. With 
respect to the firsi and second goals, investigation team leaders and participants are using the course books that were 
distributed and utilized heavily during the course to lead them through the process. This not only assists in 
improving the quality of the investigations, but also provides consistency from one investigation to the next. With 
respect to the third goal, the turnaround time from the incident to the final out brief to management has been 
reduced. Previously investigations could persist for up to several months, whereas now the typical turnaround time 
is approximately two weeks. 

To substantiate this evidence, specific metrics are being developed to track team member use of the course material 
and P AB perception of investigations. There are already metrics in place to track participant satisfaction with 
course as well as areas with room for improvement. These metrics will be used to continually enhance the course. 
The aim is continuous improvement in Boeing, CAPPS through continuous improvement of the mishap 
investigation process. 
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ABSTRACT 
Human Factors is a significant contributor in the reduction of medical errors resulting in enhanced patient safety. A 
research study was performed to identify the process flow affiliated with patients transferring from a nursing home 
to a hospital and the patient returning back to the nursing home. During the process flowchart development, the 
processes, forms, systems, and bottlenecks that are part of a patient transitioning between these different cmitinuums 
of care were identified and documented. The process flowcharts developed are displayed and discussed as they give 
the researchers insight into the potential for medical error in the current processes. This research is part of a bigger 
research effort to develop an ideal process flow for both nursing homes and hospitals to follow once a new web
based healthcare system is implemented. The effort will result in an ideal process flow for hospitals and nursing 
home that lead to less medical error and enhanced patient safety. 

INTRODUCTION . 
The 1999 government report from the National Institute of Medicine (IOM) sparked a lot of activity to improve 
patient safety when it estimated that preventable medical errors kill between 44,000 .and 98,00.0 people in U.S. 
hospitals each year (IOM, 2001). Medical error is a term becoming more familiar as it is an increasingly prevalent 
cause of death in the United States (Boyer, 2001). There are currently several ways being researched to reduce the 
likelihood of error in medicine through task analysis. Task analys_is is the first step prior to error analysis because a 
task analysis is able to uncover issues that exist in the overall healthcare system. Once the issues are identified such 
as bottlenecks in processes, further analysis such as an error analysis can be performed to identify recommendations 
for improvement that reduce the likelihood of error or mitigate the error effects. One process being employed is the 
root cause analysis to look at the cause of medical errors and possible solutions (Boyer, 2001) . . By using the Failure 
Mode, Effect, and Criticality Analysis worksheet provided by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations (JCAHO), groups evaluating the potential for medical error can rank selected processes that are most 
at risk for error effects occurring (JCAHO, 2004). Agencies within the United States are enacting new patient safety 
goals that must be followed for hospitals to remain accredited, which are causing organizations to review their 
current healthcare systems (Cobb, 2004). 

This research study focuses on the identification of the current healthcare processes affiliated with patients · 
transferring from a nursing home to a hospital and the patient returning back to the nursing home. A process 
flowchart was developed after careful review of hospital and nursing home documentation, literature reviews, 
interviews with healthcare personnel. The flowchart created is a result of the identification of hospital and nursing 
home healthcare processes, forms, systems, and bottlenecks that are affiliated with a patient transitioning between 
these different continuums of care. The process flowchart gives researchers insight into the potential for medical 
error in the current processes. This research is part of a bigger research effort to develop an ideal process flow for 
both nursing homes and hospitals to follow once a new web-based healthcare system is implemented. The effort 
will result in an ideal process flow for hospitals and nursing home that lead to less medical error and enhanced 
patient safety .. Patient safety is a problem in the healthcare system, even with improved technology and increased 
medical knowledge (Cobb, 2004). The healthcare system as a whole needs to be redesigned (Barach & Moss, 2~01). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Patient Safety 
The 1999 government report from the National IOM sparked a lot of activity to improve patient safety when it 
estimated that more people die from medical mistakes each year than from highway accidents, breast cancer, or 
AIDS. The Australian Nursing Journal (2004) discusses a survey conducted in 29 rural hospitals within 9 states 
found that most health care professionals think nurses are primarily responsible for patient safety. The safety of a 
patient should be a focus in the nursing profession but also the healthcare system as· a whole to include all healthcare 
workers (Cummins & Sokol, 2002). Everyone in the healthcare industry is responsible for patient safety, and 
everyone is responsible for improving the system. 
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According to Barach and Moss (2001 ), there is room for improvement in the needs of individual patients, production 
goals, and safety. Barach and Moss (2001) discuss that patients are at risk until the current healthcare system 
receives attention. The past reaction of healthcare organizations to errors was to place blame on an individual rather 
than solve a problem (Cummins & Sokol, 2002). The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations (JCABO) has implemented standards to improve patient safety that all organizations wishing to 
remain accredited must abide by (Association ofOperating Room Nurses, 2001). Leadership is a main focus, 
because organization leaders must create an environment to encourage error reporting and promote prevention of it 
reoccurring, not reprimanding those involved. Professionals must feel they can report an incident without fear of 
repercussions. Management must also implement programs to deal with high-risk actions, meaning they are 
educating and promoting awareness of activities, to improve patient safety. JCAHO (2005) also suggests several 
other topics including information management and patient safety emphasis. 

Healthcare Information Technology 
The Institute of Medicine (2001) published a report titled, "Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for 
the 21 st Century," which proposed that a redesign of systems to use information technology would lead to safer and 
higher quality patient care. With the abundance of knowledge and sources available, the current paper-based system 
is inadequate to properly communicate this information (Cobb, 2004). Cobb (2004) further discusses how medical 
error is basically an information problem, which can be solved with automation. The idea is that medical error is 
caused by humans, and if the process can be automated, then the human error is eliminated thus eliminating the 
medical error (Cook, 2002). 

The Institute of Medicines (1999) report, ''To Err is Human," suggests that information technology is easily obtained 
and is therefore the "low-h~nging fruit" of patient safety. Though the purpose of implem~nting information 
technology is to eliminate medical error, the technology produces new system failures. Technology cannot fix a 
system that is broken; it will only automate the problems. Cummins & Sokol (2002) believe that the continuous 
implementation of new technology in the healthcare environment without proper tr~ining increases the risk for 
medical error. Before a healthcare professional uses the new technology, they must understand how to use it, how to 
interpret the information they will receive from it, and how it will benefit their patient (Cummins & Sokol, 2002). 

With the JCAHO enacting new focuses on patient safety, healthcare organizations are being.forced to review old 
processes to remain accredited (Cobb, 2004). Some organizations are revamping systems to provide quality and 
safer patient care. Most solutions focus on the implementation of information technology to improve the processes 
on both the clinical and administrative sides. Cobb (2004) believes that medical error is simply an information 
problem, and if healthcare workers were better informed, patient safety would increase. 

The only solution is to review current systems, identify problems through a series of ranking, ·and implement 
strategies to reduce the risk of error (Cobb, 2004). Organizations should have the ability to produce reports and 
compare them to other proc·esses to improve the current system and find the best practices. By developing ways to_ 
collect, analyze, and apply current information, the number of medic.al errors could be reduced . . , 

If an organization implements information technology without addressing the shortfalls of the system already in use, 
it will remain inefficient since all they would be achieving is automating inefficiencies (Cobb, 2004). Before · · · 
transferring to an automated system, current work flows should be evaluated to determine where tes;,hnology should 
be applied. Since nurses and physicians will be the majority of the users of this information technology, it should be 
designed with their input and therefore be a user-centered design process. Their ideas should also be evaluated for 
ease of use and simplification of the work flow. · 

Root Cause Analysis 
Promoting safety within the health system should be a priority for all h~althcare organizations (Boyer, 2001 ). Safety 
can only be achieved through participation of all those involved. Healthcare workers must feel that their opinions 
count, and they will not see any repercussions from speaking ~mt, since it is the system as a whole and not the 
worker being assessed. 
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Before the root cause analysis (RCA) theory was adopted, when an incident occurred, the healthcare professional 
involved was treated as the problem and dealt with accordingly (Boyer, 2001 ). Corporate culture within the 
healthcare industry has begun to evolve and is now acknowledging the inherent failure of current systems, and 
promoting their analysis and redesign. Even with the recognition of the failures in the system, there are still 
opportunities for the healthcare professional to be the problem, and it is these times when the individual should 
receive the proper counseling, education, and support. 

The JCAHO established specific outlines for the RCA research of sentinel events (Boyer, 2001 ). The word ... 
"sentinel" is used to describe an unexpected event involving a loss oflife, ~erious psychological or physical injury, 
or the risk of any of those happening. There are several steps to an acceptable RCA, including: leadership 
participation along with key players involved; all findings must be explained; and relevant literature attached. The 
analysis should focus on the system and not the individuals involved, and progress from generic to specific causes 
within the healthcare system in question. Though there are several benefits to an RCA, the largest is correcting 
errors within the system to prevent the same thing from occurring in the future. Aside from the potential for loss of 
life, not improving system flows can account for 25-40% of operating costs, making it more costly to not improve or 
fix. RCA requires members of all facets of healthcare to come together in a non-threatening environment to identify 
a problem and propose a solution. 

Failure Mode. Effect, And Criticality Analysis Worksheet 
Organizations evaluating their current work flows can employ the Failure Mode, Effect, and Criticality Analysis 
Worksheet (FMECA) to determine possible shortcomings and see where improvements can be made (JCAHO, 
2004). FMECA uses four steps to effectively evaluate systems, beginning with the flowcharting of the intended 
process. This is followed by the flowcharting of the actual process, listing each step and affiliated links between 
them. The final step is to list discrepancies between the flowcharts, and rank them by severity and probability of 
failure-effect. An ideal FMECA would include the processes in the current system and their potential failures. The 
failures would then be ranked based on the potential effect on the patient, the frequency it is expected to occur, the 
likelihood of it reaching the patient, and the criticality of the failure mode. It would also break down the root cause 
of each potential failure and strategies to eliminate the chance of its occurrence. 

Redundant Information Gathering 
Most hospitals still employ a paper-based information gathering system, requiring patients to answer the same 
questions several times (Meadows, 2003). This repetitive questioning can be taken as a lack of communication 
within hospital departments, and also reduces the accuracy of the information gathered. The message a patient 
receives from being asked the same question is that the healthcare professionals responsible for them can't 
communicate effectively, and this leads to the weakening of the patient's confidence in their quality of care. Also, if 
the same question is asked repetitively, the accuracy with which the patient answers decreases, as they may forget or 
be distracted by pain and other stressors. The result of the lack of accessibility to patient information .is the patient 
reminding healthcare professionals of obvious items such as medications or type of injury or illness. 

After reviewing the inherent shortfalls of the current systems, many are looking towards an electronic m~dical 
record (EMR) (Meadows, 2003). An EMR would give a snapshot of the patient's care status on the first page with 
drill-down capability to view a complete record of medications, past visits, and previous procedures. Charting can 
be completed in real-time, instead of several hours after the patient work-up. With an electronic system, there would 
also be an automated comparison of patient medications to identify any known interactions and allergies. These re
workings of the current system would allow a greater focus on the safety of the patient, reducing the likelihood of 
medical error such as medication errors. 

METHODOLOGY 
The research investigates healthcare processes affiliated with nursing homes and hospitals transitioning patients 
from a nursing home to a hospital, either through the emergency department (ED) or directly to a hospital floor, and 
from the hospital back to the nursing home, either for long-term care (L TC) or rehabilitation. · The process flowchart 
was developed through conducting a task analysis to identify the processes and bottlenecks that are part of a nursing 
home and hospital as well as the interdependencies between both healthcare partners. The task analysis involved the 
following efforts: · 
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• Conducting a literature review to identify common medical err~rs, patient safety issues, healthcare system 
issues, and bottlenecks affiliated with patients transitioning from different continuums of care. 

• Interviewing of healthcare personnel that work either as doctors, nurses, case workers, and other healthcare 
staff positions that work in a nursing home, admissions, emergency transport service, emergency 
department, hospital floor such as surgery or cardiology, and non-emergency transport service. 

• Reviewing of healthcare documentation such as nursing home forms that accompa_ny a patient to the 
hospital, discharge forms, internal nursing notes, transport services form, etc. 

• Understanding the various healthcare systems that support the processes such as admitting a patient, 
tracking a patient's treatment,. discharging a patient, etc. 

• Developing a process flowchart that displays the healthcare processes affiliated with the transitioning of a 
patient from a nursing home to a hospital and back to a nursing home. The process flowchart contains 
processes, sub-processes, bottlenecks, forms, and systems affiliated with a patient being treated for non
emergency 

• Validating the process flowchart was also formally performed through gathering individuals affiliated with 
different healthcare processes together to collectively review the process flowcharts for accuracy. 

RESULTS 
The research conducted resulted in the development of two process flowcharts. Figure 1 displays the first process 
flowchart that focuses on a patient at a nursing home requiring non-emergency care. The flowchart shows all of the 
processes, sub-processes, bottlenecks, forms, and systems affiliated with a patient being treated for non-emergency 
care. 

The squares represent the main processes. The main processes consist of the following: 

1- Individual Requiring Emergency Care at a L TC 
2 - L TC Nurse fills out Transfer Documentation 
3 - Non-Emergency Transportation Service Transports Patient to the Hospital 
4 - Patient Admitted to the Floor as an Inpatient 
5 - Patient Transported to the Floor · 
6 - Floor Performs History & Physical 
7 - Patient is Treated on the Floor 
8 - Discharge Paperwork Filled Out 
9 - Coastal or Private Vehicle Transfers Patient to L TC 
10 - Patient Arrives at LTC Facility or the Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) where their care plan is administered 
along with any rehabilitation if needed. 

The double line square represents any sub-processes affiliated with a process. Examples of some of the sub
processes are a hospital pharmacy receiving patient drug orders, patient needing treatment on another floor will be 
transferred and a nurse will -call the new floor with patient information, and the admission coordinator at the skilled 
nursing facility (SNF)/long-term care (L TC) facility will be contacted for patient progress and di~charge status. The 
circles represent the bottlenecks in the process. Examples of some of the bottlenecks identified are bed availability 
being limited so a patient may have a delay in treatment, auxiliary personnel being limited also resulting in the 
potential for a delay in treatment, and a hospital case worker trying to find an available SNF or L TC for the patien~ 
to be admitted to once discharged that could result in a delay of a patient .being discharged. The slanted box squares 
represent the current systems that are utilized for a healthcare organization comprised of three hospi'tals. The 
systems are utilized for admitting a patient, recording information on a patient's treatment while at the hospital, 
creating discharge plan of care instructions, etc. The box with one curved side represents any forms or paperwork 
that become part of a patient's profile and that accompany a patient while the patient transitions from one care 
setting to another. Examples. of information contained on various patient forms are contact information, ptjmary 
physician contact information, medication administration records, do not resuscitate orders, discharge plan of care 
information, guardianship contact information, etc. Figure 2 displays another process flowchart this time focusing 
on an individual requiring. emergent care. The sub-processes, bottlenecks, ·systems, and forms are similar to those of 
Figure 1. However, the processes are different and are therefore listed below: 
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FIGURE 1: Process Flowchart for an Individual Requiring Non-Emergency Care 

---
1 - Individual Requiring Emergency Care at LTC 
2 - 911 Dialed by LTC 
3 - LTC Nurse fills out Transfer Documentation 
4 - Brevard Fire/Rescue Transfers Patient to Hospital 
5 - Patient Admitted to ED 
6 - Patient History Taken 
7 - ED Physician Examines the Patient 
8 - ED Physician Provides Emergent Care for the Patient 
9 - ED Physician calls the Attending Physician to receive Admitting Orders 
10 - Patient Admitted to the Floor as an Inpatient 
11 - Patient Transported to the ·Floor 
12 - Floor Performs a History & Physical 
13 - Patient is Treated on the Floor 
14 - Discharge Paperwork Filled Out 
15 - Coastal or -Private Vehicle Transfers Patient to L TC 
16 - Patient Arrives at LTC Facility or the Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) where their care plan is administered 
along with any rehabilitation if needed. 
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FIG~RE .2: Process Flowchart for an Individual ~equiring Emergency Care 

CONCLUSION 
Improvements in the healthcare system and specifically in patient safety can be made through conducting a task 
analysis. The task analysis performed resulted in two different process flowcharts that address a patient either 
requiring emergency or non-emergency care. Throu,gh the analysis of literature, conducting of interviews, reviewing 
of hospital forms and systems, process flowcharts were developed that identified several bottlenecks in the 
healthcare processes. Future research will consist of further analysis from both a reactive and.proactive view of the 
issues affiliated with the documented processes and bottlenecks to enable researchers to develop an ideal process 
flow for patients transitioning from one care setting to another. The ideal process flow would involve determining 
the points in the process that could benefit from a new web-based healthcare system that will be developed in the 
future as an extension to the current research effort. The web-based healthcare system would enable healthcare 
workers to better access patient information leading to better decision making, less duplication of effort, and most 
importantly overall safer processes resulting in enhanced patient safety. With the current pll;sh to transfer from 
paper-based information to technology based systems, communication can be improved not only .from healthcare · ·, 
provider to healthcare provider, but also between the healthcare provider and the patient. 

There are many factors involved in patient safety today, and there ar~ many factors to consider when improving the 
safety process. Information technology may improve patient safety, but only if it is implemented_ at the right time 
and with proper training for those who will be using it. If a. system only automates manual processes that are not 
streamlined, the entire system only helps an organization be more efficient at performing inefficiently. It is-vital to 
an organization that is willing to invest in information technology to make the change truly count by improving 
upon existing processes to ensure that the processes becoming automated will benefit the entire healthcare system as 
a whole. Government organizations ate taking steps to improve patient safety in the United States, but each 
individual healthcare organization must also take steps within to improve the current systems and processes and 
focus on patient safety. 
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TESTING THE USABILITY OF OVERSTOCK.COM 

Rachel Hartos 
Florida Institute of Technology 

ABSTRACT 
To test the usability of Overstock.com.for a shopper who would like to purchase a particular product. The data and 
observations that are collected from the user studies are analyzed to identify the possible problem space areas of 
Overstock.corn's website, as well as the areas of the website that incorporate the preferred usability traits. 

·- INTRODUCTION 
In 1999, Dr. Patrick M. Byrne founded the website Overstock.corn based on the assumption that excess inventory 
could be liquidated through the usage of the Internet. Byrne believed that many consumers were frustrated with 
having to rely upon the limited selections offered at outlet centers, and decided to utilize the Internet, which he 
viewed as a "tailor-made [tool for the] liquidation" (Overstock, 2004) of products. The concept of selling excess 
inventory over the Internet became Overstock.corn's mission, and since 1999, Overstock.com has grown from a 
website that initially offered less than 100 products, to a website that now offers "12,000 non-BMV products and 
approximately 500,000 BMV products as of March 2004" (Overstock, 2004). 

Through successful marketing, as well as the practice of"value investing and fair dealing," (Overstock, 2004) 
Overstock.com has been able to rapidly retain a value of $60 billion in the United States. Ultimately, since the 
launching of the website, estimates now imply that the combined total savings of the users that shop on this website 
amount to "millions of dollars off the retail prices recommended by manufactures" (~ver~tock, 2004). 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
The tasks that were assigned during this experiment were created to evaluate usability principles, such as visibility 
of system status, error prevention, and help and documentation. These principles are applied and recognized as a 
form of guidance to evaluate an existing system, like Overstock.com. More specifically, simplicity is one of the 
major design principles to focus on during the evaluation process because it can easily be overlooked while 
developing an interactive website for on-line shoppers (Preece, Rogers, 2002). According to the British Computer 
Society, ''usability is one fundamental aspect of most interactive applications" (Paterno, 2003). Therefore, the 
implementation of effective functions in a website will be ineffective if the user, or on-line shopper, has to devote a 
lot of time toward learning how to use these functions because they lack the usability traits of leamability (ten
minute rule) and memorablitiy. 

While creating the pre-tests, tasks, and post tasks that were assigned to the test subjects, all of whom were apart of 
different age groups, I focused on creating tasks that would identify how effectively Overstock.com has applied the 
previously mentioned usability principles. A "cognitive walkthrough" method, which "fully utilizes task scenarios 
to stress the user's cognitive process and model," was used to guide my analysis of Overstock.com. These methods 
helped to identify known problem areas, areas that were already effectively covered and more importantly it 
recognized the user's goals while shopping on-line. The goal quickly locate the desired product and the quickly 
purchase that item. For instance, a successfully covered principle was the error prevention principle. 
Overstock.corn's error messages were simple and easy to understand, unlike error messages that are often times "too 
long or system truncated to fit on one line, which [leaves the users frustrated] because the spend ages trying to 
decipher" what the message it telling them to do (Preece, Rogers, 2002). 

Lastly, Jakob Nielson, the guru in web usability testing, has proclaimed that the "fact that usability guidelines have 
endured [over the past twenty years is] because they deperid on human behavior, which changes' very slowly, if at 
all" (Nielson, 2005). This statement further illustrates the importance of consistently applying the necessary 
usability traits, as well as the importance of involving the user during the development of a website. Without a clear 
understanding of whom your users are and howthey plan to use your website, the abUity to perform a user-centered 
analysis, which provides "the basis for designing [a website] that makes sense to the user," is virtually non-existent 
(Internet, 2005). 
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METHODOLOGY SECTION 
The fact that everyday millions of users browse and purchase products offered on Overstock.com was the reason I 
decided to evaluate the usability of this website. The project included the following: step 1: Select website to test, 
step 2: Development ofall testing documents such as instructions, pre/post tests, etc., step 3: Recruit 3 participants 
to test, etc., step 4: Explain the instructions to the recruits, step 5: Have they recruits take a pre-test survey, step 6: 
Have the recruits sign a consent form, step 7: Have the recruits participate in the usability test, step 8: Observe the 
recruits while the are performing the assigned tasks, step 9: Have the recruits take a post-test survey, step 10: 
Thank the recruits for participating in the test, step 11: Analyze and document the data that has been collected;,step 
12: Interpret the results and the data in the formal paper, step 13: Submit paper, etc. to the instructor. 

RESULTS SECTION 
All of the documents and questionnaires that were utilized during the experiment were designed to test the usability 
of Overstock.corn's website. More specifically, the pre-test survey was used to identify how much experience the 
test participants had with shopping online, and the post-test survey was designed to help these participants to rate 
and to describe the certain areas of Overstock.corn's website they had experienced during the five assigned tasks. 

Pre-test Survey 
The pre-test survey was developed to help provide a brief analysis of the participant's experiences with shopping 
online. The participant's responses to the pre-test survey questions, verified that the entire group of participants had 
shopped online before, and that each participant felt that the task of shopping online was relatively easy based on 
their past experiences. Two of the participants rated themselves as moderate computer users and one of the 
participants rated them self as an expert. 

Observing the Participants 
Each participant received the following written instructions to complete, 
NOTE: The website's search engine and help function is available at any time, so please feel free to refer to these 
features as necessary. 
1. Log on to the website www.overstock.com. 

2. Find: the European Antique Nostalgic Telephone Replica 
-Add this item to your shopping cart. 

3. Find: the Men's Casio Multi-Function Watch (White) 
- Order a quantity of 2, and add this item to your shopping cart. 

4. Remove the European Antique Telephone from your shopping cart. 
5. Change the quantity of 2 watches to 1 watch. 
6. Click the Secure Checkout Icon. 

Task 1- 4 
Most of the tasks were completed with the exception of two errors, each of which was made by different 
participants. All of the participants were able to log onto Overstock.corn's website. They all used the web browser,. 
with the exception of one participant who used their MSN homepage search bar. The first task of finding the 
specific telephone was where one of the errors occurred. The first two participants that were tested, where able to 
find the correct products by using the website's search engine; however, once this product was located I observed 
that these two participants were unsure as of how to select the item. One of the tested participants briefly referred to 
the help menu, but during this step the 2 minute time limit was exceeding, which resulted in an error. At this point I 
was able to help this participant by telling the subject to click on the item to select it. After this guidance, this 
participant was able to quickly add the item to the cart. The second participant, who also rated them self as an _ . 
expert, observed that when the mouse was placed over the item a hand signaled them that the item could be clicked 
on. I observed that this cue helped this participant to be able to proceed without error. · 

Both of these participants performed similar methods in locating the men's watch item, and because the participants 
now knew how to select the item, the quantity of this item was able to be changed to two and then added to the cart. 

The next participant was unique in the method used to locate the product because th~ subject did not use the 
website's search engine. Instead, this participant used the product menu outline provided on the website's home 
page. This participant selected telephones from the menu, and then searched through the different pictures by 
advancing page by page. While searching for the telephone, the second error was made. The error was that the 
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wrong telephone was selected, but when asked why this error was made, the participant verified that it was because 
of human error and not the clarity of the website. The website had clearly identified the differences between the 
different phones for sale. Both telephones had been added to this participant's cart. 

This participant also performed similar methods in locating the men's watch item, and this time the participant was 
more careful in selecting the specific brand of Casio watch. This item was easily added to the cart. 

Tasks 5-6 
During the last steps, all of the participants changed the quantity of the items by clicking on the box that had the 
number of items in it. For the watch, the number 2 was highlighted and changed to a 1. During the removal of the 
telephone, two of the participants changed the 1 to a 0, and one of the participants used the trashcan icon for removal 
of the telephone. 

Finally, after Overstock.corn's website prompted the participants that they had to select the "Update Qty." icon, they 
did and then clicked on the "Secure Checkout" icon. 

Post-test Survey 
The post-test survey was designed to help the participants to quantify certain characteristics of the website. The 
participant's responses to the post-test survey questions, verified that the participants felt that overall 
Overstock.corn's website was easy to navigate and easy to learn how to use. The characters on the website and the 
font were mostly legible; however, for the older participants that were tested they rated the clarity of the font size 
and screen layout lower than the younger participant tested. The two participants that used the search engine rated 
the tool as always helpful. In general, when asked if they would shop on Overstock.com again, all of the 
participants scored the website with a 4 or 5 (Every time description). 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Several of the participant's ratings, as well as their answers to how they would imp~ove'Overstock.com's website 
will be used to support the conclusions and recommendations. 

The participant's responses to the post-survey's open-ended question suggest the following changes: 
• Bigger text for the description section for the products, or when the shopper selects. a specific product the 

text should enlarge after clicking on it. · 
• After a shopper uses Overstock.corn's search engine, a quantity and add to cart icon should appear on the 

page that lists the matched or found items that the website provides after the search is finalized. 
• Rather than the user having to manually update the page, the page should automatically update after 

changing the quantities of certain selected items. 

In conclusion, the participant's individual ratings for the overall experience question support that Overstock.corn's 
website does have usability. traits that make the online shopping experience enjoyable. Only one participant found 
the experience to be frustrating, however, if the recommendation for making the icons bigger We\~ implemented by" 
Overstock.com this user would find the experience to be more enjoyable. On the whole, navigating the website and 
learning how to use the website was easy for the entire group of participants. The website's pages are consistent in 
layout, which allows the usability traits ofleamability (ten-minute rule) and memorablitiy to be present. 
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HUMAN RELIABILITY IN COMPLEX AN]) DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

Xiaochun Jiang, North Carolina A&T State University 
Mohammad T. Khasawneh, State University of New York at Binghamton 

Shannon R. Bowling, Old Dominion University · 

ABSTRACT 
Although Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) has received much attention, especially in nuclear industry, 
reliability assessment in human computer interface designs and interactive systems is still in an ad hoc manner. 
Human reliability assessment techniques vary from a static approach to a dynamic one that takes into account the 
dynamic influence of the man, machine, and interfaces. Due to the nature of complex and dynamic systems, 
conventional HRS methods are no longer appropriate. Instead, there is a need for model-based approaches that take 
into account the dynamic interaction of operators and systems, and integrates the stochastic human errors. The 
objective of this paper is to conduct a thorough literature review in the area of human reliability in complex and 
dynamic systems, and discuss future research perspectives. 

INTRODUCTION 
In any human-machine systems, humans work with machines to accomplish a common goal/task. As a result, human 
performance in a human machine system has a direct impact on overall system performance and safety. It is 
estimated that 20%-90% of system failures are due to human component, depending on the degree of human 
involvement [l]. Studies revealed that 70%-90% of system failures could be caused by human errors [2][3]. 
Moreover, today's environments are getting more and more dynamic and complex and the consequences of their 
failure more far-reaching and unpredictable. As a result, increased automation has been applied in those systems. 
Some designers suggested lo reduce or even to eliminate the role of humans in complex systems [4]. However, 
humans have some unique capability that no machines can match or replace. For example, in a critical situation 
where creativity and adaptive thinking are required, humans are flexible enough to make the right decision that 
machines are not capable of. Therefore, completely rely upon automation and eliminating humans from a complex 
system is not a solution. Nonetheless, human error is a persistent problem in human machine systems. It is in 
human's nature to err. However, humans learning from the errors they made. In fact, humans are constantly learning 
and adapting to the various characteristics of the system they are operating via interaction with it. To over~ome this 
problem, one solution is to change the human's· role in such complex system into a supervisor who monitors the 
automated process and intervene if necessary. Hence, when and how to allocate functions between humans and 
machines is very important in designing a complex and dynamic system to obtain near optimum human 
performance. 

The issue of reliability is one of the many fields that relate to human performance, and is characterized by the study 
of human actions and mental processes in the context in which they take place [5].Therefore, it is very crucial to 
assess human reliability in order to improve human performance, and, ultimately, overall system performance and 
safety. Human Reliability is an important aspect of the design of complex systems. It is concerned with the 
calculation of failure probabilities of human system components. Human reliability can be defined as "The 
probability of accomplishing a job or task successfully by humans at any required stage in system operation within a 
specified minimum time limit" [6]. · 

HRA TECHNIQUES 
Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) is a practical tool to help decision makers identify and select ways to improve 
human performance. HRA was initialed used in critical military tasks and nuclear industry, and then successfully 
applied to other industries. HRA techniques are generally used as a design tool to assess the risks associated with 
complex systems. These techniques aim at predicting how often the errors or failed performance will occur by 
quantifying the probability o'r error. The human error probabilities are then combined with the overall probabilities 
of system failures in order to obtain an overall probabilistic safety assessment (PSA). 

History of HRA 
In late 1940's, researchers started evaluate human performance [7]. In 1960's, reliability engineering motivated the 
need to study human machine interaction [8], Most of the HRA modeling work in early 70's were done in military 
domain. The Reactor Safety Study sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1975 was among the 
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first to apply HRA to plant risk assessment (9]. In 1980's researchers gained better understanding of how people 
perform tasks and attempted to quantify human reliability. Following completion of the regulatory mandated 
Individual Plant Examination program during the 1990's, the PSA studies exist for all operating US Nuclear power 
plants (10]. 

HRA Techniques 
·Over the years, researchers and practitioners have developed a number of methodologies for HRA. In this section, 
we try to examine various HRA techniques ( actually only a selected group is presented here due to space 
limitations) by presenting the characteristics of each technique as well as offering critiques. 
Specifically, the following HRA techniques are discussed: Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) 
(11], Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP) (12], Human Cognitive Reliability Model (HCR) (13], 
Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique (HEART) (14], Success Likelihood Index Methodology (SLIM) 
/ Failure Likelihood Method (FLIM) (15], Cause-Based Decision Tree (CBDT) [16], Holistic Decision Tree (HDT) 
(17], Dynamic Reliability Technique for Error Assessment in Man-Machine Systems - DREAMS (18], A 
Technique for Human Error Analysis (ATHEANA) [19], and Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method 
(CREAM) (20][21]. 

THERP 
Characteristics: 

• Task analysis is used to develop a human reliability tree in ~hich the elements of the task analysis were 
incorporated, including potential recoveries 

• Consistency of results. · 
• Decomposing an action into meaningful sub-actions perceived by the operator 

Critiques: 
• For complex, dynamic actions the simple decompositional models of human reliability fails to capture the 

underlying causes of human error. 
• Depends on knowledge of the author for error estimation 
• Considers human reliability similar to hardware reliability. 
• Assumption of logarithmic distribution is not confirmed 

ASEP 
Characteristics: 

• Can be carried out faster than THERP. 
• Rough task analysis is done which diffuses a problem of THERP procedure. 
• Can be used for primary screening before THERP is used . 

., . Critiques: 
• Provides pessimistic data on the reliability of human actions. 

HCR 
Characteristics: 

• Error probabilities can be quickly calculated based on just few parameters. 
• Considers Cognitive error. 

Critiques: 
• Normalized time cannot account for absolute level of time reserved. 
• Time reliability curves for skill-, rule-, and knowledge-based behavior are not sufficiently appropriate for 

actual cognitive behavior 

HEART 
Characteristics: 

• Error probabilities can be quickly calculated based on just few parameters. 
• Considers Cognitive error. 

Critiques: 
• Normalized time cannot account for absolute level of time reserved. 
• Time reliability curves for skill-, rule-, and knowledge-based behavior are not sufficiently appropriate for 

actual cognitive behavior 
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• Model is based on the combination on using anchor values and estimation of Human Error probability 
(HEP) for a particular human action 

Critiques: 
• Biases may be introduced into the process by the manner of elucidation. 
• PSF interactions are left out of consideration. 
• The mathematical model is poorly validated. 

CBDT 
Characteristics: 

• It is a modification of THERP 
Critiques: 

• The idea of summing the HEPs has not been substantiated. 

HDT 
Characteristics: 

• It is a direct result of trying to use simulator data to the HRA 
Critiques: 

• It needs further development. 
• The emphasis is on overview not details. 

DREAMS 
Characteristics: 

• Dynamic influences of actors are taken into account. 
• Considers actual feedback of human errors on subsequent control action. • 
• No priori estimate of error probability 

Critiques: 
• Can increase the number of sequences resulting in more calculation til,lle and accumulation of large amount 

of data. · · 
• Threshold values need to be assigned for error by reliability analyst. 

ATHEANA 
Characteristics: 

• Identification of error forcing context (for commission errors). 
• Good for retrospective analysis. 
• A very detailed analysis can be done 

Critiques: . 
• PSA-Oriented; consequences of human error are limited by pre-identified sequences. 
• Not good for predictive analysis. 

CREAM 
Characteristics: 

• Good for predictive and retrospective analysis. 
• Based on the use of context to formulate HEPs. 

Critiques: 
• Recovery factors are not given importance. 
• Dynamic factor needs to be assessed for predictive analysis. 

Depending on the nature ·of each HRA technique, we attempt to classify them into two categories: static and 
dynamic. Initially the human reliability assessment followed a static approach, in which human errors are described 
as omission/commission errors, without considering the physical and cognitive environment in which human errors 
develop (e.g., THERP, ASEP, HCR, HEART, SLIM/FLIM). Later, HRA techniques that take into account the 
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dynamic influence of the operator, plant and interfaces are dynamic (e.g., DREAMS, CREAM). The static 
techniques only marginally consider the characteristics of the physical and cognitive environment in which the 
errors are generated. The probabilities of error used in static approaches are defined through theoretical analysis and 
does not take actual feedback of errors on further actions nor on plant response [ 18]. On the other hand the dynamic 
technique, which have different requirements [22][23], account for the dynamic interaction that has been taking 
place between the operator and the machine while calculating error probability. The dynamic technique establishes 
that no prior estimate of probabilities of error can be made. They take into account the combined effect of 
environmental and psychological causes [18]. The accountability of dynamic factors does prove to be a substantial~ .. 
improvement in HRA methods and its error probability evaluation. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Currently, there is no universal accepted or validated human reliability assessment technique. Some of the 
limitations ofHRA techniques include the probability of errors used are not convincing and thereby unable to accept 
the quantification procedures, and, the basic assumption of applying error probabilities using some explicit or 
implicit functions of PSF cannot be applied in all scenarios. 

However, there are some common agreement of some of the desirable characteristics of the advanced HRA method 
such as context based error identification and probability estimation, better casual models, recovery actions in the 
PSF domain in which they are likely to happen, and realistic representation of dynamic interaction between human 
and machine [24]. · 

In summary, the key to the success ofHRA in a complex and dynamic e·nvironment is to address issues related to 
the stochastic nature· of human errors. Furthermore, the validation of HRA model is also very critical. Hence, 
further research is needed in both areas. 
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QUALITY AND ERGONOMICS: AN INTERACTIVE RELATIONSfflP 
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ABSTRACT 
While many studies highlighted the relationship between quality and ergonomics, few have provided a quantitative 
measure. This study exami~es the relationship between selected ergonomic aspects of an assembly operation and ·the 
quality of performance. A statistically designed experiment was conducted to quantify the effect of seven ergonomic 
factors on both the risk oflow back injury and the observed operator accuracy. The results have indicated significant 
impact of the ergonomic factors on the quality of performance. Research findings are expected to encourage 
ergonomic interventions as means for improving the process quality. 

INTRODUCTION 
The field of ergonomics and the field of quality were treated historically as two separate paradigms. These fields are 
relatively young. They encounter many similarities, but some differences are also noted. The definitions of 
ergonomics and quality overlap substantially. Quality deficiencies, human errors and ergonomic problems often 
have the same cause, which in many cases can be traced to the design of work, workplace, and environment e.g. 
noise, light, postures, loads, pace and work content. In addition, the -possibility of performing to a high standard at 
work is an important prerequisite for satisfaction and well-being. Contradictions between the two fields have been 
identified in the view of concepts such as standardization, reduction of variability and copying of best practice 
(Eklund, 1997). 

Quality continues to be a defining issue for both manufacturing and services industries (Godfrey and Kammerer, 
1993). In striving for improved product quality, approaches have traditionally emphasized design of product and 
process to reduce variability (Vardeman and Job, 1998). Over the past 15 years the design of the whole 
organization for quality improvement, for example, Total Quality Management (TQM), has been preferred 
technique (Evans and Lindsay, 1993). At times, quality initiatives have included ergonomics components; for 
example, Rooney and Morency (1992) applied ergonomics techniques within a TQM framework to good effect. 
There are good reasons for applying ergonomics and quality in an integrated manner (e.g., Drury, 1996; Eklund, 
1997) as they both share balancing features. Ergonomics and quality share common beliefs in the integrity of the 
human in the system, the use of small teams to implement changes, and the central role of the user in systems design 
(Drury and Kim, 2001 ). Differences center around the level of action, with the quality movement generally . 
intervening at a higher strategic level while ergonomics stays mainly at the technical level (Drury, 2000). 

Many studies during the last decade highlighted the relationship between quality and ergonomics. Quality can be 
considered as a function of both technological factors as well as human factors, and is greatly affected by 
ergonomics in its broadest view (Drury, 2000). Unfortunately management is still viewing ergonomics as a measure 
to prevent Musculosketal Disorders (MSDs) and achieve employee comfort, while providing little return on 
investment. Even when a company has high injury costs, ergonomics is rarely given the importance when opposed 
to quality and-productivity initiative (McIntyre, 2001). Since the performance of the company is directly tied to its 
workers, with poor workplace and working conditions, the company will not achieve the optimal employee 
productivity and quality of work. 

The main objective of ergonomics is to ensure good human performance in the workplace (McIntyre, 200 I). 
McIntyre suggests that designing or redesigning workstations, tools, equipment, layout, and processes to match the 
capabilities of the available employees will cut down the obstacles in the way of productivity and performan_ce, 
which should result in enhanced improvements of product quality. The quality movement has techniques to manage · 
errors that result in bad products, whereby, ergonomics has techniques and knowledge about the human part of the 
system, which is considered the most importa~t source of error. The concern of ergonomics and quality should be 
complementary and can together achieve levels of performance in which none of them can attain separately (Drury, 
2000). . 

Rowan & Wright (1994) suggested that organizations, which need to have a competitive level in the marketplace 
through the emphasis in quality and excellence, must undergo ergonomics management, recognizing its val~e as a 
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cost reduction, quality improvement, and productivity enhancing pro<;ess. In their study, they emphasized that 
quality improvement is one of many factors affected by ergonomic interventions. They also suggested that the most 
important output of ergonomic interventions is error reductions, which can reduce injury-producing accidents, 
improve quality, reliability, and productivity. 

Back Pain in Assembly Systems 
Duquette et al. (1997) has indicated that, back pain has an impact on the perception of difficulties. Assemblers 
reporting back pain and those with work limitations caused by the back answered a discomfort survey differently 
from the others, one time out of three and three times out of four, respectively. The feelings oflimitation due to the 
back conditions appear from both the results of this questionnaire and from the one on spinal health status to 
·represent a more severe stage than when only reporting of back pain. The different perceptions of the difficulty 
associated with a task, between workers with and without back pain, come in part from the integration of the back 
pain experience into the task. 

During the past few decades, the traditional assembly line has been called into question since it has been accused of 
being inhuman (Engstrom et al. 1999). According to Duquette et al. (1997), airplane assemblers are a target 
population for low back pain due to the variation in the type of parts assembled, the layout of the workstations, the 
organization and the duration of the work cycles. Engstrom et al. (1999) has indicated that the unorthodox Volvo 
Uddevalla plant utilizes long-cycle time assembly work by implementing "collective working" method in their final 
assembly. The operators work together on one or more products, sharing responsibility, which makes their work 
more repetitive and high risk with regards to Low Back Disorder (LBD). 

Numerous studies of manual material lifting have attempted to establish safe limits for a working population; such 
limits are usually established based on the emphasis in the lumbar spinal stresses (Lin et al. 1999). Differences in 
lifting techniques may influence spinal loading, therefore, influencing the risk of low back injury (Ferguson et al. 
2002). When carrying loads, the trunk tends to remain inflexion (Padula et al. 2003). A commonly observed work 
condition in industry is that of lifting from asymmetric positions. Marras and Davis (1998) have indicated that lift 
asymmetry has been associated with decreased trunk strength, a reduction in the maximum acceptable weight of lift, 
and more complex trunk motion. · 

Engstrom et al. (1999) reported that there was a significant association between high job demands, such a.s assembly 
jobs, and muscle tension as well as an association between muscle tension and an index of neck, shoulder and back 
symptoms. As mentioned earlier, there is a need to find better lifting techniques in the assembly industry. It has 
also been noted by Davis et al. (1998) that lifting cases with handles significantly reduce the spinal loading. 
Therefore in this research we will use a simulated part with handles to imitate the lifting tasks. 

Yeow et al. (2003) concluded that ergonomic interventions implemented in an electronic factory resulted in average 
savings in yearly rejection cost ofUS$574,560, reduction in reject rates, increase in monthly revenue, improvements 
in productivity, quality, operators' working conditio~ and occupational health and safety (OHS) and enhancement 
in customers' satisfaction. The cost of the interventions was less than US$1100. Currently, there are not only 
extensive databases on lifting and lowering tasks, but also various multipliers and correction factors to extend the 
range of applicability of this data (Wu and Chen, 2003). 

While many studies highlighted the relationship between quality and ergonomics, few have measured or quantifie'd 
this relationship. This study examines the relationship between selected ergonomic aspects ofa simulated assembly 
operation and the quality of performance. This case study is a screening study of the ergonomic workplace factors 
to find out if they are influential on the process quality. These findings will have significant implementations for 
workplace design in assembly systems. In order to achieve this goal, a simulated study design of the task will be 
conducted at the Wichita S~te University Ergonomics La:b. 

METHODS 
Subiects 
Four students from the Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering at Wichita State University (WSU) 
volunteered as subjects for this study. All subjects were asked if any history of back problems or injuries occurred. 
None of the two male and two female subjects had a history of significant low back disorder. The subjects were 
informed of the purpose of the experiment and were given instructions on how to perform the task. The experiment-
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was approved by the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRB) and performed at WSU 
Ergonomics Lab. 

Experimental Design 
A fractional factorial design was selected based on the framework recommended by (Coleman and Montgomery, 
1993). Since the factors were of two levels with seven factors as shown in Table 1, a 21

-
2

; ¼ fraction was a suitable 
design (Montgomery, 2001). The subjects were blocked to minimize their influence, and the runs were randomized 
within the blocks. Eight runs repeated three times were conducted in each block. The ergonomic factors were .. 9f two 
levels; therefore, it was ~ecessary to make the two levels low, and high, to be able fo distinguish between the 
influential and none-influential factors and their affect on the process quality. 

Table 1. 

Th e expenmenta 1 f: actors an d h. 1 th t eir two eve s at were use d d th to con uct d e case stu Ly 
Factors Hi2h Level { +) Low Level {-) 

Frequency of lifting(A) 5 lifts/min 3 lifts/min 
Simulated part weight (B) 25 lbs 10 lbs 

Horizontal distance to destination 
24 in 18 in 

(C) 
Sagittally symmetric position 

-60° (150°) 60° (Twist Angle) (D) 
Horizontal distance to the origin 

24 in 18 in · 
of the lift (E) 

Vertical distance at destination 
50 in 20in 

(F) 
Vertical distance at origin of the 

50 in 20 in lift (G) 

To reduce the risk of an injury to the participant's back, the Ohio State University Lifting Guidelines were used to 
determine the lift height, weight and horizontal lift distances such that the risk is low to moderate. The response 
variables were the vertical deviation from the target, the horizontal deviation from the target (i.e. observed 
operator's accuracy) to measure the process quality, and the probability ofLBD risk to perform the task. 

There were seven ergonomic workplace factors used in this study which were: (A) frequency of lifting (3, 5 lift/min) 
to simulate low and high frequencies in assembly industries, (B) simulated part weight (10, 25 lbs) .which was 
common in automobile assembly plants, (C) horizontal distance to destination (center of the part to the feet of the 
subject) (18, 24 in), (D) asymmetry conditions consisted of lift origins located in a sagittally symmetric position 
(90°), 60° to the right of the mid-sagittal plane, and - 60° to the left of the mid-sagittal plane represented as 150° 
from the coronal plane. Asymmetric origin was operationally defined according to the Revised NIOSH Lifting 
Equation (Waters et al. 1994). (E) horizontal distance to the origin_ofthe lift (center of the part to the feet of the 
subject) (18, 24 in), (F) vertical distance at destination (ground to the center of the part) (20, 50 in), and (G) vertical 
distance at origin (ground to the center of the part) (20, 50 in). 

Experimental Tasks . 
To imitate a 'realistic' assembly task, subjects were asked to transfer a simulated part from one station to another. 
The weight of the part was changed to measure the effect of the load on the process quality and the probability of 
LBD risk on the subject. The vertical distance and the height of the stations were changed at the origin and 
destination of the lifts. Hattori et al. (2000) concluded that asymmetric lifting from lower l~vels might impose very · 
high stress on the low back. Therefore, in this study this effect was of interest to analyze if it has the same effect on 
the observed operators accuracy. The horizontal distance from the origin and to the destination of the lifts was also 
changed, in order to measure the effect of the horizontal distance on the re·sponse variables. The target was clearly 
identified by placing a purple platform on the final destination station and the subjects were asked if they could 
identify the target obviously. The lifting rate was set to be 3 and 5 lifts per minu~e t<;> simulate a low and high 
frequency. Moreover, the station of the original location of lifting was placed 60° from the sagittally symmetric 
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position 90° on the right side and the left side to measure the effect of asymmetric lifting from both sides of the mid
sagittal plane. 

Apparatus 
Lumbar Motion Monitor (LMM) is an exoskeleton of the spine and measures instantaneous changes in position 
(Ferguson et al. 2Q02). The LMM is worn on the back of the subject during the experimental task as shown in 
Figure 1. The LMM was calibrated using the procedure mentioned in Marras et al. (1992). The three-dimensional 
positions, velocities, and accelerations of the trunk were monitored through the use of a LMM. The LMM has been 
more consistent than video based systems in the ability of measuring trunk positioning accurately in three 
dimensions (Marras et al. 1992). 

As a simulated part a standard box was constructed of wood with two outside handles that were located in the center 
of the box's sides. The box dimensions including the handles were 8 x 21 x 12 in (H x W x D). The box weighed 10 
lbs; therefore, 15 lbs were added to increase the weight to 25 lbs. 

A video camera was mounted vertically above the target where the lens was parallel to the surface of the target. 
Several pictures were then taken before the start of the study to make sure that the camera was capturing the correct 
view. All snap shots were taken using a remote control. 

Experimental Procedure 
Upon arriving at the Ergonomics Laboratory, subjects were given a brief description of the study and what they 
would be required to do. Prior to the lifting tasks, a 5-minute light ergo cycle was performed for warm-up, and toe
touch exercises were performed to stretch the lower back. Before the experiment each subject became familiar with 
the task by conducting several trial runs. Subjects then were instructed to stand on a designated spot marked on the 
floor. A computer-generated tone signaled to indicate the participant to begin lifting. After the subject locates the 
part on the target, another combination of the factors was set up and the subject waited for the next tone. This 
procedure allowed the experimenters to control the lifting rate of each participant. The-simulated part was lifted 
from a randomly determined asymmetric origin (-60°, 60°) to a sagittally symmetric destination. The part weight, 
horizontal, and vertical distances for the origins and destinations were randomly changed based on the combination. 
Each subject repeated the task three times for each combination. Rest periods were allowed for .each subject after 
completing half of the combinations and the subjects were encouraged to alert the researchers when more. rest time 
was needed. Figure 2. below shows a subject wearing the LMM and conducting a task. -

Data Collection 
Data was collected from the Lumbar Motion Monitor (LMM) only during the lift from origin to the target, and 
subjects were not asked to return the part to the original location. Data was also collected with a video camera 
mounted on top of the target by taking a shot of the part after being placed on the target, in order to measure 
accuracy of the placement and hence the quality of the process. Several pictures were taken when the part was on 
the exact target to calibrate the view of the location of the part on the target.before conducting the study. 
Afterwards, pictures were taken and used to measure the deviation from the target in each run after the study was 
completed. · · · · · 

The LMM was strapped to the subjects' back to get the three dimensional trunk kinematics variables: lateral 
bending, sagittal flexion, and angle of twist. From these variable values, the average percentage probability of LBD 
risk was calculated. The data was calculated separately for different combinations of the ergonortric factors 
mentioned earlier. After setting the conditions according to the randomized combinations, the experimental lifts 
were performed. Each combination was performed three times. The averages of the three runs were calculated for 
the responses. The output of the LMM was represented as a percentage of the probability ofLBD risk, which was 
one of the responses desire~. 

To measure the process quality, the observed operator's accuracy was broken down into two responses, horizontal 
deviation from target and vertical deviation from target. The horizontal and vertical deviations from target responses 
were analyzed using the pictures taken from the digital video camera. The distances were then measured in 
millimeters and subtracted from the distances from the calibrated pictures taken before conducting the study. The 
averages of the three runs for each combination were calculated for the analysis of the study. 
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Figure 1. A subject wearing the LMM on 
his back 

Statistical Analysis 
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Figure 2. A subject placing the simulated part on 
the designated target 

Following the recommendation ofMontegomery's Design of Experiment (DOE) framework (Montgomery, 2001), 
an analysis of variance ANOV A was constructed for each response variable and the workplace:: ergonimic factors. 
The resulting output is tested for its significance at a = 0.1. The results are computed and given data· are analyzed to 
conclude the significance of the experiment. 

Vaules of"Prob > F" less than 0.1000 indicate model terms are significant. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the 
model terms are not significant. Since there were many insignificant model terms, not counting those required to 
support hierarchy, model reduction was required. The one-factor plot and two-factor interaction graphs were 
analyzed for the significant factors only. 

RESULTS 
ANOV A Assumptions 
To verify that the ANOV A assumptions were not violated, normal plots of the residuals for the three response 
variables (the vertical deviation from the target, the horizontal deviation from the target, and the probability ofLBD 
risk to perform the task) were constructed. The plots indicated that they follow an approximate straight line, which 
suggests that the data is normally distributed and there were no outliers detected. By examining the plot of the 
residuals vs. predicted, the plot shows that the data did not follow any type of pattern or any cone shape, for 
example, the residuals were not clustered. This indicates that variance does not change as a function of time. 
Therefore, there are no violations of the ANOV A assumptions. 

Horizontal Deviation From the Target 
Table 2. provides the ANOVA summary of the selected factorial model for the horizontal deviation from .the target. 
The Model F-value of 3.35 implies the model is significant. There is only a 2.59% chance that a "Model F-Valuen- , 
this large could occur due to noise. From Table 2. below the significant factors for the horizontal deviation from the 
target are; the vertical distance at destination (F), and the simulated part'~ weight with the vertical distance at origin 
of the lift (BG). -· 
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Source 

Block 

Model 

Part weight (B) 
Vertical distance at 

destination (F) 
Vertical distance at 

origin oflift (G) 

(BG) 

Residual 

Cor Total 

Table 2. 
ANOV A for Selected Factorial Model 

for the Horizontal Deviation from the Target 

Sum of Mean F 

Squares 

10.76851 

28.14444 

0.486591 

9.633855 

10.3323 

7.691696 

50.44496 

89.35791 

DF 

3 

4 

24 

31 

Square Value 

3.5895 

7.03611 3.34754 

0.48659 .0.2315 

9.63386 4.58346 

10.3323 4.91576 

7.6917 3.65945 

2.10187 

Prob> F 

0.0259 

0.6348 

0.0426 

0.0363 

0.0678 

The effect plot of the vertical distance at destination (F) indicates that as the vertical distance at destination increases 
to 50 in., the horizontal deviation from the target increases. However, at a lower level of distance (20 in.) the 
horizontal deviation from the target is reduced. Additionally, the interaction plot of the part's weight (B) and the 
vertical distance at the origin of lifting (G), suggests that the horizontal deviation from the target does not change 
when the part's weight and the vertical distance at origin is at their low levels, 10 lbs and 20 in. respectively. Also, 
when the part's weight increases to 25 lbs, and as the vertical distance at the origin.of the lifting task increases to 50 
in., the horizontal deviation from the designated target increases. 

Vertical Deviation From the Target 
The ANOVA summary of the vertical deviation from the target response shown in Table 3. indicated that the Model 
F-value of 7.23 entails that the model is significant. There is only a 0.02% chance that a "Model F-Value" this large 
could occur due to noise. From Table 3. below, the significant factors for the yertical deviation from the target are 
the interactions between the following factors: The horizontal distance to destination and the vertical distance at 
destination (CF), and the twist angle and the horizontal distance to the origin of the lift (DE). 

· The interaction plots clearly indicates that when the horizontal distance to destination is at the low level (18 in.), and 
as the vertical distance at the destination decreases to 20 in., the vertical deviation from the target increases. 
However, when the horizontal distance to destination is higher at 24 in., as the vertical distcµice at destination 
decrease to 20 in., the vertical deviation from.the target increase, while not as significaht as previously. 

Moreover, the interaction plot between the twist angle and the horizontal distance to the origin of the lift shows that 
when the twist angle is 60°, as the horizontal distance to the origin.decreases to 18 in., the vertical deviation from the 
target increases. Additionally, when the twist angle is at -60°, as the horizontal distance to the origin increases to 24 
in., the vertical deviation from target still increases, indicating that lifting while twisting ~n any side of the mid-
sagittal plane has the same effect on the process quality. · · 

LBD Risk on the Operator 
Table 4. below presents the ANOVA summary of the probability o_fLBD risk response. The Model F-value of 34.75 
implies that the model is significant. There is only a 0.01% chance that a "Model F-Value" thjs large could occur 
due to noise. Also, the significant factors for the LBD risk are as follows; the part weight (B),, the twist angle (D), 
the vertical distance at the origin of the lift (G), the combined effect of the horizontal distance to the destination and 
the horizontal distance to the origin of the lift (CE), and the combine~ effect of the horizontal distance to destination 
and the frequency oflifting (AC). · 
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Table 3. 
ANOV A for Selected Factorial Model 

for the Vertical Deviation from the Target 

Sum of Mean F 

Source Sguares DF Sguare Value Prob>F 

Block 2.485556 3 0.82852 

Model 40.23111 6 6. 70519 7.23069 0.0002 
Horizontal distance to 

destination (C) 5.335556 5.33556 5.75372 0.0254 
Sagittally symmetric position 

(Twist Angle) (D) 0.18 0.18 0.19411 0.6638 
Horizontal distance to the origin 

(E) 0.98 0.98 1.05681 0.3151 
Vertical distance at destination 

(F) 23.12 23.12 24.932 < 0.0001 
(CF) 7.735556 7.735556 8.341811 0.0085 
(DE) 2.88 2.88 3.105713 0.0919 

Residual 20.40111 22 0.927323 

Cor Total 63.11778 31 

Table 4. 
ANOVAfor Selected-Factorial Model 

For the LBD Risk on the OEerator 
Sum of Mean F 

Source Squares DF Square Value Prob> F 
Block 550.25 3 183.4167 
Model 4178.625 8 522.3281 34.74948 < 0.0001 

Frequency of lifting (A) 544.5 544.5 36.22453 . < 0.0001 
Part weight (B) 496.125 496.125 33.00624 < 0.0001 

Horizontal distance to 
destination (C) 120.125 120.125 7.991684 0.0104 

Sagittally symmetric position 
(Twist Angle) (D) 253.125 253.125 16.83992 0.0006 

Horizontal distance to the origin 
of the lift (E) 12.5 12.5 0.831601 0.3727 

Vertical distance at origin of the 
lift (G) 450 450 29.93763 < 0.0001 
(AC) 91.125 91.125 6.06237 0.0230 
(CE) 2211.125 2211.125 147.1019 < 0.0001 

Residual 300.625 20 15.03125 
Cor Total 5029.5 31 

The effect plot of the twist angle indicates that when the subject lift from - 60° (left side), the LBD risk increases 
slightly. This might be because the average person's right side muscles are usually stronger than the left side since . 
they are used more frequently. The effect plot of the vertical distance at the origin oflifting indicated that as the 
vertical distance at the origin of lift deci:eases from 50 in. to 20 in., the LBD risk increases. The effect of the 
combination of the horizontal distance to destination and the frequency of the lift (AC) was plotted showing that 
when the horizontal distance to destination is at 18 in., as the frequency of lift increases to 5 lifts per minutes, the 
LBD risk increases. Moreover, when the horizontal distance to destination is at a higher level (24 in.), as the 
frequency increases to 5 lifts per minute, the LBD risk increases significantly which would indicate that the 
frequency of lift is a very significant factor on the LBD risk when combined with the horizontal distance to 
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destination. An effect plot was constructed for the combined effect of the horizontal distance to destination and the 
horizontal distance to the origin of the lifts (CE). It was concluded that a combintion of high and low levels of these 
factors increased the LBD risk on .the operator. 

DISCUSSION 
The field of ergonomics and the field of quality have a history as two separate disciplines. In a closer comparison, 
many similarities became evident, but many differences were also noted. A short work-cycle assembly line 
production concept in which workers were not able to control their distribution of time between different work 
objects, led to increased rates of quality deficiencies (Eklund, 1997). Repetitive and monotonous jobs give rise to 
symptoms of boredom or fatigue, followed by a decrease in performance in terms of longer reaction time and an 
increased error rate progressively during the work periods (Grandjean, 1988). Improving industrial ergonomic 
conditions have been proven to increase greatly the workers performance, comfort and health (Beevis and Slade, 
2003). 

A statistically designed experiment was conducted to quantify the effect of seven ergonomic factors on both the risk 
of low back injury and the observed operator accuracy. The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship 
between selected ergonomic aspects of an assembly operation and the quality of performance. As mentioned earlier 
from the results of this study, there were five influential workplace factors that had a significant effect on both the 
quality of the process and the safety of the operator represented in the probability of LBD risk. These factors were, 
the simulated part weight (B), the twist angle (D), the vertical distance at the origin of the lift (G), the effect of the 
combination of the horizontal distance at the destination and the horizontal distance at the origin of the lifts (CE), 
and the effect of the combination of the horizontal distance to destination of the lift and the frequency of lifting 
(AC). Controlling these factors simultaneously using a multivariate statistical quality (MSQ) techniques, will have a 
significant effect on the quality of the process and the LBD risk. 

The weight of the simulated part is set to be 10 lbs to 25 lbs. Parts that carry heavier weight might have different 
effect on the loading on the spine. The limits of loads to be handled in assembly are based on what workers might 
consider acceptable subjectively (Duquette et al., 1997). Further research should. consider different weights. 
Heavier weights may result in increasing the risk of shoulder injuries. Pain syndrome in the upper extremities of 
assembly workers is a major problem for the industry (Christmansson et al., 1999). Additionally, greater or lesser 
weight would expect to change the body dynamics (Marras et al., 1998). In the assembly.industry, the tasks, types 
of parts assembled and the layouts vary amorig workstations (Duquette et al., 1997). The shape of some parts 
would not be as standard as the simulated part used nor would be as comfortable to carry, since they wouldn't have 

. the handle feature used in this research. This study took place in a lab setting, which doesn't consider the long-term 
effect due to repetition over time. Ciriello (2003) has found that high frequency is a risk factor in loading and off 
loading boxes with different sizes from conveyer. Therefore, the results of this study would not take into 
consideration frequency over time~ 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objective of this study is to test .whether there is a relationship between ergonomic workpJ~ce variables and.the 
process quality, and also to test if the ergonomic workplace variables have an effect on the process quality variables. 
Despite the restrictions imposed by Wichita State University regulations regarding the use of human subjects, and 
the use of the Ohio State University Lifting Guidelines to maintain the risk of the lifting task, low to moderate, •there 
was a strong evidence of the impact or relationship between ergonomic aspects of workplace design and the quality 
of performance. While not all the workplace ergonomic factors have an effect on the process·quality, some appear to 
have a significant joint effect. This study highly recommends and support ergonomic interventions in production 
processes to improve the quality of the process. Quality was found to be directly affected by the ergonomic 
workplace variables. These findings will have significant implications for workplace design in production systems. 

Statistical quality control (SQC) techniques should be applied proactively to prevent work related injuries and 
improve the quality of performance. 
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SUMMATIVE EV ,ALUATION: NOVELL LINUX DESKTOP VS. MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP 

Christopher Schmidt and J. Shane Norcross 
· Florida Institute of Technology 

INTRODUCTION 
Our study is a summative evaluation, as it is to help in deciding between two alternatives; the altemativesj n this 
evaluation are two competing operating systems. The two operating_systems chosen are Novell Linux Desktop 9.0 
and Windows XP Professional. Novell Linux Desktop 9.0 was chosen bec_ause of the quality backed by a brand 
name company, and it's marketed as a desktop solution for personal computing users. Windows XP Professional 
was chosen because it is the latest release in the Microsoft line of operating systems and accounts for 92% of the 
personal computer market1

• 

Our goal isto determine the usability of these two operating systems, comparing the graphical user-interface that 
both have to offer, for completing tasks that the average computer user would consider routine. 
In order to ensure accurate results, both operating systems were tested on two different machines with the exact 
same specifications. Each machine was cleaned of any previous data and the operating system was installed directly 
from compact-disc. Specifications of the machines were: 

Dell Optiplex GX 110 
Intel Pentium 3 Processor, 866 MHz 
Intel Built In Video Adapter 
192MBRam 
10 GB Hard Drive 
Intel Built In 10/100 Ethernet 

In testing these systems five tasks were assigned to each person being tested. Tasks assigned, were tasks that can be 
accomplished using nearly identical methods, regardless of which operating system was used. 

In the remainder of this paper we will discuss our methodology, a literature review, results, discussion of results, and 
an appendix. The methodology will explain how we recruited our test subjects, and what procedures were taken. 
The literature review is a review of three journals and two books in which similar research has been accomplished. 
For the results and discussion, we will include data from our observations, followed with graphical displays with 
charts and empirical data. 

METHODOLOGY 
In developing a methodology the following steps were followed: we developed our test plans, recruiting users, 
budget, and tasks to be accomplished during the experiment. We will further discuss each of these topics in the 
following paragraphs. 

Test Plans 
In developing our plan for the experiment we considered where and when the test will take place, how long each 
session would take, what computer support would be needed, software installation, who were going to be tested and 
many mor~ factors. In establishing the location there was a few factors that were taken into consideration. First, 
easy access to computers was of the utmost importance. Second, we needed a place where the testers would _feel 
comfortable and be within a distance that would be convenient to them. Keeping the location on main campus was 
important because our test users were students. Third, wanting to keep our budget minimal and not wanting to have 
to rent a space or cause unnecessary expenses on transportation of materials needed for.testing was the most 
important factor. All these factors considered, we decided to use what was available as local resources. We were 
able to keep the test computers and necessary items needed for the testing ip. the room as it is a secure location. 

1 http://www·"indowsitpro.com/Windows/ Article/ ArticlelD/20712/20712.html 
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We were able to get 10 volunteers for our experiment. We used one_ user as a test pilot to generalize on the amount 
of time that would be required to complete the tasks. 

Test and Tasks 
There were four stages of the test that we went through each day. They were preparing the room, introducing the 
user, the test itself, and debriefing. When preparing the room, we would first have the instructor work station on 
with a PowerPoint presentation of all the tasks the user was to complete, as each task was to be accomplished 
individually. When the user would .arrive, we would make him or her as comfortable as possible and introduce 
ourselves. Also, before beg~ing the actual test, we read instructions (see appendix) to each user about what they 
were doing. Note: Instructions were different depending on which system was being tested. The important part in 
using instructions with users before conducting a test is to let the test user know that they are not the subject of the 
test, just the system itself. This will put the tester at ease. Before beginning the test we had the test users sign an 
informed consent form. This also repeats instructions and lets them know that they can elect to quit the testing at 
.any point. The actual test itself involved five tasks: 

Creating a document 
Navigating a web site 
Changing the background of the desktop 
Download and install Yahoo Instant Messenger 
Shutdown the system 

Each task was timed, observed for the different ways each user accomplished them, and for errors. This information 
can be found in the appendix on the observation's sheet for each user. After the user completed the test, they filled 
out an exit survey which can also be found in the appendix. The following results section will detail findings that 
were observed during the testing. · 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
In finding supporting documentation for our hypothesis, we have found several sources. In particular to our study, 
there were two studies that were found in the International Journal of Human-Computer Studies and one in A CM 
Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction. In addition to these studies, two excellent books were found, one on 
usability engineering and the other on human performance engineering. 

Task Related Information Analysis 
In this journal, the authors address evidence that shows consistency as an underlying rule structure with users' 

· expectations. In addition the benefits of consistency are usually confounded with the benefits of compatibility. 
With this in mind the consistencies found between the two graphical user interfaces of the Linux and Windows XP 
operating systems are very similar. The authors also state, "A number of studies have demonstrated the importance 
of consistency in information displays - an issue clearly relevant to the design of the human-computer interface." 

It is of discussion by m~y usability engineers that consistent tasks are shown to be performed with more speed than 
inconsistent tasks, with fewer errors· and less amount of effort. Consistent tasks are further shown to facilitate the 
learning and transfer of user skills (Polson, 1988). Using this information along with our results, we can generalize 
that Windows XP is more consistent than the Linux operating system. 

Also found in this journal, the authors discuss the models in human computer interaction (HCI). · One of the models 
suggests that structural consistency was considered important to the user because "there would be fewer kinds of 
sequences to remember, and less chance of using one kind of sequence where another is correct." Interpreting this 
into task 1 of our experiment, when users were asked to create a word document, it didn't matter if they were a first 
time user of Linux becaus~ of the similarities due to consistent and compatible graphic user interfaces. 

Evaluating System Design Features 
In this journal the authors use structural equation modeling and show perceived usefulness and ease of the user 
interface are empirically linked. With the empirical results of this study, it is shown "that ease of use to be a valid 
predictor of concurrent user productivity .. . " · 
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Their findings indicate that perceived ease of use contributes significantly to enhanced levels of user confidence. In 
addition, ''user interfaces perceived as easy to use are easy to use are associated with faster and more accurate 
decisions". Does this sound familiar? Just like the previous journal that was reviewed, it refers to fewer errors and 
speed. This can be seen in our results and suggests that the test users are more comfortable with Windows XP. Also 
discussed in this journal are the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). 
Their research shows several hypotheses and discusses their method involved. The theory and model assert that the 
influence of external variables upon user behavior is mediated through user beliefs and attitudes, thus pointing back 
to the beginning where level of user confidence is discussed. Looking at our comparative results from Ol!{ study, I 
would suggest that ?ur test users' confidences are nearly the same f~r each operating system. 

Usability Analysis with Markov Models 
This journal is written to determine ways to get information to determine how hard users find interactive devices to 
use in order to achieve their goals. They show that Markov models can be built into design tools, and can therefore 
be made very convenient for designers to utilize. Although our study is not a formative evaluation, where we can 
improve the iterative design process, we still found this to be of interest and relates to the usability. process. 

The authors approach contrast with cognitive engineering and other approaches to user interface modeling: cognitive 
models can model human interaction with almost any device; However, the authors start with specifics of an artifact 
and are limited in the interaction. In addition, they are concerned with actions a user takes. Such measures can be 
related empirically to times or to aspects of usability. Their approach made it possible to evaluate a wider range of 
user interface designs. Their journal gives complete details of their approach and worked examples. It is a 
mathematical approach which is fully operational and can be applied to prototypes or wor}cing designs. 

Human Performance Engineering 
In this book, there was software included that is very helpful to any usability project. The software consists of 
applications that allow users to conduct cost/benefit analyses~ design and test screens, do rapid prototyping, and 
develop computer-based training. The book is about human performance, the author speaks about some designers 
that seek to measure human performance but actually end up measuring system performance. The two have to be 
evaluated separately. In order to do so, it is suggested that in evaluating humans, that~ individual be responsible · 
for all aspects of the production. This way system performance can be equated to human performance. Therefore, in 
our testing we assigned tasks that are associated with everyday tasks in which the system was designed. 

Usability Engineering 
In chapter seven of the book, the authors discuss usability evaluation. As they discuss usability testing irt the 
laboratory they mention specific technical reasons for using its setting: laboratory studies can be small in scope and 
scale, and they can be controlled to focus on particular tasks, features, and user consequences. 'In addition, 
"laboratory studies do not have the. overhead of installing or updating a system in a real work sit~, so they permit 
rapid cycles of user feedback and prototyping for designers." We saw this after testing our pilot user and were able 
to conduct our testing in a shorter amount of time, than originally thought. 

RESULTS 
Pre-Survey 
The pre-survey we administered allowed us to analyze data on the current level of experience that our participants 
possess with both operating systems. The table below details the data obtained through the pre-survey from the 10 
participants. The table contains the randomly chosen operating system, their class standing, major field of study and 
their self-rated levels of experience ( 1-3 Beginner, 4-7 Intermediate, 8-10 Advanced) with both Linux and W:indows. 
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When analyzing the major field of study for the participants involved, we had 50% of our participants studying a 
computer related major field of study (i.e. Computer Engineering or Computer Science). We also had students who 
are studying accounting, aviation management, business administration, marine biology and space sciences as 
shown in the pie chart below. 

Breakdown By Major 

Accounting 
10% 

Marine Biology 
10% 

Co"l)uter 
Engineering 

10% 

Co"l)uter 
Science 

40% 

One finding from our pre-survey data is that only 40% of the users rated their experience of Linux above the lowest 
rating, 1. Every one of those users who rated themselves above a 1 is studying in the fields of computers, computer 

· engineering or computer science where as only one participant rated themselves a 1 in Windows experience. The 
mean self-rated Linux experience for our study is 2. 7 and the median was 1 on a scale of 10, where as the mean self
rated Windows experience is 6.7 and the median was 7 on a scale of 10. The mode for self•rated Linux experience 
was 1, while for seif-rated Windows experience was 9. In 2000, Microsoft's desktop market share was 92% and 
therefore it was expected _that our participants would_ have greater experience with Windows. 

For the participants designated to complete the study using the Windows operating system, their mean self-rated 
Windows experience was 5.4 and the median was 4 on a scale of 10. Not only was their Windows experience less 
than the overall, but their Linux experience, a mean of 1.8 and median of 1 on a scale of 10, was less than the overall 
average. For the participants designated to complete the study using the Linux operating system, their mean self
rated Linux experience was 3.6 and the median was 4 on a scale of 10. Additionally, their mean 'Windows 
experience was 8.0 and the median was 7 on a scale of 10. 
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75% of the participants with Linux experience above a selfrating of 1 had rated themselves a 9 or greater, which we 
considered advanced, on Windows experience. The other 25% rated themselves a 7 on Windows experience, which 
we consider highly intermediate. Additionally, the Linux participant's mean experience with Windows, 8.0, is 
48.15% greater than the Windows users experience with Windows and the Linux participant's mean experience with 
Linux, 3.6, was 100% greater than the Windows participanfs mean Linux experience. 

This information suggests that our 75% participants who are rating themselves as an intermediate user of the Linux 
Operating system are self-rated as advanced users of the Windows operating system. Additionally, our intermediate 
Linux participants have decided to pursue further education in a field related to computers, either Computer . 
Engineering or Computer Science. 

Tasks 
For each task we observed the time it took to complete each task, the number of errors made, and the number of 
hesitations made, before completing each task. 
The time it took for each participant is detailed in the table below. They are divided by each operating system and 
task. 

The mean and median times were than calculated for each task and corresponding operating system. Since the 
Linux users times were longer, we calculated the percent difference between the Windows times and Linux times. 
We find that there is a decrease in the percent difference progressively through the completion of each task, until the 
final task. 
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Individual Partici ant Task Com letion Time seconds 
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Windows 41.0 50.8 15.1 135.0 5.0 

9.0 

10.5 
100.8 10.8 

27.0 

Linux 56.8 54.4 8.5 

In this set of information, we believe that comparing the median to the mean gives us a better representation of our 
participants. We find that in Task 2 for the Windows users, the mean is 10.42% greater than the median. In Tasks 
1, 2, 4, 5 for the Linux users, the means are 18.10%, 13.60%, 14.57% and 26.26% greater than the medians 
respectively. It is also shown in the table above that the percentage in difference between Windows and Linux 
medians is less than the percentage in difference between their respective means. · 

Individual Participant Task Completion Time (seconds) 

E 
.! 
fl) 
)\ 
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~ .... · N M ~ It) 
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Windows Mean 36.3 57.2 13.2 137.4 8.0 
Windows Median · 37.4 51 .8 14.0 135.0 8.0 

Linux Mean 68.5 85.2 16.9 173.0 22.6 
Linux Median s8:o 75.0 17.8 151 .0 17.9 

% Difference Mean 189% 149% 128% 126% 283% 
% Difference Median 155% 145% 127% 112% 224% 

Analyzing this data, we see that the Windows tasks were completed faster than the Linux equivalent. Calculatirtg 
the percentage difference between the means and medians, we see a decreasing trend for the difference between the 
first 4 tasks. The first 4 tasks were similar in that the user had to go to the menu in the lower right comer, find an 
application and do the assigned task. The 5th task, shutting down the system, was not clearly labeled in Linux as it is 
in Windows. This trend suggests that the Linux users were becoming acclimated to user interface of the Linux 
graphical user interface (GUI). 

While observing the participants, we recorded the number of hesitations and errors they made while attempting to 
complete each task. Errors were defined as any unnecessary action that didn't accomplish the goal of completing 
each task; hesitations were defined as any inaction of the input devices (i.e. mouse or keyboard) or wasteful actions 
that produced no reaction from the PC (i.e. shaking mouse erratically). 
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Error and Hesitation Table 
Task 1 . Task 2 Task3 Task4 Task5 

OS ·E H E H E H E H E H 
Windows 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Windows 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Windows 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Windows 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 Q-, 

Windows 2 0 0 1 0. 0 1 0 0 0 
Linux 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 
Linux 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Linux 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
Linux 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Linux 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

E = Error, H = Hesitation 

Our participants exhibited a total of 6 errors committed by Windows users and 8, or 33.33% more, errors committed 
by Linux users. Task 4, the installation of Yahoo Messenger, had more errors committed during its execution than 
any other task for both operating systems; 3 errors from the Windows users and 4 from the Linux users. Task 3, 
changing the desktop background, had no errors committed by any user from either operating system. 
Additionally, our participants exhibited a total of 8 hesitations by Windows users and 9, or 12.50% more, hesitations 
committed by Linux users. 4 7~ 10% of the overall hesitations were committed during the first task, 17 .6% committed 
by the Windows users and 29.40% by the Linux user. 

Analyzing the information, we find that the installation of a program, such as required by Task 4, proved to cause 
the most errors by our participants. The Linux users produced 4 errors or 33% more, than the Windows users 3 
errors. Our Linux participants also produced 2 hesitations to the Windows users 1 hesitation. 
Task 1, creating and saving a document, caused the most participant hesitations. 3 participants of each operating 
system had at least 1 hesitation, with one Linux user producing 3. This information suggests that the users spent 
some time getting acquainted with the system they are using. 

Post Survey 
After each participant completed all 5 tasks, we collected information in a post experiment survey. The first set of 
information we collected asks them to rate the difficulty of completing each task, on a scale of 1, being the easiest, 
to 5, being the most difficult. The table below shows the data collected. · 

Task Difficulty 
OS Task 1 Task2 Task3 Task4 Tasks 
Windows 1 1 1 1 1 

Windows 1 1 2 1 

Windows 1 2 2 1 

Linux 1 1 2 3 2 

Linux 1 2 1 3 1 

Scale: Easiest 1 to Difficult (5) 

From this data, we calculated the mean task difficulty of the Windows users' responses and the Linux users' 
responses. The table below show's the means. In Task 1, all users rated the task a 1 for difficulty while Windows 
users also rated Task 3 and Task 5 a 1, or easiest. Task 2 was the only task that our Linux users rated easier than our 
Windows users. Task 4 for the Linux users, the installation of Yahoo! Messenger, was the most difficultly rated 
task with a mean score of 2 and the only task that a user rated a 3, the highest rating given by our particip~ts. 
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Mean Task Difficulty 
OS Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 
Windows 1 1.6 1 1.6 1 
Linux 1 1.2 1.2 2 1.4 
Scale: Easiest (1) to Difficult (5) 

By analyzing the responses to this survey, we see that the participants felt that Task 4 was the most difficult task, 
which reaffirms our suggestion previously based on the number of errors. Participants of both operating systems 
rated the. installation of Yahoo! Messenger as the most difficult task, although for Windows users it tied with Task 2. 

Next, the repeatability data from our survey was compiled on how well they thought they could repeat the tasks that 
they just executed. Using the same scale as·our Task Difficulty data, the table below shows the data we collected. 

Task Repeatability (Learnability) 
OS Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 
Windows 1 1 1 

Task 5 
1 

Tasks 1, 3, and 5 were shown to be easily repeatable, by the users of both operating systems, by receiving a 1 rating. 
Windows users also found Task 2 to be easily repeatable with all participants giving it a rating of 1. Task 4, which 
previously was given the highest difficulty rating of all the tasks, was not rated as easily repeatable being given a 
rating of 2 by two members of each operating system test group. 

The means for the task repeatability were computed for each.operating system. The table below shows the computer 
means. 

~ean Task Repeatability (Learnability) 
OS Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 
Windows I 1 1 1 1.4 
Linux · 1 1.2 1 1 .4 
Scale: Easiest (1) to Difficult (5) 

1 
--1 

The data suggests that Tasks 1, 3, 4, and 5. are equally repeatable in both operating systems, receiving the same · 
mean score by both Windows and Linux users. Task 2, the only task that didn't score equally for both operating 
systems, was scored a 1 by Windows users and a 1.2, or 20% greater, by Linux users. Additionally, Task 5, which 
had the largest percentage of difference between the Windows and Linux participants was rated a 1 by all users. 
This suggests that even though the Linux users took over 200% longer to shutdown the system, they found that once 
they were exposed to it, they could repeat it. 

In order to determine if our tasks were generally felt as tasks that the ~verage user would complete, we collected 
data on how the participants felt the tasks we asked the to complete compared to tasks they felt were normal user 
tasks. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is they don't agree that these tasks are everyday tasks and 5 is they do agree that 
they are everyday tasks, we calculated a mean of 4.50 with a median score of 5. User ratings ranged from 3 to 5, 
distributed in the table below. 
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OS Rating 
Windows 5 
Windows 4 
Windows 5 
Windows 4 
Windows 5 
Linux 4 
Linux 3 
Linux 5 
Linux 5 
Linux 5 

The last set of data collected was the responses ofthe participants on two things: Would they use the operating 
system they tested on their home PC; and would you buy a PC with the operating .system you tested. on the machine? 

The table below display's the results from our survey. ·s out of 10 participants would use the operating system they 
tested on their home PC, while 7 out of 10 would buy a PC with the operating system they tested on it. 

OS Use on Home PC Buy PC with OS 
Windows 1 1 
Windows 1 1 
Windows 1 0 
Windows 1 1 
Windows 1 1 
Linux 1 1 
Linux 1 1 
Linux 1 0 
Linux 0 1 
Linux 0 0 

0 = NO 1 = YES 

DISCUSSION 
Task 1 - Creating and Saving a Document 

. . 

This task was completed by 70% of our participants without error. Two-thirds of the participants were Linux 
participants. Awareness of the available office suite, called OpenOffice, and its location in the menu bat, under the 
Office folder, was adequate enough for our participants to rate this all one's in repeatability. 
Task 2 - Going to Home Depot's Website and Viewing a PDF 
This task was completed by 80% of our participants without error. There is no Internet Explorer for Linux, so our 
users had to choose another web browser. Many of them already knew of Mozilla Firefox as an alternative to · 
Internet Explorer and had no problem starting it. Viewing a PDF is similar in both operating systems and share the 
same ease of use from a web-browser. 
Task 3 - Changing the Desktop Background 
This task was the only task completed with zero errors. Linux and Windows both share an unofficial standard 
allowing users to right-click on their desktop and select the background of their choice, from available images. 
Task 4 - Installing Yahoo! Messenger 
This task was completed by only 30% of our participants without error. Both Windows and Linux users produced 
errors in completing the task. The errors include downloading to the wrong location, opening multiple instances, to , 
the Linux graphical installer crashing. 

We recommend that the developers of Linux work on creating a standard for program installation, similar to what is 
available in Windows. Since Microsoft Windows accounts for 92% of the operating systems on personal computers, 
people have become accustomed to how it operates. · 
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Task S - Shutdown the System 
This task was completed by 90% of our participants without error. ·Although 90% did it without error, under the 
menu bar there is no Shut Down command. You must first click on Logout, and then it brings up a screen that gives 
the user a choice to logout. 

We recommend for greater efficiency that the Shut Down command be available directly under the menu bar. It 
would have saved our participants a few brief moments of confusion. · 
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MANAGING RAINFALL VARIATION IN CALIFORNIA'S CENTRAL VALLEY 
USING CONTROL CHARTS 

Nael Aly and Gene Murti 
California State University, Stanislaus 

ABSTRACT 
This paper demonstrates the application of control charts in managing rainfall and runoff water variation in .. 
California's Central Valley. Rainfall and runoff data from Modesto_Irrigation District for the last 115 years are 
analyzed using lndividual-X and Moving Range control charts. The analysis of these data concludes that the 
claim that the weather, in particular the rainfall precipitation, is changing .or is different from what we had 
experienced in the past cannot be statistically supported. Furthermore, the rainfall pattern is cyclical, stable and 
can even be predicted. 

INTRODUCTION 
California's Central Valley depends on water for its productive agriculture. Natural rainfall averages about 12 
inches per year and is restricted to only a few months in the winter. Thus irrigation is the main water source for 
crop cultivation. The valley is served by several irrigation districts, which tap river water by creating reservoirs. 
Modesto Irrigation District (MID) serves part of Stanislaus County. Modesto is located in the Central Valley of 
California and MID .manages the power and irrigation in Modesto and part of the valley. Water is a precious 
resource in the valley which is sourced via the rainfall as well as the runoff in the Tuolumne River basin caused 
by melted mountain snow. In some cases the runoff is even more important to power generation in addition to 
the irrigation of farms. MID has been keeping meticulous data on rainfall, as well as runoff from the mountain 
snow for over one hundred years. 

The Central Valley is known as the breadbasket for the nation. The runoff from the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
are effectively irrigating the rich valley soil to produce abundant crops- vegetables, fruit, nuts, dairy products 
and meat. A welcoming arch in Modesto has these words enshrined on it: Water, wealth, health and 
contentment. Water is essential to the well being of the community. Hence a few years of drought-like 
conditions usually raises concerns for continued economic well-being and adequate water supply. 

The authors have been studying the variation of rainfall in the Modesto area for the last fourteen years. This 
paper will summarize there studies, draw conclusions and recommend some ideas for the overall water policy 
management at the local and state level. These recommendations may help decision makers deal with the 
uncertainty and variation ofthe·annual rainfall. 

UNDERSTANDING VARIATION 
Variation exists in all aspects of our life: in the performance of people, in the weather, in the economy, and in 
our organizations. We make decisions every day reacting to variations. Financial analysts, government 
officials, and experts often explain causes of the ups and downs in the trade deficit, Dow Jones Industrial 
average, value of the dollar, inflation and budgets. Suppose, for three months in a row, the number of industrial 
accidents were lower than last year's average; does this mean that our safety programs are working? If sales 
have been above those forecasted for two months in a row, are our marketing strategies working? The rainfall is 
lower than the average for four years in a row; is the weather changing, or are we drying up? Misinterpretation 
of patterns of variation leads to incorrect answers, and results in faulty decision causing economic and 
psychological losses. 

It is vital that decision makers understand some basic statistical concepts needed to interpret variation. One of 
the most powerful tools any manager can develop is knowledge of variation theory. Understanding variation 
enables managers to react rationally to variations in the figures, performance output, and data they deal with 
daily. 

There are two causes of variation: random, common or chance causes; and assignable or special causes. 
Random, common or chance causes are. the whole host of small influences that contribute in varying degrees to 
relatively small, apparently random shifts in outcome day after day. The collective effect of all random causes 
is often referred to as system variation because it defines the amount of variation i$erent in the system. While 
assignable or special causes are those factors that sporadically induce variation over and above that inherent in 
the system. They usually arise because of an assigned identifiable source. 
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Mangers and decision makers must be able to distinguish between patterns of variation that are indicative of 
assignable cause and those which are caused by random causes. Contro_l charts can be used effectively to 
determine whether or not the process variation is random, i.e., the process is stable. A stable process is said to 
be in a state of statistical control. This implies that variations in the outcome are predictable within statistically 
established limits (Evans/ Lindsay,05). Variation can be managed effectively using control charts 

CONTROL CHARTS 
they are a continuous and chronological record of a quality characteristic, against time. They are used to 
control, predict, and improve quality. They may not solve any quality problem per se, but they will tell us, 
statistically, if any problem exists. They are based on the fact that natural variation usually follows the normal 
distribution, but ·even if the distribution of a quality characteristic is not normal, taking samples can create a 
normal distributio~ (as per Cenn:al Limit Theorem). Process or control limits are the boundaries of inherent 
natural variation of the process due only to chance causes. Due to the normality of the process, the control 
limits are usually three standard deviations away from the process center. This will ensure that 99.73% of the 
process variation will be captured within the control limits. If an observation falls outside of these limits, it may 
be safely assumed that it is not due to natural variation but due to some special causes. 

As long as process variation is natural, caused only by random causes, there is no need for any action. Actions 
should only be taken wheneyer va~ation is caused by assignable causes. 

There are many different kinds of control charts depending upon the characteristics of the data. In rainfall and 
runoff data, Individual X and Moving Range charts are most appli_cable (Summers 2003). This is because the 
amount of rainfall and runoff are measured as annual data. So we have one measurement per year. The control 
limits are determined by measuring the variation from one year to the next. 

ANALYSIS OF THE RAINFALL AND RUNOFFS IN THE MODESTO.IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
The authors did the-first study on rainfall in 1991 to investigate the pattern of rainfall in response to persistent 
drought (Murti and Aly, 1991 ). Following several years of drought conditions (five consecutive years with 
annual rainfall below average yearly amount), there was concern that there might be a permanent shift in the 
weather pattern causing below average rainfall. The study main objective was ·to see whether the annual 
rainfall variation exhibited in the previous few years was caused by chance causes, or if some statistical shift 
had taken place by assigned causes. This inspired colleagues at San Jose State University to do a similar study 
for Santa Clara County. They _also found the rainfall pattern to be cyclical. The normal distribution fitte4 well to 
the rainfall data and to the five-year moving average data (Salstrom and Dean, 1992). 

Rainfall Analysis 
MID has been keeping records ofrainfall from 1889. We were able to therefore analyze the data from 1889 
through 2004. Figure I.shows the individual-X chart and Figure 2. shows the moving range chart. Individual-X 
chart shows a plot of annual rainfall. The average, centerline, of all the data was at 12.2 in~hes of rain. The 
upper control limit using three sigma (standard deviations) was 24.7inches. The plot indicates that the rainfall 
pattern is in statistical control, because most of the points hover around the center and only one point is above 
the upper control limit. There doesn't seem to be-any out of control pattern such as eight or more consecutive 
points on one side of the center Jine. 

Figure 2.also shows a remarkable statistical control. None of the points are above the upper control limit. 

· Tuolumne River Runoff 
MID has been keeping records on runoffs since 1906. We used data ·from 1906 through 2004 to 'construct 
individual X and moving range charts for Tuolumne River water year runoff as shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
Individual-X chart shows a plot of annual runoff. The average, centerline, of all data was at 1,902,827 acre feet 
of water. The upper control limits using three sigma (standard deviation) was 4,432,665 acre feet of water. 
With the exception of one point outside the control limit on individual-X chart, both charts show the patterns to 
be in statistical control. Please note that one point outside the control limit is permitted among about one· 
hundred observations. 
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Discerning A Recurring Pattern 
Rainfall and runoff are. natural occurrences. Since their lndividual-X and Moving Range charts are in a 
statistical control, rainfall and runoff data can statistically be considered stable and predictable. At first look, 
the ups and downs from one year to the next appear to be random. But on closer examination a definite pattern 
is discernible. We smoothed the data to see if a trend is apparent. Using five-year moving average smoothing, 
the trend was remarkably apparent. Figure 5 shows five year moving average for the rainfall data. The smoothed 
data has a sine wave like profile. The peaks and troughs have a distinct 14- year cycles. The only exception were 
the "dustbowl" years of 1920's. Figure 6 shows the five year moving average data of the runoffs and the trend is 
even more clearly visible with the exception of the "dustbowl" years. 

CONCLUSION 
From studying and analyzing MID rainfall and run-off data for over· 100 years, it is apparent that there is no 
significant change in the patterns of variation of these data. Shortage of rainfall for three or four consecutive 
years is not an uncommon phenomenon in the Modesto area. In general, the weather we are experiencing now 
is not only usual, but also stable and can be predictable. The pattern of five-year moving averages of the rainfall 
and runoff in figures 5 and 6 shows a fourteen year average cycle. From observing the weather in the Modesto 
area over the last fourteen years, we noticed that the Modesto area has gone already through one drought, 
peeked in 1991, and one flood, peeked in 1997. Figures 5 and 6 show that we are almost reaching the end of 
another downward cycle, concluding another drought in 2004. Statistically speaking, we cannot support any 
claim that the weather is changing or it is different from what we have experienced in the past. Although there 
are cycles that affect water availability, there are no significant downward trends. Perhaps the reason we are 
feeling the severity of the extreme weather cycles of flood and drought is the fact that California has 
experienced major development and population growth over the last fifteen years. 

Control charts can be very effective and valuable tools in the management of water resources. By understanding 
variation, and its natural cycles arid by using control charts, water resources can be managed more effectively 
during both the flood and drought cycles. You plan for the drought during the flood time, when water is 
available in abundance. Plans should be made to capture and store the excess water which is available during 
the up cycle so that it can be used during the down cycle when rainfall is scant and it is drought time. Not only 
will this help ease times of drought and water shortage, but it will also help minimize the impact and severity of 

. floods by channeling its power for positive use instead of destruction and devastati~n. 
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. LEAN MANUFACTURING ADAPTED FOR-USE AT G&T CONVEYOR 

James P. Gilbert 
Rollins College 

ABSTRACT 
G&T Conveyor of Tavares, Florida is attempting to institute lean manufacturing techniques into its Tavares, Florida 
plant. Mastering the flow of work through the shop is a critical task at G&T Conveyor. In this research project the 
"traditionar' lean manufacturing processes are adapted to the needs and requirements of this conveyor fabricating 
plant. G&T Conveyor is a custom-manufacturer whose primary objective I to reduce lead time but not in terms of 
reducing excess inventories. This paper outlines the dilemmas facing this firm and illustrates the implementation 
plan for company leadership 

INTRODUCTION 
The most important task that G&T Conveyor of Tavares, Florida must master is controlling the flow of work 
through the shop. Lean Manufacturing, Continuous Improvement, Kaizen or any of the other numerous names is 
based on the concept that there is always an opportunity to modify, enhance, or improve any process. Despite 
successful "lean" applications in a range of settings however, the lean approach has been criticized on many 
accounts, such as the lack of human integration or its limited applicability outside high-volume repetitive 
manufacturing environments (Hines, 2004 ). 

G&T Conveyor believes that its production will triple over the next few years. This will mean dramatic changes 
must occur in all facets of the business. The leadership is interested in developing a le~ manufacturing operational 
strategy that will make this transition as efficient and painless as possible. · · 

G&T Conveyor is the largest privately held Baggage Handling Systems manufac.turet in the United States, owned by 
both its Senior Management Team and Brynwood Partners LP. The firm also provides operations and maintenance 
support for airport services including baggage handling systems, passenger loading bridges and ground support 
equipment. Corporate Headquarters are located in Tavares, Florida. G&T has .regional offices in Cincinnati, Dallas, 
Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, San Diego, and San Francisco (http://www.gtconveyor.com/). For more than three 
decades, G&T and its subsidiaries have successfully delivered airport projects around the world with a 100% on 
time completion record. G&T's mission is to design, engineer, manufacture, install, operate, and maintain 
extremely reliable and cost effective Airline Baggage Handling Systems. 

History of G&T Conveyor 
In 2002, G&T Conveyor purchased assets, including MagnaSort™ equipment and systems~ from BAE Automated 
Systems Inc., one of the leading manufacturers and integrators of baggage handling systems for airports and airlines 
in North America. In December of 2004, G&T Conveyor Company acquired The Horsley Company, a 
manufacturer and installer of custom baggage conveyor systems. Horsley is headquartered in .$alt Lake City, Utah. 
Several BAE MagnaSort® products, such as the Super-Pusher™, Jetclaim®, and the Retractable Induction 
Conveyor, are called for by name in today's system specifications. BAE baggage handling systems are installed in 
more than 75 sorting systems in more than 35 major airports throughout the U.S., Canada and Europe. Also jojning 
this best of breed system supplier under the G&T Conveyor name is ELS, which joined BAE .in 2000. ELS is one of 
the leading maintenance providers for baggage handling systems, passenger boarding bridges' and ground support 
equipment. ELS currently installs, refurbishes and maintains passenger boarding bridges for ten major airlines. 
G&T, through its subsidiary Elite Line Services, Inc. (ELS), also provides operations and maintenance support for 
airport services including baggage handling systems, passenger· loading bridges and ground support equipment. 
G&T configures and integrates high-tech controls that · provide for the automated sortation and routing of articles, 
computerized tracking of baggage, 100% reconciliation of baggage to passenger, and constant monitoring of the 
Baggage Handling Systems performance. · 

LEAN MANUFACTURING 
Lean Manufacturing is known as just-in-time manufacturing, quick-response manufacturing, world manufacturing, 
Toyota manufacturing ·and by many more titles. Whatever title is used, it sets the baseline to reduce waste, reduce 
defects, improve on-time delivery and reduce inventories through less human effort, less inventory and space, less · 
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production time and quicker delivery. This _can be done while maintaining and constantly improving a quality 
product in the most efficient and economical manner possible. 

The concepts of lean manufacturing differ between high-volume assembly production and job shops like G&T 
Conveyor. Assembly production companies mass produce products where job shops such as G&T Conveyors are 
based upon custom orders. The goal in lean manufacturing in job shops such as G&T is to reduce customer delivery 
time. This can be achieved by focusing on the flow of the operations from the request for proposals through 
manufacturing, to receiving payment. By controlling the flow, improving the manufacturing process and improving 

. customer delivery, G&T can increase their-competitive advantage, lower company overhead and charge a premium 
price for a custom product, delivered faster to the customer. Lean Manufacturing has the potential to reduce costs, 
improve profits leading to a competitive advantage especially during times of growth such as G&T is currently 
experiencing. Hughes Aircraft Company reports that lean manufacturing implementation at their Hughes Space and 
Communications division manufacturing costs halved, cycle time reduced 10-fold, and in-process quality improved 
by 50% (Roby, 1995). 

Lean Manufacturing Challenges for G&T 
The success of a pure lean manufacturing program, which works well in a mass-production business, cannot be 
guaranteed in a custom-manufacturing establishment such as G&T. To state this more plainly, reducing waste by 
eliminating excess inventories, by employing the lean strategy, is not a solution for a job shop or custom 
manufacturing environments. Waste in job shops exists, but usually not in terms of excess inventory. In a job shop 
such as G&T, a primary objective oflean manufacturing is to reduce lead-time. As a make-to-order firm, product 
demand and supply are -perfectly matched. 

The focus oflean manufacturing must be on· making value flow, since a job shop already operates on a pull system. 
Flow is accomplished by eliminating delays in the total business proce~s. The company will be more competitive 
and profitable when customer demands are satisfied quickly. The ability to reduce lead time or customer wait time 
is a business development and profit improvement strategy, which results in reduced costs, increase sales, improve 
margins, accelerate cash flow and increase effective production capacity simultaneously. 

If G&T can deliver quickly, it may charge premium prices for the fast service it provides. The company will also be 
in the envious position to refuse unprofitable business. Leadership at G&T believes that success in a job shop is not 
cost savings from inventory reductions, but rather profitable growth. Therefore, if G&T can deliver quickly they will 
prosper in a just-in-time manufacturing world. 

Memory Corp. faced similar major hurdles as G&T for implementation oflean techniques (Ahls, 2001). They 
needed to convince supervisors that reduced inventories through smaller batches at the expense of capital equipment 
utilization was not only an acceptable .path to reduced cycle times, it was in fact the most logical one. Memory Corp. 
needed to show why improvement and empowerment were worth the effort prior to their initial rollout and 
achievements. 

The methodology used to construct a framework for lean manufacturing implementation in the existing 
organizational culture at G&T Conveyer included interviews with owners, senior leadership, information secured 
through surveys, observations made during visits to the manufacturing facility and discussions with mid-level 
managers. 

LEAN CONCEPTS APPLIED TO COMPARABLE COMPANIES . 
Fretty (2003) explained that, for many managers, lean manufacturing is something that looks great on paper and 
sounds wonderful in theory, but they want proof that it really works in their ever-changing manufacturing · 
environment. AtvinMeritor found itself in a similar position with G&T in terms of needing to dramatically cut costs 
and waste at the company. ArvinMeritor's lean manufacturing system initially rolled out company-wide in the early 
1990s (Waurzniak, 2004). As a result of its ~ean efforts, the Gladstone facility has made substantial gains in several 
metrics marking quality, productivity, and employee involvement in the past few years. The company reduced scrap 
by 43%, increased finished-goods-inventory turns by 30%, posted an on-time deliver average of99.99% since 1999, 
and increased sales per employee by 12% since 1999 (Waurzniak, 2004). 
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ProMold Inc., needed lead-time reduction if it was to remain profitable. The firm used lean-manufacturing concepts 
that stress continuous "flow" processing and low work-in-process inventory. Like G&T, ProMold discovered that 
these ideas haven't traditionally fit the batch-type manufacturing used by mold builders (Tolinski, 2004). After lean 
manufac~g implementation ProMold reduced lead times by about two-thirds. 

Cascade Engine~ring, located in Grand Rapids, Michigan, is two years into its lean journey and is trying to avoid the 
~ommon mistake of just implementing lean on the shop floor. This company, which is similar in size to G&T, 
provides plastic components in aqtomotive, home and office and container industries is implementing lean 
throughout its enterprise. At Cascade, the company's leaders recognize that to reduce waste and create customer 
value, everyone has to.actively take part in the process. At the company's facilities, it is very clear that Cascade is 
striving to adopt lean as a way of life for the whole company, rather than just in the manufacturing plants. 

Pretty (2003) points out that Cascade'~ founder, chairman and CEO Fred P. Keller, sent a message about how 
important lean was for the company as a whole when he hired G.L Brown as the company's director oflean 
manufacturing. Keller explains that he understands that employees must have a firm grip on three crucial aspects 
before initiating the conversion to a lean enterprise: 

1. Everyone must understand why the company is dedicated to the lean philosophy and what's in it for 
them; 

2. The employees must understand system thinking; and 
3. They must understand that there are a number of techniques in the lean manufacturing toolbox to 

implement the system (Pretty, 2003). · 

Cascade's training consists of lean manufacturing orientation, eyes for waste and eye~ for flow, take time, standard 
worksheets, the 5-S processes (Sort, Straighten, Sweep, Standardize, Sustain), natural work groups, and value stream 
mapping. Cascade also invites customers and suppliers to training events and kaizen (continuous improvement) 
events as they relate to their products. This helped Cascade convey to employe~s that value stream extends beyond 
Cascade. 

Continuous Improvement 
Lean manufacturing utilizes the concept of continuous Improvement that is based on the _fact that perfection is an 
ideal; therefore any system's operation can be improved. In today's business world of fast-paced change and 
mounting competitive pressures, continuous improvement is more than just a tool, it is a philosophy that promotes 
pro~active pursuit of the leading edge. Utilizing continuous improvement will yield the highest returns when it is 
established as an integral part of the enterprise's ·culture and operation, as opposed to just running it on a 
"sometimes" basis. 

First line supervisors and operators, who often have the most direct and immediate impact on productivity and costs, 
can receive very current .and insightful performance. feedback when continuous improvement is designed correctly. 
On the other hand, continuous impr:ovement can be very intimidating to a company depending on the way it · 
perceives and manages change. By its very nature continuous improvement challenges the status quo. When· 
continuous improvement is philosophically and operationally integrated in a company, the company looks for 
opportunities to make improvements, as opposed to resisting these opportunities 

Process Improvement 
The G&T system needs to establish a non-bureaucratic improvement process in a custom manufacturing 
environment. The goal is to have an uncomplicated, practical, and effective process. It is composed of three basics: 

1. Using a performance improvement team to close the loop by comparing estimates to actual results; 
2. Installing a man~gement report to monitor performance virtually in real time; and , 
3. Graphing trends to show performance improvements over time. 

Before G&T leadership could address continuous improvement options, an understanding regarding the overall 
process flows within the manufacturing portion of the company was needed. Appendix A presents an overall flow 
chart for the process. A detailed evaluation was conducted for two of the components constructed at G&T: Flat 
Plate Turns and Drivers. The process flows for these two components show that both flow through the same stations 
in Pre-Fabrication and .they both also go through the Mill in the Machine Shop. These similar flow patterns may 
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indicate potential bottlenecks in the process flows. Additional in-depth studies of the flow of work through the shop 
are needed to determine whether or not this is an actual bottleneck. 

Continuous improvement is a cyclical method of using metrics and data to monitor performance combined with a 
relentless pursuit of improvement. Figure 1 illustrates this concept. 

~----------------------------------, 
I ------- I I 

METRICS Leaming 

Late Ship Scrap 

Margins Rework Measuring 

I 
I I 
I I 

L-----------•--------•------------•-- I 

Thinking/Planning 

Doing 

Figure 1: Continuous .Improvement Process 

Using a Performance Team to Drive Performance 
Most business problems and improvement efforts can involve more than one area or function of the company. 
Therefore, it makes sense to have a cross-functional group of people involved in the improvement process; these 
teams are sometimes referred to as process improvement teams (PIT). PIT's can be composed of permanent 
members, or a mix of long term and short-term participants. The PIT operates over an extended period of time to 
reduce scrap, rework and late shipments, while improving margins, solving problems, and increasing productivity. 

Key to this process is the measurement of relevant metrics and the clear presentation of the results so as to 
demonstrate trends before, during and after improvement activities have been implemented. Graphing the resultant 
trends readily demonstrates whether and how much the PIT's efforts are truly achieving. For example, if the 
business system does not provide a means of comparing actual costs against estimates for the order, there is no 
opportunity to perform any process improvement. 

At G&T, it was found that a cost estimate may not even be performed for any given order. Jobs are bid at the level 
necessary to win them, but the profit margin from order to order not only may vary, but may even be completely 
unknown to any reasonable level of accuracy. A PIT may discover that holes are being drilled and countersunk 
manually at the staging area of the conveyors, whereas a $150 tool could do the job much earlier in the process with 
much more consistent accuracy. 

Establishing a Performance Improvement Team 
Cross-functional PIT teams need a certain amount of training to perform its mandate. Team members need to know 
how to measure performance and how to interpret quantitative feedback. Part of the training package must include 
teaching the employees to use a few problem-solving tools and learning how to working efficiently as group. 

Once a PIT is equipped with skills, it must have authority. The team has to have enough organizational clout and 
backing to ensure that their ideas, suggestions and proposals actually become implemented. If the PIT _i~ focusing 
on scrap, the team investigates where it is happening, what is causing it, and then works with the first line 
supervisors and operators to implement improvements. Unless the PIT is known t~ have the full backing of.senior 
management, people may not want to make changes that could (at least temporarily) impact schedules, or modify 
their established work habits. 

A Lean Manufacturing Caveat 
Managers implementing lean manufacturing must be on guard to not sabotage the process inadvertently. Every 
discovery of an opportunity to improve is by its very nature a criticism of methods used in the past. Reactions by 
managers along the lines of "Why wasn't this done sooner?" or "Who is responsible?" will have a chilling effect on 
employees, discouraging them from further active participation for fear of reprisal. 
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The originator of a discovery should be rewarded for finding a better way, not chastised for their effort. If the level 
of trust in an organization is low, people will not risk getting blamed, looking bad, or being criticized for making 
efforts to improve. In the case of G&T, not too distant management history contained quite a bit of a "do it or else, 
and do it now" mentality, which manifested itself in a yearly turnover rate of about 40%. Although measures have 
been taken to s.uccessfully turn this trend around, memories of this history linger, and it is a factor needing active 
attention. Active encouragement, training and rewarding of the employees could provide the platform from which 
to gamer employee participatioµ,. cooperation, and buy-in. 

Installing a Weekly Management Report 
Finding opportunities to cut lead-time in an effort to improve performance and profitability will be possible when 
the business is examined in the context of a process that converts quotes into cash. To accomplish this goal the 
examination must be based on very fresh and accurate data. Generally, using data available from the financial and · 
accounting departments will by its natural time lag of pro~essing be 4 to 6 weeks old. 

Making decisions based on older data is akin to choosing a wrong direction at an unmarked fork in the road without 
realizing it, then traveling for an hour before finding a reliable road sign. Not only is it necessary to backtrack to the 
fork thereby consuming a second hour; but also there is the opportunity cost one will incur not being closer to the 
destination by two hours. Making decisions based on newer data allows one to recognize trends, and make informed 
decisions only minutes after the "fork in the road", not hours. 

Metrics in the Management Report can be presented in any way that is best fitting to describe the operation: number 
of sales calls on new customers, number of orders shipped on time, dollar value of sales bids submitted, or dollar 
value of sales booked, percentage of orders shipped on time or percentage of rework. against total labor hours paid. 
In essence the management report is aligned with the income statement, and foreshadows it. 

An Illustration of a Weekly Management Report 
The word construct underlines the importance of the dynamic nature of the management report and how the report 
must be structured in a way that makes sense to the particular organization. The report's purpose is to portray high
level key indicators for every major step in the overall business process. Companies in similar lines of business may 
use similar indices. However, due diligence is still necessary, profitable, and insightful~in assessing which metric to 
use and why. A management report allows· management to stay on top of changes from week to week, as well as to 
monitor overall business performance. 

The first step to developing a management report is to outline the business process in a fashion similar to Figure 2. 
Input needs must be gathered. from key people throughout the organization as to what would be important to 
~easure and why. 
Whether termed metrics, key indices, performance indicators, or critical success factors, the basic idea is to select 
those measures that represent the business' most important factors. It is important to monitor the whole process. 
Therefore, the span of the metrics ;must be inclusive and encompass everything from sales tb,rough cash flow. · 

Sales 

Weekly 
Management 

Report 

__ E_n_g-in-e-en_·_n_g ___ l I MaL I 
Production 

Figure 2: Relationship of the Weekly Management Report to the Business Process 
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Configuring a weekly management report should result in a readily understandable deliverable. An Excel® 
spreadsheet can be used to create these reports. Comparative data and charts may be automatically updated when 
new information is entered. In this manner, the .current week's activities can easily be assessed against average 
values, or year-to-date figures. 

How to Use a Management Report . 
The management report's purpose is to provide a snapshot of the status of the business. It enables the spotting of 
problems sooner rather than later by providing information. Management must interpret this information in order to 
discern its meaning and applicability. One usage of the report could qe to inform employees of the present status of 
a particular process, and then to provide feedback indicating how well results are being accomplished after process 
modifications have been implemented. 

The weekly performance review meeting should have a fixed agenda: 
• Review the weekly numbers and trends (graphs). 
• Interpret and determine actions that must be taken. 
• Action update (members report on progress or problems with previous assignments) 
• Assign new responsibilities with expected completion times. 
• Document and publish the assignments to prevent action items from falling through the cracks. 

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly About Production Quotas 
G&T measures production each year on manufactured conveyor in feet per month. Unless monitored and controlled 
appropriately, an unhealthy pattern that is common to job shops can arise. A great effort is·expended during the last 
week of the month to "make the numbers.'•' In accomplishing this short-term goal, items that are easily completed 
are taken out of the queue and pushed ahead so that the production numbers may be met. Once the end of the month 
passes and the production quotas are met, there is a tendency to slow-down production, because the "heat is off', at 
least for a couple more weeks. Additionally, by completing and "delivering" the items that were close to 
completion, there is little to deliver the first week of the new month, which creates a vacuum. for production at the 
beginnin~ of the month. At this point, production is behind schedule and the shop is running to catch up. 

This unhealthy pattern, once established is self-reinforcing and extremely difficult to break. Some of the factors that 
make it difficult to break out of this pattern include: 

• By taking work out of the final stages of production, this leaves a void in delivery for the next co.up le 
weeks. Production is now behind schedule for the next month. 

• Often times, to meet the quotas, people are taken off the front-end jobs and assigned to ·other tasks. This 
then leaves a void in the front-end production at the beginning of the month. Production is often behind 
schedule for the next month. 

• Many times the workers slow down production after the first of the month because the management 
pressure is off. Thus, the production schedule for the next month is frequently behind. 

• Accepting this type production schedule as normal because it is familiar will doom you to this same patte~ 
until changes are made. 

So What's a Solution? 
One way to resolve this spike--then flat-line pattern of production is to maintain a weekly Management Report . .This 
report can serve as an "early warning system" to detect slowdowns or problems with production. And it does it in a 
timely manner so as to detect problems before they become too severe. Weekly goals are typically much more 
attainable, the timeframe is shorter so it is more realistic, and it dramatically increases the likelihood of success of _ 
reaching the goal. · 

One method of measuring weekly performance is by measuring the amount of material entered into production at the 
beginning of each week. If tl;iere is too much or too little volume at the beginning of the . week, the production 
numbers will be off and some form of internal adjustment will be needed. 
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Plan vs. Reality Disconnect at G&T 
If the operatio~ are efficient, then this implementation section can be skipped. However, the results of our survey 
below indicate that what management and what the majority of the employees believe are not necessarily the same. 
The survey was used to determine what potential inefficiencies exist at various levels. The survey was handed out 
and completed by G&T employees at random. All responses were anonymous and kept confidential. 

Twenty nine G&T Employees from seven different areas of the company completed the survey (see Table 1). 
Table 1: Survey Results 

The results of the survey indicate that the average G&T employee on the production floor believes there is too much 
rework, that a wall exists between the office and shop and that they are neither part of the decision-making process 
nor empowered to make a difference. These results alone indicate the areas where lean manufacturing is needed and_ 
a starting point for the implementation of the lean manufacturing principles. 

IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW 
First; one-piece flow makes perfect sense when an assembly line makes one car, tractor, or motorcycle at a time. In 
a job shop, like G&T, where the demand for flexibility within the make-to-order realm is a day-to-day reality, the 
perfect scenario often ends up looking more like "flow" than "one-piece-flow". 

Most process changes fail because of implementation problems. Implementation is assured at G&T when the 
change has become a routine, functioning part of the business that adds value. For instance one can say the weekly 
management meeting discussed earlier is implemented when it is published on time every week, is accurate and up
to-date, distributed to everyone who is scheduled to receive it, reviewed in a leadership meeting and acted upon 
~ppropriately to drive corrective actions and continues improvement. Implement~tion.is a detail-oriented and time
consuming effort. A company will be more effective when it is ensured that these basic requirements are met. 

SAMPLE SIZE (s) Equals 29 G&T Employees ? YES NO 
1. Our customers want it all: price, quality, and fast delivery. 6 22 1 

~- Customers constantly change priorities, causing confusion and adding cost 13 13 3 

13. We are continually rescheduling orders in production. 5 20 4 
14. We need to increase sales - competition is fierce. 10 12 7 
5. We're uncertain about the accuracy of our estimates. 20 5 4 
6. Our lead times are too long. 13 3 13 
7. WIP is too high and there are too many orders on the floor at one time. 4 9 16 
8. Rework is killing us. 2 23 4 
&. A psychological wall exists ~etween the office and the shop. 5 20 4 

10. We seem to have the same problems over and over. 3 26 0 
11. Setups and changeovers take too long. 10 8 11 
12. We don't know whether we make or lose money on orders. 17 9 3 
13. We continually ship late. t<i 3 10 . 

14. Getting accurate information for analysis and decision-making is a nightmare. 8 12 9 
15. Cash flow is a constant problem. 20 4 5 

Start Small 
Lean metrics focus on throughput, profitability, and flexibility, rather than raw utilization. Once metrics are 
established, then it's time to analyze the demand patterns the lean plant should be ·capable of fulfilling. Once those 
two steps are taken, then it's time to apply more specific lean methods like Kanban; starting with operations closest 
to the customer (Roberto, 2004). 

Let's stay with the weekly manag~ment report example. If it has been implemented, then it is presumed that the key 
metrics for G&T Conveyor and how to measure them have been determined. The next step is to take delays out' of 
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the business process. Take one step at a time; say receiving, and then shipping, then inventory control, etc. Do not 
· try and take the entire process on at once. 

Organize for Implementation 
G&T is not currently organized to implement changes rapidly. G&T needs to form a team with a designated leader 
who "owns" the project. The team must be composed of individuals who head up major areas of the business. This 
helps to insure that a change in one area does not have unintended effects in other areas. 

Provide Leadership . 
If the top leadership is not behind the implementation team, it will fail. When the leadership does not think a 
program is truly important, the organizations members sense the indifference. Employees may pay lip service to the 
program but they usually keep their heads down and wait for it to go away. Change may also fail when it is imposed 
from the top, especially when the effort lacks meaningful involvement of key people throughout the organization. 

Ensure Understanding and Commitment Among Key People 
If the implementation group is fragmented and not thinking in terms of "systems" - that is everything is connected -
one runs the risk of isolating this implementation in a functional area and missing the connections to balance the 
entire G&T organization. For example, suppose the company is introducing new equipment on the shop floor that 
will increase throughput. The sales effort should be increased to ensure that the new capacity is sold, that there are 
adequate sources of supply for the additional raw materials that will be needed, that they have sufficient storage and 
materials-in-handling capability, that they can train operators to run the new equipment, and perhaps even that they 
can increase the company line of credit with the bank to cover additional working capital requirements. Few 
implementations are isolated in a single d~partment; most have impact on the organization as a whole. 

Develop a Plan and Schedule 
The implementation group develops the project schedule with tasks, key events, interrelationships, time frames, 
budgets and resources. This is provided to management in a weekly, one page summary schedule showing progress 
against the original plan. This will help the team move forward in the face of the formidable opposition presented 
by the status quo. Listen carefully to opposing voices to insure all views are heard. 

Maintain Momentum . 
It is easy to mistake the urgent for the important. The short-term, day-to-day demands of running a business have a 
tendency to overshadow longer-term improvement initiatives. Constant focus on short-term goals and "f~e drills" 
wrecks havoc on a production schedule and budget. 

Measure Results and Provide Feedback 
For the leadership it is important to measure improvement on key business indicators over time. Previously, we 
stressed that graphing capability of the weekly management report was important. Again, there may not be a large 
change in productivity measures or cost savings initially. However, changes will be seen in small indicators and • 
over time. 

Provide feedback to those members of the organization who are making the improvements happen·(or not happen). 
This shows that management is serious and it makes their efforts meaningful. It also educates people to mid-course 
corrections. Publish the results widely throughout the organization. People will get involved if they see it is 
important to management. 

COMMON PITFALLS IN IMPLEMENTING LEAN MANUFACTURING IN JOB SHOPS 
Knowing what the pitfalls are and not being blindsided during the implementation process can help avoid problems. 
Common reasons that implementations fail include the following. · 

• Lack of Skill: The team must have the training to implement. Implementation by memo or e-mail is just 
wishful thinking. 

• Solution in search of a problem: Many times managers get caught up in the latest fads and "know" in 
advance how to fix the problem. Leadership needs to stick to the proces.s improvement plan. 

• Overkill: Some may really get into the implementation and work up procedures, designs, etc. for large 
strokes or even make implementation an entity of its own. 
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• Poor prior experience: In other words "here we go again~' is a common statement organizations who have 
tried change before in flavor-of-the-month programs. Do not tout this as a new change; just do it and the 
culture will change over time. 

• Time frame too short: We have said before, this will take longer than is anticipated with small immediate 
measurable results, but can be seen by metrics over time. 

CONCLUSIONS 
To achieve its goals, G&T will need many skill sets. An excellent manufacturing company poses uncompromising 
attitudes toward quality, agility, flexibility, reliable resources, speed-to-market and engagement of every employee 
(Heymans, 2002). The anticipated growth of G&T Conveyor over the next few years will require extensive changes 
in leadership philosophy, organizational structure, and process management and control. Lean manufacturing 
techniques, properly planned and implemented, may lead G&T toward its profit goals. 
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APPLICATIONS OF DATA MINING IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY 

John Wang, Qi yang Chen and Ruben Xing 
Montclair State University · 

ABSTRACT 
Data mining is an essential tool in improving the quality and performance of organizations in the health care 
industry. Characterized by a multitude of records and numerous attributes, health databases have become a challenge 
for data miners in their pursuit of developing applications and utilizing methodologies which would cater 
specifically to the health care industry. The rise of costs due to inefficiencies in health care practices and growing 
expenses associated with breakthroughs in· treatments are carefully taken into account, amidst the increase in the 
quality of service and extended benefits given to patients, in an effort to maximize the productivity as well as 
efficiency of health care providers and other players in the health care industry. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper discusses the data mining process in the health care industry. A brief history of data mining, as it applies 
to the industry, will be discussed as the introduction to the topic. The growth in data mining and its advantages over 
the traditional methods of collecting data in the industry, both for reducing costs and providing patient care will be 
discussed. Emerging future trends in data mining in the health care industry would also be explored. The bulk of the 
material focuses on various applications of data mining in the health care industry under three major areas. These 
areas include: data mining in health insurance plans; data mining in health care administration and data mining in 
clinical care. The concept of data mining has been around for decades. Although data mining is an evolution of a 
field that can be traced back many years ago, the terminology itself has been only be~n introduced in the 1990's 
(Wang, 2003). - . 

Data mining is becoming more prevalent in the health care industry because of the vast quantities of data stored in a 
multitude of medical systems, more specifically systems of health care providers, hospitals, and other medical 
institutions (Veletos, 2003). Recognizing patterns of data in order to discover valuable information, new facts, and 
relationships among variables are important in making business decisions that would best minimize costs, maximize 
returns, and create operating efficiency without compromising the quality of patient car~. 

DATA MINING IN HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS 
In this section, we would like to discuss several applications of data mining in the health care industry under one of 
the key areas that we've identified: health plans; Financially oriented applications, such as the actuarial cost-risk 
models utilized by health ins\lfance companies, as well as models used to track and .identify potential claim fraud, 
have been the primary focus of data mining in the health care industry. Along with these applications, predictive 
models have also been applied to issues that impact cost, such as predictions of length of stay, forecasting treatment 
costs, total charges, and. even mortality. These applications contribute significantly to the driving force that has 
helped this industry evolve to the gigantic sector that it is in the market: how can health care. 9rganizations minimize 
cost, raise its quality of service and at the same time, and maintain its competitive edge. · 

Fraud Detection , 
Avoiding payments for fraudulent claims is an extensive challenge faced by all types of insurance providers, and 
health care is no exception. It is an area that requires significant attention and insight in order to' prevent the 
unnecessary expenses a~sociated with fraudulent transactions. Fraud detection takes on many forms including: claim 
fraud, premium avoidance fraud, indemnity fraud (as in the case of disability or workers compensation insurance). 

Claim fraud is currently the most predominant form offraudulent activity and is a major concern ofhe~lth care 
organizations. Medical claim fraud takes place when medical providers deliver unnecessary treatments and services 
or file claims to the insurance companies for services that have not been rendered in actuality. Due to the bulk of 
medical claims being processed, side by side with a great multitude of insured patients and medical providers, 
detection of fraudulent claims poses a great challenge to health.insurance companies. There is a considerable degree 
of difficulty involved in discerning whether a particular transaction is valid or illegitimate due to the enormous 
quantity of claims being processed. 
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Another type of medical fraud mentioned above is "premium avoidance fraud" which can occur under a variety of 
circumstances. Some examples include: 

• a policy holder attempting to reduce premiums by providing misinformation to the insurance carrier, such 
as fewer employees or lower payroll; 

• a policy holder submits incorrect classification to qualify for lower premium rates; 
• a policy holder changes insurance to cover injured employee and falsifies accident date; 
• or an employee changes a date-of-birth for a dependent that would otherwise not qualify for coverage. 

Indemnity fraud, on the other hand, occurs when an insured customer receives workers compensation indemnity 
benefits (exemption from paying incurred liabilities) when in reality, they are no longer qualified to do so, due to 
reasons such as capability of returning to work or discontinuation of medical treatments. 

All of the forms of fraudulent activities mentioned above represent a consequential opportunity for high-value data 
mining applications in the insurance industry. As in other types of profiling models, known cases are used to 
develop models that can be used to identify similar occurrences. 

Policy Holder Retention 
In order to sustain desired revenues, programs desired to retain current members are vital to a medical insurance 
organizations. A significant threat to the insurance industry is a reduction in the number of policy holders. It's been 
recognized that retention of existing customers is about 5-10 times more cost effective than acquiring new ones 
(Haux, 2002). Therefore, it is considered wise for insurance ·companies to distinguish members who are at risk of 
switching their membership to another provider. 

Data mining can be used to identify the potential loss of clients to other companies. Historical data contains usage 
patterns and other important customer characteristics that when discovered can be used to identify satisfied or 
unhappy policyholders. These correlations between historical data values are very complex. Predicting 
policyholders who are at risk of changing their service to another provider with a high le:vel of accuracy is extremely 
complicated, and it requires a lot of experience. These, nonetheless, are very powerful profiling techniques. 

New Policy Holders 
Data mining can also be used to help identify potential new customers. By using historical data to predict future 
behavior, the marketing departments of insurance companies can determine potential policyholders whose behavior 
will be less risky then others. These high value, low risk potential policyholders can be approached with special 
packages developed for them in the hopes of attracting these customers from other companies. 

Liability Profiling 
Being able to predict the payout amounts that insurance companies would have to make is extremely important for 
both the long term financial health of the company, as well as being able to pay the company's current obligations. 
By predicting policyholder's behavior and risk, insurance companies can use these data mining models to construct 
the overall risk of a policyholder. Once the policyholder has a risk rating, the appropriate premium can be charged 
and the fee can be collected. Also, if the insurance company determines that ~he company, as a whole, will be paying 
out more than originally estimated, the company can adjust assets to avoid any capital short fall. 

Customer Service 
Data mining is also used to predict when the call center will experience an increase or a decrease in volume. This 
allows for better staffing and better allocation of resources. Data mining is also used for the planning of resources 
when certain scenarios occur. For example, after an earthquake or wild fire, the insurance company can inc:r;eases the 
call center staff to handle the increase in the volume caused by the disaster (Silver, 2001). · 

Cross Product Marketing 
Once an insurance company has a profile on a customer, they often use the information to market other products that , 
the insurance company provides, to the same customer. For example, once an insurance company provides health 
insurance for a customer, the company will often try to sell life insurance to the same customer. Data mining allows 
for greater predictability of the client's future needs. 
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DATA MINING IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION 
Data mining models are often used to support health care administration functions by predicting the following: 

• Staff recruiting and staff retention 
• Length of time an operating room will be required 
• Number of beds that will available 
•. Expected return on investment per procedure 
• Amounts and types of medicines on hand 
• Number of ambulances 
• Mortality rate per procedure and by doctor 

Hospitals use this information for allocating resources and making decisions. As in most data mining models, 
validating data, testing algorithms and clearly understanding methods make for accurate models. In addition to the 
standard method of data mining tools, according to Biafore (2003), hospitals often use utilization predictors. These · 
tools allow hospitals the ability to knowing ahead of time which healthcare resources will be needed (both from the 
point of view of an entire member population and each individual member). These predictive solutions offer the 
capability to combine disparate data sources including both financial and clinical data to achieve accurate forecasts 
of resource utilization, across a wide variety of resource types. 

Besides being able to utilize their facility optimally, hospitals and clinical organizations are often plagued by unpaid 
bills, collection agency fees and outstanding medical testing costs. As a matter of fact, hospitals typically end up 
paying 30 percent to 50 percent of recovered bad-debt revenue to outside collection agencies (Scheese, 1998). 

DATA MINING IN CLINICAL CARE 
Data mining provides the ability to correlate differences in treatment with significant impact on the clinical 
outcomes. These tools can automatically identify the sub-group within a population, ·and provide descriptive 
statistics regarding how each sub-group compares with the population as a whole or with other sub-groups. 

Epidemiology 
Interactive data mining, also known as "knowledge discovery" tools, can be used to identify critical variation and 
define priorities (Friedman, 1999). Data mining in clinical care also uses pattern recognition to identify significant 
variations. This process allows doctors to identify the types of drugs that are associated with adverse effects. By 
combining data mining with statistics such as hypothesis testing, clinical researchers are able to improve clinical 
outcomes. This is achieved by comparing the sample result to the population, which can thereby determine the 
overall effectiveness of the drugs. 

Patient Profiling 
Using data mining techniques·, such as pattern recognition, physicians and patients can learn useful clinical trials of 
new treatments. Pattern recognition can also be used to prevent diseases before they ·occur. For example, a 
physician can identify patients who are at a great risk for having a heart attack before they even show any signs of 
the disease. This can be determined just by the pattern of the lifestyle. This test can be performed, and if there is an 
issue found, then heart disease medication could be prescribed to prevent a heart attack· (Kailiy, 1998). 

Disease Management . . 
Data mining applications are used to analyze treatments for particular diseases in order to visualize its possibility for 
further clinical enhancement. One scenario where data mining techniques could be applied. would be a study of the 
relationships between two ailments and finding the most effective treatment. For example, a given health care 
provider could set up a regional test to that examines all occurrences of asthma and allergies, find the connections 
between these two diseases, and look for the most efficient and effective way to combat them. The data which would 
be collected, studied and compared could include types of over-the-counter (OTC) drugs or prescription medication 
such as antihistamines, as well as more holistic treatments such as taking a spoonful of honey daily while carefully 
taking into consideration the placebo effect. Monitoring environmental factors such as pollution, pollen count, and 
airborne microorganisms, to name a few, would also be crucial to the study since they are also causes of the 
specified ailments (Borok, 1997). A thorough examination of these factors and their relationships to the different 
treatment regimes (pattern recognition), data mining could render an accurate analysis of which courses of treatment 
prove to work best and are most cost-effective. 
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Data mining could also be used in preventing the spread of a contagious ailment and forestalling the diffusion of an 
impending epidemic. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the recurrence and resurgence of 
a disease which otherwise would've been completely eradicated stems from the tendency of patients to discontinue 
medication ( even though the dosage hasn't been completed) the moment symptoms of the illness cease to exist 
(Srivastava, 2004). Through a rigorous analysis and careful monitoring, data collected from the study can be used to 
graphically represent the spread and progress of the disease. Hence, researchers would be able to discern patterns of 
the illness and take the necessary actions to address them. 

Along with the p~evention of diseases, data mining can also be us~d to minimize the effect of many diseases before 
they progress further. For example, if there is a strong correlation between people with high blood sugar and 
blindness, doctors could require more frequent exams of those patients with high blood sugar level and check for 
blindness, then for those other patients who do not have high blood sugar level. This predictive model will keep 
doctors ahead of the disease and improve the overall quality of life fore most patients (Milley, 2000). 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TRENDS 
Today data mining plays a powerful role in the health care industry. It allows doctor to improve patient care, test 
treatment effectiveness, minimize costs, and so on. In particular, data mining software becomes a major component 
of tomorrow's medical kit and a leading ally in the fight against illness and disease. 

With data mining, hospitals would be able to monitor the data in a more sophisticated and intelligent way so that 
they can look at events that are occurring and find things they might not have thought of before. This new way of 
tracking data is more advanced than traditional analysis because they can find patterns that indicate problems to 
come. Hqspitals have the chance to stay one step ahead of problems. Moreover, if they can be proactive, hospitals 
can avoid bigger problems. After all, timely information and early intervention is the key for preventing diseases. 
Data mining allows doctors and health care organizations t_o improve patient care, test treatment effectiveness, 
minimize costs, and so on. Data mining software is becoming a major component of tomorrow's medical kit and a 
leading ally in the fight against illness and disease. 
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TCP THROUGHPUT OF LAN AND WLAN 
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ABSTRACT 

This investigation uses the test TCP (ttcp) utility program to find the throughput of Ethernet hubs or switches 

with or without cross-traffic. It also tests the throughput of wireless access points under different receiving 

conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the exponential growth of the Internet in recent years, the TCP/IP protocol has become the universal 

standard for almost all data communication systems. Even the traditional circuit-switched communication 

systems have begun to change to the IP-based technology. The wired or wireless local area networks are the 

basic building blocks for the computer networks. The actual TCP throughput for these networks is a very 

important network performance indicator. This study measured the TCP throughput for the 1 00Mbps Ethernet 

switches and hubs, the 1 0Mbps Ethernet hub, and two 802.11 b wireless access points. [ 1] 

LOCALEREANETWORK 

Ethernet is the most widely-installed wired local area network (LAN) technology, specified in a standard, IEEE 

802.3. An early Ethernet system is called l0BASE-T and provides transmission speeds up to 10 Mbps. Devices 

are connected to the cable and compete for access using a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision 

Detection (CSMA/CD) protocol. Fast Ethernet or l00BASE-T provides transmission speeds up to 100 megabits 

per second and is typically used for LAN- networking systems, supporting workstations with 1 00BASE-T cards. 

Gigabit Ethernet provides an even higher level of backbone support at 1000 megabits per second ( 1 gigabit or 1 

billion bits per second). 10-Gigabit Ethernet provides up to 10 billion bits per second. [2] 

The central part of most wired Ethernet is the hub or switch. The Ethernet hub is basi_cally a packet repeater. 

When a hub receives a packet ofdata at one of its ports from a PC on the network, it transmits (repeats) the 

packet to all of its ports and, thus, to all of the other PCs on the network Ethernet switch is more complex than a 

hub. An Ethernet switch automatically divides the network into multiple segments, acts as a high-speed, 

selective bridge between the segments, and supports simultaneous connections of multiple pairs of computers 

. which don't compete with other pairs of computers for network bandwidth. It accomplishes this by maintaining_ 

a table of each destination address and its port. When the switch receives a packet, it reads the.~estination 

address from the header information in the packet, establishes a temporary connection between the source and 

destination ports, sends the packet on its way, and then terminates the connection. 

A wireless LAN (WLAN) is one in which a mobile user can connect to a LAN through a wireless (radio) 

connection. A standard, IEEE 802.11, specifies the technologies for_ wireless LAN s. 802.11 b uses a 2.4 GHz 

carrier, which support data rates ofup to l lMbps, and 32 users per access point. 802.1 la uses a 5 GHz carrier, 

and support data rates of up to 54 Mbps, and 64 users per access point. 802.11 g is an extension of 802.11 b 

standard; it support data rates-.ofup to 54 Mbps, and uses a 2.4 GHz carrier. It is compatible with the 802.1 lb. 
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TEST TCJ> (TTCP) 

TTCP is a benchmarking tool for determining TCP and UDP performance between two systems. It can also be 

used as a network pipe to transfer data between two systems. [3] 

The program was created by someone on the net (we don't know who). Terry Slattery obtained it in late 1984 

and modified it to run under 4.2BSD UNIX at the US Naval Academy. It was later improved by a host of folks, 

including Mike Muuss at the Army Ballistics Research Lab (BRL) and others at Silicon Graphics, University of 

Maryland~ and other places. It is in the public domain and is free to use. 

This investigation is done on a LAN with at least four LINUX workstations. One pair of workstations can be 

used to testthe throughput, and the other pair can be used to create cross-traffic during a throughput test. To test 

the throughput, the ttcp has to be run on the receiving station first: ttcp -r > /devlnull. The receiving station will 

begin to listen to the default TCP port 5001 and prepare to receive TCP packets. Then on the transmitting station, 

run ttcp in transfer mode: ttcp-t host_name <file_name. The host_name is the host name or IP address of the 

receiving station, and the file_ name is the file to be transmitted. The file size should be carefully chosen so that 

the test can be done quickly and accurately. 

TEST RESULTS 

A l00Mbps Ethernet switch, NETGEAR MR314, was used to test the throughput of a switch. The test was done 

with and without cross-traffic. Each test was repeated 20 times, and the transfer speed is illustrated by the 

following figure. 
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Fig.1 TCP throughput for 1 00Mbps Eihemet switch 

The cross-traffic was a ftp session between another pair of LINUX stations. The .average speed of the ftp session 

was 1978 KBps. For the switch, the cross traffic has no effect on the TCP packet throughput between another 

pair of computers. The speed is fairly consistent except for .one test. The slow down is probably due to some 
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other activities (for example, hard drive read or write) on the transfer or receiving workstation. 

The same test was also done on a 1 OOMbps hub, model DS 106 from NETGEAR. The speed of the hub is slower, 

and the performance is even worse with cross-traffic, as shown on Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2 TCP throughput for 1 00Mbps Ethernet hub 

A 1 0Mbps hub, model EN 104 from NETGEAR, was also tested. The following result was the throughput 

without cross-traffic. 
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Fig.3 TCP throughput for 1 0Mbps Ethernet hub 

Two 802.11 b wireless access points, NETGEAR model MR3 l 4 and model ME 102, were tested. The 

transmitting station was connected to an Ethernet switch through a CATS cable. The receiving station was a 
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laptop with a NETGEAR MA401 802.11 b wireless PCMCIA card. The laptop had LINUX operating system. A 

RF signal monitor software, WAVEMON version 0.3.3, was used to monitor the wireless RF conditions. The 

802.11 b ciata rate can be 11 Mbps,_ 5. 5Mbps, 2Mhps, or 1 Mbps under different receiving conditions. Here is the _ 

test result under perfect receiving conditions. The received RF signal level of the PCM CIA receiver was 

between -lldBm to -23dBm. 
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Fig.4 TCP throughput for wireless access points 

The raw data rate for ME102 was 5.5 Mbps. But the MR314 data rate was only 2 Mbps; it fa1led to negotiate a 

higher data rate even under the perfect receiving conditions. 

The MR3 l 4 access point was further tested under weaker RF signals. The received RF signal strength at the 

laptop was between -95dBm to -102dBm. The raw data rate of the wireless connection remained ·at 2 Mbps, but 

the TCP throughput dropped a little. For the weaker signals, some of the TCP packets were corrupted and 

needed to be retransmitted. 
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Fig.5 TCP throughput for wireless access point under different receiving conditions 

CONCLUSIONS 

For wired Ethernet LAN, a switch has much better performance than a hub, especially if a high level of 

cross~traffic ts expected between different pairs of computers. With the continuing prjce drop of switches, price 

difference between switches and hubs are small. When designing and planning a network, switches should be 

used instead of hubs. With the development of Gigabit and 10-Gigabit Eth~rilet switches, switches can even be 

deployed as the network backbone for medium or large companies: As for WLAN, even though the highest data 

rate for 802.11 b standard is 1 lMbps, the actual data rate for different access points is different. The rate of 5.5 

Mbps or 2.0 Mbps is more realistic. The TCP throughput will drop significantly under bad receiving conditions, 

even if the raw data rate between the access point and the wireless receiver still remain the same. 
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PROJECT TEAM. DEVELOPMENT 

John R. Patton 
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ABSTRACT 
Accelerating technological and business change has challenged the survival of firms and their ability to sustain 
competitive advantage. Failures of vision and focus are cited as common reasons for company failures. Yet clear 
strategic vision and clearly focused strategic plans are insufficient to· sustain competitive advantage. A lot has been 
published in the current literature about how firms are beginning to use project management-based approaches to 
manage their organizations. This paper describes the development of"virtual" project teams used by progressive 
firms to "manage by projects." These firms have been revamping their organizations: linking and tightly integrating 
their project management organizations with strategic planning. 

INTRODUCTION 
For most people, the announcement of reorganization is the start flag of business strategy going into motion. 
Organizing and reorganizing to align and realign is the most common and visible sign of strategy to most 
employees. Over 2,500 years ago, Sun Tzu claimed that structure follows strategy and more recently Alfred 
Chandler claimed the same thing (Boar, 1996; Chandler, 1962). They both recognized as astute strategists do today, 
that organizational structure is critical to facilitating strategy (Foulk.es & Segen, 1991; McCamish, 1983). The 
organizational design define~ the structural distribution of resources that will -be needed to .be mobilized to execute 
projects. Organizing is setting up an infrastructw·e that efficiently and effectively executes strategic plans to achieve 
project goals and objectives. In many cases, organizations unsystematically grapple with the design process. But as 
the move to manage by projects becomes ubiquitous, there appears t~ be a lack of acknowledgement of fundamental 
incongruities between the objectives, principles, and techniques of project management and the needs of flexible 
project-based forrris of organization (Partington, 1996). 

Today's business environment is changing tremendously due to economic forces that result in the redesign of 
systems to decrease cost, the need to speed up product development, and the forward attention on satisfying 
customers. These conditions have caused organizations to utilize project management to implement strategic 
initiatives through projects (Leban & Zulauf, 2004). 

Project management is of growing importance as bureaucratic organizations pass through a transition to be more 
flexible "network organizations." The rapid rate of change in both technology and the marketpl~ce has created 
enormous strains on traditional bureaucratic organizational structures. Experience has shown that these legacy 
organizations cannot respond rapidly enough to a changing environment. Work is increasingly undertaken by teams 
and progressive companies are coming to resemble portfolios of projects. There are several conditions essential for 
project successes that are identified in this paper (Colin-Coulson, 1990; Laufer, Denker & Shenhar, 1996; Longman 
& Mullins, 2004 ). 

Managers of today's capital projects are under pressure to complete complex projects under conditions of 
uncertainty in less time, without sacrifice to cost or quality and without leaving customers dissatisfied. Studying 
particularly skillful managers who are able to meet this challenge, researchers have found a style of management 
that shifts away significantly from accepted practices and routines. They move beyond classical scheduling, 
teamwork, and concurrent engineering. They develop a new style of distance management to work with virtual team 
formations that are discussed in detail in this paper (Cleland, 1990; Laufer, Denker, & Shenhar, 1996; Matta & 
Ashkenos, 2003; Royer, 2003; Smith, 1997; Stuckenbruck, 1982). · 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
A project is an organized effort to do something useful or obtain a useful end result (Angus, 2000). According to 
Professor Kerzner (2003, p. 4): "Project management is the planning, org~izing, directing, and controlling of 
company resources for a relatively short-term objective that has been established to complete specific goals and 
objectives." Project management is applying concepts, tools and techniques for completing projects on time and 
within budget while simultaneously meeting customers' needs (Klien, 2002). In organizing a project infrastructure 
to execute a project, assembling a group of people and calling it a team is not enough. Structure is necessary to 
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capture the energy and synergy created and to channel both in the right direction. Groups go through a number of 
development phases over time: The entire development process involves·a model of"Forming," "Storming," 
''Norming," "Performing," and "Adjourning." Although initial conceptualization of these phases suggested that they 
occur in sequence, more research has led to the punctuated equilibrium model of group development. Group 
members have been found to go through more of an iterative process, alternating between periods of inertia and 
revolution, being influenced by their members' perceptions of time, deadlines, and their emotional attachments to 
the group (Bowditch & Buono, 2005; Cowie, 2003; Lewis, 2004; Martin, 1976; Szymczak & Walker, 2003). 

Team Building _ 
Team building begins with the understanding that work groups require time and training before they develop into 
productive and cohesive units. For teams to be effective they must overcome some of the problems and dysfunctions 
which groups in general encounter. There is generally a learning curve in building an effective team. Long-term 
models of team effectiveness include creating the right environment where individuals can share knowledge, 
support, and commitment to allow the team to work in a productive atmosphere. Significant learning must occur 
before an organization embarks on the transformation to teams (Halp, 1999; Heldman, 2003; Junda, 2005; Lencioni, 
2002; Luthans, 2005; Minarro-Viseras, Baines & Sweeney, 2005; Newmann, 2002). 

Project Teams 
Project teams are typically made up of individuals from different departments and this type of project-oriented team 
is labeled a cross-functional team. These teams share many of the general characteristics of conventional teams, but 
they differ in important ways. First, they are typically composed of individuals who are members of their respective 
functional departments and, as a consequence, even though team members may identify with the particular matrix 
team they are assigned to, they have another, potentially competing social identity with their department. Thus, it is 
important that a cross-functional team work on creating strong interpersonal ties ,among its members. Second, 
because they are often temporary and highly task-focused, these teams are faced with significant pressure to 
perform. Since there can be initial conflict across the different perspectives and orientations of team members, it is 
important that these project teams quickly receive the requisite training~ coaching,_and organizational support that 
will facilitate collaboration (Bowditch & Buono, 2005; Hill, 1994; Kerber & Buono, 2004; Lovelace, Sharipo & 
Weingart, 2001; Smith, 1997; Welborn, 2003). - . 

Traditional Team Organization 
The traditional structure of a project team in the 1950s and 1960s was a single team with a technical leader and this 
evolved over the next decade to augmentation of the single team with related technical experts. Many companies 
today are still operating in this traditional mode. Cross-functional team members are organized in matrix structures. 
A key factor to good project performance is the ·project manager's ability to integrate personnel from many 
functional disciplines into an effective work team. This is all very difficult considering that, by definition, a project 
is a one-time unique effort with major constraints on scope, time, budget and performance (Arnold & Lawson, 2004; 
Kerzner, 2003; Thomsett, 2003). · 

Traditional team members learn, through a combination of experience, training, and external facilitation, how to 
accept the weaknesses of each team member and how to best use each person's strength. Traditional project teams 
are built upon such ingredients as: loyalty to the team, trust and friendship among team members, shared 
experiences, and shared outlooks (Cleland & Ireland, 2000; Thomsett, 2002). 

THE VIRTUAL PROJECT TEAM 
Sometime in the mid-1980s with more advanced technologies and global organizations, some progressive firms 
created a new, "virtual project" environment; team members seldom share a common workplace, may rarely see 
each other, may never have worked together before, and may never work together again after the project is 
complete. A virtual team.is defined as a temporary net~ork of independent companies (suppliers, customers, 
subcontractors, even competitors) all linked primarily by information technology to share skills, access to market, 
and costs. Outsourcing was an early driving force for the virtual organization trend. Outsourcing is simply obtaining 
work previously done -"in-house" from sources outside the company. Managers have found that as they attempt to 
restructure their organizations, numerous activities can often be found in their companies that are not strategically 
critical activities. This reengineering by examining processes is a way of eliminating the enormous amounts of non
value-adding work that gets in the way (Hammer, 2004; Kerber & Buono, 2004; Ivancevich, Konopaske, & 
Matteson, 2005; Lee-Kelley, Crossman, & Cannings, 2004; Pearce & Robinson, 2005). 
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Distributed Teams 
Project team development in this new environment is challenging without much precedent to -draw upon. However, 
many large corporations in the United States are now using an Integrated Project Team (IPT) structure spanning the 
matrix of assigned project organizations. The process of team building is a primary responsibility of any project · 
manager. But the virtual project, also known as a "distributed team," is one in which the participants are 
geographically distributed to an extent that they may seldom, if ever, meet face-to-face as a team (Fisher & Fisher, 
2001). 

Problems for the Remote Proiect Manager . . 
Developing trust is the greatest challenge to the remote project manager. It's difficult for distant team members to 
get to know each other well; consequently, they tend to communicate poorly. Developing a team identity across 
distances is also difficult because people normally associate with events that occur at their local level. Teams tend to 
have a problem sharing information effectively across distances. One reason for this may be the lack of informal 
opportunities to meet and discuss things in common. Developing clear structures is an issue for the virtual project 
manager because project practitioners need more than the traditional vision, mission, and goals that are important for 
all project groups. Members of virtual teams tend to develop relationships with those who are located with them 
rather than those who are at distant sites. The formation of such "cliques" can create disharmony between the project 
manager and team members located elsewhere. Also, each distributed team member tends to have information that is 
somewhat different from that held by others. Further, each team participant views information from a different 
perspective. Such inequities of information increase the opportunities for communication breakdowns (Meredith & 
Mantel, 2003). 

Implementing Virtual Proiect Teams 
Project managers need to make creative use of communication technologies ( e-mail, Internet, Intranets, local area 
networks, wide area networks, videoconferencing, teleconferencing, _cellular phones, faxes and pagers) to bring the 
team together and encourage the participation and sense of ownership that generates commitment to the project and 
team objectives. Trust seeins to develop as the individual team member learns more about the project manager, other 
team members, and the team as a whole. And fortunately, the same technologies that have niade the virtual project a 
possibility also provide the methods for developing effective teams of dispersed project members. A variety of 
groupthink technologies now permit virtual team collaboration. (Katzenbach & Smith, 2001; Meredith & Mantel, 
2003; Patton, 2004). 

The Discipline of Teams 
In the new project environment, the typical project team includes team members drawn from various expert and 
stakeholder groups. Team members will often be consultants or contractors who work for external organizations. In 
addition, many team members will have either part-time or ad hoc commitment to the team and ·the project. In most 
virtual teams there exist many features that are contrary to the features found in traditional teams .. For example, there 
is little or no loyalty to the team. Trust is basically limited to professional people and there well-documented 
credentials. There is obviously little friendship among team members and the team participants often maintain 
varied belief systems, and, with little shared experiences, there is also little shared vision (Thomsett, 2002). 

THE CONTEXT AND CONTENT OF PROJECT TEAM DEVELOPMENT 
Whereas the traditional project manager could pers01_1ally review the detailed project technical deliverables, this was 
often achieved by ignoring other preeminent portions of the project ( e.g., the business aspects and customer 
relationships). As the rate of technology change increases, and the various system development techniques become 
increasingly complex, it has become difficult, if not impossible, for a project manager, and in particular a virtl,ial 
team manager, to have all the required skills to enable him or her to undertake such technical reviews. As a result, 
roles of project managers have gradually shifted to ensuring that processes are in place to assure the technical 
quality of the professionals' deliverables, rather than personally reviewing the quality. This shift reflects the 
distinction between technical management and project management (Cascio, 2000; Thomsett, 2002; Randel & 
Jaussi, 2000; Webber & Torti, 2004). 

The effective management of a project requires a balance and integration of the content (technical deliverables, 
tasks, internal - dynamics) and the context (managerial, political, social environment) of the project. Thomsett 
(2002) suggests that the distinction between technical and managerial information is critical and that the project 
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manager's focus must be the context, not content since projects fail most often because of the context, not the 
content. 

Critical Chain Proiect Management 
Critical chain project management (CCPM) was developed by Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt after he contributed as a scholar 
in the operations management community as the inventor of the Theory of Constraints· (TOC). This is a tool for 
managing repetitive production systems based on the principle that every system has a constraint, and systems 
performance can only be improved by enhancing the performance of the constraining resources. CCPM is an 
extension ofTOC designed specifically for project environments (Elton & Roe, 1998·; Raz, Barnes, & Dvir, 2004). 

Dual Use Project Teams 
In the beginning there was confusion about this new untried approach. It caused contradictory, conflicting 
interpretations and expectations among the project participants. But in project team development, this is to be 
expected. A presumption on the part of most dual-use participants continues to be that defense industry technology 
must be adapted to commercial product uses. However, mor~ often a commercial technology needs the right kinds of 
resources to be adapted to the new low-cost, high-performance defense industry manufacturing paradigm. In this 
case, successful consortia were formed and achieved positive results. Outright competitors found ways to work 
together, share critical information, and protect patentable data. The role of a champion is a critical element in the 
process of assembling dual-use project teams (Goodman, 1996). 

The well integrated organization thus, of necessity, needs to behave as a seamless span of "joined up" enterprise 
management, project management, systems engineering, and engineering specializations. This seamlessness cannot 
be achieved by actors if these organizational functions are operating in isolation from each other. Each has spans of 
influence and knowledge that overlap to produce both depth and integrated breadth. The unity of a well-integrated, 
coherent system is the outcome of its people; those employed in a well-integrated and continuous learning 
organization; that is an IPT (Arnold & Lawson, 2004 ). 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE 
With the increasing role of complex, virtual, and multiple projects in today's organizations, the need has arisen for 
an organizational structure to help manage this new work environment. In many cases, organizations 
unsystematically grapple with the design process in order to satisfy this reqwrement. However, there is·momentum 
building in progressive firms to establish a project management office (PMO) to support project management. The · 
role of these PMOs is diverse and varied, but commonly includes setting standards and methodologies for project 
management (Hardy & Chaudhuri, 2002; Meredith & Mantel, 2003). 

The project office is coming into use in many organizations to achieve the benefits of co~olidation for many project 
manag~ment functions. Centralizatio.n of the functions permits an organization to gain consistency in practice. Such 
an office is typically started to reduce the cost of project management functions in an organization and improve the 
quality of project information provided to senior management. Consistency for the organization, as well as all 
projects, provides a greater project management capability for th~ organization. It can assist in project team 
development by setting uniform standards for team operations and control. Most importantly the PMO is a support 
group that provides services to managers working on projects. PMOs cannot be expected to correct for lack of 
strategic planning or senior executive failures such as inappropriate project goals, unmanagea.ble virtual project·team 
fonnations, insufficient project support, and inadequate resource availability. A recent trend in project organizations 
is the outsourcing of the PMO functions themselves (Cleland & Ireland, 2000; Meredith & Mantel, 2003). 

CONCLUSIONS 
Pr~ject management is of growing importance as burea1,1cratic organizations pass through a transition to be more 
flexible "network organizations." In certain sectors, companies are coming to resemble portfolios of projects (Colin
Coulson. 1990). There are several conditions essential for project success that applies to all projects. Project 
managers require deliberate planning and action to create the conditio·ns for success and put into place the strategy, 
leadership, goals, processes, skills, systems, and structures to direct and exploit the dynamic nature of project work 
(Longman & Mullins, 2004). 

Real teams do not develop until the people in them work hard to overcome barriers that stand in the way of . 
collective performance. By collaborating and surmounting such obstacles together, people on teams build trust and 
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confidence in each other's capabilities. Overcoming barriers is how groups become teams (Katzenbach & Smith, 
1993). 

Managing complex programs represertt a. challenge requiring skills in team building, leadership, and management 
capability. A key factor to good program performance is the program manager's ability to integrate personnel from 
many disciplines into an effective work team. By focusing on behaviors which build trust and encourage open 
communications, teams are able to take advantage of diverse experiences and backgrounds to accomplish a major 
project according to customer requirements from time-to-time (Smith, 1997). 

Changing Skill Requirements for Proiect Managers 
In the 1950s through the 1970s, project managers needed to have a repertoire of skills, to include a command of 
technology in order to make all of the technical decisions. But as projects have escalated in monetary value and 
expanded into a much more complex dimension, it became obvious that project managers might need simply an 
understanding rather than a command of technology. Thus, as project management began to grow and mature, the 
project manager was converted from a technical manager to a business and resource manager {Thomsett, 2002). 

Team Building as an Ongoing Process 
While proper attention to team building is critical during the early phases of a project, it is a never-ending process. 
The project manager is continually monitoring team functioning and performance to see what corrective action may 
be needed to prevent or· correct various team problems. When·using cross-functional teams, evidence suggests that 
project development proceeds faster, often by a factor of two or more, and the quality of the resulting product is 
almost universally perceived.as being better (Bolle, et al, 1997; Kerzner, 2003). Large-scale projects now involve 
many organizations coming together temporarily from different geographic locations. The task of coordination and 
information~sharing exchange in virtual teams therefore becomes very challenging. Recently, Web-based project 
management systems have been developed as an intelligent Web-based system which integrates project 
management, knowledge management, and artificial intelligence technologies within the IPT (Li, Tang, & Love, 
2002). 

Refining Business Processes 
The ultimate goal of streamlining solutions for project management is to optimize the performance of the teani. 
Automating business processes and integrating business solutions can increase profitability. However, very few 
project oriented organizations efficiently manage their processes (Perkins-Munn & Chen, 2004). Effective 
implementation of process refinements requires not only an acquisition of a high level of technical expertise, but a 
change in organizational culture from one which rewards individual brilliance to one which encourages project 
teams. This creates an environment in which the success of any individual in his or her job is critically dependent on 
the skills possessed by the other team members (Cowie, 2003; Minarro-Viseras, Baines & Sweeney, 2005; Perez, 
Wen, & Mahatanankoon, 2004; Rose, 2003). 

Strategy and Management 
Globalization is accelerating many changes in the way organizations are structured, and that is certainly the case in 
driving the need to manage projects through a virtual organization. In the networked organization of the twenty-first 
century, the team players will grow more and more interdependent. Fewer companies will try to master all the 
disciplines necessary to produce and market their goods, but will instead utilize outsourcing and virtual teams in 
managing this intricate network of partners, spin-off enterprises, contractors, and subcontractors. The evolution of 
the virtual organizational structure as an integral mechanism managers use to implement strategy has brought with it 
recognition of the knowledge worker. There is a growing importance of organizational structures that enable ~ · 
learning organization to build competitive advantage. A firm's structure needs to be organized to enable learning, to 
share knowledge, and to create opportunities to differentiate the firm from its competitors. The blending •of 
telecommunications, computers, the Internet, and globalization has increased the pace of change exponentially 
during the past decade. Organizational change and redesign and/or reengineering have become an integral part of 
what leaders face today. In order to help a~l shareholders embrace the inevitable changes ahead, these leaders are 
revamping their organizations, adopting virtual networked project teams,. and integrating their projects with their 
strategic plans for the organization (Pearce & Robinson, 2005). 
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INTRODUCING ETHICS IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE COURSE 

Ewa A. Rudnicka 
University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg 

ABSTRACT 
As future managers with employees from different professions students in management major expressed anjnterest 
in discussing ethics cases in operations management/management science class. Throughout the semester various 
professional and corporate codes of ethics are introduced a number of short ethics cases in areas of inventory 
management, scheduling, facility location, and product design are discussed. The end-semester survey shows a 
favorable response to ethics component. This article describes the experience of introducing ethics in the operations 
management/management science class in the Fall 2003 semester. 

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT COURSE 
All business majors at the University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg (UPG) are required to take the MGMT 1820 
Operations Management (OM) and MGMT 1818 Management Science (MS) courses after having completed 
MGMT 1024 Business Statistics course. 

The MS course introduces students to a variety of quantitative methods used by business to allocate their resources 
and to make investments decisions. This includes such things as: production planning, staffing levels, logistics, 
portfolio management, etc. Students learn what inputs are required for these kinds of decisions, what criteria are 
used to assess such situations, and how to apply mathematical modeling to common business problems. The lectures 
focus on theoretical, qualitative, and quantitative techniques to assist students to improve their managerial decision
making ability. 

The OM course provides students with an introduction to the principal issues in production and operations 
management with emphasis on total quality management. Both manufacturing and service operations are addressed. 
The focus .is on the basic ideas of how operations support overall strategy and contribute to productivity and 
competitiveness. The interactions of operations with marketing, finance, and human resources are also covered. 
Topics covered in the Operations Management course among others include productivity, product design, project 
management, quality management, process selection, facility layout, facility location, inventory management, and 
scheduling. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
The discipline of Operations Management has its beginnings in the 18th century in the time of Industrial Revolution. 
From early concepts era (1776-1880) of labor specialization, scientific management era (1880-1910), and thru mass 
production era (1910-1980) the focus of operations management has been on cost. The focus of operations 
management changed to quality from 1980 till 1995 when the Total Quality Management, lean production, and 
computer aided design were applied in both manufacturing and service organizations. Since 1995 the focus has been 
on the mass customization, green manufacturing, and environmentally sensitive production, and ethics. 

In the 1980's and 90's there has been gradual movement towards approaches that involve not only optimization but 
a systematic inquiry and problem structuring. The new OR-MS includes methodologies that are not optimizing, or 
else optimizing in some different and wider sense with some of the system being swept in, in other words, there has 
been a growth in "ethicalism."1 

_ . 

BUSINESS ETHICS COURSE AT UPG 
Students in the management major at the University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg are required to take PHIL 1380-
Business Ethics course taught by the philosophy department faculty. The goal of that course is to refine the skills 
used in ethical problem solving. The course examines moral issues entailed by the nature ofbusiness, as well as 
specific difficult cases a business person might face. It also investigates th~oretical issues such as the moral ( and 
immoral) tendencies of capitalism and socialism.2 The course is taught from a philosophical perspective. Different 
approaches to moral reasoning are looked at and applied to life in the business world. General theories of ethics and 
justice are examined followed by a discussion of more specific moral issues surrounding such topics as the 
environment, affirmative action, marketing, managerial responsibility, and meaningful work.3 
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ETIDCS CASES IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT/MANAGEMENT SCIENCE COURSE 
As future managers in either a manufacturing or a service company, the ·students will have to deal with people from 
different professions like accountants, engineers, etc. Graduates of the management program need to be respectful of 
the professional obligations of their co-workers/ subordinates and the corporations' codes of ethics. At the 
beginning of the semester, the students are asked to make themselves familiar with different professional codes of 
ethics, in particular the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) code of ethics.4 Students are encouraged 
to bring to class and present to class the corporate codes of ethics of companies they work for. One lecture period is 
allocated to the discussion of the professional and corporate codes of ethics followed by case study discussions later 
in the semester. 

The author chose two basic types of cases to introduce ethics' questions in the operations management course: short 
critical thinking exercises (short cases) and group long case studies. To prepare students for the case discussions 
students are introduced to the Guidelines for Facilitating Solutions to Ethical Dilemmas in Professional Practice (see 
Appendix A)5 , Seven Step Guide to Ethical Decision Making (See Appendix B)6. Students were encouraged to 
follow the above guidelines in the case analyses. 

Small cases. In the Fall 2003 two small cases were discussed in class first. The first case dealt with the productivity 
and efficiency operations' principles using the example from the pig farming industry and ethical treatment of 
animals and the second case dealt with the scheduling people to work the late, or "graveyard," shift in a 24-hour 
company. Students were asked to select two companies that require night shifts and discuss how each can or do deal 
with its staffing requirements what the major issues are in each that affect morale, productivity, alertness, and. safety. 
Some students selected companies they work. 

Group Long Case study. In the Fall 2003 semester one popular NSPE case study. was chosen for this course, namely 
the Borrowed Tools case.7 The Borrowed Tools case is appropriate for the inventory chapter of operations 
management. It deals with issues of inventory management, whistle blowing, comp~y policies, and lying. One of 
the case study groups is assigned to lead the discussion of this case and a full parti~ipation of all students in the class 
~s expected. 

THE IMPACT OF THE ETHICS COMPONENT IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
_COlJRSE ON STUDENTS 

The objective of introducing ethics component to Operation Management/ Management Science class was consistent 
with the goals proposed by the Hastings Center, an interdisciplinary group of educators that agreed on five main 
goals: · 

1. stimulate students' ethical imagination; 
2. help students recognize ethical issues; 
3. foster the development of analytical skills in ethics 

· 4. promote a sense of responsibility; 
5. and help students deal effectively with ambiguity and disagreement about ethical matters. 

The students responded very favorably to the introduction of the ethics component in· the Operations Management 
course. Many stated that the course increased their awareness or' ethical issues likely to arise in their profession, that 
the course changed their understanding of the importance of .professional or business ethics, and that this course 
incr~ased their ability to deal with the ethical issues it raised. Sample students' comments fyom Fall 2003 semester 
are included in Table 1 below. Several students not only discussed the case studies but brougµt up problems from 
the workplace for the class discussion. · 
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Table 1 Ethics Course Impact Survey. MGMT 1820 Operations Mana2ement Fall 2003 
Question Yes No Sample Comments 

I . Did this course 3 8 7 Some of our· case studies dealt with ethical components of management. 
increase your 
awareness of ethics 
issues likely to arise in 
your profession? 

3. Did the course do 
anything to change 
your understanding of 
the importance of 
professional or 
business ethics? 

5. Did this course 
increase your ability to 
deal with the ethical 
issues it raised? 

7. Did this course 
spend too much, too 
little time, or just the 
right amount? Is there 
anything that should 
have been done 
differently? 

32 

33 

I 
7 

34 
3 

Yes. Course brought up some issues with what would be the right thing to do. 
Case studies required you to examine many issues faced in today's job market. 
Doing cases lets you see all affected parties and consequences. 
The class helped me with how to deal with problems that may arise. 
It showed me how many types of ethical issues can arise. Also it showed that 
not every ethical issue is easy to answer. 
Now I have a better grasp of what is ethical or unethical. 
I have a strict personal code of ethics. I have been able to tell right from wrong 

. for a long time. 
The company where I work emphasizes ethics so I already knew about it. 

13 It showed applications where it is very important. 
There was no need to change my understanding just add to it. 
Shows how every decision has an effect on others. 
It corresponded along with Business. Ethics looking at different examples and 
discussing them. 
I am already aware of the importance. 
By examining code of ethics I found out some things that I would have never 
knew would be in there. · 
It broadened my thought horizons about how to break down an ethical question 
so that it can be addressed properly. 
It made everything more clear in depth of what my understanding was before I 
took the course. 
This course made me more knowledgeable on the subject. Prior to that I wasn't 
really even aware of the ethical issues dealt with in business. 
It changed my understanding of how important it is to a business to be ethical. 
The different opinions of others; seeing the way they approached ethics. 

12 The group work gave me others views and helped me to understand my views 
on ethical problems discussed. 
To think more. 
It showed me to look at the other possible views that people might, have. 
By performing ethical cases I understand what steps should be taken if an 
unethical situation should occur. 
It gave me some tools to use for future ethical questions I may encounter. 
The more you learn the better ability you have to deal with ethical issues. 
It helped me increase my ability to analyze the different situations + people 
affected. 
I learned that you have to find a lot of info before you make a decision. 
Now I can deal with ethical issues better. 
We went over ethical issues and how to break them down. 
It gave real examples and solutions that can be used. 
No class can prepare you for "the real world". 
Just the right amount of time-34, Too little-7, Too much-I, Don't know/no 
answer-3 
Comments: 
We touched on topics enough in order to understand its relevance in the field of 
business. · · 
Nothing should have been done differently. 
Maybe one more case study would be good. 
You could always use more. If I were the instructor I would have conducted it 
the same way. 
Just right amount. Business ethics course should address more issues. 
Seemed to be the right amount It is an operations class, not ethics. 
Right amount b/c in other courses we have not discussed business.ethics. 
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AppendixA · 

Guidelines for Facilitating Solutions to Ethical Dilemmas in Professional Practice 
Step 1: Determine the facts in the situation - obtain all of the unbiased facts possible. Step 2: Define the 
Stakeholders - those with a vested interest in the outcome. 
Step _3: Assess·the motivations of the Stakeholders - using effective communication 

techniques and personality assessment. 
Step 4: Formulate alternative solutions - based on most complete information -

available, using basic ethical core values as guide. 
Step 5: Evaluate proposed alternatives - short-list ethical solutions only; may be a 

potential choice between/among two or more totally ethical solutions. 
Step 6: Seek additional assistance, as appropriate - engineering codes of ethics, 

previous cases, peers, and reliance on personal experience, prayer. 
Step 7: Select the best course of action - that which satisfies the highest core ethical 

values. 
Step 8: Implement the selected solution - take action as warranted 
Step 9: Monitor and assess the outcome - note how to improve the next time 

* As determined by Applied Ethics Case of the Month Club. 

AppendixB 

Seven Step Guide to Ethical Decision Making 
1. State problem. For example, "there's something about this decision that makes me uncomfortable" or "do I have a 
conflict of interest?" 
2. Check facts. Many problems disappear upon closer examination of situation, while others change radically. 
3. Identify relevant factors. For example, person involved, laws, professional _code,,other practical constraints (e.g. 
under $200). 
4. Develop list of options. Be imaginative, try to avoid "dilemmas"; not "yes" or"no" but whom to go to, what to 
say. 
5. Test options. Use such tests as the following: 

• Harm test: does this option do less harm than alternatives? 
• Publicity test: would I want my choice of this option published in the newspaper? 
• Defensibility test: could I defend this choice of option before a Congressional committee or committee of 

peers? 
• Reversibility test: would I still choice of this option was good if I were adversely affected by it? 
• Colleague test: what might my profession's governing board of ethics committee say about this option? 
• Organization test: what does the organization's ethics officer or legal counsel say about this? 

7. Review steps 1-6. What could you do to make it_less likely that you would have to make such a decision again? 
• Are there any precautions you can take as an individual ( e.g. announce your policy on the questions, · 

change jobs, etc.)? · · · 
• Is there any way to have more support next time? 
• Is there any way to change the organization ( e.g. suggest policy changes at next departmental meeting)? 
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LA YING OUT THE IT OFFICE IN A GROWING CITY 

Gordon Arbogast and Jim Katz 
Jacksonville University 

ABSTRACT 
Generally accepted decision making practice follows a structured six-step process that defines the problem and 
systematically analyzes alternatives in order to select and to implem~nt the best option. This process is applied here 
to the problem of developing a new office layout for an IT Division in a growing city in the South. This resulted in a 
functional and practical design for the department's office space. This redesign of the technology division office 
layout leveraged a number of formal Operations Management tools and models, including SWOT analysis to 
identify the issues, an Office Layout and Relationship chart to help identify key relationships and develop 
alternatives, and Operations Management software to plan the project and identify a critical path. 

BACKGROUND 

The Information Technologies Division 
A growing mid-size city in the South has an Information Technologies Division (ITD). It is comprised of 
approximately 160 full-time civil service and appointed employees. The primary location is the old City Hall, now 
referred to as the City Hall Annex, or simply, the Annex. There are also pockets of employees in several satellite 
areas through out the city, including the telecommunications team located near the football Stadium, the radio repair 
shop locate~ nearby on a different street, .and an Oracle development group located in the new City Hall. Besides 
the primary group at the Annex, only the Oracle development staff is included in this study. 

Leadership of the Information Technologies Division has recently changed as a result of new appointments 
following the mayoral elections. For the first time, the division is being run by a Chief Information Officer rather 
than just a Division Chief. The creation of a CIO position, and the accompanying placement of that position as part 
of the mayor's strategic leadership team demonstrate a dramatically different view of the role technology plays in 
the successful operation of a city. Whereas it may have formerly been considered a "utility" keeping applications 
and computers running and fixing them when they break, it is now tasked with helping lead the city's modernization 
and improvement efforts. 

It was against this backdrop that the new ITD leadership team conducted a comprehensive Strengths Weaknesses 
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis. All aspects ofITD's operations were examined, ~nd a number of 
strategic decisions were made as a result. One of the conclusions of the SWOT analysis was that the technology 
department was not physically organized in the most effective manner. Consequently, a project team was formed 
for the following reasons: 

1. to conduct a layout strategy assessment to validate and quantify the conclusion that things were not 
optimally organized; 

2. to provide a comprehensive recommendation for a new physical layout utilizing the best practices from OM 
discipline, and 

3. to develop a project plan for transitioning from the existing state to the desired state with no disruption to 
the continuity of service provided. 

The conclusions from the SWOT above was that some major problems existed. What is needed in the short-term is: 
1. improved flow of information among the technology departments; 
2. better utilization of physical space, reducing current occupancy (allocated) costs while providing room for 

planned expansion; · 
3. enhanced morale and organizational esteem from an upgrade of the physical surroundings; and 
4. flexibility to adapt to changing t~chnology support conditions· such as the strategic shift from mainframe to 

distributed processing. 

Understanding the Evolution of the ITD Space 
The initial assessment of the SWOT determined that there never was a comprehensive strategy. ITD currently 
occupies the same core space it has for more than 30 years, during which time both the organization and.technology 
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have changed immeasurably. According to anecdotal reports from some employees who worked for ITD since the 
I970's, the growth of the division's space has been a series of haphazard "expansions", anchored around the original 
data center on the 2nd floor of the City Hall Annex. Originally, there was one hallway of administrative offices for 
managers, an area for computer programmers, and a data-entry key-punch area. As time went on, and as other 
tenants moved from the building, ITD acquired an office here, a conference room there, and workspace wherever it 
could be found. Recently, ITD has acquired additional space on the 5th floor. . 

Just as the space evolved, so too did the composition of the division. In the "early years", a small staff of 
programmers wrote the code that ran a handful of computer applications that executed on the mainframe. An 
operations staff monitored and maintained the computers, supplemented by contractors from Burroughs, the 
mainframe manufacturer. This arrangement sufficed until the mid 1980's as PC's began to appear throughout the 
city. ITD became the central resource for •acquiring, installing and maintaining PC's. The microcomputer speciali&t 
position was created, and an area was dedicated to this function. With the proliferation of networking and 
networked PC's in the early 1990's, two new functional disciplines emerged: the network operations specialist and 
the network infrastructure technician. Additional areas were allocated to these new functions as well. More 
recently, Geographic Information Systems, or GIS, has grown into a new functional area, also requiring considerable 
space due to the large plotters, and map tables inherent in that field. 

Consequences of Haphazard Growth 
As a result of the way ITD has grown and the way the environment has changed, it is not surprising that the office 
layout is not optimal. Symptoms of this lack of optimality include: 

I. insufficient office or cubicle space; people sharing double and even triple occupancy in spaces originally 
designed for single occupancy; 

2. inefficient location arrangements, where technicians are not physically located by the equipment they 
service; 

3. ineffective flow of information between application development and network deployment and support 
groups; and · , 

4. poor utilization of available space. 

PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In summary, the COJ IT Division has outgrown its current office space on the second floor of the Annex building. 
Current space is crowded and inefficient, as staff is assigned locations based solely on space availability. The · 
division has obtained additional space on the 5th floor. A new office layout design for the various work groups is 
required that will allow for more effective flow of information between teams, and at the same time improve the 
efficiency of movement of staff. The layout will incorporate both the existing space on floor 2, plus the new space 
on floor 5. 

DEVELOPING CRITERIA 
As the second step in the structured methodology, the project team established two sets of criteria by which to . 
evaluate alternatives. First, a set of feasibility criteria are establi_shed to screen out options that are not viable: 

Feasibility Criteria - a set of yes/no filters used to evaluate options. 
i. Office ( or work) space must be provided for approximately 160 employees. 

ii. Space must occupy designated portions of floors 2 and 5. 
iii. Locations of the entrances and the tech room are fixed. 
iv. Some teams must be located near others. 
v. Some teams must not be located near others. 

vi. Plans must accommodate phys_i~al constraints of the building ( e.g. ~xed walls, power 
vii. and HV AC constraints). 

viii. There is a limited budget for construction. 

Second, optimality criteria are needed to evaluate the feasible alternatives that remain: 
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Optimality Criteria 
i. Maximize the value of information flow between related IT teams. 
ii Minimize the physical distances that the staff in certain groups need to travel 

in the course of their work. · 

SELECTING A MODEL 
A variety of facility layout models exist to evaluate this type of problem. Richard Muther's Simplified Systematic 
Layout Planning Model was the principal model chosen. This Model employs Office Relationship Charts as a key 
tool. It is used to analyze the alternative designs presented. This chart indicates the relative value of space 
adjacency. For example, if two work groups must be located in close proximity, their intersection is indicated as J = 
mandatory. Similarly, if there is little or no value to the proximity of two other groups, their intersection value is 
assigned 0. The variables used in the chart are the various IT teams and work spaces, and their relationship values. 
The Appendix to this paper contains an IT Office Relationship Chart. This step also includes data collection. The 
value of the proximity of one group to another is based on interviews with managers and on a survey of the IT staff. 
Contained below in Table 1 is a listing of the various offices and their requirements in terms of square footage: 

Table 1: IT Division Teams & Space Requirements 

Team Employees Managers Total Square Feet 

Help Desk 4 0 4 400 
Desktop Support 13 1 . 14 1,600 
Network Support 20 2 22 2,600 
GIS 7 1 8 1,000 
Financial Systems 27 -3 30 3,600 
Development 36 4 40 4,800 
Administration 10 2 12 1,600 
Computer Operations 28 2 30 3,400 

Total 145 15 160 19,000 

IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES 
Two leading candidate layout plans were developed that met the feasibility criteria, namely the space required by 
each team, and the physical limitations of the building on the two floors . Secondly, each ofthe·se alternatives were 
judged based on the optimality criteria. That is, how many of the 2 = highly desirable and 3 = convenient 
relationships were fulfilled. Both alternatives fall within budget constraints. · 

Selecting the Best Alternative and Conducting Sensitivity Analysis 
Of the two alternative feasible plans, Option A clearly met more of the desired relationships. Th-...s, Option A was 
recommended. 

Option A* 
OptionB 

* appears optimal 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Table 2: Evaluation of Layout Alternatives 
2 met 2 not met 3 met 

7 1 s 
6 2 2 

3 not met 
0 
3 

Of the relationship values assigned from input by IT managers and staff, two relationships, Administration to 
Development and Administration to Financial Systems, were very nearly borderline between 2 = highly desirable 
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and 3 =convenient.Changing these values in the layout chart from 2 to 3, and the subsequent change in Table 2, 
does not change the selection of the preferred alternative. Thus, there is a robust solution. 

CONSIDERING INTANGIBLES AND IMPLEMENTING A SOLUTION 
The systematic analysis indicates that Option A is the preferred alternative layout based on the defined criteria. This 
conclusion and the proposed layout must be presented to the IT management team as well as to City administration, 
along with the corresponding spending proposal, before implementation may begin. In this process qualitative 
variables not previously considered need to be identified and addressed. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
A listing of tasks associated with moving the staff into the new areas was next developed. The duration of the task is 
in business days and encompasses the time from start to finish for each task. In the case of receiving furniture, this . 
includes the lead time froµi the time the order is placed to delivery to the City offices, to its set up at its final 
destination (into one of the offices). 

Once ·the organizational structure has been decided, the City can start getting bids for construction. Simultaneously, 
the City can begin to design the floor plan that would best fit the organizational structure. Once the vendors are 
selected, the carpet, furniture, and contractor services can be purchased and the wait time for delivery of these items 
begins. While waiting for the delivery of the furniture, carpet, and the start of the construction, the Asbestos 
Abatement should be performed, as this item will determine if and when wiring ( electrical work by facilities) can 
begin. 

Office construction can begin while the furniture and carpet are being delivered. The carpet for the cubicles in Zones· 
A and B can be laid after the offices are constructed. The offices can not be wired until the asbestos abatement has 
been completed. Offices should be painted after the wiring, LAN Cable and phone lines have been installed. Then, 
furniture should be placed in the office, followed by the physical move of the staff ~at will inhabit that office. 

When all three offices have been constructed, then the carpet installation for the cubicles can begin. Cubicle 
construction will take place by zone. Cubicle construction will be followed by set up of electrical, Lan Cable and 

. phone lines. Once wiring is complete, desks, phones and computers can be moved, followed immediately by the 
people who will occupy the space. The people will move as the assigned zones are completed. 

Given the priority of these tasks, the critical path was determined. The table on the next page shows the various 
activities that were found on the critical path. The path determined is considered the best representation of the 
events that are critical to this process. · 

The critical path indicates that once_ the Bids are placed and the contractors/vendors are selected, the purchases can 
be made and the offices can be constructed. Once the offices are constructed,all that is left is the actual move. Some 
activities such as the order of zone carpeting and the order of building offices are not on the critical path. These can 
be done at the same time as other more critical activities are being accomplished. The total -activity time was 
calculated at 78 working days, or about 16 weeks. All other tasks that are not listed on the critical path are those that 
can be completed at any point during the run of the project and are identified by their slack time. 
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Critical Path A-F-G-H-M-D2-D-D1-E3-El-E2-Pl-P2-P3-P4 

Activity Activity Name Time 

A Get bids from Contractors for cubicles, carpet offices 10 
D Facilities-Electrical zone A 5 

D1 Facilities-Lan Cable zone A 5 

D2 Facilities-Cube Construction Zone A carpet & walls 5 

E1 Facilities-Electrical zone B 5 

E2 Facilities-Lan Cable zone B 5 

E3 Facilities-Cube Construction Zone B carpet & walls 5 

F Select Vendors 5 

G Purchase office Furniture 2 

H Receive office Furniture 20 

M Office Construction C 3 
P1 Move desks Zone B (cubicles) -2 
P2 Move Phones Zone B (cubicles) 2 
P3 Move Computers (cubicles) 2 

P4 Move people Zone B (cubicles) 2 

Total Activity Time 78 

CONCLUSIONS 
It was concluded that adequate quantitative tools exist to be able to conquct a facility layout exercise. The use of 
Muther's Systematic Layout Planning Model worked particularly well with this particular situation i.e. laying out an 
IT Office in a Growing City. When coupled with more mature project management tools ( e.g. Critical Path Method 
or CPM), it is obvious that major improvements can be affected in moving municipalities forward in a ·progressive 
and meaningful way. 
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APPENDIX 

Key: 
1 = Mandatory 
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3 = Convenient 
X = Not Desired 
0 = Indifferent 
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INTERNATIONAL OUTSOURCING OF MANUFACTURING AND R&D: A COMPARISON 

Michael R. W. Bommer~ Ralph E. Janaro and Lorenda L. Prier 
· Clarkson University 

ABSTRACT 
Many firms are outsourcing at least some portion of their manufacturing activities to firms in other countries. This 
trend is now being followed by the outsourcing of research and deve_lopment projects by some firms. In this paper 
we discuss the benefits and challenges for each of these strategies. Benefits include such factors as reduced costs, 
improved quality/innovativeness, speed/response time and flexibility. Differences in culture, loss of control, erosion 
of core competencies and intellectual property/trade secrets are some of the challenges. We will compare the two 
strategies with respect to benefits and challenges to identify similarities/differences and their impact on the firm. 

INTRODUCTION 
Much has been in the news recently with regard to outsourcing business operations to other countries. The trend 
began with outsourcing manufacturing activities and has now extended to the outsourcing ofR&D activities. Often, 
outsourcing is viewed with a negative connotation because of the perception that outsourcing is related to the loss of 
jobs for American workers. But many firms are embracing it, believing that it is making them more competitive in 
the global marketplace. Often, firms enter into outsourcing to attain short term advantages without understanding the 
ramifications of longer term issues. 

For some time firms have been outsourcipg manufacturing "offshore" with the goal of reducing labor and operating 
costs. The focus is on reducing total supply chain costs by $5 million per year (Lohr, 2003). For example, IBM 
currently has suppliers in the Far East for microelectronics c<;>mponents. Boeing partnered with Japanese companies 
to hedge the risk associated with high design and building costs. Japanese companies currently build 21 % of the 
Boeing 777 and 15% of the 767. Boeing also partners in manufacturing with companies in Italy and Australia as 
only 35% of their planes are built domestically (Gillie, 2003). Even smaller firms such as Radio Flyer, Inc., 
manufacturer of classic American red wagons, are moving their manufacturing function. Production in Radio 
Flyer's Chicago based headquarters was halted in favor of operations in China (Kaiser, 2004). 

Recently R&D has followed the success of outsourcing manufacturing. Organizations have begun to collaborate or 
draw from a much larger pool of.experts in order to revive innovation and maximize R&D spending. For example, 
General Electric draws upon global talent in Canada, India, China and Germany in search of the future's' potential 
energy source, wind energy (Brady, 2004). Texas Instruments was the first foreign firm to capitalize on India's high 
graduation base of science and engineering experts (316,000 graduates, Engardio, 2004) by setting up a global R&D 
center consisting of 500 engineers in a knowledge creating facility (Bowlander,2001). Electronics organizations 
such as Intel and Motorola have invested over a half million dollars in research in China (Donahoe, 2003). 
Microsoft also internationalizes its research with labs in Britain and China (Buckley, 2004). With the world 
becoming increasingly interconnected through communications it is no surprise organizations can and may need to 
access experts or technology internationally to innovate or stay competitive in a demanding market. 

For this paper, we define manufacturing outsourcing as the acquisition of goods and/or services by the outsourcing 
firm for its own use or for resale. In the following sections we view the benefits and challenges offered by 
outsourcing of both manufacturing and R&D. We then compare the two types of outsourcing with regard to 
similarities and differences. 

OUTSOURCING R&D 
Technological innovation is one of the most important drivers of competitive success. ·innovation in both products 
and processes has become increasingly important to compete in the global markets. Worldwide firms are 
developing and introducing products at .record pace. Firms are being challenged to shorten their product 
development cycle time and introduce differentiated products to meet customer expectations. At the same time 
firms are competing on price and are being forced to reduce their manufacturing and distribution costs to remain 
competitive. A firm that does not innovate rapidly finds that its profit margins diminish. Research and development 
is one of the most important sources of a firm's innovation (Bommer and Jalajas, 2004). A firms' research intensity 
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(R&D expenditures as .a percent of sales) has shown to be positively correlated with a firm's sales growth rate, sales 
from new products, and profits (Roberts, 2001). · 

In addition to being a source of innovative products and processes, a strong R&D commitment has also shown to 
be important for acquiring and utilizing external sources of additional knowledge and technology. Increasingly 
firms are both developing their own innovations as well as accessing external sources; The need for combining these 
capabilities is a result of increased global competition, increased technical complexity, decreasing product cycle 
times and market complexities (Howells et al, 2003). 

Not to be overlooked is the high cost of developing all innovative products and processes internally. From a cost 
standpoint it may be advantageous to transfer in some technology for outside sources. The R&D function is growing 
increasingly "virtual'' in which technology is accessed from the most relevant of what's available globally, replacing 
fixed costs with variable costs, managing virtual teams, and creating culture around speed and networks 
(Anonymous, 1996). 

U.S. multinationals are now outsourcing R&D after similar strategies of outsourcing the manufacturing function. 
The extent to which an organization outsources R&D is dependent on a number of factors. These include 
augmenting internal capabilities, cost savings, speed to market, flexibility, and innovation sources. Outsourcing is 
not without challenges however, including loss of control, intellectual property issues, erosion of core competencies 
and cultural barriers. 

R&D OUTSOURCING BENEFITS 
Whether a firm possesses all necessary R&D capabilities and competencies is a significant factor in deciding 
whether to perform all R&D in house or to utilize outside sources. A lack of critical technological capabilities 
forces a firm to either develop those capabilities or to find a partner that does. Given the long lead. time required to 
develop in-house capabilities, firms often look outside. However, even firms with e,xtensive internal capabilities · 
may choose to outsource for a variety of reasons. 

Harris et al, ( 1996) offer a model for the own versus outsource decision. The two factors to be considered in order 
to effectively choose to either do the task in house or outsource it are based on the organization's technical 
capability in relation to the rest of the world, and whether the technology is a key technology or differentiator or 
simply a basic or commodity technology. 

Flexibility can be gained in terms of staffing and the ability .to focus on core business competencies. Multiple 
products can be pursued with limited internal staff and staffing or un-staffing. R&D projects can be accomplished 
with relative ease using outsourcing (Kramar, 2002). Outsourcing R&D appears to be a ~atural fit to deal with shoit 
term surges in workload rather than µiismatching those surges with long term staff commitments. 

For non-core activities, -an organization may not be able to attract a top specialist to work in-house. Top specialists 
are commonly attracted to work in•innovation houses or speciali~t organizations where ·their-talents will most. likely 
be rewarded and recognized (Quinn, 2000). 

Innovation has now become the beneficiary of worldwide networks. These innovation netwQrks provide the · ·, 
advantage of leveraging outside talent. According to Senior Vice President of Physical Science~ Research at Lucent 
Technologies, the reason for global R&D is to connect with customers and to get the world's best talent (Brady, 
2004). It is estimated that over two billion minds are potential innovation sources within the marketplace (Quinn, 
2000). For example, Lucent Technologies is utilizing global networks to achieve innovation_ in nanotechnology. 

Another large advantage of outsourcing is the possible cost savings. One source estimates that outsourcing can lead 
to a 39% cost savings to firms and also help to enter foreign markets (Austin et ~l, 2003). A large cost savings 
associated with outsourcing R&D is the overhead costs associated with laboratory equipment and product test 
facilities (Kramer, 2002). Outsourcing also allows many small businesses to develop new products with limited the 
staff and capital resources (Caudy, 2001). Other factors such as lower tax rates, privatization, and the relaxation of 
national and international trade barriers have also favored utilization of worldwide entrepreneurs to develop or 
exploit global knowledge (Quinn, 2000). 
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Not only_can·an organizat_i~n impro~e its financial position by reducing costs associated with outsourcing R&D but 
can also increase profitab1hty associated with successful innovations and reduced time to market. Organizations are 
facing incre~se~ pressure to reduce. innovation cycle times through a reduction of the gap between basic research 
and the apphcahon and development of research. In product cycle theory, R&D is motivated by the need to adapt 
~roduc!s to local markets and resource conditions (Belderbos, 2002). Often, outsourcing is a means of establishing 
1mmed1ate access to product development and testing facilities needed for successful innovation. 

R&D OUTSOURCING CHALLENGES 
A potential .challenge t~ organizations outsourcing R&D is finding the optimal mix of internal and external 
knowledge bases. An m-house knowledge base may be necessary to effectively absorb externally acquired 
knowledge (Howells et al, 2003). Here the role ofR&D shifts to technological scanning, purchasing and adapting 
other organizations' technology (Howells, 1999b). . 

It can be argued that outsourcing R&D can ultimately weaken an organization's technological competencies through 
over-reaching themselves in decentralizing R&D (Howells, 1999a). This would negate previous investment or 
strategic assets gained through experience when the function is outsourced. Technological competency over the 
long term can become a competitive advantage making the decision to further invest in-house or outsource 
dependent on the assets valuation and current competency level. 

Intellectual property rights appear to be harder to manage in longer term research relations. For short term sourcing 
outcomes of collaboration that are fairly well known, rights can be formalized in contracts in advance. With 
innovation as the goal ofR&D, the outcomes remain unclear making trust and cooperation crucial between partners 
in handling proprietary information. Howells (1999a orb???) suggests that companies are still reluctant to 
outsource critical technologies and are sub-contracting only low value added technical activities. 

Rapid implementation cycles lead to the need for outsourcing R&D and may also play a role in avoiding potential 
confidentiality problems (Anonymous, 2000). The-experience gained each day and speed to market makes it 
difficult for others to capitalize on confidential information. · 

Outsourcing of R&D often is made to workgroups in countries with different cultures. People from different 
countries hold different values and beliefs regarding such issues as time, rules, collaboration, details, planning, etc. 
A number of studies have shown that managers in different counties make decisions differently and prefer different 
organizational processes because they hold different fundamental values about people, work and ho'Y, they should 
behave in the organization (Shane, 1994, Hofstede, 1980). The ability to direct, manage, motivate and control work 
a culturally diverse workforce globally is a further challenge. 

Differences in overseas R&D resources and time differences make it difficult to coordinate and control globally 
dispersed R&D processes. Firms more often attempt to minimize interdependency by having specialized 
laboratories rather than coordinate functions across locations or decentralized management (Belderbos, 2002). 
Potential appears to rest in the ability to leverage knowledge through communicated research results and integration 
into global operations (Belderbos, 2002). 

OUTSOURCING MANUFACTURING 
According to Hill (2000), outsourcing all or part of the manufacturing function is another way of looking at the 

traditional make or buy decision. Further, Hill (2000) views the outsourcing decision as one that should be linked to 
the firm's strategy. That means that firms should not outsource if their own manufacturing function is capable of 
delivering the order-wining criteria. In this way, control of the order-winning capability is kept in-~ouse. . . _ 

Over the last·few decades, firms have outsourced manufacturing for reasons such as lowering costs, gaining · 
entrance into global markets, providing flexibility, and utilizing 011:tside expertise, among others. Indeed, there has , 
been a shift in focus such that "very few manufacturers now own all of the activities along the supply chain but 
integrate the supply network from various suppliers to the final customer" (Choy and Lee, 2003, p. 140). According 
to Purdum and Teresko (2004 ), the Boston Consulting Group reports that "~ the United States, some 70% of 
footwear, 60% of audio and video equipment, and 45% of apparel come from low-cost countries." 
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Another reason for outsourcing is that for many. firms manufacturing is not seen as a core competency. The core 
activity, according to Choy and Lee (2093) has shifted away from making things to systematically processing 
knowledge for the purpose of create value for their custom.ers. Firms that fall into this category include Nike and 
Reebok (Schary and Skjott-Larsen, 2001). Both of these firms focus on product development and marketing rather 
than manufacturing. 

With outsourcing comes potential benefits as well as challenges. In the next two sections we discuss some of these 
benefits and challenges. 

MANUFACTURING OUTSOURCING BENEFITS 
The benefits of manufacturing outsourcing are many. From a strategic perspective, firms can focus on key strategic 
non-manufacturing activities (Apte, et al, 1997) as well as on what they consider their core competencies (Yang and 
Huang, 2000; Beaumont and Costa, 2002). Further, outsourcing provides a way to share risks (Beaumont and Costa, 
2002). 

From an operational perspective, _outsourcing to firms th.at specialize in a product area allows the outsourcing firm to 
acquire products and parts tha! are of superior quality and/or cost less (Yang and Huang, 2000). This is possible due 
to the supplier's advanced technology and expertise. There is also the benefit of increased access to resources since 
the outsourcing firm can "shop around" until it finds an appropriate supplier. With respect to global sourcing, the 
outsourcing firm may gain access to cheaper labor, scarce natural resources, and/or new markets, among others. 
Another benefit is the potential for a decrease in the product/process design lead time, especially when the firm can 
tap into the existing capacity of the supplier (Antonucci, et al, 1998). 

From a financial perspective, the outsourcing firm does not have to make investments in capacity and technology in 
order to be competitive (Yang and Huang, 2000). This frees up resources that can be directed at the firm's core 
competencies. 

MANUFACTURING OUTSOURCING CHALLENGES 
A principal component of outsourcing is the outsourcing agreement or contract. Strategically, the outsourcing firm 
is giving up control of the manufacturing function and is putting it's trust in the suppler to live up to the conditions 
of the contract. However, with contracts comes the issue of interpretation of items such as performance measures 
(Allen et al, ~001) and intellectual property rights (Beaumont and Costa, 2002), among others. 

Sometimes the anticipated benefits don't materialize or the .actual cost of outsourcing exceeds the anticipated costs. 
In these cases the perceived financial benefit never materializes. The potential danger here is twofold. First, there is 
no cost savings to the outsourcing firm. Therefore, market gains predicated on lower pro_duct cost will not be 
realized. Second, if the outsourcing firm had shut down it's manufacturing activities in favor of outsourcing, it now 
will have to absorb additional costs to either restart production in-house or seek out another supplier. 

From an operational perspective, the responsibility for quality and other performance issues has been shifted_ from 
the outsourcing firm to the supplier. Even with a good contract in place, the outsourcing firm is now dependent on 
the supplier to "deliver the goods." According to Hill (2000, p. 192), firms in the U.S. and Canada "have tended to 
shed difficult manufacturing tasks by subcontracting or divestment." While looking for short term gains, .these firms 
are shedding their manufacturing skills and know-how, and accompanying infrastructure chang~s can inake it 
difficult for the firm to ramp-up their manufacturing function in the future. · · 

International sourcing can represent a double-edged sword. While gaining the benefits listed above, the outsourcing 
firm may end up contracting with a supplier that exploits child labor, flaunts environmental ·~afeguards, or the like. 
Further, the distant location of the supplier could lead to increased costs and delays due to shipping. There are also 
issues outside the realm of the supplier such as tariffs, an unstable currency, and: changes in government rule. 

Finally, outsourcing can result in cutting positions in the outsourcing firm. Not only are jobs lost, but the morale of 
the remaining employees can be negatively affected (Beaumont and Costa, 2002). Lowered morale can affect 
absenteeism and worker performance, among other things. 
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MANUFACTURING AND R&D OUTSOURCING COMPARISONS 
The reasons for outsourcing manufacturing and R&D appear to have a number of factors in common. Table 1 
provides a comparison of the benefits. and challenges. 

Table 1 Comparing Manufacturing and R&D Outsourcing. 

Benefits Manufacturin2 R&D 
~ 

Less or no investment in manufacturing Less investment in technology and 
~ 

Costs equipment resulting in lower overhead costs. equipment needed to design products or 
Lower product cost due to lower cost of labor processes. 
and economies of scale. Expense of project may be less through 

outsourcing (lower labor and OH costs). 

Supplier has greater expertise and ability to Outsource may have technical expertise to 
Quality/Innovativeness consistently deliver higher quality parts and deliver a more inriovative design/process. 

products. Firm may not have competency in 
technology. 

Supplier may produce product more quickly. Outsource may develop product in a shorter 
Speed timeframe. Speed to market is a critical 

competitive advantage. 

The availability of multiple suppliers provides Outsourcing can level human resource 
Flexibility the ability to find the appropriate level of needs for the firm to deal with varying need 

capacity and product variety. · Allows the firm cycles to· develop new products. If 
to avoid cyclical demand technology changes, firm will not be stuck 

with infrastructure which supports old 
technology. 

Manufacturing can sometimes be scheduled Availability of talented technical 
closer to the market. professionals at a modest wage. 

Location Easier to tailor product design to fit the 
need of local markets. , 

., 
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Challenges · Manufacturine R&D 
Difficult to control production schedules, Difficult to coordinate, control, motivate 

Control quality level, and delivery schedule. globally dispersed activities. 
IT systems help, but much of the 
information is tacit in nature mating it 
difficult to document. 

If outsourcing firm gives up their Firm must have basic technological 
Competencies manufacturing function, it will be difficult competencies to scan, buy and adopt new 

at best to rea~quire those lost skills. technology. 
Outsourcing my weaken firm's core 
technology competency. 

Issues such as use of child labor and Different perceptions, values, time, 
Culture polluting the environment may arise and details, performance, etc. as well as 

damage the ethical standing of the language create challenges. 
outsourcing firm. Could have Creativity level of project design/process 
language/communication may be less. 
misunderstandings. 
Outsourcing of proprietary parts/products Outsourcing may lead to leakage of trade 

Intellectual Property/ could result in theft of the innovation. secrets and patentable ideas. 
Trade Secrets 

CONCLUSIONS 
It is important to note that outsourcing ofresearch and technical activity does-not necessarily imply that there is a 
contingent decline in in-house R&D. The external sources can serve to complement .rather than substitute for in
house research. Companies undergoing technical outsourcing have to overcome internal culture barriers or the "not 
invented here" syndrome (Anonymous, 2000). 

The decision to outsource R&D is often based on subjective hunches or cost cutting requirements which may not be 
the ideal parameters to make such a critical decision upon. Optimally the firm's long term aspirations would impac.t 
the decision, however, with the difficulty of measuring R&D cost and efficiency this is often not the case (Howells, 
1999a). 

This is not necessarily the case for manufacturing. Many firms today have recognized that the manufacturing 
function is not among their core competencies. In such instances, the decision has been made to outsource 
manufacturing and focus resources on the core competencies. In many cases, these competencies are product 
development and marketing. . 

Firms for which manufacturing is a core competency tend to outsource for parts/products that are viewed as 
commodity type items to save on production costs, or enter into strategic purchasing agreements with firms . . 
supplying parts that are considered to be of more strategic value. For such firms, proprietary parts/products and 
those which are difficult to produce are targeted for in-house production. · ' 
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ABSTRACT 
New technology adoption represents both a challenge and an opportunity for small and medium-sized businesses. 
New technology has a huge impact on the ·way companies conduct their daily business, on the way they strategize, on 
their business model, on their survival and future profitability. Companies can benefit from new technology. Firms 
can have difficulties too, at least in the short run, when implementing a new technology. Therefore, the study of the 
adoption process is critically important. The adoption of new technology, in particular mobile commerce, is 
dependent upon many variables that define the firm such as: the organizational culture, the business objectives and 
strategy, as well as their surrounding environment. Environmental turbulence is critical for technology adoption, 
especially for small and medium-sized businesses. Hypotheses that investigate the relationships between 
environmental turbulence and the adoption process are formulated. Environmental turbulence and business scanning 
behavior are analyzed in the context of the new technology adoption process. A sample of businesses in the process 
of adopting wireless technology and mobile commerce was used to test the hypotheses. The methodology, the results, 
and the managerial implications of this study are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
New technology adoption represents an area of growing interest in both marketing and management research (Mole, 
Ghobadian, O'Reagan, and Liu, 2004). Adoption of new technology by businesses is a dynamic process, not well 
understood, witli ·complexities that draw from the business environment, the organizational culture of the firm, its 
business strategy, and many other dimensions (Egan, Clancy, anci O'Toole, 2003). The adoption process is fast. As 
new (information) technology becomes cheaper and more accessible, the competitive advantage early adopters had at 
the beginning, is dissipating (Johnston and Vitale, 1988). Information and communication technology, such as e
commerce and m-commerce, has been widely embraced by businesses both small and large. Across industries firms 
have adopted wireless business initiatives to better manage their internal processes as well as their interfaces with the 
environment. By understanding the determinants of business performance firms can better formulate their business 
models and comprehend how a technology, such as the Internet, impacts the firm as well as how companies can 
exploit new technology (Afuah and Tucci, 2001 ). The organizational adoption process has been defined as the 
adoption of an internally generated or purchased device, system, product, or service that is new to the adopting 
organization (Daft 1982). Wireless echnology adoption represents a particular case of the broader technology 
adoption. Antecedents of technology adoption can be classified as relating either to economic motivation or . 
characteristics of the business or tq its external environment (Wu, Mahajan, and Balasubramanian, 2003). Businesses 
adopt innovations to gain competitive advantages or capabilities." The literature has defined specific characteristics 
and conditions that facilitate the adoption process. These include functional differentiation (Afuah and Tucci, 2001), 
administrative intensity (mentioned by Wu, Mahajan, and Balasubramanian, 2003), external and internal · · 
communication, and vertical integration (Chrisman, Bauerschmidt, and Hofer 1998). Enviro~~ptal factors that have 
been identified as antecedents of innovation adoption are: (a) competition, the fear to be left behind, the perceived 
need to keep-up (Morace, Francesco, Lucia Chrometzka 2001 ), (b) consumers and suppliers, that may demand the 
adoption of a new technology that they perceive will reduce their .costs, or increase their benefits. 

As seen above, for new technology adoption, external ~d internal communication and information search are very 
important. The few studies that focus on the environmental scanning behavior of.SMEs are less than conclusive 
(Beal 2002). For example, Pineda, Lerner, Miller and Philips (1998) contended that managers of SMEs are less 
willing to seek and accept advice from others, which can be attributed to their high internal locus of control. Several 
other researchers suggested that small business decision makers lack sufficient resources to create a formal system to 
conduct environmental scanning and therefore they must rely more heavily on external focused scanning activities 
(Churchill and Lewis, 1983; Mohan-Neill, 1995). Matthews and Scott (1995) also noted that SMEs typically lack the 
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infrastructure necessary to adequately search and collect information needed to deal with environmental turbulence 
and uncertainty. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between environmental turbulence and environmental 
scanning activities m the context of adopting a new technology. Specifically, this study focuses on the following 
research questions: Do companies that have a high intensity of new technology adoption exhibit a different pattern of 
scanning behavior when facing environmental turbulence than companies that have a low intensity of new technology 
adoption? · 

BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES FORMULATION 
Environmental Turbulence 
It is widely accepted in the strategy literature that the external environment is a primary source of uncertainty for 
managers responsible for identifying opportunities and threats (Duncan, 1972). He proposed that environmental 
complexity and variability are the two dimensions of uncertainty. Out of the two, environmental variability or 
turbulence is the most important to organizations that adopt new technologies. Turbulence is generally defined by 
high levels of inter-period changes of key environmental variables (Glazer and Weiss 1993, Sinkula 1994). The 
environment, including both task and general environment, is perceived as turbulent if the number of events per 
period of time is high for key characteristics such as: consumer preferences, number of new customers, new 
products, number and position of competitors (Jaworski, Wee, and Macinnis 1995), size of the market, use of 
technology and regulations (Glazer and Weiss 1993). Botchway, Goodall, Noon and Lemon (2002) provided an 
overview of the literature on _turbulent environments and the appropriate managerial approaches. They suggested the 
necessity to study the impact of environment turbulence on firms' scanning activities and they developed an 
emergence conceptual model. 

The environment described by Achrol (1991), Glazer (1991), ·and Glazer and Weiss (1993) is turbulent primarily due 
to the information and knowledge accumulation and dissemination that changes frequently, often too frequently for 
the individual or the organization, the perception of the reality. For Achrol and Stem (1988)-uncertainty represents 
the key organization concept adopted in their research for analyzing channels environment. Achrol and Stem's 
( 1988) framework is complex. It is a detailed and a thorough consideration of the multiple aspects which make up 
the environment. It represents a synthesis of the different approaches in the literature. The dimensions of the 
environment, conceptualized as an enacted phenomenon, are multiple and though the focus of the study was on 
channels, they can be considered yalid to the whole business environment of the firm. Beinkonen (1999) and later 
Botchway, Goodall, Noon, and Lemon (2002) adopted the same approach. They built up a model dealing-with 
regional economic development and levels of inter-period changes of variables defining the environment were used 
to define and measure turbulence. · · 

Environmental Scanning 
Researchers have used a number of different models to describe the ways managers and organizations deal with 
environmental turbulence (Dutton and Duncan, 1987). Daft and Weick (1984) proposed that organizational 
adaptation entails three key activities: scanning, interpreting and responding. Scanning ( or search) refers to the 
activities and processes associated with the acquisition of information about events, trends, relationships that may 
potentially affect the supplies of resources (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) or protect the core organization from 
uncertainty (Thompson, 1967). Aguilar (1967) defines scanning as the way in which top management gains 
information about relevant events occurring outside the company in order to guide the company's future course of 
action. Information search represents a construct that is referred to as 'active listening.' In searching for infox:mation, 
the organization uses more than the usual data collection sources from customers and competition. The moie 
information the organization can gather through the search for information, the more options for identifying changes 
in the environment, and therefore, the better it can perform. This was also confirmed by.Gavetti and Leninthal 
(2000). They developed a study which showed how, in dynamic business environment, strategies containing 
elements of information search and learning theory enhance long-term success. Barkema and Piaskowska (2002) and 
Barkema, Baum, and Mannix (2002) proved that information search along with experiential learning are critical for 
market entry and market location decisions. 

The present study deals with small and medium-sized enterprises (SME). The literature did not specifically focus on 
them. Rather, past research tends to generalize results from large organizational settings to small firms (Pearce, 
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Chapman and David, 1982). In reality, SMEs differ from large firms in several important ways that would affect their 
environmental scanning behavior. Overall, environmental scanning activities are expected to be low for SMEs 
(Smeltzer, Fann, and Nikolaisen, 1988). This is mainly due to the facts that SMEs usually have: 1) little presence of 
formal organization structure and processes geared to environmental scanning; 2) lack of extensive external contacts 
and internal sophisticated management information systems (Kagan, Lau and Nusgart, 1990); 3) relative inability to 
influence external events; 4) the low levels ofresources available for information search (Golde, 1964); 5)lack of 
specialization of scanning activities among top management and the dependence of information search on one or two 
individuals (Hambrick, 1981). Although conflicting demands of boundary spanning roles and internal operation roles 
are pervasive in any size organizations, the problem is particularly acute for SMEs. 6) The individuals who are 
responsible for environmental scanning activities usually are the entrepreneurs themselves. They often have high 
degree of internal locus of control and self-efficacy. Due to these contextual features, SMEs environmental scanning 
behavior may be unique in many ways as compared to large companies. 

Intensity of New Technology Adoption 
Mobile Commerce applications are evolving with a wide variety of procedures in use. Applications have been 
developed for existing mobile platforms including laptop PCs, PDA's, telephone handsets and specialty pagers. 
Mobile applications have focused on: (a) delivering existing Internet services to the mobile customer; (b) using 
location sensing to deliver location based information, (c) using location sensing for tracking (fleet services, 
automobiles, pets, etc.), (d) using broadband to deliver mobile entertainment content (music, games, etc.). 
Application coverage is not universal and is constrained by the size, location and technology used by the mobile 
infrastructure provider. Low-End Applications (LEA) include email, web browsing and information services (Figure 
1). High-End Applications (HEA) include transactions, inventory management, supplier-buyer relationship, 
interactivity, etc. SMEs can choose, and several have already chosen, between adopting LEA and HEA. In time those 
who adopted LEA will move to the more sophisticated and more profitable HEA High intensity adoption is 
determined by HEA. Low intensity adoption will characterize firms that adopt only LEA. 

Figure 1. M-Commerce Applications: Value Creation vs; Complexity 

Value Creation/ Business Activity 

Interactivity 

IIEA l 
Transactions 

Information Channel 

LEA l 
E-mail 

Information search frequency is represented by the number of times managers receive data about the environment 
(Hambrick, 1981). Fahey, King and Narayanan (1981) observed .that managers could obtain information along a 
continuum ranging from irregular to continuous gathering. The irregular approach is a reactive, spot behavior that 
involves external cues to force management into action. -By contrast, continuous scanning is a perpetual, systematic 
and proactive approach to search relevant environmental information. Some researchers suggested that the level of 
environmental uncertainty and the availability of resources within an organization affect the extent of scanning 
activities undertaken by managers (Boyd and Fulk, 1996; Milliken, 1987). Managers routinely use information 
search to reduce uncertainty. When the environment remains relatively stable or changed in slow cycle, managers at 
SMEs would commit fewer resources to information search, therefore longer cycle time. Higher environmental 
turbulence generally elicits more frequent scanning efforts Chakravarthy, B. (1997). Under such conditions, SMEs 
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decision makers need more information to define problems, generate and evaluate alternative solutions (Elenkov, 
1997). We hypothesized for all SMEs (both LEA ~dopters and HEA adopters) that: 

HJ: The greater the degree of environmental turbulence, the greater the frequency of information search. 
Research findings generally support the importance of environmental scanning for the survival of business ventures 
(Brush, 1992; Chrisman and Leslie, 1989). SMEs acting as high intensity adopters will expect to search more 
frequently the environment than low intensity adopters (Wu, Mahajan, and Balasubramanian 2003), they are more 
"curious" and more proactive. Consequently, we hypothesized: 

H2: Environmental turbulence has greater positive impact on the information search frequency of11EA SMEs 
that of LE.4. SMEs. 

Aguilar ( 1967) distinguished internal and external sources of search. Internal modes pertain to reports, memos and 
discussion with internal partners, managers and employees about the external environment. ExternaI·sources of 
search include contacts with customers, trade magazines, suppliers, government officials, and attendants of 
association. Several studies suggested that while SMEs managers use a variety of information, t~ey are apt to rely 
heavily on their own experience and internal sources of information when making decisions, even in situations where 
seeking external sources of information would be more appropriate and beneficial (Pineda and Lerner, 1998; Brush, 
1992). Therefore, rather than searching extensively for optimal sources of information and incurring the additional 
costs, they prefer to use most readily available information sources, usually internal, a characteristic of bounded 
rationality (March and Simon, 1958). The preference of one source of information search does not preclude SMEs 
managers to use the alternative sources at the same time. Some SMEs may exhibit high usages of two sources at the 
same time. However, given the time and resource constraints in SMEs, and the lack of personnel in specialized 
environmental scanning, coupled with _high degree of dependence on one or few individuals, there could exist a 
trade-off relationship between internal and external sources of information search (Wu, Mahajan, and 
Balasubramanian 2003). Therefore, we hypothesize the following for all SMEs: 

H3 :· The greater the degree of environmental turbulence, the higher the extent of external search. 
HEA SMEs have to overcome the "liability of newness" of the technology they have just adopted. Integration of the 
new technology into their business model might be of major concern, but not for LEA SMEs. As Johannisson (1990) 
argued, entrepreneurs should use their personal relationship with individuals outside. their respective organizations to 
collect relevant environmental information. Such external search would not only serve the purpose of reducing 
organizational uncertainty, but would also increase organizational legitimacy in the marketplace (Wu, Mahajan, and 
Balasubramanian 2003 ). Therefore, we expect that: 

H4: Environmental turbulence has a greater positive impact on the external search of LEA than on HEA SMEs. 
Gudmundson, Tower, and Hartman (2001) analyzed the internal and external information search for small 
businesses. Their findings suggest that managers in small and medium-sized firms might want to consider increasing 
both the acquisition of more external information and the use of various processes for gathering and sharing 
information, especially in present turbulent environment. As the overall environmental conditions become more 
turbulent, the usage of internal sources of information may increase as a dominant way to reduce the increasing 
uncertainty Johnston, H.R. and M. Vitale (1988). Based on the above arguments, we proposed for SMEs: 

H5: The greater the degree of environmental turbulence, the greater the extent of internal search. 

Many business environmental turbulence studies support the importance of external environmental contact and 
scanning activities and frequently points out the lack of information as a primary problem for small and medium
sized ventures (Chrisman and Leslie, 1989). The typical organizational challenges facing SMEs, such as time and 
resource constrains, are particularly greater in the case of the adoption of a new technology. For high intensity 
adopters, as they become experienced over time in terms of where to find internal and external sources of 
information, they may have developed or are in the process of developing formal organization structµres and 
processes for information search. When facing environmental turbulence, HEA SMEs may have an internal 
organization routine to upon which to rely. However, this may not be the case for LEA SMEs. Therefore, we 
assume that: 

H6: Environmental turbulence has greater positive impact on the internal search of HEA SMEs than LEA SMEs. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, RESULTS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The methodology used in this paper is similar with the one described by Liao, Welsch, and Stoica (2000). However, 
it is applied in the context of the adoption process and its implications on the frequency and type of environmental 
search. · · 
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Sample 
A sample of businesses from the state of Kansas has been used to test the hypotheses. The sample was bought from 
the Kansas Chamber of Commerce (KCC). It consists of businesses, members of the KCC that accepted to be 
contacted. A written questionnaire was mailed and a follow-up post card was sent several weeks after the first 
mailing. The respondent had the choice to respond by mailing back the filled questionnaire or use the survey website 
and respond on-line. From 937 KCC members to whom questionnaire have been sent 213 responses have been 
collected and used (response rate of 22.73 percent). 

Measures 
All measures used in this study have been used previously in several studies done by one of the authors. They have 
been proven reliable. A short description of the scales used is provided below. 

Environmental turbulence was measured by managers' perception of number and extent of changes per period. ( one 
year) (Bourgeois (1980). The study used a 14~item scale. Participants were asked to rate the degree of changes for 
various characteristics of task environment, including technology, competition, market/customers, suppliers and 
regulations. The answers were measured on 5-point scales, with a rating of 1 indicating that environmental element 
has the least changes. The scale is documented in Stoica (1995) and is based on Glazer and Weiss (1993) and 
Sinkula (1994). The scale,is reliable with .a Cronbach alpha coefficient of0.84. 

Market signals are identified and information on those signals is gathered and transmitted to the filter. How well the 
company does this should be judged on the amount of information that is detected. The more information that can be 
collected over a given period of time the better the detector operates. The major problem for any research involving · 
infonnation is represented by its measurement. Kholi, Jaworski, and Kumar (1993), Narver and Slater (1990), and 
Slater and Narver (1994) measured information generation by the number of signals ·gathered in a given period of 
time. It can be assessed by how often the responsible entities in the business unit meet with clients, competitors,. etc. 
Multiple departments (within the organization) should engage in this activity because each has a unique market lens 
(Kholi, Jaworslo, and Kumar 1993). A twelve-ite~ Likert scale measured the s·earch for information construct. The 
intelligence generation MARK.OR scale was used. Two items were added after in-depth interviews were held 
(Cronbach-alpha of 0. 77). 

. -
Frequency of information search was measured by asking participants the frequency with which the managers scan 
the task environment. This construct was measured using a five-point ordinal scale anchored by extremely 
infrequent to extremely frequent. Internal search was measured by a list of items related to internal sources of 
information, such as "we consider every employee in the business as a possible source of information," "In this 
business, we do a lot of in-house market research." Respondents were requested to·rate the statement on a five-point 
scale, with a rating of 1 indicating strongly disagree and 5 indicating strongly agree. ·External search was measured 
by a list of items related to externaf sources of information. Respondents were requested to rate statements, e.g., 
"We poll end users at least once a year to assess the quality of products/services," on a 5-point scale. A rating of 1 
indicates strongly disagree. 

Method 
Multiple regression analysis was utilized to test the formulated hypotheses. Three full regres~ion models using, 
frequency of information processing, internal search and external search as the dependent variij.ples, arid different 
types of environmental turbulence as the independent variables were tested. In a second stage, the sample was 
divided into two sub-samples using SMEs that adopted HEA and LEA. The same regression models were tested for 
each of the two sub-samples. The correlation matrix and descriptive statistics of variables ID:Volved in the study are 
reported in Table 1. 

The first hypothesis, H 1, stated that environmental turbulence will lead to more frequent information search activities 
in SMEs. The model using all companies (see Table 2) indicates that a significant relationship exists between 
environmental turbulence and information search frequency (Adjusted-R2 = .114,"F = 3.322, p < .05). The regression 
coefficients suggest that technological turbulence and supplier·turbulences increase the frequency of information 
search activities significantly (P ;= .267, p = .113, both at p < .05). Competitive changes were found to be strongly 
associated with information search frequency (P = .129, p < .05). Thus, H 1 is supported. 
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Hypothes·es, R2, stated that environmental turbulence will have greater positive impact on information search 
frequency of REA SMEs than LEA SMEs. The hypothesis is partially supported. The regression model for the REA 
SMEs subgroup yielded an adjusted-R-square of .157 (F = 3.106, p < 0.1), with technological turbulence as the 
leading predictor(~= .347, p < .05). However, we did not find an overall significant relationship between 
environmental turbulence and search frequency for the LEA group of businesses. Also, competitive turbulence, 
which leads to decreasing search frequency for LEA SMEs, showed no impact on the HEA SMEs. 

H3, stating .that the usage of external search will increase as the environmental turbulence increases, was supported 
too. As indicated in Table 2, the model running all companies in the sample, with external search as the dependent 
variable, yielded an adjusted-R-s.quare of .113 (F = 3.142, p < .01). Among the significant predictors were 
turbulence in the sectors of technology(~= .452, p < .01) and suppliers(~= .268, p < .01). 

The next hypothesis, ~' stated that environmental turbulence has a greater positive impact on the external search of 
LEA than on REA SMEs. As presented in table 2, we found that environmental turbulence is a significant predictor 
of external search. We found that technological change is important for both high adopters and low adopters. 
Suppliers' turbulence is important for LEA adopters, while regulatory turbulence is important for all firms. Thus we 
only found partial support for H4• 

Hypothesis R5 affirming that greater the degree of environmental turbulence, the greater the extent of internal search 
was supported. As indicated in Table 2, regression analysis shows significant results (Adjusted-R2 = .118, F = 4. 764, 
p < .01 ), with technological turbulence (~ = .307 p < .05) and supplier turbulence (~ = -. 130, p < .1) as the 
significant predictors. · · 

Finally, hypotheses H6 predicted that environmental turbulence has greater positive impact on the internal search of 
HEA SMEs than LEA SMEs. Results show a mixed support for· this hypothesis. Internal search is strongly related to 
technological change and regulatory changes for HEA companies, while LEA companies show an increase in internal 
search activities in the context of market turbulence and supplier turbulence (see Table 2). 

Results suggested different search modes for low intensity and high intensity adopters in the context of a turbulent 
environment. This supports the presence of the adoption effect (high intensity adoption versus low intensity 
adoption) on the relationship between environmental turbulence and SMEs search behavior. Technological 
turbulence is the best predictor. As technological turbulence increases, decision makers in high intensity adopters 
SMEs prefer to increase its search frequency, and more extensive utilization of external sources of information. By 
contrast, the low intensity adopters are poised to engage in more extensive internal and search but not necessarily 
increase their search frequency. External search is usually an expensive choice as compared with m:ternal one 
(Pearce, Chapman & David, 1982). This is due to the fact that high intensity adopters may be used to do more 
search, have more resources available and more contacts in the external environment. Low intensity adopters tend to 
make up the shortage of external search with more internal search in face of technological turbulence. As competitive 
turbulence increases, managers in high intensity adopter SMEs are apt to decrease their internal search activities 
while managers for low intensity adopters will decrease its search frequency. These counter-intuitive findings 
challenge the widely held rational notion that in order to reduce organizational uncertainty, SMEs managers would 
increase their search activities as with the increase in competitive dynamics. It is speculated that SMEs might place 
different emphasis on their search_ efforts. LEA SMEs search efforts may be understandably more geared toward 
efficiency and effective use of resources, given their resource constraints. · 
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THE ENNEAGRAM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGEMENT: 
PART I - CHARACTER FIXATION TYPES 1-4 

Kaylene C. Williams 
California State University, Stanislaus 

INTRODUCTION 
The Enneagram primarily has been used as a tool to stimulate self-awareness, self-observation, self-remembering, 
md the cultivation of spiritual knowledge. According to noted Enneagram author Helen Palmer, the Enneagram is 
"a personalized road map for spiritual experience." (Stocker, 1994, A.17) However, more recently it has migrated 
into the workplace as a management tool used in team building, hiring, promotion, and training. Overall, it is a 
useful tool that can be used to find out the root of what motivates individuals and makes them think, feel, and act as 
they do, i.e., "a window into the Soul." (Dudley, 2002, 2) 

The Enneagram represents nine basic personality or character fixation types. Each type is a specific psychological 
strategy, worldview, or defense mechanism developed early in life to avoid emotional discomfort (Colina, 1998). 
As stated by Eli Jaxon-Bear (1995b, 1), "In actuality, each is a strategy based on the idea of 'ine,' getting what 'I 
believe I need,' staying in control and protecting who 'I believe I am.'" Each person is predominantly characterized 
by the goodness and obsession of one of these types. That is, what motivates us can be apparently virtuous and also 
a vice. However, being conscious of the vice and automatic patterning allows us to make more conscious choices 
and to evolve as individuals. (Armstrong, 2001) As noted by Goldberg, "The real winners [are those] who go with 
their natural personality flow and don't waste a bunch of time and energy trying to be something (or someone) 
they're not" (Bender, 2000, 310). It is said that those who work with the Enneagram will break away from their ego 
or character fixation that traps them in suffering and possibly reach the state of non-self or Self (Digging Deeper, 
2004). 

The purpose of this paper with its Parts I and II is to present the Enneagram overall as well as its history and the 
advantages and disadvantages of its use. In addition, the purpose of the Enneagram is explained in terms of Essence 
and character fixation. Thereafter, the nine fixations are presented in detail _with specific tips for sales managers to 
use in managing and motivating each particular type of seller. Due to the level of detaifrequired to thoroughly 
represent each fixation, this paper (Part I) has a companion paper (Part II). Part I contains an explanation of what · 
the Enneagram is, its history, a discussion of the distinction.between Essence and character fixation, and a 
description ofEnneagram fixation types 1-4. Part II contains descriptions ofEnneagram fixation types 5-9, 
discusses how to know your fixation type, and presents the advantages and disadvantages of using the Enneagram. 

WHATISTHEENNEAGRAM? 
Psychology and in turn the business community have had ongoing interests in personality. Personality is important 
because it indicates qualities in a person above and beyond skills and qualifications, e.g., work attitude, 
conscientiousness, level of commitment, how one deals with stress, and attitude toward others. (New Zealand 
Herald, 2004) Some think that everything a person does flows from personality while others believe that situation or 
environment predict behavior. (High, 2002) In either case, it is believed that personality is fixed by age 21, and that 
trying to go against one's type takes an incredible amount of energy and may even be futile. (Austin, 1995; · ·, 
Sukrung,2004) . 

In truth, the Enneagram with its corresponding psychometric testcan serve as a mirror so that individuals see 
themselves clearly and make more conscious choices. (Fiely, 2002; Sukrung, 2004) According to the Enneagram, 
people are divided into nine personality or character fixation types regardless of sex, race, or, religion. Each type is 
defined in terms of both negative and positive qualities, and, one point is not better than another. (Fiely, 2002; 
Murali, 2003) However, it can be difficult to decide which Enneagram type an individual is. That is, sometimes 
people of different types will be motivated and behave in identical ways. (Murali, 2003) 

In spite of this difficulty, psychometric tests have been used in •hiring, promotion, and professional development by a 
third of U.S. businesses. In particular, an increasing number of companies are interested in using the Enneagram to 
assess the ten competencies needed for job performance in the business arena, i.e., leadership; strategy-building . 
abilities, decision-making skills, change management skills, delegation skills, communication skills, negotiation, 
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influencing.ability and use of power, conflict management skills, and teamwork (Joseph, 2002). Executives and 
staff from companies such as Motorola, Boeing, Toyota, Adobe, AT&T, and Marriott have studied the Enneagram. 
At Silicon Graphics, for example, it is part of the continuing education program. Even the CIA has held briefings on 
the Enneagrambehavior of world leaders. (Austin, 1995; Sukrung, 2004) As such, the $400 million psychometric 
testing industry has grown significantly in the past five years. (Hsu, 2004) In fact, studies have shown that profiling 
results are three times more accurate in predicting job performance than all of a person's previous work experience 
combined. This high degree of predictability particularly is true of the Keirsey Temperament Sorter, the Myers
Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), and the Enneagram. However, it still is advised that testing be used in conjunction 
with an interview as well as skills and aptitude testing. (New Zea~and Herald, 2004) 

HISTORY OF THE ENNEAGRAM 
While the Enneagram's history is largely undocumented, it is believed to have been in use for over 2t500 years. Its 
roots are shrouded in mystery but believed to be from an ancient wisdom tradition in the East. (Kale & Shrivastava, 
2003) In particular, it is believed to have originated in the Middle East in the Kingdoms of Babylon and the wisdom 
school of the Sarmoun Brotherhood. In the 14th or 15th centuries it was passed to Islamic mathematicians who 
incorporated it into their mystical teachings. (Armstrong, 2001) It is generally attributed to Sufi's who once lived in 
the region of Afghanistan. To the Sufi Brotherhoods, it was a secret oral tradition that was guarded zealously so that 
it would not fall into the wrong hands. Other historic versions trace it back to Taoism, Buddhism, Christianity, and 
ancient Greece. (Kotelnikov, 2004; Digging Deeper, 2004) 

No written records of it existed until it was brought to the West by the Russian mystic Georges Gurdjieff (1866-
1949) (Kale & Shrivastava, 2003). Sufi teachers initiated Gurdjieff into the use of the Enneagram. He then 
introduced it to London at the turn of the century. (Stocker, 1994) He used it to recognize his student's aptitude for 
certain types of inner life training. However, Gurdjieff did not transmit the Enneagram to his students in full. As 
the Enneagram came to the U.S., psychotherapy picked it up som~time in the 1950s. (Kotelnikov, 2004; Bradford, 
2001) . 

Today's Enneagram is attributed to a Chilean named Oscar Ichazo. He trained with Sufi teachers in Afghanistan and 
incorporated it into his system of human development. In the 1960s, he developed a theory of nine personality types 
corresponding to the nine points of the Enneagram. (Ichazo, 1982) In 1971, lchazo brought his teaching from Chile 
to the United States, where John Lilly and Claudio Naranjo learned about it. Naranjo reframed the Enneagram in 
terms of modern western psychology and called his system the Enneagram of Fixations. (Naranjo, 1990) Through 
Naranjo, a Jesuit priest named Bob Ochs used the "Sufi Numbers" as a tool for spiritual development, prayer, and 
living in community. That is, the Enneagram went public in 1972 when it was taken up by Christians and 
Californians. (Stocker, 1994) In the 1980s, authors Helen Palmer and Don Richard Riso popularized Naranjo's 
Enneagram of Fixations as a psychological profiling system. (Palmer, 1995; Riso & Hudson, 1996, 2003) Today, 
the Enneagram is widely used in clinical psychology, corporate America, and among Jesuit and Catholic priests. As 
noted by Riso, "It bridges spirituality and psychology in a nice way. The Enneagram is a universal spirituality: it 
brings people together from all religions." (Neff, 1995, 35) Its use in the business world is a relatively recent • 
development. (Kotelnikov, 2004; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Colina, 1998) However, over the last 20 years, scores 
of books and hundreds of executive development seminars on the Enneagram have found their way into the business 
domain (Kale & Shrivastava, 2003}. 

ESSENCE AND THE ENNEAGRAM OF CHARACTER FIXATION 
"Those who mistake the appearance for the reality, the shadow for the substance, and the true for the false, fail to 
attain the essential." - Gautama Buddha from the Dhammapada 

Essence is the truth of an individual. It is the fullness of one's strength, courage, understanding, and love. Each -
individual typically has had times when this pure, innocent Being and unmanifest possibility has shined through 
them and been experienced as heightened awareness. "Soon the child's clear eye is clouded over by ideas and 
opinions, preconceptions and abstractions. Simple free being becomes encrusted with the burdensome armor of the 
ego. Not until years later does an instinct come that a vital sense of mystery has been withdrawn. The sun glints 
through the pines, and the heart is pierced in a moment of beauty and strange pain, like a memory of paradise. After 
that day ... we become seekers." (By Peter Mathiessen in High, 2002, 1) · 
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However, these moments of feeling and expressing pure Essence seem fleeting. Awareness seems to get covered 
over by the stress of daily living as well as egoic and mechanical patterns that seemingly prohibit the direct 
experience of Truth. This egoic covering is the core of character fixation. "The Enneagram of Character Fixation 
describes the mysterious drama where Immortal Consciousness has crystallized into the subtle form called the 'knot 
of ego.'. This knot is the mistaken identification of Consciousness with form." (Jaxon-Bear, 1996, 1) That is, the 
relationship between Essence, character fixation, and personality can be portrayed by three concentric circles. The 
core circle is Essence or Truth, the second layer is character fixation or ego, and the third layer is personality_or 
individual traits, habits, and behavior patterns. (Jaxon-Bear, 1994; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003) That is, character 
fixation is even more fundamental than personality. 

The literature often portrays the Enneagram in terms of personality but this is a layer displaced from the true purpose 
of the Enneagram. "The Enneagram of Character Fixation as we now know it is the most precise description that we 
have of the knot of ego that must be cut. It shows us that consciousness has crystallized itself in the physical, mental 
or emotional body." (Jaxon-Bear, 1995c) That is, the purpose of the Enneagram is to mirror and to discover what 
·we are not- the character fixation. According to Jaxon-Bear (1994), character fixation is deeper than personality. It 
arises out of ego and it makes us identify with someone other than who we really are. That is, one's Soul and 
Essence get deflected in character fixation and in reverse image. In Truth, we are Essence and egoic character 
fixation seemingly veils Essence so that we think, feel, and behave as if we are the egoic character fixation. 
Personality flows out of and is an expression of character fixation. So, using the Enneagram to approach personality 
is far displaced from its deeper mirroring capacity. "In fact, the Enneagram is describing character fixation. It is 
quite obvious that the same character fixation can manifest as a wide variety of personalities. Character fixation is 
the masking and imitating of true character or essence. By assuming the work to be at the level of personality the 
crucial point is missed and pointless work follows. The true gift of the Enneagram is not about transformation, nor 
mystical states, nor ego reduction, nor working on the personality, but rather the end of the false identification as a 
limited entity." (Jaxon-Bear, 1996, 2) That is, the Enneagram is a tool and system of mirroring and understanding 
that points us in the direction of Freedom and freedom from the ego. As noted by J'laranjo (1990), essence is a 
process, an egoless, unobscured, and free manner of functioning of the integrated: human wholeness, or, we are 
striving to become a living manifestation of the divinity that lies dormant in each ofus. The Enneagram explains the 
nature of ego and how the ego works in the nine basic types of indi vi'duals on the planet. That is, if you can see the 
character fixation, then you can use the right words, incentives, and behaviors in dealing with others. For example, 
if you could understand the character fixation of an individual, then you could sell more successfully to that type of 
individual. Also, if we can see our own fixation traps clearly, then we can be free from the ego and discover our full 
Essence. "The Enneagram is a mirror in which you can see who you are not" (Jaxon-Bear, 1995c, 2). (Jaxon-Beai, 
1994, 1995c, 1996, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003) · 

It should be noted that the ego or character fixation veils the Truth. As a result, the truth about the character fixation 
may tend to be disappointing, reactivating, and not very positive. It is important to note that the promise of the 
Enneagram is to release people from the character fixation rather than to make us better at being a particular 
fixation. 

NINE TYPES OF CHARACTER FIXATION IN THE ENNEAGRAM AND TIPS FOR MANAGING A 
SELLER OF EACH TYPE 

Listed below are descriptions of each of the nine Enneagram types. The first paper or Part ~ contains descriptions of 
fixation types 1-4. The second paper or Part II contains descriptions for fixation types 5:.9. Esiph of these 
descriptions provides a generalized depiction of the character fixation as well as typical occupational areas, famous 
individuals and their fixation types, and the generalized statements representing each type. Thereafter, specific sales 
management tips are presented for working with a seller having ·each type of fixation. As noted by Goldberg, it also 
is important for sales reps to recognize these traits within themselves. The Enneagram is nqt simply a managerial 
tool, but a collaborative mechanism that allows managers and reps to realize their most productive motivational 
environment. (Alonzo, 2001a) 

1. Type One: Perfectionist, Moralizer, Reformer. Ruler 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris &·Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
2004; Holubitsky, 1996; Wright, 1996; Whalen, 1995; St. Petersburg Times, 1994; Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; 
Alonzo, 2000; Bhat, 2002; Pounds, 2002; Alonzo, 2001a; White, 2001; Clifford, 2003; Critchell, 2003; 
Thomson, 1993;) 
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Type One individuals strive for perfection, systematic and methodical order, and neatness. They are idealistic and 
feel morally and ethically superior in that they do what they should, must, or ought to do. Ones can be conscientious 
perfectionists who are intolerant of others' errors as well as their own errors and mistakes. Their inner drive is to be 
always right, that is, morally right wherein any other opinion is wrong. Ones feel that they must be responsible and 
in control doing everything themselves in their own way. Their inner critic is worried about getting it right and is 
preoccupied with details and correcting error. Due to this need for perfection and their criticalness of self and 
others, they often are impatient and inflexible with processes and goals. Their self image is to see and judge the 
world dualistically, e.g., black/white, right/wrong, good/evil, love/hate, and my way/your way. That i~ .they have a 
refined voice of conscience and a fascist superego. Hence, compromise is generally very difficult because they try 
to make themselves and the world around them conform to proper ideals. No task is finished until it is perfect. That 
is, if it is not perfect, it is not any good. They are driven idealistically to do the right, worthy, or correct thing; In 
general, they are serene and hard workers who work for the highest motive and the satisfaction of doing the job as 

. perfectly as possible. They earn love by overworking to be perfect and this need to be perfect traps them. The 
problem is that they are never quite good enough and never able to meet the idealized criteria: As a result, they 
follow and even enslave themselves to rules and organization. They can become resentful, prickly, edgy, and 
dissatisfied when things go wrong, micromanaging and demoralizing everyone and everything. Because they are 
very serious and avoid errors, they become upset with waste and tasks not being done properly and unnecessary 
socializing that gets in the way of doing the job. In addition, when things are not going properly, they can be 
preachy, pedantic, zealous, and procrastinate until it is done right. In addition, they develop strategies to avoid 
criticism and punishinent for being wrong. For example, they may put off a project, task, or choice for fear of 
making a mistake. Also, they may appear jealous of others who have it all and who are not concerned or responsible 
about creating the needed .result. Additionally, they can become obsessed with improvement, finding out who is at 
fault, and with controlling and ruling how things should be improved. While anger is avoided, they often have 
interiorized, righteous anger and even repressed anger due to perceived or real flaws in the system and being 
incensed about perceived insults to their values and integrity in obeying the rules. In accordance, they can be harsh, 
punitive, and negative. However, they have honorable intentions ·and can be very loyal and conscientious advocates 
or reformers for the right person or cause. They will put aside their personal interests and needs for the welfare of 
others, often feeling as if they have a mission in life. That is, they see themselves as eager white knights saving the 
world .with their good judgment, wise decisions, and responsible behavior. In this regard, they express energy, 
ambition, a vision of balance, and an overall striving for excellence. However, this severe position of wanting to be 
right at all costs causes them to be uptight as if driving through life with the brakes on. The hard-working, self
controlled Type One individual tends to need to lighten up and have some fun as well as be acknowledged regularly 
for his achievements and high standards. 

Because Ones like orderliness and clearly defined systems, they work well in technical or public service occupations 
and as project leaders, judges, lieutenants, managers, sales managers, teachers, librarians, and coaches. The animal 
depicting the One would be the eagle. Examples of Type One fixations include Martin Luther> Clint Eastwood, 
Jerry Falwell, Mahatma Gandhi, John Lennon, Mary Poppins, King Solomon, Al Gore, Nelson Mandela, Dianne 
Feinstein, Martin Luther King Jr., Emily Post, Ralph Nader, Diane from Cheers, Abraham Lincoln, the Amish, and 
Switzerland. In a nutshell, the One can be typified as "I believe I have to be perfect before others can love me or 
approve of me. I easily see what is incorrect in situations and how to improve them. I put continuous pressure on 
myself while at the same time resenting the conditions of that strain. I do what I should do rather than what I want 
to do." (Pounds, 2002, 3.D.) Their summarizing statement would be "I am right and good. What's wrong with this 
picture?" 

Managing the Type One Seller 
• Service is first. 
• He checks his paperwork twice to make sure that each item is complete with no missing data·. The order is 

completed to perfection. 
■ When another employee makes a mistake, the One often chastises the staff member immediately and 

severely. 
• Help him be more patient and flexible with processes and go~ls. 
• Give him a plan and clearly defined procedures to follow, i.e., well-communicated criteria and incentive 

plans. 
■ A TQM management style would be appealing to this individual and bring out his strengths. 
■ Regularly acknowledge him for his achievements and principles. 
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■ The self-righteous and honorably intended One may need to be told that he is wrong while leaving the 
correct answer open-ended. 

• Do not ask hini to compromise his ethics or principles. 
• . . Help _him lighten up and have some fun. 

2. Type Two: Helper, Giver, Mother Goddess, Mentor 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
2004; White, 2001; Colina, 1998; Getting Results, 1997; Holubitsky, 1996; Austin, 1996; Whalen, 1995; 
Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; Brugha, 1998; Alonzo, 2001a; Clifford, 2003; Critchell, 2003; Bhat, 2002; Alonzo, 
2000; Schulze, 2000; Wright, 1996) 

Type Two individuals need to be needed and to be seen as indispensable. They will go the extra distance to please 
others at the cost of taking care of themselves. That is, Twos are exteriorized image points dwelling on who they are 
with and how they look to others rather than being loved for themselves. Because Twos are relationship oriented, 
·they prefer one-on-one relationships rather than standing out in front of the group. Twos work for the person rather 
than the product, so reassurance, appreciation, clarity, and warmth are important. They like to be right behind the 
leader or principal target of interest, emotionally supporting the targeted leader yet dependent on the leader for 
acknowledgement, approval, and extravagant gifts. They want to hear "I could not have done this without you." 
Hence, they will aggressively seduce the power of the thrown or the targeted principal in order to get image, love, 
and adoration. In conjunction, it is difficult for Twos to know and express their own needs. _ They avoid their own 
needs with the trap of service. But, they happily please and serve others with their excellent rapport, sensitivity to 
the needs of others, friendliness, and kindness. However, their service is a double-edged sword in that ruthless 
Twos strive to come out ahead in the bargain. That is, they only give if they can get more in exchange. On the other 
hand, Twos are empa~hetic, devoted, relational, caring, generous, and can give with-true altruism. They are 
compassionate and expressive about causes such as the underprivileged, the environment, and animal rights. They 
embody the perfect mother and their unselfish nurturing qualities are unparalleled., Their warm hearts and sincerity 
bring them needed approval and a wide circle of appreciative friends. The well-~djusted Two meets people easily 
and becomes good friends quickly, remaining in touch with old -friends and remembering birthdays and 
anniversaries. They introduce people to each other. But, Twos can become disappointed when their giving is not 
appreciated or reciprocated appropriately. While they are proud of their selfless giving and stainless steel exterior, 
they often have repressed strings attached. That is, they give in order to meet their own needs for love, approval, 

. and admiration. In particular, they seductively work on others who in turn make the environment and life the way 
the Two wants it to be. Also, they give to avoid rejection. They avoid conflict and anything that may take away 
love or approval. They are concerned and even possessed ·with personal relationships and want to know that they 
are indispensable, particularly to their principal power, interest, e.g., boss or mate. Their unending requirement for 
flattery and the constant emotional neediness and hunger for affection and approval can pe seen as very intrusive 
and manipulative. That is, Twos help those in trouble but their attentions can be very smothering and prideful. The 
co-dependent Two can overdo, so appropriate limits must be set particularly regarding personal contact. It is hard 
for a Two to set limits-and uphold rules or boundaries. As a result, Twos find it hard to say no. Hence, 
communication can be ambivalent. Because Twos have difficulty expressing and meeting their own needs directly, 
they often appear chameleon-like and angry because they are stressed by trying to help others so much. For 
example, they have an incessant need for warmth, stroking, and feedback. When they do not get their way, 
however, they can dwell on the disservice accorded them and even become vindictive about it. In additi~n, the 
receiver of the service or help can never make up for or pay enough for services rendered . . T~ work area is often 
seen as a family rather than a group of unrelated co-workers. The Two wants to feel at home, be called by his name, 
and greeted cheerfully. However, the Two emphasizes how his actions will help others and will nurture good 
workplace relationships. To prove his helpfulness, the Two is likely to display tokens ofth~ from the staff. 
Disruptions to routine matters can be taken very personally and very hysterically. Leaving and changes are seen as 
disloyal and require apologies and assurances. Refusing friendship with a Two will be considered and long 
remembered as enemies. Friendship is valued over guidelines or procedures. !µefficient business practices and 
-errors may occur because Twos do not want to hurt, sadden, or inconvenience anyone, particularly, the principal 
power interest. The Two also can be the martyr/saint who has no needs and focuses on earning love by giving and 
becoming indispensable to others. In that way, they even may end up managing others' lives. While Twos believe 
that they have no needs, they go_ out and help somebody else altruistically. In turn, this helps the Two to feel better 
about himself and to ·get his needs met. Because they earn love by being helpful, they can help even those who q.o 
not want help. That is, helping has ceased to be a choice and has become an obsession to get love and to reduce the 
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deep feeling of self-hatred and lack Qf self worth. However, the evolved Two can be genuinely caring and 
supportive by responding to the heart rather than the head or gut. · 

Typical workareas for the Two include customer service, networking, assistant, confidant, guide, executive 
secretary, sales; recruiting, over-working mothers, self-sacrificing wives, and the idealized woman in Western 
society. The animal depicting the Two would be the house cat. Examples of Type Two fixations include Elvis 
Presley, Mary Magdalene, Dolly Parton, Mr. Rogers, Mia Farrow, Leo Buscaglia, Nancy Reagan, Jerry Lewis, 
Elizabeth Taylor, Coach and Woody from Cheers, Our Gal Friday, Betty Boop, and Thailand. Their.summarizing 
statement _would be "Who am I with? I am helpful. I am taking .care of you. No one knows how to take care of you 
better than me. I am free to serve you. They know me there." 

Managing the Type Two Seller 
• This seller is very image and relationship focused. He may view errors as unimportant and may give up 

good business practice in order to maintain the relationship or image. 
• Support the Two in his need for fulfillment and his diminished sense of value and self worth. 
• Acknowledge and appreciate him as the power behind the thrown. The Two will bend over backwards to 

get what he wants from the principal power interest. He will do anything to make his person look good. 
• The Two can be absolutely ruthless in getting the best deal or price because he only gives if he is getting 

what he wants in return. That is, he can drive a ~ard bargain and is not going to give the organization 
away. 

• Because this seller is solicitous and friendly, use his talents appropriately in customer service and in 
building interpersonal team connections. 

• . The Two can overdo, so set _appropriate limits particularly regarding personal contact. 
• Be sure to tell him "I could not have done this without you." 
• . Motivate the Two with approval and awards suc,i as employee-of-the-month recognition. 

3. Type Three: Performer, Achiever, Producer, Organizer, Magician 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
'2004; White, 2001; Alonzo, 2001a; Clifford, 2003; Critchell, 2003; Alonzo, 2000; Banks, 2000; Schulze, iOOO; 
Colina, 1998; Wright, 1996; Holubitsky, 1996; Whalen, 1995; St. Petersburg Times, 1994; Bhat, 2002; Hardin, 
1995; Stoeltje, 2000; Getting Results, 1997; Lattin, 1994; Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; Alonzo, 2001b) 

Threes seek to be loved for their achievements. They want to compete, win, lead, and be seen. While work is all in 
all, these Type-A individuals are highly concerned with demonstrating competence and over-achieve'ment in all 
areas of their lives. They are pragmatic and hard working individuals who need to succeed. in meeting their inner 
standards even if they are somewhat unattainable. Often, they are competitive, workaholics driven by the need for 
status and personal advancement. This results-oriented focus avoids failure at all costs. The Three is the 
prototypical competitive American business type who loves to get to the finish line first. They want to be 
productive and make the world a more efficient place to live. They are industrious in that they are optimistic, 
energetic, self-assured, and driven to see alternate ways to solve problems and achieve goals. To the Three, time not 
used is wasted and will never come back. They are good at getting a lot done in a little time with efficiency and 
productivity uppermost. Because they want to project a consistent image of excellence and confidence, they can be 
hard to get to know. These go-getters have difficulty in asking for help and are critical of incompetence and 
inefficiency. Because of their drive to bottom-line success, they have learned to be adaptable and accomplished 
team b_uilders and motivators. Mentoring, networking, and status are important to them. As an organizer, they seek 
to manufacture a picture-perfect existence based on a long list of activities, goals, and achievements. However, they 
are motivated mostly by winning and may minim_ize the human element in their interactions, e.g., they can be 
superficial and crass leaders wherein a hostile takeover or firing someone is no problem. Because other people 
contribute to the success of a project, Threes need to see others' input as invaluable to the bottom-line. However; as 
a practical and enthusiastic winner, the Three has a hard time just hanging out with people and taking it easy. They . 
may become mechanical with a pattern of success and identify with what they do rather than who they are. For 
example, the Performer gets depressed when facing a loss but can put up an impressive facade. Because of the high 
degree of identification with role or performance, they may lean toward vainglory or be tempted to deceive in order 
to get ahead. They even can suspend experiencing their emotions when deceiving themselves or others. That is, 
when they fear failure, they may change their personality to suit the need for winning or for meeting the 
expectations of others. This means, no hysterics and no falling apart allowed. Threes value public recognition for 
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their accomplishments in·that they like to display their success and achievement to others. Beautiful decorations and 
clothing are important to their obsession with image and status. The typically attractive Three focuses on 
appearance and style over substance and often ignores taking care of deeper, emotional needs. Communication with 
Threes needs to.be efficient while motivation needs to be tangible, regular, systematic, and lead to image 
enhancement. That way, they enthusiastically can align their competitive spirits and impressive accomplishments 
and means with the goals of the organization. High-spirited and multi-tasking Threes can get the job done. 
However, they can appear to be more productive than they actually are, cutting comers to stay ahead of the game. 

The Eight wants to run his own show. Hence, he often excels and graduates quickly to higher levels of leadership. 
· Excellent c·areer areas for the Three include public relations, volunteering, salespeople, people jobs, debutantes, 
captains of the winning team, positions o_fprestige, and anyone who interacts with people such as good "packagers" 
and competent promoters. Retirement will probably be very difficult for the Three. The animal depicting the Three 
would be the peacock. Examples of Type Three fixations include Donald Trump, Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
McDonald's, Cindy Crawford, Anthony Robbins, Werner Erhard, Tom Cruise, Rebecca from Cheers, Bill Gates, 
Michael Jordan, John F. Kennedy, Bob Hope, Washington D.C., Tiger Woods, Mary Tyler Moore, Doris Day, Will 
Smith, Ken and Barbie, and Shirley Maclaine. Their summarizing statement would be "I am successful and 
efficient. I am what I do. You're fired." 

Managing the Type Three Seller 
• This seller needs to be successful and seen by others as successful. 
• He wants to lead, so let him lead. 
• He likes to get to the finish line first, so motivate him with admiration and public recognition, e.g., office 

leader board. 
• Use MBO to motivate this seller. 
• Encourage his team building and motivational skills. Let him be an inspiring role model to others. 
• He values image, beautiful offices and decor, beautiful clothes, and _stylish prominence. Support and 

acknowledge this propensity to beauty and style. 
• Provide flashing merchandise that will help him display his success to the general public. 

4. Type Four: Dreamer, Individualist. Tragic Romantic, Artist. Designer. Connoisseur 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
2004; Critchell, 2003; Clifford, 2003; Alonzo, 2001a; Schulze, 2000; Colina, 1998; Wright, 1996; White, 2001; 
Alonzo, 2000; Getting Results, 1997; Holubitsky, 199.6; Whalen, 1995; Stocker, 1994; Lattin, 1994; Fallows, · 
2000) 

Fours consider themselves to be very special people who are full of artistic and innovative ideas. They gravitate 
toward what is authentic, beautiful1 and unusual. They have a lot of style and strive · for the best in all situations. 
The Type Four individual is creative, emotionally charged, self-absorbed, introspective, melancholy, and attracted to 
the unavailable, missing, or flawed. Fours also are individualistic, intuitive, withdrawn, private, and able to 
experience the highs and lows of deep emotions. Their sense of supercharged emotional intimacy and drama 
expects and wants a series of peaks. They often are flamboyant, passionate, and sensitive to beauty and meaning, as 
well as wallowing in self-pity. That is, they may tum cold when the plains and valleys .show up and they see. !ife as 
half-empty and bittersweet. As special dreamers, they avoid ordinariness and crave self-expression and emotional 
depth. Given their unreachable ideals, they may feel inadequate or feel like they live on the edge of a black hole, 
and become depressed and envious of others who have what they are missing. Temperamental Fours often feel like 
they are· out of place, verging on hysteria. As a result, they dreaµi of heightened connections, warm experiences, 
and have a high degree of longing and tragic romance. The complex Four is motivated by the recognition that his 
uniqueness, depth, and aesthetic sense. contribute to quality and the organization's success. In that, they often 
develop unique approaches to problems identified by others. Also, they often do what they want and have special 
activities, interests, and hobbies, e.g., they may creatively personalize and privatize their space. Their defense 
mechanism is the sublimation of the expression of their feelings through other means such as art or music. They 
may appear eccentric; snobbish, or cryptic. · However, standing steady during the ·emotional tides, helping them feel 
that they make a. special contribution, and allowing them a good deal of personal interaction will keep them 
satisfied. They focus on quality as well as elegant and refined presentation of self and product. While very creative, 
they may become frustrated by the process. _ In particular, they may justify only doing the parts of their jobs that .they 
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see as important, useful, or interesting. Evolved Fours can help other people through their pain. They are 
committed to a passionate life including birth, sex, intensity, and death. 

Fours work well as exhibit creators, designers, personalized service providers, writers, professionals, and 
researchers. The animal depicting the Four would be the panther. Examples of Type Four fixations include Judy 
Garland, Orson Welles, Joan Baez, Winona Ryder, Patsy Cline, Oscar Wilde, Miss Piggy, Marlon Brando, John 
Keats, Neil Young, Vincent van Gogh, Frasier from Cheers, Steve Martin, Johnny Depp, Michael Jackson, Michelle 
Pfeiffer, and Japan. Their summarizing statement would be "I am special and no one understands the depth ofmy 
feelings. I am dif(erent. I am elite." 

Managing the Type Four Seller 
• The Four often feels unusual or out-of-place in some way. 
• He can add creativity and artistic flair to the work environment. 
• Recognize that his uniqueness, depth, and aesthetic sense contribute to the organization's success. 
• He can be hypersensitive to criticism and deteriorate into moodiness and erratic work habits. 
• Allow him a good deal of personal interaction and stand steady for him during the emotional tides. 
• To insure his best performance~ help him with his personal choices or judgments. 
• Allow him some spark in his job description and environment. 

SUMMARY 
This paper (Part I) has introduced the Enneagram of character fixation and its history. Also, it has delineated the 
relationship between Essence and character fixation. The maJority of this paper has focused on the Enneagram 
character fixations 1-4. In addition, the. sales management implications for managing sellers of each of the character 
fixation types 1-4 have been explored. 

"The beauty of the Enneagram, the exquisiteness of the Enneagram, is that it gives us the structure of who you are 
not. The great tragedy that I see in the use of the Enneagram is that people use it to go further to sleep- to say, "I'm 
a six and you're a four and that's why we are acting this way." Or, "Who are you? ... You're an eight, then you must 
be .... "· This is going deeper to sleep, rather than using the fixation to recognize that it is a trance induction. It is, in 
fact, not who you are. When you recognize that it is not who you are, then there is a possibility to wake up and 
discover who you really are." (Jaxon-Bear, 1994, 1) 
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THE ENNEAGRAM AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGEMENT: 
PART II- CHARACTER FIXATION TYPES 5-9 

Kaylene C. Williams 
California State University, Stanislaus 

INTRODUCTION 
The Enneagram of character fixation divides people's behavior into nine distinct and unique types. As such, 
knowledge of the Enneagram can enable one to understand and predict a person's behavior, perceptions, interactions, 
and communications in various situations. The Enneagram can be used to understand what drives people to behave 
as they do. Also, an understanding ofthe·Enneagram can be used in practical applications such as team building, 
motivation, leadership, empowerment, and sales force management as well as for self-discovery and spiritual 
evolution. (Kale & Shrivastava, 2003) 

"If you keep trying to see something that is stuck to the back of your head, you turn your head from side to side, 
straining to see what is behind you. You're able to see the peripheral area, but because it's plastered to the back of 
your head, it's impossible to truly see. The Enneagram proved to be a truly beautiful system to uncover, view and 
transcend the egoic structure." (Wiener, 1995, 1) 

The purpose of this paper with its Parts I and II is to present the Enneagram overall as well as its history and the 
advantages and disadvantages of its use. In addition, the purpose of the Enneagram is explained in terms of Essence 
and character fixation. Thereafter, the nine fixations are presented in detail with specific tips for sales managers to · 
use in managfog and motivating each particular type of seller. Due to the level of detail required to thoroughly 
represent each fixation, this paper (Part II) has a companion paper (Part I). Part I contains an expl_anation of what 
the Eruieagram is, its history, a discussion of the distinction between Essence and character fixation, and a 
description ofEnneagram fixation types 1-4. Part II contains descriptions ofEnn~agram fixation types 5-9, 
discusses how to know your fixation type, and presents the advantage_s and disadvantages of using the Enneagram. 

NINE TYPES OF CHARACTER FIXATION IN THE ENNEAGRAM AND TIPS FOR MANAGING A 
SELLER OF EACH TYPE 

Listed below are descriptions for each of the nine Enneagram types. The first paper or Part I contains descriptions · 
offixation types 1-4. The second paper or Part II contains descriptions for fixation types 5-9. Each of these 
descriptions provides a generalized depiction of the character fixation as well as typical occupational areas, famous 
individuals and their fixation.types, and the generalized statements representing each type. Thereafter, specific sales 
management tips are presented for working with a seller having each type of fixation. As noted by Goldberg, it also 
is important for sales reps to recognize these traits within themselves. The Enneagram is not simply a managerial 
tool, but a collaborative mechanism that allows managers and reps to realize their most productive motivation~! 
environment. (Alonzo, 2001a) 

5. Type Five: Observer, Wise Person, Sage, Thinker, Investigator. Mystic Philosopher 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & ffudson, 

· 2004; Alonzo, 2001a; Clifford, 2003; Critchell, 2003; Jaxon-Bear, 1994; Alonzo, 2000; ·BflPks, 2000; Schulze, 
2000; Colina, 1998; Getting Results, 1997; White, 2001; Holubitsky, 1996; Wright, 1996; Whalen, 1995; St. 
Petersburg Times, 1994; Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; Hardin~ 1995; Brugha, 1998) 

Fives value wisdom, knowledge, and learning. They are intellectually perceptive and able tq integrate information 
in new ways. A Five lov.es mastery in his own domain and usually is unexcelled in his field. They can be very 
private and solitary individuals who are emotionally detached in that they like to work with ideas and intellectual 
seeking rather than seeking out people for warmth and intimacy. However, they typically are curious, inventive, 
thoughtful, gentle, and polite. They are not very expressive and do not like surprises, emotional bonding, or rah-rah 
motivation. Typically, they like to work alone and not be interrupted. They will focus and ration their time, manage 
their energy, withdraw, and obse~e. That is, they protect their personal resources and can be tight with money. 
Fives are driven by the sense that something is missing and that there should be something there. As such, it is 
important to honor their intelligence and incessant need for intellectual seeking. They gain and analyze knowledge 
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as a wayofmaking sense in the world, i.e., they want to understand the world and make it a more reasonable place 
to live. They need opportunities to express their ideas and to expand their knowledge base .. They are dependable, 
self-motivated, and enjoy working alone on their own projects. Because they are very measured and overly self
controlled individuals, their boundaries need to be respected. They need to be given advance notice with regard to 
deadlines and changes, that is, they need some sense of predictability, parameters, and the bottom line. To feel safe 
and defend against difficulties, they tend to retract and go into isolation or compartmentalization. They like to work 
on their own and observe rather than participate. When around people, the Five has a very flat effect and typically 
would like to disappear into the background. They are deeply sensitive people without much of a defe11~~ against 
the outside world. They withhold themselves and have a rich inner life of fantasy. They watch remotely as the 
world unfolds and 'have an excellent capacity for learning, faultless· logic, and insight. They observe life from a safe 
distance while accumulating knowledge. Being preoccupied with privacy, they are dependent on routine and 
predictability. They can be eccentric and greedy for knowledge, ideas, and collections. Fives are unusual in that 
they can collect essence or the story behind the story. However, they hoard what they have rather than take from 
others. Their greed is for their own little private world, keeping their own things in the way that they want them. 
They find business and social interactions and commitments to be very depleting. Because they feel that they have 
no space, they often retreat into their minds. The Five views the world from the head and not the heart, i.e., an 
intense cerebral type. While Fives are very steady in crises, they have difficulty conveying their deeper emotions. 
They are driven by the fear of not knowing enough. They avoid emptiness and interiorized fear by filling 
themselves with ideas. Security is their trap in that Fives cover true peace by trying to create peace through the 
exclusion and compartmentalization of the outside world. They reduce life to manageable proportions with small, 
tight, and well-defined limits. For example, they are nonconforming rebels hiding in the head or intellect rather than 
marching out on the street~. Fives are often silent and disengaged observers who avoid tp.e internal emptiness by 
filling it up with thoughts. At their best, they are visionary pioneers while at their worst they can deteriorate into 
arrogance; non-communication, intellectual bickering, and one-upmanship. 

Possible Five occupations include researcher, administrator; investigator, decision maker, analyzer, commentator, 
investigative reporter, monk, ivory tower intellectual, scholar, thinker, architect, rare book collector, inventor, 
accountant, and performer. The animal depicting the Five would be the owl. Examples of Type Five fixations 
include The Buddha, Greta Garbo, Emily Dickinson, Thomas Acquinas, Howard Huwes, Bill Gates, Kurt Cobain, 
John Lennon, Meryl Streep, Ingmar Bergman, J.D. Salinger, Jeremy Irons, Franz Kafka, J. Paul Getty, Stephen 
King, Johnny Carson, Jimmy Stewart, Jerry Brown, Lillith from Cheers, W.C. Fields, Dick Cheney, and Data from 
Star Trek. Their summarizing statement would be "I know. I am smart. I am knowing. I see through. Ifl just 
know enough, then I will gain acceptance and love from others. A man's house is his castle." 

Managing the Type Five Seller 
• Let him work with ideas and intellectual seeking rather than human contact. Acknowledge 1nm for this 

contribution. 
• Use him in highly analytical work wherein he can discover new things. 
• Let him work alone and respect his need for boundaries and privacy. 
• Due to his flat demeanor and need for predictability, avoid giving him surprises and rah-rah motivation. 
• Use his steadiness in crises. 
• Use his observational skills. 
• He does not pay attention to time constraints. Support him in meeting deadlines. 

6. Type Six: Guardian Team Player, Questioner, Troubleshooter, Doubter. Devil's Advocate, Trooper, Loyal 
Skeptic 
(Jaxon-Bear, 1995a; Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 
2003; Riso & Hudson, 2004; Alonzo, 2000; Colina, 1998; Holubitsky, 1996; Whalen, 1995; Lattin, 1994; 
Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; Alonzo, 2001a; White, 2001; Clifford, 2003; Critchell~ 2003; Banks, 2000; Getting · 
Results, 1997; Wright, 1996; Stocker, 1994; Dudley, 2002; St. Petersburg Times, 1994) 

Sixes are loyal, engaging, friendly, and s·erious optimists. However, they are hyper-vigilantly self-doubting, 
indecisive, and fearful. As such, their loyalty is coupled with plaguing ·doubt and a questioning nature. The internal 
questioning, intellectual figuring it out, and continual dialog of the Six allays fear and is an attempt at security arid 
certainty rather than an impediment. That is, in an attempt to avoid unconscious fear and doubt, the upbeat Six 
generally can hide out in the illusion or fantasy of a rosy future. On the other h_and, Sixes are cautious and examine 
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possible future problems and obstacles. It is good to reassure Sixes before moving forward. Going one step at a · 
time and not arbitrarily changing the rules helps the Six know what is going on and to not imagine the worst. The 
Six needs a leader who allays -his fears and can be trusted.. They mistrust and rebel against authority while 
identifying with the underdog. That is, they are ambivalent about authority. A new boss and inconsistencies in 
administration can stimulate serious discomfort and make them feel like they are being discriminated against. Being 
very stubborn, they may generate complaints based on a feeling of bias. Because they are insecure, they need 
reassurance constantly. The fear of not being accepted motivates them to tell others what must be do_ne to 
accomplish a task and how to ke·ep it manageable. They have good reasons for maintaining the status quo that can 
help others keep a reality check and see the ramifications of change. Even though Sixes are thoughtful and rational, 

· they have worry, concern, and negative expectations under a positive veneer. Their quick and over-examining 
minds can become paralyzed by all that is seen. Because of this, they tend to like written routines, rules, procedures, 
and guidelines that have the effect of tuniing unknown fear into a mentally known fear. While they can be 
questioning, they are excellent troubleshooters. Sixes are responsible and know what to do in emergencies. They 
have good endurance and leadership qualities with crises and disasters, and are able to plan and develop 
·contingencies for potential difficulties. However, they need to be secure and free from fear. Their trap is to be free 
from fear and this motive is hidden in them. In stress, they can become workaholics and use overwork as a strategy 
to gain safety. To avoid being seen as different or deviant, they defensively try to blend in allowing no chaos·. 
These hyperconscious paranoid individuals are suspicious and are always looking for concealed motives, threats, 
and hidden dangers. Once found, they project these negative or pessimistic motives onto others. · Hence, they often 
have indecision, skepticism, procrastination, unfinished projects, and pessimistic outlooks. They do not see a safe 
world and can get trapped in a lack of security as well as any available false sense of security. Their caution of the 
world makes them responsible, loyal, and thoughtful. That is, one strategy of the counter-phobic Six is to look for . 
danger and change in order to prepare for it, e.g., firemen and policemen. Ultimately, danger is sought out so that it 
will be known, kno~ change and fear can be dealt with. When stressed and worried, however, Sixes need to have 
trust and believe in themselves. They are committed, cooperative, reliable, warmhearted, and full of wit. The 
likable Six is fiercely loyal and dependable toward those he loves. Because friend~hips are very important, they can 
become very dependent and can find relationships to be very draining. In addition, the Six can quickly tum on you 
if he senses betrayal. The Six often is afraid of change and prefers things to stay as they are. Because they are 
afraid to try new things, they may develop elaborate rationales for the status quo and remaining unchanged. To 
avoid change, big decisions may get denied or delayed. However, if all of the details are spelled out, then the Six 
does not become paranoid. That is, if there is no clarity, then the fear gets triggered and runs amuc\c · Sixes express 
themselves passionately and may react out of proportion to the incident. Belonging to a team can motivate them and 
move them from thinking about all the things that can go 'Yrong, to simple decisive action. They love being a self-· 
sacrificing team member loyal to the cause and fighting the good fight against the bad guys. Loyalty and duty keep 
them functioning, particularly when they are g1ven the task oflooking preventively for danger. They are effective at 
building alliances and partnerships in order to meet goals. That is, they can assess the mptivations and relative 
merits of others and call a group b&;ck to its root values. They have an ability to understand, sense, and feel out 
people really well. To reduce the life pattern of behavioral stutterings, a sense of danger and an organizational 
structure need to be present. Unexpressed frozen terror compels the Six to adopt strategies that create a perception 
of safety. They try to figure out the world in their head, hiding from fear in the mental body: As a result, fear never 
comes up. 

Possible Six occupations include management, administration, loyal soldier, great team: player, professio~al ~orts, 
chess player, good friend, consultant, middle management, ambulance driver, policeman, and forest fighter; The 
animal depicting the Six would be the deer or wolf. Examples of Type Six fixations include Woody Allen, Billy 
Crystal, Jane Fonda, George Lucas, Sherlock Holmes, Hamlet, Qliver Stone, Janis Joplin, Sigmund Freud, Sylvester 
Stallone, Britney Spears, Princess Diana, Julia Roberts, Oliver North, AdolfHitler, Cliff from Cheers, and Richard 
Gere. Their summarizing statement would be "I need .to feel secure. I am loyal. I do my duty. I have to do it 
myself. I think therefore, I am. That's interesting." 

Managing the Type Six Seller 
• Reassure the. Six constantly. 
• Introduce change gradually and methodically. 
• Give him precise instructions, written routines, rules, procedures, and guidelines. 
• Because loyalty and duty keep him functioning, he does well as a team player. Encourage him to act 

decisively with group authority. 
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■ He· is motivated by demonstrations of the company's loyalty to him. 
• A team-based incentive program is highly motivating for the Six. 
■ Allow the Six to build alliances and partnerships. He is good at finding potential problems and assessing 

the motivations and relative merits of others. 
• Support the Six in trusting and believing in himself. 

7. Type Seven: Dreamer, Enthusiast, Entertainer, Adventurer, Epicure, Visionary. Generalist. Magical Child 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
2004; Alonzo, 2001a; Critchell, 2003; Clifford, 2003; Wright, 1996; Hardin, 1995; White, 2001; Alonzo, 2000; 
Banlcs, 2000; Colina, 1998; Wall, 1996; Getting Results, 1997; Holubitsky, 1996; Whalen, 1995; Stocker, 1994; 
St. Petersburg Times, 1994; Fallows, 2000) 

Sevens are fixated on the upside, exploded, or fun loving side of the Enneagram. They like impulsive, stimulating 
action and have gluttony for experience and cosmic travel. The Seven seeks to avoid the pain of the world with 
rationalization, idealism, enthusiasm, curiosity, and generosity. Because they want to have a good time in life and 
avoid confrontation and conflicts, they keep themselves very active and distracted. They avoid tedious, severe 
detailed work and may even have to redo their work several times. They depend on themselves but do not take the 
situation too seriously. Often, they disappoint others by being scattered and taking the easy way out. Hence, the 
irresponsibility of the Seven may be frustrating. As such, they need to be teamed with grounded individuals who 
follow-through and complete their projects. Overextended Sevens have a surplus of unfinished plans, ideas, and 
projects. They are not good at turning them into reality and do not like to be bothered with small details. Even 
though they can be creative and accomplished, structures need to be set up to allow them to finish projects. The 
Seven's manic energy tends to be lively, flighty, and happy. They have excessive natures, and too much is not 
enough for the gluttonous Seven. They always want more fun and more to do. They do not want to lose other 
possibilities by choosing or limiting themselves to one. They narcissistically want it all and are preoccupied with 
avoiding boredom and pain via the latest trends and the newest possibilities. Like a rolodex, they can flip from 
person to person, job to job, and experience to experience. This individual can be impulsive, but is adaptable and 
fits into new situations. While intemperate and excessive, they can find their own motivation and enthusiasm for the 
job. they are upbeat planners and future thinkers with a wealth oflarge ideas. They like life and the work 
environment to be upbeat, fun, lively, and unusual. For example, they may be active in organizing a lot of parties 
and outings for themselves and their office. They seem to be perpetually young and may even seem childlike or 
childish. They like emotional highs and avoid emotional pain at all costs. Sevens are active and engaged with life 
and have many pleasing options to choose from. They are positive, fun people who can turn work anq the mundane 
into play. They like to work at fun or challenging places, and be the life of the party. You may have to ask them to 
be quiet or to tone it down. They are fun, fun, fun. But, do not bother them with a problem .. They can be 
insensitive to others, particularly, when someone interrupts their fun. Because of this, they often have difficulty 
with long-term relationships. While they have an eagerness to experience all of life and all of material goods, fear 
of boredom and pain is typically underneath their perpetual optimism and liveliness. They like to leave their options 
open and synthesize new ideas and projects. They are hungry for and want more of what is pleasurable and makes 
them happy. In carrying out their gourmet approach to life, they like to sample and taste the best life has to offer. 
They do not linger long on any one thing unless it is completely enjoyable, that is, their natural multitasking abilities 
and monkey-like minds jump from one thing to another very quickly. They need to know when a serious 
commitment is necessary. They can frame problems in a positive manner and quickly and accurately summarize 
important information. Also, they can become very productive and accomplished when they focus on worthwhile 
goals. The gregarious and charming Seven is good with people contact and communication. Because they are 
charming, they can help with inspiring others. However, Sevens resist criticism and get frustrated when limits are 

_ set. They can sweet talk themselves out of any trouble. 

Possible Type Seven careers include top salespeople, planners, synthesizers, and theoreticians. The animal 
depicting the Seven would be the otter or monkey. Examples of Type Seven fixation include Robin Williams, Peter , 
Pan, Danny Kaye, Walt Disney, Steven Spielberg, Jerry Seinfeld, Goldie Hawn, Jim Carrey, Bette Midler, Timothy 
Leary, Epicurus, Mozart, Francis of Assisi, Groucho Marx, Sam from Cheers, and Cary Grant. The summarizing 
statement would be "I am happy. I am nice. I amok. Let's party. Last one i~to the pool is boring." 

Managing the Type Seven Seller 
• He can summarize well, but avoids tedious detail work. 
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■ Team the Seven with grounded individuals who follow·through and complete their projects. 
■ Motivate the Seven with lots of opportunity, stimulation, adventure, action, and fun. 
■ Use incentives of unique experience and travel to motivate the Seven, e.g., racecar driving schools and 

baseball fantasy camps. 
■ Let them focus on people contact and communication. 
■ They are charming and people like them, so let them help with inspiring others. 
■ Keep limits as open as possible and boredom to a minimum. 
■ ~elp him find some worthwhile goals. He may become very productive and accomplished. 

· 8. Type Eight: Leader, Protector, Challenger, Confronter, Boss Top Dog 
(Jaxon-Bear, 1995b; Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Jaxon-Bear, 1994; 
Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 2004; Getting Results, 1997; Holubitsky, 1996; Wright, 1996; Whalen, 
1995; Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996; Alonzo, 2001a; Critchell, 2003; Clifford, 2003; White, 2001; Stoeltje, 2000a; 
Alonzo,2000) 

Authoritarian Eights like to take charge, dominate, lead, and protect the group boldly and confidently. They have a 
clear vision of what they want to accomplish and the willpower to succeed doing it. They make difficult decisions, 
meet challenges, and overcome obstacles easily. That is, they like power and are control driven preferring their own 
little kingdoms. They are proud of being the best and even the worst, though underneath there is a deep hurt of 
worthlessness. Hence, they often go for broke and lead excessive lives. That is, they want everything all of the 
time-too much, too late, and too often. Their aggressive, combative nature incorporates significant bullying.and 
lying that tends to make people dislike them. However, behind their rough, blunt exterior and love of power is a 
vulnerable and tender heart that never likes to be exposed or dependent. As a result, Eights can be intense, 
expansive, and magn~nimous while selflessly defending the down trodden and persevering with regard to issues of 
justice and disadvantage. In addition, they are courageous, honest, self-sufficient, self-starters, and self-reliant. 
They value their own top-dog points of view and often use them to complain and ~hock others. In the work 
environment, Eights will try new and exciting things, change the organization .and environment, and meet with 
superiors as li~le as possible. They are decisive but decisions tend to be based on the facts with no concern for 

· relationship. Thus, the Eight's decisions tend to be iron clad and very cut and dry. On the other hand, they do 
loyally protect and control "their" people, turf, and family. That is, because they find love through power and 
protection, they use their personal force and empowerment for "their" people. In a team, they can be ·self-appointed 
monitors and very challenging, difficult, and frustrating. It is difficult for them to delegate tasks or to share 
leadership. Also, they can become sarcastic with boiling anger erupting easily, but it passes quickly. They will 
deny their anger, even in the face of being loud, abusive, and alienating to others. Because of their excessive lust for 
consuming all of life and their shamelessness, Eights can be blatant in their selfishness even to the extent of being 
hustlers, gamblers, pinl!ps, and con men. They hate to wait and always seem to be in a Qurry. That is, a five-minute 
wait takes forever and they want it in the express lane right now. The Eight's greatest trial is to not aggressively 
control everything and to open up and be vulnerable rather than demanding and domineering. For example, Eights 
often need to listen and practice give and take. Eights typically are very proud and are a law unto themselves, 
having no trouble with breaking the rules or even the law if it d9es not suit them. They have a strong personal 
position on everything and hate to see weakness or dependency. The superior Eight projects anger out into the 
world. They are blamers, braggers, outlaws, and heroic warriors. They can be fearless. and a formidable and . . 
combative adversary. They like a good fight, conflict, and pushing and protecting others. They confront aggression 
face-to-face and appear unconquerable in their position of fighting for the truth. They use this tough exterior as a 
defense mechanism against feeling hurt. More specifically, the Eight fixation with its anger appears to mask the 
moving force of the universe via trying to capture it as personal power. The pride of laying claim to the doership of 
the Life Force Itself inflates the prideful ego until it pops. Their dominant position does no~ allow them to be 
innocent. 

Possible Type Eight careers include seller, sales manager, champion, boss, hero.ic w~rrior, team captain, consultant, 
business owner, and bold leader. The animal depicting the Eight would be the lion. Examples of Type Eight 
fixations include Jack Nicholson, George Patton, Lee Marvin, Josef Stalin, John Wayne, Ernest Hemingway, Pablo 
Picasso, Saddam Hussein, Shannon Doherty, Roseanne, Leona Helmsley, Fidel Castro, Lyndon Johnson, Bill and 
Hillary Clinton, Bella Abzug, Darth Vader, Charles de Gaulle, and Carla from Cheers. The summarizing statement 
would be "What about me? Let's have some fun. I make and follow my own rules. I know the truth and you dop't. 
You are all ignorant. I am strong. I am powerful. I am competent. Let me tell you what is wrong with you." 
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Managing the Type Eight Seller 
• Let the Eight go to the top to get his answers. 
• As a superior, meet with the Eight.as little as possible. 
• Allow this natural leader to self-appoint himself as the protector of "his" team, empowering its members. 
• Do not let the prideful Eight roll over or bully you. 
• Do not bother giving the Eight a prestigious plaque. It will be see as a waste of money. 
• Because the Eight can be selfish and dominating, support him in being vulnerable and letting that soft 

underbelly be exposed. 
• Do not ~eep the Eight waiting. 
• Make sure that the Eight remains lawful and ethical. 
• Support the Eight in listening and in being more able to give and take. 
• An Eight is good at power plays. He likes a good fight and is good with conflict. 

9. Type Nine: Peacemaker, Peacekeeper, Mediator, Preservationist 
(Jaxon-Bear, 2001a; Kale & Shrivastava, 2003; Morris & Cramer, 1996; Riso & Hudson, 2003; Riso & Hudson, 
2004; Critchell, 2003; Clifford, 2033; White, 2001; Alonzo, 2001a; Jaxon-Bear, 1994; Alonzo, 2000; Banks, 
2000; Schulze, 2000; Colina, 1998; Getting Results, 1997; Holubitsky, 1996; Wright, 1996; Whalen, 1995; St. 
Petersburg Times, 1994; Lattin, 1994; Fallows, 2000; Wall, 1996) 

Nines are peacemakers and reliable partners in that they appear calm or laid-back, unbothered, passive, and easy 
going. Yet, they are concerned about and receptive to others, often seeking consensus. They are unlikely to seek 
out individual recognition. It is typical that they want to include everyone. From this meshing they can see all sides 
of an issue. However, they have diffi(?ulty forming their own personal position and take on or enmesh themselves in 
the position or wishes of others at the expense of their own needs and priorities. Nines avoid self-assertion and 
adopt many points of view depending on who they are around, yet they avoid commitment to any one of them. This 
can result in falling asleep or being lazy and confused to their own needs and essential priorities. As a result, the 
fence-sitting Nine may be seen as emotionally ambivalent or even obsessively wishy-washy. While they are 
disengaged and nothing bothers them, they are optimistic, compassionate, submissive, and self-effacing. They may 
procrastinate putting things off easily, or be slothful, immovable like molasses, and hard to motivate. But they are 
reluctant self-starters who do things in their own independent way and at their own speed, often on track like stately 
galleons to meet set deadlines. Once they stop hiding under the covers and get moving, watch out. In stress, they 
can become workaholics and use overwork as a strategy to gain safety. It is good to give Nines support and 
structure, and to elicit clear agreements. Nines tend to avoid tension, conflict, confrontation, and problem making. 
Also, they may delay or not take problems seriously. In this way, they may be seen as obstinate or stubborn. 
Having difficulty in establishing priorities and making decisions, Nines often settle for less rather ~an do the work 
required to make choices. The complacent Nine usually works to preserve things as they are, not upsetting or 
disturbing the status quo. Nines use available resources and work around inconveniences. Under stress and 
overload, he can become emotionally unavailable. In general, people like Nines because they are pleasant, patient, 
caring, accommodating, noncompetitive, and energetic on behalf of others. They are very good at hanging out with 
others and letting them have their say. As mediators, they are very good at finding common ground. They can find 
the best compromise in a situation. They are good at conflict resolution and dislike conflict with a passion. Their 
peacemaking skills focus on bringing harmony into the environment at hand. Nines love unconditionally and are the 
best supporters to have in your comer. They preserve the peace with affability, honesty, common sense, and 
fairness. Nines often have an over)ay of sadness or fear over the real issue of the avoidance of anger. Their self
abasement traps them in anger and they feel inadequate to get out of the trap. This anger then comes out in indirect,· 
passive-aggressive ways. Replacing important tasks with mundane, obsessive-compulsive tasks and actU1-g through 
habit may be other ways that the Nine avoids dealing with anger. That is, they may get lost in minute details and 
sleepwalking mechanical-ness. Their attention to detail helps them be excellent organizers and planners. However, 
because they are intrigued by and hide in detail, they may not be able to see the big picture. Cooperation is 
important to the Nine as well as the representation of all points of view. They have excellent skills of negotiation , 
and building consensus among the members of a team. Nines have a tendency to entertain and talk at length. 

Possible Nine occupations include customer service, management, negotiator, counselor, human resources, . 
carpenter, electrician, scientist, plumber, piecemeal worker, and president. The animal depicting the Nine would be 
the bear or gorilla. Examples of Type Nine fixations include Gerald Ford, Carl Jung, Ringo Starr, John Goodman, 
Buckminster Fuller, Dwight Eisenhower, Julia Child, Ronald Reagan, Hugh Downs, USPO, Norm oh Cheers, 
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Joseph Campbell, Princess Grace, Ron Howard, Kevin Costner, Carl Rogers, Whoopi Goldberg, Janet Jackson, and 
Austria. Their summarizing statement would be "I want to be a loving person. I want you to love me. I want to be 
lovable. I am content. I am comfortable. I am ok. I don't want to - oh, ok. Let it slide. I need to take a nap." 

Manag~g the Type Nine Seller 
• The Nine is not motivated by personal recognition. 
·• , Allow the Nine to do things in his own independent way and at his own speed. 
• Support the Nine in establishing priorities and making decisions. Help him focus on important tasks 

through clear agreements. 
• Make use of his skills in mediation and conflict resolution. 
• The Nine is an excellent organizer and planner. 
• Try to figure out how to motivate the Nine, i.e., they value comfort and cooperation. To motivate the Nine, 

give him what he wants, keeping in mind that he. does not know what he wants. 
• Give him the information necessary to make good decisions. 
• Because he. likes to talk, you may have to interrupt in a friendly way. 

HOW TO KNOW YOUR FIXATION TYPE 
Colina (1998) offers three ways to know your fixation type. The first is to read a basic Enneagram book such as 
Jaxon-Bear's The Enneagram of Liberation (2001a) or Riso & Hudson's Discovering Your Personality Type (2003). 
The second is to take an Enneagram Inventory such as the one in Riso & Hudson's book or on their website, or the 
SEDIG, Stanford Enneagram Discovery Inventory Guide, devised by David Daniels, M.D. and Virginia Price, Ph.D. 
The third way is to participate in a study program or personality typing interview with a certified Enneagram 
teacher. But, ultimately, you are the one who knows you the best and, hence, should be the determiner of your own 
type. It is not unusual _that a person new to the Enneagram would misidentify his or her character fixation. Still, it is 
a valuable process to go through and is immeasurable in terms of the benefit towards one's evolution. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING THE ENNEAGRAM 
As with any tool~ there are advantages and disadvantages to be aware of when usi~g the Enneagram. However, it 
does se~m clear that using the Enneagram can be very beneficial from an overall perspective. 

Advantages 

Use of the Enneagram is advantageous in that it can help individuals and groups to: 
• Better understand themselves and each other's perspectives. In turn, seeing the big picture may make them 

more compassionate and enable them to get along and to work together harmoniously. (Armstrong, 2001; 
Kotelnikov, 2004) 

• Be more inclined to become self-aware and make better choices. That is, it can help individuals realize 
their potentials, fulfill their dreams, and get their "best version." (Annstrong, 2001) 

• Predict and understand behavior and guide individual change, that is, it can help us to understand why we 
do what we do. (Hsu, 2004; Armstrong, 2001) _ 

• Relax and slow down and move deeper into what is reai as well as discover latent talents and abilities that 
speak to one's purpose. (Armstrong, 2001; Fiely, 2002; Pounds, 2002) 

• Deal with stress and conflict in the workplace and inner conflict, hence, stop or reduce workplace violence. 
(Armstrong, 2001; Bradford, 2001) 

• Cope with issues and reduce suffering. (High, 2002) 
• Transform c9mmunication, eliminate turf battles, and build trust. (Austin, 1995) 
• Identify and internally observe unconscious patterns that trigger reactions and drive one's life. Then, one 

would be more able to detach attention from and heal the patterns. (High, 2002) ·_ 
• Clarify and improve unfamiliar behaviors in career, family, relationship, and personal self-development. 

That is, it can guide and support people in deciding what direction to take in all areas of their lives. (Morris 
& Cramer, 1996; New Zealand Herald, 2004) . 

• Tap into their strengths rather than their weaknesses. (Armstrong, 2001) · 
• Have a workplace more typified by positive, free~ and ·creative effort rather than negative and compulsive 

reactions. That is, once _we know how we are trapped, we can make choices to get off the hook. 
(Armstrong,2001) · 

• Have reliable and consistent information about a worker or recruit. (New Zealand Herald, 2004) 
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• Build teams and match workers with tasks based on their natural talents. (Fiely, 2002) 
• Better understand. team members' personalities, and to motivate team members so that they are productive. 

Also, it can help a team member.who has trouble fitting in or adapting to change or the group. (Bradford, 
2001; Austin, 1995) 

• More effectively train mentors and other leaders. 
• Know how to better interact with each other as individuals. (Dudley, 2002) 
• Become happier, more effective individuals. (High, 2002) 

Disadvantages . 

Use of the Enneagram could be disadvantageous in the following ways: 
• It may purport to illuminate our true selves yet only create the illusion of insight. That is, .profile testing 

may be thought of as quasi-serious and as seducing with promises of genuine insight. (New Zealand 
Herald, 2004) 

• Given that life is a moving picture, this snapshot approach may notbe appropriate. That is, it may over 
simplify complex reactions. (Hsu, 2004; Morris & Cramer, 1996) 

• It could be controversial in high-stakes situations, e.g., job interviews, parole hearings, and court cases. 
(Hsu, 2004) 

• An individual may be unfairly labeled. (Hsu, 2004) 
• There are no state or federal regulations guiding the use of these tests. (Kotelnikov, 2004) 
• There may be legal issues with regard to the use ofthe.Enneagram. (Kotelnikov, 2004) 
• There is no evidence that only nine types exist or that the correct nine have been identified. (Dagan, 2004) 
• . It should not be used to test _overall competence, as it cannot be used to determine a complete fit. It may 

promise a shortcut that may not be accurate or fair. A neat, tidy label may misidentify or be used 
. inappropriately to manipulate or control. (Hsu, ~004; New Zealand Herald, 2004) 

• Self-knowledge may discourage the worker who performs monotonous tasks. (Armstrong, 2001) 
• Scientific proof of its effectiveness is lacking. (Stoeltje, 2000a, Stoeltje, 2000b) 
• It may tempt people to pigeonhole and profile people. If people are profiled, they may be typed 

prematurely. (Austin, 1996; Dudley, 2002) 
• Use it to figure out how you work, not to get into someone else's head. (Austin, 1996) 

SUMMARY 
The majority of this paper (Part II) has focused on Enneagram character fixations 5-9 and the sales ~anagement 
implications of managing sellers of each of the types 5-9. In addition, how to know your fixation type was 
discussed as well as advantages and disadvantages of using the Enneagram. In terms of sales management, if the 
seller knows the character fixation type of a potential customer, then he is better able to sell and service that 
customer. Also, the sales manager would be more able to motivate, train, and empower his sellers. 

The Enneagram "describes who you are not. It shows the veiling of true consciousness by habits of egoic 
identification. When these habits of mind are revealed, there is a clear choice to end the false identification and 
realize your true nature." (Jaxon-Bear, 2001b, 1) 
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ESTABLISHING THE BASIS FOR A COMPANY DIAGNOSTIC TOOL 

Ken Platts, Pete Caldwell and Emre Kazancioglu 
University of Cambridge, U.K. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the requirements for a diagnostic tool, which can be used to identify improvement opportunities 
-in small and medium sized manufacturing companies. It reviews existing approaches to auditing manufacturing 
operations, and by reference to existing theory identifies the key requirements for a new diagnostic. 

INTRODUCTION 
Managing manufacturing companies is becoming increasingly complex. In their day-to-day work, managers have to 
cope with changing markets, evolving technologies, new competition, dynamic supply networks and so on. These 
changes are occurring ever more rapidly as customers become more demanding, as competition grows and as new 
products and services are developed. The traditional ways of managing, while suitable for stable situations are often 
inadequate in more dynamic environments. Thus managers, who might have been trained a couple of decades ago, 
find it very hard to cope with today's complexity. They find it difficult to set priorities, and may be unaware of new 
approaches to managing that are being continuously developed and being codified by consultants and academics. 
Ideally, all managers should endeavour to continually review priorities and keep abreast of new developments and to 
apply them to their own situations. The problem is that there are simply insufficient hours in the day for managers to 
manage the routine, to monitor new developments and to assess, analyse and implement where appropriate in their · 
own organisations. This is particularly so for small and medium sized manufacturing companies, who may not have 
the resources of the larger organisations. Consultants can help, and indeed do, but there are significant costs 
involved. Again, it is the larger organisations that are more likely to be able to afford such costs and to take 
advantage of the. additional resource and knowledge that consultants can bring._ ' 

So what is the manager of the small to medium sized manufacturer (SMM) to do? He needs.to be able to target his 
effort and attention to those parts of the business where it is most needed. Ideally, he would like an approach that he 
could apply, which would take a comprehensive look at his business, diagnose the major problems and provide an 
action plan to correct any major weaknesses. In essence, what is required is a company diagnostic tool. 
This paper addresses the problem of developing a comprehensive diagnostic tool. We define a diagnostic process as 
fu~M: . 
'a repeatable process which stimulates an improvement in an organization by establishing its priorities, evaluating 
its practices and performance against comparable models and benchmarks, envisioning_an improved state and 
developing an action plan. ' . 
There are many different types of business diagnostic tool already in existence. They have different aims and 
different approaches: some are more comprehensive than others; some are more data driven than others; some. 
concentrate on results, (outputs), others concentrate on processe_s, (enablers); some are intended for self
administration, others are intended to be applied by an external facilitator. All of these approaches have their 
strengths and weaknesses. 

In this paper, we will review existing diagnostics, identify their key characteristics, and develop some guidelines/ 
requirements for an improved diagnostic. Since a diagnosis is defined as a process, this paper will firstly establish 
the characteristics of a process. It will then review a range of diagnostic processes and identify the main steps in 
each. Using this data, the requirements for a comprehensive diagnostic will be developed. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROCESSES 
A process is defined as something that converts input to outputs. Th;e common use of the term applies to physical 
processes, which convert raw materials to product. However management processes also exist. Here the input is 
infonnation and the output is action, leading, hopefully, to an improved state. · 

Platts (1994) in researching methodologies for formulating manufacturing strategy identified four features that 
emerged as characteristics of robust and successful processes. He observed that these features were present to a . 
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greater odesser extent in each strategy process and appeared to determine, at least in part, the success or otherwise 
of the process. He defined these characteristics by 4 Ps: Procedure, Participation, Project management and Point of 
entry. In later work,(Platts et al, 1998) the scope was expanded by adding a fifth 'P' - Purpose, and it was suggested 
that the expanded set might apply· to all management processes. The characteristics are: 
• Procedure: ·There should be a well defmed procedure to progress through the stages of: gathering information; 

analysing information; and identifying opportunities for improvement 
• Participation: There should be individual and group participation to achieve enthusiasm, understanding, and 

commitment with workshop style interpretation meetings to collectively agree objectives, identify-problems and 
develop improvements. 

• Project Management: There should be adequate resourcing; a managing, supporting and operating group should 
be identified. There should be ·an agreed timescale. 

• Point of Entry: There should be clearly defmed expectations of what the process involves and a way of 
achieving the understanding and agreement of all involved 

• Purpose: There should be a clearly defined purpose for conducting the process. 
The above criteria apply to all processes, and so should apply to diagnostic processes. Thus they can be used both in 
assessing existing processes and in providing guidelines for an improved process. The next section will review some 
existing diagnostics. 

A REVIEW OF DIAGNOSTICS 
As mentioned in the introduction, many diagnostic procedures exist, and many differing defmitions of 'diagnostics' 
have been used. Terms are often ill-defmed and used interchangeably, and this makes it difficult to get to grips with 
the field. Diagnosing, benchmarking, auditing, assessing, are all terms that have been ·used, with differing writers 
making 'particular distinctions about the meaning of the terminology. This review will address two aspects. Firstly, 
it will discuss the overall process of diagnosing; and secondly, review specific diagnostic tools for use within an 
overall process. 

The Business Diagnostic Process 
The -business diagnostic process aims to identify problems with an organisation and_to put in place action plans to 
provide remedies. One way to think about this process is by using the analogy of the process of consultation in the 
doctor's surgery. Firstly, the doctor fmds out the patient's reason for the appointment, then establishes the patient's 
symptoms. By comparing these to models of heath and illness the doctor makes a diagnosis. Depending on the 
prognosis, the doctor prescribes a remedy, refers the patient to a specialist, or recommends no action. In business 
diagnostics, the business's practices are probed and its results are examined, resulting in a set of underlying reasons 
for poor performance being established. Depending on the severity of the issues, action plans to improve the 
practices are recommended, and, hopefully, the business performance consequently recovers. 

For many years the concept of diagnosis has existed as a process to assess a company or an individual function. The 
early diagnostic processes were carried out by the internal audit profession. Internal auditing is: "an independent 
appraisal activity within an organisation for the review of operations as a service to management. It is a managerial 
control which functions by measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of other controls". (Institute of Internal 
Auditors, 1971). It was developed from fmancial auditing, its initial objective being to discover fraud before it was 
detected by a statutory audit. During the 1940's internal auditors began to expand their activities outside the 
fmancial area and the term "operational" auditing was adopted to describe the expanded activi_ty. The scope of 
internal auditing grew to encompass all of the managed functions within an enterprise. There are three facets to the · 
internal audit (Chambers, 1981): 
• the Compliance Audit-used to determine whether actions have been in accordance with internal controls and 

procedures and with applicable external laws, regulations and practices; · . 
• the Efficiency Audit-used to determine whether resources are being utilised as optimally as is practical (the_ ratio 

of inputs/outputs );and 
• the Effectiveness Audit-used to determine whether resources are being used to proper effect (the relationship of 

outputs to the desired goals of the business). Because of its roots, internal auditing tended initially towards 
compliance auditing, later moving towards looking at efficiency and effective_ness. 
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In addition to ·those of the Internal Auditing profession, academics, consultants and government and non
governmental organizations developed diagnostic processes. Example·s of these include: 

General Audits cover all aspects of manufactwing, ranging from strategic issues to operational details. Seymour 
(1979, 1980); Walley (1974); Engineering Council (1983). 
Productivity•Audits concentrate on productivity. Lawlor (1985); Wooton and Tarter (1976); Riggs and Ten Pas 
(1985); Small Bu~iness Report (1982); Steigerwald (1984). 
Systems Audits look at_ the formal systems within manufactwing, eg. production control, process planning, quality 
control etc. They are quite similar to the internal audits already discussed. Brooks and Robinson (1985); Rowan and 
Chatterton (1974); Poschmann (1985). 
Specific Audits look at one particular aspect of the manufactwing system. Edwards (1979)(Energy); Atkins 
(1978)(Safety); _Pereira (1987)(Quality); Department oflndustry (1976)(Materials Handling). 

However, all these approaches had limitations. Aside from prompting managers to examine specified features of 
· their businesses, they were inward looking, did not operate from a strategic perspective, offer insight into other 
organizations, or provide action plans for managers to follow. Nevertheless, their legacy can still be found in many 
of the more modem diagnostic tools, as we will see later. 

It was not until the mid 80's that Robert Camp, working at Xerox, developed a more comprehensive diagnostic 
process that he termed 'benchmarking'. T_his he defined as follows: "Benchmarking is the search for and 
implementation of best practices ... the contin!'ous process of measuring our products, services and practices 
agai~t our toughest competitors or those companies known as leaders" Camp (1995) 
He identified a series of stages that need to be carried out, reviewed by many, including Zairi and Leonard (1994), 
see fig ·1. · · · 

Phase Step 
1. Identify benchmark subject 

Planning 
2. Identify benchmark partner 
3a. Determine data collection method 
3b. Collect data 

Analysis 
4. Determine competitive gap 
5. Proj e_ct future performance 

Integration 
6. Communicate results 
7. Establish functional goals 
8. . Develop action plans 

Action 9. Implement plans and monitor results 
10. Recalibrate benchmarks 

Maturity 
Fig 1. Camp's Benchmarking Process 

As can be seen, benchmarking in this context is much more than a simple comparison of company measures asainst 
those of others; it is an internally-led process of improvement, which includes the search externally for class-leading 
practice and results to broaden the possibilities and raise the bar for .performance improvement: Since Camp's 
original .work, benchmarking has become an established business practice, with many methodologies available in the 
literature, however, few_ methods are more widely embracing than the original framework. The main area of 
advancement has been in the development and matwity of the benchmarking steps themselves. However, although 
as these steps become more familiar they can undoubtedly be carried out more efficiently, each bencluparking visit 
still requires the tedious.mapping ofan internal process, the full understanding ofa benchmark partner's process, and 
the adapting and adoption of the process back in-house. Managers were concerned about the amount of time and 
effort required to do this. Ideally, they would like a simpler process, which would involve less work and could be 
more quickly completed. If the procedure could be more standardised and codified, and data could be collected and 
stored centrally, then this might make the process easier to use effectively. Incorporating the procedure into a 
diagnostic tool seemed to be the·· way forward. 
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Diagnostic Tools 
Dwing the 1990's such a crop of 'diagnostic tools' tools (or 'benchmarking tools') emerged, with a set of 
characteristics that distinguished them from previous audits. Amongst them, the more celebrated tools included the 
European Quality Award tool (administered by EFQM), the Baldrige National Quality Award tool (administered in 
the US by BNQP), the PROBE suite of tools ( delivered by the Confederation of British Industry), and the 
Benchmark Index tool. To a degree, these tools facilitated elements of the benchmarking process, by incorporating 
models of 'best practice' within their structures, and by having available comparative data from previous 
participants. Because the tools comprised multiple-choice, check-list based questionnaires, they quickly allowed 
manager~ to identify areas of strength and weakness, with respe.ct to the tool's model (and in some cases, with 
respect to benchmarked practices), and areas of poor performance, with respect to the available benchmark results. 
Six of the widely used diagnostic fools are introduced below to demonstrate their scope. 

Baldrige National Quality Programme 
The BNQP is a process used by American manufacturing and service organizations to strengthen US competitiveness 
(NIST, 2003). It does this by helping organizations improve performance, practices, capabilities and results, by 
facilitating the sharing of best practices, the understanding and managing of performance, and planning and learning. 
According to one report, "More than any other program, the Baldrige Quality Award is responsible for making 
quality a national priority and disseminating best practices across the United States." 

The tool that facilitates the BNQP process is in the form ofa booklet to guide the participating organization: firstly, 
key influences and challenges for the business are profiled. Then six categories are scored on the business's 
approach, deployment, · learning and integration of the practices, and the results achieved. The six categories 
comprise leadership, strategic planning, customer and market focus, information and analysis, human resource 
development and management, and processes management. For practices of high importance, targets are established, 
and action plans are drawn up with times and responsibilities. The procedure for assessing, recording, scoring and 
applying is extremely precisely described, though the scoring is left to the interpretation of the organization in the 
initial stages. Participants receive an independent, externally facilitated feedback report assessment. An award is 
pr~sented by the US President to the best companies, chosen by means of independent evaluation, consensus review, 
site visits, and finally a Judges' decision. The programme is extremely well promoted and has high profile; there is a 
70-page guide embodying the tool, which includes a comprehensive description of the underlying model. 

Profde key 
influences and 

challences 

Map 
practices; 
identify 

weakn 

Benchmark Index 

Establish a Develop 
current Set tarcets . 

1 results action p ans 

Benchmark Index is a metric-benchmarking process provided by the UK Government's Business Link initiative to 
help organizations assess their competitive position (Business Link, 2002). It is facilitated by a metric-based tool, 
which has been enhanced with the addition of a 'business excellence' section to broaden the procedure into the 
practices arena as well as the performance arena. The tool comprises a questionnaire that prompts the organization 
to score its financial and operational performance, and then to examine the practices within the nine factors of 
business excellence as defined by the EFQM model- leadership, policy and strategy, people, partnerships and 
resources, processes, customer results, people results, society results and key performance results. The organization 
may then choose the dataset against which it wishes to be compared (in terms of number of employees, turnover, 
sector and region). The process is run by a team within the organization, with advice from a Business Link advisor 
if necessary. 
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Business Development Benchmarking 
This process, supported by a tool called the Business Development Model, is run by organizations such as Enterprise 
Ireland (Moran, 2002). Its objective is to allow manufacturing organizations ofup to 500 employees to establish a 
comparative position against world-class standards of manufacturing. The standards are encoded in the statements 
within the questionnaire, and also supported by the benchmark data of previous participants. The topics covered 
include R&D, production and operations, marketing, human resource development, finance, and strategy (the 
process, not the strategy itself). Each section allows the scoring of practices and performance, though the facility to 
weight topics or statements is not provided. The tool itself does not provide an action-planning or monitoring 
facility, though these factors are n·ot precluded through use of the tool. 

Map practices; 
Identify 

weaknesses 

Establish 
current 
results 

DTI Core Diagnostic 

Select 
benchmark 

data 

Determine 
gap 

This "core diagnostic" tool is the system that underpins the UK's Department of Trade and Industry's support 
service for implementing best practice within SMEs (DTI, 2004 ). It allows the participating company to take an 
objective view of its performance by showing it the performance of other companies and determining not only what 
is possible ('best in class') but also what is critical for the company to compete effectively in its chosen market. It is 
mandatory for companies who wish to access DTI support to implement best business practice. The questionnaire 
focuses on a number of performance measures, covering financial data, financial management, IT expenditure, 
processes, customer satisfaction, product and/or service innovation, suppliers, people management, and people 
satisfaction. The tool is purely metric-driven, though the data recorded are fairly broad, from headline financial data 
to details resulting from operational activity (e.g. 'value of supplies that are substandard on delivery). 
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European Foundation for Quality Management <EFOM) 
EFQM promote self-assessment as being the optimum method for a company to evaluate its strengths and areas for · 
improvement (EFQM Publications, 1999). The Foundation promotes the EFQM Excellence Model as a framework for 
a management team to develop a map for the organization to follow to achieve its goals. This model is based on eight 
"fundamental concepts" (Leadership & constancy of purpose; management by processes & facts; people development 
& involvement; continuous learning, improvement & innovation; partnership development, public responsibility, 
results orientation and customer focus), and these concepts are probed through nine criteria (five 'enabler' criteria and 
four 'results' criteria). -There are different ways to carry out the assessment, including questionnaires, matrix charts, 
workshops, pro formae, and Award Simulation, where the results are independently assessed: If the organization 
chooses to score itself quantitatively through the RADAR method (Results, Approach, Deployment, Assessment, 
Review), the option of benchmarking against the "Best in Europe" becomes possible. The entire process is extremely 
flexible and broad in scope, though within it, there is no facility for developing the strategic objectives. As self
assessment is promoted as the ideal mechanism for scoring, there are no anchor points, but ratht;r, best practice is 
implied in the questions. 

Map practices; 
identify 

weaknesses 

Establish 
current 
results . . 

Select and 
visit 

benchmark 
sites 

Promoting Business Excellence 

Determine 
gap 

Identify sub
riteria witb 

high impact 

Develop 
action plans 

ommunicate 
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·. MonUo, ~ 
performanceC_/ 

"Promoting Business Excellence" is a programme developed to help organizations measure their current 
performance level, identify operational strengths and weaknesses, and track improvement through comparison with 
their competitors (CBI, 2002). it is also intended to illustrate whether the practices and culture of the organization 
contribute to customer satisfaction and business results. It is facilitated by a suite of tools called PROBE, which · 
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were designed in conjunction. with IBM, London Business School and Northumbria University. PROBE is widely 
promoted and used in the UK, and is delivered by the CBI. The tool consists of a questionnaire, which is filled in 
separately by a multi-level, cross-functional team~ and then discussed openly in a meeting. The tool prompts the 
organization to clarify its order winning criteria, and to score its competitive performance within each. Then 
practices within eight themes ( organisation and culture, manufacturing cycle times, quality, plant and equipment, 
investment, business measurement, environment health and safety, and new product development) are scored in 
terms of the extent of their implementation. Results in three formats are produced: competitive positioning, practice 
vs. performance, and weaknesses, all against a select benchmark data set. After the assessment, an external 
accredited facilitator analyses and confirms the scores, and there is the option of an additional action-planning day. 

Identify order
winning criteria; 
importance and 

performance 

Map 
practices; 
identify 

weakness 

Establish 
current 
results 

Select 
benchmark 

data 

Determine 
gap; set 
targets 

DISCUSSION 

Develop 
action plans 

ommunicate 
vision 

Monioo, ~ 
performance~ 

The above sections have described both diagnostic processes and diagnostic tools (which contain the diagnostic 
procedure). In this section we compare the various approaches using the characteristics identified at the beginning of 
the paper. Firstly, we define the purpose of a comprehensive diagnostic and then consider the existing processes in 
terms of Procedure, Participation, Project management and Point of entry. At each stage we will identify the 
requirements for the improved diagnostic. 

Purpose. 
The stated purpose of the.described processes ranges from the intent to provide the participating organization with a 
snapshot of its relative performance, to an explicit intent tQ improve competitiveness of the organization. Underlying 
all the processes is the objective of encouraging the organization to step closer to world-class practice and 
performance within its operating conditions and objectives. We conclude, therefore, that the purpose of a diagnostic 
process is to stimulate an improvement in an organization by establishing its priorities, evaluating its practices and 
performance against comparable models and benchmarks, envisioning an improved state and developing an action 
plan. 

Procedure 
Fig 2 summarises the procedural stages of the diagnostics described above. 

SU•~) ~••,) h1 -~) -tmp•~f•-,) •~ ~ ~ ) c~• J -Formulate Establish Map Record Choose Establish Agree & Develop Implement Measure Return to 
strategic critical strengths & results benchmark gaps communicat action-plans imp~ved changes in step t 

objectives factors weaknesse: data practices performano 

Baldrige X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X ✓ ✓ X (✓) (✓) 

Benchmark Index X X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X (✓) (✓) 

Business X X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X (✓) (✓) Development Model 

DTI Core Diagnostic X X X ✓ ✓ ✓ X X X (✓) .( ✓) 

EFQM X ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ✓ ✓ ✓ X (✓) ( ✓') 

PROBE X ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ (✓) ( ✓). X (✓) (✓) 

Fig 2 The Procedural stages of Popular Diagnostics 
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It can be seen that none of the processes covers all the stages, however, by putting together the stages from all the 
diagnostics we can define the requirements for a comprehensive diagnostic approach. Fig 3. show these stages. 

Purpose Staee Activity / Procedural step 
To establish the priorities, the strategy has to be 1 Formulate strategic obiectives 
fonnulated, and the critical success factors have to be 2 Establish critical success factors 
und~rstood and agreed. 
To diagnose the practices, they have to be understood, 3 Map current practices and define strengths 
and their strengths and weaknesses have to be surfaced. and weaknesses 
To measure the performance that is achieved as a result 4 Record resulting performance 
of the practices, the outputs have to be m~asured 
To compare them against models and benchmarks, the 5 Select comparable models and benchmarks · 
appropriate models and benchmarks have to be defined 
and provided 
To envision an improved state, the gap between the 6 Establish gap between the current state and 
organization's current state and the models/ benchmarks the models and benchmarks 
has to be established, and targets have to be agreed and 7 Agree and communicate the desired 
communicated improvements and targets 
To implement an improvement, an action plan has to be 8 Develop action plans to achieve 
developed and implementation has to be initiated and improvements 
monitored 9 Implement the improved practices 

10 Monitor changes in performance 

To ensure the change can be monitored and reviewed, 11 Repeat 
the process must be repeatable. 

Fig 3 Stages of a comprehensive diagnostic procedure 

Participation 
Although almost all the diagnostic processes stress the need for involving a multi-functional, multi-le~el team from 
the 'patient' organisation, the exact extent and timing of participation in the diagnostics varies significantly. At one 
end, eg EFQM, all the scoring is done by members of the participating organisation. At the other end, eg the DTI . 
Core Diagnostic tool, a Business Link Advisor is on hand to help with the completing of the questionnaire. The 
PROBE system involves self assessment, with the option of a facilitated action planning day. The ability of the tool 
to facilitate accurate, unbiased, calibrated self-assessment depends to a degree on both the ethos of the programme, 
and the scoring system within the tool. The EFQM approach is to push the organization to grow and learn during the 
assessment, and is therefore non-prescriptive and unspecific. The scoring is calculated on the basis of the 
organization's opinions of their methodologies, ~d of the extent to which they are implemented. In the PROBE and 
Business Development models, anchor statements are provided to draw the organization to the appropriate response 
Although there is possibly no universal 'optimum' scoring system, as suitable techniques n~ed to be employed . 
depending on the tool's procedure and purpose, participative scoring models are to be encouraged. 

Project Management 
There is much written about the project management of the processes in their supporting literature, principally in 
terms of how to prepare for self-assessment and benchmarking, how to carry out the assessment, and how to translate 
the findings into action and improved results. However, in many cases the procedure is not comprehensive, and an 
external facilitator is required. This is particularly notable in the action planning stage, where most of the tools do 
not have the mechanism_ for providing future-state visions or implementation plans. · 

. Point of Entry 
Some of the aspects of Point of Entry are well addressed. All of the processes are well documented, so that 
prospective participants know what to expect, what their input effort is likely to be, and what they are likely to get 
out of the exercise. The processes generally have a good reputation, as they often have the backing of respected 
organisations and sometimes the endorsement of government either directly or indirectly. For example, the Baldrige 
award in USA gains status from the fact that the President makes the awards; Probe in the UK gains status from its 
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backing by the CBI. A number of tools, for example, PROBE, EFQM and Baldrige pay particular attention to 
explaining· the model of excellence promoted, and the structure and mechanism of the tool. · This theoretical 
underpinning is useful for increasing credibility in.the findings, and consequently, the recommendations. As all of 
the tools ignore the strategy formulation angle, and most of them do not contain mechanisms for translating findings 
into prioritized actions, the theoretical underpinning for these aspects are not currently included in the tools, and will 
need to be added as the scope of the procedure broadens into these areas. 

CONCLUSION 
This review has established the requirements for the "next generation" of diagnostic tools. The diagnostic processes 
should become more strategic by including "formulate strategy" and "agree CSFs" as the first 2 steps, and then when 
the processes are investigated and scored, their impact on the CSFs should be calculated. The processes should have 
more guidance in converting strengths and weaknesses into action plans, and should be more inspirational in 
stimulating the take-up of recommendations. More attention needs to be given to the participation and project 
management aspects of the process, to ensure involvement and buy-in of company personnel. 
We are continuing work on the development of such a 'next generation' diagnostic, that will bring the benefits of the 
most holistic benchmarking processes, but hopefully with reduced effort, leading to greater efficiency and 
effectiveness·: 
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THE USE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN PRODUCTION PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS 

J. S. Sutterfield, Marian A. Fielding and Kelvin J. Savage 
Florida A&M University 

ABSTRACT 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a very versatile technique for determining the amount of variability.contributed 
by different components or factors to a given effect. As a consequence, it is widely used in many different types of 
experiments to examine the cause and effect relationships among variables, and the degree to which one variable is 
affected by (or affects) another. However, a use to which it also may be put is that of problem diagnosis: That is to 
determine which of several possible factors is probably responsible for a problem in some variable of interest. This 
type of analysis is a sort of ex post facto analysis, in that it attempts to determine the previous cause of a problem 
after the problem has in fact appeared. This paper will demonstrate the use of ANOV A and comparison of means to 
diagnose the probable cause of a problem in the production of rope. 

INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of variance is a very useful and powerful technique used in the design and analysis of experiments to deter
mine the degree to which each of one or more factors affects a certain outcome. It may be that the outcome is a 
desired one, in which case the aim of the experiment is to determine which ·ofthe factors, including possible 
interactions among the factors, is responsible for the desired effect. It would also be desirable in this case to 
determine how the desired effect varies with various factor levels. This would be of interest because the desired 
effect might improve over a certain range of change in a factor, and then decrease as the factor is changed beyond a 
certain point. If the experiment were aimed at maximizing the desired effect, it would then be pointless to increase 
the factor, or a combination of factors, beyond a certain point. Analysis of variance is, then, a most useful and 
essential technique in the design and analysis of experiments. 

Unlike a number of areas of science and mathematics, such as Physics and Calculus, which originated nearly two 
and one-half centuries ago, the roots of design and analysis of experiments, as well as analysis of variance, are 
relatively recent. The foundational work was begun by the distinguished statistician/mathematician Sir Ronald A. 
Fisher of England about 1920.1 Prior to the time when Fisher began his work, estimation of population parameters 
and tests of hypothesis were performed by making assumptions about the distribution of the unknown population 
parameters. Fisher argued that this approach was completely wrongheaded, and that the population parameters 
should be estimated from samples taken out of the population. 2 This insight revolutionized the field of statistical 
analysis. As a matter of fact, it was Fisher who originated most of the ideas used in modem .experimental methods.3 

This current paper will make use of a simple, but well known, experimental design to illustrate how design and 
analysis of experiments and analysis of variance, along with comparison of means, may be employed to determine 
the probable source of process or materials problems in the manufacture of rope. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
It is the goal of scientific research to discover and formalize generalized relationships among the objects of nature. 
Scientific research has been defined as ... 

. " ... systematic, controlled empirical and critical investigation of hypothetical propositions about the 
presumed relations among natural phenomena. ,,4 

Thus, the hallmarks of scientific research are systemization and control. Scientific research seeks to ·employ · 
systematic, controlled procedure in determining how some object(s) of interest may behave in response to controlled 
changes in other objects. Further, scientific research is essentially empirical. This is to say that once a scientist has , 
determined that something may be true, it is necessary to devise an experiment to determine whether this belief is 
true. In other words, the experiment is aimed at determining whether -the belief held by the scientist is objectively 
true; that another scientist performing the same set of operations under the sa~e or similar conditions would observe 
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.. 
the same or very similar results. 5. The scientist must then approach the world of phenomena, above all, with an 
objective habit of mind. The instrument of this objectivity is the designed experiment. 

In general, the principles underlying experimental design are those of the scientific method buttressed by sound 
statistical technique. These have been well stated by Kempthome.6 The following approach is adapted from 
Kempthome's .work: 

1) A careful and precise statement of some problem as learned from observing some phenomenon; 
2) Formulation of a hypothesis, capable of experimental verification or falsification,7

•
8 to explain the 

phenomenon; 
3) Conceiving, designing and planning an experimental technique capable of verifying or falsifying the 

hypothesis from "2" above; · 
4) Examination of possible experimental outcomes with respect to the original purpose(s) for the 

experimental inquiry to ensure that the experiment will provide the desired information; 
5) Consideration of the possible outcomes with regard to. the statistical procedures used to obtain them to 

ensure that the necessary conditions for using these statistical procedures are satisfied; 
6) Performance of the experiment; 
7) Application of statistical analysis techniques to the experimental results; 
8) Drawing conclusions as to the values of estimated parameters, along with the reliability of the esti

mates, while giving careful consideration to the validity of conclusions for the population of objects or 
events to which these estimates may apply; 

9) Confirmation or falsification of original hypothesis; if a hypothesis is falsified, return to step "2" above 
for modification of or complete reformulation of the original hypothesis, and repetition of steps "3" · 
thru "9;" 

10) Evaluation of the present investigation with reference to other investigations of the same or similar 
problems. 

. . 
This process is illustrated by the following diagram Taken from Box, Hunter and Hunter:9 

Figure 1 
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In Figure 1 -above the true state of nature, that is to say reality, presents itself to the experimenter through the 
medium of the experimental apparatus. The area of reality being investigated might be the increase in crop yield, the 
response variable, due to the application of a certain type ( or types) of fertilizer, the control variable; 10

'
11 or increase 

in exhaust emissions, the response variable, due to the addition of various levels of the fuel additive, the control 
variable; 12 or the .explosive force of dynamite, the response variable, with several dynamite formulations, the control 
variable. 13 The experimental apparatus is comprised of the necessary experimental material, instrumentation and 
other objects necessary to the conduct of the experiment. The experimental design, or schema, is chosen according 
to the results that are desired. The experimental design may range in complexity from the very simple, .. such as the 
Single-factor Model, to the extremely complex, such as the Graeco-Latin Square Model, in which the variation of 
four factors · can be investigated. The selection of an experimental design depends upon the information desired from 
the experiment, and in turn determines how the control variables will be changed, and the ranges over which they 
will be changed, in order to obtain the desired information from the experiment. The selection of an experimental 
design is also highly dependent upon the effect of nuisance information, or "noise." It is desirable for the effect of 
this information to be "screened out," or more properly, to be minimized in the relevant information from the 
experiment. 

The information from the experiment, the "new data," is then compared to previously existing data. From this 
information, and the consequences of the latest operating hypothesis, an inductive conclusion is drawn. This 
conclusion is then compared with the most recent operating hypothesis to explain the phenomenon under 
investigation, resulting in a modified operating hypothesis. · This hypothesis is then used to deduce any 
consequences that must follow if it is true, and to form the basis for any further testing that may be performed. At 
this point, the experimental design is modified to conform to any new information demands made apparent by the 
modified ~perating hypothesis. 

Finally, a word must be said as to the scope of conclusions that m~y be legitimately drawn from experiments. The 
purpose of all experiments is to establish general rules for the way in which one part of reality behaves in response 
to variation in some other part of reality. If specific control variables are chosen for investigation, the model is 
known as a "Fixed Effects Model," and any conclusions that can be drawn are not general and cannot be extended to 
similar situations. If on the other hand, the control variables, or treatments, are selected at random from a larger 
population of such treatments, the conclusions that may be drawn are quite general, and may be extended to all such 
similar situations. Such a model as this is called a "Random Effects Model. " 14 

METHODOLOGY 
Since the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how techniques used in design and analysis of experiments may be 
used to diagnose a production quality problem, a situation for this problem has been hypothesized. Although 
hypothetical, this situation is one very frequently found in industry. We then perform a sort of "virtual" experiment 
by adapting a set of data for our purposes. The reader is asked to imagine that the Hang 'em High Rope Company 
has several machines that manufacture rope and cord and several raw material suppliers for the rope and cord 
products. Further, the company has learned over the course of the past few weeks that a production run of one .of its 
lines ofrope has incurred· several failures. Hang 'em High wishes to determine the cause of these failures and to 
correct it. Unfortunately it has no way of tracing the faulty production run back to a particular machine or raw 
materials supplier or both. In the interest of correcting the quality problem, Hang 'em High decides to undertake a 
designed experiment to learn the cause of the problem. Since it initially believes that the fault lies either with a 
machine or raw materials, or both, it decides upon an experiment in which two sources of variation, machines and 
suppliers, are controlled. The type of model is the Fixed Effects Model as explained above, in that the conclusions 
that will be drawn will be applicable to the immediate situation only, and will not be generally valid. Also,.the 
structure of the model is that of balanced and complete: Balanced because the number of rows in the test data equals 
the number of columns; and complete because a complete set of data values for the suppliers were obtained for each 
machine, and none were estimated. In this design, machines are conceived of as the blocking variable. Blocking, of 
course, is performed to introduce randomness into an experiment and thereby increase experimental accuracy. 

APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY 
The data used in the problem are adapted from a different type of problem, but which can be conveniently used for 
the present case. 15 The methodological approach employed herein is basically that ofKempthome.6 It was applied 
as follows: 
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1) The problem was that one of Hang 'em High 's lines of rope broke at below the advertised strength; 
2) The hypothesis tested was that the fault lay either with one· of the manufacturing machines, or one of the 

raw materials suppliers, or possibly both. Specifically the. null hypothesis, H0, was that there was no difference in 
the breaking strengths of the samples. The alternative hypothesis, Hi, was that there was a difference; 

3) The selected experiment was one in which two factors can be controlled, a so-called two-way model; 
4) The desired experimental outcomes were the identification either of a machine as the culprit, or a 

supplier, or possibly both, and a properly blocked experimental design was selected that would be capable of 
providing this information; 

5) Based upon long-term experience, it was believed that the necessary condition of normality was met for 
· the breaking strength of the rope; 

6) The experiment was performed in keeping with the design. Each machine was conceived of as an 
experimental block, with a specimen of each of the five suppliers being tested in each block; 

7) Standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques were thus applied because of satisfying "6" above; 
8) In this case, it was possible to calculate values for the estimated parameters, the means and variances of 

the rope strengths, and so to identify the probable culprits in the rope breakage problem; 
9) Since the original suspicions were found to have been justified, no reformulation of the original 

hypothesis was necessary. However, in the "Analysis of Results" section below it is indicated what might have been 
done in this eventuality; 

10) Since this investigation was not aimed at drawing general conclusions, this step is riot really 
applicable. 

The experimental model adopted for the control of two factors is: 

where .. . 
Xij - the individual value obtained from the experiment 

µij- the grand mean calculated from all of the values obtained from the experiment 

Pr - the component of variation of the block (machine) means about the grand mean 

'tj-the component of variation of the treatment (supplier) means about the grand mean 

Eij - the random component introduced by uncontrollable variation 

From the above model, the entire set of exp•erimental values may be written in vector notation as ... 

This equation may be interpreted as follows: The bracketed quantity on the left side of the equation indicates the 
entire collection of experimental values; Each of these values can be written as the suni of a component equar.to the 
grand mean, a row component of variation of the block (machine) means about the grand meaµ,, a column 
component of variation of the treatment (supplier) means about the grand mean, and a component of random · 
(uncontrollable) variation. For the sake of brevity, the expansion of these vector quantities is omitted, but the 
following analysis is based upon this model. · 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The fundamental approach to experimental design consists in replication, blocking, and randomization of everything 
that can't be blocked. 16

•
17 Blocking is, of course, a method of distributing variation within blocks so as to minimize 

its impact upon the experimental results. We have noted above the approach to blocking in this experiment. Also, 
although only the results from this experiment are shown· below for the sake of brevity, the original data were 
obtained from replication. Finally, since the analysis used already available data to demonstrate a method, it is not 
known whether or not randomization was employed in obtaining the data. However, the authors most certainly 
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would have employed randomization in applying sound experimental method to an actual experiment. With this in 
mind, the data obtained from our "virtual" experiment are shown in Table I below: 

Su1212lier 1 Su1212lier 2 Su1212lier 3 Su1212lier 4 Su1212lier 5 
Machine 1 97.77 98.88 101.37 94.53 100.75 
Machine 2 98.93 97.93 103.09 95.96 101.93 
~achine 3 96.81 98.85 100.10 97.35 99.-41 
Machine 4 102.36 101.29 105.03 92.69 103.75 
Machine 5 98.86 99.25 102.25 95.46 99.82 

Table 1 

Since the advertised breaking strength of the rope was I 00 pounds, this amount was deducted from each entry in 
Table lin order to make the analysis more sensitive. This resulted in the entries shown in Table 2: 

Machine 
Su1212lier 1 Su1212lier 2 Su1212lier 3 Su1212lier 4 Su1212lier 5 Average 

Machine1 -2.23 -1.12 -1.37 -5.47 0.75 -1.89 
Machine 2 -1.07 -2.07 3.09 -4·.04 1.93 -0.43 
Machine 3 -3.19 -1.15 0.10 -2.65 -0.59 -1.50 

. Machine 4 2.36 1.29 5.03 -7.31 3.75 1.02 
Machine 5 -1.14 -0.75 2.25 -4.54 -0.18 -0.87 
Supplier 

-1.05 -0.76 1.82 -4.80 1.13 -0.73 
Average 

Table 2 

This data were then analyzed using standard ANOV A techniques. The follow4ig results were obtained as shown in 
Table 3: 

Analysis of . 
Variance 

Machine Variation 
Supplier Variation 
Random Variation 

Total Variation 

Sum of 
Squares 

25.57 
133.28 
47.82 

206.67 

Degrees of 
Freedom 
.... 4 

4 
16 
24 

Table 3 

Mean 
Square 

6.39 
33.32 
2.99 

~ 
2.14 
11.14 

Tabular Value of 
F @ 1 % Sig~ Level 

4.77 
4.77 

It is then evident from the above results that "Machine Variation" is well above a significance level of I%. As a 
matter of fact, F0 = 2.14, with {4,16} degrees of freedom, is significant at approximately the 13% level. Thus, 
"Machine Variation" is not the culprit in defective breaking strength of the rope. However, when we examine 
"Supplier Variation," we find another case entirely: The F0 = I 1.15 we find significant not merely at the 1 % level, 
but well below the 0.5% level. The culprit, then, in the defective breaking strength is almost certainly to be found in 
the quality of materials supplied for the rope. But which supplier has provided the deficient material? It is to this 
question that we next turn our attention.. In order to do so, it is useful to show plots of the averages for the _m_achineS 
and suppliers. The plot for "Machines" is shown first in Figure 2, on the following page. 
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Figure 2 

It will be seen from this plot that the points are rather closely clustered about the mean, and it is easy to visualize a · 
normal distribution centered upon the mean. However, the plot for "Suppliers" in Figure 3 below, presents a 
different situation. 

Figure 3 

It will be seen, by way of contrast, that the means for "Suppliers" have a great deal more spread than that for 
"Machines," and consequently a larger variance. It will also be observed that the average for supplier number 4 is 
well outside the cluster for the averages for the other suppliers. Thus, we would be led to suspect that supplier 
number 4 has provided the defective materials. In order to test this possibility, we employ the Least Sjgnificant 
Difference (LSD) Method. In doing so, we test the null hypothesis that... -

µi = µ; for all i t j 

The alternate hypothesis is, of course, that ... 
µi t µ; for at least one pair of µi & µ; 

Proceeding, we ·calculate the LSD as ... 

LSD= fa,N-a✓ 2 * ~SE 

where "t" is the test statistic for a one-tailed Student's "t" distribution with a significance level of "a." artd N 7 a 
degrees of freedom. MSE = 2.99, as obtained from Table 3 above. For this calculation, a significance level of a= 
0.01 was chosen, and a one-tailed test employed. The reason for this is that we are concerned 'about deficient 
breaking strength. This would be a mean value below 100 pounds, or a coded value of less than zero. Thus, we are 
only concerned about the area to the left of the mean, which necessitates a one-tailed test. Also, since 25 data values 
were obtained from the experiment, N = 25; and because there are five rows and columns, a= 5. Then, after 
substitution of these valqes, the equation becomes . . . · · , 

~ 
LSD = 10.01,2s-s V ~ 

Now the "t" statistic for a one-ta_iled test with a.= 0.01 and 25 - 5 = 20 degrees of freedom is obtained from a stan
dard table18 as to.01 ,20 = 2.528. Then the above equation becomes ... 
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LSD= 2.528 * ✓1.196 = 2.76 

Thus, if any of the pairs of means has an absolute difference of more than 2.76, there will be ground for concluding 
that the null hypothesis is untrue, and that instead the alternate hypothesis is true. To proceed with the LSD test, the 
supplier means are arranged as follows: 

Y1. =-1.05 y2_ = -0.76 J\. = 1.82 Y4. = -4.80 

Proceeding with the comparison of means, we obtain ... 

IA. - .Y2.I = 1-1.05 - (-0.76)1 = 0.29 

IA. - >\I= 1-1.05-, (1.82)1 = 2.87* 

IY1. - ,Y4,I = 1-1.05-(-4.80)1 = 3.75* 

IY1. - .Vs.I= I- 1.05- (1.13)1 = 2.18 

l.v2. - .v3.I = 1- 0.16- (1.82)1 = 2.58 

IY2. - Y4.I = I-0.76-(4.80)1 = s~s6· 
l.v~. - Ys.l = 1-0.76 -(1.13)1 = 1.89 

IY3. - .v4.I = j1.82 -{-4.80)1 = 6.62· 

l.v3. - .vs.I= 11 .82 - (1.13 )I= o.69 

l.v4. - Ys.l = I- 4.80 -(1.13)1 = 5.93* 

Ys. =1.13 .... 

Thus, the LSD method shows that in five of the ten comparisons pairs the LSDs exceed the ·test statistic value of 

2.76. Further, four of these five comparisons involve y4_. It is also to be observed that two of the five, involve A., 
the mean for materials supplier "3." Now the coded value for A. of 1.82 indicates that the m~terial from supplier 

"3" yields cord with a breaking strength of 101.82 pounds. However, since the matter of concern is the deficient 

breaking strength of the cord, A~ is not relevant to the issue since its mean breaking strength is 1.82 pounds above 

the required strength of 100 pounds. Thus, on the basis of the LSD test at the 1 % significance level, we reject Jhe 
null hypothesis and accept the alternate. Supplier "4," then is selling deficient raw materials to Hang 'em High, and 
is the culprit in the problem of deficient breaking strength. 

In concluding this analysis, it is to be observed that if the LSD test statistic had been computed at an a= 0.001, a 
test an order of magnitude more demanding, that only the second and third comparisons would be eliminated. The 

three largest comparisons, involving y4_ would still remain. Further, Montgomery19 points out that use of the LSD 

Method for large numbers of experiments can result in a large Type 1 error, or alpha error. In this case, a Type I 
error would be that of rejecting the hypothesis that the means are all equal, when in fact they are all equal. 

However, the above LSD test was performed at an a. = 0.01. This means that in only one of one hundred s_uch 
comparisons should a difference in means greater than 2.76 be observed. In the above analysis, only ten 
comparisons were made, and among these ten, five of the differences were found to exceed 2.76. Thus, it is believed 
that the LSD Method has yielded correct results for this analysis. However, is this were a matter of concern, one 
might use another test such as Duncan's Multiple Range test for a comparison of the means. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper has been to show a practical example of how an experiment may be designed after the fact 
to identify which of several possible factors might be causing an undesirable outcome. In this type of analysis the 
experimental design makes use of the materials, processes and conditions that _are thought to have been involved in 
causing the effect. This use of experimental design is sometimes termed ex post facto analysis, and might equally 
well have been used to identify the cause of some desirable effect ·ex post facto. In some instances, but very rarely, 
sufficient information may be available in a satisfactory form that will permit organizing it into one or another of the 
experimental designs. When this is the case it is only necessary to apply the analysis of variance approach 
appropriate for the purpose of the experiment. In the present instance, a two-way, or two-factor, model was 
adequate to the desired goal of identifying the cause of defective rope, and of course the supplier of the material. 
Had the experiment failed to disclose a probable cause of the deficient breaking strength, a more complicated model 
would have been necessary to isolate the effects of more factors and thus make a determination as to the cause of the 
problem. In general, the more factors involved in an experimental design, the more complicated the model must be 
in order to account for the effects of the factors. More complex experimental models that might be necessary in 
such cases are Latin Squares, in which three factors can be controlled and analyzed, Factorial Models in which 
factors are varied over a given range and possible interactions analyzed, or even still more complex experimental 
models such as Greco-Latin Squares. 

The type of analysis performed herein employs what is known as a Fixed Effects Model because it does not seek to 
establish general conclusions over a wide range of factor variation, but instead to isolate a specific effect within a 
limited range of factor variation. Thus, the conclusions arrived at in the foregoing analysis, are not to be thought of 
as generally valid, but only as specifically valid for the data available. More general conclusions would require a 
completely randomized experiment, with a possibly more complicated experimental model. 

Finally, the foregoing approach, although limited as to the conclusions that may.be.drawn from it, is perfectly 
general in its applicability to similar situations in which it might be desirable to identify some factor responsible for 
a given effect, whether undesirable or desirable. , 
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METRICS FOR CONTINUOUS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

J. S. Sutterfield and Conrad S. J. Kelly 
Florida A&M University 

ABSTRACT 
As change most often begins with people, mechanisms to teach change and manage change are essential in today's 
organizations. Total Quality Management allows managers to cope with changes through the context or"Continuous 
Process Improvement (CPI). However, a successful CPI program requires that metrics be developed and the · 
program monitored and evaluated by these metrics. This paper will describe some metrics for CPI programs, and 
the use of these metrics in monitoring and evaluating these programs. 

INTRODUCTION: THE EVOLUTION OF QUALITY 
Although the modem Quality movement as an applied science is a fairly recent development it has, interestingly 
enough, a very ancient origin. Egyptian wall paintings dating from ca. 1,450 BC depict measurement and inspection 
operations used even at that early date in the construction of the pyramids. 1 These ideas and principles continued to 
be used in one way or another on through the Industrial Revolution, _ and received an important contribution from 
Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations, for it was Smith who first advanced the idea of the division oflabor. 
However, the concept of the division oflabor was not formalized as an applied science until the 2o!h century, when 
the modem Quality movement began. 

The modern Quality movement is a very recent consequence of the Scientific Management Philosophy that began 
with Frederick W. Taylor. Taylor eventually became the chief engineer at Midvale Steel Works, and was the first to 
approach work as a science using observation, measurement and a_nalysis.2 Taylor's scientific management 
philosophy was originally aimed at production operations, and emphasized the separation of the planning function 
from the execution function. Taylor further conceived of segmenting a job into specific tasks, and of emphasizing 
increased production efficiency and quality. Henry Ford employed the scientific management principles of Taylor to 
produce the first Model T Ford in 1913. Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, early efficiency e?(perts of"Cheaper by the 
Dozens" fame, also became early proponents of the scientific management philosophy. 3 

In 1914 World War I began, and Dr. Walter A. Shewhart began utilizing statistics to monitor industrial processes. 
Shewart's contribution was that of using statistics to control processes, limit variation, and thereby improve quality. 
He believed that the use of statistical process management methods could provide an early warning that a process 
was drifting out of control, so that the process could be adjusted and thereby avoid producing defective products. 
Later in this period, in the early 1920s, Shewhart began to use these techniques while employed by Bell 
Laboratories. It was here that Shewart introduced the control chart.4 Later, Dr. Shewart went to work for the 
Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. C. While working there, Shewart met William Edwards Deming in 
1927, and had considerable influence upon him in the role of statistics in scientific management. In 1940, Derp.ing 
moved to the Census Bureau, where he employed statistical techniques to monitor key punching entry of census 
data. In 1942 began working on military related problems, and developed a series of courses to teach statistical 
control techniques. By the end of World War II, Deming had earned an international reputation, and July of 1950 
found him teaching Statistical Quality Control to Japanese engineers.5

•
6 As a result of this experience, Dr. Deming 

realized that in order for a quality control mentality to take root in Japanese companies, it was necessary for 
manager_s to buy into the quality phi'losophy.7 

· 

Soon after this time, in the 1960s, such men as Armand V. Feigenbaum, Dr. Joseph M. Juran, and Philip B: Crosby, 
· in the United States, and Drs. Kaoru Ishikawa and Genichi Taguchi in Japan, began to rise to the forefront of the 
quality movement as leaders in their own right, along with Deming. These men, and, others like them added 
numerous refinements to the quality discipline. Feigenbaum first advanced the notion that quality control rests with 
all departments, and his book8 provides. an outline for all the activities for all departments to ensure quality. Juran ' 
also focused the need to manage quality throughout the organization, ~d emphasizes the relationship between 
return on investment and the quality improvement program. 9 Crosby was a Vice-president and Corporate Director of 
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Quality at ITT, ·and developed a 14 step quality improvement program. He popularized the concept that ultimately 
quality is free: it costs nothing. Among his books are Quality Without Tears 10 and Quality Is Free. 11 These men are 
credited with developing and teaching the philosophy of "Zero Defects." 

In Japan, the value of the quality approach was readily recognized. Although Japan formerly had been a highly 
industrialized nation, World War II had destroyed the Japanese industrial base, so that it was necessary for Japan to 
rebuild its industrial base from essentially nothing. The Japanese had an appreciation for superior quality, and were 
quick to recognize that the quality approach afforded a means of developing a .superior production capability, while 
at the same time enabling Japanese products to achieve rapid penetration into world markets. The country absorbed 
Deming's concept and learned from there. Dr. Ishikawa made important contributions, developing the concept of 
Quality Circles and the Ishikawa Diagram used in cause and effect problem diagnosis. To Dr. Taguchi is due the 
credit for an approach to the design and analysis of experiments known as "Taguchi Methods," and the "Quality 
Loss Function," that is to say a function defining the monetary loss to a manufacturer resulting from poor quality. 
Both Taguchi and Ishikawa added new dimensions to the quality discipline in the areas of variability reduction, 
problem solving, teamwork, and defining and satisfying customer expectations. The Japanese have seen and 
emphasized the importance of seeking methods to prevent the manufacture of defective products, rather than 
attempting to find defects after manufacture. Today, Japan is a top competitor in practically every market they chose 
to enter: Camera, electronics, automobiles, and shipbuilding, are just a few examples. 

Total Quality Management (TQM) is an all encompassing organizational philosophy for achieving quality, and 
embodies the principles of quality assurance, total quality control, and company-wide quality control. TQM has its 
genesis in the early work of Feigenbaum. Although TQM is the legacy of many contributors, Armand V. 
Feiganbaun is justly regarded as first having formalized the comprehensive discipline ofTQM. However it was 
Deming more than any_ other person who advanced, spread and popularized the concept _of TQM. Most recently 
TQM tends to focus management attention upon business activities as being comprised of interrelated, repeatable 
functions, rather than separate, unrelated groups of activities, that must be continuously scrutinized for 
improvement. 12 The Japanese refer to this activity as kaizen, or Continuous Piocess'Improvement (CPI), and it is 
one of the inost important aspects ofTQM. It is with the area of.CPI that the remainder of this paper is concerned. 

TQM AND CPI METHODOLOGY 
The Total Quality Management movement has essentially reached a global presence with heavy usage·in 
industrialized countries. The practice of quality control has evolved from a mere theory to a comprehensive 
discipline. Once thought of as a practice intended simply to control, or limit the creation of defective items in 
industrial processes, TQM has emerged as a set of management principles that focus on quality improvement as the 
driving force in all functional areas and at all levels in a organization. The key principles defining TQM are: 

1. The customer defines quality, _and customer satisfaction is the top priority; 
2. Top management must provide the leadership for quality; 
3. Quality is-a strategic issue, and requires a strategic plan; 
4. Quality is the responsibility of all individuals within the organization; 
5. All functions must focus on continuous process improvement to achieve strategic goals; 
6. Quality problems are solved through cooperation among employees and management; 
7. Problem solving and continuous quality improvement use statistical quality control methods; 
8. Training and education of all employees are the basis for continuous quality imprRvemertts. 

Continuous Process Improvement, or CPI is a vital aspect ofTQM. CPI recognizes that substantial gains can be 
achieved by the accumulation of many seemingly minor improvements, the synergies of which yield tremendous 
gains over the long run. CPI consists of measuring key quality and other process _indices in all areas and then taking 
actions to improve them . .These indices could include the output of a manufacturing process,' customer satisfaction, 
warranty returns, or any other measures that are descriptive metrics of a process: 

APPLICATION OF CPI METHODOLOGY: COMMON MODELS OF CPI 
Shewhart's Model of Process Improvement: Shewhart's niodel embraces the idea that the improvement process has a 
beginning but there is no end to it: It is a continuous effort. One model used by TQM practitioners in improving 
quality is to depict Shewhart's Model as a cycle with four identified stages of process improvement: Plan (P), Do 
(D), Check (C) and Act (A). 
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"P" represents the beginning of the cycle, early planning: Using the tools ofTQM to identify the opportunity for 
process improvement, the problem can be defined, the customers identified, and the quality characteristics 
understood for the process understudy. Solutions c·an be then developed to improve the process. When one solution 
is approved, a schedule can be prepared and resource estimates made for implementing the quality process. 
Members of staff, or employees, are trained to smooth the transition to the new, improved process. In D, or Do, the 
process improvement is implemented with support from management. In C, or Check, after implementation of the 
new process, the outcome is analyzed to determine what actually happened. During P, expectations are developed as 
to how the process would perform after changes were implemented. In Check, those expectations are measured and 
compared with the original, or benchmark, values. In A, or Act, successful process improvements are incorporated 
as the work standard. 

Keith's Six-Step Improvement Process for CPI: Most people in the management field would agree that beyond a 
stepwise procedure to implement TQM is a logical way of going about TQM in a system. Keith Smith suggested a 
six ( 6) step improvement processes to accomplish this. 

1. Identify the output/service/customers, and suppliers; 

2. Define and document the process; 

3. (Re) define customer and supplier expectations; 

4. Collect data and determine whether expectations.are being met; 

5. Are there any opportunities for improvement? 

6. Develop and implement methods of improvement. 

This process emphasizes three areas namely - models, measures and methods. It was suggested that the process be 
viewed as an open system, which interacts constantly with its ever-changing environment. The term "process" may 
be applied to an entire system or for a single unit or process within the system, in which case the customers or 
clients would be internal to the organization. It is recommended that when using Keith's approach the organization 
follow a continuous, iterative cycle that monitors customers' satisfaction and improves the system in order to 
achieve it. 

The Deming Wheel or P-D-C-A Cycle: The 14 points enumerated by Deming that embody his TQM philosophy are 
well known and will not be elaborated herein. However, what is to be emphasized is the Deming P-D-C-A cycle. As 
with many concepts, one man originates, and another man popularizes. Such was the case with the P-D-C-A Cycle: 
Shewart first enunciated it, as noted above, but Deming popularized it. This cycle is a four-stage process for continu
ous process improvement that compliments Deming's 14 points.2 The steps in Deming's P-D-C-A cycle are as 
follows: 

1. Plan. In this first stage of the Deming Wheel, a process or situation is studied, identifying problems and 
planning how to solve them. This is where customer expectations are determined and goals to measure 
quality improvements are established 

2. Do. In this stage, the plan is implemented on a test basis, improvement is measured, and the results 
documents 

3. Study. In this stage the plan in assessed as to whether it is achieving the goals established in stage 1, and 
· to see whether any new problems have developed 

4. Act. In the final stage, the plan is implemented and the quality improvement is made part of the. normal 
operation. The process returns to stage 1 to start the cycle over again to identify new quality problems and 
develop plans to solve them - Continuous Process Improvement (CPI). , 

The Deming P-D-C-A cycle is commonly depicted as a wheel as shown in Figure 1 below: 
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2.Do 
Implement the plan 
on a te•t bMla. 

Figure 1: Deming Wheel 

The Kaizen Concept of Continuous Process Improvement: Kaizen is often translated in the west a·s ongoing, 
continuous improvement. Some authors explain Japan's competitive success in t~e'world market place as the result 
of the implementation of the Kaizen concept in Japanese corporations. In contrast to the usual emphasis on 
revolutionary, innovative change on an occasional basis, Kaizen looks for uninterrupted, ongoing incremental 
change. In other words, there is always room for improvement and continuously effort to become better. 

Originally a Buddhist term, Kaizen comes from the words, "Renew the heart and make it good." Therefore, 
adaptation of the Kaizen concept also requires changes .in '.'the heart of the corporation," that is to say the corporate 
culture and structure, since Kaizen enables companies to translate the corporate vision in every aspect of a 
company's operational practice. When applied to the workplace Kaizen means continuing improvement involving 
everyone - managers and workers alike. Believers of this theory maintain that continuous development and 
improvement is critical to long term success. 

In practice, Kaizen can be implemented in corporations by improving e~ery aspect of~ business process in a step by 
step approach, while gradually developing employee skills through training, education, and increased involvement. 
The principles in Kaizen implementation are: 

1. Human resources are the most important company asset; 
2. Processes must evolve by gradual improvement rather than radical changes; 
3. Improvement must be based on statistical/quantitative evaluation of process performance. 

Support throughout the entire corporate structure is necessary to become successful at developing a strong Kaizen 
approach. Management,. as well as workers, needs to believe in the Kaizen idea and strive toward obtaining the small 
goals in order to reach overall success. Therefore, all members of an organization need to be trained in a manner to 
support this idea structure. Resources, measurements, rewards, and incentives all need to be aligned to work with the 
principles of Kaizen. · 
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MEASURING CPI: CPI METRICS 
Quality Management requires that all involved keep.track of what is moving everyone towards quality and where 
changes might be made. Some of the most popular techniques for identifying the causes of quality problems are 
Sequence Diagrams, Process Control Charts, Check Sheets, Pareto Charts, Flowcharts, Histograms, and Ishikawa 
Diagrams. These tools are sometimes referred to as the "Magnificent Seven," the "Seven QC Tools" and the seven 
process improvement tools. The first tool to be discussed is the Sequence or Scatter Diagram shown in Figure 2: 

Figure 2: Sequence Diagram 

The purpose of the scatter diagram is to display what happens to one variable when another variable is changed. The 
diagram is used to test a theory that the two variables are related, and to study possible relationships between the two 
variables. The type of relationship that may exist is indicated by the slope of the diagram. Although these diagrams 
cannot prove that one variable causes the other, they do indicate the existence of a relationship, as well as the 
strength of that relationship. A scatter diagram is a simple x-y plot in which the meas.ure of the independent variable 
is plotted on the horizontal axis, and the measurement for the supposed dependent variable on the vertical axis. 

Figure 3: Statistical Process Control Chart 

Dr. Shewhart developed the Control Chart, as shown in Figure 3, as a statistical approach to the study or' 
manufacturing process variation for the purpose of improving the economic effective~ess of the process. This . 
method is based on continuous monitoring of process variation. A typical control chart is a graphical display of a 
quality characteristic that has been measured or computed from a sample versus the sample number or time. The · 
chart contains a center line that represents the average value of the quality characteristic corresponding to the in
control state. Two other horizontal lines, called the upper control limit (UCL) and the lower control limit (LCL) are 
also drawn. These control limits are usually set at +3cr for the UCL and -3cr fo.r the LCL so that if the process is in 
control, 99. 7% sample points will fall between the UCL and the LCL. As long as the points plot within the control 
limits, the process is assumed to be in control, and no action is necessary. However, several points falling outside of 
the control limits, or certain patterns in the points, are interpreted as evidence that the process may be· moving out of 
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control, and investigation and corrective action are then required to fmd and eliminate the assignable causes re
sponsible for this behavior. The control points are connected with straight line segments for easy visualization. Even 
if all the points plot inside the control limits, if they behave in a systematic or nonrandom manner, then this is an 
indication that the process is probably out of control. 

A Check Sheet is shown below in Figure 4 . . The function of a check sheet is to document information as to the 
frequency of problems an efficient, tabular format. This may be accomplished with a simple listing of items. 
However, the utility of the checksheet may be significantly enhanced, in some instances, by incorporating a 
depiction of the system under analysis into the form. 

Figure 4: Check Sheet 

' ' 

Check sheets are used in conjunction with Pareto Charts. Pareto charts plot the information from check sheets as 
histograms in which the problem frequencies are plotted in the order of greatest.to least. Pareto's insight was that 
about 20% of product defects occur about 80% of the time, and about 80% of the product defects occur about 20% 
of the time. Pareto charts are extremely useful because they can be used to .identify those problems having the most 
cumulative effect on the system, and thus screen out the less significant factors in an analysis. Ideally, this allows · 
the user to focus attention on a few important factors in _a process. They are created by plotting the cumulative 
frequencies of the relative frequency data (event count data), in descending order. When this is done, the most 

essential factors for the analysis are graphically apparent, and in an orderly £ ormat. An example of a Pareto Chart 
is shown in Figure 5. 

· Figure 5: Pareto Chart 
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A Process Flow Chart, as shown in Figure 6, is a pictorial representation describing a process being studied. It may 
also be used to plan the stages of a project. Flow charts provide people with a common language or reference point 
when dealing with a project or proc.ess. Four particular types of flow charts have proven useful when dealing with a 
process analysis: top-down flow chart, detailed flow chart, work flow diagrams, and a deployment chart. Each of the 
different types of flow charts provides a different aspect of a process or a task. Flow charts provide an excellent 
form of documentation for a process, and quite often are useful when examining how various steps in a process 
work together. Process flow charts can be used to analyze two separate stages of the process: The manufacture of the 
product and the finished product. In order to analyze the finished product or how to operate the process;, flow charts 
use simple and easily recognizable symbols. Flow charting has been around for a very long time. In fact, flow charts 
have been used for so long that no one individual is identified as the "Father of the flow chart". The reason for this is 
obvious. A flow chart can be customized to fit any need or purpose. For this reason, flow charts can be recognized 
as a very unique quality improvement method. 

Figure 6: Process Flow Chart 

The Histogram evolved to meet the need for evaluating data that occur with various frequencies. The histogram 
makes this possible by allowing for a concise portrayal of information in a bar graph format. The histogram is a 
powerful engineering tool when routinely and intelligently used. The histogram clearly portrays information on 
location, spread, and shape that enables the user to perceive subtleties regarding the functioning of the physical 
process that generates the data. It can also help to suggest both the nature of, and possible improvements to, the 
physical mechanisms at work in the process. An example of a histogram is shown below in Figure 7. ' 

Figure 7: Histogram 

The Cause-and-Effect Diagram is also called the Ishikawa Diagram, after its originator, Kaoru Ishikawa of Japan. 
Popularly it · is known as the "Fishbone Diagram" due to its shape. It was devised so that all possible. causes of a 
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result might be listed in such a way as to allow a user to graphically depict all possible causes of some effect. The 
cause and effect diagram provides a pictorial display of a list of factors ·in which in which possible causes of 
problems may be organized, or factors needed to ensure success of some effort. Thus, it allows easy identification 
of the relationships between factors when studying processes, problem situations, or when planning. It is also an 
effective tool in an area of quality study known as "Failure Mode Effects Analysis and Criticality (FMECA)." This 
diagram was adopted by Dr. W. Edwards Deming as a helpful tool in improving quality. He used the diagram as 
one·ofhis .first tools in the quality management process. The Ishikawa Diagram is shown below in Figure 8. 

Figure 8: Ishikawa or Cause-and-Effect Diagram 

CONCLUSIONS 
What is most important when it comes to quality is that products and services must be designed to meet the 
customer's expe.ctations, or as it is sometimes said to "delight the customer." it is important to have a company 
wide commitment to quality which begins with management and descends to lower levels, thoroughly permeating 
them. Employees are key stakeholders in the quality improvement process and must understand the significant roles 
they play. Having a process to include employees and solicit their input makes TQM and CPI perform at their best. 
However, company-wide commitment must always be buttressed by a set of metrics that can measure continuous, 
incremental progress. Some of the specific areas in which it may be desirable to develop metrics are: 

• Discovery 

• Analysis 

• Improvement 

• Monitoring 

• Implementation 

• Verification 

The "Magnificent Seven" listed above are ideally suited to this purpose because they provide a generalized format in 
which the necessary metrics for any set of processes may be developed. The above tools are powerful devices' for 
quality methodology, which typically involves either reducing process variability or identifying specific problems 
within the process. However, other methodologies may need to be developed to allow for sufficient customization to 
a certain, specific process. 

Finally, it is important to note that the mere use of the quality control tools does not necessarily constitute a quality 
program. Thus, to achieve lasting improvements in quality, it is essential to establish a system that will continuously 
promote quality in all aspects of its operation. This must ultimately be accomplished by a CPI program with metrics. 
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THE STUTTGART ENTERPRISE MODEL 
. INTEGRATED ENGINEERING OF STRATEGIC & OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS 

E. Westkamper, V. Hummel, T. Ronnecke 
Institute of Industrial Manufacturing and Management (IFF) University of Stuttgart, Germany 

ABSTRACT 
The Stuttgart Enterprise Model represents a system with expanded objectives aiming at transformable enterprise 
·structures: The continuous, extremely fast and smooth adaptation of a factory to changes and to a transforming 
environment. The Stuttgart Enterprise Model strives for a scalable approach including one basic model of process 
performance units that follows the main p·rinciples of cooperation, self-organization, self-optimization, self
monitoring, self-configuration and technical intelligence. The technical and organizational processes that are 
connected by information and material flows constitute the elements of production. The Stuttgart Enterprise Model 
represents a system with expanded objectives. It provides solution models, methods, tools and procedures to solve 
the major problems in day-to-day business, for middle and long-term planning activities & strategies associated with 
increasing the competitiveness aiming at transformable enterprise structure. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Special Research Field 467 at the University of Stuttgart has been researching and developing methods, models 
and procedures to increase corporate competitiveness. It focuses on companies with multiple-variant series 
production. Experts from multiple disciplines are taking part in the Special Research Field and have contributed to a• 
conceptual model for transformable enterprises. This model originated in the visions of the first research period 
(1997 - 1999), laying out the basis for the ,,Stuttgart Enterprise Model" that is to be completed and translated into 
a model factory during the third research period (2003-2005). The Stuttgart Enterprise Model strives for a scalable 
approach and is based on a model of process performance units following the basic principles of cooperation, self
organization, self-optimization, self-monitoring, self-configuration and technical intelligence [l] . These principles 
are not only applied by human resources, but also by technical and data processing systems. In the long run, reliable 
methods will be a prerequisite to master the frontier areas of complex systems. Systems theory combined with an 
interaction model provides an excellent basis for the modeling of performance units and networks. Te.chnical ·and 
organizational processes are the elements of production connected by information and material flows. The efficiency 
of individual elements and systems depends on their ability to adapt capacity to demand. Performance units need an 
interaction model able to adapt to boundary and framework conditions. In creating such a model, we can borrow 
from nature. The principle behind the Stuttgart· Enterprise Model closely follows the example of scientific models. 
At the heart of the model are interdependent or operational processes which-by .an integrated control system--can 
act according to need. These processes are elements of a higher-level system control.· Strategic functions refer to 
longer time scales and future tasks. Managerial functions have to do with the management of available resources. 
Planning functions deal with the continuous reconfiguration of the system and the provision of unavailable resources. 
Comparing the active principles of segmentation and group formation to previous app.roaches of team or group work 
makes us realize that the latter are insufficient and lack the managerial and planning functions that enable dynamism 
and transformability. 

The Stuttgart Enterprise Model represents a system with expanded objectives. It provides solution models, methods, 
tools and procedures to solve the major problems of day-to-day work, for middle and long-tertn activities & . 
strategies [2], [3] in order to increase competitiveness in the following fields: 

• Strategies, management and control concepts for transformable companies, 
• transformable planning of structures and adaptive assembly and processing systems, 
• transformable planning and control processes; 
• contribution of human resources to transformability, 
• transformable information system mechanisms, SIM Stuttgart Integration Model, 
• Knowledge management in transformable enterprises, the Stuttgart knowledge management model. 

REFERENCE MODEL AND PERFORMANCE UNITS 
Decentralized and semi-autono~ous organisms, when part of self-similar and self-regulating goal and information 
systems, are superior to centralized structures if increased dynamism combined with robustness is needed. 
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Transformable enterprises are expected to be highly dynamic to enable a rapid adaptation to changing external 
environment and internal system conditions. However, when adapting the technical and social sub-systems, 
robustness is necessary to ensure that processes remain reliable and stable. That's why the Stuttgart enterprise model 
is based on the concept of decentralized semi-autonomous organisms (performance units) whose staff and 
equipment (technical intelligence) make use of managerial management processes and innovative information and 
production technologies to carry out the operational processes. The management of conflicting interests, the 
agreement on goals, and the deployment of human resources in accordance with their life cycle provide the 
framework for a supportive corporate culture. The figure below describes the reference model of the Sqtttgart 
enterprise model. . 
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Fig. 1 Reference model of the ,,Stuttgart enterprise model". 

Even the necessary scale models can be adopted from living organisms. Nature includes an organism's blueprint in 
each basic cell (according to Taylor: basic work elements). Cells are elements of semi-autonomous organs. These 
organs are integral parts of energy, material and information systems, which in turn are centrally managed and 
coordinated. Living organisms are controlled by a central intelligence that is essentially capable to learn and to 
gather and process kno~ledge and strategies in order to respond to their perception of the world. The same 
hierarchical concepts and skills are necessary to organize and control an enterprise. Organs of production include, 
for instance, machines, production systems, production areas or plants. They are assigned to either "material'' or 
"immaterial" logistics systems, requiring smooth transitions, functional complementation and partial redundancy. 
Today's and the future's production systems are networked systems covering a large number of suppliers. Changes 
like those triggered by a customer-specific order, must ultimately lead to actions, activities and modifications of the · 
managerial and operational processes, e.g. the rearrangement of workplaces and machines (setup). Semi~ 
autonomous performance units are linked by material, energy, information and even knowledge flows, and require 
control. The Stuttgart enterprise model represents an integrated model that characterizes enterprises as complex' 
systems of semi-autonomous performance units, and follows the above-mentioned examples of nature. Its 
organizational scales range from individual workplaces and installations to plants and networks, while spanning · 
temporal scales from short-term to long-term periods. A performance unit denotes an organizational unit of an 
enterprise comprising one or several staff members that use resources to achieve defined goals. The managerial and 
operational processes are used to generate products or information from material and information. A performance 
unit (Fig~ 2) is characterized by: cooperation, self-organization, self-optimization, self-monitoring, self-configuration 
and technical intelligence. These characteristics can be enhanced both by human factors and by tec~cal or IT 
systems. 
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Characteristics 

• cooperation 
• self-organization 
• self-optimization 
• self-monitoring 
• self-configuration 
• self-similarity 
• technical intelligence 
• variable boundaries 
• semi-autonomous 
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. Information interfaces 
Interfaces between PUs 

Fig. 2 A performance unit of the ,,Stuttgart enterprise model". 

CHARACTERISTICS AND ELEMENTS OF THE STUTTGARTER ENTERPRISE MODEL 
To cope with a turbulent environment, enterprises and their performance units need particular methods to change 
structures at different scales, i.e. in time (short-, medium- and long-term) and organization (from individual · 
workplaces and equipment to plants and networks). These methods apply to management and financial controlling 
as well as to the fast and continuous adaptation of structures and resources in factories and performance units. In 
order to control the order flow across semi-autonomous performance units, planning methods should be used that 
can handle the material, data and information flows and the optimization of the entire logistics system. Figure 3 
highlights the operational functions in the Stuttgart Enterprise Model. 

Fig. 3 Operational functions in the SEM. 

The Stuttgart enterprise model (SEM) is characterized by the following statem~nts: 
• Transformable enterprises use a systein for an early "value-based" identification of external and internal 

corporate developments by means of indicators and trend reports. This system helps to capture and process 
early identification data from semi-autonomous performance units. The associated risk management process 
shows how to document, analyze and report the risks identified in semi-autonomous performance units. 
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• To meet the growing turbulence, a transformable enterprise is ready to quickly act and react. A comprehensive 
system defining action alternatives in the fields of strategy, structure, human resources and technical resources 
is used to identify leverage points for corporate management necessary to increase transformability. 

• The managerial processes of a transformable enterprise are optimized, i.e. the leverage points have been · 
systematicaily described and visualized, thereby allowing to adapt the corporate management processes 
(speeding up decision-making processes, communication processes, etc.). 

• Performance units in transformable enterprises have a management and control system of their own. A 
systematic classification helps to determine control variables considering strategy and autonomy,-as well-as the 
degree of autonomy of individual performance units. These control variables form the basis of the enterprise 
goal system. · 

• A characteristic feature of the corporate culture in transformable enterprises is the management of conflicting 
interests necessitated by a change process. Interest management identifies both potential goal conflicts and goal 
synergies and helps to develop a win-win-situation for as many persons involved as possible. 

• Often, the organizational structures of individual performance units in transformable enterprises are 
horizontally and vertically linked. These performance units are founded on the principles o'f cooperation, self
organization, self-optimization, self-monitoring, self-configuration and technical intelligence. The boundaries 
of a performance unit are permeable to information, material and energy flows. 

• Systems and staff members must be able to cooperate in the operational processes throughout the value-adding 
chain, and be enabled to negotiate independently with partners at their own and other hierarchical levels. Agent 
theories can support this kind of cooperation with information technology. 

• Systems and staff in the performance units are provided with the necessary skills and framework conditions to 
manage the performance unit by means of self-organization, self-optimization anci self-monitoring. 
Performance units have a management and control system of their own. The managerial and operational 
processes are not precisely defined by a central authority, but are planned by the local people on account of 
their professional competence. The individual activities of the performance units are not supervised and 
coordinated but subject to an event-based navigation matched with the enterprise goal system. In day-to-day 
business, adapted methods are used to optimally organize the processes. To maintain the dynamism of the 
process it is necessary to provide a certain amount of freedom in strategic and tactical respect. The strategic 
and tactical goals are jointly agreed upon with the performance units. The goafagreement system enhances the 
transformability of the groups by letting them contribute to a coordinated goal finding process and-as far as 
their competence permits-by empowering them to pursue and self-regulate their goals. Such self-regulating 
work processes are a prerequisite to developing skills and the capacity for self-regulation. The performance 
units themselves continue to optimize the technologies and the operational processes on their own account and 
initiative. 

• By transferring the model and its characteristics to the control of automated machines, ·e.g. manufacturing and 
assembly systems, it becomes possible to create systems with technical intelligence. That's why transformable 
enterprises have manufacturing systems that are able to adapt automatically to changing ·manufacturing orders 
(self-organization). 

• Transformable enterprises use integrated planning procedures considering all material data and information 
flows to ensure control of orders across all semi-autonomous performance units [4]. 

• Transformable enterprises apply flexible structural concepts with standardized interfaces for a situational 
configuration by ,,plug and play ". 

• Transformable enterprises ar~ equipped with state-of-the-art information and communication technologies to 
shorten logistical operations and data processing between performance units in order to facilitate optimization. -
Methods of propagation are useful to link and integrate different information and communication technologies, 
and enable the specific application of the performance units. · 

• Transformable enterprises use digital tools (modeling, simulation, VR) to keep a steady ,,look ahead" and. 
optimize the configuration of operational processes, performance units and networks. Working and planning in 
a virtual environment allows us to learn from the future. Problems can be recognized much sooner, measures 
can be taken and their impact on.other areas be evaluated in time. Digital factory and planning data can be 
networked via information systems to exploit them for interactive planning activities. 

• Transformable enterprises are engaged in a permanent and interactive planning process. The key function in 
such a process is the provision of up-to-date information on the use of resources and operational processes by 
performance units affected by the change processes [5]. Many different performance and organizational units 
participate in the planning process configuring or reconfiguring a production system (technology, 
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organization). Using planning systems for their synchronized participation (planning table, Digital Factory) 
eliminates time lags due to the need to coordinate departments and hierarchies. 

Fig. 4 Team based planning table. 

• This planning process is very close to reality. The more closely planning is aligned with reality and the more 
detailed processes are mapped, the more efficiently will the necessary change processes be carried out. In a 
virtual environment the analysis of change and start-up effects becomes much e~sier and more efficient. 

• Transformable enterprises exploit the knowledge and experience of staff and systems. Performance units are 
able to learn. Learning in an industrial environment depends on knowledge gained from analysis, planning and 
experience. Knowledge cannot only be gathered and processed in an explicit- and formalized way, but also be 
implicitly developed by the staff members of the performance unit [6]. 

The transformability of enterprises is an important competitive factor of the. future. Transformability requires 
enterprises to be continuously redesigned and reconfigured, from the network of distributed performance units to the 
operational processes on the shop floor. Traditional planning methods fail to keep up with the rapid changes. . · . 
Transformability must be embodied in the characteristics of the individual performance units to ensure the system's 
robustness. It also requires new approaches to interactive planning and control. Decentralization, autonomy of 
performance units, flexible manufacturing systems and assembly concepts are elements leading to increased 
dynamism and market proximity. 

The Stuttgart enterprise model proposes a fundamental approach to increase the transformability of enterprises. 
The effects of the solution models, methods and tools were checked against a virtual f~ctory model, the ,,Stuttgarter 
Pumpen Werke", created by Digital Factory tools and documented for two turbulence scenarios. 

The Digital Factory brings together digital planning tools and processes as well as persons involved in these . . 
processes via an integration platform based on a common database. The aim of the Digital Factory is to make ' 
planning results transparent and easily understandable [7]. A wide range of digital planning tools is available on the 
market, tailored to the specific needs of the planning situation. Most were designed as standalone solutions but are 
now available as integrated solutions, too. A central data base is used to integrate the tools, storing the data produced 
by each individual tool. Synergy effects among the tools arise from the multiple use of data. The processes, 
resources and lastly the products are of key importance -to the digital planning process. 
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Fig: 4 Assembly work station in virtual reality. 

The solutions developed by the Special Research Field 467 help to plan and evaluate the key aspects and success 
factors of factory and production concepts, e.g. aspects of production logistics, manufacturing structure and 
assembly planning. To demonstrate how these solutions work, they have been integrated into the Digital Factory and 
illustrated by the model factory. Topics, such as knowledge management and human resources potential, were 
investigated and illustrated for the first time in conjunction with the Digital Factory. 
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PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF.COORDINATE MEASURING 
MACHINE BY PROBABILISTIC METHOD 

Sompoap Talabgaew, King Mongkut's Institute of Technology North Bangkok 
Ahmad K. Elshennawy, University of Central Florida 

ABSTRACT 
.This research develops an alternative approach for the prediction of uncertainty of coordinate measuring machines 
(CMMs) using geometric error information in each axis or repeatedly measured coordinates. It also introduces a 
procedure to calculate the probability of accepting a measured position within a specified range. The developed 
model has resulted in an improvement in the probability of accepting a measured position, compared to previously 
published models and results. The model may also be used for determining an optimal tolerance for the 
manufacturing measurement processes and provides less costly approach for evaluating the performance of 
coordinate measuring machines. 

INTRODUCTION 
The performance of a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) may be simply defined as its ability to perform its 
measurement function effectively under specified operating condition [3]. To ensure valid measurement results, all 
measurements should be presented with their measurement uncertainty [12]. 

While moving, there are many noise factors affecting CMMs' probe head. For this reason, probe position at the 
workpiece surface may deviate from target position. Large errors at the measured position significantly deteriorate 
the accuracy of a CMM and adversely affect its performance. Uncertainty of CMM ·can be explained as the interval 
in which 95% of the measured values are placed [14]. 

COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE ERRORS 
Systematic error and random error are the two major errors in a CMM environment [10, 12]. 

,, 

Systematic Error . 
Specifically, systematic error is defined as the worst possible error at a specified position [l]. The systematic errors 
can occur when an error in the relative position between the measured position and the probe exists. CMMs cannot 
perform an exact measurement on the workpiece because ~f the difference of coordinate systems as shown in Figure 
1. 

Figure 1: The relative errors caused by the differ~nt coordinate systems between the ~orkpiece and CMM 

Random Error 
· Random errors or precision uncertainties vary under operating conditions for example the environmental conditions, 
the skill of operatorst the imperfection of workpiece or CMM itself, etc. so it is safely assumed that every measured 
position cannot be determined without a certain degree of measurement uncertainty. Furthermore, a measurement 
between two arbitrary selected points in a workpiece surface, the systematic error between two randomly chosen 
points can only be treated as random because of the lack of specific knowledge of the existing errors and where they 

. . 
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come from. By this reason, the error component relating to· the total errors can only be treated as randomly 
independent. 

THE PERFORMANCE OF CMM 
The performance of CMM is defined as the ability to perform its function effectively under specified and operating 
conditions [2]. As known, the main function ofCMM has been used for the purpose of workpiece inspection after 
machining and what industry highly expects from CMM is its accuracy. However, there are several measurement 
characteristics e.g. accuracy, repeatability, reproducibility and linearity involved when evaluating a CMM-since the 
bias or accuracy of a CMM can be calibrated, the only remaining error is that due to uncertainty. 

Recently, it has been said that all measurement results should be presented with their measurement uncertainty or 
precision [8]. In CMMs' operation, uncertainty can arise from various sources as shown in Figure 2 [7]. 

While a CMM is performing the measurement, there are many factors causing an error at the probe position. 
Theoretically, when probe head touches the target position on workpiece surface, the probe position at target 
position (in 2 or 3-dimension) is translated to be a reading position that is ideally assumed to be as same coordinate 
as the true coordinate in CAD or drawing. However, in reality, while probe head is moving, there are many noise 
factors e.g. probe systems, coordinate systems, environments and software & hardware affecting its performing, by 
this reason, probe position at workpiece surface may deviate .from target position. The larger error at measured 
position, the worse accuracy of CMM and also the worse performance of CMM. 

Probe Systems 

Pre-travel 
variation 
Probe 

qualification 

Probe diameter 

Environment 

variations 

Software and Hardware 

Figure 2: The potential factors contributin$ to CMM uncertainty 

CMM 
Uncertainty 

Theoretically, the precision of CMM can be explained as the interval in which 95% of the measured values are 
placed in this interval [9]. For example, in most cases, if a CMM repeatedly mcµces measurement and there are at 
least 95 % of all measured values lie within a tolerance zone of measurement specification, it can be said that this 
CMM has high performance (in term of tolerance zone specification). Figure 3 represents the outline of this 
relationship. 
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Figure 3: A relationship between the performance and precision of CMM 

UNCERTAINTY ELLIPSE 
From the relationship represented in Figure 3, an uncertainty region associated with the measured point coordinate 
has to be determined in order to estimate the CMMs' performance. As mentioned previously, there is the random 
error in the coordinates of each point within the measuring volume of the CMM: Hence, each point in the measuring 
volume can be viewed as having a "random errors cloud" associated with it. In general, firstly, these random error 
clouds will not be spherical because the uncertainty sources are associated with a particular axis of the CMM, which 
elongates the cloud along that direction. Similarly, the size of the cloud will vary from point to point within the 
measuring zone. The random errors cloud could be viewed as ellipsoid, as shown ·in Figure 4 and 5 (4, 6). Secondly, 
the uncertainty of the measured coordinate (x, y, z) is statistically independent and distributed in a Gaussian. The set 
is an ellipse overlap with the coordinate (x, y, z). 

Minor 
axis 

Figure 4: Equivalent ellipse for a random errors cloud 

The random errors can be considered as an uncertainty of measurement. When the prohe is moved to the destination, 
there will be the difference between the true position and the measured position. If a specific position is measured 
over and over (repeatability), the random space will be as ellipsoid with which the major axis will be parallel to the 
axis that is moving (see Figure 5). So the random error is similar to the uncertainty. The uncertainties are also likely 
present in the most mechanically accurate CMMs. The most commonly applied method of uncertainty evaluation is 
the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM). 

PROBABILISTIC APPROACH 
Assuming that a measured point (P) on the workpiece surface can be treated as random position, therefore, the x, y 
coordinates can also be considered the random variables. It is assumed that uncertainty is normally distributed 
around the nominal value of the position. The probability that the magnitude of positional error within a certain 
value can be expressed by the probability of a randomly measured position P(x, y) within an allowable zone of 
uncertainty (Au). It c-an be given by the integration of the joint probability density function representing x and y as 
follows: 
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y 

Figure 5: The three-dimensional random error in the coordinates 

Pr (u) = Probability that a measured position lies within an allowable zone of uncertainty (Au) 

Pr(u) = ff f(x,y)dxdy (5.1) 
Au 

where, . 

f(x, y) is bivariate normal joint probability density function of r~ndom measured position variables (x, y), in which x 

~ N(O, a;), y ~ N(O,. a;) and no correlation coefficien~ exists between the two random measured positions x and 

y. 

The joint probability density function is given by: 

l [ 1 ( x
2 

y2 )] f(x,y)=---exp --:- -2 +-2 
21ro-t»P by 2 o-& o-by 

(5.2) 

where, 

a & is the standard deviation of error in x - axis 

a ay is the standard deviation of error in y - axis 

A contour of the joint probability density function is illustrated in Figure 6. 

y 

Figure 6: A contour off (x, y) 
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Furthermore, specified tolerances on a part or its features can be interpreted as uncertainty of position. Therefore, 
knowing the uncertainty associated with the nominal position, the statistical distribution of uncertainty can be 
obtained. The boundary of uncertainty is an elliptical shape that has semi-major and semi-minor axes. 

The probability that the measured position P (x, y) lies within an allowable area of uncertainty zone (Au) is, as 
shown in Figure 7, given by 

where, 

0-1 = aox/a 

U2 = O"O)'lb 

x1 = x I a 
Y1 = y/b 
a = a semi-major axis 

b = a semi-minor axis 

b 
/ Elliptical 

/L' Uncertainty Zone 

X 1 +Y 1 =I 

Probability of 
accepting a measured 

position 

Figure 7: The probability of accepting a measured position P (x, y) lies within an elliptical uncertainty (Au) 

However, the double integration model in (5.3) can be simplified to single integration in (5.4) 

2~ { r 2 . n Pr(t)=-1- p-exp--(R/aJ S(0,u)l2 dB 
2TCU O S(0,u) 

where, 

ao 
U=--r 

O"ox 

S(B,u) = cos 2 0 + sin 
2 %2 

R = the radius of tolerance zone 
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COMPARING THE.DEVELOPED MODEL 
The developed model in this paper has been compared with the model done in previous research. Those who 
performed the research in this area are well known such as Lehtihet and Gunasena [5] and Shin and Wei [11]. 

The parameters used to calculate the probability of accepting a measured position P (x, y) that lies within an 
elliptical uncertainty (Au) are: 

• the standard deviation of error in x - axis ( O' ox ) 

• the standard ~eviation of error in y - axis ( a bJ' ) 

• the radius of tolerance zone (R) 

Case 1: The Geometric Error for Each Axis of a CMM 
Using all parameters given by Shin and Wei, 
I. The standard deviation of geometric errors for x and y-axes are 0.11825 nim and 0.10549mm 

II. The radius of tolerance zone (R) for measured position ranging from 0.00 mm to 0.40 mm 

then, substitute I) and II) into (5.4). Finally, the results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 8. 

Radius of Probability of Probability of 
tolerance zone accepting a measured · accepting a 
for a measured position measured position 
position (mm) (Shin & Wei) (The developed 

model) 

0 0 0 

0.04 0.05 0.0621 

0.08 0.207 0.2261 

0.12 0.406 0.4379 

0.16 0.604 0.6404 

0.2 0.764 0.7971 

0.24 0.875 0.8989 

0.28 0.941 0.9554 

0.32 0.975 0.9826 

0.36 0.991 0.994 

0.4 0.997 0.9981 

Table 1: Comparing the probability of accepting a measured position with the same radius of 
tolerance zone between the developed model and Shin & Wei 

Probability 
1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

0.08 0.16 0.24 0.32 0.4 

The raclim of tolerance 

Figure 8: Graphical comparison of the probability of accepting a measured position at the same radius of 
tolerance zone between the developed model and Shin and Wei 
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From Table 1, at the · same radius of tolerance zone, the probability of accepting a measured position calculated using 
the model developed is greater than those reported by Shin and Wei 

By implementing this model, for example, it can be stated that the use a CMM.with a standard deviation of 
geometric error for x axis, aoX= 0.11825 mm, and a standard deviation for geometric error for y axis, cror= 0.10549 
mm, to measure a target position will guarantee that 98.3 % probability of the next measurement will lie within an 
uncertainty zone with R = ± 0.32 mm, as opposed to a reported 97 .5 % probability by research of Shin and Wei. 

Case 2: The Geometric Error for Each Axis of a Drilling Machine 
Using all parameters given by Lehtihet and Gunasena, 
I. The standard deviation of geometric errors for x and y-axes are 0.0005 mm and 0.001mm 

II. The radius of tolerance zone (R) for drilled position ranging from 0.0005 mm to 0.0045 mm 
then; substitute I) and II) into (5.4). Finally, the results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 9. 

Radius of Probability of 
Tolerance Zone for accepting a drilled 
Drilled-Hole (mm) pos1tton 

0.0005 

0.0010 

0.0015 

0.0020 

0.0025 

0.0030 

0.0035 

0.0040 

0.0045 

Lehtihet & Gunasena 
(1990) 

0.0446 

0.3015 

0.592 

0.7989 

0.9191 

0.9735 

0.9929 

0.9986 

0.9998 

Probability of 
accepting a drilled 

position 
(The developed 

model) 

0.2153 

0.5901 

0.8351 

0.9455 

0.9853 

0.9968 . 

0.9995 

0.9998 

0.9999 

Table 2: Comparing the probability of accepting a drilled-hole position with the same radius of tolerance zone 
between the developed model and Lehtihet and Gunasena 

Prooobility 

t.O 

0.8 

. 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0005 0.0015 0.0025 0.0035 0.0045 

The radius offolerance 

Figure 9: Graphical comparison of the probability of accepting a drilled-hole position at the same radius of tolerance 
zone between the developed model and_Lehtihet and.Gunasena 

From Table 2 at the same radius of tolerance zone, the probability of accepting a drilled-hole position calculated 
using the model developed in this research is greater than those reported by Lehtihet and Gunasena. 

By implementing the model, it can be stated that the use a CNC with standard deviation of geometric error for x . 
axis, aaX= 0.0005 mm and a standard deviation for geometric error for y axis aor= 0.001 mm, to drill a target hole 
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position will guarantee that 98;53 % probability that the rtext drilling will lie within a tolerance zone with R = ± 
0.0025 mm, as opposed to a reported 91.91 % probability by the research of Lehtihet and Gunasena. 

CONCLUSION 
Several methods can be employed to assess the performance of coordinate measuring machines. Using laser 
interferometer, ball bar, and artifacts for calibrating and enhancing the CMM performance have received wide 
acceptance in the research community dealing with performance evaluation of coordinate measuring machines and 
CNC machine tools. Although these methods are very effective, they are too costly and time consuming t-o make 
them implementable on the shop floor. 

Recent research work has been dealing with the use of statistical models of error parameters to achieve faster results 
with less cost. The research work presented here is an extension to these recent research efforts. It has utilized the 
concept of measurement uncertainty in coordinate measuring machine to provide a faster and less expensive 
approach to assess CMM performance. 

In summary, the developed models resulted in an improved probability of 
7 .1) accepting measurements and 
7 .2) indicating an improvement in the 

performance of CMM 
7.3) providing an assessment of its capability 

and reliability 
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATED LIFE TESTING INVOLVING INCOMPLETE TEST DATA 

Chenhua Li and Nasser Fard 

Northeastern University 

ABSTRACT 

Accelerat~d life testing experiments are commonly designed to test new products and or product reliability during 

the developmental process of product life cycle. These methods are used to obtain information on the life 

distribution or product performance under normal use. This paper studies a step-stress accelerated life test (SSALT), 

where the stress levels ofun-failed units are increased at predetermined time periods. Different methods of 

accelerated life testing will be discussed, including the exponential time to failure distribution and Weibull time to 

failure distribution. To obtain the life distribution under operating stress, a fundamental model is needed to relate 

the distribution under step-stress test to that under constant-stress test. The fundamental model for data analysis of 

SSALT, the cumulative exposure model is presented. The statistical estimation methods are employed to estimate the 

unknown parameters of these models. The SSALT is intended to reduce test time and to assure that failures occur 

quickly enough, while avoiding possibility of additional, unrelated failure modes. The SSALT is particularly 

useful in new-product development when the appropriate stress levels for a constant stress ALT are unknown. In a 

SSALT, the data are usually obtained from the step-stress cumulative density function. 

INTRODUCTION . 

Accelerated life testing experiments are comm<?nlY designed to test new products and or product reliability during 

the developmental process of product life cycle. These methods are used to obtain information on the life 

distribution or product performance under normal use. An integrated product test program may consist of 

several types of tests, each having different objectives, s·uch as functional or operational tests, environmental stress 

testing, reliability qualification tests, reliability ·life testing, safety testing, and reliability growth testing. These 

tests provide useful reliability information, and aggressive failure mode and effect analysis. The primary objective 

of reliability life testing is to obtain· information concerning failures, in order to quantify reliability, determine 

whether reliability and ·safety goals are being met, ·and improve product reliability. One of the most important 

reliability testing is accelerated life testing. Accelerated life testing (ALT) consists of a variety oftest methods, by 

increasing the stress levels for hastening the product degradation and accelerating their failures. 

Accelerated life testing for a product or material is often performed to quickly obtain information on the life 

distribution or product reliability under normal operating conditions. Specimens are tested at higher-than-operating 

levels of stress ( e.g., temperature, voltage, pressure, vibration, and cycling rate) to induce early failure. Failure 

information is then extr~polated to normal operating conditions, based on an assumed life-stress relationship. Such 

testing could save much time and money. 

Accelerated life tests can be classified as constant stress, step ~tress, cycling stress or random stress etc. These 

types of loads are classified according to the time dependency of the stress variables. In a constant stress 

accelerated life test (CSALT), stress applied to the products is time-independent. Test units are subjected at a 
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constant, higher-than-usual level of stress until either all units fail (without censoring) or the test is terminated, 

resulting in a ·censored test data. Step-stress ALT (SSALT) increases the stress applied to the test product in a 

specified discrete sequence. Test units are initially placed on a specified low stress. If a unit does not fail in a 

pre-determined time, the stress is changed to a higher level. 

In the analysis of life data, we want to use all available data, which sometimes is incomplete or includ~~. uncertainty 

as to when a failure occurred. To accomplish this, we separate life data into two categories: complete (all failure 

data are available) or censored (some of failure data are missing). Coinplete data consist of the exact life of each 

sample units, which means that the value of each sample unit is observed or known. In many cases when life data 

are analyzed, all units in the sample may not fail. This type of data is commonly called censored data ( or incomplete 

data). Due to different types of censoring, censored data can be divided into time-censored da~ and 

failure-censored data. Time censored data is also called type I censored. It is obtained when censoring time is 

fixed, and then the number of failures in that fixed time is -random. Data are failure censored (or type II censored) 

if the test is stopped after a specified number of failures occur. The time to fixed number of failures is random. 

According to the censoring type, step-stress ALT can also be divided into time-censored SSALT and 

failure-censored SSALT. · 

In recent years, the studies of step-stress accelerated life testing design and analysis have attracted many interests 

and efforts. Nelson [8] described step-stress accelerated.life testing and proposed the cumulative exposure model 

(CE model) for data analysis. The model assumes that the remaining life of specimens depends only on the current 

cumulative fraction failed and current stress - regardless of how the fraction is accumulated. Miller and Nelson 

[7] first presented optimum simple SSALT plans for the case where test units have exponentially distributed life and 

all units run to failure. Bai, Kim and Lee [2] extended the results of Miller & Nelson [7] to the case where a 

prescribed censoring time is involved. Bai and Kim (3] proposed an optimum simple SSALT for the Weibull 

distribution under Type I censoring. Khamis and Higgins [5] considered quadratic stress-life relationship and 

derived the optimum 3-step SSALT for the exponentially distributed time-censored data. :Yeo and Tang [14], Tang 

[ 11] derived an optimal simple. SSALT, where not only the optimum hold time under low stress but also the optimum 

low stress level is determined by taking into consideration the target acceleration factor. Xiong [12], Xiong and 

Milliken [13] explored an optimum pla1:1 for simple failure-step SSALT, when the stress change time is an order 

statistic from the exponential lifetime under the low-stress model. Teng and Yeo (10] proposed transformed least 

squares approach for the data analysis of failure-censored step-stress accelerated life tests with exponentially 

distributed failure time. Khamis and Higgins [ 6] proposed a time transformation of the exponential CE model for 

analyzing Weibull SSALT data. · Alhadeed and Yang [ 1] obtained the optimal design for the simple SSALT using 

the Khamis~Higgins model with complete data. 

In this paper, we discuss the data analysis for both time-censored and failure-censored SSALT with exponeiltfal _data 

or Weibull data. In the following section we present the common steps for accelerated life test data analysis. · 

Section III shows the basic model for SSALT data analysis, the cumulative exposure model (CE model). Figures 

and mathematical expressions are both used to illustrate the CE model. Section IV presents the analysis for Type I 

censored exponentially distributed SSALT data, where the procedure is given and MLE method is used for 

parameter estimation. In section V, we discuss the transformed least squares approach for Type I~ censored 
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exponentially distributed SSALT data analysis. In section VI, We proposed the analysis for Type I censored 

Weibull data.- ' K-H model is assumed and the MLE method is used. 

ACCELERATED LIFE TEST DATA ANALYSIS 

Determining the probability density function (pdf) at normal operating condition is the main purpose of life data 

analysis. Using this pdf, we can easily obtain all other reliability assessment, such as probability ofa failure within 

. warranty period, risk analysis, and etc. In accelerated life data analysis, we need to determine this pdf at normal 

operating conditions from accelerated life test data, instead of from regular failure data, obtained under normal 

operating conditions. In order to do that, we must have an underlying life distribution and a life-stress relationship . 

. ALT Data Analysis Steps 

The first step in performing an accelerated life data analysis is to choose an appropriate life distribution. The 

assumed underlying life distribution can be any life distribution. The most commonly used life distributions are the 

Weibull, the exponential and the lognormal. The exponential distribution has been widely used in the past because 

of its simplicity, although it is rarely appropriate. The Weibull and lognormal distributions, which require more 

involved calculations, are more appropriate for most cases. 

After selecting an appropriate underlying distribution, the second step is to select a life-stress relationship, which is 

shown in the following subsection. 

Life Stress Relationship 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between actual stress and the life. The curve shows that at higher stress level less 

time is required to for a failure occurancy and as the stress is reduced product life becomes longer. This 

relationship between stress and life provides an effective means for accelerating the test. 

Accelerated condition 

Stress 
Stress Normal operating condition 

Life 

Figure 1: Relationship between Stress and Life 
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Table 1 lists some commonly used life-stress relationships. 

Relationship Model 

B 
Arrhenius Relationship ln(L(v))= 1n(c)+-

V 

Eyring Relationship L(V)=_!_e-H) 
V 

.. 
Inverse Power Law Relationship ln(L) = -ln(K)-n 1n(v) 

Temperature-Humidity Relationship · ln(L(v,u))= ln(A)+f-+-~ 
V U 

Temperature-Non thermal Relationship 
B 

ln(L(U, v))= ln(c)-n ln(u)+-
V 

General Log-Linear Relationship ln(L)=a0 +a1X 1 +a2 X 2 + ... +anXn 

Proportional Hazards Model A(t; x) = Ao (t )•ea1X1+a2.x:2+·•-+am-xm 

Table 1: Commonly Used Life-Stress Relationship 

Where L represents a . quantifiable life measure, V, U, X; 's are the stress variables, A. is the failure rate, and 

A, B, C, K, n, ¢>, b, a; are unknown parameters. 

SSALT DATA ANALYSIS MODEL 

In SSALT, failure data are obtained from the step-stress cumulative density function (CdO. However, commonly 

applied life distribution under normal operating stress, assumes constant stress. To analyze the data from SSALT, a . 

model is needed to relate the distribution under step-stress to the distribution under constant stress. Nel_sc;m [8] 

defined one such model, called cumulative exposure model. The model assumes that the remaining_ life of 

specimens depend only on the current cumulative fraction failed and current stress - regardless of how the 

fraction accumulated. Moreover, if held at the current stress, survivors will fail according to the Cdf of stress, but . , 

starting at the previously accumulated.fraction failed. 

Figure 1 describes the cumulative exposure model, with a three step SSALT (a), and the three Cdf's for the constant 

stresses Vi, V2, V3 (b). It shows that the test units first follow the Cdffor Vi up to the first holding time t1• When 
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the stress increased from Vi to Vi, the unfailed units follow the Cdf for _V2, starting at the accumulated fraction failed. 

Similar derivation can be obtained when the stress increases from Vi to V3• Figure 1-c shows the Cdf of the 

step-stress ALT, which includes the segments of the Cdf's for the constant stresses. 

Stress V 

V1 • 
Vi .__.. 

Vi 
Vi 

Timet Timet 
0 

0 t1 (a) ti t1 (c) ti 

Figure 2: Cumulative exposure model 

The cumulative exposure model fork-step SSALT can be expressed as follows: 

F1(t) 0=:;;1=:;;11 

F2(t-t1 +s1) t1 =:;;t~t2 

F0 (t)= F3 (t-t2 +si} t2 =:;; t ~ t3 

Fk (t-tk-1 +sk-1) tk-1 ~ t =:;; tk 

where s O = t O = 0; and s; (i > 0) is the solution of: F;+t (s;) = F;_{t; - t i-t ·+ s i:-i'), for i = 1, ... , k -1. 

ANALYSIS FOR TYPE I CENSORED EXPONENTIAL DATA 

Test Procedure: 

l. n units are initially placed on lower stress S1, and run until time -r (also called hold time), when the stress is 

increased to Si and the test is continued until all units fail or until a predetermined censoring time T, whichever 

comes first. 

2. n; failures are observed at time iij, j = i,2, ... n; while testing at stress S;, i = 1,2 , and nc units are censored. 

Basic Assumptions: 

l. For any level of stress, the life oftest units is exponentially distributed. 

2. The mean life 0; of a test unit at stress S; is a log-linear function of stress. That is, . 

(l') 

log(B;)= a 0 +a1S; (2) 

where · a0 and a 1 (< o) are unknown parameters depending ?n the nature of the product and the method oftest. 

3. A cumulative exposure model holds . 

. From the assumptions of CE model and exponentially distributed life, the Cd( of a test unit under simple SSALT is: 
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. · 1exp(- ~ . ) . for O ~ t ~ -r 
G{t)= 1- . 1 

t-T '!' 
exp(---- -) for T ~ t ~ oo 

02 0. 

Thus the likelihood function from observations tij, i = 1,2, j = 1,2, ... n;, is presented as follows [2, 14,l}J: 

L{01,02)= fI[_!_•exp(-Y)]·fI[_!_•exp(-
12

•j ~'!' _.!_)]·TI exp(_.!__ T-T) 
j=l 01 01 j=l 02 02 01 j=l 01 02 

where nc = n.- n1 - n2. The log likelihood function is then: 

where U1 = i:ii,j +(n2 +nc}•T and U2 = f ~2,j -T)+nc(T-T). 
j=I j=l 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Then the ~aximum likelihood estimat~r is obtained by differentiating the log likelihood function. The result is: 

log(~1 
-~1 ·log(~2 

)) s. -So 
· 

1 2 where x; = - 1 
-- for i = 0,1,2 . . 

l-x1 ' S2 -S0 

ANALYSIS FOR TYPE II CENSORED EXPONENTIAL DATA 

Here we consider an m-step failure censored SSALT. All n test units are initially placed atlowest stress x 1 and run 

until n I failure occurs. At t 1 n , the stress is changed to x2• The test is continued, and the stress changes at times 
'I 

t;,n,. The test is terminated after nm units have failed at stress level Xm, Based on the assumptions of 

exponentially distributed failure time and the log-linear life-stress relationship, Teng and Yeo [10] proposed a 

transformed least squares approach (TLS) for the data analysis of failure-censored SSALT. This approach is based 

on two lemmas. Proofs of those two lemmas can be found in probability and statistics book, such as [4]. 

Lemma 1: Let l(i),1(2),·· .,t(n) be order statistics derived from a sample of n exponential observations with mean 0. · 

Let l(o) = 0; then for i = 1, ... ,n, Z; = (n -i + 1)· V(;) -t(i-1)) ares-independent exponential random -variable with 

mean 0. 

Lemma 2: Let Z have an exponential distribution with mean 0. Then log{Z) has an extreme value distribution 

with location parameter log{0) and scale parameter 1. The mean and variance of log{Z) are: log(0)-0.5772 

and 1.2832 , respectively. 
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The observed failure time t i,j from the failure-censored SSALT are ordered statistics from n exponential 

observations with mean 0 . Let t 1,0 = 0, t ;,o = t i-l,n;-• for i = 2, ... , m . Then the transformed time difference 

between two consecutive failures Z ,,1 = ( n -(~ nk + j) + I} ~ ,,1 - t i,J-I) are statistically independent and 

exponentially distributed with mean 0; _by Lemma 1. Then the log(Zi,j) are therefore extreme value random 

variable with mean log(0; )- 0.5772 and variance 1.2832
• 

If define a random variable W;,j = log(Z;,j )+ 0.5772, the regression model becomes Wi,j = a 0 + a 1 • X; + ei,J, 

where e i,J are independent extreme value random variable with mean 0 and variance 1.283 2 
. 

By least squares estimation, the TLSE of a 0 ,a1 satisfy 

,. [ n L n; · x; i-i · [ I Wi,j l 
Hence [ao] i i,j 

,ii = ~n; ·X; ~n; ·x,2 . ;:xi ·W1,J 

And log{00 )= ci0 + ci1 • x0 is the.TLS estimator of the log of mean life under normal operating condition. 

ANALYSIS FOR TYPE I CENSORED WEIBULL DATA . . 

(6) 

The assumption of exponentially distributed life times has limited the application of the above results. Although 

Weibull distribution is more flexible, the computation complexity of the SSALT model with Weibull distribution has 

hindered the further research and application. To overcome such difficulty, Khamis and Higgins [6] proposed a 

time transformation of the exponential CE model for analyzing Weibull SSALT data. The K-H model for a simple 

SSALTis: 

le{~) o~,~~ 
G(t) = 1- ( o o o ) t -, T 

exp------ ,'5:t5:oo 
' 02 01 

(7) 

where 8 is the shape parameter, and 0; . is the scale parameter. 
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This time-transformation enables the reliability engineer to use known results for multiple-step, multiple-stress 

models that have been developed for the exponential step-stress model when 8 is known. Alhadeed and Yang [l] 

considered the case where 8 is unknown, and proposed the MLE and the optimal test design using the K-H model, 

based on the assumption of complete data. Here, we consider Type I censored Weibull data, and present the 

parameter estimate using MLE method. 

Let y = log(t ), ·a= 1 / 8, u; = log(B; )=Po+ /J1S;, and C; = (log(z-}-u; )/a, for i = 0,1,2. Then (7) becomes: 

G(y)= 11-exp(-exp(y~u, )} 
. 1-ex{-exp( y ~u2 ) + exp( C2 )- exp( Cl)} log( r) s; y < oo. 

-oo < y <log(r) 

The log likelihood function for the time censored Weibull data Yij, i = 1,2 , j = 1,2, ... , n; is: 

log[L(u 1,u2,a)]=-(n1 +n2)1og(a)+ ±f(yij-ui -ex/ Yij-uiJJ 
i=l j=l a l a 

+(n2 + nc Xexp(C2 )-exp(C1 ))-nc exp(Cr) 

where Cr 
log(T)-u2 

The MLE for u1, u2, a can be obtained by differentiating the log-likelihood function. 

!(n, -texf'J ;u, J-(n2 +nc)exp(C+ O; 

8 log[L(u1 ,u2,a)] . _ _!_(n2 - f exp(Y2j -u2 J+(n2 +nc )exp(C2 )-nc exp(Cr )J = O; 
8u2 a j=l a . 

The MLE of log of the life with R reliability of the Weibull distribution at normal operating condition is: . 

YR(so)= log(Bo )+UR. a, "1 -xu2 +UR . a-
1- x 

where x = Si - So and UR = log(- log(R )) . 
S2 -So ' 
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.A NEW WAY OF SEQUENCING ELEVATORS - II 

· David Kohler 
San Francisco State University 

ABSTRACT 
We present and discuss a new way by which elevators can be sequenced so as to reduce the time that p~~sengers 
spend waiting for and traveling in them. We show that this can be formulated as a Markov decision process, which 
in turn can be formulated as a mathematical programming problem. Thts paper generalizes earlier results (Kohler 
[5]) and extends them to the case of a bank of two elevators serving a nine-storey building in the morning rush hour. 

INTRODUCTION 
The vast majority of current elevator systems are inefficient because each elevator in a system is essentially self
controlling and is programmed to stop if it is the first to reach a waiting passenger. In the vast majority of elevators 
there does not exist a control system for the elevators as a whole which would sequence the elevators and assign 
passengers to elevators in a more efficient way. 

When one considers how much time is "wasted" in elevators every day, it is surprising that relatively little attention 
has been given to this area in the operations research literature. The most complete discussion of control strategies is 
in Barney and dos Santos [I]. Pepyne & Cassandras [4] and Newell [3] have specifically studied up-traffic but their 
results do not carry over to the problem addressed in this paper because of the fundamental difference in the request 
mechanism. 

A NEW WAY OF REQUESTING ELEVATORS 
In most elevator systems, each floor has only an Up and Down button. It is only when the passenger enters the 
elevator that he indicates the desired floor. There is no opportunity for assigning passengers to elevators in advance. 
This paper is based on a simple idea to make elevators easier to control efficiently. We propose that each passenger 
indicate the floor he wishes to go to as soon as he enters the elevator lobby, before entering the elevator itself. He 
would do this by pressing a button for that floor in the lobby. When an elevator arrives in the lobby, lights over its 
door would indicate the floors it is programmed to stop at. The passenger should not get into an elevator that is not 
going to stop at the floor he requires. Inside the elevator, there would be no buttons. If, by accident, a passenger gets 
into the wrong elevator he would have to get out at the next stop and request a new elevator. 

Obiective 
One's first impulse would be to try to minimize the expected time a passenger takes to reach his destination, 
including the time waiting to board the elevator. However, this runs up against the practical difficulty of counting 
the number of passengers who request a specific floor. One cannot use the number of times a button has been 
pressed as a measure of the number of passengers requesting that floor because people would soon learn to press the 
buttons repeatedly in order to give themselves a higher priority. Therefore, we will instead use the term cohort to 
mean a group of one or more passengers traveling to the same floor and in this paper we will address the problem of 
minimizing the average time for a cohort to reach its destination. 

Assumptions and Basic Probabilities 
We will consider a very simple situation of a bank of two elevators serving n upper floors during the morning rush 
hour when all traffic is up. We assume that each car is large enough to carry all passengers that want to get on, and 
that all passengers can get on and off within the normal time the elevator door stays open. We will study in detail the 
case n = 8. 

Further, we assume that passengers arrive at random in the lobby at an average rate of A per second for each floor; 
i.e. the demand for each floor is the same and the total demand is riA. The probability of x passengers arriving in the' 
lobby during time t and wanting to go to the same floor has a Poisson distribution: 

P(x) = e-AJ (ALY 
x! 
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In particular, the probability that no passengers will want to go to that floor is: 
P(O),= e-AJ . 

and the probability that a cohort (i.e. at least one passenger) will request that floor is: 

1 -AJ . -e 
Ther_efore, if.r sp_ecific floors have already been requested at the start of a time period t, the probability that s 
specific floors will have been requested by the end of that time period is: 

n-rc (1 -AJ)s-,(· -AJ)n-s O 
S 

- e . e where ~ r ~ s ~ n . -r (Formula 1) 

Observational Data and Round Trip Times 
Observational data was collected on a bank of elevators at a major hospital in San Francisco. This showed that an 
elevator typically stops for 8 seconds at a floor; this time is measured from the instant when the doors begin to open 
until they have completely closed again. It takes about 7 .5 seconds to travel one floor and 1.3 seconds for each 
additional floor, these times being measured from the instant when the doors have completely closed at the departure 
floor until they start to open at the arrival floor. 

Consider an elevator's total round trip time, from the moment it leaves the ground floor until it arrives back at the 
ground floor again. The round trip time includes an 8-second stop at the top. The shortest round trip time occurs 
when the elevator travels to the first floor in 7 .5 seconds, then down again in another 7 .5 seconds. The total round 
trip time in this case is therefore 7.5 + 8 + 7.5 = 23 seconds. For each additional floor traveled with no intermediate 
stops we must add 1.3 secs each way. Each intermediate stop requires 8 secs for the stop plus 7.5 secs to get up to 
speed by traveling one floor. This is to be compared with the 1.3 seconds that would have been required to travel · 
that one floor if the elevator had not had to stop. So each intermediate stop adds 8 ~ 7.5 - 1.3 = 14.2 secs to the total 
time. · 

Co.nsider the case n = 8; i.e. a building with 8 floors above the ground floor. Table 1 gives the round trip times in 
seconds. · 

Number of intermediate stops 
Highest floor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 · 23 
2 25.6 39.8 
3 28.2 42.4 56.6 
4 30.8 45 59.2 . 73.4 
5 33.4 47.6 61.8 76 90.2 
6 36 50.2 64.4 78.6 92.8 107 
7 38.6 52.8 67 81.2 · 95.4 109.6 123.8 
8 41.2 55.4 69.6 83.8 98 112.2 126.4 140.6 

Table 1 
The time for the elevator to return to the lobby from the 15

\ 2nd
, 3rd

, 4th
; 5th

, 6th
, 7th and 8th floors is 7.5, 8.8, 19.1, 

11.4, 12.7, 14.0, 15.3 and 16.6 seconds, respectively. In order ~educe the size of the computational problem we 
assume that these return tim es are modified by the amounts (in seconds) shown in Table 2. 

Number of intermediate stops 
Highest floor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 -8.0 
2 -5.4 -6.7 
3 -2.8 -4.1 -5.4 
4 -0.2 -1.5 -2.8 -4~ 1 
5 2.4 1.1 -0.2 -1.5 -2.8 
6 5.0 3.7 · · 2.4 1.1 -0.2 -1 .5 
7 7.6 6.3 5.0 3.7 2.4 1.1 -0.2 
8 10.2 8.9 7.6 6.3 5.0 3.7 2.4 1.1 

Table 2 
For example, it actually takes an elevator 10.1 seconds to return to the groun? floor from the 3rd flo~r, i~espective 
of the number of intermediate stops made on the the way up;but we assume mstead that the return time 1s 4.1 
seconds less than this if the elevator made one stop on the way up, namely 10.1-4.1 = 6.0 seconds. The net effect 
of this assumption is that the round trip times become_ multiples of 15.5 ~econds which we define as the basic ti!fZe 
unit or btu. The modified round trip times, measured m btus, are shown m Table 3. 
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Number of intermediate stoi: s 
Highest floor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 
2 2 3 
3 2 3 4 
4 2 3 4 5 
5 2 3 4 5 6 
6 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
8 2 3 4 5 · 5 7 8 9 

Table 3 

Thus the round trip time does not depend on the highest floor. It depends only on the number of intermediate stops, 
which in turn depends on the number of floor requested. If f > 0 floors are requested, the number of intermediate 
stops is f - 1 and the round trip time is f + 1. 

The btu of 15 .5 seconds was chosen so as to minimize the overall discrepancy between the rounded and actual round 
trip times. 

The Obiective 
As already stated, we seek to minimize the average time for a cohort to reach its destination. The shortest time a 
cohort could possibly reach its destination is the time it takes to wait in the lobby until the next elevator could leave 
plu~ the travel time on the elevator if there were no intermediate stops. A cohort cannot reach its destination any 
faster than this. Therefore, we treat this time as given. In our objective function we only measure additional delays 
over which we have some control, namely: 

(a) The delay caused when some cohorts in the lobby are instructed to wait foran additional period of 
time, even though there is an elevator in the lobby which could leave (or actually does leave) 
immediately. We call this the delay time, and denote it by l<t . 

(b) The time taken for an elevator to make intermediate stops in order to let off other cohorts. We call . this 
the int~rmediate stop time and denote it by lj . The intermediate stop time is determined by the number 
of cohorts an elevator is carrying when it leaves the lobby, not the specific floors they want to reach. 

Both~ and~ are measured in cohort-seconds. Our aim in this study is to minimize the average ofl<t + lj per unit of 
elapsed time. This will automatically minimize the average total time for a cohort to reach its destination. 

THE UNDERLYING MARKOV DECISION PROCESS 
A finite Markov decision process is a stochastic process that is observed at certain instants of time called stages. At 
each stage the system is in one of a finite number of states, and in each state we may take one of a finite number of 
decisions. The sets of possible states and decisions do not depend on the stage; i.e. they remain constant. At each 
stage a reward or costis accrued, depending on the states the system was in and the decision u that was taken. The 
system then moves to a new, possibly different, state at the next stage. The probability ofreaching a specific ·state at 
the next stage depends only on the current state and decision taken in the current stage 
In this paper we will consider in detail the case where n = 8. In this case the maximum round trip time is 9 basic 
time units (btu), as shown in Table 3. · 
Our probl~m can be cast as a Markov decision process if we make the following simplifications and assumptions: 
1. First, we assume the system will be operated in such a way that the elevators leave the ground floor only when . 

the· clock time is a multiple of the basic time unit. This implies that the elevators return to the lobby at clock 
times that are also multiples of the btu. Furthermore, the elevators' waiting times in the lobby are also multiples 
ofthebtu. . 

2. Then we define a stage to be an instant of time when the clock time is a multiple of the btu and in which .one .of 
the following conditions has arisen: 
a. One elevator (let's call it Elevator 1) is in the lobby and has been there at least one btu; it could therefore be 

instructed to close its doors and ascend. Elevator 2 is not in the lobby or has only just arrived in the lobby; 
therefore this elevator could not be instructed to ascend at this moment. At this instant in time, the system 
can be in a finite number of states corresponding to 

i. the number of floors that have been requested by the people waiting in the lobby, namely O through 
8 (9 possibilities); and 
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ii. · the time until Elevator 2 is ready to ascend again; i.e. has returned to the lobby and has waited one 
btu there. Elevator 2 must have left earlier, so it will return to the lobby in at most 8 basic time units 
and will be ready to ascend again in at most 9 btus ( after the additional minimum required waiting 
time in the lobby of 1 btu). Therefore, this time can ·vary between 1 and 9 btus (9 possibilities). 

The total number of states of this kind is therefore 9 x 9 = 81. · 
At this instant of time, various alternatives are open to us. We could assign the people waiting in the lobby 
to Elevator 1 and dispatch it on its journey. Alternatively, we could do nothing and allow Elevator 1 to wait 
in the lobby for one basic time unit before deciding whether to assign any people to it; this would incur a 
delay time. Or we could do both: despatch some people on Elevator 1 while the rest are left behind in the 
lobby. . 

b. Both elevators are in the lobby and have been there for at least one btu. Therefore, either or both of them 
could be despatched. The number of states of this kind is simply the number of floors that could be 
requested: 9. 
Again, various alternatives are open to us: we could allow both elevators to wait one basic time unit; or we 
could assign all of the waiting passengers to the two elevators and send them on their way; or we could 
assign some or all of the passengers to one elevator and dispatch it while commanding the other elevator to 
wait in the lobby for one basic time unit. 

The total number of possible states is therefore 81 + 9 = 90. 

In summary, a stage occurs if and only if the clock time is a multiple of the basic time unit and there is at least one 
el~vator in the lobby that can be despatched. 

We will use the notation (e, u, f) to represent a state, where e is the number of elevators in the lobby (1 or 2), u is the 
number of time units until the other elevator is ready to be despatched, and f is the :r;iumber of different floors that 
have been requested by the people in the lobby represented by a row vector. Note that u is zero when e is 2. Here are 
some examples of states: 

(1, 3, 2) means that only one elevator can be despatched now a~d the other elevator can be 
despatched in 3 btu (46.5 seconds), and .the people in the.lobby want to go to two different 
floors. 

(2, 0, 5 ) means that both elevators can be despatched now, and the people in the lobby want to go to 
five different floors. 

SOME FUNDAMENTAL FACTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
A. It would never be sensible to dispatch an empty eievator because the same effect could be achieved by allowing 

it to wait in the lobby for a length of time equivalent to its round trip time. . 
B. In the situation where both elevators leave at the same time, it would never be sensible to leave anyone behind 

in the lobby; because the waiting time of those left behind would be intolerably long. Therefore, each waiting 
passenger should be assigned· to one or the other elevator. 

The Number of Decisions . . 
We continue to consider the specific case where n, the number of floors above the ground floor, is 8, and we now 
proceed to enumerate the number of possible decisions: 
(a) Consider the case where one elevator can be despatched now and the other can be despatched in u time ~nits, 

where 1 ~ u ~ 9. Let f be the number of floors requested, f= 0,8. For a given fthe riumber ofpossible 
decisions is f + 1. For example, iffis 4 we can instruct the elevator to wait or we cari despatch it with 1, 2, 3 or 
4 cohorts. Therefore, the total number of decisions for a specific value ofu is 

8 -

~)f +I)== 45 
f=O 

The total number of decisions for all 9 values ofu is 9 x 45 = 405. 
(b) Consider the case where both elevators are in the lobby. When f= 0, only one decision is possible: despatch no 

elevator (by virtue of fact A above) : 1 possibility. If f is greater than zero we can : 
- Either despatch no elevator (1 possibility for each value off); 

Or despatch one elevator with 1, 2, 3, ... , f cohorts (f possibilities for each value off; i.e. 36 total 
possibilities) · 
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Or despatch r cohorts. in Elevator 1 and s cohorts in Elevator 2, where (r + s} = f (by virtue of fact B above) 
and for simplicity r ~ s. (the number of possibilities is f/2 if f is even and ( f-1 )/2 if f is odd; in this case the 
total number of possibilities. is 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 = 16) 

Thel:otal number of decisions is therefore 1 + 8 + 36 + 16 = 61. 
The total number of decisions is 405 + 61 = 466. 

Mathematical Programming Formulation . 
Manne [l] has shown that a simple Markov decision problem may be formulated as a linear program. We take a 
similar approach but in our case the objective function is nonlinear .. 

Recall that in our case there are 90 states, indexed by i, and 466 decisions. 
Let the variable Xik represent the probability of being in state i and taking the kth decision possible from that ith state. 
Also, let the constant Pijk be the probability that the system will be in state j if at the previous stage it was in state i 
and the kth decision was taken from that ith state. This constant is calculated in a straightforward but tedious way, 
using Formula 1 given above. For example, let's consider that the ith state is (1, 5, 4) and we take the decision to 
send three of the four cohorts in Elevator 1, leaving the other cohort behind. As shown by Table 3, Elevator 2 will 
return in 4 btu and will be ready to be despatched again 1 btu later; i.e. in 5 btu (75.0 secs) from now, which is also 
when Elevator 2 will return to the lobby. The next state will therefore be (2, 0, s) where s ~ 1. The probability thats 
will be (say) 4 is found from Formula 1, using n = 8, r = 1, s = 4, t = 75.0. 
There are 90 constraints, one for each state, that ensure that the probability of leaving state j is equal to the 

· probability of entering state j on the same stage; i.e. 

. L X jk = L p ijk X ik , · for j = 1, 90 
. k i,k 

In addition, there are constraints that ensure that the Xik are probabilities; i.e. that they are non-negative and sum to 1: 
· xik ~ o;'v'i, k · 

Lx;k =1 
ik 

The formulation of the objective function is complicated by the fact that the times between successive stages are 
variable. Consider the case when the system is in state i and we are about to take the kth decision possible from that 
state. Let gik be the total delay and intermediate stop time of all cohorts that were in the lobby just before that 
decision was taken. The method of calculating gik is straightforward but rather tedious. We illustrate it by 
considering that the ith state is (i, 3, 5) and that we take the decision to send the elevator to three floors,, leaving two 
cohorts behind. The 1st

, 2nd and 3rd cohorts to reach their destinations will experience 0, 1 and 2 intermediate stops, 
respectively; i.e. 3 intermediate stops altogether. Each intermediate stop takes 14.2 seconds. Therefore the total 
intermediate stop time is 3 x 14.2 = 42.6 cohort-seconds. The two cohorts left behind in the lobby will wait there for 
3 btu (46.5 secs) until the other elevator returns to the lobby; i.e. 2 x 46.5 = 93.0 cohort-seconds of delay time. 
Therefore, the total delay and intermediate stop time is 93.0 + 42.6 = 135.6 cohort-seconds. The average waiting and 
traveling time per stage is g(x) = Lg;kxik . 

ik 

We must divide this by the average time (measured in btu) between stages which is h(x) = L h;kXik , where hik is 
ik 

the time taken to reach the next stage when the system is in state i and we have taken the kth decision possible from 
that ith state. In the above example, the next stage is reached in 3 btu. · · 
Thus, the objective to be minimized is g(x) / h(x); that is, 

Lgik¼ik_ 
ik 

Lh,kxik 
ik 

We let x denote the vector of probabilities (xiJ, and let g(x) and h(x) represent the expressions in the numerator and , 
denominator of the objective function, ·respectively. Thus g(x) represents the expected delay and intermediate stop 
time per stage (in cohort-seconds), and h(x) represents the expected s'tage time (in btus). 

Solution Technique 
We found the optimal elevator schedules for four values on.: 0.005, O.ot, 0.02 and 0.04. These repre~ent a range of 
conditions varying from very light to very heavy traffic: 
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A arrivals er floor er second 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.04 
Arrivals er buildin er minutes 2.4 4.8 9.6 19.2 

Table 4 

The number of variables 466 exceeds the limit of the non-linear programming package (Premium Solver) that was 
usec,i in the study. Even without this limitation, the problem is non-convex and could not have been solved easily by 
a gradient method such as the one used by Solver. This fact was made clear when Solver was applied to a reduced 
version of the problem (obtained by removing some 72 variables which were unlikely to be basic): the package 
_could only find local optima from a variety of different starting solutions. 

Instead, we solved the mathematical program for each A using Solver's simplex algorithm, in the following way: 
1. By means of linear programming we determined the minimum and maximum values that h(x) alone could 

assume while all of the linear constraints were met. (For example, in the case 'A.= 0.02 these limits were 
found to be 1.0 and 4.23.) 

2. Then we introduced an additional constraint that set a lower bound h* on h(x), h*being a value in the range 
of possible values of h(x). Let g* denote the minimum value of g(x) when h(x) is limited to the value h*. 
We computed the ratio g• /h* for each h*. By trial and error we were able to identify the value of h* that 
gave approximately the lowest value of the ratio g • /h • . (This procedure was not time-consuming because 
the solution time of each problem was only about 6 seconds.) The results ofthis trial-and-error procedure 
for A= 0.02 are shown in Figure 1 and Table 5. We assumed that the minimum value of the ratio g(x)/h(x) 
in our ori inal roblem must be close to the value • /h • · 

h* 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4 4.2 

61.3 47.2 38.8 33.3 31.5 29.5 28.9 28.4 28.1 2~ 28.4 31 47.5 
Figure 1 
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Table S 

3. Finally we refined the solµtion by solving a linear program that consisted of the original 466 constraints 
and the linear objective function 

g(x)- (g• /h) x h(x) 
The justification for this is that when the non-linear function g(x)/h(x) achieves its-minimum value (say k) 
then so also does the linear function g(x)- k x h(x) 

Incidentally: . 
• Some frustration was caused by Solver's occasionally and -unpredictably claiming thf\t "Linearity 

conditions are not satisfied" when in fact the linearity conditions had not changed from the preceding 
· successful solution. 

• Probabilities less than 0.000001 were treated as zero. Using this criterion, only 48 of the 90 basic variables 
were positive in the final solution. ·_ 

• The solution confirmed that every state has a pure strategy, which one expected intuitively. 

RESULTS . 
We found that the probability that the system will be in a specific state at an arbitrary stage is given in Table 6, for 
each of the four values of A used in the study. This demonstrated that the optimal sequence - for all values of 'A. -
calls for the time between succe_ssive elevators arriving in the ground floor lobby to be reduced to a minimum. 
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State Prob of being in that state when -
Time until the 

No of elevators in other elevator 
')..= ')..= 

lobby that can can load ')..= 0.005 ')..=0.04 
load passengers passeng~rs ( in 

0.05 0.02 

btus) 
1 1 0.28 0.29 0.27 0.14 
1 2 0.29 U6 0.00 0.00 

1 3 0.07 0.12 0.00 0.00 

1 4 O.Ol 0.17 0.03 0.00 
1 5 0.00 0.02 0.13 0.00 
1 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0 0.35 0.24 0.57 0.86 

Total probability 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Table 6 

For most states the optimal strategy is the same for all A, as shown in Table 7; This demonstrated that the maximum 
cohorts assigned to an elevator is 3, no matter what the state or the value of A. 

State 
No of elevators Time until the other Noof 
in lobby that can elevator can load cohorts Optimal decision 
· 1oad passengers passengers (in btus) waiting· 

0 Wait 
2 0 1 Send the cohort in one elev; other elev waits 

>1 Send both elevs, equally balanced 
1 6 to 9 Any (Not possible) 

5 1 Wait 
2 or3 Send all cohorts in the elev 
>3 Send 3 cohorts; leave rest behind 

2 to 4 Any Send all cohorts in the elev 
Table 7 

The value of A only affects the optimal strategy in the cases shown in Table 8. 

State Optimal strategy when -
No of elevators 

Noof in lobby that Time until the other 
cohorts 

A,= A,= A,= ').,= 

can load elevator can load 
waiting 0.005 0.05 0.02 0.04 

passengers passengers (in btus) 

1 1 1 Send 1 Send 1 Wait Wait 

1 1 2 Send2 Send2 Wait Wait . 

1 1 3 Send2 Send3 Send3 Wait 

1 1 4 Send 3 Send3 Send 3 Wait 

1 1 5 Send3 Send3 Send4 Wait 
Table 8 
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The optimal sequences described above·may be implemented fairly simply on the computer that controls the bank of 
elevators. 
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IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF TRANSFER OPERATIONS 
IN PARCELS CONSOLIDATION TERMINALS 

Douglas L. Mc Williams, Purdue University 
Paul M. Stanfield, North Carolina A&T State University 

ABSTRACT 
One of the primary objectives in a parcel consolidation terminal is ·to transfer parcels from incoming trailers to 
outgoing trailers in .the least time possible. A simulation-based scheduling algorithm is proposed to assign incoming 
trailers to receiving docks with the objective of minimizing the time spans of the transfer operations. The algorithm 
embeds an iterative improvement heuristics to find plausible unload schedules. The paper reports the results from a 
number of experiments on various move strategies. Compared to random scheduling, the application of the 
simulation-based scheduling algorithm reduces the time spans of transfer operations by 10% to 30% on various 
instance sizes. The results also show the best move strategy for iterative improvement. · 

INTRODUCTION 
The parcel delivery industry is a significant segment of the transportation industry. According to the Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics' Commodity Flow Survey of 2002, the parcel delivery industry moved approximately 
12.1 % ($1.03 trillion) of goods in the United States in 2002. Factors that have increased the demand of the parcel 
delivery industry are just-in-time production principle (JIT), global outsourcing, and electronic retailing. For 
instance, JIT production and global outsourcing require reliable, high-speed, low-cost ddivery service to transport 
goods in small batch sizes; and consumers continue to purchase goods such as personal computers, compact discs, 
books, jewelry, and apparel over the Internet, which require deliveries from the retailers' remote locations to the 
customers' sites. 

To improve the delivery service, many companies-USPS, UPS, FedEx, and DHL-have invested in information 
technology and in high-speed automated sorting systems. The goal of high-speed automated sorting systems is to 
reduce the time spans to process large volumes of parcels through consolidation terminals. However, most high
speed sorting systems seldom operate at maximum throughput because the stated capacity does not consider the 
labor constraints of the system. The unloading of incoming trailers at receiving docks and the loading of outgoing 
trailers at shipping docks continue to be relatively slow labor-intensive processes. These manual loading and 
unloading operations are the bottlenecks that limit the throughput of the system. Therefore, the challenge in any 
parcel consolidation terminal is to maximize the throughput of the sorting system, which can only be achieved by 
considering the loading and unloading constraints. 

The flow pattern of parcels through sorting systems is another factor that affects performance. For instance, the 
flow of parcels through a sorting system can be compared to the flow of vehicles over an express highway. The 
highway is designed to accommodate a certain number of vehicles per hour. However, during the morning artd 
evening rush hour traffic, the highway operates at its peak capacity. The result is a highly congested system; long 
queues of vehicles form, resulting in stop-and-go traffic flow. The commute time to any destination over the system 
drastically increases. To reduce the risk of congestion and thus the commute times, the number of vehicles entering 
the express highway must be metered at the entry ramps. A similar mechanism is required to improve performance 
iri sorting systems. 

To reduce the risk of congestion and thus the time spans of transfer operations in a parcel consolidation terminal, the 
. numbers of specific parcel types entering the sorting system must be metered at the receiving docks .. The sorting 

system consists of a complex network of conveyors to move parcels from receiving docks to shipping docks. · A 
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Figure 1. A basic sorting system. 

parcel type is based on the flow of a parcel over a particular lane of the conveyor network to a particular shipping 
dock. For instance, Figure I shows a typical parcel consolidation terminal witp three receiving docks represented by 
nodes I, 2, and 3, and nine shipping docks represented by nodes. 10 through 18. To simplify the conveyor network, 
shipping docks are grouped into output stations represented by nodes·?, 8, and 9. Sorters, represented by nodes 4, 5, 
and 6, scan address labels on the parcels entering the sorting system and div~rt the parcels onto the appropriate 
induction line conveyors. The induction line conveyors move the parcels downstream Jo mainline conveyors that 
feed the output stations. The output stations have sorters, which scan the labels and divert the parcels to the correct 
shipping docks for loading onto outgoing trailers. 

Controlling the numbers of specific parcel types flowing through a particular lane at any give time is a difficult task. 
The reason is that each incoming trailer contains a batch of heterogeneous parcels; The batch is heterogeneous 
because each parcel is not bound for the same shipping dock. Based on the parcels'. destinations, each parcel takes a 
predefined route through the system. For example, at a small terminal, regardless of the destinations for the parcels, 
each parcel is loaded onto the same trailer. At the large consolidation terminals, the parcels get unloaded and routed 
to outgoing trailers for the appropriate destinations in the delivery system. When an incom.iJlg trailer is unloaded at 
a receiving dock, all parcels are unloaded before the trailer leaves the dock. Given that consolidation terminals have 
multiple receiving docks, many incoming trailers are unloaded simultaneously. The outcome could result in an 
excessive number of specific parcel types entering the system. If this occurs, the flow of parcels to a particul~ 
shipping dock co~ld_ exceed the loading capacity to the particular outgoing trailer. ~arcels be~~ to form a queue in 
the lane to the sh1ppmg dock. Once the number of parcels exceeds the buffer capacity, the flow of parcels over the 
other lanes to the other shipping docks becomes blocked. The end results are flow congestion, idle workers, and 
loss capacity. 

This paper addresses the trailer-scheduling problem. In Section 2, the problem statement and assumptions are 
presented. In Section 3, the relevant literature is discussed. A detailed description of the simulation-based 
scheduling algorithm is presented in Section 4. The algorithm is applied to small, medium, and large size problems; 
Section 5 shows results of the algorithm under the various move strategies. Section 6 contains the conclusion and 
future research direction. 
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THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The trailer-scheduling problem for minimizing the time span of the transfer operation is defined as follows. A 
parcel consolidation terminal has a set of incoming trailers. Each incoming trailer contains a batch of heterogeneous 
parcels. The parcels must be unloaded at receiving docks, routed to appropriate shipping docks, and then loaded 
onto outgoing trailers. The·task is to assign the incoming trailers to the receiving docks with the objective of 
minimizing the time span of the transfer operation. The basic assumptions in this study are as follows: 

1. All trailers are available at the beginning of the transfer operation; 
2. E~pty incoming trailers are instantaneously replaced with nonempty incoming trailers; 
3. Full . outgoing trailers are instantaneously replaced with empty outgoing trailers; 
4. Setup time for trailers are negligible and equal to zero; 
5. No priority exists for any one trailer; 
6. No trailer can be preempted once its unloading or loading has begun; 
7. The number of receiving docks and the number of shipping docks remain fixed throughout the duration 

of the transfer operations; 
8. Receiving docks are identical-a receiving dock can process any incoming trailer and receiving docks 

have equal and constant service rates; · 
9. Shipping docks are identical-a shipping dock can process any outgoing trailer and shipping docks 

have equal and constant service rates; 
10. Parcel movement through the sorting system is via a network of conveyors; 
11. Conveying times are negligible and equal to zero; and 
12. Loading, unloading, and sorting times are known and deterministic. 

RELEVANT LITERATURE 
The trailer-scheduling problem presented in this paper has not been addressed in the literature. A problem similar to 
it, called the trailer-dock assignment problem, has been considered by several authors. The difference stems from 
the fact that the trailer-dock assignment problem is a static workload balancing problem and the trailer-scheduling 
problem is a dynamic workload balancing problem. Peck (1983), Tsui and Chang (1990, 1992), Gue (1995, 1997), 
Bartholdi and Gue (1998, 2000), and Hwang and Cho (2002) have considered the trailer-dock assignment problem 
in the less-than-truckload (LTL) industry. Masel and Goldsmith (1997) and Masel (1998) have considered the 
trailer-dock assignment problem in the parcel delivery industry. 

Peck (1983) presented a comprehensive study on the operations of LTL terminals. A "greedy" heuristics is 
proposed to improve productivity by assigning incoming trailers and outgoing trailers to docks to nµnimize the total 
distance material handlers travel during the transfer operations. The solution of the algorithm is evaluated using a 
simulation model of an LTL terminal. The results show a 5% to 15% reduction in the time spans of transfer 
operations. Tsui and Chang (1990) proposed an iterative improvement heuristics to the trailer-dock assignment 
problem with the objective of minimizing total forklift travel distance. Tsui and Chang (1992) proposed an 
improved version of the assignment heuristics. The model results in optimal assignments for small size problems. 
Computational time increases significantly as the number of trailers and number of docks increase. Gue (1995, 
1999) proposed a solution methodology for the trailer-dock assignment problem. While previous studies sought to 
minimize total travel distance, this solution methodology minimized total transfer time. Since transfer time is a 
composition of both move time and wait time, minimizing total transfer time accounts for the total wait time. A 
greedy algorithm is developed to solve the problem. Results show a 3% to 30% reduction in total transfer time that 
equates to a 2% to 5% reduction in overall labor cost. Bartholdi and Gue (2000) improved the solution methodology 
by replacing the greedy algorithm with simulated annealing. The results show labor cost reductions of 
approximately 20% to 45%. Masel and Goldsmith (1997) used a simulation study to evaluate various trailer:.dock 
assignments for consolidation terminals in the parcel delivery industry. Masel (1998) proposed a list-scheduling 
heuristic to construct adequate trailer-dock assignments. No computational results are provided for eithernpp~oach. 

METHODOLOGY , 
Because of the complex stochastic· characteristic of the trailer-scheduling problem, this study assesses the use of a 
simulation-based scheduling algorithm (SSA) to assign incoming ·trailers to receiving docks with the objective of 
minimizing the time spans of the transfer operations. The SSA is a simulation optimization algorithm, which is the 
implementation of computer simulation to optimize systems that are too complex to be modeled analytically 
(Andradottir, 1998). SSA involves finding the best schedule where the performance evaluation is based on results 
from a discrete-event simulation model of the real-world system. Figure 2 presents an illustration of the conceptual 
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design of the SSA. The SSA embeds an iterative improvement procedure, a list-scheduling algorithm, and a 
simulation model. 

Iterative Improvement 

permutation 

Iterative 
Improvement 

List 
Scheduling 

performance 

schedule 

Simulation 
Model 

Figure 2. The conceptual design of the SSA. 

The iterative improvement procedure is a local search heuristics that uses permutation representation for the solution 
structure. It starts with a generated initial random solutions, which is stored as the current solution. At each 
iteration, the heuristic generates a new solution s' and compares the quality of the solution with the quality of the 
current solutions. Ifs' is better than s, the heuristics replaces the current solution with the new solution; however, if 
s' is not better than s, the heuristics keeps the current solution. This procedure continues until a termination criterioµ 
is satisfied, i.e., maximum iterations or maximum computational time. 

Each new solutions' is a neighbor of the current solutions. The size of the neighborhood NB(s), a subset of the set 
S offeasible solutions, is defined by a specified move strategy. To obtain n~w sol,utions, small changes 
(perturbations) are made to the current solution. The selected move.strategy has.a crucial influence on the quality of 
solutions obtainable and the required computational time. If the neighborhood is too small, the search is very 
restricted, and thus it may be nearly impossible to reach good solutions. On the other hand; if the neighborhood is 
too large, a good solution may be found; however, the computational time. to find the solution may be significantly 
high. An experimental analysis is used to.evaluate neighborhoods of various sizes to find unload scliedules for the 
trailer-scheduling problem. The move strategies under investigation are trailer-insertion (TIS), 2-trailer swap (2TS), 
3-trailer swap (3TS), adjacent-trailer swap (ATS), trailer-inversion (TIV), and random (RND). · 

TIS. The set of solutions obtainable by removing a trailer from one position in the permutation and inserting it into 
another position. The size of the neighborhood is O(n2

). 

7 8 9 

7 8 9 

2TS. The set of solutions obtainable by exchanging the positions of two trailers in the permutation. The siz~-of the 
neighborhood is O(n2

). 

8 9 

· 3TS. The set of solutions obtainable by exchanging the positions.of three trailers in the permutation. The size of the 
neighborhood is O(n3

). . · 
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2 3 

2 8 6 9 

ATS. The set of solutions obtainable by exchanging the positions of two consecutive trailers in the permutation. 
The size of the neighborhood is O(n). 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 7 8 9 

TIV. The set of solutions obtainable by reversing the ordering of a random nwnber of consecutive trailers in the 
permutation. The size of the neighborhood is O(n2

). 

2 3 6 7 8 9 

3 7 8 9 

RND. The universal set of all solutions obtainable by generating a new random permutation. The size of the 
neighborhood is O(n!). 

9 

7 

List-scheduling algorithm (LSA) 
To determine the quality of e~ch new solution, a LSA maps each permutation sequence to a corresponding unload 
schedule. Each solution (permutation) is a priority list, where incoming trailers appear on the list in qecreasing 
order of priority. The LSA constructs a feasible schedule from each list systematically by assigning one trailer after 
the other to the first available receiving dock. Figure 3 shows two consecutive permutations: si and s2. At 

iterations 1 and 2 respectively, the LSA retrieves permutations si and s2 then maps the appropriate unload 

schedules during the simulation runs. 

Simulation Model 
A detailed deterministic simulation model of the parcel consolidation terminal is used to evaluate each unload 
schedule. The evaluation function for schedule s ' becomes 

f = eval(s'), where s' e NB(s). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
An experimental analysis is conducted to evaluate the SSA. The experiment determines the impact of the move 
strategies. Three sizes of parcel consolidation terminals are considered: "small," "medium," and "large." The-small 
terminal has three receiving docks and nine shipping docks as in Figure 1. The medium terminal has 10 receivirig 
docks and 32 shipping docks, and the large terminal has 50 receiv_ing docks and 160 shipping docks. The hourly , 
throughput capacities of the small, medium, and large terminals are 1,800, 6,000, and 30,000 parcels, respectively. 
These throughput capacities are so selected to reflect the real-world system. 
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priority list priority list 

S2 I 3 6 I I I 4 9 I 8 7 I 2 5 I 

schedule schedule 

dock3 7 I 2 I 8 I dock3 I I 8 I 5 I 

dock2 4 I 6 I 9 dock2 6 I 9 I 7 I 

dock/ I I 5 I 3 dock/ 3 I 4 I 2 
i 

Figure 3. Illustration of the list-scheduling algorithm. 

Twenty random trailer instances are generated for the small and medium size terminals, and 10 random trailer 
instances are generated for the large terminal. In all, 50 random instances of varying sizes are evaluated for each of 
the six move strategies. Given that each instance is evaluated under three random seed values for the random 
number· generator, 900 data points are collected. The constraints for generating the problem instances are as 
follows. The cumulative loads from the incoming trailers to the shipping docks are· evenly distributed. For the 
small, medium, and large terminals, the number of trailers in each instance is 30, 100, and 500, respectively. There 
are 600 parcels in each trailer; thus, the cumulative volume sizes for the small, medium, and large terminals are 
18,000, 60,000,300,000 parcels, respectively. The experimental design is summarized in the following table: 

Receiving Shipping Through Number of Number of 
Terminal Docks Docks Capacity* Trailers Parcels 
small 3 9 1,800 30 · 18,000 
medium 10 32 6,000 100 60,000 
large 50 150 30,000 500 300,000 
*Parcels per hour. 

Since no baseline solution procedures and computational results are available to compare the performance of the 
SSA, a random scheduling (RS) approach is implemented. The random schedule is the initial solution of the SSA. 
The iterative improvement heuristics is coded in C language and run on IBM workstations with 3 GHz and 1 GB 
RAM. The simulation models of the parcel consolidation terminals were implement~d using Arena 7 .0 simulation 
software package, a product of Rockwell Automation. The average computational time for' each replication of the 
simulation models are 0.03, 0.20, and 2.00 minutes for the small, medium, and large terminals, respectively. As 
termination criteria for the SSA, maximum iteration and maximum computation time are implemented. -The. 
maximum iteration and maximum computational time are set based on a pilot study. The maximum iterations for 
the small and medium instances are 200, respectively, and the maximum iteration for the large instances is 400. The 
maximum computational times for the small, medium, and large instances are 30, 90, and 600 minutes. 

Figure 4 shows scatter plots of the average time spans of transfer operations for the three random test sets. Figure 4a 
shows the results of the small instances, and Figures 4b and 4c show the results of the medium and large instances, 
respectively. The minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation values of the time spans are presented in 

_ Table 1. With regards to the solution quality, each move strategy produces higher quality solutions than RS. The 
best move strategies are TIV, 3TS, and 2TS on the small, medium, and large instances, respectively. Table 2 shows 
the average performance of the SSA with regards to the number of evaluations and the required computational 
times. In all instances, the random move strategy required less time to acquire its solutions: 14 minutes for the small 
instances, 51 minutes for the medium instances, and 324 minutes for the large instances. On the other hand, the 
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Figure 4. Experimental results for (a) small, (b) medium, and (c) large terminal~. 
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Table 1. Summa~ of transfer Ol!erations time sl!an {minutes}. 
Terminal Statistic RS TIS 2TS ATS 3TS TIV RND 

Small Min 730 616 613 623 612 615 

~ax 989 668 670 817 677 674 
Mean 837 640 640 702 646 637 
Std. dev. 65 12 15 44 16 15 

Medium Min 708 632 636 675 636 630 
Max 890 694 765 838 684 699 
Mean 791 661 657 760 658 662 
Std. dev. 42 14 18 39 11 15 

Large Min 821 747 728 810 742 721 
Max 870 785 748 869 768 759 
Mean 848 763 739 842 752 742 
Std. dev. 13 10 7 17 9 10 

Table 2. Average SSA l!erformance number of evaluations {coml!utational time). 
StrateSl Small Medium Large 
TIS 171 (23.13) 183 (83.87) 231 (583.93) 
2TS 180 (24.77) 191 (86.20) 243 (583.79) 
ATS 161 (22.10) 192 (87.26) · 220 (535.74) 
3TS 177 (23.48) 177 (85.98) 195 (477.35.) 
TIV 165 (22.76) 190 (67.80) 250 (525.67) 
RND 98 {13.51} 112 {51.11) 132 (324.40} 

other move strategies required about 30% to 50% more computational time for the small instances, 30% to 70% 
more for the medium instances, and 50% to 80% for the large instances. Tµus, a trade-off exists between the · 
required computational time and the quality of the solutions obtained. · · 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

648 
720 
690 

15 
672 
910 
705 

28 
779 
792 
785 

4 

This research considers the trailer-scheduling problem. A simulation-based .scheduling algorithm was proposed to 
generate schedules to assign incoming trailers to receiving docks. The SSA consisted of an iterative improvement 
heuristics, a list-scheduling algorithm, and a detailed simulation model. Six different move strategies were 
evaluated for use in the iterative improvement algorithm. The implementation of the SSA was demonstrated by 
addressing three terminal sizes with random instances each. The results show that the proposed SSA produces 
schedules that reduce the time spans of transfer operations by 15% to 25%. Each move strategy produced good 
solutions; however, the adjacent-trailer swap approach performed worst. The random.move'strategy was the next 
ineffective performing strategy. The SSA provides insight for future research on the trailer-scheduling problem. 
Future research should include the application of distributed simulation or a meta-modeling approach to red~~e 
required computational time to obtain given solutions. Other important issues involve systematically relaxing the 
assumptions. 
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USING EXCEL DATA ANALYSIS TO SOLVE A THREE-TIER 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT PROBLEM 

Kenneth Morrison, Kettering University 
Kevin Reynolds, Guide Corporation 
Kenneth Delgreco, GM Powertrain 

ABSTRACT 
· Several papers in the past years have focused on solving Supply Chain Management problems formulated as 
transshipment problems. Advances in EXCEL ease of use has simplified data analysis. This paper demonstrates 
how simple it has become to translate raw data for 250 data movements into a unit cost table, find the optimum 
solution using EXCEL Solver, and animate the solution using ARENA. 

INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1 shows the formulation of the three -tier problem addressed in this paper. Each of the "moves" involves 
cost data, moving "from" one location "to" another location. For example, the data 

Minneapolis 
Chicago Seattle 

st. Louis Los Angeles 

Atlanta Miami · 

Cincinnati . Boston 
· Kansas City 

Figure 1. Three-Tie·r Supply Chain Management Pro~lem 

Each of the "moves" involves cost data, moving "from" one location "to" another location. For example, the data 
contains cost data from Atlanta to Kansas City. This From/To data will be used to determine the unit costs for the 
cost minimization problem. · 

Figure _2 shows hypothetical raw data for the problem on an EXCEL spreadsheet. Please note that the rows for 
entries 11 through 261 are hidden for simplification. 
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Raw Data for -3-Tier 
Su'pply•• C~ain "fy1an.age·menrProblem·l-~ 

From Jo . Cost 
· Cincinnati Houston 16 

Minnea olis Miami 16 
Minnea olis Miami 22 
Atlanta Kansas. Cit 12 
Houston · - Seattle - ·- 27 
Kansas Cit 22 

14 
20 
25 
20 

Figure 2. Format of Raw Data 

We put this raw data on sheet 1 of an EXCEL workbook. 
The order of summarizing the data, optimizing the problem, and animating the result will involve the following 
steps: 

• Running a pivot table analysis to organize the cost data - this will be done with a button-click, using a 
recorded macro 

• Interpreting the pivot table into transshipment problem cells - this will be done with a general-purpose 
interpretative table, again using a button-click, using a second recorded macro 

• Using named ranges, the optimum solution will be organized into Recordsets which can be read into the 
ARENA animation model. 

It can easily be noted that these operations could not have been done as easily a couple years ago. Figl;ll'e 3 shows 
the resulting information after using a Pivot Table analysis, which is done using the Pivot Table and Pivot Chart 
Wizard in EXCEL, nicely described in the new "Microsoft EXCEL Data Analysis and Business Modeling" book 
(1). The table was created by putting the "From" identification into row fields, the "To" information into column 
fields, and the "Cost" information into a data field. 

~ =';p;f '::'~ · ! -~ . 1-~C .. ,.; • ...:.:._ ;M;._l ""-;;""'" io1••;_,; 'In~ IO,;'",;°'" 

~ =- = :J5ti . ~1 !~ ~1 t_~ : . ~ ~ ~: : : 

\ ~:;;:!ir ... t----_ -~ 1811 ..... --+--------""""'"f-----~....;..;.-:!_:;.;...;--+----'-!;,;.S~ ........ +--'-'------'+-"------.+-~~~~ ----I----"_ !~So----~---'-+-------'-,··'··1 
;; Pittjl:burah to ~II 17 13 . 1"i 

St. Louii; 10 "i S . ~ . 0 
Gr~11dTot~ 1l 13 21 1, 11 . 0 1S 15 

l i . l 

Figure 3. Pivot Table Derived From the 261 Data Points 
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The costs shown in the Pivot Table are average costs, which is a field setting. Figure 4 shows the Pivot Table 
information more clearly. The next logical step is to put the cost data into an orderly form suitable for solving with 
the EXCEL Solver. 

: Kansas Citg : Los Angeles !Miami l Minneapolis l Pittsburgh )Seattle Grand Total 
Atlanta 12 12 7 15 10 17 13 
Chicaao 10 6 9 6 9 11 8 

. Cincinnati 17 11 12 7 12 
Houston · 21 19 M 26 20 
KansasCitg 17 16 19 22 19 

·· MiMeaoolis 18 26 19 20 20 
Pittsburgh 10 28 17 13 15 
St.Louis 10 5 9 9 8 
Grand Total 17 13 8 21 M 11 8 19 15 

. . 
Fii:;ure 4. Pivot Table Showini:; A verai:;e Costs 

There are 2 orderly forms suitable for solving this transshipment problem, as given in references (2),(3). Figure 5 
shows the first form, setting up a table that organizes the cost data by tier. 

' .. -~ .. 
Min~aoolis . Pittsburgh Houston KansasCitg Stattle Los Angeles Miami Boston Supplies 

··-·· · 
Chicago 6 9 10 6 125 

...... St.Louis 9 9 10 5 Not Allowed (infinite cost) 135 
Atlanta . 15 10 12 12 175 
Cincinnati 12 7 17 11 65 
Minneaoo~s 0 ~ 20 26 19 18 500 
Pittsb,..gh I 0 r--- NotAUowed I 13 28 17 10 500 

·- Houston I NotAHowed ---.i 0 r--_ I 26 19 14 21 500 
KansasCit11 I . - 0 22 16 19 . . 17 500 
Demands 500 500 500 500 80 130 110 180 

l ! ! ! t .. 
Figure 5. Preferred Form for EXCEL Solver Min_imization 

This formulation is in fact a "pure" form that does not allow tier-skipping, which is allowed in other formulations, 
notably Nahmias (4) and Ragsdale (5). The Nahmias formulation permits sp.ipments in the ''Not Allowed" areas, 
whereas the earlier Morrison formulations did not- until now. Figure 6 shows the mc;,re general formulation 
necessitated by this problem, due to the fact that both Chicago and Atlanta ship to Miami and Seattle, skipping tier 
2. The blank cells are not allowed, so will have $99,999 as costs, as a discouragement to making unallowed 
shipments. · 

Minneaoolis Pittsburah Houston Kansas Citu Seattle LosAnaeles Miami Boston Suoolies 
Chicaao . 6 9 10 6 11 9 . 125 
St.Louis 9 9 10 ,5 135 
Atlanta 15 10 12 12 17 7 175 
Cincinnati 12 7 17 -11 65 
Minneaoolis 0 20 26 19 18 500 
Pittsburgh ., 0 . , 13 . , 28 17 10 500 ;' 

Houston 0 26 19 M 21 500 --KansuCitu 0 22 16 19 17 500 
o.mands 500 500 500 500 80 130 110 180 ,. 

Figure 6~ First Form for EXCEL Solver Minimization 

Figure 7 shows the second form for the EXCEL Solver setup for cost minimization. This formulation is taken from 
Ragsdale(5). 
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U"itCart .... . N■4H I 10•"'•"4 .......... 1 
CMu ■ ·12:5 .. 

·135 
10 ·175 

-n 
11 Mi""•• ■lir 

Pitt,hr II 
H■wt■" 

10 
10 130 

15 11 110 
10 12 Bart■" 1$0 

12 
17 

17 
11 
20 

17 
10 

14 
21 

17 

Figure 7. Second Form <Ragsdale} for EXCEL Solver Minimization 

The issue is this. If we must transcribe the cost data from the Pivot Table values shown in Figure 4 into either of the 
"proper" forms shown in Figures 6 and 7, we will introduce tedium and transcription errors into the process. 
Fortunately, we can use knowledge of the structure to automate the process of going from the Pivot Table directly 
into the tableau form of Figure 6. The procedure is this: 

• We can identify tier I locations by having "From" labels but no "To" labels 
• We can identify tier 2 locations by having "From" labels and "To" labels 
• We can identify tier I locations by having "To" labels but no "From" labels. 

With these identifications made, we can transform the Pivot Table costs into the tableau form (i.e., the first 
formulation) by using the simple rules for each cell as follows: 

If the from label (i.e., the row index) is tier 1: 
• If the to cell is tier 2, use the cost directly 
• If the to cell is tier 3, use either the cost directly if it exists, or else make it infinite 

If the from label (i.e., the row index) is tier 2: 
• If the to cell is tier 2 and the label matches, make the cost zero 
• If the to cell is tier 2 and the label doesn't match, make the cost infinite 
• If the to cell is tier 3, use either the cost directly if it exists, or else make it infinite 

Using this procedure, a push of the "Setup Transshipment Table" button (defined using a recorded macro) results in 
the table shown in Figure 8. 

l\:11411U IU\41 u I,) 0 . I '' . I l't I II . I 0 I , ... I ''-' .... 
\ .. . ,., t· , i i i I 

1 Tier3 Tier2 Tier2 Tier3 Tier3 Tier2 .. Tier2 .Tier3 -l . Boston Houston Kansas Cit1.1 Los An<1ele~ Miami Minneaoolis Pittsburah Seattle Supplies ... 
Tier 1 Atlanta 99999 , 12 . 12- .. 99999 7 , , 15 .10 17 175 -
Tier1 Ch1caao 59999 . 10 6 9:1:1:1:1 . . 9 . 6 . 9 11 125 
Tier1 Cincinnati 99999 .17 . . 11 99999 99999 . 12 .7 99999 65 
Tier2 Houston 21 0 99999 .19 14 . 99999 99999 26 500 .. -Tier2 KansasCitg 17 99999 0 16 19 99999 99999 22 500 

" 
Tier2 Minneapolis . . 18 , 99999 ,. 99999 . 26 19 0 . 99999 , 20 . 500 , •. 
Ti.er2 Pittsburah 10 99999 99999 28 17 - . 99999 0 13 500 . 
Tier1 St.Louis . 99999 10 5 . 99999 99999 9 9 99999 135 

Demands 180 500 500 . ... 
: 

130 110 500 500 .80 

Figure 8. The Pivot Table Averages Transformed into Transshipment Format 

Using the procedure of naming the ranges described in reference (3), which is accomplished by pu~hing the "Setup 
Named Ranges" button, the EXCEL Solver looks like that shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The EXCEL Solver Window Using named Ranges 

The solution from the EXCEL Solver is shown in Figure 10. 
,, - --.-.,v 

(· l .• 
Boston Houston Kansas Cit!! Los Angeles Nliami , Minneaoolis Pittsburgh Seattle Suoolies 

Atl~·t.; · 0 0 0 0 110 I 0 65 0 ... 
Chicaao 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 45 80 .. 
ICinciMati 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 I 0 . 65 0 -- Houston , 0 500 0 0 0 0 0 0 
K1nnsCitq _ 0 0 370 130 0 I 0 0 0 -- Minneaoolis . 0 0 0 0 0 I 500 .. . 0 0 
Pittsburoh . 180 , 0 0 . 0 0 ' 0 320 - ,, 0 

: s"t~louis -.· 0 0 130 0 0 0 5 0 
O.miinds 180 500 500 130 110 : 500 500 80 .•. 
Mowd , . 180 500 500 130 , 110 . , , . 500 500 80 - : Minimum costi 7597 ! i 

-1 .. =· ~!"' 

Figure 10. Solution to the Transshipment Proble~ 

Figure 11 shows the optimum solution, simplified. 

Optimum Solution 

; 

Chicago Ro 0 Seattle 

5 

5 

175 
125 
65 
500 
500 
500 
500 
135 

; 

Moved . 
175 
125 
65 . 

500 
500 
500 
500 

· 135--

i 

St. Louis Pittsburgh -. Los Arig~les 

Atlanta 

130 6/ 
0:- Houston Q 0 Miami', 

65 

Cincinnati o · Boston 

Figure 11. Flows For the Solution to the Transshipment Problem 
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The only remaining thing to do now is to record the lowest cost solution in a form suitable for ARENA. Figure 12 
shows the ARENA model used for the animation. ·The top row of blocks are the read/write blocks to read the data. 

~:~~;~~ ~ -- .······ .. 

~ :_; _~ _-., __ :+=: .:d -- ~ ~ . 

i.~~ - ~. '' • . ,.-~ - ' ' ~ -- fi4i 

EHi!i~.----!~-- ··-__ .. _-._-_-_._- ,;;;1•- -:·d ;. _.,, 
. . , r ~: 

- m_ .. ,_.-. __ -_-._-.· ___ .-.·. __ ·._.-··.· ___ .... _Cl- ·_· · . . .._ .. 
. . . . ·- . 

' ' 
.· .·. ... . - . . . . 

, Cl . - . : , - - . .. . CJ 

Figure 12. ARENA Model for Animating Optimum Solution 

Figure 12 shows the ARENA file block used to input the assignment data into ARENA for the animation. 

_R_e_c_or_d_se_t_3_-____ -'-1-_A_ss ..... ignOl _;.. -----'----' 
Recordset 4. Assign03 
R ecordset 5 . Assign06 
R ecordset 6 Assign07: 

Assign08 

Figure 13. ARENA Input Window for Assignments 

Figure 14 shows the ani~ation of the optimum solution. 
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Figure 14. ARENA Animation of the Solution to the Transshipment Problem 

SUMMMARY 
The objective of this paper was to demonstrate how advances in ARENA simplifies the process of translating raw 
data for 250 data movements into a unit cost table, then find the optimum solution using EXCEL Solver, and 
animate the solution using ARENA. · 
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ENTERPRISE MODELING OF DRP USING EXCEL AND ARENA 

Kenneth Morrison, Kettering University 
Yataiva Harris, Delphi Corporation 

Laurette Nassar, UPS Industrial Engineering 
Lacy Piipo, Cooper Standard Automotive 

ABSTRACT 
The battlefield for contemporary discrete parts manufacturing organizations is Distribution Requirements Planning 
for (1) the customer/enterprise interface, and (2) the enterprise/supplier interface. This paper presents the design of 
an ARENA 8 enterprise structure where the operations are modeled with interfacing of information, manpower, 
money, logistics, and materials flows. 

INTRODUCTION 
The excellent book by Vollmann et al (1) is notable for the way it integrates Supply Chain Management into the 
fabric of Production and Operations Analysis. Figure 1 is taken directly from that book, and it very neatly 
demonstrates the important role that 

Distribution Requirements Planning (i.e., DRP) plays in enabling an enterprise to cope with ever-changing demand. 
The two important Manufacturing Planning and Control (i.e.,, MPC) interfaces ( called Internal MPC boundary) are 
shown in.Figure 1. The first is the interface between the enterprise and the customer, shown at the upper-right in the 
figure. The second is the interface between the enterprise and the suppliers, shown at the lower-left of the figure . 

Saies and 
operations· planning 

Master 
production scheduling 

MRP 

Frontend 

Engine 

Back end 

IntcmalMPC 

,----~--- boundary 

Vendors 

Distribution 
requirements planning 

lntemalMPC 
boundary 

Figure 1. DRP Links to the Internal MPC System 

Customers 

In order to experiment with the issues involved, a fairly large simulation model was developed at Kettering 
University to evaluate some of the impacts of parametric changes on system performance. 

THE SIMULATED PROBLEM 
There are 4 demand centers, namely the 4 most populous American cities, New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
and Houston. The following table sh~ws how the 4 cities populations translate to times between arrivals, which are, 
used for the simulations. 
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Table 1 Demand Information for 4 Cities 
Percent of Number Time between 

City Population Population · per year arrivals (days) 
New York 8,000,000 47.1% 471 0.765 

Los 
Angeles 4,000,000 23.5% 235 1.53 
Chicago 3,000,000 17.6% 176 2.04 
Houston 2,000,000 11.8% 118 3.06· 
Totals 17,000,000 100% 1,000 

We assume that the arrival processes are Poisson, with 1000 arrivals in 360 days for the year, so the distribution 
between arrivals is exponential, with averages between arrivals given in the right-most column in Table 1. 

· The products are computers - laptops and desktops. The customer can choose to configure the computers by 
choosing his/her choice of three components that have four choices each. The main distribution center only keeps 
eight configurations of desktops and eight configurations of laptops on hand, although there are four times four 
times four (i.e., 64) possible configurations of laptops and a similar number of desktop configurations. Figure 1 
shows the bills of materials for the laptops and the desktops. In each case, the 56 less-popular configurations are 
dealt with using a separate supplier. 

I Laptops I 
I 

I I I 

Component Component I Comp~nent I 
A B 

I Desktops I 
I 

I I I 

Component Component Component 
D 

.. 
E F 

Figure 1. Bills of Materials for the Laptops and the Desktops . 
Figure 2 shows the popular configurations of laptops that are held in stock on the shelf. For example, configuration 
1 has version 1 of component 1, version 1 of component 2, and version 1 of component 3, denoted as A 1 B 1 C 1. 
The "popularity" of each one (i.e., the percentage that each of the 8 configurations is desired) is also given for each 
configuration. 

Laptops 

Conftg Conftg Conflg Conftg Conftg Conftg Conftg 
1 2 3 4 5 6 · 7 

I Al 81 C1 I I A2 Bi C1 II A.3 81 C2 II Ar:( . 82 C2 I A1 83 C:3 I I A2 B◄ C3 I I A.3 83 C4 II M 84 C.J I 

All 
Others 

8~ 15% 9% 8% 15% 6% 6% 13% 20% 
Figure 2. Eight On-the shelf Laptop Configurations 
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Figure 3 shows the corresponding information for each of the desktop configurations. 

Config 
10 

Config 
11 

Config 
12 

Desktops 

Config 
13 

Config 
14 

Config 
15 

Config 
16 

Config All 
17 Others .. 

I 01 E1 F1 I I 01 E2 F2 I I 02 E1 F3 I I 02 E2 F4 I I D3 E3 F1 I I D3 E4F2 I I 04 E3 FJ 11 04 E4F4 I 
6% 12% 13% 7% 8% 8% 15% 11% 20% 

Figure 3. Eight On-the-shelf Desktop Configurations 

Figure 4 shows the EXCEL spreadsheet that supplies the information to the ARENA model. 
. , . , ) •. . ' , . . ' 

= : i i r i l l i . i ~ 1 i 1 i j Kettering University __ -•--_ _ 1---·I supply Chain Management t _ : . 
. Industrial En.gineering·Department . DistributionRequirements·planningModel. . .......... 

l 

! ) l ! ~ Percentages of Laptops to Desktops ' l 

l 1 ' .. , 
Laptops Desktops !· ·, ·! l I l 

.55% 45% , .. ! . ·i ! ! 
I. j I l ! ! 

I ! 

. Configurations 
1 · 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 .10 .11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

" -
Reorder Point 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Reorder Quantit~ . 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 ·8 8 . -
Popularity 8 15 ·. , , 9 -8 15 ,6- 6 -13 20 6 12 13 7 8 - 8 15 11 ·-

:j t ! ~ l i i 
. \AveraQe lriterarrivartimes i in days ~ ! 

, . 
i \ 

New York .City LA ChicaQo Houston ! ! ! 
0.765 1.53 . 2.04 3.06 I ! i I ' · 

L.l..-
'""'• ~n ~~ ...... 

Figure 4. EXCEL Spreadsheet for Input to the ARENA Simulation Model , 
The DRP ARENA model is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. DRP ARENA Model 
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The DRP ARENA model does not use many of the advanced ARENA constructs, such as sub-models, but rather the 
intent ·is to leave all the model logic exposed for simplicity. The purpose of this model was to examine 

• the customer/enterprise interface, and the 
• enterprise/supplier interface. 

Both of these interfaces are depicted in this ARENA model. We will address the customer/enterprise interface first. 

THE CUSTOMER/ENTERPRISE INTERFACE 
_ There are 4 ARENA constructs for this interface that are typical for most discrete-part manufacturing processes. For 

purpose of this discussion, we will identify them as 
• Demand Center demand module 
• Configuration demand module 
• Configuration Inventory initialization module, and 
• Configuration Inventory control module. 

Demand Center demand module. .~i.~~--~ -~~~~~ _ ~~- l_C>g!~ __ f.<?E.~!1~ of th~ four de1.!;land ~~nters. 

New York City Demand _ 

;ti~~-;),~1i?~\;1/*~~S~*/~~;*;•*~-;~~$}J3.it~}9.f?~0.1~Pl~~fl~~;Jif$.);~6.t~~~~@►i;:>.:?&~~W9Xti~fi,.q:}</~;~: 
Figure 6. The New York City Demand Module 

Starting from the upper-left, the entities for each demand for a computer arrives, using a Poisson process with the 
mean appropriate to the demand center as described earlier. A variable is set to identify the demand as either laptop 
or desktop. If it is to be a laptop, then the decision branches to- the upper-right are used, selecting configurations one 
through nine based on popularity. On the other hand, if it is to be a desktop, then the decision branches to the lower
right, and selections are made for configurations 10 through 18 based on popularity. From this demand module, 
logic flow goes to the Configuration demand module. · 

Configuration demand module. Figure 7 shows the configuration demand module. 
First the logic shows that one laptop of configuration 1 is removed from its queue (if there is nothing in the queue, 
then an error message appears, and the simulation stops. Something, either the reorder point or else the reorder 
quantity must be changed on the EXCEL input to correct the situation of running out of product). Then the laptop is 
sent to the requesting demand center (i.e., upper-right comer). Also, the number remaining in the queue plus the 
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number of configuration 1 units on order is checked against the reorder point. If a reorder is appropriate, then an 
entity is sent to trigger a reorder of configuration 1 units from the supplier. This logic is part of the 
enterprise/supplier interface, and will be treated later. 

config •··1· .. 
I .... . 

Figure 7. Configuration 1 Demand Module 

Configuration Inventory initialization module 
Configuration Inventory control module 
The third and fourth modules, namely the configuration Inventory initialization module, and the configuration 
Inventory control module, appear together, logically, as shown in Figure 8. 

initialize Config · 1. Queue , ·. 

Config! 
Figure 8. Configuration 1 Inventory Modules 

As shown in Figure 8, the queue for configuration 1 is loaded with enough units to equal the reorder quantity at t~e 
start of the run. This is the top line: The bottom line shows repienishment of the configuration l queue, which again 
is part of the enterprise/supplier interface, since it is receipt of units from the supplier. 

THE ENTERPRISE/SUPPLIER INTERFACE 
Since input to the enterprise/supplier interface comes from the configuration demand module, and output from the 
enterprise/supplier interface goes to the configuration inventory module, the only remaining element, which is the 
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Supplier Module, shown in Figure 9. This module makes the transformation from the request from the enterprise for 
a batch of units to a batch of units received by the enterprise. That is~ this module is logically responsible for 
supplying units to the enterprise. 

Calfiguraliori 1 ReorCEr 

Config .1 

Figure 9. Configuration 1 Supplier Module 

ANIMATION AND OUTPUT 
Figure 10 shows the first level of simulation output, namely the orders from the 4 demand centers ( shown as 
envelopes) to the enterprise, and satisfied orders of computers (shown as boxes) back to the demand centers. 

-;·. LArp._: 

' i_"l · -• , 
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C~mputers 
··ro Deman6-

· .. ~,Cer,terS . B 

□ · 

·Hou -· 

18 

~ 

Figure 10. First Level of Animation - Demand Centers to Enterprise 

NYC 
D 

Figure 11 shows the second level of simulation output, namely the inventories of laptop and desktop computers, 
graphically (shown as computers) and statistically (i.e., current number in queues, current number of orders 
outstanding, reorder point, and reorder quantity) for all 18 configurations. 
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. .... _-- ... '. ' ei 

Figure 11. Second Level of Animation - Inventories of Laptops and Desktops 

Figure 1,2 shows the third level of simulation output, namely the time series of the number of computers available in 
inventory for each of the 18 configurations. 

Figure 1 l. Third Level of Animation - Time Series of Inventories 

SUMMARY 
This paper described an ARENA simulation model with input from EXCEL that was developed to investigate the 
two most important interfaces for a discrete-parts enterprise model. The interfaces are customer/enterprise interface 
and the enterprise/supplier interface. A companion paper at this conference extends this work into costs, scheduling, 
information, and logistics. · 

REFERENCES 
1. Thomas Vollmann, William Berry, D. Clay Whybark, and F. Robert Jacobs, "Manufacturing Planning and 

Control for Supply Chain Management", Fifth edition, McGraw-Hill, 2005 
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ENTERPRISE MODELING OF JIT USING EXCEL AND ARENA 

Kenneth Morrison, Kettering University 
Kelli Wheaton, Delphi Automotive . 

Jonathon Blocker, Unique Instruments, Inc. 
Chrystal Brylewski, Dow Automotive 

ABSTRACT 
Modeling contemporary discrete parts manufacturing organizations involving TIT wit4 Supply Chain Management 
require special attention. This paper presents the design of an EXCEL/ ARENA 8 enterprise structure where the 
operations are modeled with interfacing of money, logistics, and material flows, accounting for the TIT influences. 

INTRODUCTION 
· Contemporary authors (Ref. 1, for example) integrate Supply Chain Management into the fabric of Production and 

Operations Analysis. It becomes apparent that if we are to successfully model an enterprise structure for discrete 
parts manufacturing in such a way as to cope with ever-changing demand, the two most critical interfaces are first, 
the interface between the enterprise and the customer, and second is the interface between the enterprise and the 
suppliers. 

In order to experiment with the issues involved, a fairly large simulation model was developed at Kettering 
University to evaluate some of the impacts of parametric changes on system performance. 

Many of the details of this simulation model are described in a companion paper at this conference, entitled, 
"Enterprise Modeling ofDRP Using EXCEL and ARENA". These details will be deferred to that paper. Still the 
search for understanding the phenomena of this all-important subject yields other,reported results. A second 
compani_on paper at this conference entitled, "Using EXCEL Data Analysis to Solve a Three-Tier Supply Chain 
Management Problem" describes how the data analysis techniques within EXCEL (using Pivot Tables in this case) 
reduce the problem to a form where we can optimize the assignments. 

Still significant breakthroughs to this problem remain just out of our reach until we quantify the relationships 
between costs, logistics, information, and resources. 

This paper will describe how, perhaps more through luck than good design, the authors have achieved significant 
progress toward this objective. 

REFINING THE FORMULATION 
This model is called the DRP model, named after the Distribution Requirements Planning nature of the objectives. 
There are 4 demand centers that u:se Poisson arrival processes, providing customer demand. The products are 
computers - laptops and desktops. The customer can choose to configure the computers by choosing his/her choice 
of three components that have four choices each. The main distribution center only keeps eight configurations of 
desktops and eight configurations of laptops on hand, although there are 64 possible configurations of laptops and a 
similar number of desktop configurations. All less-popular configurations are dealt ~ith using a separnte supplier, 
comprising a ninth configuration, giving the formulation 18 possible configurations to be. inv~ntoried. 

Figure'! shows the EXCEL spreadsheet that supplies the infoqnation to the ARENA animation model. 
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! I I 

-1 : _-_ _- _Kettering _University · ll_ _ Supply Chain Management _ 1--·· _ ·-.: 
:. · 1ndustri al Engi heeri lig D~partment 11 ·; ~-------:-Di stributi or(Requi retnentsPlanni ng Model.II - ..... 
---- --- . - ~l _" . _ . . ___ _ 

-,--;.---------·----· Percentages _ of Laptops to Desktops i . 
I L . ---'---4--,,;,...---~~+-----+-------+-+------+------+------+----+-----t--------t----+---------t~---i-·-·-·-t-----
l T LaDtODS DesktoDs ! 

55% 45% - -l l _ l 
, I I ! 1-.. --

Configurations _ 
. 1 -- 2 ., 3 4 5 6 7 _8 .9 - 10 u _ 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Reorder Point ___ 4 4 4 4_ 4- 4 4 : 4 6 4 4 4- _4 4 4 4 4 _4 
...... 

Reorder Quantih .8 8 .8 8 8 8 8 8 - .10 8 8 - 8 8 8 8 8 _ 8 8 
Pooularitv 8 15 g _ 8 15 6 6 13 20 6 12 13 _7 8 8 15 11 20 

1Averade lnterarriva·1 :times·,.in davs ' -
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0 .. 765 .1 .53 . ·.2.04 3.06 1 

The DRP ARENA model is shown in Figure 2, to give a feel for the model complexity. 

Figure 2. DRP ARENA Model 

The model does not use many of the advanced ARENA constructs, such as sub-models and sets, but rather the intent 
is to leave all the model logic exposed for simplicity. The purpose of this model was to examine 

• the customer/enterprise interface, and the 
• enterprise/ supplier interface. 

One interesting observation is that there are four identifiable cons!!Ucts that are typical for most discrete-part 
manufacturing processes. For purpose of this discussion, we will identify them as 

• Demand Center demand module 
• Configuration demand module 
• Co_nfiguration Inventory initialization module, and 
• Configuration Inventory control module. 
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The first companion paper cited above discusses these modules· in detail. Figure 3 shows one of the major graphical 
outputs of the DRP model, namely the current inventory for the 18 configurations. 

Figure 3. Inventories of Laptops and Desktops 

Figure 4 shows what turns out to be one of the most interesting outputs, namely that the time series of the number of 
computers available in inventory for each of the 18 configurations display a lev~f of variability that is unexpected 
for what is really a two-tier model. 

Figure 4. Time Series of Inventories 

THE MOTIVATION FOR MODEL IMPROVEMENT 
This model is not robust. The only real variables are reorder point and reorder quantity for each configuration. If 
improper values are picked, and you experienced a stock-out condition for the simulated 10 years oftime, then the 
model stops and lets you adjust the values. The students made several suggestions for improvement, namely: 

• Add costs for ordering, inventory, stockout, cost of production, etc. 
• Make the model JIT, with baskets of parts moving from assembly to distribution, and feeding assembly, 

and 
• Make the model more realistic on the enterprise manufacturing side. 

These suggestions were respected, and the EXCEL spreadsheet defining the input now appears as shown in Figure 5. 
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. i l · t ! ( . ' 
-· Configurations ·-

.1 ·. 2 ·. 3 ,4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Container Size, Dist. 4 4 . 4 4 4 4 -4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -4 4 4 -4 .4 •. ....,, ____ 
Number Containers, Dist. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . ,. , . .,. _ y_, .. 

Container Size, Assemblg . 4 . 4 4. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
-·· 

Number Containers. Assemblu· . 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 .. . ..,.., 

Reorder Cost 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 . .. _,. .... ........ . 

lnventorg Cost oer dau 7 7. 7. .7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 .7 ,..,, .. y••·~ ..... 

Shortaae Cost per da11 12 12 · · 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Po0ularit11 . , 8 15 .. 9 , ,8 15 6 6 .13 20 

! . . . .. · . l - .. 1 I J ! 
· · I Aver aae lr'lterarrival time$, in- dag~ · . 

_, 

! .. ; -, i 

6 12 13 7 , 8 8 15 .11 20 
0-

i ! } 
' , . l J 

New York Citg . . • L.A.-. . Chicaao Houstori < ! ·. ! ! .! 
.0.765 1.53 · ., 2.04 . 3.06 . ! ! •. 

{ i : j 

Figure 5. Revised EXCEL Spreadsheet for Input to ARENA Simulation Model 
Conceptually, the model was intended-to act somewhat like that shown in Figure 6. 

Vendors 

JIT 

Enterprise 
I 

Distribution 

Figure 6. Conceptual Model of the Revised DRP Model 

Following the new concepts, the ARENA model was significantly changed, adding another layer of modules. 
Figure 7 shows the latest output - up to the point where new insights emerged. 
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Figure 3. Inventories of Laptops and Desktops 

The upper level of computers in inventory are from Assembly, while the lower level computers are in stock at the 
distributor. 

Conceptually, refining the next tier of the model will not be possible without finally facing up to the reality that the 
model will be meaningless unless the manufacturing assembly processes are modeled in sufficient detail to really 
reflect how manufacturing planning translates the costs, logistics, information, and resources involved in going from 
suppliers to final assembly. 

Ideally, this paper would report that this has now been done, but alas, it is still a work-in-process. If you contact the 
authors directly by the time you read this paper, we will be glad to update the progress. 

SUMMARY 
This paper describes some of the problems involved with realistic modeling of the discrete-parts manufacturing 
enterprise, including costs, logistics, information, and resources, and shows greaf hope that success is within our 
grasp. This ARENA model reading data from and writing output to EXCEL spreadsheets using VBA is promised 
for a big conference next month. 
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DETERMINING CAPITAL -INVESTMENTS WITHIN A BALANCED INVENTORY POOLING SYSTEM 
FOR SPARE PARTS 

Tarek M. Shaalan and Christopher D. Geiger 
University of Central Florida 

ABSTRACT 
In this study, we propose an approach that characterizes a balanced pooling inventory system for slow-moving, 
replacement spare parts. This approach can determine the optimal quantity of parts for the pooling members as well 
as the equitable spares inventory cost share for the members. 

INTRODUCTION 
In the heavy industrial equipment industry, scheduled maintenance operations are performed periodically. They are 
often referred to as overhauls. They can be either minor overhauls that take place more frequently and last for short 
periods of time or major overhauls that primarily occur very infrequently but last over longer periods. The major 
advantage of scheduled overhauls is that they are predictable types of maintenance and can be planned and 
scheduled ahead of time to minimize the disruption of the operations within the facility. For these scheduled 
maintenance activities, the required parts can be predicted fairly easily and purchased prior to their scheduled 
replacement. However, managing spare parts inventories becomes more difficult and important for unscheduled 
maintenance activity that results from sudden, unexpected machine breakdowns, or failures. For unscheduled 
maintenance, the less reliable machine parts have higher probability of failure. For example, in turbines, the rotor 
blades rotate at very high speeds (about 48,000 revolutions per minute in some designs) while exposed to high 
thermal stresses and high temperature of exhaust. These operating conditions make the blades very sensitive to blade 
imbalance; vibrations, thermal stresses, and duct and residual particles. Any changes to these conditions can make 
the parts less reliable and the probability of failure more likely. 

Industrial facilities usually need to repair and restore the equipment as soon as possible to avoid sometimes majo.r 
financial loss associated with loss of operation. This will require the availability of the spare parts involved in the 
failure. Braglia et al. (2004) state that spare parts availability and its access are among the major factors leading to a 
reduction of downtime when a breakdown occurs. If the required spare part is not available in stock, the machine 
cannot be repaired until the part is ordered and shipped which could lead to large financial losses due to production 
outages. When equipment is new, the part reliability information is provided by the original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) due to lack of historical data regarding the performance of the equipment within the actual 
industrial setting. Over time, the industrial facilities use more appropriate reliability models t(? forecast the types and 
amount of spare parts required to be on hand at all times to meet failed equipment demand and avoid production 
outages. However, often these models do not accurately capture the remaining life distribution. of the part making 
the demand forecast unreliable. As a result, companies hold large spares inventories at mounting costs. This has 
often been the case in large industrial and heavy engineering sectors (Power Engineering International, 1999) . . 
McDonald (2002) states that the inventory level in the airline industry alone was estimated to be above US$50 
billion in 2002. · 

Several researchers have studied the possibility of reducing the spare parts inventory costs by finding a method to 
minimize the spare parts inventories. Moreover, several models have been proposed to decrease spare parts 
inventories. However, none of these models are able to find a robust workable solution that is effective in case of 
unexpected failures like accidents, natural disasters and human faults that could damage some basic parts ~f the 
. equipment prior to the time of equipment failure. · 

Long-Term Service Agreements and the Pooling of Spare Parts Inventories 
Previous efforts have been made to identify solutions that could lead to minimizing spare parts inventory. Pooling 
of spare part inventories is one of these-methods that have been researched and used in 1ndustry. Several OEMs 
provide a proactive maintenance service in that they often establish long-term service agreements (LTSA) with their 
customers (the equipment owner). These agreements place the responsibility of planned maintenance scheduling 
and spare parts availability supporting a set ( or pool) of equipment on the OEM rather than the equipment owner. 
The OEMs are able to monitor the condition and operation of the equipment pool through the remote monitoring and 
diagnostics (RM&D) typically via the internet. OEMs have the ability to continuously monitor all pooled equipment. 
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All operation and maintenance data are measured and used to schedule maintenance and recover any failure by 
supplying spare parts. The OEMs are then able to stock adequate levels of spare part inventories to achieve a desired 
service level at a customer's facility while attempting to minimize the capital investment of the OEM and the 
equipment owners. · 

The purpose of this investigation is to propose a robust and adaptive methodology that is a systematic approach to 
evaluate investment opportunities for potential spare parts inventory pooling partners. 

Organization of Paper . 
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the previous work in spare parts inventory 
pooling. We follow this discussion of previous research with details of the proposed approach for making effective 
decisions for spares inventory pooling investment. We conclude this paper with a brief summary and a discussion of 
future steps of this work. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
In general, inventory models can be classified as production flow driven and non-production flow driven. The 
majority of inventory literature and classic inventory theory is production flow driven. The manuscripts of Hadley 
and Whitin (1963) and Silver et al. (1998) present comprehensive overviews of the extensive classic inventory 
literature. The subclasses of inventories within this class (i.e., raw material inventory, work-in-process inventory, 
and finished good inventory) are often treated similarly since they are maintained for similar purposes. Spare parts 
inventories are non-production flow driven and thus operate and are controlled somewhat differently than the other 
subclasses of inventory. The purpose of holding spare parts inventories is not to control the flow of material 
directly, but to support the efforts of the maintenance function. Therefore, policies that control spare parts 
inventories are inherently connected to maintenance policies. A survey of recent general spare parts inventory 
research is presented in Kennedy et al. (2002). Since the scope of this work is spare parts inventory pooling, we 
focus our review of the literature to recent research that addresses this particular ~ea. 

Tagaras (1999) proposes group pooling between three warehouse locations who share a complete pooling inventory 
to recover any shortage that might occur. · Tagaras (1999) proposes a model that accounts for two types oflateral 
transshipment. The first type is called emergency lateral transshipment that occurs when the demand is obs~rved at 
one of the warehouses while it is facing a. shortage. The second type is preventive lateral transshipment, which is 
the transfer and distribution of inventory between warehouses before the demand is observed at each warehouse·. 
The type of pooling proposed by Tagaras (1999) is not a ~entral hub inventory, but rather it is about communicating 
and sharing inventory between three warehouses. It is recommended that warehouses facing similar demands 
should be pooled together in a balanced pooling system. · 

Wong et al. (2003) study the case. of single-echelon system inventory pooling of repairable spare parts among 
several companies. They propose a model that is based on that of Yanagi and Sasaki (1992). This model considers 
the non-zero lateral transshipment (LT) case and the delayed lateral transshipment (DLT) case that would occur due 
to backorders. This model also considers multi-repair capacity warehouses. They solved the model in two stages 
using a multi-dimensional Markovian problem. Wong et al. (2003) state that although the proposed method is very 
accurate and computationally efficient, it is considered as a single-echelon problem rather than a central hub 
inventory. Although the proposed model is workable for repairable equipment parts, ·limitations exist with "this 
model. For instance, the model is applicable to only identical parts. In addition, the conflicts, associated with the 
decision of whether to repair or replace would be more significant in reality especially when the equipment approach 
the life time. Also, the purchase lead time, cost and availability of changeable spare parts and consumables 
associated with the repair are not considered. Furthermore, the cost and availability of equipment and tools that will 
be required at each repair facility is not considered. The use of this model is not benefici~l as pooling strategy as the 
running cost of such equipment as cranes, welding machines, workshops, etc. might in this case exceed the benefit 
associated from the pooling strategy. This fact makes the model different fro~ the complete pooling strategy from a 
single central warehouse applied in Tagaras (1999). · 

Recently, Kil pi and Vepsalainen (2004) address the benefits · of spares pooling and explore possibilities and 
conditions related to pooling between airlines. The major difference here between the airline industry and, say, the 
power generation industry is that the transshipment time is not taken into consideration in the airline industry due to 
the mobility of aircrafts from one airport location to another. Hence, in a complete balanced inventory system· 
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between pooled companies, lateral transshipment will be always equal to zero, as the aircrafts will only travel 
between the pooled maintenance facilities at each. airport. The failing aircraft will be serviced at the pooled 
maintenance shop at any airport. This is different in the power industry as lateral transshipment has to be 
considered. Kilpi and Vepsalainen (2004) find that the inventory level can be decreased by over 30% in the case of 
applying a complete balanced pooling system between airlines. This reduction generates a cost benefit greater than 
any other attempt of savings in the air industry due to the huge volume of spare part inventory (above $50 billion in 
2002) as estimated by McDonald (2002). 

Power Engineering International (2003) reports that several public· power generation companies in Florida have 
formed a new common organization to manage the spare parts pooling for their combustion turbine spare parts. 
More specifically, the organization manages the spare parts pool for their similar models of General Electric large 
frame combustion gas turbines. The members' current fleet of 16 gas turbines shows a return on investment with a 
benefit-to-cost ratio of greater than ten (Power Engineering International, 2003). However, not discussed are the 
details of how the inventory is managed and the types of spare parts included in the pool system. In addition, there 
is no discussion of the configuration of the pooling facility, i.e., if the facility is a central pooling facility or the 
facility is a multi-location pooling system. Lastly, the policy for lateral transshipment is not provided and whether 
there is a common information system to help companies to communicate effectively such as that proposed by 
Huiskonen (2001 ), which can be web-based and shared by all pooling partners. 

We present a partial listing the problems identified in previous research is given in Table 1. Table 2 is a partial 
listing of the models dev~loped through previous research. 

a e art1a 1stmg o t e pro T bl 1 P . 1 l' . f h bl ems 1 entl 1e m previous researc 'd 'fi d. h d' regar mg spare parts mventory. 
Researcher(s) 

Kennedy et al. (2002) 

Braglia et al. (2004) 

Power Engineering 
International ( 1999) 
Tagaras ( 1999) 

Wong et al. (2003) 

Kilpi and Vepsalainen 
(2004) 
Power Engineering 
International (2003) 

Braglia et al. (2004) 

Power Engineering 
International (1999) 

Tagaras (1999) 

Problem Industry 
General overview of unique aspects of spare General 
parts inventories 
Multi-attribute classification method for spare General 
parts inventory management 
The discussion of slow-moving spare parts Power Generation Industry 
inventory associated with power industry 
Effect of pooling in multi-location periodic General 

. inventory systems using emergency LT to 
accommodate for stockouts 
Effect of single-echelon inventory pooling of Equipment-intensive industries 
repairable Spare parts between three companies where repair is applicable 
considering DLT and non-zero LT 
Pooling of spare parts between airlines Airline 

Spare parts pooling between power generation Power Generation Industry 
companies 

Analytical hierarchy process model 
to solve a various multi attribute 
spare tree analysis; Inventory policy 
matrix 
No model given 

Optimization using simulation and a 
heuristic search procedure 
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Developed a tool to aid plant management 
in the decisions associated with the 
inventory policy associated with the 
re uired stock of each e of s are art. 
Highlights the effectiveness of using the . 
net as a source of sharing database 
information between pooled inventories in 
the ower indus 
Concludes that complete pooling between 
multi-locations is not much affected by the 

e of LT used; The benefit from ooliJJ. 
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is directly proportional to the amount of 
· locations involved; pooling between 
similar demand groups is better than 
pooling between groups of different 
demand levels 

Wong et'al. (2003) Multi-dimensional Markovian Shows the benefit of applying DLT and 
problem, solved in two stages illustrates how the assumption of zero LT 

is risky and misleads the stocking decisions 
Kilpi and Vepsalainen Statistical model verified by the aid Reveal the saving prospective of balanced 
(2004) of computer simulation pooling between airlines 

Power Engineering No Model Illustrates a workable existing pooled 
International (2003) group of companies 

Inventory Information Sharing 
Due to rapid globalization, merging of big firms and the ease and accessibility of sharing global information through 
the internet, several researchers have explored these new dimensions in order to exploit these new conditions when 
addressing the pooling of spare parts. These researchers have concluded that the instantaneous sharing and 
accessing of important inventory information greatly benefits the pooling of spare parts (Power Engineering 
International, 1999). The internet is currently used by several companies as a way of sharing the information for the 
companies sharing pooled inventory. This shared information includes quantity on order, current inventory level, · 
part availability, etc. Huiskonen (2001) points out that effective information ~haring between pooled inventories can 
maintain virtually centralized but physically decentralized inventories. In practice, several organizations have 
realized the benefit of information sharing. Power Engineering International (1999) introduces the spareFinder.com 
online database as the form to be used for sharing information between the c.ompanies sharing the pooled inventory. 
One company, brite-sparks.com (2004), provides a software solution that has a·comprehensive global search facility 
that can query the spare parts inventories of pooling member companies to locate needed spare parts. They also 
facilitate the purchase and transportation of the part from the pool member to the requesting member. Other firms 
that have developed commercial software solutions or web-based software available _in the market that aid in 
locating spare parts for instant procurement, exchange, and help to facilitate virtual inventory pools include 
sparesFinder.com (sparesFinder.com, 2004) and Rapi~esponse™ (Webplan, 2004). 

Research Motivation and Goal 
From the previous research, it seems the models presented are generic models layered with several assumptions 
made for simplification of the presented. models. This is due to the difficulty of addressing the spare parts inventory 
pooling problem (Braglia et al., 2004). So far, there is also no research done that determines the equitable spares 
inventory cost share-for the members to maintain a long term well-balanced pooling inventory solution. The pooling 
inventory system should be of equal benefits to all members. It also should be adaptive, effective and robust to 
achieve and maintain a long-term relationship between partners. · 

In this paper, we present an innovative methodology to address the slow-moving inventory pooling problem by 
achieving a balanced benefit-to-cost ratio for all participants. This can be achieved by varying the capital 
investments within the pooled inventory to equalize the benefit-to-cost for all aliased partners based on the demand 
associated with every part within the pool. We propose an idea of a model that will calculate a demand ratio by all 
partners for every spare part within the pool, and then assign the same developed ratio to the cost share at certain 
predefined checking periods, or at an instance of time when a physical demand is required. The model has the 
capability to operate through a RM&D web-based environment. , 

THE PROPOSEDMODEL 
We first begin by providing several Unified Modeling Language 2.0 (UML 2.0) diagrams that elaborate the 
understanding and help to visualize the proposed system. The flow of information is represented in Figure 1 through 
a flow diagram, while Figure _2 provides a use case diagram for the functions performed by the proposed spare parts 
inventory pooling costing system. Moreover, the system sequence of operations is shown in Figure 3 through a 
UML sequence diagram. 
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Figure 1 shows that, after the required parts to be pooled are decided by the pooling members, the parts are then 
entered to the inventory database after being physically available. The first step for the system in operation will be to 
periodically check the condition and performance for the similar parts that are currently installed in the equipment 
through the RM&D system. If the operation and performance conditions have changed from the last recorded 
values, a new estimation of the current reliability and demand rate are calculated for the particular equipment. The 
demand ratio is then calculated for all equipment, and the cost ratio for each pooling member is then determined by 
the procedure. The procedure will perform cost adjustments through electronic balance transfer. " 

~ . . ~ . . . r 

J .. :·.t.\.J::.~:.IJ~~~I .. ~/L •. l .. ~:.J.: .. ..L.,.J ........ L.cL.., .. L ..... L ... ,.L L. .... j . i;·ri<J ... '----'-,........_'-""""-___... ............. ........, 
Figure 1. UML 2.0 logic flow diagram of the proposed spare parts inventory pooling costing system. 

Practical implementation of the proposed costing procedure is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Figure 2 is a use 
case diagram for the functions performed by the proposed spare parts inventory pooling costing procedure. In 
Figure 2, the pooling system is represented as an object that performs all the required operations as shown by the 
circles. The <<include>> activity is the sub-detailed activities, while the <<extend>>-functions are value
added operations that will require some coding to make the system more user-friendly and self reliable. 

The system ·sequence of operations is shown in Figure 3 through a UML 2.0 sequence diagram. Figure 3 provides 
the sequence of operations performed by the system for coding purposes. The main identified object classes are the 
equipment, pooling system, spare part inventory, pooling members and member's account. 
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2. UML2.0 use case diagram of the proposed spare parts inventory pooling costing system . 
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Figure 3. UML 2.0 sequence diagram of the proposed spare parts inventory pooling costing system 
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Illustrative Numerical Example 
To understand the logic of the proposed costing method, we now illustrate this adaptive investment costing 
procedure with a numerical example. First, assume there are three independent companies A, B and C that are 
contemplating entering into an inventory pooling relationship for one slow-moving spare part, Part X 1• The pooling 
investment cost for each member company is $1 million. Members B and C will participate in the pooling with two 
similar equipment of the same brand and model but the equipment is different in age and level of performance. 
Member A will p_articipate with one fairly newer equipment of the same brand and model. 

At some time ti, all companies will start the pool by locating Part X 1.o,· The cost share of each member will be 
estimated based on the starting demand rate and demand ratio for each equipment. The demand rate is a function and 
based on: (1) the maintainability of the machines, (2) age of equipment, (3) level of operation since the last periodic 
check, (4) reliability of the part (Part X1) currently installed, (5) performance of machine, and (6) scheduled 
maintenance fulfillment. The demand levels are determined for all equipment in a scale level 1 to 10, where 1 
indicates the lowest demand rate and 10 is the highest demand rate. For every equipmentj operating at member i, 
the demand level at time t0 is represented as Dii. Afterwards, the demand ratio is calculated for every pool member 
based on the following Eq. 1. 

~D .. L.J . u 
j=I 

(1) 

As noticed in Figure 4 below, demand ratios are assigned to every member after time period T1 as indicated in the 
lower box of every member, where the denominator at time T1 =· 27. Cost shares are assigned based on the 
calculated demand ratios. When the denominator increases, the system should reassess the requirement of 
replenishing additional parts in the inventory based on the equipment relevant reliability patterns. 

Time=Tl 

MemberB 

Demand = 6/10 

Demand= 9/10 

Demand• 1S/27 = 0.56 

Cost Share= $ 0.56 M 

Pooled Part X1-0 

Cost = $ lMilion 

Member A 

Demand = 3/10 

Demand = 3/27 '"' 0.11 

Cost Share=$ 0.11 M 

MemberC 

Demand= 4/10 

Demand = 9/27 = 0.33 

Cost Share= $ 0.33 M 

Figure 4. Pooled spare part cost shares at time T1• 

After a predetermined time period, or incase an event of failure occurs as shown in T2 of Figure 4 the system 
reassess the demand ratios and the cost shares for all equipment through RM&D, and the part is physically shipped 
to failed equipment, in Member's B plant. The cost of Member Bis assessed based on his demand ratio at the 
instance of failure, and automated balance transfer is processed for cost adjustments, while Member Bis held 
responsible to replenish the replacement Part X1_1• 
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Time=T2 Part X1-0 

Cost = $ 1 Million 

MemberB MemberC 

Member A Demand= 5/10 

Demand = 2/10 

Demand= 10/10 i----------1 Demand= 5/10 

SO.O.lM Demand = 2/29 = 0.07 $O.Ol M 

Cost Share=$ 0.07 M 

Demand= 17/29 = 0.59 
order 

Cost Share= $ 0.59 M p~t..:'<~ ► 

I _ $ 1 Million ___ + 

Demand = 10/29 = 0.34 

Cost Share= $ 0.34 M 

Figure 5. Pooled spare part cost shares at time T2• 

In Figure 6, it can be noticed that the demand pattern for Part X 1_1 at Member Bis reversed after his installation of 
the Part X1-0, due to his lower demand for the Part X1_1, while the cost share for the better performing Members A 
and B has increased due to the relative higher demand. This information is -very important, as it illustrates the 
possibility to introduce a new member in the pooling system to maintain the same investment cost for every 
member. It also helps to reduce the level of part availability to· the planned level. This can be considered an adjusted 
pooling process to decrease cost at a maintained reliability. 

Time=T3 

MemberB 

Demand== 1/10 

Demand • 9/23 • 0.40 

Cost Share- $ 0.40 M 

Part X1_1 

Cost .. $.lMillion 
__ fit_ 

Member A 

Demand = 3/10 

· ·o.04M Demand • 3/23 • 0.13 

Cost Share-$ 0.13 M 

MemberC 

Demand= 6/10 

Demand = 5/10-

____ .,. . S 11.15 M _ _ _ _ _ _ Demand• 11/23 • 0.49 

Ve Cost Share- $ 0.49 M 

,:;,.,• .... ~!-~ \:::.:t • '~r·~t •. 
~ ,... h ~' ,,, .,,,,. 

Figure 6. Pooled spare part cost shares at time ~ T3 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The model should be able to adapt to either of two policies. The first is pooling to increase availability of operating 
equipment at a certain defined cost, which in the contrary· would require either increasing inventory or reducing 
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aliased members to increase equipment availability. The second is pooling to decrease cost at certain required 
equipment availability, which is addressed above .in the requirement to increase aliased members or decrease 
inventory in case multiple units existed from the same spare part. 

Further study and research should contribute to identifying a methodology for enhancing the model to make it able 
to decide upon the optimum level of inventory for each of the two adopted policies at any instance of time. This 
should include determining the upper and lower bound for the investment required by all aliased members, and a 
method to predict the upper and lower bounds of invested cost share for each aliased member, to help the equipment 
owner to decide whether the pooling investment will fall within his budget at a predefined level of availability of the 
pooled spare part for every concerned equipment. 
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ECONOMIC DESIGN OF R-CONTROL CHARTS: A PROACTIVE APPROACH 

Tamer A. Mohamed, Gamal S. Weheba and Abu S. Masud 
Wichita State University 

ABSTRACT 
This paper represents an extension of the economic design model developed by Weheba and Nickerson (2005). They 
proposed a new approach for the economic design of x control charts that can be used to shift the process average 
closer to the part design target. In practice, however, scenarios exist that require reduction in the process variability. 
In this paper, we represent an application involving the proactive design of an R-chart that can be used to reduce the 
process variability. An illustrative example is presented to demonstrate model performance. 

INTRODUCTION 
The design of control charts requires the determination of three parameters; the sample size n, the time interval 
between samples h, and the width coefficient of the control limits k. The most common design in practice follows 
the heuristic approach suggested by Shewhart (1939) in which n = 5, k = 3, and h = 1 hour. Although this design is 
simple to implement, it may not represent the optimum chart design from the economic point of view. Traditional 
models for the economic design of control charts include Duncan's (1956), Knappenberger and Grandage's (1969), 
and Lorenzen and Vance's (1986). These models were developed with the objective of maintaining control at the 
current level of performance. Rahim (1994) developed an integrated model for the joint determination of the 
economic production quantity, inspection schedule, and control chart design. He assumed a non-Markovian process 
failure mechanism, and utilized Dancan 's approach in modeling the cost of statistical monitoring. 

Weheba and Nickerson (2005) presented a proactive approach which accounts for the value of continuous 
improvement in achieving economic operation. The model was developed to include two major cost functions. One 
was tenned reactive cost, which provides estimate of the quality related costs incurred at a given stable level of 
operation. This includes the process monitoring cost, product inspection cost, and the loss due to deviation from 
specified performance targets. The second element considers the cost of attaining an improved level of the process 
quality, and hence was termed proactive cost. This function accounts for _the cost of introducing planned changes to 
the stable process in an effort to improve its performance. These cost functions were presented using the following 
notations: 

. (µ, er) 
N 
m 
fl 
p 
A 
p 
D 
a 
A 
A' 
B 
n 
h 
k 
a 
p 
w 
At 
\)2 

Ila 
Q 

Parameters of the probability density function of the normal characteristic x. 
Lot Size. 
Design target for the characteristic x. 
Half the tolerance spread allowed on x. 
Estimated proportion of defective (non-conforming) units per lot. 
Lot processing time. . 
Time slack representing the difference (D-A). 
Lot delivery time 
Delay cost per lot. 
In-plant cost of disposing or reworking a unit. 
Cost of further processing a defective unit. 
Cost of inspecting or measuring a unit. 
Control chart sample (subgroup) size. 
Time interval between successive chart samples. 
Control limit factor. 
The.probability of a false alarm or Type I error probability. 
Type II error probability . . 
Cost of investigating a false alarm. 
Lot completion time. 
Mean square delay. 
Number of units selected froni the lot for acceptance sampling. 
The probability of lot acceptance. 
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p 
M 
t 
l 
K 
b 
y 
Y1 
C 

y 
E(RC)o 
E(RC)1 
E(IC) 
L 

The probability of lot rejection. 
Total number of proposed changes to be tested and evaluated. 
Average setup. time for' M changes. 
Time lag for modifying the improvement plan. 
Expected number of improvement cycles. 
Exponent of the learning curve. 
Average incremental cost per unit time required for evaluating M changes 
Estimated cost of implanting the elected change 
Increase in the operating cost per unit time during test/evaluation stage. 
Effective interest rate per time period. 
Total operation time per interest rate. 
Expected total reactive cost per unit time at a current level L0• 

Expected total reactive cost per unit time at a current level L1. 

Total improvement cost. 
Term used to designate the process quality level. 

The reactive cost per lot at any given level was formulated as: 

E (RC) = NB{(] - a)~+ a(] + ~ )} 
N NB 

+ ~ { 1 + Q ( 1 - ~ )( 1 - p )( p ~ - 1)} 
(1 - p) N B . 

+ :A
2 
~ 2 + ( µ _ m) 2 }+ /, u 2 (1) 

For the process model considered, the time to complete a lot of N units can be thought of as a series of independent 
cycles over time. Thus, a cycle is completed every time a lot of size N is produced. The reactive cost associated with 
each cycle dependents on the average cycle length E(Dt), This is a renewal reward process, where ,the expected cost 
per unit time can be expressed as a ratio of the expected cost per cycle to the expected cycle time. Hence, the 
average reactive cost of quality per unit time of operation at the stable level L is: 

E (RC ) = E(RC) 
L E( l, ) 

(2) 

On the other hand, the total cost of process improvement was expressed in terms of the exponential learning curve 
as: 

E (IC)= {y[M( t + _ .h_) + l] + Y1 }K I-b 

1 - /3 
(3) 

Thus, for given values of the number of improvement cycles Kand learning exponent b, an esti~ate of the total cost 
can be obtained based on the expected cost of executing the initial cycle. However, a revised formulation· of the 
improvement cost was proposed by Weheba and Elshennawy (2004). The costs involved are estimated using two 
components. The first accounts for the increase in operating co~ts due to test and evaluation of M proposed changes, 
while the second accounts for the cost of implementing an elected change. 

In modeling the first component, it was assumed that the operating costs increase by C dollars per unit time during 
test and evaluation stages. Furthermore, for every process change, estimates of the process setup time as well as the 
time required to test and evaluate its effect are required. These estimates were expressed in te~ of their expected 
values. Implementation cost accounts for the expenses incurred in making the elected change(s) part ofthe ·standard 
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process. Assuming that the proposed changes (M) are equally likely to result in the anticipated improvement, an 
estimate was obtained in terms of their average cost Y. To account for the uncertainty involved, the expected total 
proactive cost was formulated as follows: 

1 - h -
E ( IC ) :;:: -{ CM ( t + --) + Y } 
· G 1 - /3 

(4) 

Where, G is a realization factor, within the interval {0,1), representing the probability that the plan leads to the 
anticipated improvement. 

Using incremental economics, the two cost functions (reactive and proactive) were assembled to form the net 
present cost (NPC) function. The resulting function relates the improvement cost to important process, and control 
chart design parameters. This was expressed as: 

NPC = E (IC ) - ~ { E ( RC ) 0 - E ( RC ) .} (S) 
l 

Where, E(RC)0 and E(RC) 1 are the expected reactive cost per unit time of operation at the initial and improved 
process levels, yis the total operation time per interest period, and i is the effective interest rate per time period. 

The optimization procedure is based on obtaining partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to the sampling 
interval hand the sample size n. The control limit factor k was held constant (k =3) to constrain the probability of . 
false alarms. The lot processing time A. is set equal to the sampling interval h. As such, the lot size N can be 
expressed as the product of the production rate R' and the decision variable h: Since E(RC)0 is independent of the 
new chart design variables, the problem is reduced to minimizing the total cost of quality at the ·new process level 
L1• Substituting N = R '.h, and 01= n/N, the Net Present Cost (NPC) function was expressed as: 

1 - h -
NPC = -{C.M.( t +--)+ Y} 

G 1-P 
+ y.m.RB {(] - a)_!!_+ ~(B + ~) +-1-(1 + Q(l - p )(p A' -1)(1- 0)] 

g 1 R.h B R.h 1- p B 

+ ~L2 +(µ -mJ2}+!!_g2 .h} 
B.L1 2 'l°" p 2 R.B 

Where, g 1= 1+ R[(e + Ar,p)*[l-Q(l-a)(l-01)]], 

g2 = R2[(e + Ar,p)2*[1-Q(l-a)(l-0\)]], . 

01 = 1 ifp ~ BIA', 0 otherwise and Q = 0 ifp ~ BIA', 1 otherwise. 

MODEL EXTENSION 

(6) 

The main step in extending the proactive model to applications involving the economic design of R control charts is 
the formulation of the error functions. These include the type I and type II error probabilities for the R chart. Type I 
error probability ( also known as the probability of a false alarm) represents the probability of rejecting the claim that 
the proposed changes result in a reduction in the average range, while an improvement has actually occurred. On the 
other hand, type II error probability represents the probability of accepting the same claim, while no· improvement 
has occurred. The complement of type II error represents the chart power, and is also known as the probability of a 
true alarm. This section presents the proc~dure for estimating these error prob~bilities. 

The cumulative distribution function for the standardized range w = R I u is expressed by Pearson and Hartley 
(1942) as follows: . 
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~ 
2 00 

P(w) = ( J cp(x)dx ) n + 2n J cp(u)( 
w 

2 
w 

2 

x2 

Where, cp(x) = (21t )-112 e 2 

u 

J cp(x)dx) n - I du 
u-w 

Thus, the expected value and standard deviation of w denoted by d2 and d3 are defined as: 
. 00 

µ w = d 2 = J wf(w)dw 
0 

00 

(7) 

(8) 

a w = d 3 = J w 2 
• f ( w) dw (9) 

0 

Where,j{w) is the probability density function for the standardized range (w). The function approaches zero as w 
approaches 8, and thus P(8) = 1. Consequently, using integration by parts, Equations (8) and (9) are re-written as 
follows: 

8 

µ w = 8 - J P(w)dw 
0 

8 

aw= 64-2 fw.P(w)dw-(d 2 )2 
0 

The constants denoted by D 1 and D2 are calculated as a function of d2 and d3 as: 

D1 = Max. [0, (d2- 3.d3)] 
D2 = d2 + 3.d3 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
(13) 

The upper control limit for the R chart denoted by UCLR is equal to D2 cr, whereas the lower control limit LCLR is 
equal to D1 cr. Thus, the probability of a false alarm a.Ron the R control chart is: 

aR = 1-Pr [LCLR ~ R ~ UCLRI cr = cr1] 
= 1 - Pr [D1 ~ W ~ D2] 
= 1 - [P (D2)-P (D1)] 

Similarly, the type II error probability is: 

f3R = Pr [LCLR ~ R ~ UCLRI cr * cri] 

=Pr[ 0 .~ w ~ ~], 11. = ~ 
A CJ 1 

= P (Qi) - P (D1) 
l 

(14) 

(15) 

MODEL OPTIMIZATION . 
The first step taken towards model optimization is to show that the NPC function in Equation ( 6) is convex ·with, 
respect to h and n. Partial derivatives of the function with respect to first design variable h is computed as follows : 

BNPC = !_,C. M + .ro. !!__(-(] - a')n 
Bh G 1 - p '(n) y g 

1 
h 2 

a' T ,ro g 2 --)+y-.a.-
B h2 gl p~ 

(16) 

8 2 NPC B a' T , n 
--

2
- y.w.-[2.-.-

3 
+2(1-a;-

3
} 

8h gl B h h 
. (17) 
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Similarly, the partial derivatives of Equation (6) with respect to the sample size n are: 

8NPC = ..!__c. M.h -~ P'(n) + y.m.R_!!_/1-a')) (18) 
an G (1- P'(n)) 2 an gl R.h 

a2 NPC = .}_ CM h ( ~ /J'(i !)) i !_ CM h ~ /J'(i !) (19) 
an 2 a· .. O-P'(nJJ 1 • an n + a· .. O-P'(nJJ2 ·an 2 n 

Examination of Equations ( 17) and ( 19) indicates that the NPC function is convex with respect to both design 
parameters. Consequently, a solution may be obtained by setting Equation (3.13) equal to zero. This yields the 
following expression: · 

h = 
y.w.B.G.( 1 - p '(n)) 2 

( a. ' - 1 ) 

g 1 • C.M ~ /3 '(n) 
an 

Setting Equation (16) equal to zero and substituting for h from Equation (20), we obtain: 

.!_,C. M 
G 1 - P'(n) 

1 ·, a.' OJ g2 
+---------.(-(1- a.)- -T) + y-.a.-= 0 

(20) 

* G.(J - /J'(n)) 2 (a.' - 1) B g 1 P2 
g 1 a , c21) 

gl.C.M. -P (n) 
an 

However, it was found that the computation of the partial derivatives in Equations .(20) and (21) is tedious and 
increases the search time. Instead, complete enumeration of the solution space is used as a· method for locating the 
optimum combination of n and h that minimize the NPC function. The m.ost crucial step in performing this 
procedure is the specification of boundaries for the design parameters around which the NPC is evaluated. A lower 
boundary on the sample size n is established at n = 2, to allow for the estimation of variability. On the other harid; 
the ratio of the sample size n to the production rate R'. is µsed as a lower boundary on the sampling interval h. This 
is to ensure that enough units are available at_ the time of sampling. Also, increments of one tenth of an hour are used 
in searching for the value of h for practical reasons as was recommended by Duncan (1956). Thus the lower 
boundary for searching for the optimum sampling interval starts at a minimum of n/R' _and increases in increments 
of0.l hour. 

SAMPLE COMPUTATION 
To illustrate the proposed solution procedure, consider the following numerical example. A process for 
manufacturing steel dowels has been maintained in a state of statistical control using x-R control charts. The length 
of these dowels is an important quality characteristic. The design specifications are stated as 2.00 ± 0.0.06 (ipches). 
The production rate is estimated to be _ l 00 units per hour. Past data shows that the length follows a normal ' 

distribution with mean µ0 = 2.00 inches and standard deviation cr O = 0.002 inches. However, improvement efforts 

target reducing the process variability to cr 1 = 0.001 inches. A.t this level of conformance, post process inspection 

can be economically terminated. Two process changes were proposed by the improvement team. One involves a 
change in the current fixture design, and the other requires the utilization of a new coolant. Team members 
estimated the machine·setup time to be 2.5 hour, with an average implementation cost of $350. An additional cost of 
$150 per hour was expected due to an increase in the measurement and adjustment activities during operation. The 
company's effective rate of return per month is 4%. The total operating time per month is 100 hours, and the 
production is expected to continue over the next 18 months. It takes on average· 0.3 hours to replace/repair a non
conforming unit. Other pertaining cost and process parameters are estimated as: 

e = 0.05 hour per unit A' = $30 per.unit 
B = $0.5 per unit a= $500 per lotp = 2 hours 

W = $1000 per occurrence 
G=0.25 
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Complete enumeration procedure is used to locate values of n and h that minimize the net present cost. This 
procedure is carried out using MathCad 11 (2002). Two programs are developed to facilitate the search procedure. 
The first is used to compute values of a' and 1-(3' corresponding to every value of n. The second is developed to 
calculate the NPC based on corresponding values of n and h. The results reveal that at n = 6, and h =0.6 hour, the 
NPC reaches a minimum value of $53620. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we represented an extension of the proactive design approach to include the economic design of the 
range chart. This was accomplished by modifying the probability integral representing the power of the chart and its 
derivatives. In an attempt to simplify the optimization procedure, complete enumeration was proposed. The search 
procedure was further simplified by establishing practical boundaries for the design variables. A similar approach 
can be followed for the economic design of the standard deviation or variance control charts. Applications involving 
the joint design of control charts that can be used to reduce the process variability around a new target are currently 
under consideration by these authors. 
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THE CONCEPT OF PART CERTIFICATION 

Nuzhat Ara and John Rogers 
Engenio Information Technologies, Inc. 

ABSTRACT 
The business model ofEngenio Information Technologies Inc. is evolving rapidly for better and improved quality 
product at a lower cost to meet the Customer's market demand of today.- Currently our business model is the 
traditional Receiving Inspection model, that is, materials are received at Engenio and the inspection is performed to 
stop non-confoqning material from entering into our stockroom. As we expand with multiplicity of our product 
line, new business opportunity leads us to build a partnership with the contract manufacturers. The new business 
model is such that the contract manufacturer ships material directly to our Customers. This calls for a need to 
modify our basic part acceptance policy to monitor specific product related issues. The objective of this paper is to 
present our philosophy and idea on how to implement, control and have a full visibility of the quality of such 
products. In achieving the .above said objective a comprehensive search on industry practice has lead us into 
developing a "Part Certification" procedure where Supplier's product meets Engenio's quality requirements prior 
to the release of parts from the Supplier's facility. This procedure is intended to be implemented on a part-by-part 
basis or by product-family basis. The goal is to reduce the administrative types of errors; stop non-conforming or 
chronic non-performer material from escaping into the Stockroom, Manufacturing Floor and/or Customer; and to 
reduce or eliminate the normal routine inspection on each lot. Thus, the purpose of the Part Certification is to assure 
a continuous supply of quality products to Engenio and its Customer. 

INTRODUCTION 
One of the elements ofEngenio's success lies in our commitment to a continuous improvement philosophy, which is 
"We demonstrate our commitment to continuous improvement by continually as,sessing and improving our 
processes to increase effectiveness, consistency and quality" (Engenio Quality Policy Statement). Unlike the 
Phoenician inspectors, we do not believe in eliminating any repeated violations of quality standards by chopping off 
the hand of the maker of the defective product, rather we believe in developing and maintaining strategic partnership 
with the "maker" (Gitlow etal., p.15, 1995). Thus, we are committed t(? developing and maintaining long-term 
partnership with our suppliers to achieve mutual success in providing quality products that meet or exceed our 
Customers' expect_ations through flawless execution. In this strategic partnership the suppliers take on greater· 
responsibilities while companies focus more on their co.re competencies. The benefits like access to technology: 

· shared risk in new investments and product _development, improved products through early design recommendations 
based on supplier capabilities, and reduced operations costs is a result of such partnership. Thus, our goal of 
strategic partnership is to achieve excellence and business success. · 

The fact that quality issues have existed since ancient times but it does not mean quality cannot be improved. In the 
world of quality who does not know the three prominent quality gurus: Dr. W. Edwards Deming, Dr. Joseph M. 
Juran and Philip B. Crosby who dedicated their time in quality improvement research. The Bell Laboratories 
manufacturing were among the first few to lead the way in quality control (Gitlow et al., p. 15-18, 1995). The 
Japanese success in quality improvement forced American companies to embrace th.e teachings of these q~ality 
gurus and by the mid 1980s American organization's quality results began to improve (Bauer et al.~ p. 4-5, ·2002). 

One of the industry trends is to "certify suppliers" as the focal point of their supplier management system to ensure 
quality materials in a cost effective and timely manner. The J3oeing Aircraft Company is one example of such 
industry. Boeing has a "Preferred Supplier Certification" process in place. Worldwide, aoeing has 18 Gold, 176 
Silver and 438 Bronze certified suppliers and the current listings are posted on their website (www.boeing.com). 
The two most commonly observed drawbacks are that the supplier certification can be time consuming, expensive, 
and companies with increased supply base spend large amount _of resources to certify every one of them (Evans et 
al., p. 407, 2002). Other companies like Cessna Aircraft Company, Raytheon Aircraft Company, and Lockheed 
Martin participate -in Supplier Delegated Inspection Program (Cessna Quality Requirements for Supplier, 
www.raytheonaircraft.com, and www.onlinepressreleases.com respectively). Either way, materials go through 
some kind of inspection, yet the defective material may still escape into production from time to time. Another set 
of quality issue surfaces when suppliers ship materials directly to the OEM Customers. Many manufacturing_ 
companies are seeking contract manufacturer or in other words "outsourcing" production. The companies have 
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typically shown a significant percentage of quality improvement. In this case mostly material are on Direct-to
Customer (OTC) Programs, which results in "no visibility" over the quality of the product. · Contract manufacturing 
is a growing trend of business but the risk of poor product quality is very high. Now is the time to ask ourselves 
why do we still have line fall out even after communicating our needs and requirements to the suppliers. Thus; the 
challenge is to implement most competitive method that best fits the product specification and maximizes Customer 
satisfaction at a lower total cost. 

Therefore, keeping in mind the above said challenge, we have developed a concept of "Part Certificati-o-n" and have 
defined the term "Certified Part" as a part or product-family, which warrants and represents part or product-family 
conformance requirements as per Engenio specification requirements. The main focus of this program is on 
materials that are on OTC program. This will not only provide high quality visibility and quality control over DTC 
products but will broaden our visibility on any item that bypasses our Receiving Inspection like, Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI) or Ship-to-Stock. It is the intent that we receive material that complies with product specification, 
including any engineering standards quoted within the ·specification. To that end we believe that for any given 
purchased item inspection of that item should not be required. This belief is based upon the knowledge that the 
supplier has passed our requirements for being a supplier to Engenio. The part/product-family must meet or exceed 
the specification requirements as defined by Engenio Supply Chain Management (SCM) Quality Engineer (QE). 
Therefore, the objec~ive is to assure that items or materials provided by the supplier conform to requirements 
without the need for extensive inspection upon receipt by the purchaser. 

The concept of "Part Certification" is supported by the fact that there are multiple benefits of this model. Some of 
the high level benefits are: (1) Eliminate the need to inspect upon receipt, (2) Eliminate the manufacturing "time 
lost" in the process of waiting on parts to be inspected, (3) Reduce the need to manage and return defective parts 
throughout the process, (4) Speed up the integration process by providing usable parts, (5) Shorten the corrective 
action time from detecting the defect at the supplier facility vs. at the customer facility, (6) Use the inspector to track 
down and focus on more complex issues, and (7) Supplier Quality Engineers can invest their valuable time on 
preventative actions as opposed to reactive actions. Ultimately, it all boils down to "cost reduction" and in a market 
with ·ever decreasing margins which perfectly aligns with the company's goal. 

In the following section we provide our business model using Quality Improvement (QI) Story technique in 
relationship with the "Plan" phase of the PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, and Act) Deming Cycle (Gitlow et al., pp. 385-
394, 1995). The Deming cycle is a simple methodology for improvement and the Plan phase of the Deming cycle 
consists of studying the current situation and describing the process. A brief discussion of steps invo,lved in 
developing Engenio "Part Certification" procedure is also given. Lastly, the summary and the concluding remarks 
are presented. 

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT STORY 
There are seven steps of QI story but in this paper only first three steps are used, that is: (1) Select a theme for the QI 
story, (2) Get a full grasp of the present situation surrounding the theme, and (3) Analyze the present situation to 
identify appropriate countermeasures. The Plan phase of the Deming cycle involves these three QI story steps 
Following is an overview of our Quality Improvement Story followed by graphical presentation of each QI story 
steps. 

Overview 
Currently, we select our suppliers based on their capabilities to supply goods and services that meet our needs and 
product specifications. We, like any other manufacturing company, manage our suppliers using quality tools such 
as: surveys, audits, quarterly business reviews, scorecards and to name a few. As our suppliers are the first tier 
members in the global market, our expectations are high based on their process capability. However, we still ·see the 
need to perform a non-value add Receiving Inspection (RI) to protect our customers from non-conformances that 
otherwise would escape undetected:. According to one of the Deming's 14 Points ofquality improvement techniq4e, 
indeed routine inspection is a non-value activity (Evans et al., p. 98, 2002). He further adds that it rather encourages 
the production of defective products. Yet, we perform RI, but the question is, "why"? One possible reason is our 
supplier management approach. In the traditional method we performed the required audits and 'certified' the 
process even down to a part level. However, on-going inspection activity was left to Receiving Inspection to 
monitor the performance. We were operating in a "reactive mode" versus "proactive mode" creating a gap in 
handling quality issue management. By the time quality issues were brought to a Supplier Quality-Engineer, a 
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sizeable quantity were built and invested through the supply chain. T_herefore, even with a quick corrective action 
we had months of inventory to deal with. In addition to 'RI we provided suppliers with engineering drawings and 
specifications requesting, 'build this product to our specification or industry standard' did not help reduce or stop 
non-conforming material from entering our Stockroom. Obviously, we experience failure in communicating our 
need to the suppliers. 

Our first step was to formalize a quality plan. The Quality Plan became the formal document to communicate 
specific requirements that may/may not necessarily were included as part of procurement specifications and product 
drawings. This was the first step towards supplier management improvement. We knew that our products are of a 
''High-mix medium volume" nature and our quality strategies that rely on continuous operations have not been as 
helpful as it was intended to be. 

Our findings led us to the belief that our Receiving Inspection and our manufacturing line were performing tasks 
that mitigated the variations that resulted from our product mix. In other words they were doing the work the 
supplier should have done. By the time this information filtered back to the supplier another crisis was developing 
and went on a cycle. As new customer fulfillment strategies were being employed that could bypass our internal 
processes and realizing that the product mix would only intensify, we felt the need to explore the possibilities of 
implementing a true copy of our processes at the suppliers facility, that is to create a mirror image of processes. 
Thus, the next logical step was to develop a program, which will be implemented at both suppliers as well as on our 
end. This led us to develop the "The Concept of Part Certification". 

The overview is graphically presented as follows using the Quality Improvement Story technique: 

1. Select a Theme: (Deming Plan Phase) 
The first step "Select a Theme" shown below in Figure 1 includes the background of theme selection and the reason 
for selecting the theme in relation to the organization's and department's objectives. Our theme of the QI story is to 
improve the quality of the product requiring entry into the Engenio's Stockroom or shipped Direct-to-Customer. 
Even though the suppliers are the first tier suppliers we have experienced escapement of non-conforming material. 
The circles at the bottom of the figure show some of the typical errors. 
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Improve the quality of the product requiring entry into the 
Engenio's Stockroom or shipped Direct ... to-Customer 

To Provide goods and services that meet or 
exceed our customers expectations at the lowest 

possible total cost. 

To accept a lot if no defect is found upon 
inspection otherwise reject the lot based on Zero 

Defect Sampling Plan 

Whay is Engenio performing Receiving Inspection? 

Unknown 
type, ·quantity 

& quality 
product 

~ 
ii2 ii = .... a 0 -en 
0 
(J 

Figure 1: Quality Improvement Story Step 1: Select a Theme 
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2. Grasp of the Present Situation: (Deming Plan Phase) 
The graphical illustration of our current business model is shown in the following Figure 2. As of now, we receive 
materials from suppliers. These materials upon receipt go through our internal inspection process. The Quality 
Inspection Instructions (QII) is developed for the Inspectors to perform RI. · The high level goal is to: (1) Reduce 
Non-conforming material entry into our Stockroom, Manufacturing Floor or escaping into our Customer production 
ljne, and (2) Reduce the Receiving Inspection cost. · 

Suppliers 

GOAL 
Reduce the numberol no1K011formanc:e 

Reduce Receiving lnopeclion Coat 

Defocli11e 
mi•lf?rials 
escaped 

I •1-------'j 
I • I 

Defective 
material 

at Custorm~r 
Non-con formance ~ · © 

Customer 

H~~,$~~!st- -~~===~-~ 

Internal Stockroom 
Inspection 

Figure 2: Quality Improvement Story Step 2: Grasp of the Present Situation 

On the other hand the next part illustrates our business model shifting to contract manufacturing. The new business 
model is shown in the Figure 3. to achieve the above goal it is important to consider partnership with our suppliers. 
This leads us to the fact that materials will be shipped OTC as well as suppliers will participate in Ship-to-~tock 
program. The drawback of this model is that we loose the quality visibility as materials bwass RI. The t_wo major 
drawbacks associated with this business model is that: ( 1) The number of non-conforming material escaping into our 
Stockroom, Manufacturing Floor, as well as to our Customers is very high, and (2) There is a high risk of product 
quality deterioration. · · · · 

3. Analysis of the Present Situation: (Deming Plan Phase) 
To overcome the above mentioned quality issues and to achieve the above goals, it is important to develop and 
implement a procedure at the supplier facility. The idea is to mirror image the RI process at supplier end as well, 
that is, External Inspection is equivalent to RI. The high level goal is to: (1) Reduce Nori-conforming material entry 
into our Stockroom, Manufacturing Floor or escaping into our Customer production line, -and (2) Reduce the RI cost. 
Hence, implementing External Inspection equivalent to RI will reduce administrative types of errors, such as wrong 
parts or wrong quantity, wrong purchase order, incorrect marking-or packaging; stop non-conforming or chronic 
non-performer material from entering Engenio Stockroom or shipped to our Customer; and reduce or eliminate the 
normal routine inspection on each lot. This ties our initial goal with the new goals. 
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Figure 3: New business model 
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Figure 4: Quality Improvement Story Step 3: Analysis of the Present Situation 
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PART CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE 
The only constraint associate with this procedure is that any supplier who participates in Engenio Direct-to
Customer Program must participate in Engenio's Part Certification Program and must implement Engenio's 
Inspection Procedure for all inspection purposes. 

The purpose· of this procedure is to define the certification requirements for supplier's part(s)/product-family to 
assure a continuous supply of quality products to Engenio and its customer. 

This procedure encompasses actions at both the supplier and Engenio inspection process prior to the release of parts 
from the Supplier's facility. It is to be used when evaluating part(s)/product-family from suppliers participating in 
Engenio DTC Program. The Certification Agreement is the formal proprietary agreement between Engenio and the 
Supplier. This certification procedure is implemented on a part-by-part basis or by product family basis. 

The main steps involved in Part Certification process are: Supplier Selection, Certification Criteria, Quality Plan 
Development, Inspection Method, Certification Approval, De-certification, Re-certification, and Program Control. 
Some of which are briefly discussed further in the following section. 

Supplier Selection 
In light of new approach towards supplier from the traditional adversarial relationship to a collaborative relationship 
it is important to select the suppliers very carefully. Therefore Supplier Selection is one of the most important steps 
in Part Certification process. We seek to establish relationships with the suppliers that are willing to share and adopt 
best practices. 

The selection criteria may vary from company to company, but the mostly commonly used criteria are: leadership 
within the industry, outstanding quality management, continuous improvement philosophy for cost and quality, track 
record of manufacturing processes, dollar/business volume and business growth, ,financial integrity and 
competitiveness, product quality history and lastly supplier willingness to participate in the Part Certification 
Program. 

Certification Criteria 
The details of certification may vary from company to company but some of the most important criteria to be 
considered are the audit results, and the part must be in good standing status. The suppliers must participate in · 
_developing a specific quality plan which be used as the guideline to meet certification requirements. 

Inspection Method 
For the purpose of Part Certification Procedure we have defined four inspection methods: Paper Inspection (PI), 
Audit Inspection (AI), Source Inspection (SI), and Receiving Inspection (RI). The definition and selection criteria 
are given in the following Table 1. All the inspection regardless of the Inspection Method must follow the SCM 
Inspection Procedure both by Engenio and the s·uppliers. 

The reason to create the above four methods of inspection is to reduce the inspection cost. The productivity 
decreases and the cost increases due to the rework and disposition of defective material. As Deming said, "Defects 
are not free. Somebody makes them, and gets paid/or making them" (Bauer et al. p.15, 2002). Implementing these 
inspection methods we believe that inspection time will reduce significantly as suppliers -inspection will be more 
focused around our needs and requirements. These certified materials will bypass any inspection upon receipt. 
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Table 1: Inspection Methods 

INSPECTION METHOD 

PAPER INSPECTION (PI) AUDIT INSPECTION (Al) 

Definition: Definition: ... 
By Supplier at Supplier facility where By Supplier at Supplier facility where 
Engenio reviews documentations Engenio verifies inspection procedure 

A Supplier with: A Supplier with: 
• Long-term business partnership • Strong business partnership 
• Excellent quality history • Good quality history 
• Continuous improvement plan • Sign of Quality deterioration 
• Low risk • Medium risk 

SOURCE INSPECTION (SI) RECEIVING INSPECTION (RI) 

Definition: 0-efinition: 
By Engenio at Supplier. facility = RI By Engenio at Engenio facility 

A supplier with: . A supplier with: 
• New business partnership • Production Purchase Order (P.O.) parts 
• No quality history • For any reason one of the above 
• High risk inspection method is not possible. 

De-Certification . 
The De-certification process is applied when the product fails to meet the certification criteria either by failing the 
inspection, or by failing to meet the certification criteria. De-certification process is invoked if any of the following 
takes place: 

• The supplier is not willing to participate in Engenio's Part Certification Program. 
• The supplier fails to meet the certification criteria agreed upon. 
• The supplier fails Engenio inspection per our inspection procedure. 
• The supplier makes any changes to the process as defined in the QP. 
• There are two options: (1) Part Termination or (2) Defrayed Business Model for the de-certified part. 

Re-Certification 
While Re-certification allows the product to achieve certified" status if and only if the product meets all the 
following conditions: · 
• The supplier must pass our inspection at a specified AQL (Acceptable Quality Level). 
• The supplier demonstrates that.it has achieved significant improvements by implementing quality improvement 

process in place. . 
• The supplier demonstrates the use of Statistical Process Control (SPC) and proves that its process can meet or 

exceed our specification requirements, and · 
• The supplier has a plan for continuous quality improvement and shows that quality improvement is a central 

part of their management system. 
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Program Control 
It is important to establish Program Control to monitor the certification. Once again quality has to be continuously 
improved. Therefore, program control will help in continuous quality improvement Supplier Score Card and 
Customer complaint are very useful tools to monitor the product quality trend. 

SUMMARY 
Engenio Information Technologies Inc. is changing its business model from traditional adversarial relationship to a 
collaborative relationship. This change dictates for quality improvement process,_ which is then presented using the 
Quality Improvement Story format. Thus, the objective of this paper is to provide our philosophy of "Quality 
Check" for products that require entry to the Stockroom or shipped Direct-to-Customer per new business model as 
illustrated in the above Figure 4. The Concept of Part Certification is introduced to reduce the cost of inspection as 
well as improve the quality prior to the release of the parts from the Supplier's facility. This procedure is applied on 
part-by-part basis or by product-family basis. The ultimate benefit of this model is "cost reduction" and improved 
product quality. Our quality motto is similar to Aristotle's saying, "We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, 
then, is not an act, but habit" (Bauer et al. p.3, 2002). 
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LEARNING QUALITY MEASURES 
AT THE INITI!\L ACADEMIC PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 

Amin A. Elmallah 
California State University, Stanislaus 

ABSTRACT 
Assurance of quality student learning is at the heart of every college and university mission and goals. However, 
colleges and universities continue to struggle with the meaning of student learning quality and the best ways to 
demonstrate that learning has been achieved. Further, colleges and universities struggle with the meaning of 
educational quality, some even submit that quality of education cannot be accurately assessed and measured. 

Recently revised accreditation standards, at the regional and discipline-based levels, have further improved and 
clearly articulated the need for learning quality assurance. · 

This research initiative is an attempt to contribute to this learning quality improvement by suggesting that more 
efforts and work are needed at the initial academic program development level. This preliminary research relies on 
the well-established industrial model of product and service design and development. This model places greater 
emphasis on the initial stages of design and development, prior fo product entry into the market, to ensure highest 
quality level and full customer satisfaction. 

A brief summary of this preliminary research and its findings are presented below. 

INTRODUCTION 
Student learning and its .continuous improvement are at the heart of every college/university mission and goals. 
Development of a comprehensive assessment process and system to ensure that students achieve learning 
expectations are central to academic program development. Quality student learning is essential and critical to . the 
graduation of well-qualified and educated workforce. However, assessment practic'es have focused on measurement 
of student learning after academic program implementation. There is a need to address student-learning issues prior 
to implementation. This has been strengthened by the recent changes in accreditation standards by regional, as well 
as, disciplined-based accreditation agencies. Accreditation standards addressing assurance of student learning has 
increased and improved significantly in recent years. 

This preliminary research explores ways to ensure the incorporation of student learning quality at the initial 
academic program development level. Incorporation of a means to ensure quality Student learning at the initial 
program development will enhance and facilitate measurement of student learning in the classroom. This paper is 
organized into the following parts. 

• Review and examination of academic program development processes at selected colleges and universities. 
• Review and examination of recently revised student learning accreditation standards, particularly W ASC 

and AACSB standards. 
• Review and analyses of ways to incorporate the determination and measurement of student learning goals 

at the initial program development level. 
• Development of a process and a system to incorporate student-learning goals in the program development 

process. 
• Research conclusion and recommendations. 

QUALITY OF EDUCATION 
A very powerful change has taken place in U. S. higher education in the 1990s. Focus has shifted from teaching to 
learning, from what professors do to what students gain. Yet higher education continues to struggle with the clear 
and workable definition of educational quality. Is it total customer satisfaction, as it is defined in industry, or is it 
what professors say about student learning? Do we trust students with determining where they have learned, and 
when they have learned the subject matter? 
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Quality in industry and the private sector is clearly defined as total and full customer satisfaction. The customer is 
trusted with this determination and is assumed to know the difference between good vs. poor quality. The customer 
is assumed to have the knowledge and information to make this determination. Higher education continues to 
struggle with this "customer" concept. Is it the student, the employer, the workplace, or the society? Many in higher 
education do not even accept the "customer" concept as the one who knows and determines educational quality. 

In industry, product and service design goes through very defined and elaborate stages of development to insure 
product quality. These range from initial design, prototype development, revised design, testing, further design, 
market testing, final design, and further quality assurance like warranty and quality guarantee. In industry, the 
primary responsibility for quality assurance rests with the front line producers and service providers, not with 
analysts and administrators. 

ACADEMIC PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
In the aca_demy, the primary responsibility for academic course/program development and the assurance of quality 
rests with the faculty. However, in many institutions of higher education, faculty have some difficulty with that 
notion, and in particular, how quality assurance and its measurement relates to the normal faculty retention, 
promotion, and tenure processes and decisions. Many have difficulty with the notion that students have the 
knowledge and ability to judge quality and differentiate between good vs. poor learning. Many faculty have 
difficulty with how student determination affects their own performance evaluation. Some even go as far as rejecting 
the notion that the student is the "customer" who is able to determine and judge learning quality. Some faculty 
continue to focus on teaching rather than learning. 

The typical academic development process includes a course/program proposal that is submitted for review by peers 
at the academic department, college, and university levels. After peer review and approval, the proposal is subject to 
administrative review by a university senior academic officer. This latter review is often a routine evaluation, in 
particular, in case of very positive recommendation by all peer review levels. The course/program proposal focuses 
on contents, time allocation to teach each content, names of qualified instructors, proposed program activities, 
grading, and proposed teaching material. Unlike industry, there is an absence ofte·sting, or inclusion of learning 
quality at the initial program proposal stage. There is even an impression that focusing on quality assurance at the 
initial program development stage may delay, hinder, or result in an unf~vorable peer review and r~commendation. 

ASSURANCE OF QUALITY STANDARDS 
Regional accreditation agencies, such as the. W estem Association of Schools and Colleges (W ASC) and discipline
based accrediting organizations such as The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) have 
recognized the importance of measuring student learning and assessing learning quality. Both organizations have 
recently revised their accreditatipn standards that in effect placed more prominence on the assurance of learning 
quality and the expectation that learning has been achieved. 

The newly approved AACSB standards for business accreditation include 21 standards. Seven of these standards 
directly address assurance of student learning. Many of the other 14 standards also address assurance of student 
learning. 

• Standard 15 requires that business school "uses well documented, systematic ptiocess to develop, 
monitor, evaluate, and review the substance and delivery of the curricula of degree programs and to 
assess the impact of the curricula on learning." . 

• Standard 16 requires "the school specifies learning goals and demonstrates achievement of learning 
goals for key general, management-specific, and/or appropriate discipline-specific knowledge and 
skills that its students achieve." · 

• Standard 17 requires that the undergraduate degree program "must provide sufficient time, content 
coverage, student efforts, and student-faculty interaction to assur~ that the teaching goals are 
accomplished." 

• Standard 18 requires the school "specifies learning goals and demonstrates master's level achievement 
of learning goals for key general and management-specific knowledge and skills." 

• Standard 19 requires the same as Standard 18 for master's level degree in specialized programs like, 
for example, Master of science in International Finance. 
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.• Standard 20 requires the same as Standard 17 for the master's level degree program. 
• Standard 21 requires that students of doctoral level programs demonstrate the ability to create 

knowledge through original research. 

The above standards clearly expect business schools to specify degree-learning goals and to demonstrate the 
achievement of those goals through assessment of student learning. Learning goals are best determined in the 
course/program design and development stages. Inclusion of assessment, and ways to assess student 1eaming, 
directly and indirectly, is best determined at the initial course/program development states. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The review and analysis performed for this research initiative indicate the lack of early consideration of assessment 
and quality assurance at the early stages of course/program design and development. The initial conclusion and 
recommendation of this research is that universities and colleges should benefit from applying the industrial model 
of product/service design and development. That model focuses on product quality assurance 'prior to the delivery of 
the product and service to the customer. The model further defines quality as full and total customer satisfaction. 
Specifically, it is recommended that university and colleges: 

• Require inclusion of student learning goals and objectives in the initial course/program development 
proposal. 

• Consider' initial testing, such as experimental course/program offering prior to full implementation of 
proposed courses and .programs. · 

• Consider the results of assessment and learning quality assurance of similar on-campus courses and 
programs in the initial course/program development stage. 

• Consider the results of assessment and learning quality assurance of similar courses and programs of 
comparable sister institutions. 
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RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF JJROADCAST COMMUNICATION 

Nasser S. Fard, Northeastern University 
Indra Gunawan, Malaysia University of Science and Technology 

ABSTRACT 
The broadcast reliability of multistage interconnections network system is presented. The capability of broadcasting 
information from a specific input switch to all output switches, through alternative routing paths, depends on: 
network configuration, reliability of connecting switches and connecting links. Methods are presented to evaluate 
the broadcast reliability of multistage interconnection network systems. The broadcast reliability of the multistage 
cube network can be calculated by assuming that the switching elements in the input stage and the switching 
elements of the output stage have to operate in order to have an operational network. Then by conditioning the first 
stage and listing all possible combinations of paths between an input and all outputs, the broadcast reliability can be 
computed. Since the failure of any switching element in a broadcast path will cause system failure, therefore from 
reliability point of view, all switching elements in a broadcast path are critical and can be assumed as a series 
subsystem. The broadcast reliability evaluation of the 8 x 8 multistage cube network as a function of its switching 
elements, ranging from 0.99 to 0.90, is demonstrated as an example. The sensitivity of network reliability as a 
function of system structure and reliability of its switching components are also presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Many different networks between the extremes of the single bus and the completely connected scheme have been . 
proposed in the literature (Thurber, K. J., 1979). Broadcast reliability, another useful measure of the reliability of a 
MIN in broadcasting data from a given input terminal to all the output terminals of the network is discussed. A 
network is said to have failed when a connection cannot be made from a given input terminal to. at least one of its 
output terminals. In this paper, the broadcast reliability evaluation for a MIN is conducted and the comparison of 
the broadcast reliability between the single-path and the multi-path MINs are analyzed. 

Several assumptions in evaluating terminal reliability are also valid for broadcast reliability. It is assumed that all 
failures are statistically independent and all switching elements (SEs) are. substantially less reliable than the links; In 
this case, the SE failure is taken into consideration that causes the network to fail. Although the links can fail, .they 
are generally much more reliable than the SEs. It is assumed that faults occur independently (Adams and Siegel, 
_ 1982). 

BROADCAST RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF CUB MULTISTAGE NETWORK SYSTEMS 
The broadcast path from input Oto outputs 4, 5, 6, and 7 for eight-input/eight-output cube network is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Since the multistage cube network is a unique-path MIN that has N inputs and outputs, there is only one 
broadcast path in this network. 

In a directed network, there should at least be one directed path between a source and each terminal (Booting, C., 
Rai, S., and Agrawal, D. P., 1994). 

Let rsE (t) be the time-dependent reliability of the basic switching element. The broadcast reliability of the ·, 
multistage cube network can be calculated by assuming that the switching element in the input stage and the 
switching elements in the output stage have to work in order to have the network to be operational. Then by 
conditioning the first stage and listing all possible combinations of paths between an input and all outputs, the 
broadcast reliability can be computed. 

The failure of any switch in a broadcast path will cause system failure, so from reliability point of view; all 
switching elements in a broadcast path are critical and can be assumed as series. Since a broadcast path in the 8 x 8 
multistage cube network consists of 7 switching elements, the broadcast reliability as a function of the reliability of a 
switching element; can be calculated as follows Rt, (t) = [rsE (t)]7. 

All switching elements in a broadcast path are critical and can be assumed as series. Since a broadcast path in the 8 
x 8 multistage cube network consists of 7 switching elements: Rt, (t) = [rsE (t)]'. 
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The extra-stage cube network is a two-path MIN. There are two broadcast paths from every input to all outputs. 
The broadcast reliability of the 8 x 8 extra-stage cube network can be calculated by~ (t) = 2[rsE (t)]8 + 2[rsE 

(t)]9 
- 4[rsE (t)] 10 + [rsE (t)] 11

• 

Table 1 Broadcast Reliability Evaluation of the 8 x 8 Multistage Cube Network 

SE Broadcast Reliability of the 

Reliability Multistage Cube Network 

0.99 0.932065 

0.98 0.868126 

0.96 0.751447 

0.95 0.698337 

0.94 0.648478 

0.92 0.557847 

0.90 0.478297 

The 8 x 8 Multistage Cube Network 

:5 
:E 0.80 
~ 
~ 

~ ... 
fl) 
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"t:, 0.60 = = ,.. 
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Reliability of a Switching Element 

Figure 2. Broadcast Reliability Graph of the 8 x 8 Multistage Cube Network 
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Table 2 Broadcast Reliability Evaluation of the 8 x 8 Extra-Stage Cube Network 

SE Broadcast Reliability of the 

Reliability Extra-Stage Cube Network 

0.99 0.950334 

0.98 0.901462 

0.96 0.806756 

0.95 0.761192 

0.94 0.716965 

0.92 0.632844 

0.90 0.554872 

The 8 x 8 Extra-Stage Cube Network 
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Figure 3. Broadcast Reliability Graph of the 8 x 8 Extra-Stage Cube Network 
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Table 3. Comparison of Broadcast Reliability Evaluation of the Multistage Cube Network and the Extra-Stage Cube 
Network for the 8 x 8 Case 

SE Broadcast Reliability of the Broadcast Reliability of the 

Reliability Multistage Cube Network Extra-Stage Cube Network 

0.99 0.932065 0.950334 
... , 

0.98 0.868126 0.901462 

0.96 0.751447 0.806756 

0.95 0.698337 0.761192 

0.94 0.648478 0.716965 

0.92 0.557847 0.632844 

0.90 0.478297 0.554872 

Extra-stage cube network is higher than that of the multistage cube network in all reliability zones of a switching 
element. · 

The broadcast reliability of these networks is lower than their terminal reliability since a broadcast path includes 
more switching elements than a terminal path. · 

The existence of more switching elements in a path lead .to mor.e elements subject to failure in the network. 

c = 

Comparison of the Multistage Cube Network aitd 
the Extra-Stage Cube Network 
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~ 
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-+-Cube 
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~ 0.60 -----------"'--------,.,;c----------4 
0 ... = 

0.40 -+--------,.----------~ 
0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 

Reliability of a Switching Element 

Figure 4. Comparison of Broadcast Reliability Graph of the Multistage Cube 
Network and the Extra-Stage Cube Network for the 8 x 8 Case 
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A SIX SIGMA TOOLKIT FOR THE SERVICE SECTOR 

Leonard Perry, University of San Diego 
Nicholas Barker, Boeing NASA Systems, Kennedy Space Center 

ABSTRACT 
Six Sigma.quality initiatives remain relatively rare in the service sector. While a robust assortment of tatistical tools 
is available, the prevalence of attribute data in the service sector often obfuscates the applicability and appropriate 
selection of such tools. This article presents a statistical toolkit particularly useful for attribute data. 

INTRODUCTION 
Six Sigma is a systematic, data-driven quality improvement methodology that has proven quite effective in recent 
years. Specifically, it is an approach by which a cohesive collection of quality improvement tools is utilized to 
reduce process variation. More broadly, it is a managerial and cultural directive toward achieving near-perfect 
quality. The six sigma quality level is truly near-perfect, predicting only 3.4 defects per million opportunities 
(DPMO). 

While the benefits of Six Sigma are undeniable, still there exists an element of incredulity that prevents its 
widespread use in areas of attribute or count data. This lack of understanding is prevalent in the service sector, but 
can also be seen in certain manufacturing industries. Yet six sigma quality is not limited strictly to areas of variable 
data. The Define-Measure-Analyze-:Improve-Control (DMAIC) methodology (Table 1) is equally applicable in the 
service sector. 

Table 1: Six Sigma Methodology and Tools 

Define Measure Analyze Improve Control 
•Project charter •Data Collection • Tree diagrams •Design of •Control Plan 
•Project Definition Plan/ Attribute •Process behavior Experiments (DOE) •Control Charts 
and Scoping sampling techniques charts (SPC) •Force field •FMEA 
•Process map •MSA/Gage R&R •Enumerative statistics diagrams •Force field 
•VOC tools •Exploratory data •Inferential statistics •7M tools diagrams 
•QFD analysis • Failure Modes and •Prototype and pilot •ISO 900x 
•Benchmarking •Descriptive Effects Analysis studies •Change budgets, 
•Process Flowchart statistics (FMEA) •Mistake Proofing bid models, cost 
•SIPOC Diagram •Data mining •Histogram •Tree diagrams ' estimating models 
•Stakeholder •Operational • Pareto Chart •Network diagrams •Logbook 

TOOLS Analysis Definition Checklist •Time Series/Run Chart •Affinity diagram •SWOT Analysis 
•CTQ Definitions/ •Run charts •Scatter Plot •Pugh Matrix •Capability Analysis 
Kano Model •Pareto analysis •Correlation/Regression •House of Quality •Reporting system 
•DMAICWork •Capability Analysis Analysis •FMEA 
Breakdown •Cause and 
Structure Effect/Fish bone 

Diagram 
•5 Whys 
•Non-Normal Data 
Analysis 
•Design of Experiments 
(DOE) 
•Simulation 

Service Sector 
The term service is a broad concept that encompasses both manufacturing and service organizations. The .service 
industry is commonly thought of as healthcare, banking, and government organizations. These organizations are new 
to the Six Sigma revolution, but manufacturing organizations are not. Manufacturing organizations have been 
successfully applying Six Sigma concepts to improve operations in many departments, including service 
departments such as marketing, sales, accounting, human resources, and customer service. The misconception is 
that manufacturing has only applied the Six Sigma methodology to "manµfacturing". 

Service plays an important role in creating a successful, competitive business. Michael George, a prominent Six 
Sigma advocate, stated, "Empirical data have shown that the cost of services are inflated by 30-80% waste.~' [1] 
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Other sources state that the costs of poor quality in service-based businesses and processes typically run as high as 
50% of the total budget verses 15% in manufacturing organizations. The area of service is in dire need of 
improvement. 

The service sector is starting to see and feel rewards. For example: 

Private Bank-Western Hemisphere reduced internal call backs by 85 percent and reduced the credit process 
by 50 percent. 

Global Equipment Finance provides global financing and leasing services to Citibank customers. This 
group improved cycle time of all of the steps, from when a customer places an order to when products are 
delivered to the customers' doorstep. The credit decision cycle was reduced 67%, from three days to one. 

In a paperless conversion organization, Productivity and Cost: Inspection and rework reduced to almost 
zero. 99.7% first pass efficiency. Sampling sizes were reduced. These resulted in savings of US$ 50000 
per annum at Indian wage levels (in US equivalent US $ 300,000 per annum). 

Commonwealth Health Corporation (CHC)-an over 500-bed, multi-site health system, had increased 
productivity and improved the overall patient experience. To date, CHC has realized improvements .in 
excess of $1.2 million. 

The implementation of Six Sigma in the service sector does have its challenges and obstacles. Some of the 
reoccurring challenges include; invisible work processes, evolving workflows and procedures, lack of facts and data, 
and lack of a head start. [2] Many service processes are intangible, that is, tracking· the production of glass bottles is 
much easier than tracking the invoice approval process. To make things worse, the invoice approval process 
changes frequently with small adaptations in personnel hired are transferred. Collecting data on this ever changing 
process by inexperienced personnel can make life even more difficult, but not impossible. 

There are concerns about data collection in the service sector. Collecting or measuring data is a lucrative business in 
the manufacturing world, but finding a machine to measure data in the service industry is almost nonexistent. Can 
you imagine trying to measure the time a loan document or invoice remains on a man-ager's desk. It ·takes a 
concerted effort to collect accurate data in the service sector. Table 2 depicts common measurements in both sectors 
of industry. · 

Table 2: Common Measurements in Manufacturing and Service 

Manufacturing Measurement: Services Measurements: 
Production volumes Financial results 

Production efficiency Average Speed of Answer (ASA) 
Specifications Service hours, upti~e, and coverage 

Error rates Call reduction 
Reasons for errors Customer satisfaction 

Trends Client retention 
Variances 

Adapted from Michael J. Fisher's conference presentation, "Lightning Six Sigma Implementation in the Service 
Industry: How to Define, Measure, Analyze in 5 Days· and Improve and Control in 60 Days or Less." 

Attribute Data 
Often times the only process data available is that based on the presence or absence of a characteristic (attribute). 
This can be seen in binary situations such as pass/fail, accept/reject, and go/no~go, or in ordinal situations such as 
"good/better/best." . Attribute data can be distinguished from variabie data by its irreducibly discrete nature. For 
instance, a measurement of piston diameter is variable data because it can be measured in millimeters, nanometers, 
or infinitesimally-smaller incre;:ments. In contrast, a count of nonconforming pistons or surface flaws per piston is 
attribute data because it refers .only to binomial or Poisson occurrences. The remainder of the paper will present 
useful tools used heavily in the service sector where one is commonly confronted with attribute data. · 
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Binomial Distribution 
Assumptions 

1. All trials are independent. 
2. Each outcome is either a "success" or "failure". 
3. The probability of success on any trial is given asp. The probability of a failure is 1-p. 
4. The probability of a success is constant. 

Mean and Variance given by 

µ=np u 1 =np(l-p) 

Distribution with parameters n * 0 and O < p < 1 ·given by 

p<x>=(nx·Lo- py-x 
f n = number of units of product selected at random. -

Poisson Distribution 
Assumptions 

p = probability of selecting a nonconforming unit from the sample. 

1. Given an interval of real numbers, assume counts occur at random throughout the 
interval. If the interval can be partitioned into subintervals of small enough length such 
th~t: 

a. The probability of more than one count in a subinterval is zero 
b. The probability of one count in a subinterval is the same for all subintervals and 

proportional to the length of the subinterval 
c. The count in each subinterval is independent of other subintervals; the random 

experiment is called a Poisson Process. 
Mean and Variance given by 

Mean= µ=c 

Variance= u 1 = c 

Probability of obtaining x defects on a single inspection unit 

c = average number of defects constant 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS/ GAGE R&R 
Description 
Measurement Systems Analysis (MSA) or Gage R&R is an experimental and mathematical method of determining 
how much the variation within the measurement process contributes to overall process variability (AIAG). 
Analyzing gage precision is critical to isolating potential causes of process variability. While an organization may 
inspect 100 percent of its products, that alone is not sufficient to ensure product quality. Very seldom is a mode of 
inspection 100 percent accurate. For example, an inspector may deem one particular part "good," then view the 
same part later as "bad." Such an example of subjectivity could be characterized by a lack of Repeatability. 
Alternatively, a different inspector could come up with entirely different results. Such an occurrence could be 
characterized by a lack of Reproducibility. It is often quoted among QC circles that "100 percent inspection in 85 
percent accurate." Therefore, in order to effectively reduce part-to-part or process variation, it becomes imperative 
to validate and verify the measurement system for Repeatability and Reproducibility. Figure 1 illustrates the 
components of process variat1on. 

Figure 1: Flow Chart of Process Variation 
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How to Use 
Measurement Systems Analysis (MSA) or Gage R&R can be performed by several methods. It is common for the 
operator to be the gage in Attribute MSAs, in which case it becomes imperative to assess appraisers' agreement. 
The objective of a simple Attribute MSA is to ensure operators can either discern between good and bad or rank a 
characteristic on a scale correctly. Note that this technique is also called Attribute Agreement Analysis. 

Recommendations 
1. Plan the approach using engineering and statistical judgment 
2. Select a representative number of operators, number of parts, and number of replicates 
3. Select samples that represent the population 
4. Ensure the instrument can dis_criminate at least 1/10th of expected process variation or specification limits. 

Method 
1. Identify items to be evaluated 
2. Have an expert person rate quality characteristic of interest 
3. Identify operators in MSA experiment 
4 . . Have first person rate all items in random order and record these values 
5. Repeat step four for remaining operators. 
6. Analyze the data for agreement. The target is an overall Assessment agreement of 90% or more to accept 

the measurement system, meaning that 90% of the time your appraisers need to agree with themselves, 
each other and the standard. Deficiencies should be addressed with training and development of standards. 

Analysis 
1. Within Appraiser(% correct) 

a. The number of times an operator can repeat the measured value. Each operator will have a 
success rate for their repeated measures. 

b. If% Appraiser Score is less than 100% training needs to occur 
2. Each Appraiser vs. Standard(% correct) , 

a. The number of times an operator not only repeats the measures, but these repeats match the known 
standard. It is an error against known populatio~ as deemed by experts 

3. Between Appraisers(% correct) 
a. The number of times all of the operators match their repeated measures. 

4. All Appraisers vs. Standard(% correct) · 
a. The number of times all of the operators match their repeated measures and all of these measures 

match the known standard. · 
b. It is an error against a known population as deemed by the experts 

Example 
A pharmacy would like to deternrine if two employees can match prescription slips with the appropriate medicine. 
Ten prescriptions were selected and inspected randomly. The results are presented in Table 3. 

Known 
Population Operator#1 Operator#2 

Sample# Standard Trial 1 Trlal2 Trial 1 Trial 2 

pass pass pass pass ' pass 

2 pass pass pass pass pass 

3 fall fail fail fail pass 

4 fall fail fail fail fail 

5 fall fail fail pass fail 

6 pass pass pass pass pass 

1 · pass pass pass · fail fail 

8 pass pass pass pass pass 

9 fall fail fail pass pass 

10 fall fail fail fail fail 
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Within Appraisers 
Appraiser # Inspected 
1 10 
2 10 

# Matched 
10 

8 

Each Appraiser vs Standard 
Appraiser # Inspected # Matched 
1 10 10 
2 10 6 

Between Appraisers 
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Percent 
100.00 

80.00 

Percent 
100.00 

60.00 

95 % CI 
(74.11, 100.00) 
(44.39, 97.48) 

95 % CI 
(74.11, 100.00) 
(26.24, 87.84) 

# Inspected # Matched Percent 95 % CI 
10 6 60.00 (26.24, 87.84) 

All Appraisers vs Standard 
# Inspected # Matched Percent 

10 6 60.00 
95 % CI 

(26.24, 87.84) 

Table 3: Attribute Agreement Analysis 

It is clear that Appraiser 1 is consistent in repeatability and with the standard. However, Appraiser 2 is not nearly as 
consistent in repeatabil1ty and quite inconsistent with the standard. Moreover, the precision between their appraisals 
is only' 60 %, and they are a 60 % consistent with the standard. The pharmacy needs to improve the process 
significantly. 

REGRESSION WITH ATTRIBUTE DATA (LOGISTIC) 
Description 
Regression is a technique used to understand and model the relationship between process variables; output variables 
(responses) and input variables (predictors). The relationship between variables is-then used to predict potential 
outcomes. There are several variations of regression with the most common being linear regression which models 
the effect of input variables on a continuous output response. Continuous variables, which are common in the 
manufacturing sector, are ones that are measured on a continuous scale such as weight, time, voltage or distance. In 
the service sector, attribute or categorical variables are more prevalent warranting a different form of regression, 
logistic regression. Both logistic regression and least squares regression investigate the relationship between a 
response variable and one or more predictors, but logistic regression techniques are used ~ith a~ibute response 
variables. There are several forms oflogistic regression, but the most popular being; binary, ordinal, and nominal. 
The types of categorical variables can be seen in Table 4. 

Variable Type Number of cateKories Characteristics 
Binary 2 two levels 
Ordinal 

3 or more natural ordering of the levels 
Nominal 

3 or more no natural ordering of the levels 

Table 4: Types of Attribute or Categorical Variables 

We will focus on binary logistic regression with one binary response variable, which has two possible values, such 
as a loan application being accepted or rejected. A model with one or more predictors is fit using _an iterative 
reweighted least squares algorithm to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters [25]. · 

How to Use 
Remember, we use regression analysis to analyze the relationship between variables. You must first understand the 
data you before proceeding to analyze it. That is, you must determine which variables are predictors and which 
variables are responses. The analysis should be performed using a statistical package such as Minitab or SAS 
because the calculations are far to complex and extensive. The following steps outline the process for analyzing 
logistic regression: 
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1) Determine the process output variables (responses). _Examples include, (yes/no), (pass/fail), and 
(accept/reject) 

2) Determine the process input variables (predictors). 
3) Utilize a software package such as Minitab or SAS to perform analysis. 
4) Analyze output 

a. Determine ifp-valuesfor variables are significant based on an alpha-value of 0.05. 
b. Investigate the variable coefficient to determine estimate of ratio of binary response. 
c. Determine if the log-likelihood is significant based on an alpha-value of 0.05. 

Example 
Financial institutions are very concerned with determining methods to improve the loan approval process. A study 
was conducted to determine if income had any effect on the car loan being approved. Twenty loan applicants were 
investigated and the results are displayed in Table 5. 

Income Approval Income Approval 
38000 No 38700 yes 
51200 Yes 40100 no 
39600 no 49500 yes 
43400 yes 38000 no 
47700 no 42000 yes 
53000 no 54000 yes 
41500 yes 51700 yes 
40800 no 39400 no 
45400 yes 40900 no 
52400 yes 52800 yes 

Table 5: Loan Applicant Approval . 

The analysis is performed in Minitab and the output is shown below. 

Binary Logistic Regression: Approval versus Income 
Response Information 

Variable Value 
Approval yes 

no 
Total 

Count 
11 

9 
20 

(Event) 

Logistic Regression Table 

Predictor Coef SE Coef 
Constant -8.73951 4.43923 
Income 0.0002009 0.0001006 

Log-Likelihood= -11.217 

Odds 
z p Ratio 

-1. 97 0.049 
2.00 0.046 1.00 

95% CI 
Lower Upper 

1.00 1.00 

Test that all slopes are zero: G = 5.091, DF = 1, P-Value = 0.024 

From the output above, you can see that the estimated coefficient for the variable Income is significant with a p
value equal to 0.046 which is less than 0.05. This states that there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the 
coefficient is not zero based an alpha of0.05. The coefficient of0.0001006 represents the change in the log of 
(P(yes)/P(no)). Although the p-value is less than 0.05, the Odds Ratio is 1.00 indicating that the income has a 
minimal effect on the Loan Approval of an applicant. 

ANALYSIS OF MEANS 
Description 
Analysis of means (ANOM) is a procedure to determine if subgroup means are different from the overall mean. 
ANOM · was developed by Ellis R. Ott in 1967 because he determined that many practitioners had difficulty 
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understanding analysis of variance. ANOM uses a graphical representation of the subgroup means in comparison to 
the overall mean. ANOM is capable of handling data from nonnormal distributions and attributes data where the 
normal approximation to the binomial distribution does not apply. 

How to Use 
Attribute data from subgroups may not be normal, but can still be analyzed using the following procedures. The 
procedure for the ANOM is show in the following steps: 

1. Compute the mean of each subgroup. 
2. Compute the overall mean of all observations. 
3. Compute the estimate of the pooled standard deviation (sp) of the subgroups. 
4. Determine the value halpha, which can be found in the statistical tables in most quality books. The value will 

be used in the upper and lower decision lines. 
5. Calculate the upper and lower decision limits (UDL and LDL). 
6. Plot the means of each subgroup against the UDL and LDL. 

The UDL and LDL should be thought of in the same context of control limits for a control chart. If one of the means 
is plotted outside the limits, then the subgroup mean is statistically different than the overall mean. For more 
information on ANOM, see [14], [15], [16], and [19]. 

Example 
Attribute data from subgroups may not be normal, but can still be analyzed using the following procedures. The 
counts of sales for each salesperson are presented on Figure 2. The sales for Jill are statistically greater than overall 
mean, while the sales for Bob are statistically less than the overall sales average. 

Figure 2: ANOM for Counts of Sales by Salesperson 

CAPABILITY ANALYSIS 
Description 
It is often necessary to measure the capability of a process to meet required specifications. Capability-Analysis is 
used to determine the proximity of a process to its specification limits, relative to the natural varia\,ility of the 
process. Process capability analysis can serve many purposes, including but not limited to the following: , 

1. Predicting how well the pr<~cess will hold the tolerances. 
2. Assisting product developers/designers in selecting or modifying a process 
3. Assisting in establishing an interval between sampling for process monitoring 
4: Specifying performance requirements for new equipment 
5. Selecting between competing vendors 
6. Planning the sequence of production processes when there is an interactive effect of processes on tolerances 
7. Reducing the variability in a manufacturing/service process 
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How to Use 
1. Verify that the process is in control using appropriate control chart. See Attribute Control Charts. 
2. Estimate the mean defects per unit (DPU) or proportion defective using a chart of cumulative DPU or 

proportion defective, respectively, with sufficient sample data 
3. Generate a histogram ofDPU or proportion defective to characterize the overall distribution of the 

defects/defectives from the samples collected 
4. Generate a defect rate plot/defective rate plot to verify that the defects/defectives are not influenced by 

sample size 
5. {Option) Calculate the Process Z, a capability index, by finding the value from a standard normal (0, 1) 

distribution such that the area to the right of the value is the average proportion defective. 
Process Z = -1 * r-1 

( avg. proportion defective), where r-1 is the inverse cdf of a standard normal distribution. 

Example 
A distributor wishes to analyze the capability of their shipping process. Each day there is a scheduled number of 
outgoing shipments and the company records any shipments that were not sent out. Figure 3 illustrates the Binomial 
Capability Analysis. 

Date I/I/OS 1/2/05 1/3/05 1/4/0S 1/S/OS 1/6/0S lntOS 1/8/0S 1/9/0S 1/10/0S 
Undelivered 32 29 37 34 32 32 3S 34 32 32 
Scheduled 633 63S 642 627 638 6S2 64S 637 643 61S 

Date 1/11/0S 1/12/0S 1/13/0S 1/14/0S I/IS/OS 1/16/0S 1/17/0S 1/18/0S 1/19/0S 1/20/0S 
Undelivered 31 29 37 32 32 32 29 34 32 30 
Scheduled 643 610 672 627 629 644 620 629 642 618 

~ 'if T.~~~~l 
s~ hvr\} . ;; ·I• ;c !::: 2, ;: 0~ ~ -- u-i•;{u,,\41i;q s,.f -
1.6728 ';>:c'.; 'f· ) 

Figure 3: Binomial Capability Analysis 

The P chart in this Minitab output indicates that the process .is in control. The chart ~f cumulative % defec~ _shows an 
estimated overall defective rate of 5%, although more data may need to be collected to verify this. The rate of 
defectives does not appear to be affected by sample size. The process Z is around 1.6, which,is adequate, although 
the process could use still use some improvement. 

CONTROL CHARTS 
Description 
Attribute control charts are used to evaluate variation in a process where the measurement is discrete or count data. 
These control charts can be classified based on whether the data measures defects or defectives. First, a subgroup of 
attribute control charts rooted in Binomial data allows for the analysis of defectives. Control charts dealing with the 
proportion or fraction of defective product are called p charts (proportion charts); while control charts dealing with a 
count of defective product within samples of equal sample size are called np charts. In addition, a second subgroup 
of control charts rooted in Poisson data allows for the analysis of defects. Control charts dealing with the number of 
defects or nonconformities are called c charts ( count charts), while control charts dealing with defects per unit_ are 
called the u chart (unit charts). 
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It must be noted that attribute control charts are generally based on theoretical rather than empirical control limits. 
That is, attribute control charts measure dispersion as a function of location and assume that standard deviation is a 
function of the mean. Care must be taken to establish the correct theoretical probability model for one's data. 

How to Use 
Attribute control charts can be selected based on whether the data measures defects or defectives. Figure 4 provides 
an outline for the selecting the appropriate control chart. It must be noted that if the data does not fit the criteria for 
Binomial or Poisson distributions, the data cannot be analyzed by statistical techniques rooted in these distributions. 
Alternatively, the user can plot the attribute data on an X and MR chart for subsequent analysis. Methods for 
dealing with nonnormal data are beyond the scope of this article and the reader should refer to (?) for more 
information. 

Defective Data 
np Chart 

p Chart 

Defect Data 
C Chart 

u Chart 

Attribute Data 

Figure 4: Selecting the Right Attribute Control Chart_ 

Control Limits 

UCL=np+3✓np(l-p) 
CL=np 

LCL =np-3.Jnp(l-p) 

UCL= p+3✓p(l: p) 

CL=p 

LCL = p-3r(l: p) 

UCL = c + 3-.✓c 

CL=c 

LCL=c-3-.✓c 

- /u UCL=u+3,{;; 

CL=ii 

- /u LCL=u-3"{;; 

'rA f.fa; 
p=.!:J_=.l:!,_ 

mn m 

f.v, ffa, 
p = .!:!_ = .l:!,_ 

mn m 

- C u=-
n 
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CONCLUSION 
While Six Sigma initiatives remain relatively rare in the service sect~r, they continue to facilitate quality 
improvement in some of the world's largest and fastest growing manufacturing organizations. Yet the service 
industries are beginning to see that similar results are attainable in their own workflows and processes. The DMAIC 
methodology is equally applicable, and a robust array of statistical tools is available to deal with the prevalence of 
attribute data in the service sector. 
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PROCESS CONTROL USING MUL TIV ARIA TE STA TIS TI CAL ANALYSIS 

R. Radharamanan, Mercer University 
Angela P. Ansuj, Federal University of Santa Maria, Brazil 

ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the importance of multivariate quality control has been discussed, when it is desired to exercise 
process control on· products that present two or more measurable characteristics which can suffer variations and on 
the other hand are considered significant for the functioning or the acceptance of the product. Multivariate T2 

control charts have been used to control two and three dependent variables that are present in a mechanical 
manufacturing component and in a soft drink production process respectively. These multivariate control charts 
provided better insight in detecting out of control states than that of Shewhart control charts. 

INTRODUCTION 
Multivariate statistics refers to an assortment of descriptive and inferential techniques that have been developed to 
handle situations in which sets of variables are involved either as predictors or as measures of performance. In 
practice, there are several situations in which the simultaneous control of two or more quality characteristics is 
necessary. These quality characteristics jointly determine the usefulness of the product [5, 6, 7]. Controlling these 
quality characteristics independently can be very misleading. · 

The stati~tical process control (SPC) uses control chart techniques associated with multivariate probability 
distributions to monitor the processes whose product quality depends on various characteristics. In this paper, 
multivariate statistical techniques have been used for controlling the production process of a metallic gasket used in 
a hydraulic pump with two dependent characteristics as well as a ·soft drink that has three dependent characteristics. 
The objective is to study the existing relations between the dependent variables considering their importance in the 
production process, as well as to evaluate the behavior of variables using their means and variances in the 
multivariate study. 

MUL TIV ARIA TE ANALYSIS 
The multivariate technique accomplishes two general kinds of functions corresponding roughly to the distinction 
between descriptive and inferential statistics. On the descriptive side, it provides rules for combining the 
characteristics of the product (variables). On the inferential side, it provides solution to the multiple comparison 
problems. This problem could have been analyzed through a series of univariate significance tests, using a 
univariate test for each possible combination of one of the predictor variables with one of the outcome variables. 
However, each of the univariate tests is designed to produce a significant result during ex x 100% of the time (where 
a is the level of significance of the test) when the null hypothesis is correct. The probability of having at least one 
of the tests that produce a significant result is increasing rapidly as the number of tests increases. Thus, it is highly 
desirable to have a means of explicitly controlling the experimental error rate. Multivariate statistical techniques 
provide this control. 

Variations in the composition, dimensions and other quality characteristics of a product are inevitable. Some of 
these variations are attributed to the results of chance. If the pattern of variations remains constant for a period of 
time, a stable system of chance causes may be said to exist. According to Montgomery [ 6], variation within a stable 
pattern is inevitable. However, the reason for variation outside this stable pattern may be discovered and corrected. 
The search then is for these assignable causes. Detection and removal of these causes will permit the restoration of 
the stable system of chance causes. 

The manufactured products have many quality characteristics that need proper quality control. There are many 
situations where simultaneous contro_l of two or more of the quality characteristics is necessary [1, 4]. Figure i(a) , 
shows the control charts for two variables x1 and x2 with equal vari~nces using± 3cr limits. If it were desired to 

monitor the process that is responsible for each one of these variables, two sets of X . and R charts would be needed. 
Also, the process would be considered to be in control only if the samples means of the two variables plot within 
their respective ± 3cr limits. When the process is in control, the probability that the sample mean of each variable 
would fall outside its control limits is 0.0027. Further, the joint probability that both variables simultaneously 
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exceed their control limits when they are both in control is (0.0027)*(0.0027) = 0.00000729, which is completely 
different from 0.0027. Since, the joint probability is less than a, it can be concluded that the process is out of 

control. Obviously, the use of independent X control charts has distorted the control procedure. This distortion 
will increase as the number of quality characteristics increases. · 

If"p" statistically independent quality characteristics are of interest, and a X control chart with control limits such 
that P {Type I Error} = a applied to each, then 

P {all characteristics plots in control I all p characteristics are in control} = (1 - a) P, 

and the true probability of type I error for such a test is, 

P {Type I Error} = 1 - (1 - a) P. 

The bivariate control chart in the form of an ellipse resulting in proper control region is shown in Fig. 1 (b ). 
However, there are two disadvantages of using the multivariate control chart. One, the time sequence of the plotted 
points is lost and consequently the run tests and other related procedures couldn't be easily applied. Two, there are 
difficulties in constructing the multivariate control chart in the form of an ellipse for more thantwo quality 
characteristics. It necessitates the visualization of the chart in three or more dimensions. To avoid these difficulties, 
it is customary to construct a Hotelling T2 control chart [2, 3] for multivariate quality control and it consists of two 
basic procedures: the control of mean and the control of process variability. 

UCL 
2 

LCL 
2 

LCL 
1 

Control of Means 

X1 

(a) 

UCL 
1 

In Control Region 

UCL 
2 

Figure 1: Control region for two variables . 

, 1. Out of control region 
2. In control region 

In a multivariate quality control, where "p" related quality characteristics are controlled jointly as representatives of 
a process it is assunied that the joint probability distribution of the "p" quality characteristics is the "p" variate 
normal distribution [4, 8]. The·procedure requires computing the sample mean for each of the "p" quality 
characteristics from a sample of size n. This set of quality characteristic means is represented by a p x 1 vector. 

(1) 

The test statistic plotted on the control chart for each sample is: 

x/=n(X- µ)' r·1 (X -µ) (2) 

where: µ' = [µ1, µ2, ••• , ~] is the vector of in-control means for _each quality characteristic and r is the covariance 
matrix. The upper limit on the control chart is: · 

UCL=x2 
a, p (3) 
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In practice, it is common to estimate µ and L, using m samples of size n, taken when the process is assumed to be in 

control. The mean of the sample means, X and the sample covariance matrix, S are used as estimates ofµ and L 
respectively. Then, the T2 statistic becomes: 

In the Hotelling T2 control chart, the values of T2 statistic given by equation ( 4) and the upper control rim.it, UCL 
given by equation (3) are plotted for each sample, thus allowing for process verification. 

Control of Process Variability 

(4) 

Process variability is defined by the variance-covariance matrix, Lp x P where the main diagonal elements are the 
variances of the individual process variables, and the off-diagonal elements are the covariances. There are two 
procedures to control the process variability: the first procedure is a direct extension of the univ¢ate S2 control 
chart and the second one is based on the sample generalized variance ISi. This statistic, which is the determinant of 
the sample covariance matrix, is a widely used measure of multivariate dispersion. For this method the parameters 
of the control chart are [ 6]: 

Bicharacteristic Control Chart 

CL=ISI 

LCL = (ISi / b1) (b1 - 3 b/2
) 

p 
b 1 = [1/(n-l)P]TI (n-i) 

i=l 

p p p 
b2 = [ 1 / ( n - 1) 2

P ] TT ( n - i )[ TI ( n - i + 2) - TI ( n - i)] 
i=l i=l i=l 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The quadratic form of multivariate normal distribution (X -µ)' L-1(X -µ) = c, determines the equation of an ellipse in 
p-dimensional space [9, 10]. The form and the orientation of the ellipse are determined by L, and the size is 
determined by c. If p = 0 and cr1 = cr2, this ellipse transforms to a circumference. This ellipse is always of the form: 

(10) 

and has center away from the origin at the coordinate axes and it is given by the point of intersection of the two 
= = 

means X 1 and X 2 of the two characteristics under consideration. The points for the control charts are determined 
equating T

2 
a, P, n- P = d. If the manufacturing process is in control, T2 

a, P, n- Pis substituted by Qa, Pin equation (10). 
The derivative of the equation (10) with respect to y2 when equated to zero gives, 

Substituting the values ofy2 in equation (10) and equating to d, one can get 

Yi=± [d/{a-(c2/4b)}] 112 

(11) 

(12) 

Thus the vertices of the ellipse (y1, y2) are obtained. For the smallest to the largest values of y1, the corresponding 
values y2 can be calculated by equating equation (10) to zero and obtaining 

(13) 

Equations (12) and (13) provide the necessary points for plotting the bicharacteristic control chart [6, 10]. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Practical Application I 
A metallic gasket used in a hydraulic pump has been chosen for the case study. This gasket presents two critical 
dimensions. that are not independent. The dimensions are: 

+0.00 +0.22 
X1 = 84.90-0.22 mm X 2 = 84.90-o.oo mm 

During the production of this item, 25 samples of 5 items each are taken periodically and the two dimensions are 

inspected. Fo each sample, the means X 1 and X 2 are calculated an presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Samples of etallic gasket with inner d outer diameters (mm) 

Sample X1 X2 Sample X1 

1 84.7900 85.0300 14 84.7440 
2 84.7660 85.0720 15 84.7540 
3 84.7660 85.0660 16 84.7560 
4 84.7440 85.0360 17 84.7220 
5 84.7820 85.0620 18 84.7160 
6 84.7800 85.0440 19 84.7700 
7 84.7780 85.0720 20 84.7300 
8 84.7800 85.0480 21 , 84.7420 
9 84.7600 85.0280 22 84.7580 

10 84.7380 85.0380 23 84.7260 
11 84.7640 85.0500 24 84.7200 
12 84.7520 85.0540 25 84.7000 
13 84.7900 85.0340 

· The mean of the sample means for dimensions 1 and 2 are: 

X 1 = 84.7531 mm; X 2 = 85.0432 mm 
The sample variances for dimensions 1 ·and 2 are: 

V 1 = 0.000604 mm2
; V 2 = 0.000307 mm2 

. 

The covariance between the two dimensions is found to be: 

The variance-covariance and its inverse matrices are: 

0.000604 0.000131 
s = 

0.000131 0.000307 

s-1 = 
1,824.750366 

- 777.361267 

X2 

85.0420 
85.0500 
85.0340 
85.0260 
85.0460 
85.0440 
85.0240 
85.0620 
85.0220 
85.0700 
85.0000 
85.0320 

- 777.361267 

3,588.510498 

Considering the level of significance of a= 0.01, x2 o.oi, 2 = 9.210. The values ofa, b, c, and din the equation to 
ellipse, ay/ +by/+ cy1y2 ~ -- dare: 

a= 1,824. 7~0366; b = 3,588.510498; c = 2(-777.361267) = - 1,554.722534; d = 9.210. 
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Using the above values, the value ofyi and y2 are calculated using equations (12) and (l l)respectively and found to 
be: Yi=± 0.0745 and y2 = ± 0.00161. Varying Yi between - 0.0745 and+ 0.0745 in equation (13), the points for 
drawing the bicharacteristic control chart, y2 are· obtained and presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Points for drawing the bicharacteristic control chart 

Yi Y2 

- 0.0745 - 0.0140 - 0.0183 
- 0.0596 0.0175 - 0.0434 
- 0.0447 0.0309 - 0.0502 
- 0.0298 0.0400 - 0 .0529 
- 0.0149 0.0464 - 0.0529 

0.0000 0.0507 - 0.0507 
0.0149 0.0529 -.0.0464 
0.0298 0.0529 - 0.0400 
0.0447 0.0502 - 0.0309 
0.0596 0~0434 -0.oI75 
0.0745 0.0183 0.0140 

The mean of the sample ranges for dimensions 1 and 2 are: 

R i = 0.1268 mm; R 2 := 0.1340 mm 

The control limits for individual X control charts are: 

Dimension 1: LCL = 84.6799 mm ; 
LCL = 84.9658 mm ; 

UCL= 84.8262 mm. 
UCL= 85.1205 mm Dimension 2: 

The points representing the means of the samples are plotted on the chart along with central line ( X ), upper and 
lower control limits for dimensions 1 and 2. It can be noted that all the points representing the means of the samples 
in Table 1 are found to be within the ellipse as well as within the rectangle formed by the control limits of 
dimensions 1 and 2 indicating that the process is in control (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2: Bicharacteristic control chart 
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Practical Application II 
A soft drink production process (Coca-Cola) with three dependent characteristics has been chosen for this study. 
The variables considered are the pressure that exists inside the soft drink bottle, the bottling temperature of the 
drink, and the gas volume present in the drink. These three variables directly interfere in the quality of the Coca
Cola product and can cause taste problems in the soft drink [11]. 

Thirty samples of size 5 were analyzed for each one of the three characteristics. The values ofµ and r have been 

estimated, using X and S: 

Mean Vector X' = [6.9286, 27.6400, 3.8600] 

The variance-covariance and its inverse matrices are: 

s = 
0.5997 
0.3193 

- 0.0397 

0.3193 
0.9466 
0.0496 

- 0.0397 
0.0496 
0.0104 

11.934 - 8.5491 
s·• - 8.5491 7.5325 

86.3296 - 68.5586 

86.3296 
- 68.5586 
752.6724 

For each one of them samples, a matrix representing the difference between the samples means and the mean of the 

sample means ( X - X ) has been calculated. Then the T2 values are computed using equation ( 4) and the values 
are presented in Table 3. The T2 control chart is shown in Figure 3. The upper control limit on the control chart is 
given by: 

UCL = x.,2 a, p = x.,2 0.01, 3 = 11.34. 

In Figure 3, the T2 statistic for sample 8 fall above the upper contr~l limit indic.ating that the process is not in 
control. An investigation is necessary to identify the causes and remove them to bring the process to a stable 

in control condition. It is important to note that the univariate control charts ( X and R charts) for ~ach one of the 
three dime_nsions under study showed that the process is in control. · 

Table 3: T2 statistic for-each sample (3 variables) 

Sample No. (k) · T2 statistic Sample No. (k) T2 statistic Sample No. (k) T2 statistic 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 

2.7984 
8.3414 
8.5720 
6.4835 
1.0601 
0.2218 
0.5529 

11.6818 
0.3578 
5.4644 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

· 20 
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9.4488 
3.1753 
1.1217 

11.1217 
1.3015 
2.5695 
2.2600 

' 2.9056 
· 1.1128 

0.5320 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
·26 ' 
27 
28 
29 
30 

8.6183 · 
2.9332 
3.3274 
4.5182.. 
1.2898 
3.3660 
2.2792 
9.5499 
2.2116 
7.7346 
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Figure 3: Mean control chart (3 variables) 

Using equations (5) through (9) the parameters for the process variability control chart have been obtained using 
n= 5 and p = 3: 

. p 
b1 = [l / (n - It] TT (n - i) = [1/43](4 x 3 x 2) = 0.375 

i=l 
. p p p 

b2 = [l/ (n - 1) 2P] TT (n - i)[ Il (n - i +2) - n ( n - i)] = [1/46](4 X 3 X 2)((6 X 5 X 4) - (4 X 3 X 2)] = 0.5625 
i=l i=l i=l 

0.5997 
CL=ISI= 0.3193 

- 0.0397 

0.3193 
0.9466 
0.0496 

- 0.0397 
0.0496 
0.0104 

= 1.93 X 10"3 

UCL= (ISi I b1) (b1 + 3 b/12) = [(1.93 x 10"3)/(0.375)] [(0.375) + 3 (0.5625) 112] = 13.5 x 10·3 

LCL = (ISi I b1) (b1 - 3 b/12) = [(1.93 x 10"3)/(0.375)] [(0.375) - 3 (0.5625) 112] = - 9.65 x 10·3 = 0 

The determinants I S I calculated· for each sample are presented in Table 4. These values are plotted along with the 
central line (CL), upper and lower control limits (UCL and LCL) in Figure 4. The IS I values are within the control 
limits indicating that the variability of the process is in control. 

Table 4: Determinant IS I for each sample (3 variables) 

Sample No. (k) ISi (x 10~3
) Sample No. (k) ISi (x 10·3) Sample No. (k) ISi (x 10-3

) 

01 1.164 E -7 11 0.000 21 0.582 E-7 
02 4.656 E -7 12 1.164 E -7 22 0.551 . 
03 0.427 13 0.225 23 0:112 
04 0.031 14 0.000 24 0.022 
05 0.005 15 0.106 25 0.202 
06 0.016 16 0.582 E -7 26 0.107 
07 0.016 17 0.089 27 0.577 
08 0.090 18 0.000 28 1.832 
09 0.016 19 0.031 29 0.000 
10 0.517 20 0.062 30 0.000 
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Figure 4: Process variability chart (3 variables) 

CONCLUSIONS 
In the case of metallic gasket used in the hydraulic pump, the 25 samples analyzed, when submitted to univariate 
control showed that the process is in stable operating conditions. When the samples are submitted to bivariate 
control in the form of an ellipse the entire sample means fall within the ellipse indicating that the process in control. 

In the soft drink production process, the 30 samples analyzed, when submitted to univariate control indicated that 
the process is stable i.e., when isolated to each characteristic, the measurements maintained within the control 
region. However, the use of multivariate analysis using pres·sure,.bottling temperature, and gas volume indicated 
that the process is out of control. In the control chart for the meart (Fig. 3), the T2 statistic for sample 8 falls above 
the upper control limit although the variability is found to be in control. An investigation is neces~ary to identify the 
causes and remove them to obtain the stability of the process. This study shows that multivariate control is more 
rigorous to control a process with dependent characteristics than univariate control. 
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SIX-SIGMA IN SMALL ORGANIZATION: A CASE STUDY 

Dharmesh Patel, Mandar Sathaye and Gamal Weheba 
Wichita State University 

ABSTRACT 
Six-Sigma has followed the total quality movement as the newest methodology for many companies seeking to 
improve the performance of their products and processes. Many large organizations have reported significant 
benefits as a result of its implementation. However, there is a great need in many small organizations to pursue the 
benefits of Six-Sigma. This paper outlines a systematic procedure for integrating basic statistical tools that can lead 
to successful experiences. A study was conducted in a small firm as an application of the proposed procedure. 

INTRODUCTION 
To ensure a place in the emerging market given today's competitive environment, industries must consistently 
maintain high levels of quality. Different approaches like Statistical Process Control (SPC), Quality Circles, Just in 
Time (TIT), Business Process Reengineering (BPR), and Total Quality Management (TQM) evolved as quality tools 
to address this issue .[3, p. 8]. Of these, TQM was primarily management oriented and failed to convey company 
goals and objectives to the shop floor. The TQM approach used tools such as cause and effect diagrams, Pareto 
charts, check sheets, and statistical tests required to improve the process performance. However, this technical 
approach failed to integrate with business and personnel. Top management did not realize that quality does not result 
from discussions and meetings alone ~ut is primarily driven by the involvement of all stakeholders ( customers, 
suppliers, shareholders, employees, and employers). Management used slogans such as "meeting and exceeding 
customer requirements" but never had the tools to track progress_. Organizations emphasized small improvements 
but never had major improvements as a strategy. Top management did not realize the importance of pursuing quality 
goals by keeping in mind business objectives. Personnel considered quality-oriented goals only and overlooked 
business-oriented results. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF SIX-SIGMA 
During the 1970s and 1980s, with the advent of low cost Japanese durable and reliable products, as compared to 
American goods, the need arose to develop better-quality techniques to remain competitive. Motorola's business 
strategy was not designed for customer satisfaction. They had problems in all business units and product lines. From 
their customers, they learned that they had to change their system. Motorola arranged trips to Japanese industries 
and soon realized that quality improvements should be quantifiable and measurable. They also learned that 
simplifying product designs results in higher levels of quality and reliability [2, p. 7-9]. In 1980's, Motorola 
developed a quality improvement process named 'Six-Sigma', which considered quality aspects as well as overall 
business goals. Bill Smith, Motorola's vice-president and senior quality assurance manager, is widely regarded as 
the father of Six-Sigma [13, p. 2]. He discovered that early life failures are attributable to complicated systems with 
high number of opportunities for failure and concluded that Motorola needed a higher level of internal quality to 
succeed. With the help of Bob Galvin then CEO persuaded Motorola to set Six-Sigma as a quality goal. Bob Galvin 
cominitted Motorola to a plan that would determine quality goals for improving the corporation 10 times by 1989, 
100 times by 1991 and with Six-Sigma capability by 1992. He helped Motorola to win its first Malcolm Baldrige 
National Quality Award in 1988. Although Six-Sigma began at Motorola during the 1980s, it had antecedents. 

ANTECEDENTS OF SIX-SIGMA 
During the early twentieth century, Frederick W. Taylor, Henry Ford, and Walter Shewhart developed-new 
techniques for manufacturing quality products and altogether changed the way the manufacturing sector worked. 
Frederick W. Taylor developed a strategy to increase efficiency by breaking manufacturing processes into · · 
subsystems and components [3, p. 3]. Henry Ford adopted four principles (interchangeable parts, continuous f}ow, 
division oflabor, and reduction of wasted effort) in his pursuit to ·produce an automobile at an affordable price [3, p. 
6]. Walter Shewhart developed control charts that laid the foundatipn for statistical methods to quantify the quality 
and variability of processes [3, p. 6]. During the 1950s, the efforts ofDr. W. Edwards Deming, Dr. Armand 
Feigenbaum, and Dr. Joseph M Juran helped the Japanese manufacturing sector to revolutionize their quality and 
competitiveness in the world. Dr. W. Edwards Deming developed the "plan-do-check-act" (POCA) improvement 
cycle, Dr. Joseph M. Juran introduced "quality trilogy," and Dr. Armand Feigenbaum laid foundations for "total 
quality control" [3, p. 7]. In 1960s, Japanese companies conducted training programs for all employees regardless of 
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whether they were members of a quality department or manufacturing department. They realized the importance of 
involving every employee in the effort to become a quality organization. The Toyota Production System is a good 
example of developing an extremely successful quality system in Japan [3, p. 7]. 

SIX-SIGMA DEFINED 
.Six-Sigma follows a disciplined, fact-driven approach to eliminating defects and guiding a process to hear 
perfection. It does not consid_er any single strategy to run a business but rather it is a versatile system for improving 
business leadership and performance. It is based on many of the most importantmanagement ideas and prac~ices of 
the past century and more efficiently leading the way in today's more competent business World. 

Six-Sigma can be defined in many ways. According to Pande et al [9, p. 6], Six-Sigma is a statistical measure of 
performance of processes or products, a system of management to achieve lasting business leadership and world
class performance, and a goal that reaches near perfection for performance improvement. It combines some of the 
best techniques of the past with recent breakthroughs in management thinking and plain old common sense. It 
targets three very important areas: improving customer satisfaction, reducing cycle time, and reducing defects. 
Adams et al [1, p. 3-4] pointed out some success factors such as leader's commitment, common language to be used 
throughout the organization, aggressive improvement goals that will force process reengineering continually, 
process thinking for decision making based on facts, not emotions, communication to maintain the continuity of and 
interest in Six-Sigma, and metrics for assessing next steps to achieve dramatic results. 

According to Bertels [3, p. 3], Six-Sigma is a management language which institutionalizes a rigorous, disciplined, 
fact-based approach to deliver more money to the bottom line through process improvement and process design · 
projects. These projects are selected by top management and led by highly trained Black Belts or Master Black Belts 
in Six-Sigma and aimed at creating near perfect processes, products, and services to deliver what the customers 
want. Whether the approach is a breakthrough or gradual, commitment from top management -is the main driving 
force for successful implementation of Six-Sigma methodology. In mathematieal terms, Six-Sigma can be defined 
as the relationship of product specifications to manufacturing variability, and it is expressed as a numerical index. In 
statistical terms, this level of performance defines a process that does not produce more than 3 .4 defects per million 
opportunities (DPMO). The number of defects varies as the capability varies (meaning the sigma level of the 
process) [4, p. 3]. . 
A d~fect can be defined as a measurable characteristic of the process or its output tliat is not within the acceptable 
limits, i.e., not conforming to specifications [4, p. 2]. Mathematically, DPMO can be calculated as: 

DPMO 
DPUxl,000,000 -

Average number of opportunities in a unit 

. where DPU = defects per unit 

According to Pantle et al [8, p. 8], for an organization to achieve Six-Sigma capability, certain critical ingredients 
are necessary. These include genuine focus on customers, data- and fact-driven management, process focus, 
management for improvement, proactive management, boundary-less collaboration, drive for perfection. The goal of 
Six-Sigma is to increase profits by eliminating variability, defects, and waste that undermine customer loyalty. Six-

. Sigma can be used in a variety of companies, such as manufacturing, service, engineering, research and · 
development, sales and marketing, health care, government, and corporate functions [3, p. ~8]. Some of the 
companies who have benefited from implementing Six-Sigma are Motorola, General Electric (GE), and Allied 
Signal/Honeywell. After implementing Six-Sigma methodology, Motorola recorded a 20 percent profit increase 
each year. Its cumulative savings, pegged at $14 billion. Its stock price gains compounded to an annual rate of 21 .3 
percent [10, p. 7]. In 1996, GE invested $200 million and the return on investment was $150 million. In 1997, it 
invested $400 million and the returns were $600 million. In 1998, it invested $400 million and the return on 
investment was more than $1.0 billion (9, p. 4]. Allied Signal began its quality improvement journey in the 1990s 
and by the end of 1999 reported net savings of $600 million per year. Productivity increased by 6 percent in 1998, 
with increased profit margin of 13 percent [10, p. 8]. · 
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SIX-SIGMA MODELS 
According to Pande et al [8, p. 13], Six-Sigma has three basic parts: finding targeted solutions, process 
design/redesign, and process management for Six-Sigma leadership. Six-Sigma utilizes an appraisal approach called 
"Appraising for Six-Sigma" [15, p. 13]. This approach can be further explained as a strategy to improve a current 
process to the desired Six-Sigma quality level. However, it is very difficult to achieve this level of quality, because 
the products and manufacturing operations used were not initially designed with Six-Sigma quality level in mind. 
The model of appraisal approach is "define-measure-analyze-improve-control" (DMAIC). It requires management 
involvement, an 01:"ganizational structure to facilitate improvement, customer focus, opportunity analysis~' extensive 
training, and reward and recognition for successful problem solving. On the other hand, Six-Sigma utilizes a 
prevention approach called "Design for Six-Sigma" (DFSS). This strategy develops new products and processes at a 
Six-Sigma quality level. A comparison of process improvement and process design/redesign is shown in Table 1 [8, 
p. 17]. 

T bl 1 C a e : ompansono fDMAIC dDFSS an 
Six Si2ma Improvement Processes 

Process Improvement Process Desie:n/Redesi2n 
Identify specific or broad problems, define 

Define Identify problem, define requirements, set goal goal/change vision, clarify scope and 
customer requirements 

Measure 
Validate problem/process, refine problem/goal," Measure performance to requirements, 

measure key steps/input gather process efficiency data 

Analyze 
Develop causal hypot};ieses, identify vital few root 

Identify best practices, refine requirements . 
causes, validate hypotheses 

Improve 
Develop ideas to remove root causes, test soluti01_1s, Design new process, implement new 

standardize solutions/measure results process, structure, system 

Control 
Establish standard measures to maintain Establish measures and reviews to maintain 
performance, correct problems as needed performance, correct problems as needed 

Source: Pande, P. S., Neuman, R. P ., and Cavanagh, R. R. (2002) 

SMALL ORGANIZATIONS 
A common misconception is that Six-Sigma is mostly suited for large organizations. This is due in part to the 
substantial changes in the structure of manufacturing organizations and the attitude toward achieving better quality. 
Many large organizations have realized the importance of Six-Sigma. They have discovered that to succeed in the 
present competitive business environment, everyone involved in the business should contribute toward quality. This 
has forced small organizations within the supply chain to pay more attention to their out going product quality in 
order to continue business. Successful implementation of Six-Sigma is dependent on different aspects of small and 
large organizations. This study focuses on implementing Six-Sigma in a small organization. According to the. North 
American Industry Classification System (NACIS) [12, p. 5-18], and the Baldrige National Quality Program 
(BNQP), a small organization is defined as an organization with no more than 500 employees. 

There are some barriers and advantages of small organizations upon which effective implementation of Six-Sigma 
depends. Management support in these organizations is difficult to achieve as they do not have sufficient knowledge 
of benefits of using statistical analysis in the improvement processes. Small organizations usually lack resources for · 
training and consulting. Management is unwilling to be involved in training as they lack theoretical knowledge of 
using these improvement techniques. Typically, they lack computer support to facilitate data collection and analysis 
[5, p. 341]. Although there are barriers, small organizations have some advantages also for implementing Six-Sigma. 
As the number of employees is small, it is relatively easy to implement changes. Face to face communication is 
possible and participation becomes visible as everybody gets involved in the improvement process [14, p. 24]. · 

SIX-SIGMA APPROACH AND TOOLS IN SMALL ORGANIZATIONS 
Deleryd et al (1999) & Evans et al (2005) suggested some guide lines for implementing Six-Sigma in small 
organizations. The journey of becoming a Six-Sigma organization starts with the support of top management. 
Developing strategic business objectives is the most important step to ensuring successful implementation of quality 
initiatives in an organization. The whole idea is to integrate quality efforts with the strategic business objective~. 
Such efforts include a set of cross-functional activities and enabling processes. Individuals should possess high 
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degree of knowledge of what needs to be done and have the leaders~p skill. Knowing customer requirements is a 
very important task to initiate quality activities. Focus groups, customer interviews, and customer complaint analysis 
are some of the ways that can be used to summarize customer requirements. This is followed by actually collecting 
data. This data is compared with the initial customers' requirements to validate it. Managemertt decides criteria to 
select first projects for improvement based on important customers' requirements. Projects which will give 
immediate ·benefits are selected for improvement. · 

Six-Sigma technique follows ·a holistic approach. It starts with generating ideas. and organizing information, 
gathering required data, analyzing gathered data, and conducting statistical analysis~ Some of the tools are 
summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2: Six-Si a Toolkit 
Phases of Six-Si ma 
Generating ideas and 

atherin information 
Gathering data 

Process and data analysis 

Statistical analysis 

Tools used 
Brainstorming, affinity diagram, SIPOC, flow chart, cause 
and effect dia am 
Check sheets and spread sheets, measurement system analysis 
Ga e R&R , sam lin , and voice of customer 

Process flow analysis, value and non-value added analysis, 
Pareto anal sis, histo am, run chart, and scatter lot 
Chi-square, t-tests, Analysis ofVariance (ANOVA), 
correlation and re ession, and Desi of Ex eriments DOE 

CASE STUDY 
Chrome International (Cl), Inc. is a small organization located in Kansas. It has 25 employees and is specialized in 
hard chrome, Ti-Cadmium, Titanium, and Nickel plating. Major customers include local aircraft manufacturers and 
automotive industries. CI has experienced an increase in the rejection rate -of its-products and decided to apply the 
Six-Sigma methodology. A study was conducted to improve process quality and reduce lead time. Most of the 
defectives were traced back to the chrome plating process. With the use of supplier-input-output-customer (SIPOC) 
analysis, all the activities performed to deliver the final product to the customer were identified. The starting point 
was set at the arrival of work orders and the end point was set at part delivery. From.this analysis, aircraft and 
commercial industries were identified as the major customers. Critical to quality (CTQ) tree was developed (Figure 
1) to determine critical requirements of identified customers. It was concluded that plating quality and on-time . 
delivery are the most critical requirements of the aircraft industries. Plating quality is measured in terms of thickness 

· and uniformity of deposition. Also, the analysis has indicated that burning, pinhole, undersize, oversize, and peeling 
were major reasons for part rejection. 

Custom er 
Requirements 

On Time 
Delivery 

Unit Pric:e 

Rejection related to 
CTQ 

Figure 1: Critical to Quality (CTQ) Tree 
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The Pareto chart shown in Figure 2, was constructed usfog historical records on rejected parts. As shown, over size 
and under size plating represent 76.6 percent of the total reasons for rejection. 
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Figure 2: Pareto Analysis of rejected parts. 

The process was running at 2.5 Sigma level with 158655.3 defects per million opportunities (DPMO). A Failure 
mode and effect analysis (FMEA) was conducted to determine possible failure modes of the process and its effect on 
the plating quality. The analysis indicated that out of the four operations (pre-cleaning, masking, racking, and 
plating), plating had the highest risk priority number and, hence selected for further analysis. Working with the 
process improvement team, an Ishikawa diagram (Figure 3) was constructed to document all the possible factors that 
could lead to defective chrome plating. The team decided to study the effect of ch~mges made to the current density, 
bath temperature and plating time on the average plating thickness and uniformity. Table 3 represents these selected 
factors and their respective levels as indicated by members of the team. Also, team members were instrumental in 
classifying the remaining factors as held-constant and nuisance. 

Table 3: Ex erimental factors and their levels 
Factor Units Low - Hi h + 

2.5 3.5 , 

(B) Bath Tern erature 130 140 
C Platin Time Hours 1.5 2.5 

A specially designed test piece of 0.75 inch diameter (Figure 4) was fabricated to conduct the experiment. This test 
piece was selected to represent a family of aircraft products. A Box-Behnken design in three factors was utilized. 
The objective is to determine the optimum operating conditions at which customer requirements are satisfied. This 
design does not require testing at extreme levels of the factors ( as in other response surface designs) and utilizes 15 
runs only. Experimental units were plated in a random order, and then measured to obtain the average plating 
thickness and standard deviation. The statistical analysis of the response variables was performed using Design
Expert [16]. In analyzing the standard deviation of thickness measurements, a power transformation of -0.5 was 
used. The analysis of variance in Table 4 indicates that the two factor interaction involving current density and bath 
temperature is significant with a p-value of 0.0141. An examination of the model residuals revealed no severe 
violations of the underlined assumptions. Similar analysis on the average plating thickness has indicated that current 
density and plating time are both significant factors. Increasing the current density by 40 percent would increase the 
average plating thickness by as much as 0._043 inches, while a 60 percent increase in the plating time would result in 
an increase in the average by only 0.013 inches. 
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Figure 3: Ishikawa Diagram 
(*) Control factors, (#) Held-constant factors · 

Figure 4: Test piece design 

T bl 4 An 1 . f V . a e : a 1s1s o anance or stan ar ev1ahon d dd .. 

Source 
Sum of 

DF Mean square F value. P value Significance 
squares ., 

Model 18280.41 6 3046.73 534.79 <0.0001 Significant 
A 15156.67 1 15156.67 2660.43 <0.0001 
B 327.44 1 327.44 · 57.47 <0.0001 
C 17.97 1 17.97 3.16 0.1'136 
A.1 i628.05 1 2628.05 461.30 <0.0001 
c1 36.51 1 36.51 6.41 · 0.0352 
AB 55.62 1 55.62 9.76 0.0141 

Residual 45.58 8 · 5.70 
Lack of fit 33.60 6 5.60 0.94 0.5993 Not significant 
Pure error 11.98 2 5.99 
Cor total 18325.98 14 
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The company was interested in selecting values of the control variables to achieve an average plating thickness 
within 0.02 and 0.04 inch with maximum standard deviation of 0.002. The Overlay plot (Figure 5) is an efficient 
way for finding suitable set of values for the control variables. When bath temperature is held constant at 135° F, a 
vertical region in the right half of the plot identifies a feasible region for operation. Also, the numerical optimization 
function in Design-Expert can be used to determine specific levels of the control variables needed to achieve 
requirements. These results were implemented over a period of three month following the study and a new 
performance level of 4.4 Sigma was achieved, with projected annual savings of$25,000. Recommended levels of 
the control variabl~s have been incorporated into the standard operating procedures of the chrome plating process. 

2.25 

~ 

.§ 
~ 
bO 2.00 .s 
~ s: 
u 

1.75 

A: Current Density 
Figure 5: Overlay plot with B (Bath Temperature) at 135° F 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented an application of the Six Sigma methodology in a small organization. Our 
experience has indicated that management support for improvement efforts is an essential ingredient for 
effective realization. Personal participation of top management is of great value in aligning improvement efforts 
with business strategy. One of the advantages of working with a small organization is the absence of 
departmental barriers and the ease of identifying process owners and internal customers. This has simplified the 
initial steps for implementation and the final stages of improvement and control. Most of the efforts utilized 
process specific knowledge provided by team members who are familiar with the process. While the study 
required the use of an optimization design, simple tools and graphical techniques were utilized in all the 
preplanning stages. Benefits of Six Sigma can be realized using technical knowledge readily available in small 
organizations. Organizations may choose to utilize external consultants to validate their plan for data collection 
and analysis or develop in-house Black Belts. However, consultants and Black Belts do not do black magic. A 
clear understanding of the project objectives and the processes involved is a prerequisite for success: 
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RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) AND ITS IMPLICATIONS TO 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Wade H. Shaw, Florida Institute of Technology 

ABSTRACT . 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that is used to qescribe a system that transmits the identity of 
an objective wirelessly. RFID network includes RFID tags, the tag reader, and RFID middleware that translates and 
integrates data for enterprise applications. Wal-Mart Stores Inc. started the RFID trend in 2003 by asking its top 100 
suppliers to tag all their pallets and cases going to Wal-Mart's three designated RFID-ready distribution centers in 
Texas by the January 2005. The potential value added in a company's supply chain by using RFID technology 
include: greater visibility of the supply chain, higher product velocity, more efficient inventory .management, 
reduced labor cost, fewer errors, and increased customer satisfaction (Margulius, 2004). This article focuses on the 
implications of RFID in supply chain management. We review the classic Beer Game simulation to identify the 
RFID issues. We introduce the key components and concept ofRFID applications and summarize the benefits and 
risks ofRFID. Based on the issues we identify in the Beer Game analogy, we suggest possible impacts on the 
supply chain and how RFID can help organizations to reduce or eliminate negative effects. 

INTRODUCTION 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has been around for decades as an enabling technology. It doesn't provide 
much value on its own, but it enables companies to develop applications that do create value. In response to the 
growing number ofRFID mandates from companies such as Wal-Mart, Target, Best Buy, Albertsons, and the Metro 
Group of Germany, suppliers now are developing skills and competencies with RFID. Much like an Enterprise 
Resources Planning (ERP) system, RFID is a very complicated and costly technology. However, it is inevitable that 
RFID will be ano1her breakthrough througho~t the supply chain for manufacturing, packaging, logistics and 
distributions, and retailing. 

Wal-Mart and the other mandating companies see significant benefits in their own supply chains by implementing 
RFID technology and they believe that RFID will also benefit their suppliers in the long. term. The benefits of 
utilizing RFID technology for suppliers include reducing operations costs, optimization of inventory management, 
and increased information accuracy. However, it is not clear if these expectations can be fully achieved. So, many 
companies are taking a wait-and-see approach to RFID. According to ABI Research, only about 30% of Wal-Mart's 
top 100 suppliers have accomplished full-scale RFID implementations by January 2005. ihe remaining 70% have 
only been adding RFID tags at their distribution centers instead of integrating RFID technology early in 
manufacturing processes (Bednarz, 2004). 

Suppliers understand that implementing RFID technology in their processes is inevitable. But uncertainty ·exists 
about how RFID is going to impact their supply chains and what benefits and risks RFID will bring to them. 
Waiting for RFID to be 100% proven and standardized may seem to be a safe decision at the beginning, but it is also 
implies that 'early adopter' opportunities are lost. In order to develop strategies and structures for RFID, companies 
need to fully understand their supply chains and the obstacles that exist with RFID. We use the Beer Game 
simulation as a supply chain analogy to illuminate RFID issues and propose that this game can be improved to serve 
as an excellent RFID educational tool. 

THE BEER GAME SIMULATION 
The Beer Game was developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology in ·the 1960s. The beer supply chain 
consists of a single retailer, a single wholesaler which supplies the retailer, a single distributor which sup.plies the 
wholesaler, and a single factor with unlimited raw materials that brews the beer arid supplies the distributor. Figure 
1 shows the material and information flow between them. 
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Factory Distributor Wholesaler Retailer 

---+ Material Flow 
----► Information Flow 

Figure 1: The four-tier supply chain simulated in the Beer Game 

Each participant in the Beer Game takes the role of the retailer, the wholesaler, the distributor, or the factory. Each 
week, the retailer observes external demand, fills as much of this demand as possible, records back orders to be 
filled, and places an order with the wholesaler. The wholesaler does the same process as does the retailer and so 
does the distributor. The factory, after observing and filling demand and back orders, begins production. The rules 
of the game require all back orders to be filled as soon as possible. The manager at that stage has only local 
information. Only the retail manager has the information of external customer demand. The communication 
between players is limited. The goal of the traditional Beer Game is to minimize the total holding and back-order 
costs at the stage the participant are managing. 

In the Beer Game, the supplier sees higher orders as a signal of increasing demand. When the player sees the 
growing backlogs, he/she is impatient and increases the orders. When he/she is increasing the orders, he/she forgets 
that all previous orders will eventually be filled. Therefore, backlog situations eventually tum into excess inventory 
situations as previous over-orders are filled. This game is a popular method to show students both the management 
challenges inherent in inventory management and also the complex interactions that accompany processes that 
possess properties of dynamic systems. : · · 

The Bullwhip effect is well demonstrated at the Beer Game. The Bull whip effect is one of the main reasons for 
· inefficiencies in the supply chain. The Bullwhip effect describes the phenomenon that the variation of demand 

increases up the supply chain from customer to supplier. In the Beer Game, the retailer does not share the 
information of external customer demand with the wholesaler. The wholesaler ·must use orders placed by the retailer 
to perform his forecasting. In order to avoid out-of-stock, the orders placed by the retailer is significantly higher 
than the external customer demand. The wholesaler then is forced to carry more safety stock than the retailer to 
meet the same customer service level. Likewise, in the Beer Game, the downstream customers are not aware of 
actions taken by their suppliers. Figure 2 shows the Bullwhip effect. · 

The Bull whip effect has negatively impact on supply chain -in two respects: 

• Variation in inventory level: The demand variability leads to the variation in inventory level. Since the 
customer's demand data is not shared in the supply chain, participants in the supply chain are forced to 
make local, non-optimal decisions to carry excess inventory and safety stocks to meet the customer service 
level. The stronger the bullwhip effect is in a supply chain, the higher the safety stock is required. Higher 
inventory levels result in higher costs at these facilities. 

• Utilization of capacities: The demand variability causes the variation in the usage of capacity. Companies 
face this dilemma when their production and shipping capacities are based on the average demand or peak 
demand and do not allow for variability. · 
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External Demand Retailer Wholesaler Distributor Factory 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

Figure 2: The Bullwhip Effect-Increasing demand variation in a supply chain 

Some suggestions for reducing the bull whip effect include reducing uncertainty, reducing variability of the customer 
demand process, reducing lead times, and engaging in strategic partnerships (Simchi-Levi & Kaminsky). 

RFID-NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR SUPPLY CHAIN MODELS 
Technology has become one of core components of supply chain innovation. When MIT introduced the Beer Game 
in I 960s, the concept of a shared information system and the concept of integrated supply chain management was 
not well developed. For instance, the Internet enables companies to capture the real-time customer demand 
information. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) seems to be the ideal real-time information source and one 
could easily envision a Beer Game implementation that adopts this technological innovation. Retailers and suppliers 
are facing the decisions about implementing RFID in their processes and might see direct benefits in such a revised 
Beer Game as an educational tool. The Director of Global External Relations at Gillette pointed out that the greatest 
potential benefit ofRFID is that RFID enables accurate data synchronization between supplier and retailer- this is 
something that can be tested with a simulator. 

RFID 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that is used to describe a system that transmits the identity of 
an objective wirelessly. The main components in RFID systems are Tag, Reader and RFID middleware that 
translates and integrates data for enterprise applications. A typical tag consists of a microchip attached to a radio 
antenna mounted on a substrate. The chip can store around 2 Kilobytes of data such as unique serial number, 
detailed product data, date of manufacture, tracking data. The antenna enables the microchip to transmit object 
information to a reader. A Reader is. required to retrieve the data stored on a tag. A typical reader is a device that 
has one or more antennas that emit radio waves and receive signals back from the tag. The reader then transmits the 
information in digital form to a computer system (RFID Journal, 2003). 

The concept behind RFID in supply chain is following (Shutzberg, 2004): 

• Suppliers use RFID tags with unique Electronic Product Code (EPC) and link business data to each unique 
EPC number. The EPC contains detailed product data, manufacturing date, expiration and tracking data, 
and other reference data such as historical pricing. . 

• Suppliers send EPC data either to a centralized EPC information service center or to the supply' chain 
partner directly. · 

• The EPC information service center translates the data and sends it to other supply chain partners.· 
• Supply chain partners then retrieve detail information about every RIFD tag from either centralized EPC 

information service center or from their internal EPC data bank. 

So, how can RFID be used in supply chain? · Here is a scenario to describe how RFID might work in Supply Chain 
Management (SCM). When a wholesaler ships a pallet full of a product, the reader scans the tags on the cases and 
pallet when the shipment leaves, and software is used to automatically let the retailer know the shipment has left the 
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warehouse. The retailer can check the data associated with the serial numbers (Electronic Product Code, EPC) on the 
shipment and learn the product data, the manufacturing date, and when it will arrive. When the retailer receives the 
shipment, it scans the tags automatically at receiving dock and inventory is updated automatically. Now, assume the 
retailer has implemented a RFID ·system on its shelves. RFID readers on shelves would monitor how many products 
are being sold. They would signal the backroom when the products on the shelves get low (RFID Journal, 2003). 
Figure 3 shows how this SCM implementation of RFID might work. · 

Suppliers 
(Cases and 

Pallets 
delivered 
with tags) 

1 

Retailer's 
Distribution 

Centers/ 
Warehouses 

(Tags Readers) 

2 

Database 

EPC 
Information 

Service 
Center 

3 

Middleware 
(Filter) 

4 

1. Supplier delivers cases/pallets products with EPC (Electronic Product Code) on the tags. 
2. Distribution center/Warehouse scans tags on the loading dock. · 

• ERP 
• Supply Chain 
• Logistics 
• Inventory 

5 

3. Tags information transferred to the database and to the EPC collection/service center to identify data. 
4. RFID middleware translates, integrates, and filters data for business applications (Middleware could be SAP, i2, 

Oracle, etc. or Information System the company has) ' 
5. · Retailer then shares the information with their partners (partners could be third party logistics companies, vendors, 

or others). 

Source: Noblestar Syst~ms 

Figure 3: Tracking from End to End - RFID in a Supply Chain 

The Benefits of RFID 
The benefits ofRFID have been discussed in several articles. According to Lapide, (Lapide, 2004) RFID benefits 
manufacturing suppliers in operational efficiencies and integrated supply chain benefits. RFID also provides greater 
visibility of goods in both the :internal and external supply chain network. Greater·visibility will eventually reduces 
overall supply chain inventory waste caused by the Bull whip Effect. Lapide also points out that the major benefit of 
RFID to demand forecasting is leveraging downstream data to improve forecast accuracy. Other examples also 

. show the supply chain benefits being realized with RFID as eliminated errors in product.processing, improved 
operator efficiency, eliminated need for human operators to key in ID codes (Angeles, 200~). Companies can 
expect to benefit from RFID in a number of ways such as flexibility, responsiveness, enhanced service, control and 
improved security (Helders & Vethman, 2003). Philips Semiconductors company has deployed RFID technology in 
its own supply chain to track boxes of microprocessors from· its manufacturing and packaging facility in Kaoshiung, 
Taiwan, to its Asia-Pacific distribution center in H.~ng Kong. Philips says the trial showed that the use ofRFID 
reduced the amount of labor needed to pick cases for an order by 25%, and it reduced the time it took to receive 
shipments into inventory and process outbound shipments by 50% each ~ID Journal, 2005). Some articles argue 
that RFID has the potential to achieve process freedom by increased supply chain visibility. Process freedom 
removes barriers between supply chain partners and creates a new space of value (Keen & Mackinttosh, 2001, 
Angeles, 2005). · 
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The Risks of RFID 
Like other technologies, RFID has its risks. The biggest obstacle is the cost of RFID and unclear Return on 
Investment (ROI). The cost range of a tag is around 20 to 50 cents. To implement a fully functional RFID system, 
the costs include tags, readers, printers, middleware, infrastructure, consulting, and a changed system. According to 
the AMR Research, Wal-Mart suppliers have spent $1 million to $3 million each on RFID. Suppliers also have to 
integrate RFID into their applications, change existing software and enable large volumes of data to be stored. 
AMR Research estimates this would cost each supplier $13M to $23M. Other risks include the software challenge, 
achieving collaboration between supply chain partners, data storage and security issues, and standardization 
(Margulius, 2004). An RFID system may help firms deliver fast and efficient replenishment of products that 
customers actually don't want. RFID does not explain nor solve the variability in retail customer demand (Rappold, 
2003). Figure 4 summarizes the benefits and risks ofRFID. 
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Source: Computerworld, 2004 

Fixure 4: The bene_fits and risks o.f RFID 

The majority of firms, including Wal-Mart, now use Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) to exchange standardized 
data between supply chain partners. Using RFID to exchange EPC data is similar to exchanging EDI data. Both 
exchange standardized data between supply chain partners and ensure data is correctly translated a~d synchronized 
between their business systems. However, EPC exchange used in RFID involves much more complicated data. . 
When exchanging EPC data, it is critical to synchronize data between supply chain partners. Product information 
must be updated on time and accurately and must perfectly match.the original source data. Product data to be · 
exchanged includes product core information, market-specific, category-specific, relationship-specific, and extended 
attributes (Shutzberg, 2004). · 
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THE IMPLICATIONS TO SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
RFID brings enormous potential and opportunities in the supply chain. Organizations will see the implications of 
RFID not only in supply chain but also in strategic management. One of the potential impacts ofRFID on the 
supply chain is that RFID might increase the control and economic power ·of retailers in the supply chain relative to 
suppliers (,Rutner, Waller & Mentzer, 2004). 

In order to have more evidence to support the value-added by implementing RFID in supply chain, we propose that 
the Beer Game Simulation be updated to investigate the value ofRFID. The significant RFID issue in the Beer 
Game is the way that information is shared and presented between the four-tier participants. The current edition of 
the Beer Game does allow for global information sharing but we are not convinced this feature is presented the way 
that RFID would work. The information overload on the players is significant and partially contributes to high total 
system costs and the Bullwhip Effect. Long lead-time is another issue in the Beer Game. Since the lead-time is 
three weeks, the whole chain has difficulty responding the market variability. We suggest a lead time that is 
variable and used to investigate the impact of supply chain partnering. We believe that a revised Beer Game can 

· serve as an ideal RFID laboratory and teaching aid that does present the supply chain as a whole. That is, both local 
and global metrics are visible as well and tracking information that would be similar to a commercial RFID 
implementation. 

The Impact on the Information Sharing 
Advanced information system is one of the most important components in an effective and efficient supply chain. In 
the Beer Game, only the retailer has the external customer demand data and the retailer does not share the data with 
its upstream supplier. Therefore, the wholesaler's forecasting generated from the retailer's orders instead of actual 
customer demand. The wholesaler then needs to keep higher inventory than the retailer does to achieve same 
customer service level. The Bullwhip Effect occurs at this point. Many retailers currently use Point-of-Sale 
technology to provide external customer demand information to their suppliers. In addition to the Point-of-Sale 
(POS) data, RFID will be able to provide more accurate data from retailers since the bar codes that POS used are 
line-of-sight'technology. The POS scanner has to see the bar code to read it. ·RFID tags, on the other hand, can be 
read as long as they are within the range of a reader. The key difference between RFID tags and bar codes is the 
product information can be stored in tags and bar code is for identifying the manufacturer and products only. RFID 
technology will make the whole supply chain more transparency and visibility. It will help the supply chain 
participants to correct demand data to lower out-of-stock rate. 

The Impact on the Bullwhip Effect 
RFID will help supply chain partners manage the Bullwhip Effect assuming RFID is implemented in the four-tier 
supply chain and they share a centralized EPC Information Service C\:nter. The factory uses RFID tags with EPC 
and sends EPC data to the centralized EPC information service center when the shipment leaves. EPC data contains 
detailed product data, manufacturing date, tracking data, and historical pricing and shipping data. The EPC 
information service center then translates the data and links it to the business systems of supply chain partners. 
Business data can include warehouse inventories, inventory replenishment decisio~s and product consumption . 
trends. By using RFID technology, supply chain partners can see the inventory level at every stage and the transit 
inventory in the downstream supply chain. The suppliers then can use the actual customer demand information to 
decide their replenishment and production quantities instead of using estimation based on the orders from the retailer. 
The excess inventory can be reduced and the Bullwhip Effect can be eliminated. · 

The Impact on the Lead Time 
There is currently a fixed three week lead-time in all tiers of .the Beer Game. Long lead-time will cause the lack of 
flexibility and responsiveness of the supply chain. RFID shortens the processing time and should lead to 
significantly reduced lead times. The Beer Game could be modified to separate the transportation time from he 
order processing time so that the simulated effect of RFID is more visible. RFID not only will automatically update 
inventory quantities when the shipment enters the distribution cepter or warehouse, it will also match the receiving 
orders against the correct purchase order. RFID can eliminate many manual processes includes receiving and check
in, order filling, and shipping processes. Lead-time includes the production time and transportation time. 
Improving the efficiency of the distribution and logistics system will help suppliers to shorten the lead-time from 
weeks to days. 
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CONCLUSION 
Implementing advanced information technology· enhances the effectiveness and efficiency of supply chains. 
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Supply Chain Planning (SCP) and now 

· RFID are all technologies that have appeared on a continuum of improvement. All these advanced information 
technologies are helping supply chain partners to integrate their operations and strategies to lower the total system 
costs and to achieve a high customer service level. An article from Harvard Business Review revealed that to build 
an efficient supply chain, a company has to build the Triple-A supply chain. A Triple-A supply chain means an 
agility, adaptability and alignment supply chain system (Hau L~e, 2004). An adaptability supply chain system means 
organizations need to modify their supply network to strategies, products and technologies. RFID promises 
potential opportunities and benefits on supply chain. However, many companies prefer to use wait-and-see 
approach to adapt this technology based on unclear and uncertain return on investment. Some RFID priorities· still 
need to be clarified, such as costs, technology infrastructure, the implementation road map, and standardization. 
We can use the well-known Beer Game simulation to identify the issues associated with RFID and we believe that 
the game can be modified to the same maturity level as the current supply chain maturity eviclenced by RFID. We 
believe such a mature Beer Game would be a wise investment and serve as a viable education and research tool. 
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CASE STUDIES APPROACH: REASONS FOR CLOSURES OR SALES OF 
OUTSOURCED BUSINESSES IN INDIA 

Na than R. Greenhut 
Rutgers University 

ABSTRACT 
Since India has an abundant and skilled English-speaking manp~wer there is motivation for the US to outsource to 
India. Secondary reasons for India's prominence in outsourcing, are that India may leverage its different time zones 
and has a proactive policy environment for a quick turnaround on projects with improvement to quality and 
productivity. 

However, instances exist when a company decides India is not a conducive place for their business needs. Dell 
experienced numerous customer complaints in a 24 hour period after setting up a call center in India. These calls 
forced it to shut down its customer service center there. Recently, General Electric agreed to sell a 60% stake in its 
business-processing operations in India, since the operation has grown too large to manage effectively. Reasons for 
these closures and sales are explored in this paper. 

BACKGROUND ON OUTSOURCING 
There are a myriad of motivations for a company to outsource. Although the wage of a worker is usually thought of 
as the singular motivation for outsourcing a job, there are many alternative reasons to outsource. Included among 
these reasons are to reduce or control operating costs, improve a company's focus, to gain access to world-class 
facilities and capabilities, to free internal resources for other purposes, and to accelerate reengineering benefits. 

Even though a company may try to do everything by itself, it may incur higher,research, development and marketing 
expenses by·not realizing the gains of outsourcing work and getting the benefit of greater economies of scale or 
speciali~tion. Similarly the core activities of a business may inc.rease with the advantages of outsourcing, since a 
company is now not required to have a vast and complex array of skills and expertise. 

Common among all of this motivation to outsource is to create a synergy between customers and the company by 
lowering the overall price or increasing the quality and timeliness of a product or service. There is a top IO reasons 
why companies outsource displayed in Figure 1. The difference between the 2002 and 2003 percentages for each 
category are explored to see if there is any difference from year to year . . 

After the motivation for outsourcing is consic!ered, the selection of the proper vendor for the labor desired by the 
company outsourcing its task follows . . Choice of a reliable and convenient vendor requires the vendor to have a 
strong commitment to quality, a low price, a high reputation, flexible contract terms and a good location. 

Even after the selection of a vendor, most companies measure their success with a· vendor by accomplishment of the 
company's goals and objectives,. sharing a strategic vision and plan, management of the relationship, open 
communication, and financial justification. Both short term and long term goals must be considered for ~. company 
to have a proactive and positive outsourcing experience (Executive Survey, 2004) 

A few functional areas are good targets for outsourcing for both large and small businesses alike. These areas for 
outsourcing are Information Technology, Operations and LQgistics. Since these activities are not the core 
competencies that a ·company must focus on, they are in better alignment to be outsourc_ed to other companies. 
Figure 2 exploits the difference between wages in.the United States and India for many of the jobs encompassed in 
the areas mentioned above. 

DELL BACKGROUND 
Dell Inc., founded in 1984 with the intent to design, develop, manufacture, market, sell and support an array of 
computer services and systems to meet the specific needs and wants of customers, despite their individual 
backgrounds. Beside selling enterprise systems, client systems, software and peripherals and service and support 
programs, Dell also offers a portfolio of services to deploy information technology (IT) more rapidly while 
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educating IT professionals. Dell markets and sells their products directly to customers ranging from large corporate 
down to the individual consumer. 

Dell offers flexibility in their line of servers, while accomplishing affordability, high performance, reliability and 
scalability. Along with the servers, Dell offers storage products to protect a customer's data. They offer external 
storage, tape backup products, network attached storage, fiber channel arrays, storage area networks and rack 
solutions to help capture back-up data. 
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Figure 1 Top 10 Reasons Companies Outsource 

Source: Executive Survey, 2004 
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Both two desktop and notebook computer systems are offered by Dell Inc. One type is targeted at a business or 
organization; whereas, the other type of desktop or notebook is aimed at a customer requiring high performance at a 
low price. Other items, such as printers, cameras, monitors, peripheral products, software, handheld devices, 
memory and projectors are included into Dell's prolific lineup of products. ' 

Along with products, Dell Inc. offers IT services and financial services to business. The company will help a 
business, organization or an individual plan and deploy their-purchases throughout their facility. Customization and 
quick service are what Dell customers demand. Table 1 summarizes Dell's company specific information, such as 
location and sector (Dell Inc. Profile, 2004). 
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Table 1 Dell Company Summary 

Source: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/pr?s= DELL 

The success Dell attained is due to its direct contact with its customers that allows the company to analyze and 
comprehend the needs and wants of its customers. Therefore Dell must be very sensitive to its consumers needs to 
make accurate forecasts that may match their suppliers with their customers at that point. Each stage of Dell's 
supply chain depicted in Figure 3 is monitored for their impact on the vital components ( cash flow and inventory) of 
Dell's success. 

Dell Outsourcing Case 
Due to Dell's increasing popularity throughout the late 1990's and subsequent move to lower its ~ost infrastructure, 
a technical support call center was located in Bangalore, India. This site was brought up rapidly without a test case 
to see what issues may arise. After numerous customer complaints, Dell decided to move some of the outgoing calls 
back to the United State's call centers in Texas, Idaho and Tennessee. Customers complained about the thick 
accents and scripted responses from the operators in Bangalore. Even though Dell intended to give customers a 
lower cost and 24-7 access to operators for assistance, the plan did not work well due to Dell's lack of interaction 
with the call center (Outsourcing, 2004) 

Figure 3 Dell's Supply Chain Strategy 

Although there was concern that Dell would close its call center in Bangalore and Hyderbad facilities that employ 
over 3,000 people, Dell has remained committed to these facilities. The cost savings due to the set up of these 
facilities is hard to quantify according to Dell's public relations department. Even though setting up call ·centers and 
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outsourcing operations offshore may save companies in labor costs, the language problems and other training issues 
may complicate the level of offshore customer service and may void much of the cost savings. 

Dell believes its responsiveness to its customers is at the pinnacle of its strategy. Moving the calls that were going 
to India back to the United States shows Dell's flexibility and agility in the market place. Although outsourcing 
labor to India seems to reduce costs, Dell quickly realized that a lower cost structure may not work in its strategy. 
Dell made a proactive choice to move many ofthe calls back to the United States. Throughout this Dell case study, 
outsourcing may not always be the paramount resolution. Thus, there may be alternative methods to implement the 
strategy of Dell without distressing quality of interaction with the customer and therefore escalating the overall price 
of the business experience (Outsourcing to India, 2003). 

GENERALELECTRIC(GE)BACKGROUND 
General Electric started in 1892 is a much larger company than Dell, with 11 business segments. These divisions 
are Advanced Materials, Commercial Finance, Consumer Finance, Consumer and Industrial Energy, Equipment and 
Other Services, Healthcare, Infrastructure, Insurance, NBC Universal and Transportation. General Electric promotes 
and produces a wide variety of products including major appliances, lighting products, industrial automation 
products, medical diagnostic imaging equipment, motors, electrical distribution and control equipment, locomotives, 
power generation and delivery products, nuclear power support services and fuel assemblies, jet engines, chemicals 
and engineered materials. Also, GE provides services including product services; electrical product supply houses; 
electrical apparatus installation, engineering, repair and rebuilding services, and computer-related information 
services. 

General Electric is a much larger company than Dell and has a much stronger financial and IT services business. 
Together with all these businesses and employees, General Electric strives to be first-in:.class .in every business it 
enters. 6-Sigma is-a way of life for many of the employees that work for General Electric. Table 2 summarizes 
GE's company specific information, such as location and sector (General Electric Profile, 2004). 

Table 2 Dell Company Summary 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC OUTSOURCING CASE 

General Outsourcing at General Electric 
Many of the jobs at General Electric are located outside of the United State of America. In fact, General Electric is 
similar to many multinationals, since it moved many of its jobs out of the country in recent years. The company has 
lost over 1,000 union jobs as a direct result of work being moved out of the United States. In fact over 40% of the 
revenue that General Electric produces comes from the international operations. 

General Electric is not necessarily building plants abroad; however, they are buying and selling companies in the 
United States and abroad. During Jack Welch's reign as Chief Executive Officer, General Electric was buying and 
selling over one hundred companies. There is a constant turnover in business as one economy does better than 
another and companies must be purchased or sold to decrease the overall risk of General Electrics portfolio of 
companies. 

Assisting the building of plants abroad and buying and selling companies, General Electric has a tremendous amount 
of its assets in cash. This allows General Electric to move rapidly and put large and small transactions through with 
momentum and swiftness. Through many moves over the past twenty or more years, General Electric' s top 
management has shown that when they decide to sell a business unit, they will sell it, regardless of any 
consequences for employees or the community where that unit resides. 

Even though General Electric has a strong affinity to outsourcing, an even greater number of jobs are lost to the 
large increase in subcontracting. From the 1980's plant closings, by Jack Welch, to the 1990's outsourcing, inside 
contracting, transfers or work, and relocation many jobs have shifted overseas. Just in Erie, Pennsylvania alone, 
General Electric provides $160 million dollars in business for more than 140 companies in a 100 mile radius. 
General Electric' s main strategy is to employ a limited number· of higher skilled and higher paid permanent workers 
supported by a flexible workforce, whether in the United States or overseas. 

Jack Welch, the former Chief Executive Officer of General Electric promoted outsourcing every single job unless 
management could justify the job being accomplished by an employee of General Electric. This hurts union 
workers and also may make General Electric incur higher costs, due to its lack of knowledge about its internal 
constructs. Managers may choose to outsource without analyzing the total impact of doing so. 

Workers at General Electric's plants are stressed to exhaustion, since they are afraid of losing their jobs. Although 
this philosophy has some merit to have subtle increases in productivity, the workforce is no longer ioyal to the 
company that they work for, since they fear for their livelihood. 

The latest program installed at General Electric is Six Sigma, which aims to produce higher quality in products that 
are produced. Every manager at General Electric must be a "black belt" in Six Sigma methods, which means every 
division has a Six Sigma project underway. No matter how high the profits per employee go, General Electric 
demands more and more employee contributions for health and dental coverage. 

Controlling costs is a large part of General Electric's philosophy. General Electric demands to be best in class for 
every division it runs~ Therefore lowering the cost structure by outsourcing work has become a large incentive at 
General Electric. Recently General Electric decided to outsource its outsourcing business to two external 
companies. This move has generated a large amount of cash and has alleviated the management of a large-sized 
company to outsiders (Hovis, 2001). 

GECIS an Outsourcing Subsidiary of General Electric 
General Electric opened up GECIS in 1997 as an information technology and business process outsourcing (BPO) 
subsidiary in order to gain leverage in the market place and to drive down costs. GECIS built up global capability to 
support over 1,000 business processes in each of the 11 General Electric business units. Service included at GECIS 
are finance, accounting, supply-chain management, customer-service support, software development, data modeling, 
and analytics. North America, Europe, China and India host GECIS facili~ies. Its main location is in India. Back
office work, data-center and call-center operations comprise most of the 17,000 staff member's jobs in India. 
GECIS, centralized in Gurgaon, India, near Delhi, is one of the largest outsourcing businesses in the country that is 
set up by a multinational company. 
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Recently General Electric determined it would sell a 60% stake in OECIS to General Atlantic Partners LLC and Oak 
Hill Capital Partners LP. After the transaction is completed early in 2005, General Electric will maintain up to a 
40% stake in GECIS. After the deal occurs, GECIS will extend business-support services to many companies 
around the world. Also as a part of the deal, General Electric will continue to use and expand the services of GECIS 
under a multiyear contract that is arranged. 

Many multinational companies have chosen recently to divest their investments in wholly owned subsidiary 
outsourcing companies. Although the reason to setup these companies abroad is to achieve a significant level of 
cost savings, as they grow these companies do not maintain similar cost savings compared to their initial start-up 
phase. · 

In fact much of the reason to set up these captive owned subsidiaries for BPO and software development in India is 
because there is not enough third-party outsourcing companies. The quality service that General Electric desired 
was not available in 1997. Therefore General Electric decided to establish their own. Since third-party outsourcing 
companies are motivated by profit, instead of General Electric's captive operation as a cost savings center, they are 
more desirable. Also, instead of just servicing General Electric, the parent company, GECIS may now leverage 
multiple clients to explore its resources. General Electric may now cash in on its investment, pass on the 
administration of its subsidiary to another corporation and preserve access GECIS's services {Ribeiro, 2004) 

BACKGROUND ON CURRENCY 
Currently the United States currency is devaluing as compared to many of the other currencies of the world. This is 
due to in large part of the great disparity in incomes between the United States worker and the rest of the world . . 
Another causation of the devaluation is the United States enjoyed years of economic boom toward the late 1990's; 
however, over the-past three years there has been a deep recession. Political and economic policy contribute toward 
devaluation of the United States currency in order to balance trade and promote more jobs to U.S. workers . . 

A major issue with outsourcing exists as different places become cost prohibitive to enter or upkeep. For instance, 
as the Rupee in India goes up in value, the 17,000 workers General Electric pays for in India become harder to 
upkeep. Therefore, both General Electric and other companies may look toward other countries to outsource work. 
In comparison, the European Euro has increased 20 percent, the Indian. Rupee has increased abou~ 7 percent, while 
the Chinese Yuan has remained flat to unchanged from the winter of2003 to the spring of 2004. Figures 4-6 display 
the fluctuations of these currencies compared to the United States Dollar. · 
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Figure 6 Chinese Yuan vs. Dollar, Little variation due to government manipulation 

CHINA'S IMPACT ON INDIA 
Although India has enjoyed years of solid growth from U.S. companies outsourcing jobs there, demand QfIT 
workers in India soon will outpace the supply. In turn this will drive up costs there and continuity in employment 
will become more challenging; The higher demand will also cause employees to shift around finding the most 
advantageous place to work. Since outsourcing to India will go up in cost, China is a likely candidate for an 
outsourcing location of the future. Although there are 28 other countries competing for India's IT jobs, there is no 
way any of these other countries would be able to scale up to the size that China would be able to. 

Currently, there are 400,000 IT specialists in China, compared to India's 600,000 IT specialists. However, China's 
workforce in IT is growing by over 50,000 people annually. The cost-per-worker will remain low for China due to 
this influx. Not only does a company have to look at the most desirable place for outsourcing, but they .must also 
strategize about what place will maintain future operations without increasing iabor costs for a sustained long-term 
value. China's government and ~orkforce supports work bei~g outsourced to them. 

Even though India and China have approximately an identical workforce, workers in China receive $2,500 less than 
India's $7,000 salary. This makes China a competitive, if not advantag~ous place to outsource. The only other 
place that has the number of people to support such an endeavor is Russia; however, Russia's education system and 
government commitment have come under question. China offers advantages to United State's companies looking 
to cut costs by outsourcing jobs to other countries (Outsourcing to India, 2002) and (Yourdon, -2004) 
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REDUCING RISK THROUGH SUPPLIER EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

Kevin E. Calabrese and Ralph E. J anaro 
Clarkson University 

ABSTRACT 
Purchasing, or sourcing, is a key activity in most organizations. Problems can arise, however, when a poor supplier 
choice is made. · In this paper, we identify and discuss the risks associated with supplier selection and -review in 
detail two supplier evaluation and selection models. We then propose a new model for supplier selection and 
illustrate how it helps minimize risk through an example. Finally, we discuss the relevance of the proposed model 
and state our conclusions. 

INTRODUCTION 
Purchasing has always been a key activity in organizations as well as a focal point for managers. Companies have 
been concerned with minimizing the cost of raw materials, components, sub-assemblies, etc., because it greatly 
affects profitability. Therefore, seeking out the lowest prices has been viewed as the most important element when 
selecting a supplier. Today, however, this is no longer the case. According to Sarkis and Talluri (2002, p. 18), "The 
critical objectives of purchasing departments include obtaining the product at the right cost in the right quantity with 
the right quality at the right time from the right source." Further, "Managers should focus on a set of supplier 
selection criteria that evaluated suppliers across multiple dimensions including product quality, product 
performance, and delivery reliability" (Vonderembse and-Tracey, 1999, p. 38). The message here is that purchasing 
has evolved into a critical activity in supply chain management and its role has beeri expanded beyond the scope of 
simply being responsible for buying low cost materials. 

With the expanded scope of purchasing, supplier evaluation and selection have become critical activities. If the best 
suppliers (those that can fulfill all of the firm's purchasing requirements) are chosen, then the company has a better 
chance of avoiding problems downstream in the supply chain as well as risks faced by the company in the future . 

The purpose of this paper is to outline some of the major risks (potential problems) associated with supplier 
selection, discuss two risk management models from the literature, and then propose a new model. An example is 
used to highlight the benefits associated with the new model. 

SUPPLIER RISKS 
There are many risks associated with a firm's supply chain, ranging from natural disasters, which cannot be 
predicted, to risks affecting the strategic position of the firm. A compilation of possible risks a firm might face is 
presented below. 

Business risk is concerned with the financial stability of a supplier and whether or not they will continue to stay in 
business (Zsidisin _et al, 2000). This may present a large problem if the product obtained from that supplier is of 
vital importance to the firm, especially if the supplier is the only source of that product, or the only supplier in the 
area. 

Supplier capacity risk involves the supplier not being able to meet the demand levels of the purchasing firm. This 
could occur if the firm has a sudden surge in demand and supplier is not able to produce and deliver product 
Zsidisin, 2003). 

Quality risk is when a supplier cannot provide a product that meets the quality standards set by the purchasing firm 
(Zsidisin, 2003). In this case, the purchasing firm is forced to either send it back, thereby lengthening the lead time 
to the customer, or sell the customer an inferior product. In either case the customer will be dissatisfied and most 
likely not purchase from the firm in the future. According to -Zsidisin et al (2000, p. 4), "Quality-related risks ~an 
cause significant detrimental effects on the purchasing organiz~tion, with a cascading effect through the supply 
chain to the final consumer." 

Technology risk is when changes in production technology render current production processes obsolete. If the 
supplier is not able to remain current with new technology then there is a risk of higher materials cost which could 
result in less competitiveness in the market coupled with longer iead times (Zsidisin et al, 2000). Therefore, the 
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supplier of choice must be able to remain up to date with new production technology so that the purchasing firm can 
remain competitive in the marketplace. 

Design risk refers to the supplier's ability to quickly respond to product design changes made by the purchasing 
firm. Quick response to these changes can be critical when addressing customer needs in the marketplace. These 
changes could include adding new features, removing undesirable features, different raw materials, and/or 
modification of the production process. 

Natural disaster risk includes disasters such as fire, flood, hurricane, earthquake, tornadoes, and others that cannot 
be controlled, yet have an impact on the supplier. A disaster may disrupt the flow of goods through the supply 
chain, destroy a supplier's production plant, or cause some other type of catastrophe. For example, "Toyota had to 
curtail operations at 20 automotive plants, halting production of 14,000 cars per day when the sole supplier and 
producer of a valve burnt to the ground" (Anonymous, 2004, p. 5). A more extreme example was flooding in the 
town of Lewes in the U .K. in late 2000 and early 2001 that brought wide-scale closings that caused a number of 
firms, particularly small businesses, to go out of business while others faced an uncertain future (Jolly, 2000). 

International risk includes those issues associated with dealing with suppliers from other countries. There are 
differences in culture, the way business is conducted as a whole, language barriers, lack of physical and 
technological infrastructure in developing countries and different currencies, among others (Jiang, 2002). Risks 
include theft of intellectual property, dealing with ethical issues such as child labor and pollution, and 
misunderstandings due to language differences among others. 

Delivery risk refers to not receiving materials from suppliers when promised. This includes receiving the wrong 
shipment as well as incomplete shipments. Such risk can result in loss of production time as well as loss of sales by 
the purchasing firm This can also involve receiving damaged materials. 

EVALUATION CRITERIA · 
According to Carter (1995), supplier evaluation should not focus .one criterion, namely lowest price, because such an 
evaluation process does not take into consideration the qualitative characteristics of suppliers. Carter believes that 
the seven Cs (competency, capacity, commitment, control system, cas~ resources, cost, and consistency) take into 
account "a more commercial and professional approach [that] allows for a more comprehensive evaluation to take 
place, examining the 'totality offeatures' rather than one particular aspect" (Carter, 1995, p. 2). A brief description 
of the seven Cs follows. 

Competency means that the supplier is competent to " . . . undertake the tasks required by the buying organization" 
(Carter, 1995, p. 2). A competent supplier will have the necessary technical expertise to produce and deliver the 
product as well as the ability to. provide any improvements that may be required; This means that the supplier has 
employees with the appropriate training and that they remain up to date with, and use, current technology. 

Capacity refers to the ability to handle order size requirements. This means that the supplier must be able to produce 
the entire volume of product specified in the order without having to outsource some or all of the production. If the 
purchasing firm was to choose a particular supplier it would be because they want that company to produGe the 
product and not someone else. The supplier must also be able to handle additional volume if customer demand 
increases permanently or on a short-term basis, such as with seasonality. 

Supplier commitment to the quality of the product in the sam.e manner as the purchasing firm is another important 
characteristic. Both parties must be committed to delivering a product to the customer that is at the quality level 
expected by the customer. Therefore, the supplier.must be committed to meeting the purchasing firm's quality 
specifications. 

. ' 

"It is vital that the prospective supplier has appropriate and effective control systems in place. These include all the 
obvious resource control systems, inventory, cost, budgets, people, and information" (Carter, 1995, p. 3). The 
resource control systems need to be in place in order to protect the materials needed for production. Cost controls 
need to be in place so that costs are kept to a minimum and possibly even reduced. Information system controls 
need to be in place to increase communi_cation between the buyer and supplier as well as to protect any information 
that flows between the two that could be detrimental to either company if it were leaked. 
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Cash resources refer to the supplier being financially stable and continuing to do business mto the foreseeable 
future. Each potential supplier should be evaluated not only on their financial well-being, but also on their 
competitive standing in the marketplace in order to determine whether or not they can continue to offer quality 
products. Therefore, a thorough financial analysis should be performed and then compared to the financial analyses 
of other potential suppliers. 

Costs are not out of the question when evaluating a supplier. However, the cost of the product is not tlie only cost 
that needs to be considered. A more comprehensive cost analysis· should be done, including the cost ofa product 
that doesn't meet quality standards, the cost of long lead times, and cost of unsatisfied customers who don't 
repurchase as opposed to the cost of keeping current customers. 

Suppliers must also be able to deliver consistent products . . All units of products must be virtually identical and of 
acceptable quality. Carter (1995), however, warns that sometimes a sample of products may be carefully put 
together in order to maintain the appearance of consistency. · 

Sarkis and Talluri (2002) present another set of supplier evaluation criteria. These are shown below. 

* Emphasis on quality at the source 
* Process capability 
* Declining WIP, lead-time, space, flow distance 

. * Operators' ability to present SPC and quick setup 
* Hours of operator training 'in TQC & nT 

. * Equipment/labor flexibility 
* Production and process innovation 

* Design competency 
* Declining nonconformities 
* Cross-training, doing preventative maintenance 
* Operators able to chart problems and process issues · 
* Concurrent design 
* Dedicated capacity 

Many of these criteria-are very similar to, or would fit into one of the seven Cs presented above. However, this list 
includes more specific actions and qualities that the supplier must possess in order to be a viable candidate. In .both 
cases the evaluation must cover a wide variety of supplier characteristics in order to make sure that the supplier can 
satisfy the needs of the purchasing firm now and into the future with improving speed and quality. 

SELECTION TECHNIQUES 
Once a set of evaluation criteria has been selected, the purchasing firm has to devise a method to determine how to 
measure and apply them to potential suppliers. This should include assigning a weight to each criterion based on its 
relative level of importance. A number of models have been developed to perform supplier evaluations. These 
include weighted linear model approaches, linear programming models, mixed integer programming, clustering 
methods on performance factors and supplier's technical capabilities, analytical hierarchy process, matrix method, 
multi-objective programming, total cost of ownership, human judgment models, principal component analysis, 
interpretive structural modeling, statistical analysis, discreet choice analysis experiments, neural networks, and data 
envelopment analysis· {Narasimhan et al, 2001 ). 

Two examples follow to illustrate how these methods work in general. These examples use the data envelopment 
analysis (DEA) (Narasimhan et al, 2001) and the analytical network process (ANP), which is a generalized form of 
the analytical hierarchy process (Sarkis and Talluri, 2002). 

Narasimhan, et al (2001) cite three reasons for using the data evelopment analysis as a multi-factor analysis of 
suppliers. "First, supplier evaluation techniques utilized in industry are mostly based on simple, Wf!ighted scoring 
methods that primarily rely on subjective judgments and opinions of purchasing managers or staff involved· iri t4e 
supplier evaluation process" (Narasimhan et al, 2001, p. 1). The authors believe that a better method of selecting 
weights would be to incorporate some objective measure along with the subjective judgments of purchasing 
professionals. Second, they believe that supplier evaluations depend entirely too much on the outputs of the supplier 
such as price, quality, and delivery. They suggest that suppliers should also be evaluated on how efficiently they 
perform these activities since high levels of efficiency can lead to a better long-term relationship with the supplier. 
Finally, they believe that there needs to be a consistent method to deal with supplier development. 
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In order to accomplish these goals, this model calculates a performance score as well as an efficiency score for each 
supplier. The supplier is then classified as high performing efficient (HE), high performing inefficient (HI), low 
performing efficient (LE), or low performing inefficient (LI). Table 1 (Narasimhan et al, 2001, p. 33) shows the 
performance and efficiency ratings for the suppliers being evaluated as well as their classification for performance 
and efficiency. Suppliers with efficiency ratings of 1 are placed into the efficient category. If they have a 
performance rating above 0.5, they are also rated as high performing. If they score less than 0.5, they are considered 
low performing. The suppliers that meet the criteria for high performance and efficiency are the preferred suppliers 
for long-term relationships. LE suppliers are good candidates for supplier development programs so they can later 
be moved into the HE category. The LI suppliers do not have sufficient potential to be considered. The HI 
suppliers, on the other hand, can seem misleading since they are performing up to standard now, but are not 
particularly efficient at doing so. This means that they pose the risk of providing a product that won't meet 
standards in the future because they may be not be able to improve processes or reduce prices as needed. 

Table 1 Supplier Classification Based on DEA Efficiency and Performance Scores 

Su Classification 
LI 

Sarkis and Talluri (2002) use the analytical network process (ANP) which is another multiple factor approach to 
supplier selection. They emphasize the importance of incorporating strategic, operational, tangible, and intangible 
measures into the supplier selection process. The analytical network process falls about in the middle of a simple 
scoring matrix and complicated mathematical programming techniques. The ANP decision model is shown in the 
following diagram. 

Figure 1 A High-Level Schematic of the Network Decision Hierarchy for Strategi~ Supplier Selection 

Organizational 
Factor Com onents 

Strategic Supplier 
Selection 

Suppliers 
Selection Set 

Strategic Performancei------.i Strategic Performance 
Components Metrics 

This model begins with the theme of strategic supplier selection ·which involves two fundamental parts: 
organizational factors and strategic performance metrics. These two parts affect and are affected by the planning 
horizon, as shown by the double headed arrows between each of the nodes. The planning horizon takes into account 
both short- and long-term effects. The model's organizational factors include culture, technology, and relationship. 
The strategic performance metrics include cost, quality, time, and flexibility. Each of the parts has a list of specific 
comporients that suppliers are evaluated on. These are shown by the nodes to the right of the organizational factors 
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and strategic performance nodes. An example of a component would be FOT under culture, which represents 
feelings of trust. These components are used to _compare suppliers using questions such as "How much better does 
Supplier 1 perform on low initial price when compared to Supplier 2" (Sarkis and Talluri, 2002, p . 23). Each of the 
factors - cultur~, technological, relationships, cost, quality, time, and flexibility - is given a weight. The components 
under each factor are also each given their own weights depending on the answers to questions such the one from 
above. These two weights are then used to compute the supplier's desirability index by summing the weighted 
numbers for each component for each supplier. The supplier with the highest desirability index is chosen. 

Each of the supplier selection methods presented here has features that make it useful. Common to both models is 
the use of multiple criteria to evaluate suppliers. The ANP model, however, has many more criteria, which allows it 
to more comprehensively evaluate each supplier. It also takes into account operational factors such as culture of the 
supplier, technological compatibility, and how that supplier forms and maintains relationships. This model attempts 
to quantify the more qualitative characteristics such that they can be measured and implemented in the mathematical 
selection model. 

One benefit of the DEA model is that it uses an efficiency rating along with a performance rating in an attempt to 
give the purchasing firm some insight as to how well the supplier may perform in the future. This is very important 
if the purchasing firm wants to establish a long-term relationship with the suppliers being evaluated. The ANP 
model lacks a component that attempts to evaluate the future performance of the supplier other than how they are 
performing right now according to specified metrics. Another benefit of the DEA model is that it partitions 
suppliers into the four groups that categorizes them with re_spect to their efficiency and level of performance. The 
ANP model only tells which supplier is the most desirable according to the value of the weighted metrics. The 
advantage of categorizing suppliers is that the purchasing firm may have a number of different suppliers which meet 
their criteria. Consequently, they will be less likely to see one supplier as being best and end up in a sole sourcing 
situation which tends to increase supplier risk. Finally, the purchasing firm can also use this information to choose 
the best suppliers in which to invest time and money in order to build long-term relationships. 

PROPOSED MODEL 
The model proposed here attempts to combine the best aspects of the DEA and ANP models in order to develop a 
more comprehensive evaluation of suppliers and make the output of the model useful for selection and future 
decisions regarding suppliers. The proposed model utilizes a combination of the ANP model's more exhaustive list 
of supplier criteria and specific qualitative factors along with the DEA model's more useful classification output 
which incorporates efficiency and performance ratings. The goal of this model is to reduce suppliei; risk through a 
more robust evaluation of potential suppliers. 

Using the ANP model's structure of organizational factors and strategic performance metrics, new components for 
each are proposed based on the seven Cs. The organizational factors include competency, commitment, and 
consistency. The strategic performance metrics include capacity, control systems, cash resources, and costs. 

The specific components under the organizational factors differ from the ANP model to fit the seven Cs (see Figure 
2). The components to be evaluated for competency include the technical and managerial skills of the employees as 
well as the ability to design and improve products. Commitment measures the supplier's commitment to the 
purchasing organization in terms of maintaining the quality of products, the ability to lower prices, and improving 
service. Consistency measure the supplier's ability to provide products of constant quality . . 

The specific components for the strategic performance metrics also differ and coincide with the seven Cs (see Figure 
2). The capacity components focus on the supplier's current and future production capacity to ensure that they will 
be able to meet demand. The components of the control systems measure the supplier's inventory, cost, and · 
information system controls. The cash resources measures the financial stability of the supplier as an indicator.that 
they will continue to operate in the future. Finally, the cost component measures the cost of the products as well as 
efforts to lower costs. · 

This model also incorporates the long and short-term planning horizons built into the ANP model. The purpose for 
this is to bring together the short-term operational characteristics of the supplier, which are measured mostly by the 
strategic performance metrics, and the long term characteristics of the supplier that will allow the two firms to create 
and maintain a long-term mutually beneficial relationship, which is measured by the organizational factors. 
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However, the strategic performance metrics will not strictly measure short-term operational characteristics and the 
organizational factors will not strictly measure the long-term. Each will have an impact on both short- and long
term planning. For example, the purchasing firm will be concerned with how the supplier will perform against the 
strategic supplier metrics in the future and if they can improve upon their current performance, they will want to 
know how well the-supplier currently creates and maintains relationships with its customers. 

Figure 2 Proposed Model 
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The efficiency rating for this model will follow the CCR model used in' the DEA model (Narasimhan et al, 2001 ). 
This is a method developed by Chames, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) that is widely used and accepted. The output 
from this procedure will define whether a supplier is efficient or inefficient. Efficient suppliers are those that attain 
scores of 1.0, on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0. Suppliers scoring below 1.0 will be considered inefficient. 

Scoring for the strategic performance metrics will take a form that will allow for the grouping of suppliers. 
Therefore, the method chosen is similar to the performance score used in the DEA model rather than the ANP 
model's desirability index. Each of the seven Cs will be given a weight depending on its relative importance for the 
supplier and product. This weight will be combined with ratings for each supplier for the components of ~he seven 
Cs and summed up to arrive at the supplier's performance rating. Using the DEA model,'s convention, suppliers 
with a rating 0.5 and above will be considered high perfonrung while all others will be classified as low performing. 

EXAMPLE 
Assume that Firm A ( the purchasing company) has developed a new specialized componen! for orie of its key 
products. Further, because of the advanced technology needed to produce the component only a few suppliers can 
be considered for sourcing. The component is viewed by Firm A as strategically important for the continued success 
of this key product. . -

The proposed model .would be implemented as foliows. The organizational factors of c~mpetency; consistency, and 
commitment are critical in this case for the following reasons. Since the -technology used here is new, the supplier's 
employees must be competent to implement it now as well as refining it for ·the future. Consistency is of vital 
importance since (1) each component must work properly for the product to succeed in the marketplace and (2) the 
component is very expensive and even small levels of defective components will be costly. It follows then that there 
must be a high level of commitment on the part of the supplier to producing a high quality product in order to Firm 
A's needs. -
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The strategic performance metrics of cash, control systems, cost, and capacity are important for the following 
reasons. The supplier will need to have su_fficient cash available to produce this product because it may be difficult 
to produce at first due to the advanced technology. Sufficient cash will also be needed to make investments in R&D 
to make refinements to the production process. Since this technology is new and quite costly, the supplier will need 
to have a control system in place to detect any defects during the production process in order to minimize costs. As 
production volume increases, the supplier must be able to find ways to eliminate waste and cut costs in order to 
reduce Firm A's purchase price. This will likely require both product and process improvements. Finally, the 
supplier must h~ve sufficient capacity to satisfy Firm A's demand, both now as well as in the future when demand is 
expected to grow. 

Even though there are relatively few suppliers for this component, it is useful for Firm A to categorize them into the 
HE, HI, LE, and LI categories. After evaluating potential suppliers on the above criteria, the best ones will be 
categorized as HE, even if only one supplier meets the qualifications. The most important aspect of categorization 
will be implementing a supplier development program and getting the supplier involved in the design of the final 
product. By bringing the level of performance of other suppliers up to the HE level, Firm A will have more sourcing 
. options in the future. By involving HE suppliers in the design of the final product, Firm A can take full advantage 
of the suppliers' capabilities as well as provide them with technical expertise to help them improve those 
capabilities. 

DISCUSSION 
This proposed model is aimed at helping to reduce a purchasing firm's risks when selecting a supplier. Business risk 
is addressed by evaluating the supplier's cash resources. Capacity risk can be reduced through capacity evaluation 
to make sure that the supplier currently has adequate capacity for both current as well as future anticipated demand 
levels . . Quality risk is addressed by the commitment of the supplier to maintain the desired level of quality, the 
consistency of the products they deliver, and the control systems they have in place to make sure that quality levels 
meet specifications. Production technology risk and product design risk are addressed through an assessment of the 
level of competence of the supplier and it's employees. The employees must have the.knowledge to be able to make 
changes to the product as well as keep up to date on technological breakthroughs regarding the production of the 
product. The commitment of the supplier also helps to reduce these two risks by ensuring that they will have 
qualified employees and will use the best and most efficient technology to make the product. Costs can also play a 
big part in reducing product and process changes. Making sure that the supplier only makes changes that are cost 
effective will keep the cost of the product low enough so the entire supply chain can earn a profit, while keeping the 
consumer satisfied by not raising prices. This is related directly to how efficiently the supplier uses their resources. 

Disaster risk is addressed by the supplier's control systems. The supplier must have a control systems, or 
contingency plans in place that will allow them to continue to do business if a disaster were to occur (Finch, 2004). 
Delivery risk is addressed by a control system that ensures that products meet quality standards such that rework is 
virtually eliminated and lead-times are minimized. 

Separating potential suppliers into the HE, HI, LE, and LI categories will help reduce supplier risk by identifying 
which suppliers have the greatest potential for serving the needs of the purchasing firm. Choosing an international 
supplier from that group that also has a favorable track record in international sourcing will help reduce 
international risk. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper has attempted to demonstrate that the risks faced by firms when dealing with suppliers can be offset by 
judiciously choosing their suppliers. The selection process can be aided by using the proposed model to score and 
categorize suppliers according to their ability to efficiently achieve high levels of performance. This modef is . 
particularly appropriate for when sourcing products that are vital to the purchasing firm. Proper iniplementa~ion of 
this model can help identify risks_aJ,sociated with supplier selection, reduce those risks, and identify suppliers that 
may pose a risk in the future. 
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OPTIONAL FRAMEWORKS FOR TEACHING SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

Richard Monroe 
East Carolina University 

ABSTRACT 
This paper will qescribe optional frameworks that may be useful for teaching supply chain management when used 
separately or in combination. Some examples of the frameworks are: the four supply chains, the integration 
framework, the optimization and improvement framework, and the value chain. Specific details will be presented 
for using each framework in class. 

INTRODUCTION 
Fields of study and courses typically adopt a framework to organize the body of knowledge or course content. 
Many textbooks are also organized around a dominant framework. For example, a familiar textbook for Operations 
Management by Krajewski and Ritzman has a "Competitive Priorities" framework that is followed consistently 
throughout the book. This might also be called the 'strategic' framework for operations management. Some books 
state the authors' framework in the form of the subtitle. For example, one Supply Chain Management book by 
Chopra and Meindl has the subtitle of"Strategy, Planning and Operation." So that gives an indication as to what 
will be emphasized throughout that textbook. 

There is a growing number of textbooks available on the topic of Supply Chain Management (SCM) and a growing 
number of courses that are being offered at the university level. There are many different approaches or frameworks 
which are being employed to teach these courses. The perception is that there is not one dominant framework but 
rather many competing frameworks. Many instructors seem to.be grappling with exactly how to teach SCM. 
Evidence of this has been seen in email from instructors submitted to listserves requesting syllabi, textbook 
suggestions or simply asking the question "How do I teach SCM?" This paper will explore some of the optional 
frameworks that are already evident in textbooks and in the literature but may require further development. The 
paper will focus on a select few example frameworks that seem to be the most fruitful approaches that warrant 
further development. 

BACKGROUND 
Johnson and Pyke (1999) offer a paper entitled "A Framework for Teaching Supply Chain Management" in which 
they analyzed course syllabi from eight leading business and engineering schools available at that time. The 
primary framework that emerged in the Johnson and Pyke (1999) paper consists of twelve different categories: 

• Location 
• Transportation and logistics 
• Inventory and forecasting 
• Marketing and channel restructuring 
• Sourcing and supplier management 
• Information and electronic mediated environments 
• Product design and new product introduction 
• Service and after sales support 
• Reverse logistics and green issues 
• Outsourcing and strategic alliances 
• Metrics and incentives 
• Global issues 

From this list one can ascertain that this is a comprehensive tre3:tment of SCM topics. So it is reasonable to say *at 
this is a "comprehensive" framework. They also found that graduate courses tend to rely on case studies and articles 
rather than textbooks. One might argue that using case studies as· the primary teaching method is in itself a 
framework. The case study approach may also dominate the delivery of concepts resulting in the subordination of 
any potential content framework. 
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As an alternative to the comprehensive approach, there are different perspectives which are more focused and those 
will be discussed in the next section. The alternatives also employ multiple sources - textbooks, articles and case 
studies. 

OPTIONAL FRAMEWORKS 
In this section we offer three optional frameworks which provide a somewhat different approach to teaching SCM. 
The value chain, integration/optimization and the Four Supply Chains are the optional frameworks proposed here. 

Value Chain 
At least one university has changed the title of their Operations Management course to "Managing the Value 
Chain". This has been done in part to_ incorporate SCM but in another regard to differentiate themselves from the 
proliferation of SCM courses with the basic "Supply Chain" title. It also allows for a more strategic focus to the 
course. No matter the title of the course, the value chain can provide an alternative framework for teaching SCM. 

The value chain concept is attributed to Michael Porter (1985) in his book entitled Competitive Advantage. Martin 
Christopher utilizes the value chain concept and draws a strong parallel between the supply chain and value chain in 
his book Logistics and Supply Chain Management: Strategies for Reducing Cost and Improving Service, 2/E ( 1998). 
The newest edition, Logistics and Supply Chain Management: Creating value-adding networks, 3/E (2005), seems 
to have expanded on the value chain focus. So utilizing the Christopher text and bringing in some of Michael 
Porter's work will provide a good basis for using the 'value chain framework.' 

Depending on the college or department, the nature of the course may be somewhat different. Certain texts may. be 
more appropriate in a business program when they would not be appropriate in an engineering or logistics program. 
Other sources for value chain include the newest edition of the Krajewski and Ritzman text which is now entitled, 
Operations Management: Processes and Value Chains, 7/E (2005). The subtitle again gives us an indication of the 
change in the framework to a 'value chain' focus or a 'process' focus. · 

Another source is Harvard Business Review on Managing the Value Chain which is actually a compilation ofHBR 
articles. Most of these articles actually contain the words "supply chain" in their title, so this is a very appropriate 
set of supplemental literature. For example, the article by Baldwin and_ Clark, "Managing in an age of modularity" 
works well with Martin Christopher's (1998) Chapter 5 "Managing the Global Pipeline" and relates directly to the 
concept of"postponement" as discussed in that chapter. As another example, the article by Fisher, "What is the 
right supply chain for your product?", would fit well with any text where there is a discussion of supply chain design 
or the development of the supply chain network. 

Michael Porter's value chain concept closely parallels all of the supply chain activities and related organizational 
functions. It is a very natural choice for a framework for teaching SCM. Beyond the examples mentioned here, 
there are numerous articles on the topic of value chain. One simply needs to carefully select the ones that are most 
closely related to the topic of SCM. · 

Integration/Optimization 
Another optional framework is focused on Integration, Optimization and Improvement activities. Most srM books 

. have a very brief discussion of internal and external supply chain integration (e.g. Christopher 1998; Krajewski and 
Ritzman 1998) but there the topic doesn't carry through the entire textbook. Some individuals seem to limit 
"integration" to the discussion of the information systems issues related to the supply chain. Information systems 
are a key element for the integration of communication between firms but there is much more in the way of 
cooperation and collaboration. From our perspective integration should have a much br:oader definition and should 
encompass customer relationship management, supplier relationship management, improvement efforts, supplier 
development, supplier alliances or partnerships, trust issues and a wide array of collaborative activities in the supply 
chain. 

Integration/Optimization has not been used as an overarching framework in any of the SCM textbooks that we have 
reviewed. However, many of the other elements that we suggest that are related are covered in the books but there is 
not an explicit connection to-the idea of "integration" or "optimization". So it is up to the instructor to identify those 
connections and to state them more explicitly to the students or to guide the students to discover that connection. 
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Towards that end, one might use the article by Mcivor and Humphreys (2004) on new prnduct development. [Two 
other examples on this same topic are (Hartley,.Meredith, McCutcheon and Karnath 1997) and (Culley, Boston and 
McMahon 1999)]. That's a great example of"integrating" the suppliers into the planning and design process for a 
new product. The article also highlights several additional concepts such as collaboration and improvement 
activities. 

Supplier quality improvement and further development of supplier capabilities is another major topic area that we 
advocate in thi~ framework. Most books give this brief coverage or no coverage. Two textbooks that are focused 
more on purchasing provide the most extensive textbook coverage of this topic (see Monczka, Trent and Handfield 
1998, 2001, 2004; Burt, Dobler, and Starling 2003). Supplemental materials are necessary to assist with this topic. 
A supplemental book that may serve this purpose is ''New Product Development: Strategies for Supplier 
Integration" by Handfield, Schannell, Ragatz, Frayer and Monczka (2000). Other supplemental materials are readily 
found in the literature for this topic and many of the other related topics that ar~ listed above. 

By this discussion, one should recognize that these topics do provide a comprehensive coverage of SCM. Of the 
three optional frameworks, there appears to be the greatest abundance of resources that will fit into this framework 
the best. It is simply a matter of selecting, organizing and integrating the materials to be used. 

The Four Supply Chains 
The third optional framework is taken from the Inside Supply Management periodical which is published by the 
Institute for Supply Management (ISM). The first three 'supply chains' are ones that we all know and which most 
every.instructor will touch on in some fashion during the SCM course. Physical material supply chain (Yuva 
2002a), Informational supply chain (Yuva 2002b), and the Financial supply chain (Roberts 2002a) are the primary 
three. These three supply chain labels are also typically identified either explicitly or implicitly within most SCM 
textbooks. The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) proposes that a fourth supply chain needs to be considered 
as well - that of the Relationship supply chain - as described in Roberts (2002b) and Duffy and Gorsage (2002). 

The material and information supply chains have received the bulk of the coverage in textbooks and in the literature. 
So that leaves the "financial" and "relationship" supply chains that may require Some searching ( or at least some 
thought) for appropriate supplemental materials. 

As examples of supplemental materials for the "financial'' supply chain, the article by Farris and Hutchison (2002) is 
one that was discovered by students and then shared with the entire SCM class during Fall 2004. ,It is an excellent 
way to promote thinking about the ultimate purpose of all supply chain activities - getting paid. The article is also a 
good source for other concepts such as supply chain metrics and draws a strong parallel-between cycle time and all 
supply chain activities. The title and the focus provides the strong "financial" emphasis - "Cash-to-cash: The new 
supply chain metric." 

Another example that speaks directly to "financial" supply chain issues is an article found on the APICS website 
under their Best Practices section. (note: Access is limited to APICS members). The article "Total cost 
management and the financial supply chain" (Anonymous 2005) as the title implies focuses much more on cost 
control in the supply chain as a key financial element. So this is a complimentary perspective that fills in certain 
gaps that are not covered in the "Cash-to-cash ... " article. Cost control or cost management are central topics in 
many of the SCM textbooks but they are not linked specifically to the framework of the "fmancial'' supply chain. 
So the framework provides some organization and logic for the related and complimentary fmancial topics. · 

The "relationship" supply chain can utilize niany of the same resources that were discussed un~er the 
"Integration/Optimization" (1/0) section. The focus will be at a slightly different level. The 1/0 framework is more 
comprehensive while the "relationship" segment of this framework will be much more targeted on relationship 
building, trust, cooperation and _r~lationship management. One example of supplemental material here is the article 
by Liker and Choi (2004) entitled "Building deep supplier relationships." A quick search of the ABl/lnform 
ProQuest research database for "relationships AND supply chain" returned 173 peer-reviewed articles. That 
provides evidence of the support for this element of the framework from the literature. 
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In general, "The Four Supply Chains" provides organization and it _also challenges faculty and students to think how 
each of the four supply chains interrelate and affect other aspects of supply chain activities and transactions. It 
seems to be particularly useful for student assignments and for course organization on the part of the faculty. 

CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS 
The first and most obvious classroom application is to utilize some of the primary textbook sources that are 
identified in this paper. Secondarily, the supplemental materials that are identified in this paper have been tied to a 
particular framework and should assist the instructor in finding the appropriate point in the course to make use of 
these materials. 

Another potential use is to assign article reviews and article searches based on a framework or a segment of one 
framework ( e.g. the financial supply chain). This provides an organizing framework for assignments throughout the 
semester. The same approach can also be utilized to help organize semester projects for the students. For example, 
the Four Supply Chains could be utilized and students could be asked to choose just one of the four and do a 
research project that focuses on "best practices in the financial supply chain." Other student groups would choose a 
different segment and different topic. The instructor should control the overall organization of the projects by 
approving the project topics. By doing so, the instructor could ensure that all four of the supply chains are covered 
by the student projects. Student presentations would then be complimentary topics to provide the entire big picture 
perspective of the four supply chains. 

These are just a few examples of how the optional frameworks might be useful in the classroom. The author has 
utilized the latter two frameworks on a limited basis with positive preliminary results. Further evidence from actual 
classroom application is needed to support any further claims. 

SUMMARY 
Three optional frameworks for teaching SCM are proposed in this paper.,... the value chain, integration/optimization, 
and the four ·supply chains. A number of examples from textbooks and the literature are identified as primary or 
supplemental materials that may be used in conjunction with the optional frameworks. Potential classroom/course 
applications are described and suggested. Additional testing in the classroom is encouraged for any SCM faculty 
who have an interest in trying different approaches for teaching SCM. Further testing and further research will lead 
to more detailed development of these optional frameworks or lead to a new dominant framework for SCM. 
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INCORPORATING MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES INTO CURRICULUM DESIGN FOR 
DISTRIBUTION, LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

Richard Monroe and Leslie Pagliari 
East Carolina University 

ABSTRACT 
Educators must be responsive to a number of constituencies today. This paper will describe some of the steps that 
we have taken in curriculum development to accommodate a variety of our constituencies. Practitioners, advisory 
board members, our own graduates, and other educators are primary examples of the constituencies that we have 
incorporated into our curriculum design activities. 

INTRODUCTION 
In order to be responsive to a wide range of constituencies it is important to pursue a variety of techniques to 
incorporate multiple perspectives in curriculum design today. The undergraduate and graduate programs in 
Industrial Distribution and Logistics at East Carolina University are relatively new programs. The newness of the 
program is another reason that input from the interested constituencies is an important factor. 

We will first discuss how the outside constituencies have been involved in the overall curriculum development and 
then we will discuss a more detailed effort to incorporate multiple perspectives into the curriculum at the individual 
course level. 

ADVISORY BOARD INPUT · 
In 2002, the Industrial Distribution degree program at East Carolina University did not have a logistics component. 
The degree program was entirely sales based and focused mostly on the distribution industry as a whole. The major 
contributors· to the degree program were companies such as Hughes Supply, Fastenal, and Ferguson Enterprises. 
Our advisory board consisted of 10 different companies representing different d1stribution industries. As a whole, 
we felt that our program needed to expand in order to allow our students to understand all aspects of the distribution 
and logistical process. 

In February of 2002, a degree program entitled Industrial Distribution and Logistics was presented to the adv1s~ry 
board. The program consisted of adding courses such as Introduction to Logistics, Supply Chain Logistics, 
Purchasing Logistics, Transportation Logistics, and Global Logistics. The advisory board voted unanimously on the 
decision to include these courses and create the degree program. This change _dramatically expanded the curriculum 
into a broader coverage of logistics topics. The changes came from a variety of sour.ces including advisory board 
members, other practitioners and information gathered from other education institutions. 

Once the program-was agreed upon, the course structures needed to be developed. This led us into a discussion on 
what needed to be included in each of our courses. This portion will focus on the ·areas heeded for a Global 
Logistics course. 

The advisory board stated that students should understand how trade is conducted globally, the different customs 
regulations regarding global logistics, and the security issues associated with global logistics. They stated that 
students should be able to understand the difference in cultures when conducting business internationally versus 
conducting business within the states. Overall we felt that this could be accomplished in our course and began 
looking at offering the course for the first time in fall 2003 . . 

When the course was conducted in fall 2003, the faculty had to look for books and articles to use in the class to help 
in the teaching process. We noticed that many books were not ~tten in this area, and there were continuous 
updates in what was needed as far as security concerns since the events of September 11, 2001. 

After teaching the course, we realized that input from other faculty, industry, and specialists in the area would help 
us create an overall course that would be conducive to learning for our students. We also wanted to use this survey 
to see what was ·important for our students to gain out of a Distribution and Logistics program. A detailed analysis 
of our results from this survey is listed below. 
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INDIVIDUAL COURSE INPUT 
There has not been a major published article documenting the content of a Global Logistics course since Morgan 
and Arnold [ 5]: Given the rapid technological changes and vast organizational changes that occurred during the 
1990's, there is a definite need to modify courses accordingly. While there are many schools offering such an 
International/Global Logistics course, there is a lack of published documentation as to the contents of this course. In 
an effort to incorporate the most up-to-date materials this research was undertaken to identify and further develop 
the current topics which are central to Global Logistics. 

Several approaches were applied to surface information considered for use in the course. A survey was developed 
and sent to Logistics professionals. Likewise, a survey was sent to education professionals in the Logistics field. 
Course syllabi were solicited from those same educators responding to the survey. Course descriptions were 
benchmarked by visiting university websites to obtain data. Textbooks on International Logistics, Global Logistics, . 
Global Operations Management and International Business were also evaluated to select one that is best suited for 
today's .global logistics environment. 

As a secondary but related issue we also included questions regarding the graduates from our program and the 
expectations that industry has in regard to their logistics knowledge and skill set. This was included to focus on the 
type of Global Logistics issues that are desirable in the degree program and in the graduates from the program. 

RESEARCH METHODS 
Rather than relying strictly upon our own knowledge or simply accepting the topics that one textbook presents, the 
researchers elected to pursue information from several sources. Three primary sources were used - professionals 
from the logistics field, logistics educators and published textbooks. In essence, the researchers attempted to 
trianguh1te between these three sources to find those topics that were most pertinent to Global Logistics. 

A survey was developed with the intended respondents being Logistics professionals and Logistics educators. The 
survey instrument is included in Appendix 1 at the end of the paper. The survey was designed to provide a priority 
ranking for major topics to be included in the course. The survey also gave respondents an opportunity to add topics 
that the researchers did not anticipate and were not listed on the survey. As another source of information, course 
syllabi were solicited from the logistics educators who responded to the survey. This information provided another 
set of topics to review and to compare with the results from the survey. The third source was a list of textbooks on 
the topics of International Logistics, Global Logistics, Supply Chain Management, Global Operations Management, 
and International Business. A matrix of Chapter Titles (topics) was developed and was used to compare the survey 
results with the syllabi that were obtained. Overall, for all three sources of information, triangulation was performed 
by comparing each individual source with the other two sources rather than a simple one-way comparison. 

DATA COLLECTED 
Survey responses were obtained from twenty-five respondents. A total of five syllabi were obtained from educators. 
After searching the following major publishers - McGraw-Hill, Prentice Hall, Thomson/Southwestern, John Wiley, 
CRC Press, St. Lucie· Press, AMACOM, and the APICS bookstore - topics were identified and documented from six 
potential textbooks. The textbooks and their corresponding topics can be found in Appendix 2 of this article. The 
reference section of this article show the title, author, and publisher of each book that was used in the data analysis. 

. RESULTS . 
The survey used in this research consisted of four total questions and can be seen in the Appendix 1 at the end of this 
article. The information obtained from the survey is summarized in the data analysis below. 

Question 1: 
In order to better understand the survey results, question 1 asked if the participant currently received or shipped 
items internationally. Out of 25 responses, 18 participants did receive or ship items internationally. From those 18 
who did receive or ship items internationally, a second question was given which asked the participant to describe 
the biggest challenge area in G~obal Logistics. The following were the results of that question: 

• Security Issues and Global Regulations 
• Keeping up with the Rapid Changes in Global Logistics 
• Minimizing Transit Time and Cost 
• Avoiding Damage to Goods 
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• Shipment and Pricing Visibility 
• Import Laws 
• Managing Credit Terms and Recognizing Revenues 
• Understanding of Complexities involved by Executive Management 
• Shipping to Asia 
• Receiving through Constrained Ports 
• Predictability of Supply Chain Performance 
• VAT Payments 

Quotes from participants regarding the question of what do they see as the biggest challenge in Global Logistics 
included the following: 
"Shipping finished goods into various countries wit_h differing regulations allowing the product to clear customs. 
For example, China requires pallets to be made of non-coniferous wood or be heat-treated. Australia requires a 
USDA certification of heat treatment, no matter what kind of wood it is." 

"The infrastructure in terms of the ports, railroads, labor, and security is not keeping up with the needs of the carriers 
and shippers. China is doing a much better job of building their country to accommodate growth in a changing 
environment." 

Question 2: 
In question 2 of the survey, respondents were asked to rank the following areas that should be covered in a Global 
Logistics course in order of importance: · 

• Transportation Security 

• General Security Management 

• Global Trading Issues 

• Customs Regulations 

• Information Security Issues 

• Port Issues 

• Shipping Regulations 

• Container Security Initiatives 

• IncoTerms 

• Contract Issues 

• Information Technology 

• Other (please specify) 

A chart was developed that calculated the rankings given by each participant. After the results were tabulated, the 
areas of importance that should be covered in a Global Logistics course consisted of the following, numbered in 
order of importance: · , 

1. Global Trading Issues 
2. Customs Regulations 
3. Inco Terms 
4. Shipping Regulations 
5. Contract Issues 
6. Information Technology 
7. Port Issues 
8. Information Security Issues 
9. Container Security Initiatives 
10. Transportation Security and General Security Management were listed throughout this particular question 

and could not be ranked · 

The "other" category gave participants an opportunity to list additional areas of importance that were not listed in 
the survey question. The other areas that participants felt were of importance consisted of cross cultural issues, 
forecasting, communication, and multimodal logistics. 
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Question 3: 
In order to help the researchers understand what .types of software packages were being used by companies today, 
the third question was used to rank current software packages and also provided an area for the participant to list 
other packages not listed. According to the survey, 3 respondents currently use CAPS logistics, 2 currently use 
Manugistics, and 4 currently use Oracle. The rest of the participants use the following types of software programs: 

• PKM 
• LMS 
• co-developed software/in-house program 
• SCO Logistics 
• MK 
• Irista 
• Real-Time Solutions 
• . GT Nexus Procurement and Global Visibility Tools 
• SPEX 
• Lotus Notes 
• Microsoft Office 
• PrimaVera 
• IDE 
• Proprietary Supply Chain Management software . 
• Tee Sys 

Question 4: 
The firial question in the survey asked about qualities that were important in a Logistics program graduate. The 
participants were asked to pick from software knowledge, logistics certification, previous work history or internship 
experience, organizational membership and involvement and/or any other area that they felt were important for 
graduate involvement. The following are the results, in numerical order, from question 4: 

1. Previous Work History/ Internship Experience 
2. Logistics Certifications 
3. Software Knowledge 
4. Organizational Membership 

Respondents overall felt that previous work history or an internship experience was most important for a graduate in 
a logistics program. Logistics certifications that were listed as important include the following. The following 
certifications are listed in alphabetical order: 

• APICS Certified in Production and Inventory Management (CPIM) and/or Certified in Integrated Resource 
Management (CIRM) http://www.apics.org/ Certification/ 

• ASTL Certification in Transportation and Logistics (CTL) 
http://www.astl.org/cert.htm 

• Executive type Supply Chain Certifications such as the Georgia Institute of Technology Logistics 
Professional Series (LPS) and/or the Logistics Management Series (LMS) 
http://www.tli.gatech.edu/ 

Software knowledge consisted of Microsoft Office applications such as Excel, Access, database ~anagement 
software, and Word. Such items as Warehouse Management Systems (WMS), Enterprise Resource Planning . 
Systems (ERP), Transportation Management Systems (TMS), Inventory Controls, and Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) were also me?tioned. 

The respondents overall felt that organizational membership was number 4 on the priority list. Examples of 
important organizations listed in alphabetical order included: 

• American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS) http://www.apics.org 
• American Society of Transportation and Logistics (ASTL) 
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• Council of Logistics Management (CLM) 

http://www.clml.org 
• Institute for Supply Management (ISM) 

http://www.napm.org/ 
• The National Industrial Transportation League (NITL) 

http://www.nitl.org 
• Warehousing Education and Resource Council (WERC) 

http://www.werc.org 
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Respondents also listed the following areas as qualities that are important for a graduate in a logistics program: 
• Motivated to work internationally 
• Language training 
• Nuts and bolts knowledge of the subject 
• Presentation Skills 
• Simulation Skills 
• Great business sense and creativity 

GLOBAL LOGISTICS COURSE INPUTS 
After reviewing the textbooks and looking at the topics that are covered, it was noticed that some areas that were 
discovered in the survey are not covered in current textbooks. The following results are a sample of the items that 
have been identified and highlighted from our research. Our analysis of the full matrix continues and is not · 
presented here. ;\ccording to our research the following items can be grouped together as follows: 

Group 1: 
1. GlQbal Trading Issues 
2. Customs Regulations 
3. IncoTerms 
4. Shipping Regulations 
5. Contract Issues 

These topics tend to overlap in some degree and are currently covered in the textbooks that were researched. These 
items can be seen in the following chapters of each.textbook: 

• Daniels Text [11: Chapters 9, 17, 18 
• Dornier Text [21: Chapters 3, 7, 9 
• Flaherty Text [31: Ch~pters l, 2 
• Gourdin Text [41: Chapter 11 
• Waters Text [71: Chapters 20-26 
• Wood Text [81: Chapters 3, 12, 13, 17 

Group 2: 
. Information Technology: This area seemed to be an area that was outside the scope of.the first group. Even though 

it is an important area of concern to most of the respondents; it was found that not many textbooks covered this 
particular area. Even if it were discussed it was not discussed in great detail. The chapters to focus on in the books 
for this area are as follows: 

• Daniels Text [11: None 
• Dornier Text [21: Chapters 2, 5, 8, 10 
• Flaherty Text [31: None 
• Gourdin Text [41: Chapter 9 
• Waters Text [71: None 
• Wood Text [8]: None 
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Group 3: 
1. Port Issues 
2. Information Security Issues 
3. Container Security Initiatives 
4. Transportation Security and General Security Management were listed throughout this particular question 

and could not be ranked 

This group seems to be the group that needs the most focus. Even the other areas that were mentionecl such as cross 
cultural issues, forecasting, communication, and multimodal logistics, were not covered effectively in the textbooks. 
This will be a major area of research in continuing studies for the researchers. 

Based upon the research above, the researchers noticed that other areas would need to be included -in order to 
develop a cohesive global logistics course. Journals were researched and it was .found that more useful information 
can be found in the following journals. It is important to note that all materials in these journa_ls may not be free : 

• Harvard Business Review 
http://harvardbusinessonline.hbsp.harvard.edu/b02/en/hbr/hbr home.jhtml 

• Journal of Commerce 
http://www.joc.com/ 

• MIT Sloan Management Review 
http:/ /web.mit.edu/smr/ 

• · Business Week 
http://www.businessweek.com/ 

• · The Far East Economic Review 
http://www.feer.com 

• The Economist 
http://www.economist.com 

Examples of articles that can be used to provide more information in this type of course include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 

• Using postponed manufacturing to reconfigure the supply chain in the desktop personal company industry: 
The case of Taiwan. Chih-Wen Huang, Chi-Pang Lo. International Journal of Management. Poole: Jun 
2003. Vol. 20, Iss. 2, p. 241 (16 pp.) 

• Global logistics perspectives. Anonymous. lie Solutions. Norcross: Mar 2002. · Vol. 34, Iss. 3, p. 15 (1 pp.) 
• The adoption of form postponement strategy in a global logistics system: The case of Taiwanese 

information technology industry. Jyh-Shen Chiou, Lei-Yu Wu, Jason C Hsu. Journal of Business 
Logistics. Oak Brook: 2002. Vol. 23, Iss. 1, p. 107-124 (18 pp.) 

• Recent reform in customs administration. Michael A Haughton, Remi Desmeules. International Journal of 
Logistics Management. Ponte Vedra Beach: 2001. Vol. 12, Iss. 1, p. 65-82 (18 pp.) 

• A Case Study Exploring Acer's Global Logistics and Innovation. Jau-Shin Honi, Ming-Yueh Tarng, Po
Young Chu. Management International. Montreal: Fall 2000. Vol. 5, Iss. No 1, p. 21-30 (10 pp.) 

• Executive insights: Global logistics. Donald J Bowersox, Roger J Calantone. Joµmal oflnternational 
Marketing. Chicago: 1998. Vol. 6, Iss. 4, p. 83-93 (11 pp.) 

• Just-in-time and logistics in global sourcing: an empirical study. Das, Ajay, Handfield, Robert B .. 
International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management. Bradford: 1997. Vol. 27, Iss. 3/4, 
p.244-259 . 

• Strategic production-distribution models: A critical review with emphasis on global supply chain models. 
Vidal, Carlos J, Goetschfllckx, Marc. European Journal of Operational Research. Amsterdam: Apr 1, , 
1997. Vol. 98, Iss. 1, p. 1-18 (18 pp.) 

CONCLUSIONS 
The researchers have identified an ample supply of materials for use in a Global Logistics course. However, more 
work is needed. It is the researcher's future goal to look more deeply into case studies, current cµticles, and other 
textbooks to see what can be found in the areas of group 3 that need more attention. The ultimate outcome·ofthe 
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researchers is to provide a robust Global Logistics course design with the most up-to-date course content available. 
By using the current articles and journals provided, as well as teaching the course topics that are recommended from 
the textbooks, a comprehensive Global Logistics course can be developed. 

As global circumstances change, the global logistics course needs to change accordingly. In this topic area, this 
process will be one that is ongoing. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GLOBAL LOGISTICS SURVEY 
Professors at East Carolina University are researching topic areas that should be covered in a Global 
Logistics Course, as well as overall input from logistical professionals about qualities in a student 
graduating from a logistical program. Since you work in the logistical environment, your input would 

. be greatly appreciated. The survey is strictly anonymous and will not use your name in any way. If 
you are an educator, and you teach in the global logistics area, please send us a copy of your syllabus 
so we can compare topics covered in these types of courses. 

Please take a moment to answer the following questions and email them back to 
pagliaril@mail.ecu.edu or fax them to 252-328-1618. These responses are needed no later than Friday, 
September 17th ! Thank you in advance for your help in this matter. 

1. Does your company currently receive or ship items internationally? 
Yes No 

l(a). If you answered NO to question number 1, do you anticipate or do you have plans to 
begin receiving/shipping on an international basis? Otherwise, go to question 2. 

Yes No 

1 (b ). If you answered YES to question number 1, what do you see as your biggest challenge 
in the area of Global Logistics? .Please. specify whether it involves receiving or shipping? 

2. Please look at the list below and number, in order of importance, the areas that should be covered 
in a Global Logistics course? 

Transportation Security 
General Security Management 
Global Trading Issues 
Customs Regulations 
Information Security Issues 
Port Issues 
Shipping Regulations 
Container Security Initiatives 
IncoTerms 
Contract Issues 
Information Technology 
Other (please list and number items below) 

3. What software packages are you currently using at your facility to help with logistical issues? 
CAPS Logistics 
Manugistics 
Oracle 
Other (please list below) 

4. Of the following, please list in order the qualities that are important for a graduate in a Logistic;s 
program? 

Software Knowledge (please list type(s) below) 

Logistics Certifications (please list exatn:ples below) 

Previous Work History/Internship Experience 
Organizational Membership and Involvement 
Other 
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3 
4 
5 
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7 
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9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 . 
18 

19 

20 
21 
22 
23 

24 

25 
26 

APPENDIX2 

Strate ic view of SCM 
Changing Scope and Direction: Managing 
the Su 1 Chain 
New Directions in Lo istics 
Future trends in SCM 
F ormulatin Lo istics strate 
Beyond Supply Chain Integration: 

ortunities for Com etitive Advanta e 
Thinkin strate icall about SCM 
Judging Performance of SCM 

Retailer-Supplier Partnerships 

Time Com ression in the SC 
Benchmarkin 
SC Process Re-engineering and Enterprise 
A lications 

Can Efficient Logistics Reduce Transport 
Ener Demand? 
Logistics in City Centres: A Planning and 
Polic Dilemma 
Develo in Global Lo istics 
Internationalization of lo istics in the UK 
Global strate 
Developments in Western European 
lo istics strate ies 
Logistics Strategies for Central and Eastern 
Euro e 

· Lo istics Strate ies for North America 
Route-to-Market for Western Consumer
Goods in Asia 

a es 
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Overview 
Government Interest & Involvement 

The Ocean Liner Contract System 

International Air Trans ortation 
Surface Transport to and from Ports, and to 
and from Canada and Mexico 
Sea orts, Ai orts, Canals and Tunnels 
International Logistics Functions and 
Intermediaries 
Terms of Sale and Pa ent 
Documentation and Irisurance 
Logistics of Export Product Movement 

International Sourcin 
Lo istics of Famine Relief 
Role of lo istics in international SCM 
Future· Iss~es in International Lo istics 



2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

14 

16 
17 
18 

19 

20 
21 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

International Business: An Overview 

The Cultural Environments Facin Business 
The Political and Legal Environments 
Facin Business 
The Economic Environment 
International Trade Theo 
Government Influence on Trade 
Regional Economic Integration and 
Coo erative A eements 
Factor Mobility and Foreign Direct 
Investment 
The Forei -Exchan e Market 
The Determination of Exchange Rates 

Government Attitudes Toward Foreign 
Direct Investment 
International Business Negotiations and 
Di lomac · 
Coun Evaluation and Selection 
Collaborative Strate ies 
Control Strate ies 
Marketin 
Ex ort and Im ort Strate ies 
Global Manufacturing and Supply Chain 
Mana ement 
Multinational Accounting and Tax 
Functions 
The Multinational Finance Function 
Human Resource Mana ement 

Customer Service 

stems 

stems· 
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Global Operations and Logistics: Evolution 
and Desi 
The Strate ic Framework 
The Globalization of Operations Strategies 

Global Marketin Strate · es 
Su lier Network Develo ment 
Ph sical Distribution 
Global Supply Chain Management 

Logistics Network Design for Global 
erations 

Risk Mana ement in Global O erations 
Information Management for Global 
Lo istics 
Performance Measurement and Evaluation in 
Global Lo istics 
Organizational Structures for Global 
Lo istics Excellence 
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ENABLING FLEXIBLE BUSINESS PROCESSES FOR REAL-TIME ENTERPRISE THROUGH 
CORDYS BUSINESS COLLABORATION PLATFORM 

Michael Sanders, Kenneth Morrison, Sanju Patro, Charles White 
Kettering University 

ABSTRACT 
Optimizing industry supply chain has primarily been in the context of improving the operations and communications 
of individual member organizations (i.e., suppliers and customers) within the supply chain system. This has been 
the natural extension of intemal organizational optimization efforts that are normally departmentalized assuming 
that improving the departments will result in improving the organization. As such, in an industry supply chain · 
mainly the OEMs or the _focal company takes the lead role in optimizing its business processes while demanding 
efficiency and effectiveness improvement from all its suppliers and customers. However, the literature with its 
overwhelming cases indicates that partial optimization does not normally result in the whole system improvement. 

Furthermore, the inevitable globalization of production systems has created a deeper set .of problems for most 

OEMs, as they have severely realized that seamless transferring of information and data in real time through the 

channels of supply chain is nearly impossible. As a result, any delay in obtaining and responding to the customer 

and or supplier information and data causes higher cost in the final outcome of all entities within an industry supply 

chain. The main factor contributing to the impossibility of real time transference of information and data throughout 

a supply chain and for that matter, even throughout all departments within an ent_erprise, has been sited to difference 

among business application systems utilized to run business processes of enterprises. A promising solution has been 

proposed to make a stand-alone layer - an application platform, which can adapt to the variety of homegrown legacy 

systems as well as to all off-the shelf business software applications assuring a real-time information and data 

transfer among all enterprises inter- and intra- supply chain. ·This.paper introduces a newly developed Business 

Collaboration Platform called Cordy that enables enterprise application s?lutions to be easily defined, managed, and 

interact with other applications solutions in different enterprises W eh Services tec~ologies. 

INTRODUCTION 
In late 1980s and early 1990s the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application solutions became widely 

introduced to all businesses promising state-of-the-art solutions to all business needs. Numerous organizations spent 

millions of dollars purchasing and implementing variety of complex ERP systems in their businesses. According to 

the literature (Sanders, et al 1999), the implementation of ERP systems only was only partially successful, leaving 

organizations to lean back on their legacy system for continuing to rim their operations. As a result a couple of new 

problem were generated: (1) to continue harboring a very complex ERP system in the organization that required 

constant care and (2) to make the different systems within the enterprise to talk to one-another and to the newly 

. partially implemented ERP system. 

Up to date, there has been a hand full of consorted efforts by several organizations to help solve the second problem. 

For example, in 200_1 Ford Motors and Automotive Industry.Action Group (AIAG) with a grant from National 

Science Foundation (NSF) attempted to present a solution for interaction among different application software 

deployed in various ~upplier companies within Ford's supply chain. So far, they have not been able to achieve this 
goal. 

We must also note that the true reason for jumping on the ERP wagon was not as much competition based as it was 

due to the production system trends and customer demand ·behavior. Figure 1 illustrates the trend in increasing 

capabilities benefits in the enterprises. 
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With Customers 
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Optimization Integration Collaboration 

Figure 1 Increasing Capabilitie_s BeQefits of an Enterprise 

As depicted in Figure 1, enterprises are continuously taking necessary measures to increase their capabilities in order 

to .gain competitive advantage and benefits. There are three paradigm observed: 

1) Focus on optimization within business activities in an enterprise 

2) Focus on optimization on business functions via business functions integrating functionalities among 

departments, business units and or division 

3) Focus on optimization on business practices between separate enterprises, e.g:, customers and suppliers 

through collaborative activities 

The interaction among groups of organizations, people, applications, and processes that constantly require reducing 

their activity and operational costs has become the main focus of OEMs after introduction· of the Internet. One 

alternative is to consolidate all efforts and redesign production processes. However, this is a very costly practice 

and requires a long_ time. The other alternative is to use the technology developed by Cordys Corporation and is a 

web service application that can be utilized in the Internet without a need for capital purchase. 

REAL-TIME ENTERPRISE 
Real-Time Enterprises (RTE) require expanded business application functionality, supported by Service-Oriented 

Information technology architecture. They also require changes in manual processes activities and metrics (built 

upon Service-Oriented Architecture and other best-in-class services-based business applications) to ·be assessed and 

measured. Cordys BCP (Business Collaboration Platform) provides a Service-Oriented Architectural framework 

based on Web Services that enables enterprises to integrate, orchestrate, monitor, and improve key business 

processes and mission critical applications. A few of the characteristics of a real-time enterprise indicate that these 

organizations are committed to: 

• Electronic communication within the Value Chain 

• . Faster interaction, more real-time processes 

• Multi-platform integration 

• Measuring operational excellence through process metrics 
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There are additional traits that separate real-time enterprise from a lagged-enterprise. In the context of production 

systems, a time-lagged enterprise is usually operating purely based on a forecasted schedule and is often known 

operating a push system. IN contrast, a real-time enterprise presses upon~ pull system approach and aims at 

removing all non-value-added elements that pause business processes. As a leading developer of web services

based busihess solutions, Cordys delivers an enterprise-class, standards-based development and deployment 

platform and a new generation of process-enhancing applications enabling a real-time enterprise to maintain all its 

pull oriented business objectives. Additionally, Cordys enables organizations to extend the value and life of their 

enterprise applications and to develop rich new process-centric functionalities in line with the spirit of continuous 

improvement philosophy. 

CORDYS BUSINESS COLLABORATION PLATFORM (BCP) 
Cordys BCP (Business Collaboration Platform) provides a state-of-the-art ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) that is able 

to adequately support mission critical applications through the extended Enterprise. Cordys Business Collaboration 

Platform has been completely architected using Web Services standards (no legacy). Cordys BCP offers real value 

by enabling enterprises to: 

• Maintain visibility of transactional and business flows in real-time across the organization's extended 

network 

• Enable secure collaboration with business partners 

• Reduce the need to keep replacing IT solutions 

• Easily integrate key legacy systems beyond original scope of your current IT infrastructure 

• Enable the adoption of new technologies as they arrive without re-engineering 

One of the leading characteristics of Cordys Business Collaborati_on Platform is its ability to align the technology 

infrastructure with an organization's on-going business needs. By closing the gap between an organization's 

business processes and the necessary support of the IT infrastructure ( diminishing Business Laten.cy), Cordys BCP 

allows companies to adapt to change more quickly. Cordys BCP ensures data and transaction integrity among 

combined applications ( strong support for exposing_ legacy applications as key services for the enterprise) while 

bridging the gap between synchronous and_ asynchronbus information domains. Figure 2 outlines the high level 

architecture of Cordys BCP. 
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Figure 2 Cordys Business Collaboration Platform Architecture 

As illustrated in Figure 2, there are basically four components to Cordys BCP: 

1) Integrator - enables all intra / inters enterprise applications to become exposed as Web Services using 

industry standards (e.g. SOAP, XML, LDAP, WSDL). This includes both new and existing (i.e., legacy) 

applications, as well as systems that have been architected to comply with either a" .NET" or "J2EE" 

framework. Once applications become services, Cordys Business Integrator can also be leveraged to 

provide integration, establish a corporate-wide framework for collaboration, and through the use of Cordys 

Orchestrator these services-based systems can then become part of company-wide business processes 

involving: people, applications, departmental units, business partners, other business processes. 

2) Orchestrator - meets the process management requirements of enterprise adopting these real time 

strategies. It enables modeling, deployment, monitoring and management of Real-Time Collaborative 

Business Processes. Based on Service-Oriented Architecture, the Orchestrator seamlessly handles business 

processes spread across data source~, applications and enterprises. The key capabilities provided by the 

Orchestrator are: 

a. Open standards (Business Process Modeling Language) based business process modeling and 

execution 

b. Real-Time monitoring ofbusiness processes 

c. Business rules framework with configurable logic 

d. Object management infrastructure 

e. Business event monitoring and real time alerts 
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f. # Data transformation 

g. Support for human intervention in processes 

h. Inter-enterprise process execution 

3) Portal-the end game in the journey towards Real-Time Enterprise is higher information transparency and 

improved decision making leading to superior business performance. These are ever-pertinent objectives 

that business managers are striving to achieve using state-of-the-art technologies, tools and techniques. 

Meeting these requirements, the Portal acts as the Business Performance Management framework of 

choice. The Portal provides Web Services-based integrated framework for real-time business performance 

monitoring, analysis and management, leveraging the aggregated information from Real-Time 

Collaborative Processes. The key features of Portal are: 

a. Completely based on open and secure Web Services infrastructure 

b. Suite of business intelligence capabilities 

c. Suite of business analysis capabilities 

d. Collaborative communication tools 

e. Real-time business event monitoring and alerting 

f. Workspace personalization 

g. Wizard driven content development 

·h. Value-added and real-time data aggregation 

Enterprises are starting to transform themselves from vertically integrated organizations focused on optimizing 

internal enterprise functions to more .agile, core-competency-based entities that :strive to position the enterprise 

optimally within the supply chain and the value network (Gartner Group, 2003). In order to maximize the potential 

of conducting business over a global and open network, the industry is rapidly relying on widely available Service

Oriented architectures. In fact, the wide-availability of the Internet more naturally fits an ecosystem of web-based 

software and enterprise provided services; a network of nodes that can each provide in a reliable fashion one or more 

business services to any other participant of the network. 

THE NEXT STEP 
Currently Cordys system has been introduced in the market and numerous OEMs have begun using it. There is a 

serious need in organizations to hire newly engineering and management graduates who have been exposed to the 

latest technological advancements and tools. At the top of the list, the need for immediate reduction in fm:ther 

investment on technology and new applications without the complete use of current appiic~tions in the enterprises is 

clear. Because Cordys technology is available on the Internet, the users do not need to invest in costly hardware or 

full implementation.of this technology on their site. In fact, -users are encouraged to utilize Cordys via the Internet 

and only pay a minimal monthly fee for complete use of the BCP platform in the company. 

Cordys technology is also available for educational purposes, as more and more universities are introducing 

technologies that assure faster and more effective solutions without a requ~ement of heavy investment. At this 

stage, Cordys can be obtained free of charge by the Universities who are established and/or plan to increase their 

research and academic activities in the areas of web service application and hi-tech solutions. For this specific 

University activity purpose, ·cordys has created an organization called "c-Tunes" whose mission is to bring 

communities of Universities, Companies, and individuals together into an age of collaborative businesses. For more 
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information we invite the readers to contact the author who is the authorized entity for donating this technology to 
the Universities. 
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ABSTRACT 
Last year at this conference, we presented analytical solutions using Excel Solver and ARENA for the pure 4-tier 
problem where all material goes through each intermediate point. The four tiers are suppliers, assemblers, 
distribution centers, and customers. The earlier paper suggested extension to the two-product case. This paper · 
extends the formulation to the 2 commodity with assembly case - a significant extension because constraints are 
introduced that makes the formulation imminently practical. The newer formulation models the demand side as a 
pull system, driven by the end-user customer demand data. The paper includes the formulation for the simplest case 
using LINDO, and introduces an Excel Solver spreadsheet solution from Cliff Ragsdale books, in addition to the 
formulation from last year. Whereas the Excel Solver transshipment solution introduced last year only permits less 
than 200 adjustable cells in the transshipment solution, the new "Ragsdale" formulation is useful for large problems. 

INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1 shows a 4-tier supply chain management (i.e., SCM) system. The discussion in last year's paper at this 
conference (ref 1) presented a formulation as a transshipment problem, demonstrating the use of Excel Solver for the 
solution. We will now repeat that formulation as a starting point. 

Suppliers Distribution Customers 

St. Louis Pittsburgh NYC 
Figure 1. One Commodity. 4-tier SCM Problem 

This paper will start with a one commodity problem, showing the formulation and solution. Then_a second one 
commodity problem will be solved. Then the two-commodity problem with assembly will be solved. Finally, the 
most interesting problem, where each commodity plus assembly have product differentiation will be solved, 
concluding the paper. 

Figure 2 shows the costs, supplier capacities, and customer demands for the first one commodity problem. 
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Figure 2. Data for One Commodity 4-tier SCM Problem 

Using the transshipment formulation described last year, Figure 3 shows the minimum cost solution to the first one 
commodity problem, using Excel Solver. 

Figure 3. Excel Solver Transshipment Solution to 4-tier Commodity 1 SCM Problem 
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This problem can also be solved using the LINDO linear programming software, the LINGO network optimizing 
software, and Management Scientist software, to name a few. These formulations may get unwieldy when the 
complexity of variations within commodities and assemblies, as discussed later in this. paper, are added. 

The dual prices in Figure 5 give indications of the sensitivity of the variables. Given the network formulation shown 
in the top half of Figure 3, Management Scientist, using the Transportation module, arrives at the same minimum 
cost and allocation pattern. Moreover, Management Scientist can use the Lindo formulation shown at the top of 
Figure 5 to solve the problem as a linear programming problem. Another Excel Solver formulation for this 11 node 
problem from the Ragsdale book (ref. 2) is shown in Figure 6. 

While the solution using the formulati.on presented last year is very intuitive, the Excel Solver might be limited to 
about 200 adjustable cells, so has limited application to .larger problems. For larger problems, the authors favor the 
formulation shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. "Ragsdale" Formulation and Solution to the 4-tier Commodity 1 SCM Problem 
,.-, . 

Now let us consider a second commodity. Figure 5 shows the network structure. The Commodity 1 suppliers are 
replaced by Commodity 2 suppliers. The network from the manufacturer through the distributors to the cµstomers 
remains the same. The total supply must balance the known demand. 
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Customers 

Nashville Pittsburgh NYC 
Figure 5. 4-tier, Commodity 2 4-tier SCM Problem 

Figure -6 shows the transportation c~sts and supplies and demands for commodity 2. · 
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Figure 6. Data for Commodity 2 4-tier SCM Problem 

Figure 7 shows the Excel Solver solution for the commodity 2 problem described in Figures 5 and 6 using the ' 
transshipment formulation discussed last year. 
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_ Figure 7. Excel Solver Solution to Commodity 2 Four-tier SCM Problem 

Here again, Figure 8 shows that the new formulation using the "Ragsdale" transshipment fomiulation shows that the 
solution is identical to that shown in Figure 7. , 

Figure 8. "Ragsdale" Formulation and Solution to the Four-tier Commodity 2 SCM Problem 

The problem when commodity 1 and commodity 2 are combined in an assembly and shipped to distribution centers 
and beyond comes from the following fact: 
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When the commodities are considered separately, the flows from the manufacturer/assembly nodes to the 
distribution nodes and fr9m the distribution nodes to the customer are different between commodity I and 
commodity 2. 

In a practical sense, the optimum allocation pattern for commodity I suggests a different flow of assembled product 
than does the optimum allocation pattern for commodity 2. Hence one or neither is correct. This enigma now can 
be solved by solving the integrated commodity 1- commodity 2- assembly problem. The flows in that solution will 
be the lowest-cost corporate ( or enterprise) allocation pattern. Then the corporate decisions for the c6mmodity I 
supplier and commodity 2 supplier will be based on a global optimum, not local optimums obtained using a 
transportation solution. Figure 9 introduces the third variable, namely the assembly operation. 

Assembly 
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Atl 
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Figure 9. Data for Four-tier, Assembly SCM Problem· 

In large measure, this formulation is demand data-driven, like a pull system. To illustrate this, consider a customer 
who wants a particular mix of 2 commodities, each with 3 options, with a choice of 3 assembly types. Table I 
shows how the customer might want IO end-products. · 

a e ro T bl 1 10 P d ucts ti ora lvnothetlca H . IC ustomer 
Product Commodity I Commodity2 Assembly Choice 

I pl Q2 v2 
2 p3 q3 v3 
3 p2 ql v2 
4 p2 ql v2 
5 pl Q2 vl 
6 p3 q3 v3 
7 p2 q3 v2 
8 

. . pl q2 vl 
9 pl ql v3 
10 p2 ql v2 

This customer wants commodity I products with a mix of 4 pis, 4 p2s, and 2 p3s. Also, the customer wants a mix 
of 4 qls, 3 q2s, and 3 q3s. Finally, the mix of the assemblies is 2 assembly type vis, 5 type v2s, and 3 type v3s. 
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The key point is that the customer wants 10 products, so the sums of the demands for commodity 1, commodity 2, 
and assemblies are equal, namely 10. 

From this observation, if the 3 end-user customers desire 130, 180, and 190 products respectively, then the totals for 
commodity 1, commodity 2, and assemblies for each customer will be 130, 180, and 190, respectively. This point is 
illustrated in Figure 10. Even though the product mixes vary widely, still the total demands for Los Angeles are 130 
commodity ls, 130 commodity 2s, and 130 assemblies. Similarly, the total demands for Miami and New York City 
are 180 of each, and 190 of each, respectively. 

Customer Demands 

Customer v1 v2 v3 
Los Angeles 30 85 15 35 55 40 
Miami 50 70 60 75 75 30 50 60 70 
New York City 125 30 35 60 55 75 05 50 35 

Figure 10. End-user Product Demands for All Commodities and Asemblies 

This observation simplifies the formulation somewhat, since it permits a tidy network formulation such as shown in 
Figure 11, which represents only commodity 1 for end-user customers l:,os Angeles, Miami, and New York City. 
The node numbers shown are for the 75-node formulation which will be presented next. 
The matching of supply with demand presents an interesting challenge. Not on,ly must total supply match total 
demand, but also the number of units supplied of, say version p3 _of commodity lmust be consistent so that all 
products demands are met. 

This balancing act of supply allocations means that each value must be large enough to satisfy demand, yet small 
enough to fit within limits set for each supplier. Of course, ifno practical allocation pattern can be found, then the 
demand cannot be met. 
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190 

Figure 11. Commodity 1 Partial Network Structure for End-users 

There are similar network structures for Commodity 2 (i.e., nodes 41 to 52) and Assembly (i.e., nodes 64 to 75). 
Table 2 shows the numbering system for the 75-node formulation. 

a e xn ana 10n or e - o e T bl 2 E I f fi th 75 N d F I f ormu a 10n 
Nodes Definition/Explanation 
1 to 9 Commodity 1 Supply nodes for Chicago, Louisville, and St. Louis 
10,11 Commodity 1 Assembly for Detroit and Houston 

12 to 14 Commodity 1 Distributors Atlanta, Phoenix, and Pittsburgh 
15 to 17 Commodity 1 Customers LA, Miami, and NYC 
18 to 26 Commodity 1 End-user demand nodes 
27 to 35 Commodity 2 Supply nodes for Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Nashville 

36,37 Commodity 2 Assembly for Detroit and Houston 
38 to 40 Commodity 2 Distributors Atlanta, Phoenix, and Pittsburgh 
41 to 43 Commodity 2 Customers LA, Miami, and NYC 
44 to 52 Commodity 2 End-user demand nodes 
53 to 58 Assembly Supply nodes for Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Nashville 

59,60 Assembly Assembly for Detroit and Houston 
61 to 63 Assembly Distributors Atlanta, Phoenix, and Pittsburgh 
64 to 66 Assembly Customers LA, Miami, and-NYC 
67 to 75 Assembly End-user demand nodes 

The final remaining problem is the one where we need to constr~~n the flows from assembly to distribution to 
customer to be identical flow values. That is, the assemblies are units that are comprised of commodity types and 
assembly type. Using the Excel Solver, these 15 arc flows are forced to have the same values. Once this final 
problem was solved, a solution was obtained using the Ragsdale presented earlier, with the formulation extended to 
constrain the flows to be equal. Figure 12 shows the flow solution for co_mmodity 1. 
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Figure 14 The Flow Solution for Assembly 

As the reader can see, the flow values are the same for commodity 1, commodity 2, ·and assemblies for each of the 
solutions in Figures 12, 13, and 14. 

The mission of solving this important reasonably difficult problem has been achieved. 

SUMMARY 
This paper has extended the formulation of the four-tier SCM problem to the 2 commodity' with assembly case 
Whereas the Excel Solver transshipment solution introduced previously only permited less than 200 adjustable cells 
in the transshipment solution, the new "Ragsdale" formulation is more useful for large problems. 

REFERENCES 
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ABSTRACT 
Last year at this conference, we presented analytical solutions using Excel Solver for the pure 4-tier (i.e., suppliers, 
assemblers, distribution centers, and customers) problem where all material goes through each intermediate point 
(1). The paper also included extension to the two-product case, and presented two separate formulations of the 
optimum solution. No discussion of an ARENA animation was included. This paper extends this effort, 
demonstrating how named ranges in EXCEL provides a smooth transition to ARENA animation. 

INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1 shows a configuration of a four-tier Supply Chain Management network involving three suppliers, four 
plants, two2 warehouses, and two customers. 

Suppliers Plants Warehouses 

Figure 1. One Commodity. 4-tier SCM Problem 

Figure 2 shows the unit costs for the three shipments, namely 
• The three s~ppliers to the four plants 
• The four plants to the two warehouses, and 
• · The two warehouses to the two customers. 
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Suppliers to Plants 
Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant4 

Supplier 1 54 55 49 36 
Suoolier 2 28 41 47 38 
Supplier 3. 47 39 48 59 

Plants to Warehouses 
Warehouse 1 Warehouse 2 

Plant 1 38 49 
Plant 2 34 27 
Plant 3 44 50 
Plant 4 43 39 

Warehouses to Customers 
Customer 1 Customer 2 

Warehouse 1 32 49 
Warehouse 2 46 40 

Figure 2. Unit Cost Data for 4-tier SCM Problem 

Supply capacities for the three suppliers are taken to be 149, 144, and 207, respectively. Demands for the two 
customers are taken to be 228 and 272, respectively. This is a balanced transportation problem, since the total 
supplier capacity equals the demand of 500. Therefore the supplies and demands of the six transshipment points are 
equal to the system capacity of 500. Figure 3 shows the transshipment formulation and solution for this problem, 
using the formulation from reference 1. 

. . . l Pla~t1 : Plant 2 , I ~ lant 3 l Plant 4 ; \,i areh~useT j \,/~rehouse 2 J Custom•r 1 .1 Customer 2 l S~p lies .... ... , .•.. .., 

§ _~pplier1 54 55 49 , 36 99999 99999 99999 99999 149 l 

~J?plier2 28 41 47 38 99999 .. 99999 99999 99999 144 ! 
~ plier3 47 39 48 , 59 99999 99999 99999 99999 207 f 
Plant1 0 , 99999 99999 , · 99999 38 49 . 99999 , 99999 500 ; 

······ ···"' ···· ·· 
Plant2 99999 .. 0 . 99999 . 99999 34 27 99999 99999 500 · i 
Plant3 . 99999 .. 99999 . . 0 ; .. 99999 44 50 99999 99999 500 ! 
Plant4 99999 ·. 99999 99999 . 0 ,43 39 99999 . 99999 500 . ! 

Warehouse 1 · . • 99999 , · · 99999 · 99999 '· 99999 0 . , .. 99999 , ,' , 32 · 49 500 t . 

Warehouse 2 99999 . 99999 . · 99999 · · 99999 · · 99999 0 46 .40 500 ' 
Demands : ' ,. ! " 500 , , -500 , 1 . , 500 , · ,, , 500 , . ~,. .'. 500 500 ., - L 228 , J: ,. 272 

' j 
' 

~ plier1 0 0 0 149 0 . 0 0 0 ~- .149 . ; 149 

1Plant1 l Plant2 i Plant3 'Plant4 ' Warehouse 1 : \,/ arehouse 2 l Customer ~ · i·customer 2 · i Su_e • lies 1 Moved 

§~pplier2 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 144 i 144 
~':Jpplier 3 0 207 0 0 0 0 0 0 207 207 
Plant1 356 0 0 0 144 0 0 0 500 500 
Plant2 0 293 0 0 0 207 . 0 0 500 '· . 500 

Plant3 0 0 500 : · .. .·. -. 0 0 0 0 0 500 r 500 

Plant4 0 0 0 351 . 84 65 0 . 0 500 l 500 

Warehouse1 0, 0 ,0 O_,, , 272 0 .228 , 0 500 l 500 
Warehouse 2 · .. · . 0 . 0 0 o·_ 0 .. 228 0 . 272 500 \ 500 
Demands ' 500 ! 500 j 500 : 'J 500 500 · _500 ! , 228 272 i ! 

MoYed 1 500 1 500 l.. 500 500 500 500 · 228 272 ·( ! l · .. -.............. -.. -~-- --·-·· 

52'853 j 

Figure 3. EXCEL Solver Transshipment Solution to 4-tier SCM Problem 

Prior to the use of named cells, the formulation using the EXCEL Solver was cryptic, as evidenced in Fi~e 4. 
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Figure 4. EXCEL Solver Window Without Named Ranges 

For the EXCEL Solver setup, the objective function is 
=SUMPRODUCT(B4:l12,B17:l25), 

but using named ranges for Costs and Assignments, the objective function becomes 
=SUMPRODUCT(Costs,Assignments) or even easier, the objective function cell is called Total Cost, 

which is much more intuitive. 

Figure 5 shows the EXCEL Solver Parameters box when the "named ranges" are used. It is clear that the 
computations are much easier to understand than the "old way" shown in Figure 4. 

Figure S. EXCEL Solver Window Using Named Ranges ' 

Also discussed in reference 1 is how the same problem can be solved using the transshipment formulation given in 
Ragsdale(3). This formulation is shown in Figure 6. 
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Once again, the EXCEL Solver window shown in Figure 7 is fairly cryptic. 

' 
Figure 7. EXCEL Solver Window Without Named Ranges, Ragsdale Formulation 

On the other hand, when the named ranges for 
• FromNodes 
• ToNodes 
• SuppDemand 
• ShipQuantities 
• UnitCosts, and 
• Total Cost 

Are used, the EXCEL Solver Window becomes much easier to under'stand, as demonstrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. EXCEL Solver Window Using Named Ranges, Ragsdale Formulation 

Figure 9 shows the ARENA logic for the first transshipment formulation. 
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Figure 9. ARENA Animation for Transshipment Formulation 

Figure 10 shows the ARENA logic for the same formulation'. The animation portion is shown in the lowe;-right 
section. · 

The ARENA animation is accomplished by defming three supplier stations, four plant stations, two wareh6use 
stations, and two customer stations. The CREATE blocks create .entities equal to the supplier capacities. A 
DECIDE block is used to send the percentage of entities to the following stations based· on the assignment data read 
from .the EXCEL Solver model. For example, Figure 3 shows that all the material from Supplier three goes to Plant 
two, so the percentages of material from Supplier three would be 0%, 100%, 0%, and 0%, thus sending material 
only to Plant two. Using VBA, the. ARENA animation could.be generated automatically_ if desired. 
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Figure 10. ARENA Logic for Transshipment Formulation 

To accomplish the EXCEL/ ARENA interface, 
• Recordset 1 has the Supplier supplies and assignments from Supplier one to the four plants 
• Recordset 2 has the Supplier supplies and assignments from Supplier two to the four plants 
• Recordset 3 has the Supplier supplies and assignments from Supplier three to the four plants 
• Recordset 4 has the assignments from Plant one to the hvo warehouses 
• Recordset 5 has the assignments from Plant one to the ·two warehouses 
• Recordset 6 has the assignments from Plant three to the two warehouses 
• Recordset 7 has the assignments from Plant four to the two warehouses 
• Recordset 8 has the assignments from Warehouse one to the two customers, and 
• Recordset 9 has the assignments from Warehouse two to the two customers. 

Figure 11 shows the ARENA window for reading in the data from the EXCEL Solver solution for the optimum 
assignment pattern. The ARENA read/write blocks are the top-most row in the ARENA picture Figure 10. 

Recordset2 
Recordset 3 · · 
Recordset4 
Recordset 5 
Recordset 6 

Figure 11. ARENA Window for Reading Recordsets 1 to 9 

This methodology permits a smooth transition from the formulation using unit costs to the optimum (i.e., lowest
cost) solution using EXCEL Solver and then the solution is automat~cally setup for the ARENA animation. 

If the Ragsdale formulation were used for this problem, only two rows of data would be required, namely the 
assignments and the supply capacities (the demand occurs automatically) inst~ad of the nine rows when the 
transshipment matrix formulation is used. 
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SUMMARY 
The objective of this paper was to describe how the EXCEL Solver can be used for a one-commodity cost 
minimization using either of two formulations, and then a smooth transition to ARENA animation is achieved using 
named ranges. 
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MAKING E-PROCUREMENT HAPPEN: UNDERSTANDING THE FACTORS THAT DRIVE 
ADOPTION AND SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION 

Pattarawan Prasarnphanich and Brian D. Janz 
The University of Memphis 

ABSTRACT 
An understanding of underlying factors that contribute to organizations' decision on an adoption of e-procurement is 
necessary in order to assist the organizations to develop effective strategies for implementation of e-procurement 
systems and for convincing their trading partners to implement the systems and gain shared benefits . . To respond 
this issue, the five factors are identified as the major factors directly influencing organizations' e-procurement 
adoption intention and indirectly affecting organizations' e-procurement adoption behavior. The four factors that 
have hypothetically positive impacts on adoption intention are perceived benefits, perceived ease of use, external 
pressure, and facilitating conditions. The other factor is perceived risk, which negatively affects organizations ' 
adoption intention. A model encompassing these five factors and their corresponding types of relationship withe
procurement adoption intention and adoption behavior is also developed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Currently, since companies are encountering an increasingly coinpetitive pressure in today's electronic environment, 
information technology has become a viable tool for companies to operate their businesses and gain a competitive 
edge. With an advent of the Internet, th~ Internet-enabled technology has significantly changed the way companies 
conduct businesses, and provided effective and efficient means for corporate operations. Procurement is one of the 
most important activities in supply chain that can be managed to become a value-adding activity to companies ' 
value chain. One of the business-to-business e-commerce marketplaces that is growing rapidly is electronic 
procurement ( e-procurement). Due to a prohibitive investment in an EDI system, flexibility and affordability of an 
internet-based procurement make the internet-based procurement a better alternative for businesses, especially small 
and medium sized companies which can not afford a huge amount of investment in EDI. The Business-to-Business 
(B2B) e-commerce is the fastest growing economic trend today. According to Gartner Group survey, the internet
based transactions will grow to $1.3 trillion by 2003, two-thirds of which is expected to be B2B. The projected 
compound annual growth rate for the B2B e-commerce market from 1998 to 2003 is 90% (O'Brien, 2000). 

An understanding of factors that influence buyers' and suppliers' adoption of the electronic procurement is required 
for a firm to develop strategies to align and manage business resources with an attempt to take advantages of the e
procurement system. Since e-procurement needs to be in place for both buyer and supplier sides to create values to 
each other sides and eventually to an entire supply chain, an identification of factors contributing buyers' and 
suppliers' an intention to adopt and usage or adoption of the e-procurement is critical. The primary purpose of the 
paper is to develop propositions regarding factors influencing a firm's adoption of an e-procurement system and a 
hypothesized model encompassing the factors and their relationships. 

ELECTRONIC PROCUREMENT ORE-PROCUREMENT 
E-purchasing or E-procurement (Electronic purchasing or Electronic procurement) is the use of electronic 
technologies, primarily referring to .Internet-based technologies, to streamline and enable the procurement activities 
of an organization. E-procurement uses the Internet-based technologies to facilitate procurement processes through 
the electronic connection between buyers and suppliers; thus enabling all authorized users within the buying 
organization to directly initiate a purchase in a more efficient and effective manner as compared to the traditional 
procurement. It should be noticed that the use of Internet-based technologies and systems in procureµient does not 
necessarily imply that procurement is actually done over the Internet but instead it means that part offunctiortaliry, 
usually contents and process workflow related is based on Internet technology (Segev, Gebauer, and Farber, 2000). 
The Internet-based technology provides an effective and efficient approach to mange procurement with much low . 
cost as compared to EDI. Significant savings from implementing e-lJrocurement systems can be realized through 
cost reductions, cycle time reductions, improved data management, improved sourcing decisions, increased strategic 
focus of procurement professionals, and automation ofworkflow and approval processes (O'Brien, 2000). 

Based on the Internet technology, buying and selling occur in a website environment. When a buyer is an e
procurement initiator, mostly the web site is maintained and controlled by the buyer, whereas when a supplier is a e-
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procurement initiator, the web site is maintained and control by the supplier. Currently, a new type of market has 
emerged, called a neutral market. The neutral third-party market serves as intermediary to connect buyers and 
suppliers within supply chains. 

TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION 
Researches· have long examined determinants oflT adoption and usage by individuals. Intention-based models, such 
as the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980), the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 
(Ajzen, 1985), the Technology Acceptance Model {TAM) (Davis, 1989; Davis et al. 1989), and the Decomposed 
Theory of Planned Behavior {Taylor and Todd, 1995), have been employed to predict usage and adoption of 
technology innovations. These theories are grounded that behavioral intention is a major determinant of usage 
behavior, and a range of belief factors were identified as contributors to the intention and indirectly influence usage 
behavior. Another line of research examining IT adoption is based on the classical theory of diffusion of 
innovations (Roger, 1983). Roger (1983) proposed five characteristics of innovations; relative advantage, 
compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. Perceptions and adoption of innovations are affected by 
these factors and these factors are determinants of IT adoption (Moore and Benbasat, 1991 ). The theory of diffusion 
of innovations also is found to be pertinent to the adoption of a new innovation for a supply chain (Brown, Brown, 
and Craig, 1981). 

Most of the researches based on the TRA, TPB, TAM, and the diffusion of innovations theory have studied the IT 
adoption at the individual level, while there have been minimal researches explaining IT adoption at the 
organizational level. However, since an organization is a collection of individuals and organizational performance is 
reflected by individual workers in the organization, these intention-based theories and diffusion theory should be . 
appropriately applied to explain IT adoption at the organizational level. 

PROPOSITIONS AND A MODEL OF E-PROCUREMENT ADOPTION 
A proposed model of the e-procurement is based on the intention-based models: According to the intention-based 
models, adoption intention is a direct determinant of adoption behavior. A range of factors and their direction of the 
relationships with the adoption intention are proposed. Perceived -benefits of an e-procurement system, perceived 
ease of use of the system, external pressure, facilitating conditions, and perceived risks ate the major factors that 
hypothetically influence an organization' adoption intention and indirectly lead to adoption behavi~r of an e
procurement system by a firm. 

Perceived Benefits 
The perceived benefit construct of innovations is analogous to relative advantage in the theory of diffusion of 
innovations (Roger, 1983) and to the perceived usefulness in TAM (Davis, 1989). The relative advantage refers to 
the degree to which an innovation provides economic benefits and non-economic benefits that are superior to those 
of its precursor. The perceived usefulness refers to the belief that usage of IT innovations will enhance 
performance. Similarities between the perceived usefulness construct and the relative advantage construct were 
discussed in Moore· and Benbasat (1991). A study by Iacovou, Benbasat and Dext(?r (1995) showed that perceived 
benefits of EDI played a critical role on EDI adoption decision. · 

The perceived benefits of an e-procurement system are classified into direct and indirect benefits. The dir~ct 
·benefits primarily involve cost savings and reduced transactions costs stemming from operational efficiency. 
Significant savings are gained when an efficiency of the whole procurement processes occurs. With e-procurement, 
paperwork is eliminated and information regarding purchasing products is more accessible and accurate. Over the 
Internet, time spent on searching for a product to transaction .execution is tremendously reduced. Inventory levels 
also are lowered due to reduced cycle times. Because the internet-based e-procurement is operated under 
mechanism of internet-based electronic marketplace, it could gain advantages of market efficiency offered by the 
electronic markets. With the electronic market, search costs are low, efficiency of interorganizational transactions 
are increased, and buyers are better informed on their purchasing decisions (Bakos, 1991 ). Buyers enable to locate 
suppliers that better match their needs in an economical manner. 

The indirect benefits refer to opportunities and competitive· advantages. Due to reduced cycle times and reduced 
costs, a firm will be able to quickly offer products or services to customers with competitive prices; resulting in 
increased competitive advantages. The e-procurement allows purchasing department to get way from processing 
procurement requests and spends more time managing suppliers and negotiating volume purchase deals. In addition, 
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elimination of geographical constraints by the Internet technology provides an opportunity to exposure to a broader 
range of customers for a selling firm and to a greater variety of purchasing choices for a buying firm. Coordination 
between buyers and suppliers through an investment in e-procurement would enhance relationships and trusts 
among them and eventually performance for both sides. 

Gebauer and Segev ( 1998) also claimed that small and medium sized organizations tend to perceive the Internet as a 
cheaper approach allowing them to become closer with their suppliers. Therefore, the proposition regarding 
influences of the perceived benefits on e-procurement adoption is: ... , 

Proposition 1: Firms that recognize the benefits of e-procurement are more likely to adopt an e-procurement 
system. 
Or 

The perceived benefits of e-procurement positively influence firms' adoption intention and 
eventually on adoption behavior of e-procurement. 

Perceived Ease of Use 
Perceived ease of use is another belief construct, in addition to perceived usefulness construct, in TAM model 
(Davis, 1989). Perceived ease of use refers to" the degree t<;> which a person believes that using a particular system 
would be free of effort" (Davis, 1989). Buyers are more likely to use and prefer the Internet when they perceive that 
the Internet is effective and.easy to use. (Deeter-Schmelz et al., 2001). The perceived ease of use is analogous to 
complexity, a characteristic of innovations proposed in theory of diffusion of innovations (Roger, 1983 ). While the 
complexity negatively impacts IT usage; the perceived ease of use positively impacts IT usage. Complexity refers to 
the degree to which an innovation is perceived to be difficult to understand and use, and it affects a rate of adoption 
of the innovation (Roger, 1983). The proposition regarding .the perceived ease of use as a factor influencing 
organizations' adoption intention and adoption behavior of e-procurement is: 

Proposition 2 : Firms that perceive an internet-based e-procurement system are easy to use are more likely to adopt 
an e-procurement system. 
Or 
The perceived ease of use has a positive impact on firms' e-procurement adoption intention and 
eventually on adoption behavior. 

External Pressure 
External pressure refers to organizational environments that influence an organization's adoption decision. The 
external pressure is related to the subjective norm construct in the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1985) and 
the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior (Taylor and Todd, 1995). The subjective norm reflects perceptions of 
referents that significantly influence one's behavior. With respect to thee-procurement adoption, trading partners 
and competitors are the major referents that possibly have significant influences on a firm's adoption decision. 
According to the TAM .model (Davis, 1989), the subjective norm does not show a significant role on IT usage; 
therefore, it is not included in the model. However, some researches in organizational setting have determined that 
the subjective norm is a crucial determinant of behavioral intention and IT adoption (Hartwick and Barki, 1994; 
Moore and Benbasat, 1993). Triandis (1971) also argued that social norms influence behavior such that messages 
received from reference groups reflect individuals' perceptions and their subsequent behavior. 

The external pressure to adopt an IT innovation stems from two major sources; 1) competitive pressure and 2) 
pressure by trading partners (lacovou, Benbasat and Dexter, 1995). Competitive pressure.refers to the degree of 
competition in a certain market in which a firm is and to the competitive position in which the firm maintains . . 
When a firm operates in an industry which IT innovation is a critical success, pressure to adopt the innovation is . 
intense. A firm is in a weak position, an IT innovation perhaps are the primary factor to keep the firm survive . . 
Stable or dynamic environment a firni faces also contribute the competitive pressure. · Firms in a dynamic 
environment tend to encounter greater competitive pressure than those in a stable environment. Organizations in a 
dynamic environment are more likely to utilize the Internet technology to assist them manage the uncertainties of 
their procurement requirements than those in a stable environment (Gebauer· and Segev, 1998). 

The pressure excised by trading partners depends on suppliers or buyers gain power over the other. -When the party 
who gains power is an e-procurement initiator, it will impose pressure to the other party to adopt the e-procurement. 
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Finns, which consum~ a large portion o_f their partners' sales, ~merge as powerful partners. Besides the economic 
power, firms c~uld gam power over their partners when the firms have some resources, including expertise and 
~owledge desired b~ the partners ~French and Raven, 1959). The powerful firms will take a leadership role to 
impose pressure and mduce strategies to the dependent partners to adopt an ·e-procurement. Pressure from trading 
partners wh~ are EDI initiators significantly influences small firms to adopt EDI (Iacovou, Benbasat and Dexter, 
1995; Hart and Saunders, 1994). Small businesses that possess a weaker position in the interorganizational 
relationships tend to be vulnerable to influential strategies imposed by their larger partners (Iacovou, Benbasat and 
Dexter, 1995; Saunders and Hart, 1993). 

Types of pressure are classified into incentives and penalties. Strategies to induce partners to adopt an e
procurement system depend on selling or buying side taking a leadership role in interorganizational relationships. 
Incentives offered to suppliers by buying firms as powerful partners include, for instance, increased business, 
increased purchase volume, training, and monetary subsidy. A transaction-specific investment proposed by buying 
firms to selling firms is regarded as the incentive to suppliers, because the investment implies that buying firms will 
maintain the fewer number of suppliers (Clemons et al., 1993). Bakos and Brynjolfsson (1993) argued that 
maintaining fewer suppliers by buyers provide suppliers with an incentive to commit in noncontractible investments, 
since the suppliers gain a greater share of surplus and a greater bargaining power as the number of supplier 
decreases. A long-term contract agreement is another incentive fir suppliers to invest in specific resources (Bakos 
and Brynjolfsson, 1993). Incentives provided by suppliers to buyers include discounts, rebates, and training. 
Gatignon and Robertson (1989) found that the adoption of a new technology by organizations is positively related to 
incentives, such as discounts and educational seminars, provided by suppliers. The support by suppliers plays a 
significant role on buyers' adoption of business-to-business online purchasing (Deeter-Schmelz et al., 2001). 

Penalties or threats imposed by a powerful partner to a dependent partner are; for ·examples, discontinuance of the 
partnership, decreased business, and threat of competition. Dealing with the greater number of suppliers by buyers 
will penalize suppliers with an intensified competitive position and a reduced bargaining power. A buyer who 
heavily rely on its supplier's expertise will be threaten when its supplier discontinues the relationship, primarily due 
to failing to adopt a e-procurement system connecting the two firms' procurement activities. Overall, the 
proposition regarding influences of the external pressure on e-procurement adoption is: 

Proposition 3 : Firms perceiving that they encounter external pressure from either competitive pressure or pressure 
from trading partners are more likely to adopt an e-procurement system. · 
Or 
The perceived external pressure has a positive impact on firms' e ... procurement adoption intention 
and eventually on adoption behavior. 

Facilitating Conditions 
Triandis ( 1979) refers facilitating conditions to provisions of support_ for users to perform a behavior such that an 
availability of resources facilitates ones to perform a behavior, whereas and unavai~ability of resources inhibits them 
to perform a behavior. The facilitating conditions reflect the notion of perceived behavioral control proposed in TPB 
model (Ajzen, 1985, 1991). The perceived behavioral control refers to availability ofresources and opportunities 
required to engage in a behavior or to internal and external constraints on performing a behavior (Ajz~n, 1 ?85, 
1991). , 

Withrespect to this study, the facilitating conditions are composed of three dimensions; 1) financial facilitating 
conditions, 2) technology facilitating conditions, and 3) knowledge facilitating conditions. The availability of 
financial resources and technology resources is defined as organizational readiness influencing the EDI adoption 
(Iacovou Benbasat and Dexter, 1995). Organizational readiness refers to an availability,of organizational resources 
needed f~r adoption. · Iacovou, Benbasat and Dexter (1995)_argued that firms with higher o~ganizational re~di~ess 
(financial readiness and technological readiness) are more hkely to adopt EDI than those with lower orgamzatlonal 
readiness. According to the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior, Taylor and Todd (1995) proposed two 
dimensions of the facilitating conditions construct directly impacting behavioral intention; one dimension relating to 
money and time resources and the other dimension r~lati?g to !echnology compatibility. An abse_nce o!the . . . 
technology resources will hinder firms ·to form adopt10n mte?tions and subseq~e~tly IT usage. Fm~ncial facihtatmg 
conditions refer to availability of financial resources supportmg firms to commit m e-procurement mvestmen~. 
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Small firms tend to lack such financial resources; as a result, inhibiting them to adopt e-procurement, although they 
are aware of benefits of the new technology. 

Technology facilitating conditions reflect availability of technological resources, such as expertise, hardware, back:
end systems, that are compatible with a new e-procurement system. The compatibility issue is analogous to one of 
the five characteristics of innovation diffusion (Rogers, 1983). According to Rogers (1983), compatibility refers to 
the degree to which a new technology is consistent with adopters' existing values and past experiences and the 
compatibility of the new technology affects the rate of adoption. Lack of technological resources may constraint the 
formation of adoption intention and adoption behavior . 

. Knowledge facilitating conditions refer to the degree of knowledge firms possess and, in turn, the level of the 
organizational knowledge is reflected by individual workers' knowledge. Chircu and Kauffman (2000) proposed 
that knowledge barrier is one of several barriers inhibiting the adoption of new technologies. Organizations and 
individual have developed knowledge over time, called an absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinth~l, 1990). An 
absorptive knowledge refers to an ability to recognize the value of a new technology and apply it and the ability is 
constituted from prior knowledge of individuals. An availability of knowledge and absorptive capacity will 
facilitate a firm to form an adoption intention and an adoption behavior. 

The proposition of influences of facilitating conditions on firins' adoption intention and adoption behavior of e
procurement is: 

Proposition 4 : Firms perceiving that they posses facilitating conditions are more likely to adopt an e-procurement 
system. 
Or 
The perceived facilitating conditions have a positive impact on firms' e-procurement adoption 
intention and eventually on adoption behavior. 

Perceived Risk . 
An investment in such an IT innovation as e-procurement involves risks, including switching costs, technological 
uncertainty, and transaction risks. High switching costs stemming a vast amount of investment in e-procurement 
may hinder the adoption. With an interorganizational information system, switching to an alternative system is 
costly due to sunk investments in hardware, software, and related resources (Bakos and Treacy, 1986; Bakos, 1991). 
Firms, which already committed a massive amount of investment in EDI, might be reluctant to switch to e
procurement simply due to the prohibitive switching costs. The use of the Internet technology in procurement 
processes is viewed as a new approach. Uncertainty of the technology is a perceived risk and, as a result, is an 
inhibiting factor for adoption. · 

Such an interorganizational system as the internet-based e-procurement system reveals explicit coordination 
between buyers and suppliers. As explicit coordination increases, transaction risks increase (Clemons and Row, 
1992) .. Transaction risks reflect an exposure of transactions and behavior to other parties (Clemons and Row, 1992; 
Clemons et al., 1993). The problem of privacy and security of information has always attached with the growth of 
the Internet. Since the buying activities and the storage of data occur outside a company's firewall, the activities and 
related transactions are susceptible to be observed by competitors (Porter, 2000). Therefore, the proposition for e
procureinent adoption regarding the perceived risk factor is: 

Proposition 5 : Firms perceiving that an e-procurement system is risky are unlikely to adopt the e-procuretnent 
system. 
Or 
The perceived risk has a negative impact on firms' e-procurement adoption intention and eventually 
on adoption behavior. · 

Figure 1 shows the proposed model that encompasses all five factors influencing organizations' adoption intention 
and adoption behavior of e-procurement, and expresses their relationships according to the propositions discussed 
previously. 
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Figure 1 The ·Proposed Model 

MODEL DISCUSSION 
Although the proposed model is based on the intentioned-based models (TAM, TPB, and Decompose TPB) and the 
attitude construct is one of the major constructs· directly impacting behavioral intention, the proposed model is 
omitted this attitude construct primarily because Davis et al. (1989) found that in workplace settings or 
organizational settings the attitude may not significantly influence intention and usage. The strength of the 
relationships between the five factors and intention varies among organizations. Firms with weaker positio,ns may 
reveal a high intention to adopt an e-procurement system simply because of pressure from trading partners, •without 
an availability of facilitating conditions and an awareness of potential benefits. Small firms possessing expertise 
required for buyers and taking leadership roles in interorganizatinal relationships may form high intentions and then 
adopt an e-procurement system primarily because they realize potential benefits of the system, even though they 
might lack resources facilitating conditions and not encounter any external pressures. However, in general, these 
five factors altogether are believed to be the important determinants of organizations' intention and adoption of e
p,rocurement. 

According to the above discussion that combination of the five factors determines organizations' adoption intention 
and adoption behavior, firm size may be another factor that hypothetically moderates the relationships between these 
five factors and adoption intention. Large firms tend to lack external pressure; instead impose the pressure, have 
resources required for adoption; financial, technology, and knowledge, and be a risk taker. On the other hand, small 
firms tend to be susceptible to competitive pressure and impositions by their trading partners, lack resources . 
necessary for adoption of new innovations, and be risk aversion. Therefore, the relationships between external 
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pressure, facilitating conditions and perceived risk, and adoption intention hypothetically is moderated by firm size, 
such that the positive external pressure-intention and facilitating conditions-intention relationships is greater among 
small firms than large firms and the negative perceived risk-intention relationship is greater among small firms than 
large firms. Seemingly, strengths of the relationships between the perceived benefits and ease of use and intention 
hypothetically are similar across small and large firms. However, an empirical study is required to substantiate the 
hypotheses. Small and medium sized firms seem to perceive as a cheap approach to become closer with their 
suppliers (Gebauer _and Segev, 1998). The priority of benefit types a firm perceives that they can obtain from an 
adoption of e-procurement will significantly vary among firms; however, general benefits firms perceive .. should not 
significantly different between small and large firms. 

E-procurement activities also can occur at a neutral market. With the business-to-business intermediary, the amount 
of trust will play a critical role on adoption intention. Chircu, Davis and Kauffman (2000) proposed that the amount 
of trust have a direct positive impact on intention to adopt electronic commerce intermediary as well as a indirect 
positive impact on adoption intention through two mediating factors; usefulness and ease of use. . 

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
The Internet is predicted to play a critical role in procurem~nt processes. Either buyers or sellers who involves in 
procurement activities have realized the benefits offered by Internet-based electronic procurement. Understanding 
factors influencing organizations' decisions one-procurement adoption would assist buyers or sellers to develop 
appropriate strategies to effectively implement their e-procurement systems and to convince their trading partners to 
share the benefits of the e-procurement. Therefore, the primary purpose of paper is to explore underlying factors 
and develop propositions regarding the factors such that how the factors have impacts on organizations' adoption 
intention and adoption behavior of e-procurement. The underlying factors are perceived benefits, perceived ease of 
use, external pressure, facilitating conditions, and perceived risk. The perceived benefits, perceived ease of use, 
external pressure, and facilitating conditions have direct positive impacts on adoption intention, whereas the 
perceived risk has a direct negative impact on adoption intention. These facto s hypothetically have impacts on 
adoption behavior through the adoption intention. A limitation of the paper is that the propositions discussed in the 
paper have not been substantiated by empirical studies. Therefore, empirical studies are strongly encouraged in 
order to provide a solid evidence to validate the propositions. 
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A GUIDE FOR MEASURING AND MANAGING CLIENT SATISFACTION 
IN B2B PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RELATIONSHIPS 

Gary L. Simon 
University of Tampa and Argosy University, Sarasota, Florida 

ABSTRACT 
Professional services firms should be measuring and tracking client satisfaction when operating in business-to
business and business-to-government international markets. But, this presents unique challenges, and much of the 
literature, which is predicated on large numbers ( as in consumer markets) and a normal distribution, is not helpful. 
This paper reports on the client satisfaction monitoring .considerations of professional services firms and suggests a 
methodology for establishing and maintaining client satisfaction programs and correcting client dissatisfaction when 
detected. 

INTRODUCTION 
Professional services firms seeking to establish and sustain their competitive advantage should be measuring and 
tracking the satisfaction of clients (customers) when they operate predominantly in business-to-business (B2B) and 
business-to-government (B2G) professional services relationships. Furthermore, management in these professional 
services firms should demonstrate client satisfaction is a mission of the firm and support decision processes and 
action steps that enhance client satisfaction. 

Certainly, the nature of professional services might present challenges in measuri~g client satisfaction and in 
designing programs -to enhance it, that is to say, delighting the client. After all, specialized professional services 
projects can be complex, and they are often technical and sophisticated. Furthermore, clients are quite possibly 
inexperienced .and even unable to form realistic expectations. Each of these conditions poses difficulties for the 
client to evaluate the services received, and this in tum presents problems for the professional services firm when it 
comes to evaluating and understanding their clients' satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction (Patterson, Johnson & 
Spreng, 1997). · 

Additionally, professional services provided to other businesses and government clients may bear little resemblance 
to business-to-consumer (B2C) customer satisfaction measurement, whether goods or services, due to their unique 
characteristics and conditions. Thus, professional services firms (PSF's) find the consumer services literature of 
limited value when designing and implementing customer satisfaction programs. Even worse, it could be 
misleading. Additionally, liability associated with professional service providers' actions may inhibit aspects of the 
exchange relationship that are ·otherwise common in consumer environments. 

To a large extent, consumer models are predicated on large numbers (i.e. many customers) and a normal 
distribution. But, that might w~ll not be the case with many, if not most, PSF's operating primarily in B2Rand/or 
B2G market environments. These firms may well have only a few main clients, none of which exhibit common 
characteristics or patterns (McColl-Kennedy & Schneider, 2000). 

So, PSF's must analyze data and information in their study of clients' satisfaction (or lack thereof), predict and 
project client behavior, and structure client satisfaction programs quite differently from those typical of the widely 
written about consumer services markets. There is, however, far less literature in academic and practitioner 
publications to assist and guide PSF's in B2B or B2G markets than there is in consumer services markets. That 
makes it no less important, particularly for those PSF's striving to sustain their competitive advantage in ever
changing markets wh~re technical complexity, global competition, and nearly instantaneous commU:nication 
introduce an ongoing assortment of threats that challenge their competitive position and threaten the opportunities 
that can be used to contribute to it. 

This paper reports methods and considerations for PSF's seeking to enhance their customer satisfaction monitoring 
and programs. PSF's with a few main clients, such as a civil engineering firm that gets 70% of its business from the 
state department of transportation, will benefit from tracking customer satisfaction as will PSF's that have many 
clients, such as the accounting firm that specializes in franchisee audit and tax reporting. The task of maintaining 
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customer satisfaction is no less important for small, medium, or large PSF's, whether many or few clients, but the 
approach and methods are quite different. Therefore; this paper presents a methodology for establishing and 
maintaining client satisfaction monitoring programs, for customer satisfaction maintenance, and for correcting 
customer dissatisfaction when detected in the professional services business-to-business/government (B2B/G) 
market environment. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
While it is difficult to break the statistics provided into professional (legal, accountancy, engineering, medicine, etc.) 
versus nonprofessional (tour operators, hairdressers, maids, constructors, etc.) and consumer versus B2B/G, it is not 
difficult to discover the magnitude ofand importance of services in the u:s. and world economy. Approximately 
64% of the United States' total output is from services, and this represents eight out of every ten jobs. In new job 
growth, services produce more new jobs than the rest of the U.S. economy combined, and services are not only an 
important component of growth in the U.S. economy. The World Bank reports services are the fastest growing 
sector in niany developing countries, currently representing approximately 54% of developing couµtries' GDP. 
Even with that, the U.S. is able to reduce its substantial trade deficit with its commercial services trade surplus, 
exporting some $276 billion worth of commercial services in 2002 (Trade Facts, 2003). It is little wonder that there 
is substantial interest on the part of service organizations in measuring service quality and understanding its 
implications for custoiner satisfaction (Cronin & Taylor, 19~2). 

The body of literature is indeed extensive for consumer goods and services in that many scholars and companies 
have studied consumer satisfaction in this context, but the literature is predictably sparse _for the B2B/G market 
environments (Patterson & Spreng, 1997). Since marketing is known to be context based, this scarcity is not 
surprising considering that the early years of marketing (say, from the early 1900's through the 1960's) were 
focused on physical assets and the use of intermediaries to move them from producer to consumer (Sheth & Sisodia, 
1999). It was not until the late-1970's and the early- to mid-198-0's that researchers and authors began identifying 
services and service firms apart from goods and manufacturers, and only a few of these explored the link between 
service quality and customers' evaluation of the services they received (Bateson, 1977; Shostak, 1977; Gronroos, 
1978; Sasser, Olsen, & Wyckoff, 1978; Upah, 1980; Berry, 1980; Lovelock, 1981; Bqoms & Bitner, 1981; 
Zeithaml, 1981; Lehtinen & Lehtinen, 1982; Lewis & Booms, 1983; all as cited in Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, 
1985). 

The first ample method of evaluating service quality as opposed to product quality did not come about until mid-
1980 when the SERVQUAL model was introduced (Parasuraman et al., 1985). Following that, several researchers 
studied the SERVQUAL model and its gap theory throughout the early part of the1990's with some proposing 
modifications and models of their own, such as SERVPERF, but none of these were quick to link the consumers' 
evaluation of service quality to satisfaction (Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Teas, 1993; Cronin & Taylor, 1994). It was not 
until 1995 that Bloemer & de Ruyter put the two together in their landmark article: "Integrating Service Quality and 
Satisfaction: Pain in the Neck or Marketing Opportunity?" (as cited in Szymanski & Henard, 2001). Thus, customer 
satisfaction as an area of study is still relatively new, and it has especially received considerable attention in · 
consumer environments. Szymanski & Henard studied numerous non-empirical reports and 50 empirical studies 
representing some 517 customer satisfaction and related elements of correlation in their 2001 meta-analysis. 
Customer satisfaction measurement has received so much attention lately that it is considered by some to be over
done and over-sold. Criticisms of customer satisfaction measurement include: poor dissemination within 
organizations of the information obtained, inability to determine customer intentions, too much poor data from 
poorly constructed processes, too little good data obtained over time, influence of surveys on customers' attitudes, 
vagueness in conclusions, not enough emphasis on customer dissatisfaction, and an inability to translate customer 
satisfaction ratings into sales and profitability (Adamson, 1994; Kettinger & Lee, 1997). 

However, done properly, there can be little argument that there is value in knowing client satisfaction/dissatisfaction 
levels, how they might be changing over time, how they compare from one manager to ~nother or one department to 
another, and how to improve satisfaction levels, especially bow to attend to dissatisfaction. It has been suggested 
that one measure of an organization's competitive strength is its price-value position, i.e. how does the 
organization's ratio of its price performance profile (PPP) and its quality performance profile (QPP), including 
customer satisfaction, compare to that of its competitors. By using the firm's PPP and QPP to construct a price
value map of itself and its competitors, the firm can in effect see if it is leaving money on the table in some cases, 
that is when competing against certain firms, _or does performance need to be upgraded. This method of linking 
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customer satisfaction and other factors to firm performance helps ensure efficient use of resources while growing 
and retaining its client base. (Dickey, 1998) While this methodology is not one that is likely adapted by many 
PSF's, it does demonstrate the practical value derived by linking client satisfaction and firm performance. 
How should PSF's go about designing their customer satisfaction measurement system and its accompanying 
management system to ensure efficiency, action, and suitability? Drawing from his total quality management 
b~ckground; Dickey (1998) suggests a well designed system will benefit business planning, identify and use key 
performance indicators, and assist in new product, and in the case of PSF's, new service design and enhancements. 
He identifies the following fifteen-step process: 

1. Define the scope and purpose of the survey [ so management knows] exactly what to expect out of the 
process. 

2. Determine the data collection method. Will it be mail, face-to-face, telephone, reply card, or a 
combination? 

3. Determine how the data will be segmented-by market, title, etc. 
4. Determine the appropriate sample sizes. 
5. Determine the drivers ofsatisfaction. This ... may require the use of ... pre-assessment surveys, focus 

groups, industry reports, and/or the involvement of customers .... 
6. Design the instrument to assess the relative importance of the .drivers of customer satisfaction. [Do not] 

waste money on things that will provide limited return. 
7. Develop a method to verify the buying criteria. [This information will be used] with the satisfaction results 

to help predict future buying intentions based on performance. 
8. Develop open-ended questions. These questions permit the respondents to ... clarify, verify, and educate. 

They also provide greater opportunity to personalize the survey. 
9. Structure the competitive analysis section. [Since clients might be] reluctant at first to share competitive 

data ... consider how to avoid having the survey cut short at this point. 
10. Develop the scale. Larger scales offer greater ability to statistically differentiate .... 
11. Test the instrument ... [and make sure it is] adjusted accordingly . . 
12. Prenotification of customers. [This should let] them know that ... this .is very important ... [and] the extent 

of the confidentiality .... 
13. Administer the survey. Remember to conduct periodic checks to ensure there is adequate coverage of all 

markets and job titles. . · . 
14. Develop the report. Executives want the facts up front. The charts and tables should be easily interpreted. 
15. Use the results and do it again. The data should be integrated into ... business plans, key performance · 

indicators, and product [service] development plans (p. 10). 
Of course, it is in following through with thi~ suggested process that PSF' s will tailor their firm's survey 
methodology, analysis, and client satisfaction management implementation system. _For example, PSF's with few 
main clients should not consider any method of data collection (step 2) other than face:-to-face or telephone 
discussions between an executive of the PSF and the client; anything else would be an insult to the client. But, that 
discussion should be more than a free-flowing conversation. As the steps in the process suggest, the client should be 
notified in advance by letter (step 12) and a series of predetermined questions should be asked (step 13). This 
impresses upon the client that the process is important to the PSF and is a serious matter. · 
Even when it is the executive conducting the survey, a report must be prepared. This is important for several 
reasons. First, the report provides the means for distributing the acquired informatiop to employees, so they too are 
familiar with client expectations and intentions. This will help management " ... ensure that information reaches the 
'right' decision-makers in the 'right' time, is interpreted 'correctly' and translated into action" (McColl-K~nnedy & 
Schneider, 2000, p. -S889). Secondly, the report provides a record that can be used to compare past and future 
studies for changes and patterns. Also, the report provides th~ documentation necessary for incorporating client 
expectations into business and marketing plans, particularly in the formulation of new ser:vices and service 
enhancements. 

Of course, PSF's with a large number of clients will approach the design of their customer satisfaction measurement 
and management system differently. Large numbers of clients wiil likely make it impractical for executives to 
interview them individually, so more traditional methods of surveying and statistical analysis will be employed. 
Yet, caution should be taken when selecting statistical means in that non-av~rage outcomes may characterize the 
client populations, particularly when they are culturally different (as might be the case with international markets), 
when sunk costs impair reversibility, and when patterns are intentionally altered by innovation. Again, this mjght 
well be the situation in B2B/G markets (McColl-Kennedy & Schneider, 2002). Excluding outliers in regression 
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analysis is another example of potentially altering results of a study to the detriment of the PSF (Webber, 2002). 
This can be especially unwise when these outliers are· the trendsetters. 

So what determines customer satisfaction in B2B/G professional services relationships? What influences loyalty 
and repurchase intentions? These are of course important questions for which the PSF engaging in client 
satisfaction surveys wants answers. 

The original SERVQlJAL model initially suggested ten determinants. to service quality: reliability, responsiveness, 
competence, access, courtesy, communication, credibility, security, understanding/knowing, and tangibles, but this 
was refined to five: reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy, and tangibles. The SERVQUAL model 
emphasizes the gaps between what is delivered to the client and what the client expects ( Parasurman et al., 1985). 
Szymanski & Henard (2001) consolidated the customer satisfaction studies and concluded the following factors 
were most often modeled: expectations, disconfirmation of expectations, performance, affect, and equity. 
Recognizing that most of the studies compiled in their meta-analysis were conducted in consumer markets (not 
B2B/G markets), they did conclude that most studies supported a positive relationship between expectations, i.e. 
what was anticipated, given what the consumer had to compare to, and satisfaction. Performance and expectations 
were also found to be positively related, but improving performance did not seem to ensure positive disconfirmation. 
In fact, performance was not likely to be a strong predictor o_f satisfaction, but equity is, according to the meta
analysis. Customers simply do not want to be treated unfairly. 

Importantly, the research does show that satisfaction is related ·10 repurchase intentions, and since disconfirmation 
plays a very strong role in customers' assessment of satisfaction, it was concluded that dissatisfied customers are 
less likely to repurchase, they are more likely to complain, and they discourage other customers from purchasing, 
thereby hurting the company's bottom-line (Szymanski & Henard,.2001). Spreng, MacKenzie, & Olshavsky (1996) 
studied another factor--desire-and concluded this factor helped to further clarify the relationships between 
expectations and performance. 

Does customer satisfaction imply loyalty? Consumer studies have found this to be true. Furthermore, customer 
satisfaction has been found to be negatively correlated to market share, presumably because customers are not as 
satisfied the bigger the company and in turn possibly less loyal (Gronholdt, Martensen & Kristensen, 2000). Other 
studies have concluded that repurchase behavior is not fully explained by satisfaction and/or service quality in that 
loyalty is measured by comparison to other alternatives and to relative attitudes (Olsen, 2002). Unfortunately, these 
consumer findings do not always hold true for professional services and may not be at all predictive ofrepurchase 
intentions. In fact, the variables used in the literature for determining customer satisfaction and repurchase 
intentions in B2B professional services have been shown to be quite different, it would appear. · 

The early premise of consumer satisfaction was predicated almost singularly on expectations. But, as is the case for 
consumer satisfaction, the role played by expectations in B2B/G professional services client satisfaction must be 
carefully considered along with other variables. It has been established that since our society places professionals in 
such high accord, expectations are almost always very high. Therefore, the drivers for repurchase intentions tend to 
be more closely related to client satisfaction and their assessment of the overall quality of the service provided
performance (McAlexander, Kaldenberg, &; Koenig, 1994). Why is this? 

A significant reason has to be the nature of services, in particular, professional services. For one, the production of a 
service is inseparable from the consumption, and they occur simultaneously, i.e. there is no inventory (Licata, 
Mowen, & Chakraborty, 1995). As a result, clients cannot evaluate the services before they are provided; therefore, 
actual perceived performance is likely to weigh heavily in determining the client's level of satisfaction. Eve~ ~hen, 
clients may have difficulty evaluating performance due to the intangibility of the services, especially when they are 
of a complex nature and demand certain technical skills and knowledge to make that judgment, not at all uncommon 
in B2B/G professional services relationships. Finally, it cannot be· discounted that these relationships, especially ' 
those that are the result of a discrete, high-involvement project are likely of ~at importance to the organization and 
to the members of the buying center (Patterson et al., 1997). Furthermore, as the marketing lens model suggests, 
each of the parties to the decision might view the process through a different lens and thus consider different 
attributes and cues in evaluating service quality (Licata et al., 1995). 
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Given this understanding, Patterson et al. (1997) tested the influence of five variables on customer satisfaction in 
B2B professional services relationships, three variables related closely to the situation of the buying organization
novelty or uniqueness of the engagement, importance of the purchase decision, and decision complexity; and two of 
the variables related to the individuals that composed the buying center-stakeholding and uncertainty. As the 
diagram (p. 5) below shows, these variables were considered antecedents to satisfaction and the client's repurchase 
(behavioral) intentions as they influence the interceding ( dependent) variables: expectations, performance, 
disconfirmation and fairness. S_ome of the questions used in this survey are included in the appendix of this paper to 
provide PSF's further guidance in preparing their own survey instrument. The results provide valuable information 

-for PSF's seeking to develop their own client satisfaction programs, because it identifies those factors that influence 
clients' intentions to repurchase. The organization purchase situation variables exert strong influence, but the 
individual variables should not be ignored, especially the uncertainty factor. "Hence, when a firm has won a 
contract, it is in its best interests to understand (and then manage, if necessary) buying center members' uncertainty 
perceptions,, (Patterson et al., 1997, p. 14). 

FIGURE 1 
Conceptual Model of Satisfaction for Business Professional Services 

Purchaae 
Sltu■t'°D 
V■riables 

The perceptions of uncertainty held by buying center members may in fact be perpetrated, at least in part, by the 
PSF in the selling stages when the PSF and its competitors are positioning to be selected for an engagement. In 
attempting to favorably positioning themselves to be selected for the engagement, the PSF's sales personnel (often 
executives and professional service providers) might really downplay the buying cen~er members' ability to totally 
comprehend this complex and often technical problem that the engagement is to solve. Without a doubt, they will 
likely not produce the answers prior to being engaged but might allude to a range of poss_ibilities which exp_and the 
horizon of uncertainty even further for the buying center members. 

Compounding this problem, PSF's are likely to create unrealistic expectations as they att~mpt to position themselves 
for the engagement. This readily explains research findings that conclude expectations ar~ negatively associated 
with perceived disconfirmation, i.e. what the client expected to receive ( as portrayed during the selling process) and 
what the client received (as per the contract) (Patterson et al., 1~97). Given tJ;iese circumstances, it is little wonder 
clients' expectations are not met or exceeded, resulting in low client satisfaction or even dissatisfaction. 

This suggests that client satisfaction monitoring must be individual (micro) and global (macro). While marketing 
managers and the firms' executives will want to ensure global client satisfaction monitoring is accomplished, it is 
the client account managers and project managers that must take ownership in understanding the individual clients' 
ongoing satisfaction level, and this will be immensely influenced by the early-on expectations established. If client 
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expectations are determined to be unrealistic, especially given contract and budget limitations, the client service 
manager (CSM) might want to consider this situation a 'service recovery' event and begin a process ofrealigning 
client ( all members of the buying group) expectations to the reality of the contract and budget limits, or else, a 
service failure will result and the PSF's client will undoubtedly be dissatisfied. "Failure to ensure customer · 
satisfaction through service recovery, both initially [as is the situation when correcting selling stage misconceptions] 
and belatedly could lead to a decline in customer confidence, lost customers, negative word-of-mouth, possible 
negative publicity an~ the direct cost of re-performing the service" (Berry and Parasuraman, 1991, as cited in 
Boshoff & Leong, 1998, p . 2). ..--

A delighted client is better than a satisfied client; and a satisfied client is better than a dissatisfied client. The 
difference can be in correcting early-stage misconceptions, re-aligning unreasonable expectations with contract and 
budget realities, and in converting uncertainties to certainties through performance, which is positively correlated 
with client satisfaction (Patterson et al., 1997). At the individual client level, this is done by empowering project 
personnel and requiring them to take ownership of the client situation, which sometimes might ent~il apologising to 
the client for any inconveniences (Boshoff & Leong, 1998). 

Almost no reasonable client, experienced or otherwise, will expect everything to go perfectly on complex, technical 
and especially on long~lasting projects, but PSF's must have .an effectively managed recovery program to address 
service problems if they desire to retain these clients for future work. Clearly, clients that have experienced no 
problems in service delivery (compared to those that have experienced problems) are the most loyal and least likely 
to switch to another provider, but they are also not very willing to pay more for future services. On the other hand, 
clients that have had problems satisfactorily resolved are going to be significantly more loyal to the PSF, willing to 
pay more for services in the future, and less likely to switch service providers when given the chance than those that 
are left with unresolved problems (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1996). 

Significantly, PSF's should understand the dimensions that differentiate a delighted client from a satisfied client are 
not weighted on the side of technical expertise. Just as important are" . .. friendliness, and fairness ... reliability, 
timeliness, and courtesy ... and these are the kinds of issues that can be improved through awareness and changes in 
the system process design" (Saunders, Scherer, & Brown, 1995, p. 107). Too often, PSF's fail to comprehend the 
significance of this. 

Client satisfaction demands attention and action. It is not enough to simply know what constitutes client 
satisfaction, e.g. certainty/uncertainty, realistic expectations, fairness, complexity, novelty, importance, reliability, 
timeliness, etc. Client satisfaction means the organization has a client orientation, i.e. it gathers information from 
clients, there is a decision process in which management and employees collaborate to form 'and agree on action 
steps based on this acquired knowledge, and there is follow-up. It is not easy for most organizations, and PSF's are 
no exception, to alter their behavior so as to be better at satisfying their clients (Edgett & Egan, 1995; Legare, 1996). 
However, PSF's should consider service quality and client satisfaction " ... a fundamental component of strategic 
decision making for [their] service firms" (Hemmasi & Strong, 1994). · 

CONCLUSION 
Managerial Implications 
PSF's seeking to have their clients return for future engagements should understand that client satisfaction on 
previous engagements is a very significant faGtor, although not the only factor, affecting behavior leading to the 
repurchase decision. The purpose of this paper has been to explore this link and thereby provide guidance for PSF's 
seeking to enhance their client satisfaction monitoring and programs. Those firms that are successful in attaining a 
client orientation are likely to have satisfied, loyal clients (Guo, 2001). However, a client orientation is not always 
easy for PSF's, since they are typically managed to place a high level of emphasis on their disciplines and tlie -
required technical skills (Ferguson, 1996), and the quality of these skills cannot be downplayed, because they . 
produce value for the client. PSF's that are listening to their clients will know how important these technical skills• 
are, how to efficiently make use of them, and what else it takes to improve value to the client (Dickey, 1988). 
Bringing the focus to client value requires a balance between these internal perspectives and external, client 
centered, perspectives, recognizing of course that client value has several dimensions, too, i.e. clients provide value 
to the organization and the organization provides value to the client. Clients' perspective of value goes beyond 
expecting the PSF to provide quality service delivery, and understanding and acting on this premise is one viable 
means of sustaining competitive advantage {Woodruff, 1997). This is especially the case for PSF's operating.in 
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international market environments where the competitive advantage is highly fragile, depending on interpersonal 
relationships with clients and others, contacts with officials and key intermediaries, consistent quality delivery, 
(Winsted & Patterson, 1998) and more (like luck and astute, skillful maneuvering), 

Even so, market leaders do it, and they do it with " .. . sophisticated processes to measure and manage the customers' 
perceptions.'·' Top management champions these client satisfaction measurement programs. Qualitative and 
quantitative research methods are used to evaluate and understand" ... both the company's and the competitors' 
customer satisfaction performance . . . [and] the results are made available to all employees.'' Often, the client 
satisfaction programs are integrated with the company's total quality management program, and always, customer 
satisfaction is a" ... strategic focus of the company via the mission statement" (Mentzer, Bienstock, & Kahn, 1995, 
p.41). 

This paper has demonstrated that there is value for PSF's in monitoring and understanding client satisfaction and in 
maintaining programs that enhance it and correct incidences of dissatisfaction. These PSF's are more likely to have 
clients that hold realistic expectations of the firm and its service providers' capabilities and that are more loyal to the 
PSF than those firms that do not embrace such a client orientation. 

Future Research 
Client satisfaction as an antecedent of profitability is not explored in this paper, although this is an essential 
ingredient for successful, competitive PSF's. The relationship of customer satisfaction and profitability has been 
explored to a limited degree in the literature (Gurau & Ranchhod, 2002; Rust, Zahorik, & Keiningham, 1995). 
While these studies provide some insight, they do not relate well to professional services in the B2B/G market 
environment. This would be an interesting and perhaps fertile area for further study, especially as it applies to 
professional services in the B2B/G marketplace. 

Another specific area of potential study is in coping with dissatisfaction in the professional services B2B/G 
environment. Again, several studies are published on the subject of consumer dissatisfaction, and some of these 
refer specifically to consumer services, one of them in particular was done byDasu & Rao (1999). These do not, 
however, appear to relate well to nor be particularly useful for PSF's doing business in the B2B/G marketplace, so a 
better understanding of what leads to dissatisfaction and how to effective~y reverse this and recover would also be 
interesting and useful. Of particular interest would also be the study of various means and their effectiveness in 
managing client expectations, given the understanding that expectations might be unrealistically high immediately 
following selection of the PSF for the engagement (due t9 the selling process). Ojasalo (2001) provides an excelient 
beginning to this track of study. 

The interaction between the PSF's service employees and the physical surroundings of.the PSF's environment could 
also shed valuable insight on the relationship between professional services firms and their clients. Again, this area 
of study has had some attention given to it in the consumer services markets, one of the representative studies being 
Bitner's 1990 report: Two areas of particular interest for PSF's are: the use of non-technical client service -
managers versus technical- or discipline-oriented client service managers, and with respect to the environmental 
cues, can professional services be effectively out-sourced to non-domestic countries? Studies in each of these areas 
would likely produce valuable lessons for practitioners. 

In general, there simply is not sufficient information on a wide range of subjects related to professional services and, 
in particular, those professional services uniquely produced and consumed in the B2B and B2G markets. Numerous 
empirical and non-empirical studies and reports are needed before this field is thoroughly understood, practices are 
clearly identified for practitioners, and predictive models are available for academic exploration. 
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APPENDIX 

TABLE 1. 
Measures and Construct Reliabilities TABLE 1 Continued 

Construct 

Novelty 
Novelty t4 

Novelty 2d 

Novelty J<1 

Importance 
lmpon Id 

Complexity 
Complexity" 

Stake"oldinf 

Measurts 

Prior to this particular consulting 
· assignment, I was experienced in 

commissioning this type of 
work. (R) 
J did not have much knowledge 
about this type of C9nsulting 
assigM1Cnt prior to 
commissioning this one. 
I am seldom involved in 
commissioning this type of 
consulting assignment. 

I anticipate the results of this 
consulting assignment will make a 
significant improvement in our 
operations. 
This particular assignment is 
very important to achieving our 
organizational objectives. 

Because of the complex nature 
of this assignment, more people 
were involved than usual. 

Responsibility' How much responsibility did 
you personally have in the 
decision to choose the selected 
consulting firm? 

Unit With respect to your own 
importanceg functional unit. how important 

is it that the assignment is 
completed successfully? 

Uncertainty 
Uncertainty Id During the final selection of 

the consultant, I felt we were 
making the. right decision. (R) 

Uncenainty zd Just after the consultant 
selection was made, I felt 
confident that it was the right 
one. (R) 

Expectations 
Expectationsd Average of 26 attributes. 

Perfonnance 
Performanced Average of 26 attributes. 

Disconfirmation 
Disc Jh 

Fairness 
Faimessd 

Now please consider the 
consultancy finn's overall 
pcrfonnancc. How close did it 
come to what you had expected? 
Thinking about the benefits of 
the assignment to your 
organization, would you say 
that they were: 

I believe that we were not treated 
fairly by the consulting firm. (R) 

.86 

.83 

.83 

.89 

.82 

.95 

.87 

.94 

.82 

.88 .70 

.85 .73 

. 91 .84 

.88 .78 

576 

Consiruct 

Satisfaction ·· _95 .85 
Satisfaction I .r J am very satisfied with our .9.5 

S:uisfaetion 2 
Sati.sf~ti.on ;l 

Intentions 

Jntenltons l 
lntenlions 2 
lnh!mions 3 

. ~-cision to commission this 
consultancy firm. 

Taking everything imo 
,:onsideration, how do you feel 
about what you have reccive<l 
from lhc consultancy finn 
during the cuun.c of the 
a.s5ignmcnf! 

Very dis.-.atisfied/very satisfied (R) .95 

V&."T)' pJca'-e.d.lvcry displeased .H7 
tr your organization rr:quires the 
services of a manag~mcnt 
consulting firm in the nc3!' 
ruture for a similar type or 
a.,;!.ignment, would you use lhc 
hMnC consulting firm •? 

Very probahlc/not J>robabk .96 
lmpo~ihleJvCI}' possible .98 
No i:hnncclct"min .94 

KOTF.: R denotes ncm~ n:vcrsc scaled prior to analysis. 

.97 .9J 

a. Completely stan<lanJizcJ parameter. Squared multiple ~onel:irions fc.r 
coch measure 1:an he obtained by !l<luoring 1hc completely ~1:indardi1.ed 
parameter for the item. . ., ., 
b. Conslruct reliability computed as {I.i.f ll(ti~)· + r. var (.t i]. 
c. A't·c.rage variance extracted. which is the pn>pun,on or varian-,.-c in 1hc 
"on~tru,:l thar is nor due to measurement error (Fornell :ind Larckcr 1981 l. 
d. I = :r1rm1.i:l_v di.trl,IJTtl!. 7 = stm11xl_\' agru . 
c. Stakeholding is calculated for each respomh:n1 as a multiplic:1tivc 
fonc1ion of responsibility and unit importance. 
(. I ~ nr, rr.rpnn.ribi/ity, 7 ..- full re.rpom1bi1ity. 
g. I = rwl at all importanr. 7 = ,·ri1irnlly ,mportallt . 
h. l = murlt w,,,st tht1n up~cttd. 1 = nnu:h belier 111.m expecred. 

Table reproduced from Patterson et al., (1997), p. 11. 
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VERTICAL INTEGRATION: THE GOOD AND THE BAD 

Aysar Philip Sussan 
University of Central Florida 

ABSTRACT 
On February 11, 2004 the largest cable communications company in the United States, Comcast Corporation, 
offered to buy the number two media conglomerate in the world, The Walt Disney Company for $66 billion. Within 
five days the offer was off as the Walt Disney Company's board unanimously rejected Comcast's unsolicited offer. 
What follows in this paper is an examination of portfolios, core competencies, and strengths and weaknesses of both 
companies. With this information, an analysis of the proposed takeover is conducted and a conclusion is made as to 
whether the combining of both companies would have been beneficial or detrimental to those involved. 

INTRODUCTION 
Comcast began its journey to the top of the Telecommunications services industry over 40 years ago. Today, they 
are the largest cable provider in the United States with over 21 million subscribers. In addition to providing regular, 
high definition, and digital cable services in 22 of the top 25 cable TV markets, Comcast also prnvides high speed 
internet connections, ·owns national cable networks including the E! Network and the Golf Channel, and offers cable 
products to enhance TV viewing such as video recorders and Video On Demand. 

Comcast is divided into three segments. They are Comcast Cable, Comcast Content, and Corporate and other. The . 
Comcast Cable is the cable and Internet portion of Comcast. There are over 21 million subscribers to these services. 
The Comcast Cable branch of Comcast is responsible for the majority of all revenues and incomes. In the 1st quarter 
of 2004, Comcast Cable accounted for over $4.6 billion in revenue and over $700 million in operating income. 
Comcast Content segment of Comcast deals with the national television networks they own. These national 
networks include E! Entertainment Television, Style Network, The Golf Channel, Outdoor Life Network, and the 
newly acquired/merged G4/fechTV. In the 1st quarter of 2004, Comcast Content accounted for revenue of $176 
million and income of over $34 million. The final segment of Comcast is the corporate and other division. This 
division of Comcast runs Comcast-Spectacor as well as provides additional corporate ipformation and support. 
Comcast-Spectacor operations involve running the Wachovia Center and Wachovia Spectrum in Phiiadelphia, as 
well as affiliations with minor league baseball and hockey teams, a lacrosse team, and Comcast SportsNet in · 
Philadelphia. This division accounted for revenues of $85 million and lost income of -$77 million in the 1st quarter 
of 2004. 

1st Quarter 2004 Cable Content Corporate Total · 

Revenue (million) $4,647 $176 $85 $4,908 

Income (million) $702 $34 -$77 $659 

Figure 1. Comcast Revenue 

In realizing that Comcast is broken into its different parts, it is easier to see how owning the cable system and 
programming aspect of the business complement each other. There are several advantages .to running cable ~ystems 
and owning the networks that are on those systems. The biggest advantage is that Comcast c~ntrols the distribution 
of the networks. It is easier for Comcast Content to distribute its programs to Comcast Cable because they are one 
company. This has lead to increased visibility for the national_p.etworks because they are shown in all markets 
Comcast Cable Systems are in. 

Additionally, this gives Comcast bargaining power in terms of selling the networks. By owning certain networks, 
Comcast is able to distribute programming to its many cable systems. Comca~t holds the power in terms of 

· distributing this to other cable systems. If a competitor does not want to pay the price for a network that Comcast 
owns, the other network is out of luck. This is because Comcast has a stable distribution chain of its own for that 
network to be seen on. 
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The Walt Disney Company 
The Walt Disney Co. began humbly in 1923 as the Disney Brothers Studios producing cartoon shorts starring 
Mortimer later renamed Mickey Mouse. With the 1928 release of Steamboat Willie the success of Walt Disney 
began. The change in name of the central figure in the Disney mythos was only the first change of many. Through 
the years the animation studio expanded into feature length films eventually growing into a major media and 
entertainment giant. In 193 7, the studio produced its first animated feature film, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. 
In 1940, Walt Disney -Productions went public. The Disneyland theme park opened in 1955. The foundations of the 
Disney Empire were laid. · 

In recent history, Michael Eisner became CEO and Chairman in 1984 and lead Walt Disney back from the brink of 
bankruptcy to its current mammoth incarnation as the number two media conglomerate in the world (Hoover, 2004). 
However, Eisner was recently ousted as chairman of the board during the stockholder's meeting in spring 2004. 
George Mitchell, the former senator from Pennsylvania, has since replaced him. 

INDUSTRY AND COMPETITORS 
Comcast is part of the Telecommunication Services industry. Broken down further, Comcast Cable is part of the 
Cable TV Systems Operators Industry and Comcast Content is part of the Television Cable, Pay and Broadcast 
Network Industry~ For Comcast, these two-segmented industries are complementary of each other, with Comcast 
Cable providing a major distribution outlet for Comcast Content. 
Competitors in these industries include: 

Cable Operator's: 
• EchoStar Communications (Dish Network satellite provi~e) 
• DirecTV Group (Satellite provider) · 
• Time Warner Cable (2nd largest cable provider to Comcast) 
• Walt Disney ( owns 10 broadcast TV stations) 

Cable Network Owners 
• Walt Disney (owns ABC and has stake in ESPN and A&E Networks) 
• Viacom (CBS, MTV, BET, Showtime, & Comedy Central among others) 

Walt Disney 
Walt Disney is primarily a media company that includes motion picture film production and distribution, broadcast 
networks, and publishing houses . . Disney owns ABC networks, 10 television stations, and more than 70 radio 
stations. It also has interests in ESPN (80%) and A&E Television Networks (38%). Walt Disney Studios produces 
films through Walt Disney Pictures, Touchstone, Hollywood Pictures, and Miramax. Walt Disney Parks & Resorts 
include Walt Disney World and Disneyland, the most popular resorts in North America. Walt Disney Internet 
Group oversees Internet properties including ABC.com, Disney Online, and ESPN .com. The formal segment · 
breakdown is media networks, parks and resorts, studio e~tertainment, and consumer products. Competitors in these 
industries include: 
Media networks 
• InterActive Corp (owns Expedia, Ticketmaster and the Home Shopping) 

Networks, formerly USA Networks 
• Liberty Media Corp ( owns interest in Discovery Channel and QVC) 
• Time Warner Inc. (formerly AOL Time Warner) (the CNN family of channels, 

HBO, WB, and TBS and other areas such as publishing) 
• News Corp (fox Televisions and News owned by Rupert Murdoch) 
• Viacom Inc (owns CBS, MTY, UPN, BET, Showtime Networks, and King's 

Theme Parks) 

Parks aµ.d resorts 
• Busch Entertainment - Includes Sea World and Busch Gardens 
• NBC Universal - Universal Studios Them Park previously owned by Vivendi Universal 
• Six Flags 
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Studio entertainment 
• DreamWorl(s SKG 
• MGM Studios 
• Sony Pictures Entertainment 
• Time Warner 

Consumer products 
• Hasbro - traditional manufacturer of children's toys 

· • Mattel-traditional manufacturer of children's toys 
• Microsoft- Producer of the X-box 
• Sony - Producer of the play station 

PROFITABILITY OF INDUSTRY 
The cable industry is an extremely profitable industry. In the US alone, advertisers spend over $28 billion in TV 
advertising each year. Increasing the number of networks, customers, and markets that are exposed to the Comcast 
products creates economies of scale resulting in lower costs. This is one way Comcast is increasing profitability. 
Other profitable companies in this industry include Walt Disney, Time Warner and Viacom. Similarly, these 
companies are also trying to grow in order to increase their economies of scale and lower costs. 

In recent years, the threat of substitutes has arisen in the cable industry. This threat is from·satellite TV providers 
such as DirecTV and Echostar Communications (Dish Network). Overall this threat has been beneficial for the 
cable industry. This threat has forced the industry to constantly invest, resulting in high-tech products and cutting 
edge technology, which created more profitability. Such new products are new digital technology, High Definition 
TV, and Video On Demand. With these new products, cable companies are able to charge premium prices for their 
unique services, which help to increase profits. 

Below is a chart that lists the 2003 revenue and income figures . for Comcast and· two competitors. Comcast shows 
net income that far exceeds that of the competitors even though the revenues are less. Comcast believes this is due 
to better distribution methods of their products. 

Comcast Time Warner Disney 

_2003 Sales (Millions) $18,348 $38,076 . $27,061 

_2003 Net Inc. (Millions) $3,240 $2,639 $1,267 
Figure 2. Comcast and Competitors 

Walt Disney 
The industry has produced its share of mixed results in the last five years. While Time Warner and Walt Disney 
have each outperformed the industry and market'indices, analysts have accused both.companies of under 
performing. The biggest lesson learned though out the business world is that bigger is not always better as
demonstrated by AOL Time Warner and Vivendi Universal. 

When AOL bought Time Warner in 2000, it was heralded as the dawn ofa revolution . . New media economy meets 
old media to produce synergies in the way media content is delivered to the consumer. The results were less than 
satisfying. Accusations of questionable accounting practices coupled with burst of the Internet bubble in mid-2000, 
and the new company failed to live up to the expectations of its $106 billion combination. Time Warner is currently 
focused away from integration and acquisition to improving the results of individual subsidiaries through organic 
growth. 

Through a series of mergers and acquisitions Vivendi Universal SA grew to be the number two media conglomerate 
behind Time Warner. After posting a $25 billion loss in 2002, the largest in French history, it became apparent that 
their reach had exce·eded their grasp. The buying spree .that built Vivendi into number two had also saddled it with 
an overwhelming debt. In a restructuring effort, Vivendi sold its entertainment assets to NBC, exiting the publishing 
business and focusiµg on telecommunications. 
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Disney itself is a mixed story. It has experienced a slump in almost every business and a slew of bad publicity. The 
highly publicized oust of Roy Disney fro.m the board was the most recent of management blunders and infighting, 
which also includes expensive buyouts of Michael Ovitz and Jeffrey Katzenburg. On a positive note, Disney 
acquired the Muppet characters and the associated film and television libraries to augment their current stable of 
children's favorites. 

Below is a chart that indicates the profitability of Disney. Based on a comparison of sales and net income Time 
Warner is larger than Disney is and Viacom appears to be very close in.sales. However, when one evaluates .. these 
companies on a basis of Return on Invested Capital, it is Disney that is outperforming Time Warner and Viacom. · 

2003 Revenues ($ mil.) 
2003 Net Inc.($ mil.) 
Figure 3. Disney Profitability 

Comcast 
Political Forces 

Disney 
$27,061 
$1,267 

MAJOR INDUSTRY FORCES 

Time Warner Viacom 
$39,565 $26,585 
$2,639 · $1,416 

The first political force affecting this industry is government - set taxes. Governmental forces have a large impact 
on taxes paid by this industry. Most of these taxes however are passed onto the customers and lead to higher prices 
paid for cable and Internet services. These higher prices lead consumers to look for substitute products which if 
found, could lead to less revenue and income. 

An additional Political force is governmental agencies that police cable companies and networks. These agencies 
patrol networks to make sure programming is suitable for its viewers. If programs are found unsuitable, fines and 
suspensions are levied. 

Economic and Social Forces 
The largest social force affecting this industry is the change in viewing tastes of the consumer. A good example is 
the latest trend of reality television. Reality television uses "real" people and puts them in contest type situations. 
Popular Reality TV shows include American Idol, The Bachelor, and The Joe Shmo Show. This new type of 
programming is forcing networks t.o adapt and change what they are showing in order to increase ratings.' 

An economic factor that affects the industry is unemployment. People who are not working may not be able to 
afford cable and Internet subscriptions. Because of this, high unemployment may cause cable systems to change the 
services they offer. They may need to adjust their programming to add a lower priced service for those with less 
expendable income. 

Technological Forces 
There are numerous technological forces that are affecting the cable industry today. An increase in competition and 
in new products entering the market means that keeping up with this technology is even more important. New 
technological products that are affecting this industry include high-speed Internet connections, digital TV, HDTV, 
Video On Demand, and Digital Video Recording. 

The importance of a cable company having these products is vital to its survival and success. Because of the 
competition in the cable industry, if a company does not offer a product a customer wants, that customer is very 
likely to go to the competitor. For instance, if a customer wants digital cable but the cable company does not offer · 
it, the customer can turn to Direct TV or Dish Network for the digital quality it wants. This competition and 
substitutability within the industry means technology is a driving force to keep and grow the customer base. 

Walt Disney 
Political Forces 
The move for government deregulation by the Federal Communication Committee has lead to overturning of laws 
that prohibited television networks owning cable systems and TV stations in the same market. This trend has 
spurred on the flurry of recent acquisitions. On .the flipside, government regulators at the Department of Justice 
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have grown wary of the number of mergers and its potential affe~t on competitive markets and increased their 
scrutiny of any further media consolidation. 

Economic and Social Forces 
Especially ha~d hit, Disney's theme parks have struggled following the events of September 11, 2001. Attendance 
and revenue figures have declined due to a combination of the 2001 terrorist attacks on the U.S. (which caused a 
general decline in the travel business) and the 2001 recession. These events impacted businesses throughout the 
world. At the same time, the lowering of economic trade barriers have resulted in the globalization of products and 
markets. 

Disney has long favored this movement with its establishment of Disneyland Paris, Tokyo Disney Resort and soon 
Hong Kong Disney. Foreign markets are expected to be the source of future growth. (Hoovers, 2004). Currently, · 
there is a general skepticism for the business model in which so-called content creators are owned by the same 
companies that distribute news and entertainment to the public through cable systems, satellite services and 
broadcast networks based on the lack of synergies achieved by the AOL-Timer Warner merger (Orwall and Grant 
WSJ, 2004). 

Technological Forces 
The explosion of the Internet in the mid-90's led to further acquisitions and development of the GO network. 
Investment in the Internet GO network proved unsuccessful due to the tech bust. The use of "Fast Pass" automated 
seat reservation for the most popular rides at Disney World theme parks. Improvements in computer processing 
technology have revolutionized the field of computer animation. These improvements have resulted in increases in . 
the costs for traditional hand drawn animated feature and decreased the costs of the digital animation to the extent 
that it is no longer cost effective to produce traditional animated films. · 

CULTURE 
Comcast 
To truly understand a company's culture, one must work there and experience the why behind the actions. Comcast 
was able to briefly touch upon their mission and goals as well as their values on their website. Comcast states that 
to learn about the culture at Comcast, one need only read their Credo. It reads as follows: 
The Credo -Tum to Us First. We will be the company to look to first for the communications, products, and 
services that connect people to what's important 
in their lives. 

Their main goal is to entertain, inform, and empower their customers while enriching.the community. They are 
committed to ongoing introductions of new communications products and services, consistent financial results that 
define the industry's best, and an enjoyable work environment that allows people to grow personally as well as 
professionally. They also striv~ to be consistent, professional and respectful during customer service and that it is 
everyone's job to do. Their core :Values are: · 

• Ethics -To be true to the highest standards of honesty, fairness, and integrity 
• Quality- Committed to excellence in their products and personal relationships 
• Flexibility - Maintain the ability to adapt to an ever-changing world 
• Diversity- Respect and reflection of the customers, communities, and cultures Comeast serves 
• Employee Focus - Invest in people with the belief that the company can only be as strong as it work force 
• Enthusiasm - Work together with an unbridled passion for their business 

(Comcast, 2004). 

Walt Disney 
Without even hesitating, if you asked most people to describe Disn.ey most would say, "Where all your dreams come 
true." This image began behind the scenes and has continued to live-strongly within Disney's corporate culture. In 
their own words, "We are the dreamers and the doers; a cast of thousands committed to making magic and making 
dreams a reality" (Disney, 2004). Employees are more than the average worker, rather they are cast members who 
perform for the millions of viewers and theme park attendees. Disney strives for excellence in diversity among its 
workers as well. Their workers represent a broad spectrum of experience and cultural heritage, which adds to . 
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Disney's diverse wealth. Not only do the cast members follow strict value guides and rules, but also Disney's 
corporate level executives. Adherence to the highest standards of integrity in their business practices is a must. 

CURRENT STRATEGY 
Comcast 
Comcast's current strategy involves being the technology leader through the products it offers, continued growth 
through the acquisition of new cable networks, and sustaining its competitive cost advantage. The strategy inVblves 
a Cost Leadership Strategy as well as an Innovation Strategy. Because Comcast has over 21 million subscribers, 
they are able to achieve economies of scale. This economies help keep costs down. The lower costs enjoyed by 
Comcast give it a competitive advantage over its competitors. 

Additionally, Comcast has improved over 95% of its cable structure to be able to provide digital cable to its 
customers. Because of this, Comcast is on the technological edge of this industry. The upgraded cabling will enable 
Comcast to provide such customer-desired services as high speed Internet, digital and HDTV cable, and digital 
video recording units. By staying innovative, Comcast will be able to offer clients what they want which will assist 
them in growing their market share and lower costs through increased economies of scale. 

Lastly, Comcast is using the cash and cash equivalents of the company to both acquire and start new cable 
programming networks that are targeted to niche markets. Recently, Comcast purchased TechTV. TechTV is 
geared toward those who are into technology and gaming (video games). Additionally, Comcast started a network 
for the African-American adults called TV One. One of Comcast's core strategies is to acqurre companies that add 
value and increase shareholder wealth. 

· Walt Disney 
Disney's current approach focuses on creating entertainment programming that highlights Disney branded 
properties. The formal statement found on the website indicates Disney's goal "is to be one of the world's leading 
producers and providers of entertainment and information using its portfolio of brands to differentiate its content 
service and consumer products" (Disney, 2004). · 

Through years of marketing and branding, Walt Disney has developed an intense loyalty among its followers. 
Building on that loyalty Disney has continued to achieve competitive advantage through differentiation. This 
differentiation strategy is based on appealing to the psychological desires of its customers that want escape from 
reality by enjoying a sportscast, watching a movie, or visiting the Magic Kingdom. Disney infuses an element of 
escapism in almost all its products. Disney also is recognized as a differentiator in its approach ·quality and 
customer responsiveness. The Walt Disney World Theme Parks and Resorts are renowned for their high level of 
attentiveness to customer wants. In pursuing its differentiation strategy, Disney has sought to segment its market 
into many sectors. This is reflected in the formal business segment breakdown into media networks, parks and 
resorts, studio entertainment, and consumer products. 

COM CAST'S MERGER AND ACQUISITIONS 
Comcast has built a leading company through successful horizontal integration. The first successful investment was 
in 1986 when Comcast acquired 26% of Group W Cable. That same year they made another firm investment in 
QVC. In 1988, Comcast purchased 50% of Storer Communications, Inc. raising the number of Comcast subscribers 
to over 2 million and making Comcast the fifth largest cable operator. In 1992, Comcast combined its AMCELL 
properties with those of Metrophone, tripling the population area served to 7 million. 1994 proved to be another 
successful year for Comcast with the acquisition of Maclean Hunter's U.S. cable operations that added 550,000 
customers, which brought their total to 3.3 million, and made Comcast the third largest cable operator. Seeing the · 
success of the investment in QVC in 1995, they purchased 57% stake and assumed management of the world's 
leading electronic retailer. 

Also in that year, Comcast announced the acquisition of E.W. Scripps cable systems, which added 800,000 
subscribers and brought Comcast's customer total to 4.3 million. In 1997, in a partnership with Disney, Comcast 
acquired a 40% controlling interest In E! Entertainment. In 1998, they acquired Jones Intercable, Inc. for 1.1. 
million additional customers. Also in that yearthey acquired 406,000 subscribers from Prime Communications. In 
1999, Comcast acquired Greater Philadelphia Cablevision, Inc., a subsidiary of Greater Media, Inc., which added · 
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79,000 additional Philadelphia customers. In that same year Comcast ~nd MediaOne announced a $60 billion 
merger. 

The merger never happened, but Comcast walked away with $1 .5 billion in termination fees and announced an 
agreement to acquire 2 million AT&T customers. In 2000, the Lenfest Communications, Inc. became part of the 
Comcast family and brought along approximately 1.3 million cable subscribers. Later in that year Comcast 
completed a cable system swap with Adelphia and AT&T, which led to a gain in customers in several states. In 
2001, Comcast acquired televsion networks such as The Golf Channel, Outdoor Life Network, and in that year 
announced they would soon merge with AT&T Broadband (Comcast, 2004). · 

TO MERGE OR NOT TO MERGE 

. Benefits of Merging with Disney (from Comcast perspective) 
• Gives Comcast primetime cable channel in ABC as well as a majority stake in ESPN and partial stake in A&E 

Networks, also the Disney channels 
• Branches company out to other endeavors including theme parks and resorts 
• Opens doors into the world of movie making thru Disney Studios and Miramax 
• Opens new media field of Radio 
• Gives rich source of programming for new Video on Demand cable service 
• Establishes Comcast as the premiere company in the rapidly converging field of broadband Internet and video 
• Positions Comcast to defend against competition from satellite and telecommunications companies that ·are 

fighting for the same customer base 

Disadvantage ofMerging with Disney (from Comcast Perspective) 
• Mixing of 2 corporate cultures could be extremely difficult especially since Disney employees outnumber 

Comcast 11.2,000 to 68,000 
• Moving out of core competencies and into areas that they are not familiar ·with (theme parks, radio, and movies) 
• Merger with Disney does not increase customer base of Comcast cable, only gives it more media outlets and a 

stronger bargaining position (with ABC and ESPN) · 

Benefits of Merging with Comcast (from Disney perspective) 
• Gain synergies though reduction of overhead costs, combined sales forces and experience more economies of· 

scale and scope · 
• Gain competent management with focus on bottom line 
• Content creators are owned by the same companies that distribute through cable systems, satellite 
• Better enhance the distributioij of the company's content (a strategic priority ac·cording to the 2003 Disney 

Annual report) 

Disadvantage of Merging with Comcast (from Disney Perspective) 
• Mixing of 2 corporate cultures could be extremely difficult especially since Disney employees outnumber 

Comcast 112,000 to 68,000 
• No significant gains reaped by combing content creators with content distributors 
• Merger with Comcast does not increase customer base of Disney 
• Price offered too low, if accepted reinforces perception of poor management judgment. 

CONCLUSION 
From the perspective that Comcast would be acquiring Disney, this would be a good strategy and a great opportunity 
for the company. Comcast has a proven history of successful acquisitions and mergers. It has built a successful 
company and a large customer base through horizontal integration . . This merger would increase the customer base 
for both, the Comcast Cable division and the Comcast Content division. Comcast has already shown success with 
the complementary offerings of the cable system and programming aspect ofthe'business. 

Adding Disney's portfolio of networks would increase this company's synergy. Adding Disney brings along large 
networks such as A.BC, ESPN, radio stations, and movie production studios. This would increase Comcast's 
channels of exposure and distribution. Acquiring Disney also eliminates a major competitor from the market, and 
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brings their strengths to Comcast. By extending out into ano_ther industry such as theme parks and resort, Comcast 
would be able to create value and increase_ their profitability by leveraging their resources and capabilities onto other 
activities. 
Comcast currently succeeds in their telecommunications industry, and can implement their core strategies within 
Disney's industry. Disney currently suffers from poor management and instability. Comcast can add excellent 
management technique and success. 

The two companies have many similar traits, that proper integration pro~edures, can come together to form a ., 
superior company. First, they currently both have a network/television division. Both companies have experience 
positive results with mergers and acquisitions. Comcast, who is acquiring Disney, has had much more success and 
therefore only fitting to be the acquirer. 

Both companies share similar competitors such as Time Warner Inc. Both companies are strongly affected by 
governmental policies and deregulation laws and therefore can lobby together as a major powerhouse .. Both Disney 
and Comcast are strongly affected by social forces such as unemployment and changing consumer preferences. 
They have the same similar know how as how to react to recessions and economic booms. They both have a strong 
customer base, and brand loyalty, and are very knowledgeable as to who their customers are and the best way to 
reach them. 

Comcast and Disney both strive to be industry leaders in innovation. Comcast has been able to release high
technological products such as HDTV and Disney has transformed the way animated movie~ are created. By 
acquiring Disney, Comcast adds ABC to its -portfolio and eliminates one of its weaknesses of not having access to 
major networks. Comcast already has in place an advertising strategy that reaches specific niche markets in specific 
areas. 

With the combination of Disney's wide reach and breadth of their advertising, the newly merged companies will 
have access to millions of people. Both companies also strive for superior customer service. They also feel their 
employees are the number reason for success and should be supported throughout the coqipany. Both offer high 
quality products/services, and stake their reputations on such. 

Comcast goes one step further as a cost advantage leader, and therefore Disney can benefit from this in the long run. 
Combining forces also increases the barriers to entry in both industries. By acquiring one of Comcast's top rivals, it 
reduces the future risk of price wars. Both companies already benefit from low buyer bargaining power and low 
supplier bargaining power. 

Though the risk can be viewed as high since Comcast is entering into a new industry, the benefits outweigh the 
risks. Disney is suffering from the disruption of outing Michael Eisner and Roy Disney and therefore is in a position 
for a merger. Comcast has ample amounts of free cash flow and are ready for vertical integration. 
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COST MODELING THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

Nabeel Yousef, Luis Rabelo and Jose Sepulveda 
University of Central Florida 

ABSTRACT 
Researchers are interested in value chain analysis to identify the different opportunities for cost savings. The .... 
literature have been narrow in scope and addressed specific problems; however none has addressed the need to a 
general framework that can be used as a standard template in the supply chairi cost management and optimization. 
(Dekker and Goor, 2000) said that "the basic idea when the organizations developed the model was to express their 
cost data in similar terms, to be able to compare directly the costs of certain activities between the firms, such as the 
costs of warehousing activities." · There was no indication in the literature of a cost model that can identify all costs 
and cost drivers through the supply chain. The cost model should have the capabilities to analyze the effect of 
changes in activities, resources, demand and other factors upon the supply chain. This .paper addresses· the need for 
such model to improve supply chain performance and quality of the product and service delivered to the customer. 

INTRODUCTION 
The supply chain is the network of customers, distributors, transporters, storage facilities, manufacturers and 
suppliers that participate in the sale, delivery and production of a particular product. Figure 1 shows the value chain 
of partners. · 

~~qi;, Ji.,. "i~:t.ijijtl~fiil;f ', ~c;"" ~,- "" ~~ 
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Figure 1: The Value Chain of Partners 

The supply chain is the main axis of competition in the new market on the local and global level. Thus the 
. concentration became more active on connecting the firms in one supply chain to survive in the dynamic current 
market. Included is the need to manage this chain with rising aspects and problems. Lots of research is being done 
on how to manage a supply chain to become a successful, competitive and flexible. Researchers defined ilie Supply 
Chain Management (SCM) as the practice of coordinating the flow of goods, services, informati9n and finances as 
they move from raw materials to parts supplier to manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer (Cooper et al. , 
1997). This process includes order generation, order taking, information feedback and the efficient and timely 
delivery of goods and services. (Cokins, 1999) stated that "Supply chain authorities believe that there are four 
essential ingredients for successful Supply Chain Management. 

• Demand driven continuous replenishment 
• Electronic commerce (bar coding) 
• Category management 
• True cost information activity. based costing (ABC)" 

Although a lot of research was done in the true cost information activity, it still has many opportunities and issues to 
discuss. Managing the Supply Chain will help the partners in the chain to understand there internal costs. Tracking 
cost information through the supply chain is very important for cost monitoring, which will assist in the coordination 
and optimization of activities across firms in a value chain. The accurate cost information will help the managers to 
understand what are the profitable products and services and how to drive future profits by creating newer strategies.· 
These strategies are not within one firm bµt extend to all the partners that will act as one. team with one objective. 
They will collaborate to form a one big enterprise and the information will leverage to perform as a value chain. 
Understanding the process along the supply chain will define the low performance partner where the chain will have 
the option to replace the weak partner. Each partner in the chain will create a cost for the others that can be reduced 
to improve the total cost. Lots of opportunities are available to improvise saving in the cost within the chain. That is 
why more firms are now interested in establishing inter-relationships between each other. The relationships will 
allow exchange of information and cooperation; but need a commitment and acceptance of the risk and ·rewards of 
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partnering (Dekker and Goor, 2000). More efficient activities wili be cr~ated within the supply chain and will 
provide better outcomes, which will increase the competition between chains and individuals within the chain 
( cooper et al, 1997). 

Researchers are interested in value chain analysis to identify the different opportunities for cost savings. The 
literature have been narrow in scope and addressed specific problems; however none has addressed the need to a 
general framework for a cost model that __ can be used as a standard template in the supply chain cost management 
and optimization. The desired framework should express the cost data in similar terms that can be understood across 
the firms, firm units and activities within. 

The cost model will help in achieving the .following objectives: 
• Improving comparability of cost data between firms 
• Identifying the weakest link in the chain and either replace it or improve it. The improvement will be 

through supporting the partner to understand the points of weaknesses and change them. 
• - Recognizing the right time to release a new product and the effect of that on the market. 
• Creating more flexible chain that will react fast and right to introduce the solution to the customer 

especially with the short life items. 
• Create a communication between different management information systems no matter the type of cost 

analysis that has been used in that system, which will add to the value of development and standardization. 
• Leverage the effectiveness of communication between different departments within the firm. 
• Understand that as the firm seeks to minimize the cost and maximize its profit the reduction of the cost 

should extend to the supply chain level. 
• Providing a mechanism for developing cost-based performance measures (or the activities 
• Restructuring the activities to be integrated with each other a cross the, firins of the supply chain. 
• Driving future profits by creating newer strategies 
• Recognizing the profitable products and services and eliminate the non profitable ones 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Supply chain has been the center of interest to researchers for the last three decades. In the last 80's and beginning 
of the 90's rose the term of Supply Chain Management (SCM). (Cooper et al, 1997) defined supply chain 
management as the management of the flow of production from raw material to the finish product including disposal 
process. Cooper's goal was to view and understand the firms as an integrated whole system. In her paper with others 
she mentioned how difficult to achieve this goal, she said: ''Few organizations, if any, even have a good 
understanding of how the various functions, terms, and other units within their own organization interact." The 
book "Introduction to Supply Chain Management," by Robert Handfield and Ernest Nichols, highlights the 
important issues related to Supply ~hain Management and explains them in a very logical and understandable way. 
In the book they explained the significance of supply chain management for the firms and the requirements to 
manage the supply chain. Then they addressed the major developments in global markets and technologies, ~hich 
necessitate this integrated approach to supply-chain manageme~t, and make it clear that it is.critical for future 
competitiveness. One of the most important management issues is cost management were we monitor the cost and 
cost drivers in the chain. Cost management 

Williamson, 2003, defined Management Accounting as the firm planning and organizing or'both internal and 
external cost information. He says that information is needed to analyze and report the actual c~st of products or 
services: The originated reports will help the management in decision making and will establish standards of 
performance. · -

Management accounting has an important role in estabiishing common terms of cost through firm units and firms 
across the supply chain. (W. Seal et al, 1999) stated that the common terms will develop new behaviors and 
understanding to the cost drivers which will lead to the existence ofa _"commonly understood management 
accounting methodology". Seal et al concluded from his research that "the specification and sharing of cost data can 
play a central role in inter-organizational negotiations as both -sides in a manufacturing partnership learn about and 
respect each other's financial and commercial constraints and objectives." So Management Accounting actually 
plays a very important role in building a trust relation across the chain that might extend to very deep inter-firm 
activities. Seal in his paper provided evidence ·ofpossible collaboration and better understanding of the cost 
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management. He said "An ideal role for management accounting would seem to be in an open boqk agreement 
whereby both parties can inspect each partner's revenues and costs". The firms involved in his research couldn't 
reach the stage of detailed open book agreement, although there was an acceptance of the idea from involved parties. . 
But on the other side there was a good understanding of the cost and performance measures, which created a need to 
look for tools and techniques to establish a long term relationship between the partners of the supply chain. 

(Dekker, 2003) stated that "inter-firm relationships introduce new challenges for management accounting. One such 
challenge is the provision of information for the coordination and optimi~ation of activities across firms in a value 
chain." He wrote in his paper about the Value Chain Analysis (VCA) method as a tool to meet this challenge. He 
focused in his paper on the use of value chain analysis in buyer-supplier relationships for coordinating supply chain 
interdependence. The importance of his study comes from the point that it reviews the implementation of Activity 
Based Costing (ABC) model that has been developed by a company to support its Supply Chain Manageme·nt 
(SCM) practices with a group of suppliers. (Lea, Fredendall, 2002) published a paper about the impact of 
management accounting on manufacturing performance and the some of the systems used in managem_ent 
accounting. The authors included a table of the comparison of some management accounting systems the table is 
shown below. 

Time of inttoductiM 
T)Pe ,;)f producti-On 

Variety of prtxlucts 
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0\ffl~ allo~n 
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Traditiooal full costing 
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hett.rogeneom 
L-0wtohiib 
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Dim •terial 
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Sala~ ~nerat and 
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Low 
N<>ne 
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Table 1: Comparison of Management Accounting Systems 
Source: B.-R. Lea, L.D. Fredendall / Int. J. Production Economics 79 (2002) 279~299 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND COST IMPORTANCE 
In 2003 a survey was made by Ernst and Young and the Institute of Management Accountants to understand the role 
of Management Accounting today. The survey addressed some of the important issues that face companies · 
nowadays like how is MA changing as a result of the competitive economy? What new accounting methods have 
emerged and how fully have today's companies adopted these new management tools and initiatives? And what are 
the barriers to adoption of these tools and methods in organizations? 

The survey Was launched in January 2003 and closed five weeks later. It was distributed electronically to the 
members of IMA (23,034 members) who were identified as senior level financial executives. The survey was able to 
elicit significant responses from all industry sectors of the IMA membership (around 2000 responses). Forty·percent 
of the responses represented manufacturing companies while 16% represented the financial services/consulting 
companies. The other 44% represented other sectors of service and industry as shown in· figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Survey Respondent Sectors 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 

The average represented a company with revenues of about $300 million and 1'750.employees. Thirty six percent of 
the respondents were from companies with revenues of $1 Billion or more, Figure 3 shows the classification of the 
companies based on revenues. 

22.2% 

13.3% . . 

2Q6% 

Figure 3: Company size based.on their revenue 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 
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Large segment of the respondents (nearly 31 % ) were decision makers and the rest were classified as decision 
enablers. 
The survey revealed very important findings that were summarized in the following six points: 

1. Cost management is regarded as a key contributor towards achieving strategic objectives. Eighty percent of 
the respondent reported that cost management was important to their organization's overall strategic goals. 
Seventy five percent believed that the state of the economy has generated greater demand for cost 
management (Figure 4 and 5). 

:1:Not 
lrnportan.t 

21'tJtSo 
rmportant 

3~Somahat 
lmp,rtant 

.tlmportant 

alll. 

s:·~,, 
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Figure 4: Importance of cost management for respondent organizations 
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!iMuch · 
C1811tU 

Figure 5: The effect of the state of economy on the demand for cost management 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 

2. Decision makers and enablers emphasized on the need for what they name it "actionable" cost information 
to be their top priority and cost reduction to be the second top priority (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Generating cost information and cost reduction considered the top two priorities in cost management 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 

3. The survey revealed various distortion factors that affect the visibility into true costing in most 
organizations. One of the most factors identified was overhead allocatio:p.s, followed by shared services and 
greater product diversity (Figure 7). 

19'& 
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No Distortion 

Figure 7: The most important distortion factors that affect the visibility into true costing 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 
4. Most companies-are still using budgetary procedure and ERP in spite of the current' economic .environment. 

New cost management systems are still in the process of being accepte~ (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Tools that is being used extensively (not considering new tools) 

Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting 

5. Companies and organization are not easy to change their tools from traditional ma~agement accounting to 
modem non- traditional tools. Modem tools such as .Target costing, Value-Based Management and Theory 
of Constraint Analysis are still struggling to be accepted and adopted by companies 

6. The implementation of a new technology or method requires in-house expertise for support and adoption. A 
clear vision including value of implementation should be provided. Provided that there is alack of adequate 
technology arid management commitment (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Lack of commitment, support and adequate technology 
Source: Ernst and Young LLP, Survey 2003 Management Accounting · 

Suggested Methodology 
The survey shows that cost information is a very important factor that can help in improving the supply, chain 
performance. A Value Chain Analysis may be the tool that can be used to analyze and understand the link between_ 
the activities and their effects through the value chain. ABC is one of the common Value Chain Analysis methods. 
A starting point will be to find and document the supply chain partner's practices, methods, measures, costs and 
their interrelationships at a particular level and at certain time. 
Activity inputs and outputs across the firm units and a cross the partners of the supply chain will be identified. Some 
examples for common activities that might occur between the supply chain units are: . 

• Purchasing and their relation with sales ( quote and order activities) 
• Accounting units in both firm and supplier (invoicing and collection activities) 
• Logistics also in both finn and supplier (shipping and receiving activities). . 

The conceptual model that is expected to be developed from the study is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure I 0: The conceptual model for ABC costing through the supply chain 

SCOR model will be used as a guidance to identify and analyze different activities within the supply chain. After 
that the cost and cost drivers will be mapped to each activity. The Activity Based Costing (ABC) model will serve as 
identifier to the value added and non value added activities. Value added activities are those for which the customers 
are willing.to pay for the service. On the other hand non-value added activities are defined as waste that might add 
cost to the value of the product. Since it is a waste the customers are not willing to pay for it. Once the activities are · 
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~de~t~fied res~~~es will be assigned to each activity. ABC will help in reGognizing the actual dollar costs against 
md_1v!~ual activities. From ther~ w~ can find the opportunities for cost reduction and start eliminating these waste 
activ1ties (resourc~s), or so~et_1me Just strengthen the weaknesses in that activity. 
In order to determme the act1V1ty costs we need to go through the following steps: 

a. Analyze all activities within the supply chain 
b. · Gather all related cost (direct and indirect) to those activities 
c. Trace cost to activities to make sure that no cost was lost during the gathering 
d. Establish output measures 
e. Analyze costs · 

a. Analyze Activities 
The depth and detail of analysis will be det~rmined by activity decomposition until the analyst reaches the desired 
output from that activity. Once this done then the activity will be recognized and identified as value or non-value 
added activity. The object will be to minimize the non-value added activities and eliminate the unnecessary ones. 
b. Gather Related Costs 
Once the activity been identified the different costs associated with each activity will be gathered with the product or 
the service as the outcome. These costs are used as the baseline activity costs. For example the inspecting activity an 
overhead activity that will happen when receiving the parts for a product and just before inventorying these parts. 
This activity will involve inspection hours and the cost drivers can be the number of hours for inspection or the 
number of inspectors that are been used for this activity. Once we identify all costs associated with activities then we 
can calculate total cost per activity. 
c. Trace Costs to Activities 
In this step the results of analyzing activities and gathered firm inputs and costs are brought together, which 
represent the total cost for each activity. The total costs associated with an activity will be calculated in a simple way 
taking into consideration the time that has been consumed by a firm unit on each activity. 
d. Establish Output Measures , 
Although activities may have multiple outputs, only one will be identified as the -primary output. The actual activity 
unit cost will be calculated by dividing the total input cost, including as.signed costs from secondary activities, by the 
primary activity output volume. A list of all activities with their associated cost will be generated. Then the total cost 
for all activities will be defined. 
e. Analyze Costs 
In the last step the list of activities and their cost will be used to identify the opportunities for cost saving i.e. 
eliminating non-added value activities. Other opportunities will appear for cost improvement. The different charts 
and analysis will provide managers of different percentages for each activity and which one consumes the most. 
These will leverage the product or service to be introduced to the customer with high efficiency. 

CONCLUSION 
Management accounting has an important role in establishing common terms of cost through firm units and firms 
across the supply chain. · Managing the Supply Chain will help the partners in the chain to understand there inte.rnal 
costs. Tracking cost information through the supply chain is very .important for cost monitoring, which will as.sist in · 
the coordination and optimization of activities across firms in a value chain. The accurate cost information will help 
the managers to understand what are the profitable products and.services and how to dri~e future profits by creating 
newer strategies. The literature shows that cost management is regarded as a key contributor t.owards achieving·, 
strategic objectives. Generating cost information will improve the performance of the supply cha,in. 
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